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OPINIONS ON THE " INDIAN CULTURE

Dr. W. Stede.—The ikk magazine •• a scry admirable underrating, embo-
dying ihc be»i product of intellect of our Indian colleague* and fellow student*.
I cannot bui pay the highest mimic ol admiration 10 this new publication.

Dr. F. O. Schrader.— .admirable. .-shows iIm high standard which is

expected ol a scientific journal and aitonlshes one by the richness ol it* content*.

Mona. Loui» Finot — full of interesting matter and forebode* a biiglu
future. My best congratulation* for this success

I

Dr. M. Winternitz - I congratulate you anti ymn collaborator* un the
publication of No. 3 ol Indian Culture wliicli i> again (till of interesting matter
relating to various branches ol Intlolog*.

Dr. Louis del* VaJee Poussin.- - tonratii* man* good thing*. I am
much interested by the remark* of Prof Wmicinil/ on the aranuma-Laicraiurc.

It it the mint interesting and useful journal fo> philosophy and history.

Dr. A. B, Keith- -It is a most interesting number and if tlir standard of
achievement is maintained you will have secured a very valuable addition to the

number of scholarly^periodicals issued in India.

Dr. F. W. Thomae, C./.h—May I tale this oppoitunity of expre»ing
my appreciation of your India'. Culture and my congratulation, upon tlie coin

pletion ol a whole volume, with Index and Tabic ol Contents -a very important
ajrpendagc e The volume roniaiiii a large number ol articles of a scholarly

and tcrioui character and it <• *red it to India. Idanv of the author* of the

articles are old friends of mine, and I would gladly plunge into the iray again,

if 1 could only get free from my |«went entanglement in Central Asian studies
You have an army of capable contributors.

Dr. L D. Barnett -The Indian Cullme, I am glad to see. .till maintains
the >ame high level ol scholarly excellence.

Dr. J. Prtyluiki-— . . - Fine Journal

Dr. Th. Stcherbatahy -A splendid issue.

Mr Charles E. A. W. Oldham. - May I take this opportunity of con-

gratulating you on the standard being maintained l»v the Indian Culture and
the niece.* you have achieved with this Journal.

Mr. C. W Gurner. 1C Y— . .a publication ol u very high standard.

Director Archaeological Department. Hyderabad-Dcccan.— • congra-
tulate you heartily on the excellence of the article* published in the hm number
-nd I hope the standard will he maintained under your able management

Journal of the Andhra Historical Research Society ( Vol IX. Part

1, July 1934 < .—Thu very admirable periodical will lie welcomed all over the
country by all tlio*c who are devoted to the promotion of research into lire

ancient History of tndia and her great culture. I hc excellent diaracter ol tin*

new
1
'iuriial and the high standard of articles published in it. and the enterprise

and devotion of the group ol the Bengali scholar, seem u» make Indian Culture
rightly and completely hll the great void created by the unfortunate discontinu-
ance or tl«- great epoch making journal, die Indian Antiquary. I his new Jour-
nal. three numbers ul which are before us. show* itself to lie lint class srieniilic
peril «hc>] by the richness of its contents. Like the Indian Antiquary, it is hoped
that this journal also will be an impartial forum to all devoted and inspiring
workers under the capable editorship of the distinguished and veteran savant
Dr- Dcvadatu Ramakinlma Bhandarkar. who u a-.isn-d In willing, and brilliant
scholar* like Dr. llama and Dr Bimala Chum Law. Wc h-.artil' congratulate
the management of the Journal on the high standard of esccellence dial is attained
and hope that by means ol unsparing devotion it will Ire maintained There
w no doubt that it* appearance i. a valuable addition to the number of scliola.lv
journal* published in India today. We wish it all success-
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Iii a rcccm. study Gttha* gave a short and thoughtful summary
of the work done in anthropology in India during the last quarter of

a century. This study includes general anthropology, prehistoric

archeology, physical anthropology and cultural anthropology, but
takes no notice of linguistics, although it cannot be denied that linguis-

tics have contributed much to the science of man. The present paper
is written to give a general idea of what has been done during the last

few years on Munda linguistics and ol the possible ethnographical
connections of the Mundas.

Since die time of Col. Dalton short notices on the various

Munda peoples had been published from time to time. The Samali
languages had been studied by Skrelsrud, Budding and others, Muii-

dai'i was studied by Hoffmann, Kurkti by Drake, and Savara or Soia

by Raniamurti. The Encyclopedia Mumlarica of J. Hoffmann and
A. van Emtnclen is still in course of publication. In 1912 Roy pub-
lished a detailed account of the Munda institutions’, which was follow-

ed by a study of another Munda tribe, the Birhors, in 1925; ten

yeats later the same author published a monograph 011 the Hill

Bhuinyis, and two years alter that, in 1937, in collaboration with his

son, he published an account of the Khariiis. Inspite of the earlier

works about them the Mutidis did not come to the lore until 1906
when Father W. Schmidt, the founder ol the " Amhropos ", thought
he saw similarities between the Samali language on the 011c hand, and
ihc Mon-Khmer, Nicobarcse. Khasi, Bahnar and Sticng languages on
the other. In that year he published a work* in which he
attempted to prove that Samali was formed by prefixation to Mon-
Khmer roots, and on this hypothesis he formed a new family of

languages which he named "Austric" with a sub-family Austro-Asia-

1. B. S. Guha, " Ptogre» of Anthropology in India during die Iasi Twenty-

five Yean,” Progicu 0/ Science in India dining the tail Twatty-fivc Ycart

(Calcutta, 1538). pp. 300-335.

s. S. C. Roy. The Munjal and their Country. Ranchi. 1912.

3. W. Schmidt, Die Mon-Khmer VSlker. Ein Bindegiied zwischcn Volkern

untial-Atiem und Austvcnetiens. Brunswick. 1906.
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tic." Sten Konow of Oslo enthusiastically accepted this "discovery"

first i it the Gollingtsche Gelehrle Anzeigen and then in the Linguistic

Survey of India (edited by Grierson). This new-family ol languages

became a “reality", and even the fourteenth edition of the Encyclopedia
Brilannica contains an account of it.

For almost a quarter of a century we had become accustomed

to this youngest member of the linguistic families created by Pater

Schmidt. From infancy it had passed to its youth without having

its right of existence being questioned by anyone, when suddenly

Guillaume dc Hcvesy, a man totally unknown to the anthropological

and linguistic world, dealt it its death blow which left it tottering

bclorc it finally suer uinbed 1
. In the first-named of his papers men-

tioned in the preceding note dc Hcvesy argued that the word com-

parisons given by P. Schmidt cannot be taken seriously; he demon-

strated no less than 70 of Schmidt’s errors, and .staled that "many
more instances could be given" 1

. In the other two papers he came
to the conclusion that since Father Schmidt had built up his linguis-

tic family on a supposed relationship and since this relationship is

now proved to be non-existent, the two terms “Austro-Asiatic" and
“Austric" must also cease to exist. Then dc Hevesy goes on to say

that the Muij(la languages belong to the Finno-Ugrian (FU) family

of languages, and especially to die Ugrian branch, having affinities with
such widely separated languages as Os

t
yak, Vogul and Magyar

(Hungarian).

The study of the Hungarian language dates back several cen-

turies. As long ago as 1G04 Szenezi published a Latin-Hungarian
dictionary4

,
and almost sixty-five years before that, in 1539, appeared

dre Grammatica Ungaro-Latinum by Johan mis Sylvester (born about

4 G. de Hcvesy, “On IV. Schmidt's Munda-Mon Khmer Comparisons (Docs

an Austric Family oi Language* exist /)’’ Bulletin of the School of Oriental

Studies, London Institution, vl (London, 1930), pp. 187-300; Id., "Du danger

dc l'cmploi dcs termes 'Lar.gucs Austro Adaiiques’ ct ‘Langucs Austriques' (Unc
faussc famillc linguistique). "Aui del Congreuo di Linguistica tenuto in Roma
>935 (Firenze, 1935), pp. 1-8 (ol Reprint); Id., “A False Linguistic Family,

the ‘AustroAsiatic', ’'journal of the Bihar and Orissa Research Society, xs,

1934. Pta. I111V, pp. t-g (Reprint).

5. Hevety, in Bull. Sc. Orient St., vL 199.

6. Molnar Albeit Sienczi (1574-1633). Dictionarium latino-ungaricum,

1604.
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1504). In 1770 Sajnovics 5
scientifically demonstrated the relation-

ship of Hungarian with die Finn and Lapp languages, and later, in

1799, S. Gyarmathi in his dissertation entitled "Affinity lingux
hungarirx rum linguis Iconics origini grammatite demomiraia

1 '

published at Gottingen conclusively proved the same thesis. After

the relationship between the different languages of the FU group
had been established the study was taken up by such scholars as Mik-
los Revai (1749-1S07), Antal Reguly (1818-1858) and Pal Hunfohy
(1810-1891) in Hungary, and M.A. Castren (1813-1852) and F.J.

Wiedemann (1805-1887) in Finland and Russia. Under these scholars

the study received a great impetus, but it was not until the time of

Joseph Budenz (1836-1892) that a proper systematic study of the FlI

languages really began. Budenz studied the comparative vocabulary

and morphology of the FI I languages and compiled a masterly vocabu-

lary and, best ol all, initiated a disci dined and scientific system of work
in the study of the languages in cucstion.

The direction given 10 FI languages by Budenz has since

been continued with slight variation by scholars like BernSt Mun-
kacsi, lozscf Szinnyci, Zoldn Goinboc*/, Ignacz Haliisz, Armin
Vambcry, Joseph Balassa. D. R. Fuchs, Odon Beke, Miklds Zsirai, V.

Thomsen, E. N. Seiiila, U. T. Sirefius, A. Kannisto. K. Donner, A.

Sauvageot, and others too numerous to metuion, but little new has

been added to our store of knowledge on the subject. Gombocz
demonstrated the existence of Bulgarian loan words': Vdmbery and
Gyula Nemeth, the Furkish clement''; Thomsen showed the influ-

ence of Germanic languages on the Finno-Lapp languages 1*; Miklo-

sich demonstrated the Slav element in Hungarian"; Munkdcsi collect-

ed a large number of Hungarian words which he shows to be cither

7. For his contribution to FU linguistics sec, E. SclSlii. LitiS tuomalait-

ugrihtisen kielenlutHmitifn hislariaan [Helsinki, 1&93]. pp. 10; 14.. J. Pdpay.

A magym nyebhumtitds iHilt'nrle [Budapest, 1999]. |>p. 11 *7.

8. 7. Comb6(7, Die btilffuisehAnrkuehtu LehnwSrlcr in dcr ungaritchen

Sprache [.Suomalait ugrflnisen scuran toiniitukda XXX. Mtm. Soc. FiunoOugr.,

XXXX. Helsingfors, 1902].

9. A. Vdmbery. Da Unjitung drt Magyaren (Leipsic, i85a); Id., A
magyatadg heletknJie rs gyarnjMddin (Budapest. 1895): Id., A magyarsdg

bdlaHj/nSI (Budapest 1914): C. N'eincth. 1 honfngMMnri mitgyarsdg kialaku-

lasa (Budapest. 1930).

10. V. Thomsen. Ubtv den Elnflitu drr germanwbta SprAtheii inf die

pnniick-iappischen (Lcipsic, 1870).

11. F. Miklosich, Die slavuchcn Elemenlr im Magyaritchen (Vienna. 1884).
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of Aryan or of Caucasian origin 1
-’; and Seialii proved ihe conneciion

between the FU languages and the Saraoyed language of Siberia”;
but the general classification of the FU Languages remained the same
as at the time of Budem until dc Hevesy came forward with his revo-
lutionary hypothesis.

We have seen above the 'destructive theory" of dc Hevesy.
His "constructive theory” of the genetic relationship between the
FU and the Mui)<la families of languages came later. By profession
Guillaume dc Hevesy, Wilhelm von Hevesy, or to give him his native
Hungarian name, Hevesy Vilmos. is an engineer, resident in Paris.

Bom in 1879 of an aristocratic family, he served as a Captain of a
Hussar regiment in the late Austro-Hungarian army during the
World War. His greatest contribution to the science of anthropo-
logy has been to establish the identity of the inscriptions on seals

from Mohenjo-Daro with the writings on the "wooden tablets" from
Faster Island”. His interest in linguistics was first aroused by the

chance perusal of a magazine article about ilie Maoris. Among
other things this article contained a number of Maori words. M. dc
Hevesy was struck by the similarity of these words with words in his

native tongue, and to set the matter at rest, he began to study linguis-

tics and ethnology. As a result of these intensive, though unmetho-
dical studies, he published a book in English entitled ‘Munda-
Magyar-Maori, etc." under tire nom-de-plumc of F.A. Uxbond (faux

bondssfalse leap, a leap in the dark). Later, he confined himself
only to the first two—Mui.id& and Magyar—but instead of Magyar
alone, he extended his researches to all the FU languages.

Unfortunately on account of the lack of systematic training

in linguistics, de Hevesy 's works are not written with the clearness

and conciseness which wc expect from a trained linguist; his phonetic
transcription is not always of great value in determining the exact

sounds, and almost every page shows that it was written by an amateur

12. B. Munkdc&i. Arfa ti kauAdzvsi e'.eniek a finn-magyar nyelve/tbsn

(Budapest, 1900).

13. E. N. Sciiilii, "Zur F.-age nach der Verwandtschaft der finnisch-ttgmchcn

und samojedisdien Spraehen, "Stumudaii Ugiilaisen Seuran Aihakauskiraj

[Journal de la Soctild Fin no-Ougtienne], xxx (Helsingfors. 1915).

14. His identification has been accepted by the whole scientific world. See

however, T. Michelsou, in American Antkropologitl, N.S., xxxvi (Mcr.asha, Wis.,

(1934), p. 63*. and the answer by B. Bonncrjea, ibidL, X.S., xxxviii (1936). pp.

148149. Recently A. Metraux. “The Proto-Indian script and the Easter Island

Tablets. “Antlnnpai, xxxiii (it. Gahricl-Modling. 1938). pp. 218-239, published

a severe and, as far as I can judge from the works of Hunter, totally unjustified

criticism of it.
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—an "amateur" not only in its English meaning, but in its French
meaning as well. But we arc concerned more with the result than
with the method, for "the end justifies the means”. And if dc
Heresy's conclusions arc right we must, as scientists, accept them as

right, irrespective of what his profession is or what his method has

been. If we cannot accept dc Hevesy’s theories simply because he
Ls neither an anthropologist nor a linguist pj—lie speaks, reads and
writes several European languages anti has a good knowledge of

Santali, (as the present writer can testify)—won Id it not be more con-

sistent to disregard the archxological discoveries of Heinrich Schlic-

niann who himself was not a trained archxologist ?

One of the chief criticisms laid against tie Heresy is that he
has only compared words. Even if it were true—which it is not—
the comparison ol words is not without a certain value. Father
Schmidt’s "Austro-Asiatic" and ’ Attstric" families were built up on
word-comparisons, and a leading linguist writes that "language is a

faithful mirror of the history ol a people, and a study of the vocabu-
lary permits us not only to see what the primitive patrimony of know-
ledge of the people was. but also allows us, through an investigation

and an analysis of the lion-indigenous words, to see who were the

foreign people who came in contact with the people speaking the

language or languages we arc examining.’’13

Since publishing his paper in 1930 dc Hevesy lias written nu-

merous other papers in English. French and German, and a book in

German; besides these he has given public lectures and made com-
munications to learned societies and linguistic congresses from time
to time. Several of his papers were published in India in the

"Journal of die Bihar and Orissa Research Society", but Indian
scholars seem to be totally ignorant of the fact. In a work published
as late as 1937 by the leading Indian authority on the Minnas, the

Kharia language is still called "Austro-Asiatic.

"

,0 Such a statement

can only show that Indian scholars do not keep in touch with modern
researches. It is true that de Hevesy’s main conclusions have not

15. C. Tagliavini, Le lingue ungheresc e if pioblemo delle origint dei

Magiari [Repr. from Rivista Corvine, xxi-xxii, 1931/32. Budapest, < 93*]. P- 14:

"...uno ipeceitio fede'e della itoria di un popolo e to studio del vocabotario

non ci pcrmelte solo di vedert quale era it jsalrimomo primitivo di conoscente,

ma ci permete aucota, altravaso Pindagine c fanalui delle pantle non indigene,

di vedert qua'i /urono i popoli itranieri die venneto in canto!<0 con le popola-

zioni paro/nli la lingua 0 le lingue che csamiuwino."

16. S. C, Roy ar.d R. C. Roy, The Klianas (Ranchi. 1937). voL i. p. t8.
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yet found general acceptance, and adverse criticisms have appeared

from time to time. But on the other hand, many competent scholars

have accepted his thesis: thus CoMes”, Valfdf18
,
Hcine-Geldem"’,

Flor”, Schrader11 anti Bonnerjea” all agreed tliat he is right. And
lastly. Prof. Fouchcr of the Paris University made a communication

before the French Academy (Aca&imie des Inscriptions) in April

1938 in which he accepted de Hevcsy's conclusions regarding the

Munda-Finno-Ugrian genetic relationship; Profs. Pellioi and Vend-

ryfcs agreed with Prof. Fouchcr. We see then that the hypothesis has

not failed to find support, and cannot therefore be summarily dis-

missed, nor can ii be disregarded in silence.

In the present paper ir is not intended to give a detailed

account of the discovery, but to say only a few words about his book

and his general conclusions and the problems arising from the hypo-

thesis. f’he book “Finnisch-Ugrisclies aits Indicn” contains VIII,

383 pages (Introduction. 1-10; Structure of the Mum/.a languages

compared with FU, 13-16: General remarks on Mupda verbs. 17-44:

Accidence—Munda suffixes 45-1 to {this section is really a brie: account

of how the different forms of nouns, pronouns, verbs, etc., are formed]:

Word-comparisons, 113-329: Final remarks, 3*9*875 ;
Santah songs

[music*, 376: Bibliography, 377-383). The major part of the book

therefore deals with word-comparisons, of winch there are 1134.

Many of the words compared contain three consonants, and hence,

according to Mcillet. the mathematical probabilities are 15’ : 1 (i.e.

® to 1) that they originally belonged to one and the same language.

large number of 3-consonant words given by de Hevesy enhances

the value of his other words. On the other hand, many of the words

given by him arc evidently borrowed from Indo-Aryan languages of

India. If we deduct 30 per cent as possible borrowings, and there-

fore of no value in comparisons, it still leaves us 793 words unaccount-

ed For-a formidable number indeed.

In the morphological part de I-Ievesy shows the points of

similarity between Munda and FU. In both there is a marked

difference between the "Animate” and the "inanimate": just as in

Munda, in Magy. too words denoting “inanimate" arc often used in

17. G. Cotdes, in Bulletin de VEcole franeaise d'Extrime Orient, 193a, p.

581.

18. A. Z. Valid!, in TOrkiiche Post, x, 1935, pp. 48-49 •

19. Robert Freiherr von Heinc-Gcldcrn, in Pester Lloyd
,
27. 1935. pp. 1.*.

so. F. Flor. in Festschrift fur Hermann Hirt, f. p. 92 note.

si. 0 .
Schrader, in Orieniolistische Literaturzeilung, 1935, col. 639.

22. B. Bonnajea, in Indian Culture, iii (1937). p* 631.
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ihc singular with a plural meaning?4*, e.g. fdtcl nem Iritja at crdol ' vor

Baumen sielu er den Wald nicht" (p. 14). Postpositions instead of

prepositions are used in both groups; in Finn surh postpositions arc

used with the genitive case [as in Bengali], whereas in Magy., Vognl

and Munda drey are affixed co the simple root (p. 15). The various

suffixes in both FU and Munda are almost identical. In his most

recent lecture-*' he says chat the French sentence "j’aurais pu ie Jane

boire" (I would have been able to make you drink) is translated into

Hungarian by one word alone—the word consisting of the verb with

five separate suffixes. He then says that in Santali we have the saute

sequence of suffixes as in Magyar. A dual number is known in both

groups; feminines and family names arc formed with an identical

suffix in both groups; in both groups the same demonstrative and

indefinite pronouns are found; the same elements form the locative,

ablative and dative cases; the conjugation of verbs with objects is

found in both Munda and FU; and finally from the point oi view

of phonetics, Ostyak and other FU languages jsosscss the same cere-

bral sounds as Mutjd5.
The proof of the existence of a FU language in India as set

forth by de Ilevesy brings up four important questions36 :

1. What ethnic connection is there between the Finno-

Ugrian* and the Indo-Germans ?

2. How do the Dravidian languages of India fit in in

this linguistic problem ?

3. Have FU languages influenced Indo-Aryau languages?

and

4. How far towards the cast can the I'U influence be felt?

With regard to the first question. I had already adduced some

prools of an ethnic relationship between the two peoples' 0
, to which

I would like to point out some additional ones. The remains of

lioise sacrifices were found in the ancient cemeccry of Trallcborg. A
peculiarity about these horse-sacri fices was that the animal was

23. Tne same is also uuc of modern Bengali : bugaiie gath athc, ' there arc

trees in the garden."

24. G. de Heresy. " Une immigration inconuue dans I'Inde” a lecture

deliicred before the XX. International Congress of Orientalists held at Brussels,

September 5-10, 1938.

25. C/. Journal Asiatique, 1934, pp. 144 sq.; de Hevesy, “ Munda Tongues

Finno-Ugrian, “Jour. Bihar Or. Kts. Soc., xxi (1933). Repr.. pp. 13 sq.

26. Bonnerjca, "Traces of Ugrian Occupation of India. "Indian Culture,

»i
( 1937 ). PP 629 sq.
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killed by driving a Aim knife into its forehead”. Mora“ examined

53 graves in Hungary containing horse sacrifices, and found that the

animal was killed by driving either a stone or a knife into its skull.

This cranial wound was characteristic in every case, and hence Mora

believes that this method of sacrifice was typically proto- Magyara .

Flor*4 shows further that the similarity between the two does not end

here, but, what is more important, in the Magyar graves were placed

the skull and long bones of the sacrificed animal, which distinguished

the Magyar sacrifice from a Turkish horse-sacrifice. This "Schadel-

Langknoclicnopfei ” was a typically Indo-Gcrman habit.

Koppers" shows the close connection among the Indo-Germans

between the licarth-firc and wedding ceremonies. The Mordwins

have a goddess of the hearth-fire” The newly-wed bride takes leave

of her, and as soon as she arrives at her husband's home is led to die

fire’ ’. Among the Finns of Ingermanland the bride must sacrifice to

1 he fire-goddess when she comes to her new home**. Among the

Magyars when the bride returns from the church service, she is led

round the hearth-fire 14
.

Neck-rests, we are told, were known among both Indo-Ger-

mans and the Polynesians'0
. Bitky*7 says that before feather-bolsters

and leather-pillows were known, the ancient Magyars used wooden

neck-rests, and then shows the distribution of the same neck-rests

among the Votyaks and the Carelian Finns*. Sirelius” shows the

*7. G. Koainna, Dir deuluhc Vovgcschichlc (Leipic, >985), PI. XXII,

Fig- 2 «>T-

28. F- Mora. "Neprajd loimkorusok inagyar ldctekben, " Elhnogulplna

h’ipdlet, xli.i (193*), pp. M tq.

29. F. Flor, Die Iwlogetmancnfragc in tier Volkcrkundc,” FaUchri/l fiii

Hermann Hill, i (Heidelberg. 1936). pp. laa sq.

30. Floi. op. cil., p. iaj.

31. W. Koppere, "Die Indogermancn im Lichtc dcr hisiorischen Vfllkcr-

kundc," Anlhropos, xxix (1935), pp. 9 '5 *</> 23

32. G. Buichan, Illuilrierte Vdlkeikunde, Bd. II, a. A'aukasien, Osi und

NordriMland, Finland, 1926, p. 9a*.

33. Buichan, op. cil., p. 92a. 34. Bmchan, op. cil., p- 986.

35 . Miss Edith Fel, died by Flor, op. til., p. tao.

36. Flor, op. cil., p. 104.

37. Z. B4tky, in EuciilCje, xxiii (1931), pp. iaB iq.

38. Bitky, op. cil., pp. 1*9 sq.: Byhan, in Buschan, op. cil., II, 2, p. 950;

Flor, op. cil., p. 104.

39. U. T. Sirclius in Suomen suku, III osa. csinrcllir.en kansatiede, 1934;

Flor, cj>- cil.. p. 104.
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distribution of die neck-rests among other FU peoples. Flor 10 then
says iliat Bdtky identifies the Magyar neck-rcsts with the Melanesian
and Polynesian forms, and derives them from Central Asia. The
Spear-thrower, or atlad, is also met with in FU territory, and hence
Flor says: “Nichts harm deutlicher das hohe Alter und die grosse

Bedeutung der Proto-Utaller fur das Indogcr manenturn zeigen als

die Tatsache. doss heide Kullurguter direkt aus der prolouralischen
Kultur slammen. ,Weiner Meinung nach harm es sich dabei um An-
zeichen eines urtotemistischen Jiigerturns gehandelt kaben, womit
jene Vermutung an Wahrscheinlichkeit gewinnt, die die Proto-Uralier
mil dem urtotemistischen Kulturkieis in Verbindung setztV”

In the house-forms of the Indo-Gcrmanic peoples Montelius
and Schrader have shown that the oldest form was a round or coni-
cal tent structure covered with skins, wood, bark, etc". The same
form is found among the Sainoyeds and die FU peoples". Remains
of die Equus Przeualski were found in the ruins of Mohcnjo-Daro ;

and die only people in Europe who use the Equus Przevalski arc the

Magyars*4.

From an ethnographical study of the fishing methods of the
L'grian peoples the present author came to the conclusion that many
of die fishing implements used by the l.'grians are identical to those
used in India. Thus, die trumpet-trap, pos, of the Ostyaks and
Voguls has an exact analogy bodi in shape as also in the spiral-binding
technique with Indian traps. I he ostyak vosym is the same as a
net-uap from Bengal, and both are used in dam or weir fishing. The
form of L’grian fences and dams has a striking resemblance with
those of India. Finally, in hook-fishiilg the Magyar Idbohorog has

40 Flor. op. (it., p. 104.

41. Flor. op. cil ., p. 104.

42. O. Montelius, "Zur illtetcn Geiehiehic lies Wohnhautcf,” Ardnv /Hr
Anthropologic, xxiii. pp. 451 sqq.: O. Schrader, in A. Nchring. Rent lexicon
do indogerinaniuhen Altertnmitimdr, < p

r
7-

1
ysj. II. KM.

4 S- b. T. Sindiuv “ L'lxr die priraiihcn M'olimmgen der linnisch-obu-

gnschcn Volkor." Finniteh-Ugrische Forselnnigeii, \i. pp. 61-148: Flor. "Ilaus-

lierc und Hinenknlturen." Wiener Beitrige, i (1950). p. 135.

44- I. Adamcu. Lelnbuch der allgemeinen Tienucht (Vienna, 1926), p.

27. c. by Flor, of,, tit., p 156: F. Kern. AnfSner der Wcltgeschichle (Licpsk
and Berlin, 1933). pp. itf.sq.
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an exact parallel in the Ostvak luma and in a Muirfa float-fishing

dcvicc‘\

The second problem regarding the position of the Dravidian
languages has been solved by dc Hevesy himself. He points out that
the morphological differences between the FU and the Dravidian
languages are so great that there could have been no genetic connec-
tion between them. Whatever word-similarities we find must have
been caused through borrowings.

The third problem of the possible influence of the FU
languages on the Indo-Aryan presents greater difficulties. M. dc
Hevesy is of opinion that the Nfunda languages have contributed to

no mean degree in the formation of the IA languages. The present
author came to the same conclusion before he had read de Hevesy's

works'®. The Indo-Cermanir peoples knew apiculture, and the IA
word medhu, madhit and the FU\/ mete-show eicher a borrowing
one from the other or a common origin.* 1 Till now whenever a word
was found in IA and in FU languages, it was taken lor granted that
FU borrowed from IA.

The last problem regarding the eastward spread of FU influ-
ence needs a considerable amount ol actual excavation and research
before we can answer it. \f. de Hevesy shows that the FU words
for " iron " (Magy. vas, Vog. -pi, -bes, Cher. -baz, Finn, vaske-, Samoyed
basa, baza, veza, fee.) is the same as the Mundari basi, Santali pasi, Mon
pasai. Old Javanese vest, Malay basi, Batak bosi, at Timor besi, and
in certain islands of the Snnda group with a final -e (oase, uvasc).
Hie works of Mile. Colan i in IndoChina and of Hcine-Geldern
already show that there arc cultural connections between the lndo-
Germans and the further East. The comb-decorated pottery of

43- Bounerjea. cited by de Hevesy ill his Brussels lecture [Repr., p. 7].
The studies in question arc "La incite chce l« peoples finnoougriau." LAmino-
patogU. xli\ (Paris 1939) [In Press], and “ Ugrian Fishing implements and
some Indian Parallels" [MS]. A summary has been published in N'eta and
Queries, dxxv (London. 1938.)

46. In a lecture entitled "Folk-lore in Some Languages u] Northern India",
644th Meeting : Anthropological Society of Washington. Ecfcntary cj, 1933.
[United States National Museum, Washington, DC.]. Compare e.g. Bcng.
Khunt, blefd, panne, poy). du-kup-if, etc.

47 - c t- A. HamSliinen " BcurSge /ur Gcschid.tc dcr primitiven Bicnen
zucht bet den finmsch-ugii*hen Vtilkern," Suomalais Ugrilaisen Seuran Aika-
kauskirja [Journal de la SocieU FinnoOugricnm], xlvii (Helsingfors, 1935.)
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Indo-China—ihc so-called " Kaminkcrainik ts-as typical of the FU
peoples4 '.

On the whole it is the opinion of the present writer that M.
de Hcvesy is quite right in his general conclusions. Like all pioneer
works especially those written by amateurs, his works lack the
necessary polish, but the raw material is there. And since anthropo-
logy^ is concerned with facts, we may justly regard his book “Finnisch-
Ugrischcs aus Indieif ' as one of the classics of linguistic science. Not
only linguists but all those who are interested in human origins

should welcome tic Heresy's works lor the far-reaching and undreamt
of possibilities they hold within their covers. Anthropologists in

India should particularly bear in mind that two distinct types—

a

large-brained dolichocephalic tyjrc ol possible proto-Nordic affinities,

and a piano-occipital brachycephalic type characteristic of Asia Minor
ol the present day—were found among the Indus Valley remians.
The solution may be found in the FU hypothesis.

Summarising therefore tee find that simple word-comparisons
hate little value in proving linguistic relationship: but moiphology
is something different. When tic Hcvesy gi\cs its examples Santiili

enqp. "mother" L enga-l his mother," and Ost. cugu ’mother’ i-enga-t

"his mother,' or Samali isi (Mui)<laii Itisi) “twenty." L isi-ya (Mundari
hisi-yu) "twenty of them fihrer /wandjg)” and Magy. hdrom "three" L
harom-ja "three of them,” or again, in the comparison of adjectives,

Santali bolo "hir.cn. " L log bob “ganz ins hmersic," and Magy. bele

"hinen" L leg bele; when he demonstrates that in the formation of

plurals both the groups of languages use suffixes as -Ac. -Art -ki. [A-J;
when the emphatic particles arc almost identical in both groups. to

say nothing of many other morphological similarities, it cannot be
said that his conclusions are based on word-comparisons alone. The
similarities then between the Murids and the FU languages are too

striking to be ignored any longer. Grammatically die resemblance
is just as great as that found in the languages accepted as belonging
to the FU group; lexically there arc far too many resemblances to be
relegated to mere chance. The linguistic classification proposed by
de Hcvesy— if I understand him right—is given tn the table on the

opposite page.

Such being the rase the science of linguistics needs a revision.

And unless we still persist in believing that the earth is flat and the

sky a solid dome supported by pillars we must take notice of what
has been done on Muncia linguistics and face the anthropological and

48. O. Menghin, WeUgnthithU tin Sleim/it (Vienna, 1931), p. 558.
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ethnological problems from a new stand-point. How all die facts

may be answered satisfactorily tve are not yet in a position to answer.

The linguistic studies bring up ethnological problems, and I believe

that intensive researches in the languages, ethnology, archeology and
physical anthropology of the Mtmda peoples will be necessary before

the problems themselves can be solved. Whether the final researches

E
j\e de Hevesy to be right or not wc must still be grateful to him for

ring shown us a new direction: and his merit seenu to be all the
more as, being as it is said an "amateur," he has with laudable persever-
ance continued his studies in the face of all opposition. All dm de
Hevesy asks for is not an acceptance of his hypothesis, but a serious and
impartial examination of the facts as set forth by him.
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THE CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE OF ADVA ITA

PHILOSOPHY

By P. T. Raju

At first sight the subject of the cultural significance ol Advaita
may look strange to some and unimponani to others. The former
may ask whether Advaita can represent any culture, whether it is

not a fact that it stands opposed to every culture by treating the

world as a shadow. To them the only answer that at the beginning
is possible to give is that though (he world may be a shadow for

i lie Absolute, ii is not a shadow for the finite beings; it is as real

as the finite beings themselves. Prof. Radhakrishnan is some-
times criticised for toning down the implications of illusoriness of

the doctrine of Maya. Rut when the concept is logically understood
no other reasonable explanation seems to be possible. Logically, it is

the concept ol inexplicability'; it docs not deprive man of, or exempt
him from, being an ethical substance in this world : and it does not
stand in the way of culture and its progress.

Others may say that the philosophy of Advaita has already been
pronounced to be culturally unimportant, that it advocates merging
into bare existence, and condemns all cultural '.lines But this view’

seems to be unwarranted. The pantheism of India is often lightly

spoken of. In Hegel too we find the same attitude : he too asserts

that the philosophy of India has not emerged from bare existence, as

:l Indian mind has not been creative, as if it is swallowed up in the

contemplation of pure being. If the outlook of the Indian is really

as it is represented to be, dien we cannot account for the creativeness

of the Indian mind, nor can we say that the Indian mind Iras been
uncrcative. Then we have to conclude that the so-called existence

into which Indian philosophy advocated the merging of the finite

is not bare existence, hut the ideal existence which comprehends in
solid integrality

1

all that is most valuable. It is here evident that

die Eastern and Western philosophers understand and use the word
existence in different senses.

Resides, dierc is another and a very important point for us
to note, and it concerns ihc application of Advaita outlook co social

1. 1 may refer the reader to my Thought twd Reality, pp. 154 loll.

2. The Brahman is ghana and p&rpe.
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and ethical thought. It is very tempting to apply the concept of

the identity of the Brahman and Jiva. die Absolute and the indivi-

dual, to the solution of social and ethical problems, as if nothing

need further be said about them. Bui here we should not forget that

even according to Advaita such an identity does not belong to this

world and its problems. Moreover, dial identity is beyond thought

;

it is indeterminate, not at all a determination of thought : it docs

not belong to the logical level. It would, therefore, be a violence

against Advaita itself if we try to bring down that concept of identity

to the logical level by applying it to the solution of social and ethi-

cal problems. That identii is therefore rightly said to be not a

positive concept lor thought but a negative one; it is non-diffcrcnce.

'fliought can make use of on y something positive, and therefore defi-

nite and determinate for it ; whereas the concept of the oneness of

the Brahman and jiva is not definite for thought. It would there-

fore be preposterous to make use of it in solving the problems of

this world.

Here an objection may suggest itself. Is not that identity a pre-

supposition of our finite experience f Can it, and should it not be
used in understanding our social and ethical outlook ? The use of

this presupposition, it must be said, will certainly have to be made
if we arc to develop social and ethical thought on tiic basis of Ad-
vaita metaphysics. None can reasonably deny that this presupposition

must be reckoned with in such developments. But that presupposi-

tion should be treated only as a presupposition of our finite experi-

ence. and should never be brought to the level o( what ptcsupposcs

it. 'Ihe finite experience presupposes ils essential oneness with the

Absolute Reality. Bui this oneness does not belong to the finite

level, but to the nouttienal. And to drag down die noumenal in

order to explain the phenomenal would be to destroy the latter.

That is why the attempts to apply the Advaita metaphysics to social

and ethical philosophy scetn so insignificant and bordering on die

silly. To say that all of us are essentially one seems to imply nothing

philosophical, and sounds like die preaching ol a God-intoxicated

priest from die pulpit. It is not die result of a philosophical argit-

incut or enquiry into social and ethical phenomena, but the direct

application of the result readied in metaphysics. First, we cannot

apply what belongs to the realm of the nomnenon to the realm of

the phenomenon. Such application involves a confusion between the

two realms. Secondly, even supposing such an application is justi-

fied on the ground that the human beings are said to be one only in

their essence, that is. nottmcnallv and not phenomenally, we cannot

understand what results follow from such cmeuc-s. To say suaiglu-
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way ai the very beginning ol our social enquiry that human beings

are noumennlly one, may give any or no result. II all human beings

are one noumcnally, then what ought to l>e the social strut lure?

One may say that we should try io realise this unity here itself.

Bui that requires complete annihilation of differences, and therefore

die destruction of the phenomenal world itself. On die basis of this,

one may advocate suicide. Another may say drat we should effect a

compromise here between absolute identity and absolute difference by
the advocacy of brotherly love and so forth. But none ol these is the

logical conclusion from the noumcnal oneness of all human beings.

For from a concept which is unequivocally declared to be beyond all

determination, nothing can be deduced.

Rut then cannot Advaita philosophy be used as a basis of so-

cial and ethical thought ? Is that philosophy useless for us so far

as our phenomenal existence is concerned ? Are we 10 draw no lesson

from it except that we should renounce the world for the sake of

liberation ? IE we are to take the result reached by the enquiries

tarried on by the Advaita philosophy, we have to admit dial that

result is of litde use Ibr solv ing die problems of die phenomenal

world. Even the Advaiiiii himself makes no secret ol this. for he declares

that die Brahman docs not belong to this world.

Bm this result is the result of a long and arduous enquiry,

which is carried on according to a method. Recently it is being in-

creasingly recognised that every philosophical system lias its own

method, every intellectual culture has its own logic. We need not

here discuss the tpiestion whether the method is prior to the philo-

sophical system nr the system prior to the method. Net both the

method and the system are representative, or the result ol a general

outlook, which naturally must have been at lirsi vague. The method

in general represents the way in which a people intellectually react

to their surroundings or the world as a whole. And it is here that

we can find a clue its to how on a metaphysical system our social and

ethical experience are to lx organised. I hr method belongs to the

world ; it is the way by which we can reach a particular result. Io

practically attain that result wc have to adopt a particular wav of life,

which must correspond io the method on the theoretical side. I he

adoption of that way of lire determines our social and ethical spheres

of activity. That there is the noumcnal world is the result of 3

particular outlook. The outlook has significance only phenomenally;

that is. it is the outlook of finite human beings. Ihe question,

what the outlook of the noumenon can be, is meaningless for us.

Our outlook includes our way of reaction to the cosmos, both intel-

lectual and practical. And the significance ol Advaita outlook which
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is useful for social and eihical thought must be sought, not in the result
reached, but in the method followed. The peculiarities of Advaita
philosophy reflect themselves in the social and ethical thought that is

based on it.

In this pajier we cannot enter into systematic discussion of
the peculiarities ol the method and logic of Advaita philosophy. Our
point is that in order to develop social and ethical thought on the
basis of Advaita metaphysics, we should not apply the result' of Advaita
hut its method. It is the method that represents the Advaita outlook.
In the Sanskrit expositions ol this philosophy, one usually finds the
chief importance given to iriifi. so that the whole system seems to
hinge upon it. But if ii really were so. then Advaita could never
I'-avc convinced people who did nut believe in the infallibility of
the Smti. The very fact that Sankara argued not only with the be-
lievers in the iruii, but also with those who did not, like the Bauddhas
and the Jainas. shows that he lias a method of proving his conclusions
independently of the >Vtf/i. And it is an important msk or the
modern student o; philosophy to cxiricatc this method and under-
stand its significance. Only when that task is finished can attempts
at constructions of social and ethical thought on tin- basis of Advaita
metaphysics be begun with advantage.

Though we cannot here give a systematic presentation of the
cultural significance of the Advaita outlook—and many new character-
istics will conic to light when such a presentation is attempted-we
may point out some of its characteristics. The first of them is its

hopefulness. Advaita arose as a reaction against the nihilistic preach-
ings of Buddhism, which, when seriously taken, produce in us a sense of
despair, and fruitlessness of our strivings. On that view there seems
to be no positive value for which we can live and die. Thac Buddha
taught nihilism may be called in question

:
but thac he was inter-

Eted to be a nihilist by many cannot he gainsaid. On the nihi-
ic view the world assumes the status of a mere phantom, an idle

dream that floats through nothing. It is mere asat, as unreal as the
sky-lotus, or a circular square. It has no basis in positive existence.
But the Advaita view is different

; and this difference for the modem
student of philosophy cannot be too strongly emphasited. For the
Advaitin the world is rooted quite strongly in existence. Us status
is not that of the circular square or the sky-lotus. It is not asat or
non-existence, but aninw/miya or inexplicable. One may point
out passages in the works oil .Advaita in which the world is refeired to
as asat. but then one has to reconcile them with the Advaita theorv
of tniin'acatimkhyali. which the Advaitin takes cvcrv care to differ-
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cniiair from ihc thcoiy ol asalkhyali. And die theory of anirvaca-
myakhyali is central to Advaita. Then we have to say that ihe word
asa> as referred to the world by the Advaitins has only a relative signi-

ficance ; that is, when compared to the Brahman, and at its level the

world disapfjears. But this docs not mean that the world has no exis-

tence for us. According to Advaita the world has to be discarded,
not in order to heroine nothing, but in order to attain something
higher. The world has evil in it, it is not all good

;
and Advaita

points out that there is an existence which is higher than this world
and beyond evil.

The second significant diaractcristir ol Advaita is its thorough
rmjiiticbm as regards this world. What the world contains can be
knowm only by empirical methods of observation and experiment.
Hie rationalistic ideal ol world of mutually dependent anti implying
things, in which, when out knowledge is complete, we can pass from
one thing to another by the method of rinding out the implicants and
die implicates, so that if we know one thing we can know the rest of

the universe, just as, given a triangle, we can say what all its proper-

ties can be.— is not accepted by \dvaitn. The world contains many
kinds ol being, many forms which vaty so widely in quality that it is

impossible from an examination of the nature of one to deduce the

nature of othets. What varieties of being the world contains can be
known only by observation In the inanimate world we may anahse
a thing, and know its components. We may think ol combinations
of these components in different ways and varying proportions. But
whether all diesc combinations ghe substances with unique qualities,

and what these qualities could be, can be known only by observation.

We cannot before hand predict them. Similarly, by a mere examina-
tion of inorganic matter we cannot say that it contains the promise
and potency of life. Only because we already know by observation

and empirically that life is evolving out of inanimate nature, are we
able to say that the latter contains the former potentially. Thus no
higher grade of reality can be a priori deduced from the lower. All

that we can say by an examination of any grade is that it presupposes

a higher. But what that higher is, what kind of individuation it

possesses, we cannot a priori say.

The same is true in the practical sphere, and here we find

another characteristic of Advaita, namely, its advenlurovsncu. As
in the theoretical sphere eve cannot a priori say, from a study of the

lower grade of reality, what kind of individuation the higher grade
possesses and what new qualities it exhibits, so in the practical sphere
we cannot say a priori what a higher kind of life would be. We
should admit that there is a higher life, because the lower presup-
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jioics ii. bin what ii is. can be knoivu only when lived. Advaiui here

preaches adventurousness. the entering into unknown regions, though
not without the hope that we can find a higher life there. For the

lower level, or lor us at the lower level, the higher remains indeter-

minate anti undefined. It is not the familiar region, and hence is

adventurousness requited on our pan.
Another important characteristic of Advaita is its ability to

combine the most heterogeneous elements into oti individuality.

Advaita tells us that, provided we rise sufficiently high, the conflicts

of the most discordant elements can be overcome. No conflict can
be overcome at the level ol the conflict itscll. However strongly the

claims of one of the contending parties are pressed, the conflicts can

never be calmed. And so long as a conflict is not calmed, we should

conclude that we have not risen sufficiently high, that our outlook

is not broad enough. This point is of the greatest importance for

the political and social life of India at present, with its numerous
communal and caste differences. The dissatisfaction we feel ai a

particular level can never be removed if we do not wish to rise higher

;

it can be removed only by looking upwards, not horizontally nr down-
wards, not by changing a detail here and a detail there, not by trying

to ellect alterations in die factors that have made our society what it

is. but by a total change in the outlook, by the following of higher

ideals.

Here the negative recipe of Advaita is of greae weight. It is

particularly related to its empiricism The nature of the higher
level cannot be inferred from that of the lower. It can be known
only through direct experience. But when at the lower level the
question is asked: What is that higher existence ? The only answer
possible is that it is not this lower existence or that lower existence.
This is the real significance of ue/i neii, not that, not that. In practi-

cal life too Advaita asks ns to give up what is dissatisfactory. The
conflicts cannot, and should not be carried up to the higher level.

If our attachment to the lower level is so great dtat we cannot dis-

card it, then we must bear with its conflicts, lead a life of discard and
suffering. and not hone for something better. The lower cannot be

retained as such in the higher, for the higher possesses a new view-

point, a new individuation, a new integrality.

Another characteristic oi Advaita is that morality is not ulti-

mate for it. It has not appeared just to defend the moral nature of

man. On the other hand, it dees not say that man is not. a moral
being. In this phenomenal world ol plurality, man is certainly a
moral being. But there is another side to this existence, where plura-
lity disappears. And the self of man cannot be said to be au ethical
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substance in ii. Yet Advaita is mainly a philosophy o' life. Error
and evil arc for ii noi truth and good misplaced, or seen ftoiu a finite

point of view, but lave their own individuation or peculiar nature.
They are removed not by rearranging them, but by discarding or
transcending them, by reaching something higher. They possess their
individuation for an experiencing consciousness. That is, for their
very being the experiencing agent is necessary. And when this agent
transcends them by experiencing something higher, they of themselves
disappear. Here one important problem appears, whether evil and
error which are not experienced as such arc evil and error. With
tegard to evil, many may be inclined to say that an evil not experienced
as an evil, is not an evil. For example, there can be no pain which
is not felt. But with regard to error, most people will say that an
error, though not known as error, is certainly an error. For instance,

people believed for centuries that the sun was going round the earth:

but we leel that it was an cnxir e'en though those people did not
know that it was an error. Their belief that die sun was moving
round the earth was not contradicted in Uteit own experience. Yet
we are not prejared to pronounce that our ancestors who lived some
ten centuries ago were less perfect being' than wc. that they partici-

pated less in the nature of the Absolute, and so deserved the higher
life cl Brahman the less, or that they could not have been liberated

or achieved mukli Peculiarly enough, Advaita asserts that a cognition
uncontradicted is true. But for ally individual a cognition can be
known as an error, only if it is contradicted in his li:c-tiinc. It is

impossible to live for eternity in order to find out whethet any of

his cognitions would be contradicted. Even if we take a society which
has existed lor centuries or even humanity as a "hole, we cannot be
certain that it can exist for eternity and find out which of its beliefs

is an error. Advaita docs not seem to be very much concerned with
this problem Prof. RadbakrUhuan has repeatedly turned our
attention to the Eastern emphasis on intuition in contrast to the

Western emphasis oil intellect. Advaita, though it lias not neglected
the importance of intellect, seems to have carefully worked out the

relation of intellect and intuition even into its logic and epistemology
by treating intuition os constitutive oj reality and thus giving it a

higher place and by assigning to intellect a negative or critical junc-

tion. It boldly says that every uitcomvadictcd cognition is truth.

The relative merits and demerits of this theory we cannot here discuss

with any hope of doing sufficient justice to it. Wc can attempt only
a fairly understandable depiction of the Advaita attitude. It seems
to be satisfied with the fact chat error and evil are overcome in the
process ol life that strives alter higher and higher ideals, for it error
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anil evil ere overcome or transcended, not solved. If they really pos-

sess individuality, if they arc positive phenomena and not mere nega-

tions or privations, it is difficult to refute Advaita. It advises us to

strive for higher and higher life ; and in this process, as we go higher,

error and evil of lower levels disappear. Whether they exist

for those who occupy lower levels of life, and how they exist for them,
is not a problem for those who have already left that level. This is

not an exaltation of selfishness, but the description of an impossibility,

This preaching does not mean that those who arc rich and well-to-do

need not cate for those who are jx>or and needy. Hie rich too be-

long to this world, and should understand its evils just as much as

the poor do. The preaching lias reference only to the spiritually

higher, fur whom, because ol the different quality of life they lead,

the evils we experience, do not exist*. And mainly as a philosophy

of life. Advaita treats error similarly. For Advaita the reality of this

world is vyavaharika, which is translated as empirical or phenomenal.
But these two words do not bring out the full significance of vydvahii

riha. This world is pragmatic, it is the world of vyavahdra or action.

Action therefore seems to be given primacy in ibis world, and pheno-
menal truth understood in the light of action. Yet thought is not

mere handmaid to action. This point also should be carefully noted,

lor otherwise, Advaita could not have been an absolute idealism. Its

ideal. Brahman, is a postulate of thought in its theoretical aspect.

Wc may better say that Advaita does not adopt a spectator point ol

\ icw in its outlook, watching from outside the totality of existence

and the struggles of human life in it lor completion and perfection,

but that ol the struggling human life itself, which is at the same time

consciousness. And this stand-point accounts for the pragmatistic,

humanistic, and absolutistie aspects of Advaita philosophy.

I may here refer the reader to Croce's theory of evil.
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By K. R. Pisharote

I. Introduction.

Much has been written in recent years in elucidation of the

ihrcc main styles of Indian temple architecture. The earliest writer

10 touch upon this subject was l'crgiisson and he has been followed
up by a host of other writers, such as Smith Coomarswami, Hnvell.

These uniters first described the temples and afterwards tried

to correlate their conelnsions with those or Indian authorities.

There lias recently been another school which has tried to study
the texts first and then to torrclate with the existing temples the

information thus obtained, lo it belongs the most noteworthy
Prol. P. K Acharva of the Allahabad University. This would cer

rainly have been a very successful method, lute unfortunately his edi-

tion of the MSitas&ra and his interpretation of the text leave much to

be desired.

1

It was. indeed, a scientific method that was adopted by
Dr. Gravely and his collaborator, J but their conclusions were to some
extent vitiated by a wrong interpretation ol sonic of the terms*

in the text and by pinning theii laith to the text of the Miinasarti, 1

as the last word on the subject. Besides these, there have also

been other writers who have offered their own interpretation

of the terms and identification of the styles and among them
mention deserves to be made of O. C. Gangooly,1 Dr. S. K
Ayyangar," etc. It will thus be seen that a fairly large amount ol

literature is available on the subject
;
but a critical student finds chat

there is a considerable divergence ol opinion even amongst well-known
authorities. Tints their writings do not tend to clarify the subject

:

i. CL TMSTA., also AHJ Vol. V No. 3, pp. 300-315; also 1C. Vol 111

No. 3
, pp. 953438.

s. CL TMSTA., (Madras Museum Bulletin, General Section Vol. HI. I*t. I).

S- Such fox instance a* Vintana. Sikhara, YngUrit etc.

4- TMSTA., elaborate* its argument on the interpretation tliev have pul

of the text of die M&iiadra.

5. Sec his Indian Architect lire.

6. JISOA, Vol. II, No. 1 pp. 23 23.
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on the oilier hand they almost confuse the student. An elucidation

of the subject is proposed to be made here from the point of view of

original texts.

II- Sources.

We have here collated the texts on the subject available in the

works mentioned below: (i) Snptabhedagama

;

(2) Katnikagama

(.h)
Mayamala ; (4) KuSyapaUilpa ; (5) Jid'iagimiaempaddhati ; (6)

Tantrasamuccaya

;

(7) Silftaralna ; and (8) Minaiilru ; and on these

texts we have based our conclusions. In the majority of these works,

the subject is dealt with under the three heads of (1) die geographical

distribution of the three styles of Nagpra, Dravida and Vesaru, (2)

their presiding deities and castes and the deities to he enshrined in

each of them, and (3) their differentiation from the point of view ol

shapes. All these topics, however, arc not mentioned in all these

works.

A brief notice of these works except the first, which we Itad no
opportunity of examining in detail, may be made with reference to

the topic in hand. Out extract of the Ka>nikagtuna. dealing with

this topic, shows that the basis of differentiation according to that

authority is not only die shape, but also the ornamentation, the

number of storeys, the si/.c of the Pruur.lai, etc. The Kdiyapasilpft

also would differentiate the styles from the point of view ol the nature

and shape of the Pi&stVIa no less than the nature and variety of the

ornamentation. These two texts, then, do not differentiate the three

styles merely on the basis of the jhaiic of the ground plan, or a per

pendicular section of the Sikharn .

4 And this no doubt farms a com hi-

sivc evidence of the fact rhat both these texts depict a later stage in

the development of Indian architecture. At the same time, it is inter-

esting to point out that both these texts do not forget die ancient

basis of classification, and latter author restricts that basis to structures

having no kufa and knsihu. This is a very important factor which can-

not be ignored in the consideration of this topic. Whatever has been

said with reference to the Kaiyapa-Silpa applies equally well to the

7. Our remark* and interpretation are bawl on a certified extract given

from the Government Oriental Ms*. Li bran*, Madras
8. HILV. p. 107. The rcmaiks of the author with reference to Sri

K liman arc wrong, for he ^i\ei fuller detail* in tlie same chapter, while those

with reference to the Mdnaulm ate only partially true for ihii text also refer*

to a differentiation from the [joint of view of the pn pendicular section of the

Gnia or SihliPut.
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Silparatna, because, as the two extracts, side by side, would show,
the laiici has borrowed considerably from the former, lsanagurudeva-
/'addhati deals with the classification from the point of view of shapes

and their mixture, and this is true also of the three other works,

Mayantata, Tantrasamuccaya and Mthiasara: at the same time they have
also their own differences. The Tantrasamuccaya is very clear in its

statement, and the mixture of shapes is very meagre. In the Mayamata
this is carried still further. And both these works would have it that

the shape of Sikharu is the fundamental basis of differentiation .
6

Coining to the Mdnasara,“ one is forced to the conculsiou that there

is a large amount of confusion, if one may argue merely on the basis

of the text presented in the only edition available.

A detailed study of die text set forth here, suggests

that we may explain these divergences from the point of view of chro-

nological sequence, for the science of architectonics must be assumed

Co have developed with the development of architecture. We may
righdy say that the earliest state ts marked by the differentiation of

the structures merely from the point of view ol shapes—shapes in their

pure form. In the second stage which is marked by the presence of

mixed shapes, the differentiation is made from the point of view of

the shape of Sikhara, and the last stage by super-adding to the existing

bases the nature of die ornamentation and their projection and the

number of storeys. This necessarily marks die most advanced stage: and

it is a necessary result, when the differentiation, according to the old

basis, becomes a mere traditional inode. The Kamikaeama and the

Kasyapasilpa are fairly old works, but the most advanced from the point

of view of the structural development and are therefore to be classed as

representing the latest phase of Indian architecture, though, at the same

time, they have not forgotten the ancient basis of classification."

9.

The texts front these works arc quoted in a subsequent section.

10. It would appear not merely from this chapter but also front other

chapter* that the author was giving u» a confused version.

11. This statement should not be taken as suggesting that the TS. for one

instance, is earlier than KA or KS, simply for the reason that it makes the

different iation from the point id view of die ancient mode, namely the shape

of die Sikhaja. This would only mean that at the time when this was written,

die more elaborate mode ol classification was not necessary so far as Kerala

was concerned. Wc have here the same old style. This leads us to the next

general position that the development of architecture in various parts did not

proceed at the same rate, much less in the same direction. Development of

architecture varied in different parti of India, nn a*pect that has not received

die attention it deserves.
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This is equally irue ol the Silpa-vama.ls The Mayamata, the
Gurtuleiaitaddhati, and ll»e Tantrasamuccaya siill emphasise ihc old

mode of classification, (hough the last of these at least is an early 15th

century work and yet must be taken as standing for the ancient mode
of classification.'* The Matuuara also must lie ascribed to the same
category, only it is a loose text, as wc have already pointed out,"
Assuming then, that a simple mode of classification stands for an early

stage of development and a complex mode for a later phase, we may
say that the latter three works preserve for us the ancient mode. Now
since nomenclature comes from an early, date, it is enough il we study

the statements of these authors to understand the full significance of

these terms, and these certainly lay clown that 0 f all limes llie shape 0/

the structure mas the main basis for differentiation of structures as

Nagara, Drdvida and Vesara.

III. Geographical distribution of Stylus.

One of the topics described in these varied texts is the gcogra-

S
*

'cal distribution of the styles, and this aspect we may notice first.

c Kafyapa-liipa describes Deia as die land that lies between the

Himalayas and the Cape Comorin. This land is again divided into

three regions, which are differentiated from one another by the pre-

dominance of one or other of the three qualities of Satina, Rajas and
Tamos. All texts are agreed in ascribing the Nagara style of architec-

ture 10 die region ul Sallvagunu, the Dtmida style to the region of

Rajogwia and the Vesara style to the legion of Tamoguna. These
three Guitar do not exist exclusively in any one area

:
and, dicreforc,

no one area can be said to be exclusively characterised by any one Guna.
All the Galias are present everywhere in the same way as Vdyu, Pitta

and Kapha are present in the body, only one or other of the Gunas

if. Tliis work is mostly a compilation and is full of quotations from KS-,

TS„ GDP., etc.

13. The conclusion set forth in note 11 aule is very well borne out by the

last usxs works mentioned. They arc both works by Malayalis written

with reference to. and (or the construction of, temples in Kaala ami they bate

constituted standard text books on rise subject- Of these TS. was written at

ihc beginning of the fifteenth century” and as such it ha* iso claim at all to be

treated as a work of great antiquity. And yet it accepts the ancient mode of

classification. This, therefore, bespeaks not the antiquity of the work, but the

esister.ee in the region of particular types of architecture.

14. Vide note 10 ante.
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musi he predominating in any one region. In oiher words, as different
Gutias are found in the same part, ihc varied sulcs are also found in

'he same region. This will adequately explain some of the difficulties

experienced in the matter ol the distribution ol styles. We can
naturally cxj>eti to find, therefore, all styles in all parts of India ; and
this conclusion is also maintained by the ancient writers themselves,
when they say t hat all styles arc found in all parts: sarvaih sarva/ra
sammatam. In other words, there it no exclusive style /or any one
region. 1 he style is exclusive only with reference to the Gunn, asso-

ciated with the region and not the region itself. This is a very im-
portant aspect, particularly when it is remembered that some adveise
criticism of ancient writers is offered by modem students who have
more often than not forgotten this essential feature described
by Indian authorities in the geographical distribution of the three

styles of Indian architecture.' 1

While Saiiskritic authorities hate thus laid down the condi-
tion precedent for the constmet ion of a particular style in a particular
region, they have also in a general way pointed out where the three
Gunns of Saliva. Rttjn, and Tomas arc found in a predominating
degree: and this tantamount* practically to a general statement of

the geographical distribution of the styles. The varied statements
may be tabulated as follows :

Texts Xflgara Ye;.ua Drflvitja

KamikJgama From the Himalayas From the Yindhyas From the Krishna
to the Yindhyas to the Krishna to the Cape

Paddhnti Do From the Agostyas

to the Yindhyas
I>T8vi(Ja country

Yivarayn DO From the Yindhyas From the Agastya*
/

Si!pa-rnina
to the Agostras to the Cope

I Do Between the Ards-
tyns and the Yin- Drfvirja country

11 Da

dbyas

From the Krishna From the Yindhyas
to the Cape to the Krishna

From the Krishna From the Yindhyas
Ka4yajia4ilpa Do to the Cope to the Krishna
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Here are set forth six quotations, and it will be seen that of

the two views given in the Silpa-iatna, the first is taken from the

Gurudevapaddhafi and the second, from the Kdsyapaiilpa. Hence
lor practical purposes the statement resolves itself to lour authorities,

ihe first three and the last.

Regarding the Nagara style there is no difference of opinion
amongst the various authorities : all are agreed that this style has its

home in the region between the Himalayas and the Vindhyas. There
is, however, a difference of opinion among them with reference to the

other two styles and their location. But before we proceed to set

forth this aspect, we may just notice the region of the Agastya hills

and the Dravida country,

II we assume that the author of the Paddhali has any sense of

sequence, it may be held that the Agastya hills ate to the north of

the Vindhyas. lliis, so far as we now know, is not the case, But it

may well be argued that, because the author has mentioned after the

Xagara style the Dravida variety, the order of the Vesara style may
be understood as being laid down from the south to the north. If

this view be accepted, then the Vindhyas will be to the north of

the Agastya hills. Assuming then that the order that Gurudeva kept
in view, is from south to north, die region of Tdmata Gutta and hence
of the Vesara style is to the south of the Vindhyas ; and the southern
boundary of this area is die Agastya hills, according to the second, diird

and fourth authorises. The question now deserves to be asked :

Where arc the Agastya hills to be located? Can Lhese be identified

with the Potayil hills, as held by die modern Tamil scholars? We may
not accept this identification, for in dial case the Vesara region becomes
extended very much to the soudi and the Dravida region becomes
confined to die extreme south, which are both untenable in die light

of our knowledge of the present distribution of these two styles. We
have, therefore, to find out the exact location of the Agastya hills.

These hills have come to be so called, because the sage Agastya lived

there. This sage, according to the Rdmdyana," built up his hermitage
after crossing the Vindhyas in what he describes as die region of the

Villapis. Rama visited this sage in this hermitage and near
it he built his own hermitage at Paiicavafl, and we are not unjust-

fied in locating die area of the predominating Tamoguna in that

region. This identification is also supported by the Ramayana, if

indeed environments may Ik taken as moulding the character of the

inhabitants living there. In other words, we hold that the southern
valleys of the Vindhyas form the region of Tamoguna and hence of

16. RAmftyana, Madras Ed.
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ihc Vesara style. If this identification of the Vania region is correct,

then it forms a small trace of land lying between the Ndgara region in

the north and the Dravida region in the south. Another point that we
like to notice here is the area of the Drfwiiia country. Following
the accepted tradition we would locate the Drav'uta region in the land

lying to die south of the Vindhyas beyond the Tamasa region.

If we compare die view of the author of the Kannkagai/ia" with
that of the other two writers, it will be found that the only difference

between them is die fact that the former substitutes die river Krishna
in place of Agastyas. As for the test they agree. This difference we
would explain as setting forth an extension of the Vesara style farther

south in course of time.'" In other words, in the statement of the

latter two writers, we find the earliest available distribution, but in

the former we find a later distribution and this is not inconsistent

with the view we have already taken that Kamikdganui represents a

later phase of Indian architecture.'® Hence for all practical purposes

we may accept the statement of the KamikagatM as standing for the

geographical distribution of the styles.

We may now sum up and state dial the distribution of the

three styles arc as follows :

Ndgaia : between the Himalayas and the Vindhyas.

Vesara: between the Vindhyas and the Krishna.

Driiviila : between the Krishna and the Cape Comorin.

This distribution also agrees with what we find in the actual

distribution of the styles as they are now available, with this difference

that Vesara includes within it the style characterised as the

Calukyan.8*

If we compare these conclusions with what is set forth in the

Kusyapaiilpa, we find chat there is a striking difference so far as

Dravifla and Vesara structures are concerned. The regions in which

these are found, interchange Thus according to the KdSyapaJilpa,

the legion of Drfoifta is that between the Vindhyas and the Krishna,

and that of the Vesara is from the Krishna to the Cape Comorin.

This is prima picie wrong. How then are we to explain the text of

the Kdiyapaiilpa f If we scrutinise the text presented in the only

17. T!ic text of the KA. is capable of another intetprettrion also according

10 which the three regions will He from the Himalayas to the Vindhyas, from

Himalaya* to die Krishna and from the Himalayas to the Cape. This svould

introduce some novel idea in the matter of the distribution of the styles.

i3 . Tliis would show that KS. is chronological!'' later than GDP.

19 . See section V
20. HUA., p. 107.
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edition issued from the Anandajrama series, it trill be found that the

text presented is very defective, full of all sons of mistake. So far,

however, as this section is concerned, it may be noticed that in verses

)8 and 30 (page 54} the order followed by the author is Sattvika,

Tamasa and Rajesa, whereas in verse 19, the order is Sattvika , Rajasa

and Tamasa. This change of order which has led to the difference

in the distribution of the styles, may, therefore, justly be said to be

due to some scribal error, particularly because the words Rajasa and

Tamasa could well be substituted in place of Tamasa and Rajasa res-

pectively in verse 19. This is, no doubt, a feasible and satisfactory

explanation and could have been accepted as such ; but unfortunately

it cannot be. For, this text is found quoted as such in the siiparatna

which, in quoting from Kdiyafmilpa, has in many a place given us a

more correct text. If, therefore, this text, as we have assumed, was wrong,

certainly Kumara could have been expected to give us the corrected

text. This, however, he does not. Nor can this be taken as a mistake

which Kumara has carried further. For a vernacular version of the

Siiparatna also perpetuate* the same classification. These considera-

tions force us to assume chat the text presented in the Anandairama

edition is correct
:
in any case, it has been accepted as correc t by

Kumara and his translator. 'I he question then arises : how are we to

explain the divergence we find in Kdiyapa f Only two explanations

are possible : one is that the text was corrupt, even at the time of

Kumara and he has simply borrowed the corrupt text. In the eyes

of Kumara, this distribution of the Vesara style is justifiable, because

in Kerala there are a number 0/ structures coming under the Vesara

style, hut few aione, i) at all, under Ihavida structures.11 The other

point of view is that Kiiyapa is giving a genuine variant opinion as

regards the distribution of the three styles, which may have been true

during his time. This opinion will 1>e fairly correct, provided we

assume that Katyapa lived long before the more famous Dravida struc-

tures were put up or that he lived in Kerala." In any ease, we arc

forced to point out here that the stricture passed on Kumara regarding

his geographical knowledge is very uncharitable." 1 As our citations

91. I liave so far never come aoo*t any hcptagonal or hexagonal structuic

in our part of die country, though 1 muu admit that my acquaintance it

limited to a specific area. My inquiries also support the condiuion that there

arc but a very few Dr&vida structures in our pan of the country.

S3. It deserves to be noticed that the commentator on TS. is quoting pro

fusely from the KS.

2?. TMSTA., pp. ft-S.
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show, lie has given two extracts on ihc subject, one from the Gurudeva-
paddhati and the other from the KasyaprJtlpa, and he has given both
probably because they sei forth iwo different views on tiie subject.
That he has quoted two contrary opinions is certainly not an indica-
tion that he is confused : if at all it means anything, it shows that
he was widely read in the literature of the Sii/m-saslras and, if our
traditions may be believed, thoroughly familiar with the structures avai-

lable at least in Kerala. Similarly Cooiuaraswamy’s reference to Sri

Kumara and Manasara also docs not appear to be wholly true.-'*

IV. Castes, Presiding imtrtEs, Deities to be inst w ith, etc.

The Naaava style is characterised ns Brahmin by caste, Vesara as

Voisyti and l)tdvi(Ui as Kytlriya, while their presiding deities arc res-

pectively Vifnu, Siva and Brahma. The Katya/witpa has also a

chapter on the deities to be enshrined in these various styles of

structures: thus Sanlaniurtis are to be installed in Nagfira-fmuadas ;

couples or moving deities in l'esarr. shrines : and heroic, dancing
or enjoying deities in PrSvidn shrines.

Heads Xagara Diavitja Yesara

Casts Brahmin Ksatriya Vaiiya

Presiding deity Visnu Biohmfi Siva

Pcities installed Sflnln Biogc. Y'.ra YcniiiiQrtis

Npya ( Yoga ).

This is an interesting feature inasmuch as this gives us an
explanation for the location of similar deities in the different shrines

and of different deities in similar shrines. The essenital basis of differ-

ence in these is to be sought for in the character of the deities

installed. Thus the Nafaraja at Chidambaram is installed in a

N&gara shrine. If the conception of the deity is that of a dancing
godhead, certainly this is inconsistent with the prescription, here laid

rlown by authoritative achitccts. The only explanation for the seem-
ing incongruity Ls to be sought for in the conception of the deity,

which obviously must have been that of a Sanlamurli in the dancing
form. In other words, here wc get one interesting basis for explain-

H1IA., ji. to;: see not 8 anlc.
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iug why apparently similar deities arc found located in different types

of buildings and vice versa.-'’

This author again lays down that the I.inga, its Pi(ha and the

shrine must all be of the same shape .-' 1

It this be not so. the shrine

entails destruction for its owner, but, if they are uniform in shape,

it begets prosperity for him. This strikes us as a very important

statement, inasmuch as it suggests diat the author is having only

Saivite shrines in mind. It is an interesting feature that there arc

a number of orher works also which have reference only to Siva shrines

and in this category we may mention Nibandham or Saiviigaritaniban-

(Iliana, Sthdvali, Prayogamaujari/' etc. Can we infer from this that

the origin of temples began with the elaboration of the Saivite cult i

If this be accepted as plausible, we may us well assume that the

origin of temples must be sought for in South India. This will be

an interesting thesis for future work, further, if tliis assumption is

acceptable, we find here a justification for Kaiyajm’s locating I'esara

region to Lite south of the Krishna .

This codification ol die styles and their systematisation with

ty. Vide HFAIC, |» 3. Smith lias had sonic interesting observations

which uiay be noticed here. In the firs* place he speaks ot images divided into

two classes—the Cola and ihc Acola. The farmer ol these corresponds to what

Knman terms Yditamurtis; it this identification is correct, then CalamQrtii will

be installed in I'esara structure!. He also relent to the differentiation of

niUrtis from the point of view of their nianifmation, a> for

instance. L'gro S&nta, etc., a* well as Yoga, Bhoga and Hra the latter classi-

fication according to him, being that of Vifpu, ‘according to the personal desires

of the worshipper.* This doe* not appear to be so, (or any god in the Hindu

pttnilseou may have this attitude ascribed to him.

irG. CL VS. p. 95. verse So

:

kiryi grhamuiipArca grhaiit varcinut upauh.

27 All these are unpublished works, manuscripts of which wc have been

able to examine. Of these the two more important ones are SAN. and PM. The

first of these is by one MurSri Bliatta. This is a very important treatise on

Saivdgamatanira, in which there is one Polr.la which is devoted to architecture.

This work is largely drawn upon by the author of the TS. as well a* by the

author of PM. The latter work it by one Ravi, son of Astamtirti. great

devotee or Siva. When wc remember that Nariyaita, the author of TS., is the

son of a Ravi, one may be tempted to identify the two Raru, but this identifi-

cation is not coircct because they belong to different families. Many quota-

tions from this work are also found in W. The S3rival! is again another work

dealing with Tfintric literature. Transcripts of these are being prepared for

the Maharajas M». Library attached to the local Sanskrit College.
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reference to Gunns, castes and deities must have arisen from a desire

to introduce some order in the scheme of structures and must evidently
be ascribed to a date later than that of the origin of the shrines them-
selves. In other words, in this statement we may see the introduction
of unity in the midst of diversity and vice versa, and this must have
taken place after the codification of the Hindu religion and cults and
cult-acts, as we are now familiar with them. From a practical point

of view, then, it may be said that when architectonics became a SSstra,

the styles and deities had already migrated from their original seats.

Another interesting point which also we must notice

here is the fact that Dravida shrines are held to be Kfalriya by caste.

It Tetnains to be explained why Kjalriyas came to be associated with
the Dravidians and why in such structures arc installed deities as are

Vira-ot Narlana-or Bhoga-Mintis. Have wc here a suggestion that

Dravidians were original Ksatriyas This is an important clue in

these days when the boundaries of the Dravidian culture are every

clay receding and a new orientation is being made of the Dravidian
culture and civilisation.

50

V. Shapes of ihk three Styles.

As we have already stated, the shapes of the structures have at

all times in the history of Indian architecture constituted the funda-

mental basis of the classification of the styles of architecture
:
and it

may, therefore, be not uninteresting to point out the Indian concep-

tion of the shapes and their development. The main shapes, accord-

ing to all authorities, arc the rectangular, the hexagonal, Lite octagonal,

and the circular, regular or elongated, and the apsidal. By shape is

here understood the shape of a perpendicular section of the structure.

Hence wc have in all nine different shapes, and rhey are
: (i) square

;

(s) elongated square
; (3) hexagonal

; (4) elongated hexagonal
; (5)

octagonal
; (6) elongated octagonal

; (7) circular
; (8) ellipsoidal

;

and {9) apsidal. These varied shapes arc distributed under the (hree

styles of Nagara, Drainda and Vesara. The rectangular comes under
the iV<jg<tr<i, the hexagonal and the octagonal under die Dravida and
the circular and the apsidal under the Vesara.

The author of the Saras/wgutha, an unpublished treatise on
Tantra, has some interesting remarks to offer on the shapes in the

chapter following Manilapalaka$ana. According to this author, the

98. In one of the Memoirs of the Archatological Survey of India Rama
Prasad Chanda has elalx>rattd die same theme from another point of view.

29. Vide KA-CV., pp. 157-159-
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square is the primary shape’" and every oilier shape, including the

circular, is derived from this.

turyasram jiraihamam kuryat

sarvaprakrtitam gatam /
tadvikarani canyani

vartayet variana patuh
/ /

Compare also

:

curyaSrameva sakalaprakriUihuaiii lai
j

kseirapramanavikrianyaparaui sapia //

This is an important contribution in the matter on the under-
standing of the shapes. This would mean that caturasra, i.c., square

is the fundamental shape. This position is to sonic extent incon-

gruous if by this we understand it to be the earliest shape. For. if the

hexagonal or octagonal is the sha »e prescribed for the Dravidian cul-

ture, then we may have to say t lai the Dravidian shapes arc older

than the square shape, if. indeed, this be the shape primarily associated

with the Aryavarta. In other words, the Vikyti has to he put down
to be older than the Prakrit itself, of which it is the Yikrii. It can-

not again he maintained that the Dravidians borrowed temples and
temple worship from the Aryans. If available evidence tends to prove

anything, it is just the opposite. Mow. then arc we to explain away
this difficulty ? 'Hie cxacavations at Moltenjo Dare have brought to

light that bricks and brick work structures have been very familiar

from those ancient clays, and we have also definite evidence to this

effect in the architectural works themselves. We may, therefore, on
the evidence of the statement of Sir John Marshall and of the texts on
architecture, assume that bricks and brick structures arc pre-Aryan in

their origin. If so, then we may say that the reference we have here

is to wooden structures, as the term Nagara definitely tends to sug-

gest. (for this word elsewhere means a carpenter). We would, there-

fore, say that wooden structures were first introduced by the Aryans—
using this term in the old familiar way—and the shapes here men-
tioned, have reference to wooden structures which in due course be-

came transferred to structures built of other materials as well. And
in support of this we may also point out the view of Buddhistic

scholars who assume that Buddhistic structural remains show that they

are copies in stone of original wooden structures.

Another interesting feature we have to mention here is the fact

that whatever shape we tnay give to a shrine, the size is always fixed.

30. This view is also echoed by the author of the V-TS. Cf. v[ttasadkGta

[? koofi JdipiSjadinim tu catui*k.ipra*2daprakltkvadltyadl.
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Thai is 10 say—and iliis is wliat die author of the Tantrauimuccaya
has laid down* 1—we may fix up any size for the sanctum and then that

size may be converted into any shape, we wish, subject of course only

lo the condition that it roust be befitting the deity proposed to be
installed therein. This feature, no less than the codification of the

various shapes, their castes, their presiding deities, all tend to show a

process of levelling up of all differences—a view-point which certainly

suggests diat Silpa-iastra is much later than the structures themselves

in their varied forms in various parts of India.

VI. Classification of styles according to shapes.

We shall now proceed to consider the shapes thtncselves with
reference to the classification of styles, as could be seen from the

various texts we have collated and given in the next section, To faci-

litate reference tee have summed up the details according to various

authors in a tabulated scheme which is complete so lar as the differen-

tiation is made from the points of view merely of shapes and ilicir

mixture. In other words, we have not taken into consideration the classi-

fication of styles made from the point of view of the size, number of

Nnga-rn Drlvirja

Texts Mixed

Pure Vm Body head

0) Kamilcfi- S*
gams Se.

H, He. (S) 0

(21 Suprabhc S (S) H

Vesara

Mixed Remarks

dflsntno

(3) Maytumta S.

Se. H, 0,Hc, Oe. (S) O
(4) Kaiy»P»-

Silpa S (S) O
(5) Tactrasa-

inuccsya S (S) H,0
(6) Paddhati 9.Se. H.He.

O.Oe. IS) O

CS) C.-

(S) c.

C..Ce., (SI C.

A
(S) C.

<s) c.

C\, Ce. (S) C, Ce,

(7) Mflnosaro 8 H, He,
O, Oe. S H,0 (S)C,Ce, iu VII.)

A
•
[ S-Sqo*re ; Sr=Sqaoie rlongated ; H^ltexngon

;
Htr-Hr*»gon etongaud ;

O—Octagon : Oe-Octagon elongated ; C-Circulor; Ce=F.»ip«oi(l\l . A— Aiiftldtl. )

liased on
the in-

terpre.

tatiou

set forth

iu VII.)

31. Consistently with this view Narayana, the autlior of the T*. lajs

down in verses 65-70 dtc method of converting a square perimeter into other

accepted shapes,
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storeys, and decorative details of a Ptusarla as KamikOgama and
Kasyafmiilpa describe, which we propose to consider on a future
occasion.

This table sets forth the various shapes associated with the
various styles. It will be seen at a glance that all the texts we have
collated here more or less agree in the essentials.” One broad fea-

ture we may notice here is the fact that elongated shapes are intro-

duced only when the whole structure is of one shape and that Nagara
style is always only pure. This suggests an important idea that in all

mixed shapes, the mixture is always with the square shape. Where,
again, the structure is of mixed shape, the part below Sikhara is

invariably square, while Sikhara itself is always regular but not elonga-
gated.-' This is an essential point and is perfectly natural in that in

a mixed shape elongation cannot naturally be introduced. It will

also be noticed that m both pure and mixed shapes, the shape of the
Sikhara is always regular and is confined to the octagonal (or Hexago-
nal) in the Dravida style and to the circular in the Vemra style. Hence
it has been said that the shape of the Sikhara is the essential basis of
differentiation.”

All the texts are found to agree so far as the Ndgara style of
structure is conce>ned, ,B and, as we have already pointed out, it

appears only in the pure form. The Dravida style is found both pure
and mixed.** In pure form, it may be hexagonal or octagonal, cither

regular or elongated
;
buL in the mixed form it is mixed only with

the square and as such, the Sikhara

"

may be octagonal or hexagonal,
but never elongated. It is also noteworthy that all the texts we have
collated, are unanimous in holding that in mixed style it is only the

octagonal shape that mixes itself up with the square, though Tanlra-
samuccaya and the Miinasara accept a mixture with the hexagonal

3 *- 'Ve may add here except the text of the MS. at presented in the edition

of ProL Acharva. In section Vll-vii wc have set forth our own view of this text.

35.

The only exception to this is the MS. which speaks of an elliptical

Sikhara abo for the Vesara structure. This may. therefore, be treated as an
exception.

34- Perfectly in keeping with thb is the statement in the IGDP.
iikharaaya m bhedciu sarvesam bheda muddilet /
yach&rharh tu vatliAiobharh sarvaxn anyat samaih stnytam

j

/

(Part III, p. 269)

35. Compare however TMSTA., whose authors have raised doubts regarding
this interprctau'on of the Ndgara type.

36. See TMSTA.,
37. AUJ.. Vol. V. No. u. pp. 200-215.
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form also, while Suprabheddgama allows die mixture only with the

hexagonal form. Again, the Kamikagama, the Mayamain and the

Gurudevapaddha'i speak of pure forms alone in the Dravida style.

Exactly similar is the nature of Vesara shrines. In pure iorm it may
be circular, or ellipsoidal or apsidal, though the Tardrasatnnccnya and
the KaSyapaSilpa do not speak of the apsidal, while in the mixed
form, the mixture is always with the square and the circular. From
the point of view set forth above, we may Lay down the following

general rules regarding the styles :

(1) The Nagar

a

shrine is always square.

(2) The Dravida shrine is always hexagonal or octagonal,
regular or elongated, or has a square body with a generally octagonal
and occasionally hexagonal Stkhara.

(5} The Vesara shrine may be circular or ellipsoidal or apsidal

or it may have a square body with a circular Sikhaia.

Such is the view regarding the shapes of the three main styles

of shrines, as these various authors will have it. The elaboration in

the texts on this subject, so far as we could make it out, is perfectly

clear. As we have already mentioned, the shape of the Sikhara is

always the guiding factor : if it is square, it is Xagura ; if it is facett-

ed. it is Dravida; if it in circular, it is Vesara. Typical examples
of these various styles in their pure form except the Drainila style are

found in plenty in all parts of Kerala.

In spite of die dearness of the statement of the authorities we
have cited, it is found that the differentiation of the styles has been a
subjsct of some controversy among modem exponents of Indian archi-

tecture. The causes of this misunderstanding are, as we could make
out two. In the fust place, some of the terms, as, for instance, Virndna,11

38. This is a synonym of Prisddu: Cf. the following extracts : KS. Chapter

XXIV. verses 1-3.

prAsidah sadanaih sxlma harmyiih dhima niketanam /

niandiroii bhavanadi gchai'n divyavimlnakain //
Airayadi cQspadaili caiva aclhamr. ci knmena tu /

adharani ca pratidhiyriyaih <2 harniyapary&vicakah //
Cf. also SR.

devSdlnim naranam ca yesu ramyatayA dram
manliUsi ca prasidanii piAsSdah tena kirtitali.

nanflmanavidhanaivadvimSnah kSstratah krtah.

In view of these and other exptidt statements, it i* strange that

this term has been 30 largely misunderstood both by ancient and modern writers.
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Sikhara,** Amalakaf9 Stupi,“ Yugasra/' etc., are wrongly rendered and
understood And secondly, there are certain shapes, as, for example,

the star-shaped, which apparently do not come under any of the heads

we have so far considered. And lastly, the loose use of English terms"

as, for instance, spire, turret, dome, etc., had added to the confusion.

We have had occasion to explain three of the terms mentioned

above in our papers on Sikhara, Amalaka and Stupi published else-

where. Sikharii, as we have mentioned there, is the roof of the

shrine
;
Amulaka is the pidhanaphalaka which covers up the top,

while Stfipi is the finial which is the top most element of the Indian

shrine. The term Viindn/t is equally misunderstood and misused. It

simply means the sacred structure, as Indian author itits would under-

stand it.
4

* If these terms arc understood in the sense in which Indian

writers have used them, one source of confusion can be avoided.

Regarding the other source of confusion, it has to be first decided

under wliat shape wc would include the star-shaped structure : and

on the answer to this question, the second source ol confusion also

would disappear. We have had occasion to consider this question else-

where and there wc have come to the conclusion that the star-shaped

and other varieties in which the square forms the most prominent

aspect, must be classed under the Nagara type primarily. Under-

standing the various terms in the sense wc have understood, and follow-

ing the lead of the Sansfcritic uniters and explaining the star-shaped

and other shapes as coming under the square, it appears to be easy to

classify the numerous kinds of Indian structures available without

getting confused.

(To be continued)

39. AUJ., Vol. V. No. ii pp. 200-213.

40. COJ. Vol. 1. The authors of the TMSTA-, understand this as

Sikhara.

41. 1C.. Vol. III. No. ii, pp. *53-258,

4a. The term yuga, a* a laiikhySuaiaku, u uniformly understood in die

sense of four and never two as TMSTA understands it.

43. Vide note 39.

44. Vide note 39.



SOME HISTORICAL TRADITIONS

By S. K. Dikshit

It is well-known that the Hai?acarita ol Bana contains a
very important passage which claims to record historical traditions
about various kings murdered treacherously. Whether the claim is

true or not, it will he dear from the present article that sonic of the
earlier traditions recorded in that passage (H. C.. Parab's ed.. p. Kj8
ff.) arc found in the works of some early writers, while a few later tradi-

tions arc already known to have been corroborated by the Puranas and
other works (for Candragupias legend vide Dr. Altekar in J.B.O.
R.S., 1928-29; Dr. Bhandarkar in Malaviya Com. Vol. p. 189 ff;

Jayaswal in J.B.O.R.S., XVIII. p. 17; Prof. V.V. Mirashi in I.H.Q., 1934.
March, p. 48 ff, etc). It may be noted that chc traditions which I vaguely
characterize as ’earlier,' mention certain persons whose names, un-
like those of Kakavarpa &iiunari(gi), Caiulragupta Maurya. Dcva-
bhmi(ini). Pusyamitia, Agnhmtni. etc., are not '-cry well-known
to die Puranas ; that is, they are not from the well-known later dynas-

ties. Further, all these instances refer exclusively to die mistakes
which the kings committed on account of dieir fondness for their

wives, and to which they owed their dcaili.'

I lie first incident mentioned is about Biiadrascna, king of

Kalinga, who had faith in his wife and was killed by hLs brother
Virasena, had hidden himself behind a secret wall in the apartments of

the queen.’ This incident is first mentioned in the Kau^i'liya,"

which, however, docs not give us any details supplied by the Harsa-
carita. It merely says diat Bhadrasena was killed by his brother who
was hiding in the house of the queen. This passage is further trace-

able in the Nitisara of Kamandaka (Ch. II, pp. 100101). where also

we do not get any furiher details than those supplied by the Arthaiasira.

But it may be noted that the commentary on the Nitisara' corroborates

1. n*nymm: trtrai: nfcfM'jvroni os Sw* i’ H. C., VI. p. 200.

2. ‘s'fwtSum nsi5«V*4*tiRi«TnrsT “sfHr.v-i'inqtl iMM: 1
’

Ibid., VI. p. 199 .

3. fr “ft *“t" 1
'—

,
p. 41 ( Sbam3 Sastri's

edition).

4. hthi fit?*: rtitSent bw; ><^.(-<<1; »i

61^3: “S%"' —Com. on the NllisSja.
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Bana. saying that VTrascna, a brother of Bhadrasena, king of Kalinga,

conspired with the lauer's wife, and hiding himself behind a portion

of her aparuneiu, killed him with a view to securing his kingdom.
The second tradition, that the Harjacarita mentions in this

connection, is about Dadhra, a king of Karuia (=Brhadgrha, modern
Shahabad district*), who was murdered by one of his two sons, who.

being enraged at the king’s desire to consecrate his brother, had hidden

himself in the bed of his mother." The Artha&stra’ only says that

Karuia (a king of the Karuias) was killed by his .son holding in the bed
of his mother

;
while the Nitisara' adds that the son who killed him

was a legitimate one, thereby suggesting that the king had another

illegitimate son (whom he probably wished to consecrate). The com-
mentary on the Nitisara docs not add to our knowledge beyond per-

haps explaining that Karusa means a king of the Karusa country. It

however, differs from the rest in saying that the son was hiding beneath

the bed, rather than in it.®

A third tradition that Bai.ia refers to, is more interesting on

account of its diversity with regard to details found in the different

texts. He tells us that Soprabna killed the 'honey-fooled' Maha(a)

sena, king of K5ii, by offering him poisoned fried-rice, so that her

son may get the kingdom.10 Katuilya only says that a queen killed

a king of Kasi by giving him fried-rice that was besmeared with poison

instead of honey. 11 The NItisStii also does not add much to our

knowledge, nor docs it differ, except perhaps, in stating that she killed

him in secret. 1 * The commentary on the Katnandakiya, however, adds

5. Henuaiidia’s AbhidhSna-ciiuftnuQi 4.25 ;
YSdavaprakisa's Vaijayanti,

Bhumikind*. Dciiilhyiya. Bflhadgpha seems to lie mentioned in two Kamauli

grants ; vide E.I, IV. p. 104 & p. isi. Also vide Cunninghams A.G.I., (19*4)

p. 7 >G.

6. ‘*u
j
4 sarflsipwRifa sit rmtti' Bwttvrai^rt^t wn 1

'

—

H. C.. p. 199

7 .
Vq; uaj.-mna gs; TOW) 1 ’—Op. dt. p., 41.

8. rft ttrar
i

«ir); wnwft*: tw' gtr. I
1

XI. 51. p, 100.3

9. x«tsraNtr*ifl*T 'ft'*!
-
, g»: raswfc' y** ? n)*‘ in*

txsliro' 1’—Com. Ibid.

10. 'ant ngstfat «tvtn01nxni»: gum gtni«ra' { * ) st*( ti )%n' l iftrim i
i-

( rnT ) nr» i’—H. C., p. 200.

IV. Mi <rfat nV-minj’—*\.n p . ; 41.

12. ciiMi b*I*i «vll" to
i ?it *j sifirera^ firm

—

K

8man<iaka. XI, 52 .
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lhat ihe queen who was already enraged at die king on account of

ihc siege of her relatives, was being subjected to the fulfilment of his

passions, when she conceived of the plot.'- 3 It is worth noting that

nobody except Bana mentions the name of die queen.

But quite a different version of the same story is possibly given

by Varahamihira in his Brhalsamhita, According to Varaha," the

queen killed KaSiraja by means of an anklet that was besmeared with

poison. The commentator, Bhattotpala. explains that the queen did

it by mixing that poison in the beverage, etc.” It is not very clear why

an anklet should be used to poison the beverage, etc. It may appear

that both Varaha and Bhattotpala arc perhaps wrong. All the other

accounts agree that in the case of the Kasiraja's murder, frird-rice and

not an anklet was poisoned. A poisoned anklet was certainly used by

a queen even according to the other accounts, 1 * but that queen was a

wife not of Kairaja but of Vairantya (a king of the city of Vairanti

according to Barta's commentator, Satikaia). Bhapotpala quotes

'Kamandakah,’ yet does not explain away dtese seeming inconsistencies.

The commentator of Katnanrlaka1 ' informs us lhat Vairiipya (which

is evidently a corruption of Vairantya), the king of Avanti, was killed

by die queen, who flattered by her co wiv es. hurled at him in sport

an anklet lhat was besmeared with poison from outside. But this is

probably contradicted by Bana, according to whom, King Rantidevn

of Vairanti was killed by his beloved (who was enraged at her co-wives)

by means of a jewel-anklet which discharged sonic sort of poison 13
I

13. ftsut i'*.*-* etc, <’

—Com. on the sane.

14. frotfW" fa* B. S., 77.1 (Vizia-

nagrata Sanskrit Series, X. p. 960).

15. **«' fffw'wa: i

1 6. Ww> i—A p. 4 1

.

»t i

q ivn' (v. Io t correct ra«’ ) rixx (
«*’

) e4*!*l It’

—Klmandaklya NttiaSra, XI. 53.

17. mji <waW««B5*n^i fraSpraffcai?* "5s*!

afwOT’^ t* '' Com. NltisSra, XI. 53. ( Read (WTW1

am ) i

18. ‘ipmraftewft'ei raw srnftrr Vr* H. C.. VI.

p. 200.
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must state here that I have not yei been able to find a second refer-

ence to the city of VairamT in the kingdom ol Avami. On the other

hand, the identification ol Vairanti with modern Bairant, suggested
to me by Rao Bahadur Dikshit, seems plausible and may prove the cor-

rectness of Varaha's statement, as Bairant is not very far from Kail If

so, Kamandaka's commentary would be wrong, and Avantiraj is possibly

a mistake for Rantiraja or Rantideva. It Ls, therefore, likely that the

Kasiraja, mentioned by Varahainihira and Bhattotpala is a different

person from the one mentioned by Kautilya. Kamandaka and Bana.

There were thus two Kaiirajas who were killed by their wives, the

second Kasiraja being mentioned by Kau^lya and Bana as belonging

to Vairanti.

We have also a tradition about VIrasena of Sauvlra, who, accord-

ing to Bana was killed by Hamsavati by means of her jewel of the

waist-belt which was poisoned in the middle". Both Kautilya and
Kamandaka do not give any details except that a king of Sauvlra was
killed (by his beloved) by means of a jewel in the waist-belt.9 * But
the commentator of the Nilisara gives Parantapa as the name of the

Sauvlra king and says drat the queen, being badly scolded, wished to

’cast off her anger and hurled the jewel of die waist-belt as if in a

feigned lit of anger. The name, Parantapa, is perhaps wrongly given
by the commentator of N’itisara as that of a Sauvlra king. For Bana
calls him VIrasena and gives Parantapa as the name of another king
who was also similarly treacherously murdered by his wife. Bana is

earlier than that commentator, and his account must, therefore, cany
more weight. According :o him. Parantapa Jiirutha was a king of Ayo-
dhya, whose beloved Ratnavacf feigned passion and killed him by
means of a very sharp minor.31 Kautilya mils the king Jalutha, while
Kamandaka (followed by his commentator) calls him Jarujya. We
know a ctiy named Jariiihi from the Mahabharata (cf. Kumbha, cd.

III. 12.29-35; cf. Nllkanthas com. ‘Jaruthyam nagaryam). It thus

seems probable that Kautilya and ‘ Bana are more correct than

19. *

1

narflfrai i"—

I

bid, p. 200.

20 . i'—Kantflya, p. 4 1 .

tWf-tfw. Wj—NltisSra, XI. 53.

21. cnW «r«»M ir. C..

VI. p. 200. Compare the commentator ol the Kftmandoklya :
- ‘wi

s'TiwiuW sn-itifl* rrimrrai'imfli Rwwwrtaai snamia fonYin'n ms®* Hnwfi'H

«jq' fa«reifcq t:fqS n* 5^1 tom 11 t\ 1
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ihc commentator of tl-.c Nitisara: since ic is not impossible thru Jarulhya
rather chan Jaruiha is the real name of the king. If. however, we
adopt the form Javuthya. and regard Paiamapa as a king of Jartitht

(in addition to his being a king of \yodhya). we shall have to look

lc« Jaruihl in the neighbourhood of Ayodhya. According to the com-
mentator oi the Nitisara, Jarusya. king of Ayodhya, was attached to

another lady and was merely courteous to the queen who being hard-

pressed at enjoyment hurled a poison-smeared mirror at him as if

through mistake.'

Another tradition deals with the death of Viduratha who,
according to liana," was a king of the and was killed by his be-

loved Rindumau who had hidden a small weapon in the braid of her

hair. Neither Kau(ilya nor Katnandaka says that Viduratha was a

Vrsni, and neither of them mentions the name oi the queen. But
the commentator of the Nitisara* 1 corroborates the Harsacarita as

regards the clan he belonged to. Varahamihira 1
' also mentions this

murder, but neither he nor his commentator adds any details to what
is already told by Kaittilya and K.imnndaka.

I a:n unable to identify the above mentioned kings with

those mentioned in the Puranas. etc., but Viduratha of these tradi-

tions is possibly identical with Viduratha. son of a Daiarhf, mentioned
in the Mahabharata (kumbh.cd. Adiparva. eh. 63, 41

. 43-43)?
21

It

is needless to say that the traditions, mentioned by Bana, but not men-

22. <i iaspnf- fajrtwj—H. C, p. 200.

23. 'trat 'ism nf»r»ww as.'-'-'rtiT- «««**«'

c

*n»xf vtoiis’ tfloi mi' ftvu hriTu 1’ Op. cit.

pp. 100-101.

24. 'mi 1 frt.a' »f( ) »r?4t mm i’ R. S„ 77. 1

.

35. BAna also refers 10 a certain Drhadratha of Mathurik who because of

his greed fell a victim to the army of Viduratha (H.C.. p. 158). who may or may

not be the son of a Dasarln
;
but one may note here die connexion of variotit

Yadava dans with Mathuri. The >on of DA^rhl finds meniion in the famous

SSrhgadhara|aildhaii. st. i*,o6

:

•4 fall* 1 VC «oi« *Tnu*V t": t«n it

(Peterson's ed.)
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tioned by Kautilya, can be generally regarded as later than the tradi-

tions mentioned by both of them. As to their authenticity, we

certainly require more confirmation; but I submit, it would indeed be

undesirable to summarily reject them as late.
M

Batja's traditions at

least are already corroborated in many palces, and I admit, I have not

been able to follow the arguments of those who still refuse to put any

credence in the traditions regarding Candragupta II, handed down
by the Hnrsacarita. etc. Candragupta s marriage with his brother’s

widow may not cause much consternation in view of the fact that

Puskara once told his elder brother Nab (Naisadha) to his face that

he (Pujkara) passionately loved his (Nala's) wife and wished to have

her (vide Nalopalthyana).*'

26. Or. M. C. Ray Choudhuri. P.H.A.I. p. 365 (4th cd.).

27. Kumbhakonam cd.. Vanaparva, ch. 76. st. 16 Vr>r>i Viduratha seems

to l>c possibly mentioned in the Vipuu I'uratja (Oriental Press cil IV. xiv. 6),



THE MONISTIC CONCEPTION OF AjffANA AND
ITS INFERENTIAL PROOF-A CRITICAL STUDY

By ASUTOSH BhATTACH ARY

A

The monisis try to establish ajnanti ami its positive character

by tire following form of inference

“Just as the first rays of a lamp, which light up and illuminate
objects not already illuminated, annihilate darkness having the follow-

ing four characteristics, vir.

(i) that the darkness is not merely the negation of light, but
has a positive existence—a concrete content :

(a) that the darkness had been screening the objects which
are afterwards illuminated by the iays of light

;

(3) that the darkness is capable of being annihilated by the

rays of light ; and

(4) that die darkness was located in the locality now occupied
by the rays

;

So the knowledge established by one of the different means of

proof fpratnanajnanarh) which lights up or intellectually illuminates

the objects of knowledge, which were not known before,

annihilates ignorance having four similar characteristics, vi?.:—

(1) that ignorance is not merely the negation of knowledge, but has

a positive existence
; (2) that ignorance had so long been screening

the objects which are afterwards intellectually illuminated by the

pramdnajndnam or knowledge established by the valid means of proof ;

(g) that this ignorance is capable of being annihilated by the act of

intellectual illumination
;
and (4) that the ignorance was located in

the locality of the said illumination. 1

t. (a) PaficapAdiklvivarana, p. 13, Benares Edition.

(b) VividSdhySsitaih praminajninarit svaprSgabhiKa vyatirikta.s a-

vi$ay&vara()awanivartya*vadexag*(a vasuvatarapOrvakam aprakS-

sitarthaprakalakatvfld andhakSre prathamoipannapradipaSikha-

vat.

Advaitasiddhi, p. 36a. Bombay Edition.

(c) R.Rh.. p. I 7K-73 '
Bombay Edition.

N.B. Tlune who hold such inference, accept the view that dark

pea is a positive entity fits! from its being more or less dense
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To put the argument in the l'onn ol a Syllogism
All instances of lighting up (whether intellectual or otherwise)

of objects not already illuminated are instances which are invariably
accompanied by the annihilation of a substance having four character-
istics mentioned befote (1.2. 3.4).

All instances of knowledge established by one of the different

means of proof are instances of lighting up objects not already illu-

minated.

All instances of the knowledge of proof are instances which are
invariably accompanied by the annihilation of a substance (ignorance)

possessing the above four characteristics.

The Vyapti ot the universal major premise in this syllogism is

established by the observation of the single instance of physical or
material illumination of objects by the rays of light. It is worth
noticing here that the physical illumination of material objects by

means of die light of a lamp and the intellectual illumination, i.e.,

the apprehension of objects of knowledge by means of perception,

inference, etc.-thcse two entirely dilfercnt kinds of illumination arc

treated as belonging to the same category.

The above argument may be put also in the form of a hypo-
thetical-categorical syllogism as follows

In all cases if there is any lighting up of objects not already

illuminated, there is an antecedent annihilation of substance having
the above four characteristics.

There is a lighting up of objects (not already illuminated) in

the knowledge of the valid means of proof.

There is an antecedent annihilation of a substance having

the said four characteristics in knowledge.

and secondly, from its being perceived a» having colour, activity,

etc.:—

'Jamah lamalavanjabhani calami pratiyate, rfipavatvit kriy.1-

valvid dravyamtu daiamarti taniah.

(d) Advaitasiddhi, p. 562-68.

(c) Vedantakalpataru. 1.3.3.

Amalananda in his VdSmakalpaiaru, in order co establish ihe posh

live character of Ajflana on ihe haiis of dialectical logic, says

Yadyapi Juktith svata eva jadamavidya navrnnii taibapi tatsthS-

nirviqabhavar0parajatop3drtnatvenenavycti, bhSvarfpSvidya *a-

prayojana pramiiiantu Ditthaprama Ditthagatatvc sati yah

prdmabhSvah tattvlnadhikarana nSdi nivartiU praraatvSt Da-

piuha pramavat.

(0 Vedantakalpataruparimala. p. 533, Bombay Edition,
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Here also the major premise—the Vyapti—is a general proposi-
lion, the truth of which is established l>> the observation of a parti-

cular instance, viz . that in the ease of illumination of objects by rays

of light there is an invariable antecedent phenomenon, i.c., the annihi-
lation of darkness which is a positive form ol being.

The critics raise the following objections against the above in-

ference of the Advaitins
:
—

The instance of physical illumination is not a relevant instance

at all and docs not establish the universal relation of concomitance
between the phenomenon of illumination and the annihilation of

ignorance as a positive form of existence, because intellectual illumi-

nation is quite different from physical illumination. The term
prakasa' is used here in two different senses. Prakaia as intellectual

illumination means apprehension of objects of knowledge in percep-
tion, inference, etc. This intellectual illumination is clue, not to

light, but to consciousness alone (vijiianasyaiva prakasakaevam).

light cannot produce intellectual illumination or apprehension of

objects of knowledge, it simply helps the operation of the organ of

vision by removing the obstacle, vie, darkness which stands in die way
of visual perception. Intellectual illumination (prakaia) consists in

apprehending the objects of knowledge and not in simply removing
die obstacles thereto (nahi virodhimrasauamatraih prakaiakatvam).

lienee the relation of sequence between die physical illumination by
light and the annihilation of darkness cannot establish a similar rela-

tion between intellectual illumination and annihilation of ignorance

as a positive form of being. There being no resemblance in kind
between the two entirely different types of illumination, the instance

of physical illumination is an irrelcvcnt instance .
1 The fallacy of

false analogy', therefore, vitiates the whole chain of argument. The
fallacy of ambiguity in respect of the term ‘Prakaia’ (illumination)

is equally worth notice.

Even assuming for argument’s sake that illumination (prakaia)

means not only intellectual illumination, i.e., apprehension of the

objects of knowledge, but also any function which helps or facilitates

the act of intellectual illumination (such as the operations of the

sense-organs, light, etc.), it follows that in every instance of illumination

m this wide sense there must be present, as an invariable antecedent.

i. R. Bh.. p, i“g. Bombay Edition.

m*n emftw. v«l<niwrai «rewfit'i •»’Mnwwttioi i

e'tfa wmi fwiutinwrani •
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a subsiance bearing the four characteristics mentioned above. Just as

in the instance of the rays of light, which illuminate the objects not

illuminated already, the annihilation of darkness is present as an in-

variable antecedent
;
just as in tire instance of intellectual illumina-

tion of the objects of knowledge, the annihilation of a positive subs-

tance, viz., ignorance, is present as an invariable antecedent
; similarly

(») in the instance of illumination (i.e., operations helping apprehen-

sion of objects) effected by the organs of senses, the annihilation of a

similar substance, another ignorance (ajfiana), must be present as

an invariable antecedent. And again (2) we can infer another non-

knowledge as an invariable antecedent to this ajfiana which this infer-

ence aims at ; for this ajfiana under discussion being also based on a

valid inference conics under the head of 1’ramanajnana' or knowledge
established by valid means ol proof.

Now if another ajfiana be established as an antecedent to this

ajfiana which ihis inference tries to prove, that ajfiana must hide, as

the inference implies, the non-knowledge which is located in the Brah-

man and veils it and not die Brahman itself And as the second ajfiana

lias avidya. the screening principle of Brhman. as its locus and object,

it has no bearing upon Brahman. It. therefore, has got no utility in

the range of our philosophic speculation as the supposition of such

an ajfiana stands without any purpose. Ajfiina is cognised as a

screening principle in our philosophic conception. It hides Brahman
the locus-consciousness and as a becoming principle it produces this

cosmic manifold. If 110 such purpose be served by admitting a sceond

ajfiana as an antecedent to the positive avidya proved by the said in-

ference, it is completely useless to suppose such an entity. 1 And from

this supposition litis inference involves as well the fallacy of infinite

regress. But the instance of these two separate ignorance (1) and (a)

which may be proved by the same logic advanced by the opponent him-

1 PiaraSpajiUnavya apraUsitarthaprakasakitvat ivavijayavaranujninilnta-

raiMhakatvc mu ladajfiSnarii nralimasvaiupacchadakaih nsadhayisitam ajitanaiii

avrooti. tenavyiatvlt tadnjfianarii Brahmapa na *aks3i Lriyatc, apaiair.Srthasya

spraiiyamlnaiya kSryakaratvSycgii ajftSnakalpana nisphalS tiiodhSnarupa-

karyartham hi tat kaipana.

Srmaprakiiika—p. 178.
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self would be contradictory

1

(viruddha) to the conclusion drawn by

him ( ftrcpffe^r^ ?^t: )

The fallacy, therefore, lies in the universal major premise—that
all instances of illumination are preceded by die annihilation of a

positive form of existence having certain characteristics—which is not

only materially false but also, when closely examined, is found to be

contradictory to the conclusion drawn by the opponent himself. 3

If the opponent argues that in the instance of intellectual

illumination alone, Ignorance having the said four characteristics is

present as an invariable antecedent, but in the instance of illumination

effected by the organs of senses and also in the instance of illumination

indicated by the opponent’s inference of AjiiSna no separate ignorances

are present as invariable antecedents, then it amounts 10 a denial of

the Vyapti—a denial of universal relation of invariable concomitance

between the phenomenon of illumination and the phenomenon of

the annihilation of Ignorance. Thus the universal premise which

states this relation of universal concomitance, would be lalse ; or in

other words, if the phenomenon of illumination is sometimes preceded

by the annihilation of ignorance and sometimes not, then there can

be no generalisation at all of any relation of invariable concomitance

between the two phenomena and therefore the existence of Ignorance

on the basis of the said inference would not be established at all.

The Vyipti or the general proposition is materially true when the

invariable concomitance between the two phenomena is established

by observation of an adequate number of instances. But if there be

some instances in which this concomitance fails, i c., in which the phono-

i. (a) When the phenomenon implied by the middle lenn, instead of

invariably accompanying die phenomenon implied by the major.

is not found to occur along with it. we have a fallacy called

Vkuddliahetuh. According to VAtsyiyanabhfcya. Viruddhaheluh

means a r&uon which contradicts die final conclusion. Thus it

may alio be taken as a fallacy of sclf comradictory reasoning.

(b) Vide VatsySyanabhijya. 1.2.6.:

Siddhantam abhyupetya tadvirodhi viiuddhab.

(c) Vide Nyayavirtilta, p. 178. Benares Edition.

(d) Vide Indian Logic k Atomism by A. B. Keith, p. 146.

*. (a) Vide R. Bh. p. 178. Bombay Edition.

(b) Vide SnuapraliiiU. p. 178-79. Bombay Edition.
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inenon implied by the middle lemi dyes not accompany die phenome-
non implied by the major term, the reside is (hat diere can be no
vySpii—no generalisation of the relation of invariable concomitance
between the two phenomena and any syllogism based upon this wrong
generalisation is fallacious ; this fallacy is known as ‘anaikantika hetu’

in Indian logic. An illuscrai ion will make it clear. Sound is eternal,

for it is devoid of tactual properties. In the instances of jars and
oilier things it is observed that there is a relation of co-presence be-

tween tactual properties and dcstruccibility. From these instances, one

may generalise that all things having tactual properties are things

which are liable to destruction ; sound is not a thing having tactual

pro)>erties.

Sound is not a thing which is liable to destruction.

I ins inference is fallacious ; apart from other fallacies, it is sub-

ject to the fallacy of the falsity of the major premise. It is not true

that in all instances, without any exception, the presence of tactual pro-

perties invariably accompanies the presence of desit uctibility. There
are negative instances in which tactual properties arc nor accompanied

by destmctibility. It is found that atoms though they possess tactual

properties arc not liable to destruction (dHyate sparsav arnica anuh
uityafca iti). These negative instances must not be neglected. Hence
if the ‘hetu’ or the phenomenon implied by the middle term is found

in some instances to accompany and in some other instances not to

accompany the phenomenon implied by the major term (sadhya) then

there can be no Vyapti—no umversalisation of the relation of conco-

mitance between the two phenomena. This fallacy of inference is

ultimately based upon a fallacy of non-ohscrvalion, i.e., neglect of

negative instances which should have been taken notice of. 1

i. (a) AnaikJjuikab javyabliicAiah niiyalj sabdab aspariatvflt
;
sjuriaviu

kumbab anityab dn'ab ; na ca lathi sparsavan sabdab ;
tasmat

aspaiiatvat nityab iabdab
;
spaxiavS ayub nityaka aspaiii buddhlr

anityS ca.

Vatsyayanabhasya, i.t.5.

(b) Yat khalu sadhyatajjauyavjititvc sati anyaua variate tad vyabhi-

can ; laira yo heturupatta ubhavamaviiriiya variate sab anaikStl-

kah-

XySyav-Srtika, pp. 169-70. Benares Edition.

(c) R.Bh., p. 188. Lotus Library Edition.

(d) Snitapnikiiika—Bombay Edition-pp. 178-79.

(c) Indian Logic and Atomiim by A. B. Keith.
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To judge the inference under discussion from this stand-point
ihe opponent is placed between the two horns of a dilemma.

If in all instances, without a single exception, illumination is

preceded by the annihilation of ignorance then in the instance of the
particular inference of the opponent ar.d also in the instance of the
operation of sense-organs, the existence of different ignorances as
separate substances would be established—which is contradictory to
the position of the opponent.

Again if there are some exceptions in which illumination is

not preceded by annihilation of ignorance then the relation of conco-
mitance would not be universal and consequently the opponent’s con-
clusion would be false, being based on a false major premise.

Illumination is preceded by ignorance either in all cases with-
out exception or there ate some exceptions.

Ihe opponent's position is either self-contradictory or sub
ject to the fallacy of the falsity of the ma jor premise.

Hence the inference as advanced by the Advaiiins for the esta-
blishment of Ajtlana as a positive entity is fallacious in more ways
than one ; and on the basis of this i rife teltee. the positive character ol
Ajitana cannot be established.



THE VARMANS OF EASTERN BENGAL

By Pramode Lal Paul

No definite due has yet come from any source as to the origin

of the Varmans of exstern Bengal. R. D. Rannerjee remarked that

the Varmans tame in the train of the invasion of Rajendra Cola or

Gahgeyadeva or Jayasimha II. Discussing the subject. Dr. D. C.
Ganguli* observes that it is quite likely that Vajravannan followed

the valliant Cola monarch (Rajendra Cola) with his Yadava armies,

shared with him his victoties and ultimately established himself on
the throne of Eastern Bengal when its ruler Govindacandra took to

(light. But there is no evidence to connect the establishment of

Varman power in Bengal with the Colas. But it is quite likely, as

Dr. Ganguli has suggested, that the military resources of Vajravannan,

who was only a member of a feudatory royal family, could have
hardly allowed him to march independently against such a distant

country as Eastern Bengal. It is clear from the Bclihxi plate,* the most

important record of the Varmans, that the real founder of the politi-

cal fortunes of the family in Bengal was Jatavarman, son of Vajravar-

man. The warlike activities of the latter have been alluded to in the 6ll>

verse, but no particular exploits have been definitely mentioned. It is to

be noted that in the 8th terse, where the achievements of Jatavarman

have been described, great stress has been first laid on his marriage with

Virairi, daughter of Karna. and then his political and military achieve-

ments have been mentioned, and it seems that this marriage had got

something to do with the rise of the family into political power.

Again, though no connected meaning can be made out of the broken

Vajrajogini plate* of Samalavarman, the manner in which this matri-

monial alliance with die Kalacuris has been referred to and the way

in which the word milrvamiya occurs, also point to the same conclu-

sion that it was probably a great factor in determining the political

fortune of the Varmans.
Historical facts also seem to connect the Varmans with the

i. Bingl&r luhasa, p.276.

e. IHQ. 1929. p. 225.

3. N. G. Majumdar, Inscription 0/ Bengal, p. 17.

4. BhSratavaria, IJ.JO B.S., p. 674.
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Kalacuri* rather than with the Colas. The Vanuatu, according to

the testimony of the Relam plate, originally belonged to Simhapura.
It is known from the Romani and Brhatproshtha1 plates that there

ruled a line of kings whose names end in Varman at Simhapura in

Kalinga. Most of the scholars" arc now inclined to regard these Simha-

puras as identical. The first country' of which Jatavannan became
master is said to have been Anga. It is stated in the Goharwa platcsr

of Kalacuri Kama that his father Gatigeyadeva had conquered as far

as die sea of Ulkala and vanquished the king of Anga. It is important

to note in this connection that Karna assumed the proud title of Tri-

kalingddhipati which goes to establish his political control over Kalinga.
1

Rajendra Cola never dominated Anga® and the invasion of Bengal
by Cedi Kama which so long rested on the Tibetan account10

is confirmed by the Paikore pillar inscription" which unmistakably

goes to show that the great Kalacuri emperor in course of

his invasion penetrated almost into the heart of Bengal. It is not,

therefore, unlikely that the Varman* came in the train of Kalacuri

invasions and Jatavannan was successful in founding a kingdom in

south-eastern Bengal.

The achievements of Jatavannan are thus eulogised : ‘He

spread his paramount sovereignty by marrying Vira^rl, daughter of

Kanja, by extending his domination over die Ahgas, by humiliating

the dignity of Kiraanipa, by bringing disgrace to the strength of the

anus of Divya, by damaging die fortunes of Govardhana ."11 It is not

known who was die local king of Anga in the middle of the eleventh

century, but it seems that this sway over Artga was gained at the cost

of die Pala power. The KSmarupa king with whom Jatavannan
came into conflict was probably Gopala or his son Harsapala. 1*

Divya has generally been identified with Divvoka. the leader of the

K aivarta revolution in Varcndra. The Nalanda inscription of Vipula-

Q. El., XII. p. 4; IV. 145.

G. N. G. Majumdar, oj>. cil., IHQ.. 1934, pp. 371, 781-84.

7. El., XI. p. 143.

8. EL, II. pp. n t 15; V 12.

9. JBORS., 1928. pp. 489538; Journal of Ortentat Research, Madras, 1933,

p. *15 0.

10. JBTS., Vol. I., p. 9.

11. ASR.. 1Q81-BB, p. 78.

is. Bcl&va plate, v. 8.

13. GopSla (c. 1055-75). HampSla (c. 10751090); K, L. Barua, Early

fiiitorv of kitmrflM
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Srimitra11 rclcis 10 an invasion of northern Bengal by a king of Vangala,
in course of which the house of a Buddhist teacher named KarunairT-
mitra was set on fire and he was burnt to death. It has been sug-

Bted iha: this king of Vangala is to be identified with a king of the
idra dynasty of eastern Bengal. 13 But no invasion of northern

Bengal by any Candra king is hitherto known. The Candras were,
according to the testimony of their own records, devout Budhists,
and it is highly improbable that the army of a Buddhist king would
set on fne the house of a distinguished Buddhist teacher of a
great vifiara (Somapuravihara, i e„ the Paharpur monastery) whose
memory was honoured even three generations after him. The king
of Vangala who invaded northern Bengal is more reasonably to be
identified with Jaiavarman

Govardhana cannot be definitely identified. R. D. Bannerjee'"
drew attention to one Dvopardhana of the Ramacarita, ruler of

Kausambl, and guessed that Dvopardhana was written in place of

Govardhana through copyist's mistake. Dr. R. G. Basak. ,T while edit-

ing the Belava plate, remarked : "May he be the father of Bhatta
Bhavadeva of the Rhuvanciwar inset iplion, the Brahman Govardhana,
distinguished as a warrior and a scholar, whose father was the muha-
tnanlri and sandhivigrdh i ka ol a king ol Vafiga?" It is to be noted
that the residence of the donee of the Belava plate is the same village

Siddhala in Radiia where the ancestors of Bhatta Bhavadeva nourished
for a long time. It has been suggested 18

that the Vangaraja referred

to ill the Bhuvaneiwar inscription is to be identified with one of the

kings of the Candra dynasty of eastern Bengal, after whose fall the

family of Bhapa Bhavadeva transferred its allegiance to the Vanuatu.
This does not seem improbable.

It is known from the Belava plate that the successor ol Jaiavar-

man was his son Samalavarman. But in the recently discovered

Vojrojogtni plate it seems that the achievements of Hanvarman and
his unnamed son have been described before those of Samalavarman.

As already noted, this record is broken and no connected meaning can

be made out of it. The word ja/a occurs first and then the exploits of

14. FI., XXI, |ij>. 97-1111
.
Pabeogtaphically this Inscription has been placed

in the first half of the 12th century A.D.

15. Indian Culture. Vol. t. [ip. 290-192.

ifi. B&hgJ&r Itihiiu, p. *77.

17. El., XU. p. 37 **•

18. I)r. H. C. Ray, Dynastic History of Northern India, Vol. I p. 333:

Govaulhana also appears in the Deepen* inscription of Vijayasena a chief

who was defeated by the Sena king.
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a king—most probably of Jaiavarman, have been narrated. Then
occurs the name of Harivarman whose mother, like tliat of Satnalavar-

man, seems to have been a Kalacuri princess and who took part in a cer-

tain war with the Kalacuris which brought him glory. The name of

Harivarman is conspicuous by the absence in die Belava plate ol that of

Blxojavarman, son Samalavamian. The view that Harivarman and Sama-

lavarman were identical, has got nothing to its credit, because in the

Vajtitjogiui plate the exploits of Harivarman and his son have been nat*

rated and the name of Samalavannan figures as the reigning king and

donor. In the Bejauisdr plate of Harivarman the name of his father was

read by Mr. N. N. Vastl as Jyotivarman." This plate is a burnt one. and

from the facsimile it is impossible to verify Mr. Vasu’s reading of

which lie himself is not confident. After the publication of the Belava

plate, Mr. Vasu suggests the reading jata (?) in place of jyoti.
u All

theories to place Harivarman after Samalavannan and Bhojavarman 11

arc discounted by the evidence of the Vajrajogini plate and it goes to

confirm the opinion of K. D. Bannerjee that Harivarman is to be

placed before the two lasc mentioned Varuian Kings. In view of the

fact tliat Harivarman's mother appears to have been a Kalacuri princess

and in view of the evidences of the Vajrtijogini and Bejanisar plates, he

may be taken to be ihe son of Jaiavarman and die following genealogi-

cal list of the Varmans may be provisionally drawn up

Vajravarntnau Cedi Karpa

I t 1001073 A. D .

)

jBtavarniar. = Viraii! Ynuvaaairt

HarK-arman Slmalavnrman

Unnamed son
^

[ Kuralmpala MadanapSla

Bhojavarman Udayin Trailocyastindarl

G°p3la ni

NayapBla

- Vigrabapila III

RSinapRla

19. Vafiger Jdtiya Ilih&so, Rrahtr.aria KAncla. Vol. II. p. S15.

20. Ibid., R&janya Kaoda. p. 2B1.

si. Modern Review, lgl2, p. 349.
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It is stated in the Nagpur prajasli' 1 of the Param&ra kings that

Lak$madeva (who nourished in the latter half of the eleventh century)
first proceeded to I lari's quarter in order to capture elephants and
then entered into the town of die lord of Gauda. Haris quarter has

been generally taken to mean cast but it may refer to the kingdom of

Harivarman also.

If Harivarmadeva of die colophons of Astasahasrika prajnapara-
mita and Laghukalacakratika“ is identical with Harivarman ol the

Vannan dynasty, it is certain thac he had a reign of at least 59 years.

Bodi from die Vajiajogini plate and the Bhuvancivvar praiasli it is

known that he had a son. though it is not clear whether his son ever
reigned or not. He fought a battle which, from the mention of the

word jadavtmga Dr. N. K. Bliattasalr* surmises, was in Eastern Bengal.

Samalavarman figures prominently in the genealogical accounts

of the I'aidik Brahmanas” who are said to have migrated into Bengal
from Madliyadcsa through his cllorls and instrumentality. The dale

of this migration is given as 1001 $.£.= 1079 A.D.—which cannot be
far removed from the lime of Samalavarman- I" some of die genea-

logical acounis their original home is given as Kaniavatl, a city founded
by Cedi Karon with the Vanuatu. Though this migration of the I'aidik

Brahmins has not yet been confirmed by any cpigraphic evidence, vet it

may be noted that the great-grandfather of the donee of the Belava

plate has been significantly described as madhyadesauinirgala Only
one inscription of Samalavarman has come to light and its object was

to please Vasudeva Vispn by gianting some land to the temple of the

Buddhist goddess Prajnaparamita or to a Buddhist devotee named
Bhiraadeva as a reward for his reading the Prajnaparamita. This re-

calls the grant of land to a Brahmana by the Buddhist Pain king

Madanapala for his reading the Mahabharata to the queen” and

this also goes against the much-talked-of zeal of the Varmans for the

spread of the orthodox Brahtnanical religion asserted in genealogical

accounts.

The establishment of the Vannan power in Eastern Bengal did

not go unchallenged by the Palas. It is known from the Rdmacarila

72. EL, II. p. iK,
:
V. 34.

23. N. C. Majumdar, op. cit„ p. 118.

24. BhAratavoria, 1340. B.S p. 674 fl.

25. Vahger Jatiyc ItihAs, Br&hmana KOyda.

»G. The donee Ramadevaiarman was not a t'oidik BvShmnna.

27. Gaudalekham/ilA, Manahali plate.
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that after the recovery of Varendra. RSmapSla tried to conquer Kaliiiga,

Utkala ami Kamariipa. In course ol the description of his connuests

it is stated that a Vannan king of the cast propitiated Ramapala by

presenting an elephant and his chariot. 5* The Varman king who made
his submission was most probably either Harivannan or Samalavar-

ir.an. When the strong arm of Ramapala was no more, south-eastern

Bengal once more revolted during the regin of his son Kumarapala,

but this rising was suppressed by his general Vaidyadeva after a naval

battle.
1 " Thus it seems that the Varnians were twice compelled to

acknowledge the sureranity of the Palas.

The last known Varman king is Bhojavannan whose Belava

grant was issued from Vikramapura. The Varmans were most pro-

bably ousted by the Senas. The Barrackpore grant of Vijayasena was

also issued from the same place in his 62nd regnal year where queen

Vilasadcvi performed the tuldjnirufa ceremony. This would fall,

according to the evidence ol Danasagara ami Adbhutasigara and
Tabaquat-i-Nasiri. sometime about the middle of the 12th century A.D.

Therefore the occupation of Vikramapura bv the Senas must have

cccurcd sometime before this.

In the 59th chapter of the Mahavariisa it is reported that Tiloka-

sundari, a princess of Kaliiiga, was the queen of king Vijayavahu I of

Ceylon (C. 1054*1109 A.D.V A number of copper plates ol king

Niiankamalla ,D and his brother Sahasamalla, who succeeded him in

1200 A.D., inform us that they came from Siihhapura in Kaliiiga. In

the inscription of N i&nkamafla he claims his descent from the royal

line ol Ikyvaku and it is stated he was the son of the Kaliiiga king

Goparaja of Siihhapura. In the Polonnaruva inscription of Sahasamalla

he claims his descent from the unbroken line of Kaliiiga kings of

Kaliiiga. This, no doubt, points to close political relation of Simha-

pura of Kaliiiga with Ceylon. If Siihhapura in Kaliiiga is identical

with Siihhapura of the Belava plate, it is quite likely, as has been

suggested by Dr. H. C. Ray, that tliis important city of Kalinga

supplied two enterprising royal families—one in eastern Bengal

and another in Ceylon. King Vijayavahu 1 was a contemporary of

Jauvarman and Samalavarman. The manner in which Satnalavar-

28. Ramacarila. Ch. Ill, V. «.

20. GaufaUkhamalfi, Kamauli plate.

30. JRAS., 1913, p. 518; Ep. Zeylanica. Vol. II, pt. V. p. 227.
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man's daughter, Trailokyasundari.* 1 has been described and the

good wishes for the Ceylon king have been expressed in the 14th

verse of the Bclava plate raises a strong presumption for her

identification with Tilokasundarl of the Mahivarim. The troubles

in Ceylon by the Rak$asas probably refer to the Coin invasions. A
Manimahgala inscription of 1055 A.D. records that the Cola king

Parakeetvannan alias Rajcndvadeva imprisoned two sons of the Ceylon

king Manabliarna who was, according to the Mahavatiisa, a nephew

and son-in-law of Vijayavahu I. If Vijayavahu 1 was a brother-in-law of

Bhojavannan, the expression of good wish for the Ceylon king in his

difficulties in the Vannan record is quite intelligible. Otherwise the

occurrence of the passage “hd /lliiit hafiaviramadya bkin-wiam bhuyopi

ham rahsmamutpatoyom upaslhilaslu kuittli sankesu latihatihipak' in

the Belnva plate cannot be properly explained.

31. N. C. Majumdar first took 'Traitoky.itutidittf as the slaughter of

Simulavainian but later on accepted Dr. Bhtmdarkar** translation which makes

this word an adjective qualifying MMavyadevi. wife of Simalavamwn. Accord-

ing to some scholars, Udayin and Jagamalla arc to be identified with UdayS-

ditya and Jagamallaelcva of the ParamSra dynat-.y (Dr. D. C. Ganguli. History

of the Paramiras). We ate inclined to accept N. G. Majumdar’s former

translation of the pasage in question.



THE MEMOIRS OF TWO BIJAPURl NOBLES

(From original Persian sources)

By K. K. Basu

The reminscenccs of two well-known nobles of the Court of

Bijapur, viz. t
Afzal Khan Shirazi anti Mustafa Khan Ardistani. both

of whom sen'ed .Alt Adil Shah (ijr^-tjSo A.D., the illustrious ruler

of the Adilshahi dynasty, arc given below. The narratives are

important in view of the fact that they delineate the career of

two men of consequence who by dim of their personal abilities and
ingenuity cast a lustre of glory upon the country they lived in.

Secondly, they throw a new light on the nature and personnel of the

government under Ali Adil and die state of culture and the mode
of scholarship that prevailed during his time. Incidentally and towards

the sequel, a very curious and interesting episode of an ill-omened dia-

mond, which spell ruin and disaster to all its possessors among
whom the Bijapur ruler was one. has been annexed.

AFZAL KHAN SHIRAZI

The father of Afial was an A mil (governor in a province

of Persia. On account of the wisdom and experience that lie possessed,

die people of Shiraz took his advice in ail difficult matters. The
lather died when the boy was aged only eight.

The Junior Afzal had set his heart upon acquiring scholarship

and accomplishments. For about two years lie received a liberal edu-
cation at the hand of Mir Fatchullah Shirari. a renowned savant of

the time. Having acquired an unparalleled erudition in a short time,

the boy bade farewell to his native country and migrated to Hindus-
tan

;
he disembarked at Bijapur, during die rule of Ali Adil Shah.

Here he began to give lessons to students, Persian and native. His

scholastic attainments and high character were soon noticed by the

Bijapur Sultan, who often repaired to Afzal's institution for counsel

and advice. In course of time Afzal was offered a service in the court

and he became the constant companion of die king. He was made
the Vakil as Saltanat or the agent and plenipotentiary of the state, by
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virtue of which he exercised final authority in civil and financial

administration. He soon acquired such a popularity that the nobility

began to court his friendship.

First he began by getting together all learned and intelligent

men, shrewd politicians and astute diplomats. Then he worked hard

for effecting an improvement in the country by bettering the lot of the

civil and military population. He engaged in public sendee 500
Hindu hatkarah (officials) and 700 spies. The secret agents conveyed
to him the news of the neighbouring states and kingdoms. None but
the talented and sagacious were entrusted by him with important com-
missions. The arrogant, the obstinate and the rebel were taken to

task and condemned. For instance, Shah Abul I lasan was found

fault with on account of his bad conduct. Contrariwise, Mustafa

Khan and Kamil Khan, the two conscientious and dependable func-

tionaries, were invested with high powers.

Murad Khan was made the Havildar or the military officer of

Konkan, a large and fertile tract stretching along the sea. Mu'atabar

Khan, a person of light and leading, who had been appointed

as the PeJiwa, for sometime, was offered the office of Sar-i-naubat, the

head of the military department. Sheikh Salim a scholar of

Najf (in Persia) was appointed to the post of Sar Khail or

the commander of a regiment. He received the portfolios of finance

and military departments. Latif Khan Nisai was appointed

Jslifah nr the collector of imperial revenues. Latif was noted for his

poetical talents and he wrote under the pseudonym of IVasli. Haidar

Khan, a Sayyad by origin, became die head of die civil affairs of the

state or Kar-i-Midki. Sheikh Nurutldin Muhammad Lari was

entrusted with the task of protecting the forts and the countries (Sar-

i-hi jab). He had to submit to the Sultan all important letters, docu-

ments relating to the forts and the country-side and to giie effect to

the royal orders made thereon. Raliud-din Shirazi, became Khdji-

Sdidt or as the natives called it. Chcsnigir. Besides, he held the post

of the treasurer and was in charge ol the Mahals. Rafi-ud-din was die

cousin (son of his unde on his father’s side) of Afzal Khan Shirazi.

There was a Hasht Ain or the Assembly of eight gTcat men in

the royal court. It was composed of the following personages :

S Kamaluddin Fatchullah Shirazi, who was wise as Solomon.

in was knwon as A'aKal Haul ‘Asar.

(ii) Mir Tat3blis. who was unrivalled in his knowledge of the

art of logomachy and debate.

(iii) Mir Azizuddin Fazl-ul-lah Yezdi.

(iv) Miran Sar Fidai.
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(v) Mulai Isfahani.

(vi) Mir Murshid Kuli.

(vii&viii) others were Deccanese or natives.

All these persons were ariepcs in Syntax, Etymology. Epigram,
the commentaries on the Quran, Muhammadan Law and Hadis or

traditions. I hese litterateurs spent their hours in lively conversation
and debate. Literary discussions were held in the presence of Sultan
Ali Adil. It certainly reflects credit on Afzal Khan who assem-
bled these men of rare worth ar.d merit in the royal court. It is

repotted that about forty-thousand huns were spent in inviting Kamal-
uddin from Shirat to Bijapur. Sultan Ali Adil paid occasional visits

to the conference of the literary men and this soiree of the scholars

continued its existence so long as the Sultan lived. This association

was made up of two hundred intellectuals and men of literary’ attain-

ments. There was besides no limit to the number of state pensioners

and beneficiaries.

Though Afzal was a man of letters, yet he discharged his heavy
public duties perfectly well. About this illuminatus Sultan Ali Adil
once said to have made the following observation : "Since Afral is

at the head of public affairs, I have not only gathered much experi-

ence and worldly wisdom, but liave also tasted die pleasures of king-

ship."

MUSTAFA KHAN ARDISTANI.

Mustafa Khan, originally known as Sayyad Kamaluddin Hus-
sain, was born in the Sayyad family Ardistan. He was intelligent,

wise ami well-qualified. It was poverty that had forced him to

migrate to Golconda during the reign of Ibrahim Qutb Shah. For
the unu&al ability and talent that Mustafa possessed the Sultan bestowed

E
fts and awards on him and thereby raised his status and dignity. At
ngth, the Sultan appointed him his chief minister ar.d thus placed

him at the head of public afTairs. He further honoured him with
the title of Mustafa Khan.

Within a short time, Mustafa began to exercise perfect authority

in all political and financial matters, so much so that the Sultan sel-

dom disapproved of his actions. Mustafa won high praise on
account of his benevolent reforms in the army and the improvements
that he had effected to increase llie happiness and security of the

populace.

At length, Mustafa felt ill-at-ease for the Sultan’s occasional

interference in state affairs. Further, his long tenure of office and
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acquisition of huge wealth and supreme power made him imperious

and vain-glorious. Consequently, he became an object of suspicion

and malice. The Sultan took alarm and contemplated discharging

him from office and even confiscating his vast wealth and property.

When Mustafa was apprised of the Sudan's intentions, he set him-
self to find ways and means for his own safety.

Meanwhile the course of events took a new turn. The
Muslim potentates of peninsular India formed a confederacy against

Ram Raja of Vijayanagara. Mustafa prevailed upon the Sultan to

undertake a holy war against the unbelievers and persuaded him to

his own appointment as a Bijapur envoy to the court of Ahmadnagar
The appointment to ambassadorial office brought him fresh robes of

honour. On the eve of his departure, he kissed the ground in the

presence of the Sultan and pm up a prayer saying that His Majesty

should make a solemn declaration that when the Muslim confederacy

would achieve success the petitioner should be permitted to undertake

a voyage of pilgrimage to Mecca and Medina. The Sultan gave him
the required assurance and sent him out to Ahmadnagar. Musufa
brought his commission to a successful issue. Ultimately, when the

Muslims had settled their account with Kain Raja, Mustafa left the

services of Golconda and joined Bijapur. Ali Adil, the Bijapur

Sultan, offered him welcome, and entrusted to him the comtiiana of

twenty t-.vo thousand horsemen After the assassination of Kishwar
Khan and the incarceration of Abul Hasan. Mustafa was made the

Prime Minister of Bijapur. He was in course of time vested with

sovereign power, and presented with the auspicious ring (Mohur-i-

Humayuni which the Sultan personally used. The minister would
accompany the king in all expeditions and political missions, great or

small, and was given access to the king's palace.

During the period of his office, he made Bijapur wonderfully rich

and prosperous, so much so that other contemporary sovereigns did

not possess so much wealth and riches as owned by the Bijapur

Sultan. It was entirely due to this minister that Ali Adil was in pos-

session of i8d ships dial plied the sea from the coast of Gujrat to the

Ray of Bengal and drat die Sultan kept up a correspondence with all

the powerful sovereigns of the age, such as Sultan Sulaiman. the ruler

of die By/antine empire. Shah Tahtnasp of Persia and Muhammad
Akbar, die great Mughal of India. There was an annual exchange

of gifts and presents between die Bijapur sovereign and the aforesaid

crowned heads. By virtue of his sagacious policy, wise economy and

mature cxpereince. Mustafa effected the conquest of the country

extending from Malabar and Carnatic to the coast of the sea. Thus,
he brought all the heathen chiefs and nobles of the South within the
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E
alc of Islamic civilisation. All the pagan temples and idols were
roken to pieces and mosques erected on the ruined sites. Those who

accepted his allegiance were designated Mutya-ul Islam and they
regularly paid the Zizya and other tributes to Bijapur. In fine,

Mustafa was instrumental in extending Ali Adil's territories and in

incorporating a great portion of Vijayanagara to the Bijapur empire.
The minister was, after all. proud haughty and stiff in his

nature. He inflicted severe punishment for slight offences. lie was
very rash and bold in putting people in confinement, killing and
injuring them. As an instance of his severity it is reported that

once about twenty-two persons were severely bastinadoed and done to

death for the fault of stealing an insignificant weight of a certain

medicine from his personal dispensary. He maintained such a disci-

£: in his household that not a single China-ware was said to have
broken in the kitchen.

Seven months after the demise of Ali Add Shalt, Kishwar Khan
the junior, who had gained ascendancy at the court and exercised
supreme power for four months only, put Mustafa to death at Banka-
pur and put to plunder the vast property that he once possessed !

THE HISTORY OF THE GREAT DIAMOND.

Once, Bhoja Tirmul Raja of Vijayanagara requested the

mediation of Ibrahim Adil Shah of Bijapur in the internal affairs of

his own country. He had, in fine, sought his Muslim compeer’s help

in the task of deposing Ram Raja who had attained to the position of

the Mayor of die Palace, and in return for this assistance the Raja

promised to pay his redeemer a large sum of money. In compliance

with this request, the Bijapur ruler set out for Vijayanagara. In

the interim, Bhoja Raja being duped by the old wily wolf Ram Raja,

requested Ibrahim Adil when he had but covered half the distance,

to turn back, and made a remittance ol 8.ooo,000 huns together with

a big diamond to him.
This diamond weighed fifteen misqiil ^equivalent to a weight

of a dram and a half or 4 mSsas and 3$ ratis). I11 shape it was a

square, being equal in size to the palm of a hand. It had a black

spot in the middle, which shadowed forth misfortune, and catastrophe.

In fact, as future events indicate, it brought about miseries and cala-

mities to the owner. When it first came into the possession of the

Vijayanagara king. Krishna Raja, he met with his death in a most

fortuitous manner, and for sometime the authority which his dynasty

exercised, came to an end. Again, when the diamond found its way
to the imperial treasury at Bijapur, Sultan Ibrahim Adil fell, all on
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a sudden, a victim 10 various ailments. However much the physicians

tried their art, they could not be successful, and the Sultan took his

last sleep. Further, when Sultan Ali Adil, the successor of Ibrahim,

restored the diamond to Ram Raja of Vijayanagara, misfortunes and
calamities befell the Raja. His relations were deprived of their

estates, and he himself was driven to death.

Sometime after, it so happened, that a certain individual

offered the diamond for sale at Goa. Its sale price was fixed by

experts at sixty-thousand buns. Ali Adil Shah of Bijapur having

made up his inind to secure the diamond for himself sent a female

agent to Goa, and the latter cleverly persuaded the owner to repair

to Bijapur with his valuable commodity. Meanwhile, the dealer v/as

done to death by a certain relation of his own ami the murderer

decamped with the ware. In like manner, the diamond passed

through the hands ol five possessors, each of whom died an unnatural

death. At last, the diamond was traced out and the Bijapur ruler

got it by purchase. He desired to make a present of it to one of

the Shia Imams. In course of time, the diamond was sent to Shall

Tahmasp. the Shah of Persia, so that it might be offered as a gift to

the cemetery of Ali Musa, the eighth Imam. As soon as the present

reached the hands of the Persian Shah, he was numbered with the dead.

His successor Ismail Shah also ceased to live after a reign of one year

and a few months. Sultan Muhammad, the brother and successor of

Ismail, constructed four vaults all covered with gold at the mausoleum

of the Eighth Imam, and the said diamond was placed in one of the

said newly constructed vaults. Three years after the aforesaid event,

Abdulla Khan Uzbek raised an insurrection in Samarkand and attacked

Khorassan with a large army. The invader perpetrated terrible

atrocities and put to the sword all the nobles who had, out of fear,

taken shelter in the sepulchre of the Imain. The assassin even went

? step further he despoiled the sarcophagus of its vast wealth, and

that evil-fated diamond. And, it so turned out, that the spoiler had

to die in his shoes soon. His son and successor, Abdul Monun
Khan, to whom the diamond went, met with a similar Fate. Later on

when die sinister diamond was taken to Muhammad, the even-handed

and noble ruler of the Byzantine Empire, he dropped off in the prime

of his life, and his country was confronted with serious catastrophe.

Not only were the Turkish nobles up in arms against dieir ruler, but

the country had to launch upon hostilities with the Persians, and the

latter had always the upper hand. Ultimately the Turkish nobles

put that diamond into the hands of Shah Abbas of Persia.



HINDU CONCEPTION OF DHARMA IN' THE
FOURTEENTH CENTURY

By Buabatosh Bhattacharya

Candcivara Thakkura, the fourteenth century Nibandhahara of

Mithila, wrote a compleie digest ul Siurti, divided into seven parts, of

which the Kriyarninnkava' is one. This Kriyaratnakara, before pres-

cribing the religious duties of a Hindu, appropriate to the twelve

months of the year, devotes some 73 pages (p. 7 to p. 70) to introduc-

tory matter, including the ’determination of dharina." It

first quotes a text of Manu ! which says Lhat people are to follow that

dharma which is practised by the learned, the great men, and bv per-

sons devoid of passion or hatred and which is respected by them in

their very hearts. It next quotes a text ol Visvamitra’ to the cflcct that

dharma is that, the practice of which is applauded by persons conver-

sant with the Scriptures and adharma is that, the practice of which is

decried by them. It then quotes a lengthy passage of Apastamba'

which means that determination of dhnrma is a difficult thing and
dharma is the practice ol the good, the polite, the aged, the nnavari-

cious and the pridelcss persons. It last quotes a text of the Bhavisya-

purara
11 which says (hat dharma is the means of attaining

The Krfyaratndhara then says" that the term "dhanna
cable to three kinds of dharmas. Vi*., daily, casual and voluntary. It

then further subdivides7 dharma into inrrtadharma, airamadharma,

1. Ediced by MM. Kamalnkrjria Sniridtlrrha. B.J.. 19*3.
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itornaSramadharma, gunadharma and i/imitladharma. Investiture

with the sacred thread (upanayana) is an instance of vanjadhanoa,

because only die diree twice-born classes (varna) are entitled to iL

“Begging and carrying a .staff' is an instance of airatnadharma, because

it is resorted to in the fourth stage (airama) of a mail's life. “Wear-
ing the girdle made of mufija" is an instance of varnasratuadharma.

because it is prescribed for the members of the twicc-bom classes at

the time of their upanayana, which marks their entrance into the fiist

stage of life, viz., inahmacarya. “Protection of the subjects by a duly

installed king" is a gunadharma, because it is concomitant with

royalty which is an attribute (guna), while expiation fprayakitta) is

a nimittadhanna, whereas it relates to a particular incident (nimitta),

viz., incurring of sin.

The Kylyarnlrakara then lays down on the authority of Manu-
SmjLi and Bhavisyapurana the duties peculiar to die four castes

(varnas), which arc to the effect that reading, teaching, making sacri-

fices, officiating in other's sacrifices, taking gifts and making gifts arc

the six- fold duties of a Brahmana. protection of subjects, making
gifts, making sacrifices, reading and control of passions are the five-

fold duties of a Ksatriya, tending cattle, making gifts, making sacrifices,

reading, trade, usury and cultivation arc the sevenfold duties of a

Vaisya, while the only duty of a Sudra is the ungrudging service of

the three higher castes.

The duties common to all the castes have been collected by

our author, CandeSvara, from the Kalikapurana, Narada. Brhaspati.

Vijnnpurana, Bhavisyapurana, Mahabharata, Dcvala, Yajnavalkya,

Devlpurana, Manu and Dak*a. The quotation from the Kalika-

purana* is to the effect that I$(a and Purta arc the dharmas sanctioned

by Sm|ti, while those sanctioned by Sruti are handed down by tradi-

tion : that I$^a which means “sacrifice'' confers worldly pleasure only,

and that Purta which means ''consecration of idols and reservoirs of

water” coufers pleasure and salvation on the person who consecrates.

The quotation from Visnu 1 purports that forgiveness, truth,

8 .
at?^ i

nfhei~'»'«T: jwfire
-

HfwgfiiT? fire i
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control (of desires), cleanliness, charity, control of the senses, absti-

nence from killing creatures, serving one's teacher and preceptor,
visit to places of pilgrimage, pity, straightforwardness, absence of
avarice, worshipping gods and Itr.ihmanas. and absence of malice are
the dharma common to all the castes. The quotations from the rest

are, more or less, paraphrases of the above two quotations.
The Kjlyaratnakara then devotes three chapters to the effects,

sources and requisites of dharma respectively.

In the chapter on the effects of dharma, the quotations from
the Taittiriya Sruti, Manusmni. Y'asi$|ha and Uhavijyapurapa are
significant. The quotation from the first'

0 means that dharma is the
support of the whole world, people resort to those who practise dharma,
vices are cleared away by dharma, so they call dharma as the best.

The quotation from the second" purports that a man derives fame
in this life and corresponding happiness in the next by practising
dharma, as laid down in the Sruti and the Sinyti. The quotation from
t he third'*' is to the effect that the virtuous man becomes praiseworthy
in this world and attains heaven in the next. The quotation from the
fourth states that the practice of daily duties is necessary without any
end in view, that of Voluntary ones with a particular end in view and
that of casual ones for the removal of vices.

Of the quotations in the chapter on the sources ol dharma, those
from Manu, Yajriavalkya, Mahabharata and Harita are important.
The quotation from Manu" is to the effect that the Vedas, the Smrtis,
good behaviour (Sila), the conduct of the good who arc conversant
with the above and the unanimous verdict of the learned in a religious

problem—are the sources of dharma, Tlic quotation from Yajnavalkya'*
means that Sruti, Smrti. good customs and one's own discretion in the

case of a conflict of the Scriptures—are the sources of dharma. The
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interpretation of the term Sila,
1* occurring in the Mahabharata, has

been utilised by our author to make the meaning of that very term,

occurring in ihc text of Manu, clear. It is to the effect that the learned

call the non-infliction of injury on all creatures cither by mind or

by action, showing favour to them ami knowledge as Sla. The
interpretation ol the term Sila by Marita 11 has also been appended by

our author just after the interpretation of the Mahabharata. It

means that Si/a is of thirteen kinds, viz., (i) identification of the indi-

vidual self with the Supreme self. (2) adoration of the gods, (3)

adoration of the Fathers, (4) comeliness, (5) absence ol the habit of

mortifying others, (6) absence of malice, {7) mildness, (8) absence of

harshness, (9) friendship, (10) sweet speech, (11) gratitude, (12)

offering shelter to others and (13) salutation, and that these arc as

authoritative as customs.

Candeivara then quotes a text of Yajnavalkya** to the effect that

the four Vedas, the six auxiliaries of the Vedas, the Purittjas, the

Nyaya, die Mimariisa and the metrical works of Dharmasastra are the

fourteen sources of knowledge and ol dharma. Our audior then

quotes a text of JabSIa 1 * to the effect that in the case of a conflict

between the Sruti and the Stnj-ti. the former should be respected. The
quotation from Gautama10 purports that in the case of a conflict be-

tween two texts of Smrti. cither of them may be respected.

The chapter on the requisites of dharma opens with a prose

passage of Sahkhalikhica81 which means that the requisites of dharma

are proper place, time, procedure, requisite article, devotion, person and

sacrifice, and that dharma with devotion and person stands in need of

time and that the requisite of proper time can be done away with

proper article is associated with devotion and person. This

chapter of the Kylyaratnakara ends with a text oi Vasistha" which

means that dharma is that which is practised and customs are diose

which are followed in the Aryavarta, i.e., in the area intervening be-

tween the Himalayas and the Vindhyas.
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TWO LISfCARAJA TEMPLE INSCRIPTION

By Dines Chandra Sircar

Mr. J. C. C.hosli kindly gave me two cstatnpages of records from
llie famous Lingaraja temple at Dhuvancivara in the Puri District of

Orissa. They had been prepared by Mr. Binayak Misra, like those
published by myself and Mr. Ghosh I.C., Vol. HI, p. 121 ff., As I

shall show below, the records belong to the time of the Eastern Gahga
king Anaiigabliima III (1212.40=534 Ahka years=z8 regnal years),
son of Rajaraja III (1 198-1212 A.D.) and father of Narasimna I (1240-
G3 A.D.

I. Record of the nth Ahka Year ol Gahga Anahgabhbna III.

The record covers a space i 8"Xi 7
*' and consists of ten lines of

writing in proto-Bengali characters, each letter measuring about

«1"X >1 ”• Initial e and a and all consonants excepting s, bh, c, (h, (,

>.1 and h resemble the corresponding modern Bengali chatauers. It

is interesting that the Inter rii and subscript tt in purusottama (1.2)

are almost like those now used in Bengali. With die exception ol

medial i, which is a cursed stroke above the consonant, all other
medial vowels are like their modern Bengali forms. The language
of the inscription is Sanskrit prose. Below the record is a line written

in modern Oriya characters. The only intelligible letters are Sri-rama-

yasa which is possibly a name.
The record belongs to the catiistiiiimallama (sic. catustrirh-

iattama) or 34th Ahka year of a certain Srhnad'AnixaA/uibhimadeva.
The find-spot of the record, its pal.xograuhiral standard and the fart

that the king ruled at least upto his 34th Ahka year (=28th regnal

year) prove beyond doubt that this Aniyankabhimadcva is to be
identified with the Gahga king Anangabhima III (1212-40 A.D.).

According to the Kendupatna grant,’ Anangabhima II ruled for 34
(Ahka) years, while the Purl plates assign to him a reign-period of 33
(Ahka) years only. 2 The present record dated in the king’s 34th Ahka
year proves that lie ruled at least lor sometime more than 33 Ahka
years. Leaving, according to rule, the first, sixth, sixteenth, twentieth,

1. J.AS.B., Vol. LXV. p. 933 ff : MundarLu'. List. No. 1116.

2. Bhandukai's List. p. 152. note 5.
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twenty-sixth and thirtieth years of the Ailka date, we get the regnal

year 28, The record is. therefore, dated in the 28th and last year

of the reign ot Anangabhima III. According to Mr. M. Chakravarti,*

the king reigned in Saka 1 133-60 (=1211-38 A.D.). But, as we have

already shown.* Narasimha I. son of Anangabhima 111 , began to reign

in Saka 1161-62. i.e., about 1240 A D.. It is, therefore, possible that

Anangabhima began to rule in the early part of Saka 1134=1212 A.D.

The date of our record is, therefore, Saka 1161-62, i.e.. 1240 A.D.

which was the last year of Anangabhima III and the first year of

Narasiriiha 1.

The most important point in the record is that it refers to

the date as iri-mad-aniyankabhimailevasya prauarddhamane (nirufot-

tant/i-sdmrajye caliutririiiattame anke. In place of pravuulhamma-

vijaya-rajye or pralurddhamaria-mtnrajya, we have pravarddhamdna-

purusotiama-sdmrdjya. 1 Puru.yottama is a name of the god in the

celebrated temple at Purl.4 It is, therefore, possible to suggest that

Anangabhima 111 considered himself a deputy of the god Purusottama

S-
J.AS.B., igoj, p. 118.

4. Indian Culture., Ill, p. 121 If.

5. Mr. M. Chakravarti wrongly read the word i&mri/yr cr sombli&hM

(J.A.S.B., LXXII, pt. I. p. 115. No. f). A mark that looks like (he upper part

of meidal o in modern Drvan%iil above the first letter led Chakravarti 10 read

it as so. But all signs of medial e and o in the record resemble those in

modern Bengali (e.g.. so in purusottama in line 2) and die mark above die

first letter it no pari of it. It should be read as s[4]. The third letter is un-

doubtedly fyd. The second letter was read by Chakravarti as mb lia

;

but since

the first and third letters arc s<\ and lye respectively and since the left stroke

of bh is rather open and not so long as in other instance oi bit occuring in die

record (see, c.g.. bhima in line 1 and b/uigawtfe in line 4). I think the correct

reading would be sdmbhraye (sic sOmr&rye)-

6. A Bhnancsvara inscription of Bhanudeva (I) dated Saka 1200 (Ep.

lnd., XIII. p. 151 ff.) siys that Gafiga Anangabhima (I!I)'s daughter Candrikfi

was married 10 die Haihaya prince Paramardin. After Paramardin dial while

fighting with die enemies of Karas irithadeva 'i.e.. Narasiriiha I, father of Bhanu-

deva I and son of Anangabhima III), CandrikS built a temple to Purusottama

(Kcsava) at EkSaira (Bhuvanesvara) and decorated Baladeva. Subhadra and

Kryna with diadems and ornaments. This fact seems u» show that the deities

in the Puri temple which CandiikS seems to have imitated in has were recog-

nised as Baladeva. Subhadri and Kona as early as the 13th century A.D.
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in whose name lie was ruling the kingdom/ According to the Madia-
panji

,

this king built or finished the temple of Jagannatha at Purl

;

the statement, however, has so far remained uncorroborated by epigra-

phic evidence. 6 The present record thus appears to support the

statement in the Madla-paflfi, as it shows that the god was installed

before 1240 A.D., i.c., in (or before, the time of Anangabhtma III.

The record registers the gift of ten patikas (of land ?) in honour
of Lord KruivSsa, evidently the god in the Lingaraja temple at Bhu-
vancSvara. One praslha seems to have been intended to be utilised per
day; thus 30 pros!has were possibly equal to 10 pafikds, one patika

being equal to three prasthas. Two learned Brahmanas named Afican
and Kalika appear to be mentioned in this connection. They were
possibly the donors.

Text'

L. 1. Svasti [I*] Sri-mad-Aniyankabhimadeva -

L. 2. sya pruvarddhainaru-purujotuma-sjit] -

L. 3. mbhrSjye caiustimmatiauie9 a •

L. 4. rike iri-bhagavaie Krtcivasase

L. 3. ckanuriya-iripadacurale |p«a] -

L. 6. [ti] dinam prastha-paritnito dasa-pa -

L. 7. tiki pradatta
[
1 *] ctat-pravahartthafm]

L. 8. pithibhyam==aficah-kalikabhya[rh*]

L. 9. sat-cihnaka-kalamarlyadra •

L. 10. vycna dey—ai$=eti $vikrtam*I]"
L. 11 SrMUmayasa11

•From cstampage.

7. Cf. die case of ihc present ruler of Travancorc who rules his kingdom

as the deputy of Srl-Padmanabha. Maharaja MSrtaodavannan (1729-58 A.D.)

of Travancorc is said to have Income a religious devotee and dedicated his

kingdom to god in the form of Srl-Padmanibha (Vi,nu) with himself and his

successors iu rulcrship as d&u ol Cod, administering (he slate in spirit of reli-

gious devotion.

8. Ray.Uyniufic History, Vol. I p. 476. Purusouama Is also the name of

the city or district of Pttri, and it may possibly be suggested that pu/usottamc-

iamrdjya means a kingdom with its capital at Purl. But both the names

Puruwttama and Purl, may be parts of the whole which is possibly Purusotuma-

puri, and both of them arc derived from the god in the JagannStha temple.

9. Read s&mr&jye and catustrimlatto’nc,

10. Read panmita-

11. Read dravyena and iwA/fcnj.

is. This line is in modern Oriya characters.

10
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II. Record of the 13th or a3rd Atika Year of Gahga Anatiga-

bhima III.

This record consists of eleven lines of writing and covers a

space i6"X«9"> The lexers in ‘he first four lines are bigger in size

(if-Xin than those ($"xf) in the following seven lines. There

is no pakeographical difference between the present record and the one

already discussed, excepting in the fact that medial i in some cases

resemble the corresponding sign in modern Bengali (c.g., sti ti in

line 1, and si, ti in line 2), while in other cases it resembles, as in the

previous record, the sign for medial i in modern Oriya (e.g., ri,

h}i, rtli in line 8). This fact considered with the difference in size

of letters in the upper and lower part of the record appears to sug-

gest that it was incised by two different engravers. The letter dh

(II. 2 and 9) and medial au (cL prau in I. 6} resemble their modem
Bengali forms. D and V have noe been discriminated. The language

of the record is incorrect Sanskrit. The king mentioned in the record

is SrI-Bhimadeva whom I am inclined to identify with Anahgabhima

III, as the latter is sometimes called simply Bhiina. 1 The fourth

line of the record which contained the date is lost and undecipherable ;

but traces of the first two letters appear to read trayo which may

cither trayndala or trayovimsa. The record tints seems to be dated

in the 12th Anka year {=1 nh regnal year) or 23rd Anka year (=ipth

regnal year) of Anangabhlma III. As wc have seen, this king possibly

began to rule in Saka 1134:^1212 A.D.. The date of our record, there-

fore, appears to be 1222 A.D. or 1234 A.D. Line 5 of the record

reads [prari*] padi guruvdrS magha-naksatre ; but die names of mondi

and pakfa arc lost with line 4. Only faint traces of four letters are

visible at the end of the lost line and they may possibly be read as

fyeftha'hrfna. But the reading would remain extremely doubtful.

The record refers to die king as catuh-samudr-idhipati. This

is no doubt an empty boast ; but is shows the continuation and popu-

larity of a very old Vedic idea. This early cahih-samudra however,

has been explained by ancient writers as arJarikyr, i.c.. sky in the four

directions. The Puranic conception of seven seas possibly owes its origin

to the Vedic Sapta-sindhu (seven rivers). According to die Puranas, 1

13. Ep. Ivd., Vol. XIII. p. 150 ff.

14. See, c.g, Mirk/inifeya Puiina, 54. 6-7 :

dvipat tu dvi-guno dvlpo jambuh plakfo=tha l&lmalah /

hvlah krauHcas=latlid idkah putivna-dvipa eva caff
lavao-ek^usurj-sarpir-dadhi-dugdha-jal-ibclhibhih/

dvi-guuair=dvtguijair=vrddhyi sanatab parivijtitab,
1

/
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the world consuls of seven dvipas (islands), each of which is encircled
by a sea. and the islands themselves encircle one another. The central
island called Jambudvipa is according to the Puranic theory encircled
by die Salt sea. The idea of sarvablutuma kingship is consistent with
the idea that universal monarch* rule the earth encircled by the sea.

The Maurya king, Aioka, (middle of the 3rd century BC.) appears to

refer to the country’ which he ruled as Jambudvipa in his Minor Rock
Edicts (No. I). Even in a gallic, ifuo/etl in the Satapatha Brdhmanc,“
king Bharata Dansyanti is described as a conqueror of the whole
pfthivi. The old conception identifying a sdn-abhauma king’s king-

dom with the whole earth with a sea round it together with the Vedic
idea of caluh-sumudra may be responsible for the later idea of caluli-

samudr-dnlarita prlhvi, i.e., earth having (four) seas in all tire (four)

directions, viz., east, west, south and north. 15 This conventional
cnlu/i snimulra conception however docs not appear to have been very
popular before the Gupta age. The Nasik inscription of the tilth

year of Va$i$thipuira Pulumavi (middle of the 2nd century A.D.)

calls the king’s father Gautamiputra Satakarrii iri-samudra-ioya-luia-

vdhana." The epithet catur-ndadhi-saUbasvSdila-yaias applied to

Samudragupta in records like the Bilsad pillar inscription ol Kunrara-
gupta (Gupta year 96=41 Pi A.D.) and the verse

catuh -sam uar-anta-udola-mekhalam
sumerii-kaildia-brliat-payodliaium /
vandla-vinla-sph ula-puspa-hasinim

KumdragupJe prthivim praiasati /

/

referring to Kumaragupta in the Mandasorc inscription 17 prove the

popularity of the catuh-samurira idea in the Gupta period. In this

connection it is interesting to note that the custom of expressing years

of the date in words instead of numerals, which became popular in

the early medieval period, recognises sa/nudra as meaning ''four" and
not "seven.”

The record registers the gift of s{ ml ikds ol land in honour
of Lord KmivJsa by a person whose name appears to have been

13. XIII, iii, 5. 13 (Weber’s Edition, p. 994 )-

15a. India has lamudrm 10 the east, south and west, but not to the north.

Prof. Ra>chaudhuri suggests that any lake or lakes to the north of India may

have been wrongly concicved as samudra, and this fact may have been responsible

for the conception of India having four seas in four direction'.

16. Ep. Ind., Vol- VIII, p. Go.
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Gopati Ira. The donor belonged to the Kasyapa gotra and was the

son of Sri-Candi and grandson of one whose name is possibly Sri-

ISvara. The land granted was in the southern pan. of a village called

Ucisama. The object of the grant appears to have been to meet the

expenses for a lamp to lie perpetually burnt before the god Kptivasa

and for half-share of another such lamp.
L. i. Om'1 svasti iti [l*]bhagavat-puja-[niya]ma 1J-yu

[ta]-

L. 2. catuh-sagara-paryant-adhipati-sakafma
1
*]-

L. 3. baddha I0jan-ilamkrta-r3[ja]*,-Sri-bhIman£\,-abde

L. 5. fprati*] [padi] gurus arc magha-aakjatre kasvapa-sagotra-

sya

L. 6. [iri*]*[i]Svara-namnah pautrasya kafyapa sagotrasya

[g°3-

L. 7. Sri-candi-namnah putrasya kasyapasagotrasya

L. 8. pati-ira-namnah ucisama'1 gramc daksina-bhage

L. 9. [chchi|!andd.mr* pfid-adhika-vatika-dvayatii Sriklrttiva2 *-

L. to. sa-dcvasy-agrata; * akhaptfa-dlp-aikaru ar[dharilj dadati

L. 11 kiyc bhumimiija

17a. Expressed by a symbol for which see Kamardpaiasanavali, pp. 5536

:

202 .

18. The reading of the word and the meaning of the passage is doubtful.

19. Chakravarti reads lakala. It may be a mistake for mkarma.

so. Chakravattfs reading vama is wrong.

21. Rdja may be a mistake for rijya.

28. Traces of four letters are faintly visible.

23. The first and second leuers of the name may also read as da and ri.

24. Chchi is doi ul.

25. .Read Krlli t.

26. Read 'ia=k t<Jc- and °kam=ardhark.



VEDIC ANTIQUITY FROM DATAPATHA BRAHMANA

By JOGESH CHANDRA RAY

The Satapatha Brahmana fumbhes astronomical evidence of

Vedic antiquity from 6000 to 3000 B.C. The passage (II. i. 2.) con-

taining it deserves close examination.

After marriage our Aryan fore-fathers used to set up two fires

in a specially constructed shed on a suitable piece of land. The shed

was carefully oriented so that the top-beam always lay on the west to

east line. A few feet to the east of the shed on an open piece of

ground the north and south line and the west and cast line were perma-

nently marked by driving pegs at suitable distances (III. 5. 1). The
ceremony of setting up the fires was performed immediately after sun-

rise and never at night. It was the most important ceremony in the

life of the Aryan and cannot be expected to be performed on any

day. The question, therefore, arises—in what season and on what

dates the fires were set up ?

The seasons appropriate for the ceremony are mentioned in

II. 1-3. Unlike most Vedic texts the $B. takes the northern course

of the sun to bo that portion of his path which lies on the north of

the celestial equator, that b. from the vernal to the autumnal

equinox. This comprises the three seasons of Vasama, Grlsma and

Varsa. "These arc like gods, and the sun moving in his northern

path remains with the gods. 'Hie fires should be set up during this

period." Vasanta b specially appropriate for Brahmaijas, Grisma for

Kjauiyas and Varsa for Vabyas.

The author prescribes eight Naksatras under which the cere-

mony tniglu be conducted fll.1.2.). These are the Krttikas. Rohini,

Mygailrsa, Punarvasu, Purva-PhalgunI, Uttara-PhalgunI, Hasta and

Citrii. The name Krttikas is in the plural form and denotes the

cluster of seven stars composing the Nakjaira, the Pleiades. The other

names are to be similarly understood as the Naksatras or stars, and

not of divisions. The expressions ‘under the Krttikas.’ ’under Rohini'

and so on certainly mean days to be determined by observation of the

Naksatras. These cannot be nights on which the moon comes in con-

junction with the Nakstras. For.i) the ceremony is conducted after

sun-rise and never at night :s) as the moon passes over die twenty-seven

Naksatras in twenty-seven days it is with them every month and thus

also in the three prohibited seasons
; 3) there is no reason why the eight
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Naksatras are to be repeated at intervals of sixteen days, sometimes die

same Naksatra coming twice in the same month
; 4) the number of

days thus found even if restricted to the first three seasons, will be
about fifty,—too many to be considered sacred.

The expression 'under the Krttikas’ means the day on which the

Kftlikis become first visible before sun-rise. It is the day ol the Udcya
of the Naksatra, its heliacal rising. The other Naksatras are to be
understood in the same way. There are thus only eight days in the

period of six months, prescribed for the ceremony, ol which Punar-

vasu is the day for the setting up of the fires of the second time,
when the first has proved inauspicious within a year. That the
Naksatras are those of the sun is also inferred from the statement
that they are suns and that the sun is itself a Naksatra (II. 1.2. 19).

The eight Naksatras are not consecutive. Ardra before Punar-

vasu, and Pusyi, ASle$5 aud Magha after Punarvasu arc wanting.

Ardra in ancient times formed a part of the Myga Naksatra and is thus

included in it. But what may be the reason of rhe exclusion of Pu$ya,

Aile$a and Magha ? Probably, the recommended eight Naksatras had
traditional sanction behind them, having in former times been the

Nakjatras of sacrifices. The legendary stories related of many of them,
especially of Mrgaiirya and Citra, point to very ancient periods.

This conjecture finds remarkable support in the list of the Naksatras
itself. If will be seen that barring the Krttikas when the second, third

and fourth were the Naksatras of the vernal equinox, the second four

were those of the corresponding summer solstice. Thus

Rohint Purva-Phalguni (31 Go B.C.).

Mrgaiirsa Uttara PhalgunI {3900 B.C.).

Punarvasu Hasta (5500 B.C.).

Citra (6300 B.C.).

(The dates arc those of the summer solstice of the Naksatras).

The Krttikas were not at the vernal equinox when Purva-Phal-

guni was at the summer solstice. They catne later to the place

about 2300 B.C. when the Maghas became the Nakjatra of the sum-
mer solstice. It is, therefore, clear that the Krttikas came to be recog-

nized as a Naksatra of sacrifice before 2300 B.C., when the Maghas
had no place in the calendar. Aile$a and Pujva came very much
later. The omission of these three Naksatras shows that only those

Naksatras were selected which had some history behind them. That
history lay in the fact that they were in former times Naksatras under
which important sacrifices were performed. They could be the

Naksatras of the vernal equinox and summer solstice. Here then is

a glimpse of Vedic antiquity ranging from 6000 to 3000 B.C..
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The latest date is conclusively proved by the Krttikas. The author

of the SB. gives three reasons in favour of the Naksatra. These are :

i) Agni is the deity of the Krttikas
; 2) all other Naksatras arc com-

posed of one, two, three or four stars, but the Krttikas of the largest

number
; 3) die Krttikas do not swerve from die eastern direction,

while all other Naksatras do. The third characteristic enables us to

compute the date of the observation

At present the Krttikas rise more than 24° north of the east point

of the horizon. In 3000 B.C. they rose from the east point. A devia-

tion of two or three degrees either to the north or the south of the

cast point which happened in 500 years would not be noticeable.

Hence it may be saia that for 500 years on cither side of 3000 B.C.

the Krttikas rose from the cast point. They would be seen every

year for five months and a half rising From the east point. In about

3*50 B.C. the twenty-seven Naksatras were designed and it was

probably about this time that the peculiar position of rhe Krttikas

was first noticed. In 3000 B.C. the Krttikas rose an hour before the

sun above the horizon in the last week of March, which is the first

week of Vasanta, agreeing with the time desired. The Krttikas, thcrc-

iorc, led the other Naksatras. At present the heliacal rising of the

Krttikas takes place far beyond the limit of Vasanta.

The Satapatha passage was first pointed out and discussed by
Shankar B. Dikshit in the Indian Antiquary (XXIV, August. 1895).

and also in his History of Indian Ascronomy (Marathi, i860). 1 he

interpretation that the Krttikas rose from the east point was accepted

also by Tilak and Jacobi. The statement dial Krttikas ‘do not

swerve' from the eastern direction is in the present tense. This led

the three scholars to infer that die SB. is as old as 3000 B.C. This

is not correct. The SB. is much later than the Taiuirlya Samhita

whose date is now known to be 8449 B.C. At the time of the com-

position of the SB., they must have been rising more dian 30® north

of the east point. For instace, in 1850 B.C. the Krttikas were 6°

north of the celestial couator and rose hdiacally at Lat. 280 N at the

end of the first week ol April. In 1850 B.C. AivinI rose due east as

the Krttikas did before. But it h3d not the sanctity of age and could

not replace the Krttikas. The author of the Brahmana simply repeat-

ed what had once been a matter of common observation associated

with sacrifice. It is well known that the dates of religious observances

are not changed with the change of time. Our calendar furnishes

numerous examples of this fact.

Professors Macdonell and Keith (IVedic Index under Naksatra)

consider the Satapatha observation inadequate and untrustworthy evi-

dence of dates since ‘ the Baudhayana Srauia-sutra (XVIII. 5) has a
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similar notice coupled with another notice, which according to Barth,

would only be true somewhere in or after the sixth century A.D."
If the interpretation of the passage has given this impossible result,

it has to he revised. Professor Wintemitz {History of Indian Litera-

ture, Vol. I. page 295) writes
:

"The most serious objection to the

argument about the Pleiades was that the Indians of the most ancient

times were concerned only with the position of the Nakjatras in rela-

tion to the moon and not to the sun, and that there is not a single

trace of any observation of the equinox to be found in tire most ancient

limes. The passage in which we read that the Pleiades 'do not

swerve from the Fast’ should probably not be interpreted as mean-

ing that they rose ‘due cast’ (which would have been the case in

the third millenary B.C. and would point to a knowledge of the

vernal equinox). The correct interpretation is more likely that they

remain visible in the eastern region for a considerable time—during
several hours—every night; which was the case about 1100 B.C."

But every one of these three opinions is contradicted by the

author of the SB. He uses Naksatras for defining the position of

the sun, divides the ecliptic into northern and southern halves at

the equinoxes, and excludes all Nakjatras but the Krttikas from the

eastern direction. The only knowledge necessary for the observa-

tion is that of the east point of the horizon. The author must have

this knowledge before he could make the statement. In the present

case, however, these questions do not at all arise. The construction

of the shed is already finished and there is nothing in the text to

•how that it is oriented by the Pleiades. Besides, it is not clear why

one should find the eastern line for the second time by a star which

constantly changes its place and construct the hut in the darkness of

a night, when the line is already known and drawn on the ground.

In the passage of the Baudhayana Srautasutra (XXV. 5. W.
Caland, Calcutta), on which Professor Wintemitz lias relied for his

theory of orientation, there are mentioned, besides the Kytiik^s,

Sravapa and the interval between Citri and Svati. If by ‘the inter-

val between Citra and Svati” is meant the middle point of the line

Cng die two stars, the question of orientation bv an invisible point

tnes impossible.

The Baudhayana passage may, however, be simply interpreted

in the same way as the Saupatha. The author gives directions as

10 the selection of site and examination of the ground on which the

shed for sacrifices should be erected. After this, the question

naturally arises as to the date or dates on which the construction

should begin. He gives three dates according to three authorities,

namely the date to be found by observation of 1) the Kjttikas which
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Ho not have the eastern direction, 2) 5ravapS, and 3) the interval

between Citra and Svatl.

Baudhayana is believed to have been a native of Deccan. Let
us suppose that he lived at a place under l.at. 15" N and in 1000
B.C. It is found that the Krttikas rose an hour before the Sun on
April a.}, Sravana on December 21, Ciua on September 17, and
Svitl on September 26. It is obvious from these dates that the in-

tention was to fix the dates for the construction of the sired on the

day of die vernal equinox, winter solstice and autumnal equinox.
The last date could not be found cither by CitrS or Svatl. The
correct date lay between die two, i.e., on September 2a. For obvious

reasons, no date was given for the summer solstice when the rains

commence. The Krttikas long ceased to show the vernal equinox.
The qualifying phrase 'they do not leave the eastern direction’ is

merely a sacred memory of the past and was probably borrowed
from the SB. The remarkable coincidence of the dates of the

autumnal equinox and the winter solstice suggests that the Baudha-
yana Srauta-sutia was composed in the Deccan about 1000 B.C. A
place in northern India and a later date would not satisfy die crucial

point, the middle day between Citra and SvdtI. For instance, in

500 B.C. and at Lat, 25® N Citra gives September 2G, while Svatl

September 20, reversing the order.

The date of the Krttikas of the Satapatha Brahmana has been
found in three different ways. It preceded the date of the summer
solstice in the Maghas. It is the date when they rose in the eastern

direction and when their heliacal rising took place in the first week
after the vernal equinox. The fact that Agni presided over them
shows that a sacrifice was performed on the day of rising. This day
cannot be any odicr than the day of vernal equinox. Thus the

Krttikas form one of the series of analogous land-marks which began
with Punarvasu which was known as Aditi in the Rgveda.*

•A chapter from the author’s /Utronomical Landmarks of Indian Anti-

quity in preparation.

11



A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF BHASA AND KALIDASA

liy Asoke Kumar Bhaitachakyya

The name of Bhasa in recent years after the memorable discovery
of the thirteen Trivandrum plays lias been one to conjure with in
.Sanskrit literature. He occupies a place, according to some, in the
highest ranks of the litterateurs of ancient India not only because his
has been the primal attempt in the field of dramatic literature but
also as it is he alone who shows us in so remote an age the real dis-

tinction between drama anil poetry, for, his works really stand apart
as the embodiment of action, not sentiment, represented in the most
effective prose and not in charming verses. It is indeed tire most
remarkable fact about Bhasa that lie is a dramatist out and out.

There have been since his time Kalidasa and Bhavabhuii, Sudraka
and Visakhadaita, but none so fiery in conversations, so spirited in
language and so real in portraiture.

But criticism in this strain must necessarily involve the ques-

tions of identity of the real poet Bhisa with the author of the Trivan-
drum plays, of the unity of the authorship of all the thirteen plays as

also of the chronological priority of Bhasa to Kalidasa and others.

These and such other questions are by themselves great problems which
remain yet unsettled

1

and it should be made clear at this point that

the first two conditions arc assumed here and the third has been left

where it is for our present purpose of a literary criticism.

The Sanskrit dramatic literature has not yet been traced to

its true genesis. The orthodox theory of its revelation to the sage

Bharata is on the one hand merged in mystery and the attempt of

some modern scholars to attribute it to the puppet-play1 or the dia-

logue-hymns1 of the Rgveda is highly unconvincing on the other.

Whatever may be its origin, it is, however, admitted on all hands
that the character of the majority of Sanskrit dramas has been primarily

romantic rather than heroic or pathetic. And if we are to classify

the Sanskrit dramatists according to the rheme of their plays, they

1. Pbharoti, IHQ., I. 105 and V. 55a; Barnett, JRAS-, (1919) pp. 2535. and

(1921) pp. 5B7H. Conuun: Thomas, JRAS„ <1922) pp. 79R.; Keith, IA., Ill, 49b

Sanskrit Drama, p. 93.

2. R. Pischel—The Home of the Puppet-play, p. 12.

3. A. A. Macdonncl—A History of Sanskrit Literature, p. .346.
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fall mainly into two categories, namely, dramatists of sentiment and
dramatists of action. Those who show an attempt to subordinate the

dialogue side of the play to the sentiment that pervades die whole

narrative, belong to the former class with Kalidasa and Bhavabhuti as

their representatives; while Bhasa along with Sudraka typifies die

latter group that stands for action and vigour.

The real reason for this absence of action in most of the Sanskrit

dramas lies in the bet that the primary aim of these plays has been to

engender in the audience the .sentiment that the drama principally

represents and not to represent die real life of die society. This is

also supported by the aliiucnce of poesy noticeable in these plays often

ac che sacrifice of the histrionic conventions and dramatic effect.

Thus in his Abhijnana-Sakuncalam, Kalidasa fails to elicit the interest

of the audience in the scene where he depicts the mute love of

Dusyanta for Sakuntala in die hermitage in the first act of the drama.
Bhasa. on the odier hand, succeeds in arresting the attention of the

audience by the vigorous flow of fiery conversations in the majority of

his plays like rfc’WH'Ibi: and

Further it should be noted that the little amount of conversation worth
the name that we find in the fifth act of the Sakuntalam or in the

trial scene in the Malavika, lias been introduced only to heighten the

interest in the prevailing sentiment of die play radier than to impart

£ true dramatic colour to it.

If, again, at any stage in the progress of Sanskrit drama the

ideal happens to be this sentimentality of the dramatists, if poetry

instead of action is regarded as the life of the drama, then Kalidasa's

place as a dramatist is unique and unassailable. With all the touches

of pathos that contribute to the growth of erotic sentiment—of
which he is perhaps the greatest exponent—and all the natural and
moving yet restrained utterances of love,* Kalidasa has drawn the pic-

ture of a royal courtship which still fascinates mankind as being of a

cosmopolitan character. There are, no doubt, plays ascribed to Bhasa,

which are designated as dramas of the erotic sentiment like Svapna-
vasavdattam and Avimarakam, but they arc rather tame in the des-

cription of active love. Bhasa, more like Bhavabhuti dian Kalidasa,

4 . Sakuntalam—(pro „ p,^ ft dti’ fit 1

ftnjqqim wfliv 1 III. 13.

at*>, wfnn^wprwT^etc., Ilf. H. Similarly ia the Mslavikiguimitram too,

•nqftiii etc., II. 4 nud In the Vikrainorva&yetn, fmi-t^ftwn^etc,. II. 10.
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shows a distinct leaning towards the pathetic side of the erotic senti-

metU—a fact which proves Bhiisa to be the product of a heroic age.

of which pathos is the natural reaction.

Here again in the delineation of the deepest affliction of the

human heart, Bhasa shows a master-hand. Titus in no simpler and
more pathetic way could the sorrow of King Udayana have been ex-

pressed than in rite following touching words

:

'Ittfi TO ’ll 'IT TITO

infa jfij: it Svap. IV. 6.

Coming to the other extreme of bold tragedy, we are probably
not wrong to remark that Bhiba's productions open up a new vista,

as it were, in the whole range of Sanskrit drama where the heroic

finds a place bordering on tragedy. 1 he convention among the

early dramatists seems to be that no play was allowed to end in

tragedy and tragedy here meant even the non-lulfihncnt of the desired

goal and not always merely painful catastrophe. Thus we find it in

keeping with this tradition even in the Abhijnanasakuntalam, though
the tragic element pervades a great portion of it in the working up
of the curse of Durvasa, yet it ends in the happy reunion of the

separated lovers. So also in the MSIavikagnimitraiQ and the Vikranior-

vaSIyam, though the note of love-affliction vibrates all through, yet

the end conies with happy rejoicings. Bhasa also appears in all of

his dramas not to have disturbed this tradition ; he has, moreover,

gone further in that he seems to have considered the non fulfilment

of a promise made by a character of the drama as an additional

feature of tragedy and to have avoided it in his Paucai attain even

by deviating from his source—the Mahabharata.
This tradition noted above gradually came to be stereotyped

by the codes of poetics and dtamaturgy and unconsciously there was
a gradual preference of the subtle and the exquisite to the fervid and
the spontaneous."* This, however, docs not mean that chc Sanskrit

drama excludes uagedy entirely ; on the other hand, there is very

often present the tragic element which conduces to the deepening of

the principal sentiment. But what may be called tradition or rules

in such matters. BhSsa has voilated boldly. In his Orubhatiga he
has allowed the tragic scene to be shown openly as also he has not

5. Dr. S. K. Dc-The Sanskrit Drama (The Cultural Heritage of India,

vol. III).
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hesitated to depict (he death of the wrestlers and King Kathsa in

Balacaritam on the stage. Vet, after all th is, there is no denying

the fact that ail the plays of Bhasa, not to speak of Kalidasa, end in

pure comedy, the intervening tragedy being merely a hiatus in the

aesthetic pleasure. And this is perliaps what Prof. Wilson suggests

when he says, "the Hindus in fact have no tragedy—a delect that sub-

verts the theory that tragedy necessarily preceded comedy." 0

The so-called Aristotelian Unities of Place, Time and Action

are no more regarded in the Sanskrit drama than in the writings of

European dramatists like Shakespeare. The unity of action though

recognised in most of the Sanskrit plays, the unities of place and titue

arc conspicuous by their absence. As for the unity of action Bhasa

finds little opportunity of introducing irrelevant episodes in his play-

lets and Kalidasa's minor episodes like the quarrel between the royal

musicians in the Malaviki and the curse of Durvasa and the ririg-

cpisodes in the Sakuntalam can hardly be said to be redundant or

unconnected, so that we may with Prof. Wilson safely remark that

the unity ol action is fully recognized in die works of these two early

Sanskrit dramatists.’

No dramatist perhaps violates the unity of place more out-

rageously than Kalidasa. In both his VikramorvaSiyam and Sakunta-

lam the scene shifts from earth to heaven, not to speak of the changes

from the royal palace to the pleasure-garden or the hermitage. To
the credit of Bhasa, however, his onc-acc plays are naturally free from

this fault and as for the longer ones he seems rather eager to preserve

the unity than to destroy it, the departure only in the Abhi$eka being

a little marked.
In Kalidasa, again, the unity of time has been destroyed more

radically than anywhere else. The time dial elapses between the

first act and the sixth act of the Sakuntalam is not less lhan five years

and that between the 1st and the 5th acts of the VikramorvaSiyam is as

long as fifteen or sixteen years. In Bhasa's one-act plays the unity is

obviously not destroyed though in his longer dramas like Abhiseka

and Balacaritam he rather goes beyond the limit.

All the three plays of Kalidasa show a close adherence to the

conventions of dramaturgy in matters of constituent elements as also

in artificial devices. Thus the Malavikagnimitram, the Vikramorva-

Siyam and the Sakuntalam—all begin with the Nandi verse and have the

6. H. H. Wihon-Introduction to "Some Select Specimens of the Hindu

Theatre."

7. Prof. Wilson-lbld. p. XXV.
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orthodox way of unfolding the plot of the play in gradual steps marked

by the artifices of the five junctures ( 3 ), and the clever ruses

like the 'fTU’WT* (Sak. I. 12.), Idl’RTWH (Sak. IV'. 2) with the

conventional characterization of the dramatis persona and an end

famous for its tradition. Bhasa, however, in his peculiar way opens the

plays with the Sutratlhara and excepting some plays like

etc., he betakes himself to the ornamentation of the main

body of the narrative by the insertion of 'ITii ( Svnp. I. 11),

iMM.HrUR
(
Abhis. V. 10, Pratig. II ) and aqij+.-s. Iu •*t'~iuw4

srfinrr and HTTOTTnrjJ? the poet ill a unique manner introduces the

principal characters of the play through the opening verse by means of

what is called Mudralahkara. The end of die Bhasa-plays is also in

keeping with the tradition though it is the same in some of them like

and I

To Kalidasa, it seems, many later developments of die theatrical

art were known- and the stage-directions he gives in his plays arc as

simple as they arc effective though at some places the*' arc difficult to

carry out on the modem stage. Bhasa, on the other hand, proves to

be rather tame in so far as his stage directions arc concerned, for they

appear quite mediocre.

Apart from the considerations o: the stage-craft, Bhasa and
Kalidasa differ by a marked degree in the presentation of the characters

of a play. The most outstanding feature of Kalidasa's genius is that

he creates characters in pairs who by contrast maintain their own indi-

viduality. Thus Anasuya and Priyambada both bred at the same
hermitage show a difference in character which is the result of a cons-

cious attempt on the part of the poet. If Priyambada is a frivolous

and loving playmate of the heroine, Anasuya is a more sober

and intelligeut well-wisher of hers. So again in Saradvata aud
Sirfigarava we find the two counter-parts of an ancient sage—one
represnts the sense of responsibility and forgiveness and the other,

the burning sacred fire within. In the MalavikSgnimiira, too, Dharirii

and Iravati present two strikingly contrasted pictures of royal consorts

—Iravati, a spiteful sharp woman, and DharinI, a queen who was strict

and devoted. In Bhasa, on the other hand, though such pairs of con-

trasting characters arc not noticeable, yet they make up with their

8. He mentions •fa’i in WMfWit •
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vices and virtues a set of characters like Avimaraka, Udayana and Caro*
datta whose individuality as men of this world cannot be denied.0

Kalidasa's characters move about in atmospheres that themselves
account for the subsequent development in their motives and manners.
In other words, Kalidasa shows a superb concordance between the

inner and the outer world. Thus he makes Sakuntala appear in the

flower-garden of Kanva lavishly bedecked with vernal beauty at

the pleasing hour of the dusk and the feeling of love is but the natural

result.. In the third act again, as in lire outer world, the scorching

sun burns bright during the midday, the hearts of die separated lovers

wither love sick.

Throughout the progress of the play Kalidasa in his Sakuntalam
has given, where possible, a foreboding of coming events in

appropriate and witty cast of smaller episodes. Thus in the opening
verse of the fourth act, the disciple of Kanva unknowingly hints at

the ruin of the hitherto happy lot of snkumala by the disclaimer of

the king, which is also more closely implied in die statement of

Anasuya (IV. f>). More cleverly, again, the inind of the audience is

prepared for the coming pang of separation by the significant song of

Haiiisapadika in the beginning of the fifth act. This suggestiveiiess

known in western dramaturgy as the dramatic irony is as remarkable
and effective in Kalidasa as it is rare and flat in Bhasa. It is indeed
the greatest of irony that Dujyanta—the great lover—fails to recognize

his beloved Sakuntala penetrating the barriers of a curse which
neither did even know and neither had the power to transgress. It is

this that makes us sympathise not only with Sakuntala but with
Dujyanta as well. In SvapnavSsaVadattam on the other hand though
this pane of separation runs all through, yet the cause of separation is

the result of a well-wrought political plan. It is thus not a case of

irony as Prof. Kale10 supposes, but an example of supreme martyrdom
of which the heroine is painfully proud. This is not an irony, because
though the king is unaware of the existence of Vasavadalta yet there

works no superhuman agent in this and at least on one side there is a

definite human motive in bringing about the separation, and the hero-

ine is fully conscious of it.

To remove the tension of feeling, very rarely a minor episode
and more frequently the character of the "jester'’ or the Vidujaka
is introduced. Besides the conventional traits in their character.

9. A. D. Pusalkar—'The Journal of the University ol Bombay, May, 1934,

p. 181.

10. Imrod. to Sv. by Prof. Kale. Abo contrast Prol. Devadhar-Plays as-

cribed to Bliasa—their authenticity and merits, p. 16.
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Kalidasa's Vidujakas of all the three plays arc each of a special type.
The Vidujaka in the Sakunralam is of more or less a serio-

comic nature far removed from the field of the love-struggle of the hero,

that in the Vikramorvaifyam represents a helpless foolish character
unsuccessfully trying to help the hero in his love-career, and that in
die Malavika, the most elevated of die three, is a witty jester of the
play and shrewd mate of the hero. Bhasa. as a poet of heroism, on
the other hand, shows very little skill in bringing out to full light

the character of Vidu$aka both as a jester and as an active helper
in the hero's love-career. The Vidhsaka of the Avimaraka. however,
shows here and there the characteristics of the traditional jester as

elaborated in books of dramaturgy of later ages. He is there ‘affording

amusement in society’—in the very words of the hero. But the most
note-worthy fact about Bhasa is that his sense of quiet humour" was
manifest in places more than one in many of his dramas apart from
the characterization of the jester

;
and the scenes of the Catrasevaka

in Pratijnanafakam and of Ilidirnba meeting Bhima in the Madhya

-

mavyayoga are outstanding in this connection. In this he quite legiti-

mately claims the compliment paid to him urat ^ra:i Thus Kalidasa’s

humour smells of artificiality— it is more conventional than sponta-

neous, while Bhasa shows a genuine earnestness for the appreciation

of the element of humour and as a result he has been able to produce
really comic scenes.

Unlike modem playwrights, the Sanskrit dramatists of yore

often had recourse to some supra-human agency in order to heighten

the dramatic effect or to serve some dramatic purpose. Thus in the

VikramorvaSIyam the '.Saiigamantya mani' senes to shorten the period

of suffering of Um.fi turned into a creeper from some fifty years to a

few days. In the Sakuntalam, too. the trees are said to bring forth

garments and ornaments for Saktmtala and the apparent dramatic im-

passe is solved by Kanva being informed of his daughter's marriage

by a heavenly voice. Nonetheless interesting, however, is the assent of

the sylvan deity put forth through the cuckoo's note and the subsequent

benediction of an catthly voice. But here, as in many other respects,

Bhasa proves to be too realistic 3 poet to indulge in such weaknesses

with any amount of frequency, though the 'gem' in Avimaraka bears

all the characteristics of a supernatural element.

The language of Bhasa in contradistinction to that of Kalidasa

is in the first place unbounded by any of the cross letters oE an artifi

it, Keith, Sanskrit Drama, p. 109.

12. A. D. Pusalkai, The Journal of the University of Bombay. May, 1934.

p. SOI.
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cial convention. The affluence of studied poetry garbed in gorgeous

rhetoric which marks die works of Kalidasa has no charm for Bhasa.

The Alamkaras used by Bhasa are the simple ones and they arc mosdy
tipama, utprckja, anuraana and arthantaranyasa. And indeed, for

Bhasa who is out to icll the world “the real nature of things" with
the details drawn out faithfully, the slightest shadow of rambling rhe-

torical veil will appear quite contradictory to the spirit of the age he
lived in.'* No doubt Kalidasa's close and minute observation of

nature and the human mind iti all their subtleties arc totally absent

in Bhasa, yet the details presented with the high-flown similes and meta-
phors ,

14 have taken the place of the simple and life-like delineations

of Bhasa as in dial of Slta in Abhifrcka—

wfajH-tHWciidtl funfair II

and of Kuraiigi in Avimaraka—

V. l.

13 . The description of in can be well cited es an

example

—

14. Fnucr, A Literary History of India, p. 285.
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It is remarkable dial Bhasa uses prose more often than verses

and even his verses arc characterised by a ‘lucidity not dissimilar to

prase." 1 ’’ These prose pieces arc again intenvoven with soliloquies which
are as true to life as dramatically effective. Bhasa 's heroic tendency is

reflected in his forceful language as when he describes Valin in the

Abhtseka-natakam —

*710 3T3Tf STrfrf *[$

Fran^TiFd^avtj'^11 I. 13.

and in the speech of Duryodhana in DfuavSkyara —

WH'rtTT WJTF77:

apftl 3T vj' :
I

c3* n'TT^u n I. 40 .

Bhasa. however, is not so skilful in choosing his similes from
the spheres in which the speaker lives as is done by KrilidSsa in the

Sakuiualam —

q*3riif)T: II

md ttrfUHyu Mi3». 13 q^lfTT I

While, again, on the one hand, Kalidasa avoids describing

battles, BliSsa dilates on them as in Abhiseka (II. 1-1 S). Paiica-

ratram and Orubhanga (16-26). It is at all events a fault with
Bhasa that he often describes things in long trains ad nauseam. His
descriptions of the sacrifice in Pahcaratram, of Ghalotkaca in

Madhyainavyayoga and of Lanka in Abhi$eka arc really carried to

excess.

Bhasa is a realist while KSlidasa is an idealist. Bhasa’s descrip-

tions are confined to some bold features of the object, while Kalidasa

is ever as cognisant of ilic facts as he is apt to breathe a new life to

15. Ganapati Shastri, Introduction to Pnuiina Niiakum.
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them." Naturally, therefore, Bhasa's descriptions of details produce
r. cumulative effect rather than arrest the imagination of the reader as

is evidenced from his description of the sunset —

^TTT tiwiikn: gfersf:

qfrfftsf’TOifH aifr gfeersmj

‘[RtT'il ^rif thirfa 3

cn arawftfl uHtiifa n I. 16.

in Svapnavasavadattain as also the row of swans therein'7—

s?nrnrrr ^ 3 ^
3 ffT33

i

PTOn

wMifiwmwpWJ ii IV. 2.

Yet Bhasa cannot be said to lack imagination altogether. The
flight of his imagination carries the readers at times to regions high
above this mundane world. His plots and his imageries—his style

and his diction—breathe of, at timet, an atmosphere that is not

earthly—of something that is suprascnsual. These are verily like "the
mural frescoes of Ajanta" in the words of Prof. Sukthankar, unsoiled
as yet by the grosser technique of later ages. He has given us verses

where his imagination holds us captive as if in a trance, as when he
glorifies die dusk scene in the Avimaraka —

13% argr fafrrrTgfom

<!?Ui|l«,| iI JTif?T g qf^giTTTTT I

farsr

3c3i.*iKiwH.'nfitnu ii ii. 12.

16. As, for example, in Sak.-

*»!al JlTrt'flW’Ttifr'yT ‘tlftrfl

cw.wm'iiRl finiwfrm «rwr. i

oT JiHUTC "RrW VI. 16.

and Vikram. IV. 43.

•7- Also. BAL I. 1

6

, iq; Avim. V. 6. Abhif, IV. s3
.
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and chc darkness of the night—

fctftrfira aiffer trn^ut

jjfo-ffa+tT: Upi*Jif"i QBfllMSI: i

rr«f?T ^7t%n

SFramfra straiTvwM.: u III. 4.

Thus in a word Bhasa’s imagination may be styled as passive

and Kalidasa's active in that Bhlsa reproduces merely the im-

pression left on him while K3Hditsa’s adds a gleam to it.

Nature appeals to both Bhasa and Kalidasa but Bhisa's nature

is not throbbing with life as is the case with Kalidasa's. In the Sakunta-

lam and the Vikramorvilyam Kalidasa has created an animated world

of nature sharing in the joys and sorrows of man. Every natural phe-

nomenon, however minute, has a secret message for him. Indeed,

with the atmosphere created in the Sakuntalam it may be called “a

mytho-pastoral" sort of a Sanskrit play. In Avitnaraka and Pratima,
however, nature has a moving sympathy lor the human feelings and
sentiments but she is there denied a life—a separate existence—living
and dynamic. In Bhasa the poet himself seems to sing the music of

nature while in Kalidasa nature seems to sing her vivace note to the

poet. And this difference is well accounted for by that fundamental
fact about these two early litterateurs that Kalidasa is more a poet

than a dramatist while Bhasa is primarily a dramatise and poetry is his

accident. Again, if Kalidasa's hand excelled in delineating the tender

feelings of the human heart and the subtle deserpition of nature,

Bhasa’s genius roamed in all these spheres as well as in glowing and
vivid descriptions of the horrors of the battle-field and the dire vicissi-

tudes of life, though in none of these he is capable of being ranked
foremost.



A PHILOSOPHICAL INDEX TO THE CHANDOGYA

UPAN I§AD
(continued from Indian Culture Vol. IV. No. I. pp. 130136.)

By E. G. Carpani

37. UTTAMAPURUSA. m.: the supreme spirit : —sas (nom.
sg.), VIII. 12.3 :—Evam eva esa samprasddo’ smdc sarirat samutthdya
param jyotir upasampadya svena rupena ablnnifpadyate. Sa uitamah
purtifah, sa latra paryeti, johyil krirjan ramamdnah stribhir vd ydnair
vd jn&tibhir vd, na upajanam smarann idam iariram. Sa yathd
prayogya dearone yuklah, emm eva ayam c.srnin sari re prdno yuklah.
(See Ch. U., VIII. 3.4 efa samprasddo. . .elail biahmeli—thc passage
recurs also at M.U., II. 2).

38. UD.ANA, m.: upward breath
:
one of the five breaths of

the body
;
—nas (nom. sg.). III. 13.5 ; V. 23.1.

39. UDGATR, m.: Udgatar, priest ; chanter of the Saman :

—fa (nom. sg.), 1.2.13; 6.8; 7.8; 1 i.G; IV. 16.2.—/dram (acc. sg.), 1. 10.10.

—for (voc. sg.), 1.10.10; 11.6. —tin (acc. pi.), 1.10.8.

40. UDGITHA, m.: chanting of ihe Sama-Veda ; the office of

the Udgdtr; —that (nom. sg.). 1.1. 1,3,3,4,5 : 3.4,6,7 ; 5.1.5 ; 6.8
: 9.2 ;

12.1; 11. 2.1,2; 3.1; 4.1; 5.1; 6.1; 7.1; 8.2; 9.5; 10.3; 11.1; 12.1; 13.1;

14.1 ;
16.1

; 17.1 ;
18.1

; 19.1 ;
20.1 ; 21.1 ;

22.1- —tham (acc. sg.),

I 1.7.8; 2.1.2.3.4.5,6,7.10.11.12.14; 3.1.2. 3,5; 5.3; 9.2,3; 10.10; n-
Grf.—thc (loc. sg.), 1 .8. 1 .—udgithabhajin, a.: sharing in the udgicha;—
jinas (110m. pi- m.), II. 9.5.—udgithaksara, n.: a syllable of udgltha;

(the syllable of); —rani (acc. pi.), 1.3.6,7.

41. UPADRAVA. m.: calamity, accident (according to Monier
—Williams, "that which befalls suddenly, an unhappy accident");—
vas (noin. sg), II. 8.2; 9.7; 10.3 :—Yad ud iti sa udgithah, yat prati

iti sa pratihdrah, yad upa iti sa apadravah, yan ni iti tan nidhanani

I/8.2//. A/.ha yad urdhvam apava—ahndt prag astamaydt sa upadra •

vah, tad asya dranya anvayaltah. Tasmdt te purufam dr$fvd kakgam
habkram ity upadravanti, upadrava—bhajino hy etasya s&mnah
,79.7//. lldgitha ill try—akfaram, upadrava iti caturaksaram : tri-

Ifhis tribhih samam bhavati, aksaram atisisyate try—akfaram, tat samam
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// 1 0.3/ l.—upadravabhajin, a.: sharing in calamity; —jinas (nom. pi.

in.), II. 9.7.

42. UPANI$A1), f.: (implying originally sitting down [at the

feet of the teacher] ); esoteric doctrine
;

(a certain class of writings

which discuss the secret meaning of the Veda); mysterious meaning

;

word of mystery
;

(according to native authorities, upa—ni—
t
yid

means "to destroy ignorance by revealing the knowledge of the

supreme spirit"); —fill (notn. sg.), VI 11. 8.5. —fadam (acc. sg.), 1.13.4;

VIII. 8.4 :—Dugdhe'smai vag doham yo vaco dohah, annavdn anna-
ado bhavati ya clam evatii samnam upanifadam veda, upanisadem vedda

//1J.4//. Tau ha anvlkfya Prajapatir uvaca : An—upa!abhya uimd-

uam an—amnndya vrajatah Yatara etad—upanifado bhavifyanti

deva vd asuvd vd, le paribhavifyanti iti. Sa ha idnta—hrdaya eva Viro-

cano'surah jagama. Tebhyo ha etim upanifadam provaca : Alma eva iha

mahayyah, atmd paricaryah ; dtmdnam eva iha mahayann dtmannm
paricarann ubhau lokav dpnati imam ca amum ca ili /{B.4I/. (Accord-

ing to Senart, op. cit., p. 16, "pour upanitad lc sens de "doctrine,

science" semblc ici[//. . . .1. i3.4//js’imposer. II est raract^risiique

que Texpressioii soit jusietnetu employee A la fin d'une lecture ou
upas tient tant de place, ce qui paralt confirmer lc sens dc "connaitre,

savoir," que jc revendique pour ce verbe").

43. KA, n.: happiness, joy. pleasure ; m.: the Inexplicable

;

the Unknown ; the highest deity ;
ham (nom.—acc. sag.), IV. 10.5:—

Piano brahma, kam brahma, kham brahma iti. Sa ha uvdea : P'i/a-

ndm\ aham yal prano brahma, ham ca In kham ca na vijanami iti.

Te ha ucuh : Yad vdva kam tad eva kham, yad eva kham tad eva kam
iti. Prdnam ca ha asmai tad nkdsam ca ucuh. (Cf. B-A.U., V. 1. 1).

44. KARMAN, n.: deed: sacred work
;
performance

;
office;

[“the obligation imposed by peculiarities of tribe, occupation, etc.",

—Monier—Williams—); —ma (nom. sg.), IV. 14.3; V. 2.8: VIII. 15.1.

—mini (nom- —acc. pi.). 1.3.5; VII 3.1; 4.1,2; 5.1; 14. 1; 26.1.—mandm
(gen. pi.), VII. 4.2.—masu (loc. pi.), V..2.9.

45. KRTATMAN, a.: with self complete; —mi (nom- sg.),

VIII. 13.1. (See No. 1). —krti, f.: action, doing, work, production:

—tis (nom. sg.), VII. 21.1.:— Yada vai karoti, alha nististhati. Na
c—kflvc nististhati, krtvd eva nisti^thrUi. Krtis tv eva vijijhdsitavya

iti. . .-tim (acc. sg.). VII. 21.1. (See M.U., VI. 8:- efa vdva jijhdsita-

vyo'nveftavyah . . .and Ch.U., VIII. 1.1; 7.3).

46. KRATU, m.: power, efficiency ; wisdom ; —turn (acc. sg.),

III. 14.1:—&?roflrh khalv idam brahma. Taj—jaldn iti sanla upasita.
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Atha khalu hatu—mayah iiuvuyah. Yathd—kralur asminl loke purujo
bhavaii, talks iiah pretya okavati. Sa krotxim kurvUa.—hTtilitmaya, a.:

endowed with wisdom ytis (nom. sg- m.), Ill 14.1.

47. KHA, n.: hole, opening; organ of sense; sky, air; hham
(110m.—arc sg.), IV. 10.5. (See No. 43).

48. CITl'A. a.: observed; thought; understood; n.: under-
standing; attention ; reason; —lam (nom—acc sg. n.), VII 5.1, 2,3 ;

26.1 :— Cillam t'ova smkalpad bhnyah - Yada vai c.etnyale, aiha san-

kaipayate, alha manasyati, ail,a vacant irayati, lam u namni irayali

,

ndmni incntrS ekatii bhavanli, mantresu karmdni //5.1 //. Tdni ha
va ctani cilta—ekayanam ciim—dlmahdni citle pratiffliitani. .

. / / 5 -» / / -

’-tot (abl. sg. n.), VII. 5.3; C.i. -tasyo (gen. sg. n.), VII. 5.3. -te
(Icc. sg. n.), VII. 5.8. —tan (acc. pi. m-), VII. 5.3. cittavant, a.;

having understanding, reason : sensible
;
—van (nom. sg.), VII. 5.2.—

liltalmcka. a.; having reason or attention as nature ; —kani (nom. pi-

n.). VII. 5.2. cillaikayana, a.: having meeting place in attention or

in reason
;
—nani (nom. pL n.), VII. 5.2.

49. JIVA, a., living ; ill.: life, sell, spirit ; —vas (nom. sg.), VI-

11.0,3. —vena (instr. sg.), VI. 3.2.3 ;
11.1. —vns (nom. p!), VIII. 3.2.

fivana, a.: vivifying; 11.: life; —nam (nom. sg n.), 1 .93,4.—
pela, a.; lifeless; with life gone away ; —tom (nom. sg. n.), VI. 1 1.3.

50. JRaTR, m.: knower ;
—td (nom. sg), VIII. 5.1. —jfidti,

in.: near relative; —layas (nom. pi.), VI. 15.1. —tibhis (instr. pi.).

VIII. 12.3. (See No. 37). —jnanavant, a.: intelligent, wise; —vatas
(acc. pi.), VII. 7.2.

51. TAPAS, n.: heat; penance; mortification ; asceticism;

— {nom. sg.), II. 23.2; III. 17.4; V. 10.1.

52- TAM AS, n.: darkness
;
— face. sg.). I. 3.1. —flwis (abl. gen,

sg.), 1.3,1; III. 17.7; VII. 26.2. (VII. 26.2: cf. M.U., VII. 11. (6);

Mund. U., 111. 1.8: M.U., V. 2.6; Svet. U., III.8 ; Bh.G., VIII. 9.

The phrase temsah parastal recurs Mund- U., II. 2.6; Maha—Bhara-

ta, V. 44. 29a).

53- TEJAS, n.: sharpness ; fire : vigor
;
point of flame ; radi-

ance; -(nom. -acc sg), III. 1.3; 2.2; 3.2; .pa; 9.2; 13.1; VI. 2.3;

r.
$‘. 8.4,5,61 15.1,2; VII. 2.1; 4.2; 7.1; u. 1,2; 26-1. -sn (instr. sg.),

V. 19.2; 20.2; 21.2; 22.2; VI. 8.4,6; VIII. 6.3. —ms (abl. —gen. sg.),

VI. 2.3: 4.1.2,3,4,6; 6.4; VII. n.s; 12.1. -si (loc. sg.), VI. 8.6; 15.1,2.

—tejasvanl, a.: possessing fire or vigor
; brilliant ; —vatas (acc pi.),

13
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VII. n.2. —Tejasvin, a.: sharp, strong: —vi (nom- sg. m.), II. 14.8;

III. 13.1; VII. 11.2. —tejomaya, a.: consisting of flame
; —yi (nom. sg,

f.). VI. 5.4; 6 5; 7.6. (Cf. Scnart, op. ciL, pp. 78-79).

54. DKSA, f.: consecration ;
—yds (nom. pl.i. 111. 17.1:—.fa

yad asisisati, yat. pipaM/i, yan tut ravuile, Id asya dtkfali.

53. DHARMA, in.: custom ; right ; law ; —mas (nom. sg.),

VII. 2.1. —mam (acc. sg.), VII. 2 i; —mas (nom. pi.), II. 1 .4.—dharmas-
kandha, m.: division of law :

—dhds (nom. pi.), II. 23.1.

56. DHYaNA, n.: religious meditation
;

thought ; —mm
(nom.—acc. sg.), VII. 6.1,2: —Dhydnam vtiva ciltdd bhuyah. Dhyd-
yati hr. pvthiin, dhydyali iva antariksam, dhyayati ha ilyaiih, dhyd-
yanti ha apah, dhydyanli ha panatah, dhydyanti iva deva—manusyah-
Tasmdd ya iha tnanufy&ndm mahattvam prapnuvartli, dhydm-dpdda-
arhsd im eva te bhavanli. Atha ye ‘Ipuh , kalnhinah piiund upavddinas
le i atha ye prabhavah, dhydm-updda-amid ha <r.« te bkavanti..Dhya-
thitn t/pdssva iti //iff. —nit (abl. sg), VII. 6-2; 7.1 .—twsya (gen. sg.),

VII. 6.2.—dhyatiopaddhia, a.: having as one's portion the gift of medi-
tation ;-&* (nom. pi.), VII. 6.1.

57. NaMARCPA, n.: name and from
; —pc (acc- du.), VI.

3.2.3. —payos (gen. du.), VIII. ij.i ; —A hdso vai aima niima-tupayor
nirvahita. Te yad-antari, tad brahma, tad a-mrtam, sa dlrnd.

58. NIDHAKA, n.: putting down
: end : deatli ; —vuivi (nom.

sg.). II. 2.1.2; 3.2; 41; 5.1; 6.1: 7.1: 8.2; 9.8: 10.4; 1 1.1; !2.t; 13.1; 14.1;
> 5 • 1

•
1 6.«: 17.1; 18.1; 19.1; 20.1: 21.1; —nidhanabhdjin, a.: sharing

in nidhana
; —jinas (nom. pi.), 11. 9.8.

59. PURU$A, m.: man; human being; spirit; personality ;—ks
(nom. sg), 1.1.2; 6.G; 7.5; II. 6.1; 18-1; III. 12.6; 14.1; 16.1; IV. 11.1;
!2.i; 13.1; 15.3; V. 7.1; 10.2: 11.6; VI. 2.3: 7.1; 8.1.3,3; 14.2; VIII.
7.4; 12.4. -yam (acc. sg.). II. 9.7; VI. 4.7; 8.6; 14.1; 15.1; i6.i.-tff
‘abl. sg.), Ill, 12.7. -sasya (gen. sg.), I. i-a; VI. 8.6. -se (loc. sg.).

III. 12.3, 4,8; 13.7: IV. 10.3.

60. PRANA, in-: breath: vital breath; life; -nas (nom. sg.),
h 15; 2.7; 3.3,6; 5.3; 7.1; 8.4; 11.5; 13-2; II. 7.1; 1 1-1; III, 13.1; 15.4;
18.24; «V. 3.3,4; 8.3; 10.5; 13.1 ; V. 1.1. 12.13; 7.1; 14.2 ; 18.2

; 19.1 ;

\I. 5 2,4; 6.3,5; 7 -‘.6 ; 8.6 ; 13.1.1; VII. 15.1,4; 26-1: VIII. 12.3.-™™
lace sg.), 1. 2.2; 11 5; III, l5 .3>4; iv. 3.3; 10.5; VI.8.2: VII. 15.).—tiewfl

& ,r *> 1 3 -6
:
V. 1.8,9,10,1

1 ;
VII. ,5.,. (dat. sg.)? V. to..;

VII- 15.1, (gen. sg.), I. 8.4; V. 2.,. -nr (loc. sg.). V. 19.2; VI.
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8.6; 15.1.2; VII- 15.1. -nas (nom. pi.), III. 12.5,4; 16.1.2,3,4,5,6; V.
16.7.15; VII. 4.2; in.i.-fidn (acc. pi.), I. 2.9; 5.4; V.1.12. -nanam
(gen. pi.). III. 16.2,4,6; VII. 4.2. —nefu (loc. pi.), II. 7.1.2; 11.1.2: IV.

3.4. —prdnabandhana, n.: fetter of breath or life; -nam (nom. sg.), VI.
8.2.—prdnasanre, a.: with brcaih as body;—tas (110m. sg), III. 14.2.—
pranasamiila, a.: prepared by the breath; -lam (nom- sg. n.), III. 17.6.

pranapana, m.: inspiration—expiration; —nayos (gen. du.), I. 3.3. —
pranin, a.: breathing; rn.: animal; -tii (nom. sg. m.). II. 11.2.

61. BRAHMAN (1). n.: devotion ; worship; prayer: sacred
text

;
theology

; impersonal spirit pervading the universe ; Absolute
Brahman

; -ma (nom—acc sg.}, 1. 7.5; III. 5.1,2; 1 1- 4.5; 12.7; 14.1.4;
18.1,2; 19.14; IV. 10.5; 15.1.6; 17.9; V. 102; 11.1; VII. 1.5;

2.2; 3.1,2: 4.3; 5.3; 6.2, 7.2; 8.2; y.2; 10.2; 1 1.2; 12.2; 13.2; 14 2; VIII.

3.4; 7.4: 8.3; 10.1; u.1; 14.1; -maim (instr, sg.), III. 10.1,3: 11.2.

-monos (gen. sg.). III. 18.3,4.5,6; IV. 5.2,3; 6.3.4; 7.3.4; 8.3.4; VIII.

3-4; 5-3'

62. BRAHMAN (2), 111.: priest; prayer; Brahman; impersonal
spirit pervading the universe; the Absolute Self and Creator; —md
(nom. sg.). III. 11.4; IV- 1G.2.4; 17.8,9.10; VIII. 15.1. —mdnarn (acc.

fg ). IV. 17.9,10. —brahmapatha, m.: path :o Brahman; -lhas (nom.
sg.), IV. 15.6. — brahmai'crcasa, n.: pre-eminence in brahmanic
science; -sam (nom. -acc. sg.), III. 13.3; V. 12.2; 13.2; 14.2; 15.2:
162; 17.2; -sena (instr. sg.), II. 16.2; III. 18.34,5,6; V. 19.2; 20.2;

21.2; 22.2; 23.2; —brahmavarcasin, a.: possessing pre-eminence in

brahmanic science;—si (nom. sg.), II 12.2: III. 13.3. -brahmavidya, f.:

science of the Supreme Spirit of the universe; sacred knowledge;
— (nom. sg), VII. t .4. —yam (acc. sg.), VII. 1 .2; 2. 1; 7. 1. — buihmopani-
sad,L: secret doctrine of Brahman; Brahiiia-Upanisad; —dam (acc. sg.),

111. 1 1.3: — Na ha vd asma udeli no nirnlocali sakrd diva ha eva asmai
bhavati, ya clam evath brahma-vpan isaiUim veda. —brehmena, a.:

having to do with brahman; m.: theologian. Brahman, priest; —lias
inom. sg.), VII- 15.2. —nam (acc. sg.), VII. 15.2. -nasya (gen. sg.), IV.

1.7. —nayos (gen. du.), I. 8.2. —nan (acc. pi.), II. 20.2; V. 3.7. ndndm
(gen. pi.), VIII. 1 4. 1 -

63. MANAS, n.: mind;— (nom. —acc. sg.), I. 2.6; 7.3; II. 7.1;

im; in. 134; 18.1; iv. 3.3; 8.3; 16.1; v. 1.5,11.14; 18.2: 22.2; vi. 5.

14; 6.2,5; 7-6; 8.2,6; 15.1,2; VII. 3.1,2; 26.1; VIII. 6.5; 12-5- —sd
(instr. sg.), II. 22.2; IV. 16-2; V.1.8.9.10; VII. 3.1: VIII. 12.5. -sas
(abl.-gcn. sg.), VII. 3.2; 4.1. -si (loc. sg.), V. 22.2; VI. 8.6; 15.1,2.

-{manathsi) (nom. pi.). V. 1.15.

64- MAN U$YA. a.: human; m.: man; -yds (nom. pi.), II. 9.3.
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—yan (act. pi.), VII. g.i; 7.1. -yebhyas (dat.-abl. pi.), II. 22.2; IV.

9.2. —ydnam (gen. pi-), VII. 6.1. —nianufyakama, in.: human desires;

—man (acc. pi.), I. 7.8. —manam (gen. pi.), I.7.6.

65. MANOMAYA, a.: spiritual, mental; (consisting of spirit or

mind); —yas (nom. sg.), III. 14.2.

66. MRTYU, 111.: death;—yur (nom. sg.), I. 4.3; VIII. 4.1.—yum
(acc. sg.). II. 22.4: VII. 26.i.—yuna (instr. sg.). VII. 12.1.—yos (abl. -
gen. sg.), I. 4.2; II. 22.3,5.

67. YAJUS, n-: worship; sacrifice; —(nom. sg ), 1. 4.4; 7.5.

~W« (abl. sg.), I. 4.3. -ufi (loc. sg.), 1. 4.3. -fcilfi (nom. -acc. pi.),

HI- 2.1,2; IV. 17.2; VI. 7.2. —urbhyas (abl. pi.), IV. 17.3. -usdm (gen.

pi.), IV. 17.5.

68. YAJflA, m.: worship; act of worship or devotional act in

genera! (Monicr—Williams); prayer, devotion: (in the older language:
"praise," “homage." C/. Zend yaina); —has (nom. sg-), II. 23.1; III.

16.1,2,4,6; IV. 16. 1,3.5: 17.8.9: VIII. 5.1. -hum (nee. sg.). 1. 10.7: IV.

•6-3-5; '7 - —fasya (gen. sg.), II. 24.16; IV. 17.4,5,6,8.

69. RCPA. n.: form; —pa

m

(nom. -acc. sg.). I. 7.5; III. 1.4;

*;S; 3-3; 4-3! G - a
-3; 7 a -3i 8-2.3; 9 2,3; VI. 4. 1,2,3,4,6. -pena

(instr. sg.). VIII. 3.4: 12.2,3. -pit (abl, sg.). III. 62,3; 7.2,3; 8.2.3;

9.2,3; 10.2,3:—pani (nom- pi.), VI. 4.1,2,3.4. ($ee •y*°- 57)-

70. VIJ51ANA, n.: discernment; distinction; intelligence; know-
ledge; science; learning;—nam (110m.—acc. sg.). VII. 7.1,2; 17.1; 26.1.

—nena (instr. sg.). VII. 7.1 .—nil (abl- sg.). VII. 7.2: 8.1 .—nasya (gen.
sg.), VII. 7.2. -vijhanevant, a.: endowed with discernment; —valas (acc.

pi.), VII. 7.2,-vaiam (gen. pi.), VII. 8.1.

71. VIDYA. f.: knowledge: science: philosophy;- (nom. sg), I.

l.9.10; II. 21.1; 23.3; IV. 9.3; V. 3.7.—yarn (acc. sg.), I. 4.2; IV. 17.3.-

yaya (instr. sg.), I. i.io.-yayas (gen. sg.), IV. 17 8.

72. VINASA, m.: destruction; annihilation, ruin; —Sam (acc.

sg.), VIII. 11.1,2. (Tad svapnam na vijdndty -Ch. U.. VIII- 6.3).

73. VEDA, m.: knowledge; divine knowledge (c/. Goth, vail
and Lich. weizd);-das (nom. sg.), VII. 1.4. -dam (acc. sg.). VII- 1.2;

2.1; 7.1; VIII. 15.1. -dds (nom. pi.), III. 5.4. -dan (acc- pi.), VI. 1.2;

7.5,6.—dan&m (gen. pi ), VII. 1.2,4; *•»: 7.1.

74* VA1SVANARA, a.: present with all men; complete univer-
sal;-ras (nom. sg.), V.12.1; 13.1; 14.1; 15-1; 16.1; 17.1 ;-ram (acc. sg.
m.).V. 11.24,6; 12.2: 13.2; 14.2: 15.2; 16.2; 17-2; 1 8. 1 .—rasya (gen. sg.),
V. 18.2. —re (loc. sg.), V. 24.4.
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75. VYANA, in-: breath (pervading the body); —nos (nom.
sg.), HI. 13.8; V. 20.1. —

n

am (act. sg.). I. 3.3.5. -naya (dat. sg.). V.
so i. —tie (loc. sg.), V. 20.2.

76. SANKALPA, m.: creative imagination; determination of

mind: tvish, intention; -pas (nom. sg.), VII. 4.1.2: 26.1. —pant (acc.

sg.). VII. 4.2.3. -pat (abl. sg.), VII- 4.3; 5.1; VIII. 2.1.2,3.4,5.6.7.8.9,10.

—pasya (gen. sg.). VII. 4.3. —pc (loc. sg.), VII. 4.2 - sahkalpainiaka,

a.: with design as nature:—kani (nom. pi. n.), VII. 4.2—sankalpai—
k-iyana, a.: with design as (nicctitig-placc); —ndni (nom. pi. 11.), VII.

4 -s.

77. SADAYATANA, a.: having the real as support; —nos (nom-
pi. F.), VI. 8.4,6.

78. SAMPRASADA, m.: serenity: perfect calm (of the soul in

sleep); -das (nom. sg.). VIII. 3.4; 12.3:—Atha ya cya samprasddo smdc
sarirul samuttheya pararii jyolir itpasampudya svena riipena abhinisped-

yate, esa atma, ili ha uuaca, etad a-mrtam a-bhayam, e'ad brahma iti.

Tasya ha vd ctasya hrahmano ndma sat-ti-yam iti //VIII.3.4//.
(
See

No. 37- [=VIII. .2.3]).

79. SUKRTA, n.: good deed; virtuous act; virtue, moral, merit;

—tarn (nom. sg.), VIII. 4.1. (See No. 28).

80. SMARA, in.: remembrance; love; —ras (110:11- sg.). VII. 13.

1: 14.1; 26.1.—ram (acc. sg.), VII. 13.1.2. —rena (instr. sg.), VII. 13.1.

-rat (abl- sg.), VII. 13.2: 14.1. -rasya (gen. sg.). VII. 13.2:-

Smaro va nkasdd Ithuyan . Tcsmdd yady api bahava
asirann a-smarantah, na eua te ham cana i/nuyuh }

na manviran, na vijaniyuh. Yadi vava te smareyuh,
atha srnuyuh , atha manviran, atha vijuniyuh.

Smarena vai pultun vijdruiti. smarena puiim.

Smaram upassva iti //VII. 13.1//.

Sa yah smaram brahma ity upaste, yeved smarasya
gatam, tatrr, asya yatha-kdma-edro bhavaii ili.

Asti, bhagavah, srnardd bhiiya iti. Smarad vava
bhuyo 'sit iti . .//VILig.2//.

According to Professor Senart, op. cil., p- 99f., "smara, smfti dit

un peu plus que ''mcinoire,” et equivaut 4 peu pr£$, malgr£ son sens

ctroit, a la notion dc pcnsec conscienie."

_
81. SMRTI, f.: memory: tradition; —tis (nom. sg.), VII. 26.2:—

. , .Ahara-iuddhnu saltva-iuddhih, sattva-suddhau dltruvd smrtih,

smjli-lambhe sarva-granthindiii viptamohsah . .
.

(Substantially, the
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complete passage recurs at M.U., VI 1. n, stanza G [na paiyo\; [the

atman manifold): c/. M.U., V- 2.6.26 (end): [pure nature. . .mystic

attainment]: Mund. U., III. 1.8; [liberation from all knots): Kat. U.,

VI. 15—Mun<L U., II. 2.8: HI. 2.9: [lamaste pdram]: Bh.G., VIII. 9:

$vct. U., III. 8; Mund. U., 11. 2.6; Maha-Bharaia, V. 44. 29a).

82. SVAPN'A, m.: sleep, dream; —navi (act. sg.). VIII. 6.3;

1 11. —ne (locsg.), VIII. 10.1. -neju (loc. pi.), V. 2.9. ([VIII. 1 0.1):

cl. B.A.U.. IV. 3.20: Pr.U., IV.5).—ivapiumi/larsana, a.: teaching by

drcain; n.: dream-vision; —nr (loc. sg.), V- 2.9.—svapnanla, m.: condi-

tion of sleeping or dreaming; —(am (ace. sg.), VI. 8.1.

83. HRDAYA, n.: heart;-)'cm (nom. sg.), Ill- 12.4; V. 18.2;

VIII. 3.3.—y/iiya (gen. sg.). 111. 13.1; VIII. 6.1.6.-)’* (loc. sg). III. 12.9:

14.3,4.—hrdayajiia. a.: knowing die heart; —flam (nom.—arc. sg. n.)
(

VII. 2.1; 7.1.
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THIEME’S LAST

Dr. Paul Thieme has replied at last (I.C., V, pp. 363-6), but I

hesitate to belies e it to be his last word on Panini and the Rkprati-

iakhya, for what he has done is merely to assert that all that he had
to say has been said already—by Mr. Chaturvedi in New Indian
Antiquary, I, pp. 450 ff. His coadjutor Prof. K. Cha^opadhyaya
declared more than a year ago : "It will be sometime before I shall

have the leisure to join in the fray" (I.C., V, p. 98). Apparently, he
has not found that leisure. Nor do I think that he will ever find it, for

the conditions under which he is going to reply arc frankly impossible

of fulfilment : leisure and fray being mutually exclusive. Prof. Chatto-

padhyava, I fear, will never “have the leisure to join in the fray.”

I really welcome the new tone in Thierries article which is

SO pointedly courteous that it makes inc feel ashamed that I ever

had been rude. But there is Yhieme's own admission that the tenor
of his first paper might have been more lenient (I.C, V. p. 363). I

hope and believe tliac this new-found courtesy is not part of a policy

to represent me as the villain of the piece, if only because the public
will find it as easy to accept such a suggestion as to believe that I

had maltreated a stampeding Centaur. Thieme, however, docs not
believe in appealing to the “ignorant” public (p. 366). Bur why
has he then at all written this article which contains absolutely nothing
by way of new material ? Surely the “forum of competent scholars

able to understand and weigh arguments and to arrive at independent
conclusions" to which he addresses himself requires no extra admoni-
tion to recognise their duty of agreeing with him 1

Thieme is mystified by the shifting nature of the "hinge" on
which my conclusion drawn from Pap. VIII. 4. 67 turns. But how
can it be otherwise so long as he continues to consider nod&ttasvarita-

faram to be metrically equivalent to nod&Uasuaritodayam? By
means of a reference to Chaturvedi he has moreover successfully

convinced himself of the propriety of his having ignored this “hinge”
in his first article. But Chaturvedi has merely argued that there are

other eases of metrical rhythm in the A$iidhyayL His purpose would
have been served only if he could prove that there arc other metrical
Sutras in Panini with this technical term udaya, which have nothing in
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common with the Rkpratisakhya. But surely Chaturvedi has done
nothing of the sort. Even Mr. Bernard Shaw had a better case than

Chaturvedi's when he argued that his Balsquith was neither Balfour

nor Asquith, and yet the public did not believe him.
Thiente is surprised that 1 accused him of ‘‘eloquent silence"

regarding Pan. I. i. 1 7-1 S even though he has ‘‘shown at length that

the Yogavibhdga in question was proposed by Katyiyana and accepted

by Paiaiijali nof because it was considered to be vaikalpika, but for

quite a different reason" (pp. 364 5). But is it a crime to equate
irrelevant talk with silence ? The point at issue is the central fac t

that in Pariini’s own text these two aphorisms formed but one Sutra

and that no necessity would have arisen to divide it into two if his

apologists had not taken it into their heads to constnic "Sakalyosya”
in I. 1. 16 to mean vikalpa. It was this point which Thictne should
have tried to refuse instead of blazing away a la Mimamsa that there

was a purpose behind this proposed Yogavibhaga which nobody in

his senses can ever deny. In such loose and feeble ratiocinations I

really miss the Thierae whose "Piusquimperfeknim" I so much
admired. He has here put the cart neatly before the horse, and is

then wondering naively why people are staring at him in astonishment.

Thieme complains that I have done him injustice also regard-

ing the interpretation of the word andr.<a, for has he not said : 'anSria

may mean accordingly "not Vedic yet similar to Vedic, i.e. "belonging
to the Padapatha ?" ’

I suspect that this utterance is due to die

influence of Patanjali who in a famous passage declared that 'abrdh-

mana' means something similar to, though not identical with, a

Brahmana, and that a servant will be reprimanded by his master if

he brings a piece of stone when ordered to fetch a rion-Brahmin. The
principle enunciated by Patanjali is certainly right so far as non-
technical terms are concerned. But the point is that r.narsa is pre-
cisely a technical term as I have shown in New Indian Antiquary, II,

pp. 59-60. It is not, therefore, enough to say that it means "not
Vedic yet similar to Vedic." Andrsa as a technical term signifies only
the Padapatha. Any less precise formulation of its meaning will
inevitably lead 10 Chaturvedi’s dangerous fallacy that andrfa signifies

the non-vedic literature including the Padapatha.
Thieme asks, which case he has given away by admitting diat

v ui is rightly suspect. There should be no hesitation in replying
to this question : by admitting this he has given away his whole case.
By admitting this he has admitted first of all that uflah um was one
Sutra,—by admitting which he lias admitted further that Pan. I. 1. 16
cannot be Vaikalpika even though Sakalya has been mentioned in it.

It would be disingenuous on the pan of Thieme to say that diis is
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not what wc arc fighting over, for rhe immediate issue is surely this

ami not the relative age of Panini and (he Pratisakhya.

I ain intrigued beyond measure by Thieme's suggestion that I

unconsciously resurrected Max Muller's interpretation of Pan. I. t.

16. But how can that be when 1 myself referred to Max Mtiller (I.C.,

IV. pp. 306-7)? Is 'resurrection' a euphemism for 'plagiarisin'? I

hope not. Max Muller did all that was necessary to do from the side

of the Prati&khya; I have only tried to support his thesis from the

side of Panini. It was certainly necessary to support Max Muller's

arguments by others, for Hannes Skbld, for instance, rejected his theory
out of hand, apparently because it was unsupported from the other

side.

But enough of this controversy, which is fast degenerating into

empty badinage without bringing any new relevant material- Prof.

Chauopadhyaya depends upon Thieme, and Thiemc has now trans-

ferred the responsibility to Chaturvedi, to whom I have already

replied in New Indian Antiquary, II, pp. 59-61. The vicious circle

is thus complete. About a year ago I wrote another article dealing

with another set of allied problems for the coming Bhandarkar-Fest-

schrift, but I am not sure that it will not be another year be-

fore it is published. That will be my last, just as this is Thieme's.

The victory remains with him so far as my personal sentiments are

concerned, for he has converted to his view my own teacher Prof.

Louis Rcnou (JAs., ‘9S8 - PP- '72 *3). against whom I will not and
cannot take up arms even in defence of a cherished cause. It will

be for others to take up the matter if I have at all succeeded in making
out a case for it. Hard words have passed between us, but after

all they can break no bones. If of a philosophical temperament, we
may content ourselves with the thought that they too arc part of our

strange lire which would not be worth living without the thousand

follies of love and hatred. If prone to cynicism, we may say with

Voltaire : ils ne nous coutcnt que rien.

Batarrishna Ghosh.

u
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A NOTE ON T 1 IE MALLASARUL COPPER-PLATE OF

VIJAYASENA

The Mallasarul Copj>cr-plate of Vijayasena, 1 recently edited by
Mr. N. G. Majumdar. throws important light on the early

history of Bengal. The inscription records that during (he reign of

the Maharajadhiraja Gopa(candra} Maharaja Vijayasena granted some
lands in the village of Vcttragartta in die Vakkattaka-Vfthi of ihc

Vardhamana-Bhukti.
Mr. Majumdar remarks

2

(hat palxographically it resembles the

Faridpur plate of Dharmaditya and Gopacandra, and are referable to

the sixth century A.D. He identifies Gopacandra of die inscription

with the king of this name, mentioned in the Faridpur grant- He
further remarks that Maharaja Vijayasena of the Inscription should
he identified with the Maharaja Vijayasena, who served as duiaka in

the Gunaighar plate of Vainyag^ipta (A.D. 507).* ‘Tire present

charter, therefore, may be placed in the first half of the sixth century
A. I)., a conclusion, which we have already seen, is borne out by die

pak'eogiaphy o£ the inscription. It appears that Vijayasena served

both under Vainyagupta and Gopacandra at different dates ; but it

is difficult to say which of the two kings is earlier.”'

Mr. Majumdar ignores some pahrographira! considerations,

while arriving at the above conclusions. The charter of Malla-
sarul inscription is obviously similar to Dharmaditya 's Faridpur
grants.' But if we compare it with the Faridpur gram of Gopa-
candra, n a distinct change is noticeable in the form of ya in die latter.

The Mallasarul type of >vx appears in the Gunaighar plate (507) of

Vainyagupta, in the Damodarpur plates (54s}
.
in the Haraha inscrip-

tion of Isanavarman (554)/ and in all other inscriptions issued in the
first three quarters of ihc sixth century. A.D. The latter form of ya is

noticeable in the Ganjam plate (619) and coins of Sasanka, in the Vap-
paghosha inscription of Jayanaga, in Harjavardhana's inscription,8 and
in all other inscriptions, which were issued in the latter part of tire sixth
and in the seventh century A.n. Thus Gopacandra of the Faridpur giant
cannot be placed in ihe first half of die sixth century. If Gopacandra

1. EL, XXXIII, 155. a. ibid., 158. 3. IHO., 1930.
4- El., XXXIII, 138.

5. IA., XXXIX. 193.

6. Ibid.. *03.

7. IHQ.. 1930; F.I., XV; El.. XIV
8. El., VI; Allan s Gupta Coins, El.. XVIII, IV.
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of the Mallasarul grant is identical with Gopacandra of the Faridpur

grant, as Mr. Majumdar has assumed, tlie suggestion that Gopacandra
might have preceded Vainyagupta {507) or cotne immediatley after

him, cannot be taken to be of any value. Gopacandra should be

placed in the period subsequent to the third quarter of the sixth

century A.D. Vijayasena of the Mallasarul grant was thus quite a

different person from his namesake mentioned in the Gunaighar plate.

Jayanaga, according to MafijuSrinutlakalpa. flourished after

Sasahka (Gif)). The letter .ta in the Vappaghosha inscription of

Jayanaga is more advanced than that of Gopacandra ‘s inscriptions. So

Gopacandra may be placed before Jayanaga, who ruled in Karna-
suvarna (in the Vardltamana-Bhukti).

D. C. Ganguly.

ORIGIN OF VIJAYANAGARA

Many are the legends' known regarding the origin of the

famous town of Vijayanagara, the piincipal seat of the Vijayanagara

kingdom. A legend, however, that does not seem to have so far been

recorded in any modern work was noticed by me in a little-known

1

Tantra digest called the VUiy&rtiava Tantra, attributed to a disciple

of Pragalbhacarya whose name is not mentioned. I give here a sum-

mary of the legend for what it is worth and leave it to competent scholars

to judge its importance. A noteworthy feature of the legend is that

unlike most otliei legends of the type it makes no reference to Ilari-

hara-Bukka and Vidyaranya whose names arc almost invariably asso-

ciated with the foundation and the naming of the town. It is not

1. For the various IrgemU in this connection and a discussion of ihcir

historical value cf. Saletoie, Soi ial and Political Life in the Vijayanagara Empire

(Vol. I.. pp. 83 ff).

2. Though associated with lire name of a king of Vijayanagara under

whose onlm it is stated to have lieen composed, the work is not referred to by

S. Sii-Kantha Shastri in his extensive jsaper on Development 0/ Sanskrit Litera-

ture under Vijayanagara (Vijayanagara Sexcentenary Commemoration Volume,

pp. 295 ft).
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a version of the legends already recorded but apparently a new and
inde|>endcnt story by itself.

Of the two known manuscripts of the work in question one

belongs to the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal and it contains eleven

chapters (aivasoi) and a portion of the twelfth. The work is a com-
prehensive Tantrie compilation dealing with the details of the wor-

ship of various Tantrie deities. The authorship of the work is

definitely attributed in this manuscript to a disciple of one Pragalhha-

carya whose line of teachers is indicated in the beginning of the work,

while Stein 1 notices a manuscript which ascribes it to Prngalbhacarya

himself.

The introductory portion of the work which concerns itself

with an account of die history of the composition as well as its author

incidentally refers to the foundation of Viiayanagara. The line of

teachers of the author is traced to the great Sankaracarya who is stated

to have had fourteen disciples*—five bhik$us and nine laymen. Of the

laymen disciples Vi$nusarman was the guru of Prag.ilbhacarya, who
in turn was the guru of the author of the present work which was
composed at the request of an unnamed king of Vijayanagara, the

posthumous son of Praur
(
lhadeva. Our author appears to have been a

man of great influence. We are told Uiat at the desire of the subjects

of the kingdom our author acted as regenr at the death ol Pratiilha-

deva who died leaving his queen with child.* As regent he is stated

to have built the beautiful town of Vidyanagara, resembling the mystic

3. Descriptive Catalogue of Sanskrit Manuscripts in the Raghunalh Temple
Library, Jammu and Kashmir, p. 137.

4. xeuxiASl*ln xgfll BCTUi: 1

tjOTxrxi gsraral n a

1*1
*'. xwnBNrit *xr ca s 1

xnwflixw 'i nxS fax*. war. 11 ct 1

x xxiit flfexnjx; 1

xWca axamr. 1 << 1

rfa win *dxxi leBcPr: 1

Shou accounts ate found to have been given in the book of each of these
disdpla with an indication of their places of activity and a reference to their
successors.

5. It is curious that both the author and his patron are left unnamed in
the work.
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Sricakra 0
ol ihc Tatura form of worship. When die son of Praudlia-

dcva attained majority and was fit for carrying on the duties oF a

king he was placed on the throne. And at the request of the king and
learned men of eminence the work teas composed.*

CH 1STAHARAN CHAKRAVARII.

6. The sad end of the king is attributed to a curse inflicted on him by
Laksmann, one of die nine laymen disc iple-.i ol Sankara. Ii is told that

Lakymapa, on attaining to an advanced stage ol spiritual development, came
during his movements here and there, m the capital of Prautlhadeva who
received the sage with due honour and gave him a house, ornaments and ser-

vants. One day the king received valuable cloths as present from merchants
and he gave some of these to Laksmana who offered them into die sacrificial

fire with a view to the propitiation of the Divine Mother. The king hearing
the report was obviously displeased and demanded them back under sonic pretext.

The hermit felt insulted, cursed die king to dir without any issue and went away
to Southern India where he was approached by die king with a prayer for

mercy. But the words of a hermit are immutable, lie, however, made some
mitigation and assured the king that he would have an issue though that would
be of 110 use to him.

7. vi wrerni,

,

finra uU$«u jif cmriat *rtt i

P*ht ^nfRnrgoarj: ToraS r <t >

The planning of the city to resemble the Silcakra is also mentioned in

mother legend described in the Sivatatti'nrot’idkara (Sale tore, op cit., p. 86).
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VATSABHATTI'S prasasti

One ol the controversial points of Indian history is the date

of Vatsabhaui’s Piaiasii. Mr- K. R. Pisharoti assigns it to .193+529
or 1022 M.E., i.e., 966 A.D.' But the view can be easily rejected

on paleographic grounds. According to Fleet the letters of the ins-

criptions arc a very good specimen of what may be called the western
Malwa alphabet of the fifth century A.D. Paleography can at times be

an uncertain guide, but not so when the question to l>c derided is one
of five or six centuries, and tire scripts used in the two centuries at

issue arc as different as can be. So the lines,

Samskrtamidam bhuyah

Vatsarasatesu Pancasu Vimiatyadhikesu Navasu Cabdesu,

can only be taken to refer to the repair of the temple in M.E- 529.
That the temple had been destroyed some years ago most probably by
the Huns has been already shown in my notes on the subject published
in the Indian Culture.*

Dasharatha Smarm a.

1. Indian Culture, Vol. IV, p. in.

2. Vo!. ID, p. S79 If.; Vol. IV, p. *63. The first of these notes was .sub-

mitted to the last session of the Indian Cultural Conference.

CHANDAHSOTRA OF PINGALA.

I have elsewhere 1 pointed out that the classical tne*res were not
very popular long before the rise of the Guptas. After the Saka
occupation of Ujjayini, that city appears to have become a great scat

of Sanskrit learning. It is interesting to note that Rudradaman's
Junagarh inscription (150 A.D.)2 is the earliest known Sanskrit record
written in a developed Kavya style and that ihc Sanchi inscription of

J Ivadiman (279 A.D.)* is probably the earliest Sanskrit record con-

XV, p. .,« f.; /.G./.S., VI, p. 55.

E.i., vm, P . 36 ff.

3. Ibid., XVI. p. 232.
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taining a verse in a classical metre. Lines 4-6 of the latter inscription

have evidently a Sardulavikrldita stanza

yfrfpi: •MlfritiWi PT^T

'I’fdl'li fy^iCll — —
I

V V-V-V V V

rflwfltf®n rpra-n S3*i: H

Tltc question raised in this connection however requires the solution

of two other problems, viz., (1) date of Patafijali's Mahabh&sya, and
(2) date of Pihgah'a Chandatfsxtlra. I am ottering here a few sug-

gestions regarding the latter, leaving the former to be discussed else-

where.

Weber assigned* the work on Sanskrit prosody ascribed to

Pihgala to a period simultaneous with the close of the Vcdic Sutra
literature, or the commencement of the astronomical and algebraical

literatures. He also suggested* that Pihgala’s chapters I and II on
Vcdic prosody are older than the other chapters dealing with classical

merres- Pandit H. P. Sasiri believed in a story- of the Aiokavadana,
according to which Pihgala was the teacher of Asoka and his brothers,

and assigned 1 the author of the Chandofuulra to about 300 B.C. Dr.

M. Ghosh* has tried to prove that the Vcdic and classical parts of the

work cannot be attributed to the same author, and that the Vcdic part

should be assigned to circa 600 B.C.

Weber was against a very early date for Pihgala* because in the

Chandahsulia numerals have been expressed by words. Though
some words arc known to have been used for numerals even in the

Vcdic literature, '* the elaborate system followed by the author of the

Chanduhsuira cannot but be late. In the chapters dealing with Vedic
metres, Pihgala has used the words msu=8; dditya=ia; dik = 10;

rudra=u
\
ilu=

6

; and fu'=7 - 'Hie use of jlu in the sense of six

seems to be important; because it points to a date when six as the iium-

4 This Prakrit form would suggest that the system of Pinini’t grammar
could not eradicate the influence ol Prakrit from Western India even as late as

the third century AJ).

5. Hill. hid. Li!., pp. 60, 231; Indische Sludtcn, VIII, pp. 173, 178.

6. Loc. cil.

7. J.B.OJIS., VI, p. 24.

9. r.H.Q., VII. p. 728 IF

9. Hiit. Ir.d. Lit., p. 60.

10. G H. Ojha, Fal/roginphy nf India, 1918. p. 121.
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bcr of the seasons had been stereotyped. The Vedic Index (1, |»- 1 10 f.)

points out, "Three seasons of the year are often alluded to.

.

A more
usual division (not found in the R.V.) is into five seasons.

. .sometimes
six seasons are reckoned.. .A still more artificial arrangement makes
the seasons seven..." These farts show that die number of the
seasons was not stereotyped in a very early period- Inscriptions more-
over prove that three or four was the popular number of the seasons as

late as the second century A.D. The Brahmi inscriptions of the Scy-
tho-Kusanas" prove beyond doubt that the year was divided into dircc
seasons varfd and hemanla) of four months each. Six as the
number of the seasons was, therefore, not stereotyped long before the
rise of the Guptas. If this suggestion is accepted. Chapters II and III

of the Chnndahfuirn cannot be assigned to a period much earlier dtan
the fourth century A.D.

1 he chapters dealing with classical metres again have used
the words Mmudra=.\; rsi=>j; vasu=S; nua=6; r/ti=6: indriya
=rj; k&maJara=$, si<ant=y; dik= io; rudra=n: ddilya= ia; rnasa
.= 12; bhula=z; and vedn =4. Of tltcsc at least the word Kdmasara
indicating five can hardly refer to a pre-Gupta date. Kama— Man-
matha=Kandarpa. as a member of the family of l’uranic gods, is late;

his arrows of flowers appear to be still later; but the number of those
arrows was certainly not stereotyped as fisc before the Gupta period.
I am, therefore, inclined to believe that whatever be the date of Pingala,
the present C/iambi/isu/ra— both its Vedic and classical parts— is not a

pre-Gupta work.

As has been pointed out by Dr. Ghosh, the numbers of the
fui, vlytma (ardhoMtma) and samavjUn metres arc 8, 7 and 38
respectively in Bharata’a Nafyasdstro; but they arc 30. 3;, and 76
respectively in the Cluindahsfitra. The Chandahsiitra, in its present
form, is, therefore, later than the NilyruAstra. The Nalyasastra is

assigned by different scholars to a period between 400 and 700 A.D. 1 *

The Chnndahsulra cannot, therefore, be placed earlier than the fifth

century A D.

D. C-. Sircar.

II. Cf. TVB T^t-i t fixt u (Lllders’ List No. 76);
"Ujft'S) sb srhnrSt fW ft * ( ibid. No. 149 A. ) etc.

is. IJf.Q., VII. p. 727.

15. S. K. D-, Sanskrit forties, p. 23 ff.; Winterniu, Gesc/i. hid. Lit., Ill, p. 8.
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THE CASTE OF THE PALAS

Flic Palas ruled over the greaier part of Bengal for more than
three centuries and a half. I'his was the most glorious period of
the history of Eastern India. Moreover, unlike oilier families who
built up vast empires in this part of the country, they were of indige-
nous origin. Unfortunately, we have no clear mention of their caste.
Of course they were Buddhists. But the society was no less caste-con-
tious for that. The silence is really strange.

There have been discussions about it by late M. M. Sasun.

1

Messrs. R. D. Banerjec ,J and |. C. Ghosh 1 and also by Mr. P. C. Sen.
4

No decision lias been reached as yet and die problem still awaits
solution.

Up to this time we have no less than eight references to the
caste of die Palas. Of these, ihe earliest is “Arya-Manjusri-Mula-
kalpa," a late eighth century MS. It was written at a time when
the Palas had just ascended the throne ol Gau<;la. Here we find them
described as "Dasajlvinah" or Sudras. Next in point of time comes a

MS. of “Asiasahasrika-Prajnaparamiia”—three centuries later. Accord-
ing to it. die Palas were ,

‘Rajabhai5di-VamSapatita’’-no mention of

taste at all. Almost contemporary with it are the Kamauli Inscrip-

tion of Vaidyadcya. the Udayasundarikatha bv Sodhal. a Gujrat poet,

and the Ramacarita by Sandnyakara Nandi. The first calls the Palas

as "jdlam lamie mihirasya," flic second as
"mcndhalrvamSa-ptebhava

It is to be noted that this was die time when Pala supremacy
had reached its zenith. Two centuries later when their glory had be-

come a story of the past, the Palas were described in the Ballala-Carita

as low-born Ksatriyas. Taranadia in his History of Buddhism in

India,” and Chanarama in his "Dharma Maiigala,” both of the 16th
century, give the same story.

A consideration of die above tends to reveal the following story.

The Palas were at first known as Sfidras. With the rise of their power
they began to claim a nobler descent. But the old story persisted,

nevertheless- Through all these, one truth can be discovered. It is

admitted that they were born of a Ksatriya mother. Let us try to

find out their position among the various castes born of a ksatriya

mother but of fathers of different castes. The only Dasajivi caste is

die Kaivarta. Did die Palas, then, belong to this caste ?

i. M.A.S.D., V. (5) Preface.

3 . I.II.Q., VoL IX.

2. Blnglar IUhis. Pt. I.

4 - Klyauha PatriLa, 1336 B.S.
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Circumstantial evidences also support die contention. Sandhya-
Laranandi in his Kamacarita describes Divyoka, the Kaivaria rebel of

Varendra, as ''RSjakkjunl-aihsabhnk." lie had then some blood-

relation with the Palas,—a ilauhitni perhaps. With die derlinc of

their power, different branches of the Palas, migrated to distant parts

of the country and established new kingdoms mere. Such a branch
came to Sarbeswar (Mod. Sabhar) on the Eastern bank of the llariisa-

vati (Mod. Bamsi) in the District of Dacca. Ihe story Ls told in

Digvijaya-Prakaja, a seventeenth-century work. The village of Sabhar
abounds with the ruins or the capital of Hariia Candra Pala, a scion

of the family. Dr. N. K. Bhattasali. in his preface of the book "Mayna-
matir gan" has shown their relation with the Palas. To-day the

direct line of Harisa Candra cannot be traced. But his indirect

descendants, by the daughter’s side, now live in Jcssorc and in the

villages of Konda, Nannar, etc., in the district of Dacca. They are

generally known as the "Rays of Vakurra" and occupy an honoured
position among the Mahijyas of Bengal. The remains of their ances-

tral glory lie scattered off Konda. Rays, of course, no longer claim

the honour ol being "Jatatn vaiiiie mihirasya" but pass as ordinary

Mahiyyas.

It has been definitely established that the Mahiyyas of Bengal
arc but Kaivartas. They proudly claim Divyoka as one of their caste

and the illustrious Pala kings of Bengal also, perhaps, belonged to

the same.

Bisweswar Chakravarti.

TWO READINGS IN THE GOPATHA BRAHMANA

Attention is drawn to the following two places in the Gopatha
Brahmana where the readings in the so-far published texts ol this

book appear to be corrupt and which are liable to be amended with

plausible certainty.

In the Gayatrl Upani$ad of the Gopatha Bralunaya. Purva

Bhaga, first Prapaihaka, Kni)<Jika 31. the following sentence occurs

« iterim ^o-frauft nfarfv, atrarafara aftrarrr wgraififit

yiHusi nr?, ?ra nvuur 1

In the above the two words srraprf'.|ra present insurmountable
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difficulty. The euphonic combination split into ScSiya and uvfica
presents a dilemma and docs not yield any rational meaning. Pandit
Jnva Nand in his Calcutta edition and Pandit Kshema Karana Das
in his Allaliabad edition of die Gopatha text show the corrupt reading,
and the latter who has also supplied the translation of the text, makes
a mess of the meaning. Even Dr. Gaastra who has published a col-

lated edition of the Gopatha Brahutana from Leyden has adopted the

corrupt reading wreplfcny which Jails to yield any sense.

The compound sentence quoted above contains three clauses,

namely, (a) « (b) anwplfora agrenft

wfitaf srw and (c) I

In this if we only substitute wrarai 5ftr for the meaningless

phrase yronnjra we gc: an intelligible reading which does not do via-

Icncc either to the sandhi or to the meaning. is a particle

common enough in the style of the Brahrn&nas, and hero only the

clumge of one consonant is needed to restore sense to an otherwise

troublesome text. The qualifying epithet Rrahmadri with Acarya
suits admirably well and is quite in accordance with the Atharva Veda

text, viz., etraraf apraKT, XI. 5. 16.

Dr. Gaeslra has ?dopicd the reading sitMiftoi:, hut Pandit

Jiwa Nand lias ihe reading in the dat : vc case, viz., Wl-lllf ET5 EfcfHiO

WlfiSl fnfMf 3Tij, which is more in agreement with the text of the

Saihapatha Brahmana

wi ( sji-41'j, ) ( rrpTMift®!
)

i XI. 5. 1. 6.

Obviously Paudit Jivra Naud‘s reading is preferable to that

of Dr. Gaastra.

Again in ilic Gopatha Brahmana. puna ilhaga, second Prapa-
thaka, pth Kandika, die following text occurs

aifurof^ira n !r^rli?^rrt tpr nn i

fc^Tt *37Pt
t <j»t ri fra WPIPWterftt fnra vraaifo

i

In the above, the text which enumerates the three Atigirasas is

hopelessly edited in all die printed editions. It is surprising diat even

the critical edition from Leyden also repeats the mistake in others. To
a close student of the Vedas it should be obvious that here the text

enumerates the three Bhrgus, viz., Vayu, Apas, and Candrama, and

die three Angirasas, viz., Agni, Adilyas, and Vania. The correct

reading, therelorc, should be as follows : atfirtnf^jj ’TO IfefrT

etc.
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Aditya and Yama is the reading which seems to be at once
simple and easy. In its place Aditydya ma iti is a reading which can
by no means be justified. Still the mistake seems to be persistent
enough and in the Index Verborum of the Brahmanas and the
Aranyakas published under the title of Vaidika Padanukrama Kost
by Pandit Vishva Bandhu Shastri, Volume I. page 193, column 3,

line 34, aiiRfc^iq is the incorrect entry under Gopatha, 1 . s. 9. This
is no doubt due to a mistake ol the reading auf^aq r TO! and must be
ieciificd.

Vasudeva S. Agrawala
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THE RISE AND FALL OF MUHAMMAD BIN TUGHLUQ. by Dr. Mahdi

Husain, Luzac k Co.. 1938. Price Rs 15/-

The book has been presented to the public as an attempt to remove certain

misconceptions regarding the history of medieval India. Particular reference

has been made to Muhammad bin Tughluq whom uur author regards as

“perhaps the most important of all the Muslim nrlen of India and certiiinly

one of tin- most grossly misunderstood.” His special thesis is to prove that the

indigenous population were not. as they are usually supposed to be, “hewers
of wood and drawers ol water" to their new masters. Dr. Husain has amassed a

vast wealth of material in support of his contentions. His discovery of an
autography of the famous SuIOn (appended to the text of the book) has

made us all debtors to him. T2ie author is inclined to set store by the evidence

of the Futuh-usSvUfin, a contemporary poetical composition dedicated to the

founder of the Bahmanl dynasty by *l$4tnl which Briggs regards as a "historical

romance." He points out in this connection that Ziya-ud-dln Baranl. who
“presents a striking contrast to SuluSn Muhammad in almost every respect, spe-

cially in nutters religious” and Ibn Batfuia. who was one of the who
"had declared war on the emperor and had approved of his execution," can

hardly be regarded as unprejudiced and unbiassed recorders of events of the

reign. This i\ not the first attempt to form a favourable estimate of the actions

of Sultir. Muhmmad. Dr. Iswari Prasad pointed out long ago that the verdict

which represents him as a tyrannical ruler docs little justice to him.

The book treats not only of the political events of the reign of Suliln

Muhammad hut discusses such varied subjects as the causes of the rise and fall

of the Delhi Sultanates, the circumstances that led to the establishment of the

family of Tughluq Shah on the throne, the political institutions and the coinage

of the period. A separate chapter has been devoted to an examination of the

diflerent theories regarding the name and descent of the Tughluq family.

The value of the fcoDk has been further enhanced by several appendices on the

architecture and Sanskrit inscriptions of the time of Muhammad bin Tughluq.

a critical account of the sources and a select bibliography. Among oilier im-

portant features of the book mention may be made of the Index, several illustra-

tions and a map.

While one may not agree with the author in every respect, one will certainly

find the book useful and interesting.

GoLAPCHANDRA RaYCHAVDHVRJ,
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ANCIENT KARNATAKA, Vol. I: History of Tuluva by Bbasket- Anand
Salctore, M.A., Ph D., Oriental Bool Agency, Poona, 1936, pp. Gio-pindcx.

This is the firtr of a series of five volumes in which Dr. B. A. Salctore pro-

poses to write out the history of Ancient Kanina from the earliest times till the

downfall of die Western Calukyas. Dr. Salctore, who has by his Social end
Political Life in the Fijayanagara Empire and oilier writings won for himself

the reputaton of being a careful and pcisevering researcher and a devoted

student of South Indian history, gives ample indication in the volume under

notice that the work, when complete, will form an excellent provincial history

and keeps his reputation intact. Far more critically-minded than many of the

historians who make constant efforts to acquaint us with this or that aspect of

ancient and medizva! history of Southern and Western India, Dr. Salctore has

also the happy gift of telling his tale in an easy and unaffected style.

The volume under review lias for its theme the history in all its aspects,—

legendary, political, administrative, cultural, social and religious,-of one of

the most ancient dynasties of Soudirrn India, viz., the Alupas, whose history

dates from the second century A.D. I his royal family, ol which much was not

known till the publication of this volume, ruled over TuJuvanSdu (now repre-

sented by the South Kanara district of die Madias Presidency and the greater

part of tire North Kanara district of the Bombay Presidency), and played a very

important part in the history of KaipAia. In over Goo pages, Dr. Salctore gives

an account of this royal family from epigraphies), literary and othes sources of

information.

The author emphatically denies that Satiyaputa of tire Asokan Edicts is to

be identified, as has been done, wldt Tu|uva. In his estimate, Madhvicflrya

(Anandaiirilia>, the greatest son of Tujuva, was bom in 1938 A.D. and passed

away in 1317 A.D. His account of the village organisation, based upon die

Gi&mapuddhati, which is introduced lor the first time in these pages, and which

ascribes the division of the land into gnfouis or villages to Mayuravarma and

the introduction of the law of inheritance through the nephew to BhutS|a

1'indya, is highly interesting. Noteworthy arc also the facts that crowned queens

participated in the administration of the country in Alupa history, that

Buddhism did exist in Tuluva, and so on. The volume contains an elaborate

Index comprising about 40 pages, but the general get-up of a work like this

should have been far more dainty and attractive.

N.

TANPAVA-LAKSANAM : by Dr. Bijayeti Venkata Nmyanaswami Naidu,

Pasupuleti Sritiivasulu Naidu and Ongolc Venkata Rangayya Pantulu ; G.

S. Press, Madras, 1936, pp. 174— Indices

On the walls Hanking the passages in the massive Gopuramt (gate-ways) of

the great Temple of Siva Naiarfija at Cidambaram, which were built by different
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kings at different periods,—the northern Gopuram being built by the celebrated

Kp>t.ia Deva R4ya of Vijayanagara.~arc sculptured one hundred and eight

A arenas or dance-poses, with definitions of those poses inscribed above cadi of

them. Of these dance sculptures, there appeared in the Madras Epigraphies!

Report for 19:4. wood-cut illustrations of 95 only. A casual visit to the Great

Temple by the learned writers of this treatise led them to realise that the 108

pw« were but intended by the builders of die Gupurams to illustrate the 108

Karanas as described in die fourdi chapter of the Katya Oastra of Bharata, with

the result that we have this interesting publication on the fundamentals of

ancient Hindu dancing, with original photcgtaph.% of the dance sculptures as

also of the Great Temple and the Gopurar/ts.

The volume contains besides an Introduction, dealing ivith Bharata's

Natya Sditra and an account of the Great Temple from a historical point of view,

an English translation of the fourth chapter of the Ndlyt) Sastva and an exliaus-

live glossary of the highly technical dance terms used by Bharata in the eighth

to eleventh chapters of die A ifya S&itra, to make the inscriptions that arc carved
above the Karanas teadily intelligible u» all suctions of the readers. In the

Appendices are rcpioduied the Sanskrit text of the Tnadma-Lahsanam and some
extracts from the Madras Epigraphies Report for 1914, which are followed by

some note of aaihetic and archeological inretest, pertinent to the Science of

Dancing. The mirk has appropriately two Indices, an Index of the Karanas
and Arigahdras, and a General Index.

1 lie prim and illustrations are neatly executed and the get-up of the book

leaves nothing to be desired. The volume is sure of it warm welcome by all

whom it may concern.

N.

CONTRlBUTIO AI.IO STUDIO SULLA CONCE2IONE E SULLO SVILUP-
PO STORICO DELL’ APSARAS by Ciuseppina Borsani; pp. 129; Milan,

193S.

In this interesting and useful publication the authoress has tried co collect

the relevant data about the Apsarases from the chief sources—the Vcdic literature,

Epics, Purigas, classical literature, as well as Buddhist and Jaina literature. The
treatment had naturally to be very brief, for the data about the Apsarases con-

fained in tire Pur&nas alone would fill many volumes, but the authoress has

made a judicious choice not only of what to give, but also—and this is hardly less

important in an account of the Apsarases—of what is there to pass over in silence.

Tire et)visolot$y of the word apsnras has been discussed, but no notice has been

taken of Wackernagel s suggestion in KulmFestschrift that the word signifies

“Gestaltlos/* The word lias been connected also with Per*
:
perm, but this

too has nowhere been mentioned in the book. On the whole, however, the

book is well-written and amply repays perusal.

Batajjushna Giiosir.
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PRAKRTAKALPATARII DF. RAMA4ARMAN par Luigia Nitti-Dolci; Bibli-

otheque de 1'EcoIc dcs 1 lautes Etudes, deux cent soixantc-trciriiiiie Fasci-

cule ; pp. XII 4-95; Paris >939-

Thi» is the last work of the late lamented Madame Luigia Nitti-Dolci-“unc

dcs plus brillantes figures que comptait dens lei jcunes generations 1’indianisme

accidental." Here she has given a critical edition of the first sikhA of Ramasar-

man’s work with extracts from the commentary and a French translation, lire

work has been known to Indologists for more than a century, and parts of it

have also been published by Grierson. Madame Nitti-Dolci, therefore, thought

it neoruary to publish only the unpublished portions, i.c., the whole of the

first Sakha on the principal Prakrit with the exception of the eighth Stabaka

on Dhitvadefcu. The edition is based on a single manuscript full of mistakes.

Yet the work of editing was not too dilficuU. for Rimaiarman says practically

nothing tlrai has not been said also by Martaptfeya or Hcmacandia. Rimafar

man and Markandeya belong to the same school and age; but whenever the

lormcr dilrers from the latter, it is only to agree with Hcmacandra.

Baiakrsshna Ghosh.

HYMENES ET PRIERES DU VEDA by Louis Rcnou; pp. 164: Paris, 1938.

This is a hook written lor the general public by a master of Vcdic philolo-

gy. The study of the Vcdic literature has been confined 10 a few special ists

in every country
;
practically no effort has been made to oiler to the enlightened

public of the world the universal elements ol this great literature In the

little book under review Prof. Rcnou has undertaken to do this. Selected pas-

sages out of the RV., AV-, KauiikasQtra, Vajasancyisamhita. Maitrayanl-sam-

hita and Taiftiriya-samhita have been translated in is with a view to helping the

uninitiated to get a glimpse of the Vcdic literature reflecting the various aspects

of the life in Ancient India. In conformity with the purpose of the author, the

translation in each case is literary and not literal. Such a book cannot fail to

prove highly stimulating to all interested in Indian civilisation and culture.

Batakiushna Ghosh.

PROBLEME DER BUDDHISTISCHEN LOG1K in der Darstcllung des Tattva-

samgraha. by Arnold Kunst; pp. 145; Krakow, 1939.

It is hardly an exaggeration to say that a new era in the history of Indian

philosophical thought opened with the publication of SuntarakHta’s Tattvasaiu-

grata in the Gzkwad Oriental Series. Coming after Kumar ila and before San-

kara, Sintarakjita in his great work gives a critical survey of all the philosophical

systems of hit age from the view-point of Vijfiflnavada. It Is a pity that the

work has not received as much attention as it deserves, and the book under
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review is periiaps ihe first published In Europe on this veritable cnq-cloptedia

of Indian philosophy. The author deals only with the Anuminaparik^a of the
Tattvasaiiigr.iha ancl modestly confines himself to Riving as faithful a translation

as possible of the text of .^maraktita and his commentator Kamalaiila. Like

his teacher Prof. Schayer, Dr. Kutut too seems to be overcautious with die

technical terms, many of which he leaves untranslated—a procedure which evoked
a just protest from Prof. Steherbatsky fRoanik Orjenu 193.], p. *5). It is a

special feature of the book under review that die author lias taken into consi-

deration also the Tibetan versions of die test, which, as he has amply demon-
strated, often helps us to coiicci and improve die* Sanskrit text.

Bataksushna Ghosh.

VIEILLES BALLADES DU BENGALE (Dinesli Chandra Sen); adaptation de
Madeleine Rolland ; Publications Chitra, No. 6; pp. *53 ; Paris, 1939.

Rai Bahadur Dinesh Chandra Sen lias retrieved from imminent oblivion a

glonous literature of medieval Bengal. That was a time, impossible for us to

conceive, when the days were long and yet so happy ! The impact of European
civilization was so strong dial Bengal in the eighteenth century lost her moor-
ings all on a sudden. Unable to resist the lure of the West, sire broke with her

past almost completely, and though blinded by the glitter of the new light

from that quarter, she did not hesitate to take die decisive plunge which has

brought us where we art* to-day. Old Bengal lived on, however, in the distant

villages, reflected in all her langourous beauty in dress ballads collected by Mr.

Sen. some of which have been translated into French in this volume by Mile
Madeleine Rolland. The translation is not literal, but it is more than correct

:

every line of it strikes in our hearts the same chord as the original Bengali.

Mile Rolland, like her illustrious bioehei. is a true lover of India. Hence

she does not claim to have "discovered" India for the West. In the present volume
she has only tried to communicate to her country men the emotions and sentiments

evoked in her heart by these ballad* ol Bengal.

Batakriahna Ghosh.

HISTORY OF THE CITY OF MADRAS (written for the Tercentenary Cele-

bration Committee, 1939) by Rao Sahib C. S. Sritiivavadiari, M.A., Professor

of History. Annamulai University ; with a foreword by Diwan Bahadur S. E.

Runganadhan. M.A., J.ES.. Retired Vice Chancellor, University of Madias;

published by P. Varadachary & Co., Madras, 1939; pages xlvii-j-jGj-

The history of the city of Madras is intimately connected with the rise

of the British power in India. We, theiefore, opened Prof. Srinivasachari’s

book not only as students 0: South Indian history, but also as those interested
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in the early history ol British rale in India, anti we must admit that our expecta-

tion* arc completely satisfied.

Besides a learned introduction giving an interesting general account of the

city of Madras and iu neighbourhood, the work under review is divided into

eighteen chapters. Chs. 1-V deal with the early history of the site of Madras

and the origin and development of the settlement of the English. Chs. VI-

XIV give a detailed account of the history ol 'he city ami the progress it made

in different directions under the administration ol such able Governors as Lang-

home (1672-78), S. Master (1678-8)). W. Gvflord (tGSi-Sy). E. Yale (1687-91).

Higginson (1692-98), T- I’itt (1698-1709). T. Saunders (i75*~55)- C. Pigot

(1755-63), and otliers. Chs. XV-XVII deal with the history of the growth of

Madras in tire tgtli century, while in Ch. XVIII is given an interesting account

of die city in the present century. The value ol the hook has been greatiy

enhanced by such illuwrations as Fryer's Map of Madras (1673). Plan of Madras

in 1688 from I,. Langlii. prospect of Fort St. George and plan of Madras surveyed

by order of Governor Pitt (1710), Madras in 1733 from Talboys Wheeler’s map,

Plan of Fort St. George and Bounds of Madraspatant surveyed ami drawn by

F. L. Conrad i in 1755. Limits of Madras as fixed in 1798, etc. A chronological

table which has been appended illustrates the history of Madras from 1522 when

the Portuguese colonised San Thome up to August 4. 1939, when the Tercen-

tenary of the Foundation of the city was celebrated. There are also an exhaus-

tive bibliography and a useful index.

The fairly long story covering three centuries of the growth of the village

of Madraspatant, received by Francis Day for the East India Company of British

merchants from the Rajah of Candragiri through Darnarla Venkatappa (Venka-

tadri), the Naval; of the Coast country, to the present Madras (9 miles in length

and 3 miles in breadth), one of die biggest and best Indian cities, has been

delineated by Prof. Srinivataihat i in the most fascinating way. Some of the

sections, the last chapter dealing with such topic* as the growth and acti-

vities of the Madras Corporation, are extremely interesting and highly inrtrucc-

ive. The author has done full justice In all aspects ol Madras history and life.

We recommend this beautiful book to all who arc interested in India.

Dureai Chandra Sircar.

DER ARISCHE MANNERBUND, by Stig Witandcr; pp. XIl+111, Lund
1938.

Doctoral dissertations of Scandinavian Universities have always maintained

a high standard scarcely reached elsewhere, and Winder's work too is no ex-

ception to this rule. Yet it is difficult to agree with the author on any [joint, for

he it wholly prepossessed with the idea of an Aryan religious cult, for the

existence of which however, he has not been able to produce a scintilla of proof.

It is all the more regrettable, therefore, that he should show such scant courtesy
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to ihe researches of such eminent scholars as Emile Benvcntstc and Louis Renou
s.hom he wrongly anuses of regarding the myths as merely linguistic phenomena

(p. 88). What Mr. WiLander wishes to prove is that Skt. mifrya signified

not merely a lusty young man hut a member of a particular society vowed to

a particular cult : the m&ryet in short veere the earthly counterparts of the Manns

in heaven and that the two words are also etymologically connected with each

other (which is quite possible). With the dissolution of these prehistoric

students' corporations the word mdrya too lost its original meaning, and in the

Vcdic literature it came to be used merely as a colourless form of address.

The erotic trait in the Vcdic irnfiyi and the Middle Iranian mfrvh h explained

in the authors opinion by the fact that young men when they arc old enough

to join corporations arc everywhere prone to he lustful. Such arc tome of the

conclusions reached by Wikander in this book. It is symptomatic of the author's

line of thought that in his opinion only Schrader in his “Mysterium und

Miraus” had succeeded in grasping the real significance of the Vedic cult.

He has no faith in any one of those great Vedic scholars from Bcrgaigne to

Gcldner. It is a pity.

Batakhishna Giiojh.

I HE MUGHAL EMPIRE by S. M. Jaflar B.A.. M.R.A.S. (I^nd.) with an

Introduction by the Hon'ble Sir Abdul Qndir, Kt. Published by S. Muham-
mad Sadiq Khan, K»«a Rhain, Peshawar. Price Us. 5/- ncL

It is a good sign of the time- that Muslim scholars have themselves undertaken

the task of writing the history oi the Muslim rvdc in India in right earnest. Mr.

Taffar is already well-known by his work. ’ Education in Muslim India.” The

author claims himself to he "equipped with a thorough knowledge of the origi-

nal sources and a clear conscience” and has chosen the ’“right path" (as opposed

to the communally ridden one), "History must not be used as an instrument

of propaganda even in die best of causes, if used in a wrong sense, it may result

ir. filling streets with human blood
”

All this is quite good. Two controversial points on which he claims to

have shed new light arc the so-called apostasy of Akbar and the bigotry of

Aurangzch Many' will agree with him in the view that Akbar was no infidel

to the religion of the Prophet and remained a Muslim at heart. But it ii

difficult to subscribe to his view that Aurangreb was no bigot. His treatment

of this topic seems to be apologetic rather than critical and the author is out to

defend every measure of Aurangreb, The plain truth is that an all-India empire

cannot last for a long period on the goodwill and active support of a single

community and Aurangreb by his religious policy offended almost every other

community excepting the orthodox lollowcrs of Islam.

The comprehensive, bibliography (added at the end of the book) of works

which he claims to have consvilted ought to have enabled the author to speak

more authoritatively on other controversial topics of the Mughal history. We do
not know if that has not been reserved lot- future. The chanter on Mughal
culture and civilisation gives only a meagre outline of the whole subject. The
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treatment ia not thorough and exhaustive, and it is of doubtful value to the

students in schools and colleges for whom the book is chiefly meant.
P. L. Paul

STUDIES IN THF. HISTORY OF THE BENGAL SUBAH. Vo!. I, 1740-1770,

by Dr. Kalikinkar Daua. M.A., Ph.D., P.R.S.. published by the University

o( Calcutta. XX & 567.

Dr. Datta is justly looked upon as a scholar whose researches invest his

work with authority. In the book under review-, he has made an honest and
laudable attempt to collect minute and interesting details regarding the little

known aspects of the social and economic history of Bengal, during the period

of transition that intervened between the collapse of Muglial imperial author-

ity in the province and the effective establishment of the British East India
Company's power there Indeed, the real history of the people of our country
has yet to be written, and we have no hesitation in considering this work to be

one ol the pioneer works in this direction. It is striking that the learned author
has laboured hard to base his account* on comprehensive and exhaustive studies

of a variety of souices. many of which were till then unpublished and litdc

known. These are chiefly (1) contemporary manuscript works in Persian, (a)

contemporary Bengali and Sanskrit literature containing useful incidental
reference to social and economic conditions, (3) a vast mass of records of the

East India Company, and (4) accounts of content poretv European writers. Dr.
Sen rightly observes in his Foreword to this book "His reconstruction of the
social history, for instance, will prove of immense interest. He has satisfactorily

proved that neither the fairer sex nor the humble castes, dubbed as "depressed"
under the nesv dispensation, were cither uneducated or uncultured. If the
caste system was rigid, we should not forget that i: did not stand in the way
of literary er.mucdfne between the high Brahmin and the humble washerman/

1

The work is studiously impartial in its tone, and many of its expressions are
very suggestive and significant. We believe that the book would be studied with
interest and profit by all, who arc interested in the pat history o£ their country,
and trust that Dr. Datta wouid try to write a similar volume for the last quarter
of the eighteenth century.

Amui.va Cmasam VrnvAr.HUSAN.
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PATAfJJALI AND THE VaHIKAGRaMAS

By Vasudeva S. Agrawala

In the Mahabharata, Kama Parva, ch. 44. are found che follow-

ing verses which definitely point to die identification of the Vahika
country

:

Hit'll &sf5rnft»r*n: 1

II 3 11

ag to! 1

f^TTcr =1 5pfi9rra?ir avn 11 ^ 11

srftftt Rnrorr fe^gr vfirfu?: 1

«wjr srw a ?m wntf a ara. ffSW.n^n
ital aa fsrai?'! *rf®nr 1

wkjt urn ci trj». t a fNvnff 5*1?’
11 «o 11

It is apparent from the above that the ancient Vahika country
roughly coincided with the modem Panjab, 'Land of die Five Rivers'

(Paficanada, Karna parva, ch. 45,30), excluding Kurukjctra.'

VAHIKAGRAMAS

The names of gramas in the Vahlka country were of some im-
portance from the view-point of gramtnadcal suffixes. Panini makes
a general reference to diem in the following sutra :

qiftanfarpr iv. 2. 117.

i.e.. the names of Vahika-gramas (towns and villages) take the affixes

fhan and nitha in the sense of sefa.

In die next surra.ftnrratlfa^ IV. 2. 1 18, Panini means to say that

the U&nara Janapada formed part of the Vahika country, on account

I. «fv*£tn IPT51 S I

awr *<s$x«i Mifi 8 B —Kama Parva, ch. 44, 6.
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of which ilie Uimara-gramas were also entidcd io the rules governing

the names of Vahika-gramas, though the towns in die Uiinara country

took the suffixes only optionally. As examples of Vahika-grama in

the USinara land, the KaSika gives die names of Ahvajala and

Sudarsaoa.

Patanjali in the course of his discussions on sfktras IV. 2. 104

and 124 refers to the following names of Vahika-gramas

:

(Bhasya II. 293)

( » )

( * )

(
11.294 )

(II. 294; II. 301.)

( II. 298 )

( II. 298 )

( II. 298 )

1 . wra aiCi+nin t

2. «r*altt ffw «n?tainw *

3. ftTR vnfidini >

4. ht^‘ wm j

B. wra -lirCi-'.nifl :

6. u t
dMttW Jim ctuOwnws

7. 4 smt -Jitflv.HTfl :

8- *nTT ^T^rram:

9. x??3fl 3m !TO: ( II. 299 )

Karantava may also be taken to be the name of a Vahika town

as implied in Bhasya, II. 293. 297. It is mentioned in the Mahabha-
rata in the regions of Kuruk$ctra under the name of Karantuka (Vana-

parva, 83. 208).

We are indebted to the Kasika for die information diat the names
of GausthI and NaitakI read in the Paladyadi gana of Panin i IV.

2. 110) were also Vahika-gramas

3*IT Ufljt $3^13 l

The Kasika commenting on I. 1. 75 says that Dcvadatta was a

Vahika-grama. The same is repeated in the gloss on sutra IV. 2. 116,

where we also get the information that Dcvadatta was also the name
of an Eastern town. On the sutra IV. 2. 117, itself dealing with
Vahika-gramas, the KaSika cites Mandiava along with Sakala, both of

which must have been the names of Vahika towns.

The word grama in the compound Vahika-grama should be taken

to include both cities and villages. We can confidently infer this from
the example of Kiistlia. Patanjali calls it a grama, as cited above, but
Pdnini refers to it as a nagara in sutra VI. 1. 155 :
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Kastira may be identified with Kasur in Lahore district, lying

along the banks of the Satlej and situated upon the north bank of

the old bed of the Beas. Its name ending in -tira points to its situation

in olden days immediately on the banks of the river which in course

of time cut its course further east.

Sakala. the most famous in Pattnjali’s list of Vahika-gramas, is

placed on the Apaga river by the Mahabharata. It is identified by Gene-

ral Cunningham with Sanglawala-Tiba,—the country round which is

still called Madradcfci.-wesi of the Ravi in the district of Jhang in

the Punjah (Dey's Geographical Dictionary). It is also often identi-

fied with Sialkot, which is traditionally known to have been founded

by Salya.

Sausuka as the name of a Vahika-grima is referred to by Katya-

yana also in a Vartlika :

(IV. 2. 141 ; Bhasya. II. 301).

Patanjali derives sRjKtn: in the sense of one belonging to,

or 2 resident of, Sausuka. Ptolemy mentions twelve towns situated

along the river (Indus), viz. Einboliiua, Pcniagramma, Asigramma,

Tiansa, Aristobat'hra. Azika, Pardabathra, Piska, Pasipeda, Sousikana,

Bonis and Kolaka (McCrindl: * Ptolemy, p. ms)- ». McCrmcle
writes about the identification of Sousikana :

‘It is generally agreed that this (Sousikana) is a corrupt reading

for Musikana, die royal city of Musikanos, who figures so conspicu-

ously in the records of the Macedonian invasion, and whose kingdom

was described to Alexander as being the richest and most populous in

all India' (ol>. cit. p. M5>- 1 disagree with this view and think that

the identification of Ptolemy’s Sousikana with Sausuka Vahika-grama

of the grammatical literature is much more plausible. Panini also

mentions Sausayana in the Arihaijadi group (IV. 2. 80) from which

we get the word form Sausayanaka denoting the place founded by

Sausayana. Vardhamana derives Sausayana from Sausa, 5 adding the

familiar suffix -Syana, which also seems to have been the base in

Sausuka. Most probably Sausayanaka and Sausuka referred to the same

locality under different Terminations.

Of Ptolemy's list Tiansa lias been recognised in the modern name

Taunsa situated on the right bank of the Indus, where it receives the

combined waters of the Luni and the Sangar. 4 Sausuka, therefore,

2. **.*r*i: 1
Garyaratnamahodadhi, verse sSg.

3. Indian Histoncal Quarterly
, 1934, p. 5 ' 9 - Hard Krishna Deb.
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should be looked for on ihe lower course of the Indus below

Taunsa.

IDENTIFICATION OF AR.iT WITH ARA

In Patanjali's list of VShlkaftranias the first is .Arat. It is referred

to twice on p. 293 of Vol- II of the Bhasya. In the first instance

under Varttika on IV. * ^o^, Ariit is an from which the deriva-

tive form is Aratlya. In the second place under Varttika 2 on the

same surra, the context requires Arat to be both an nvYtva and a

VahikaRrama. Smcc the airyava suffix l\/ip is superseded bv the

Vahikr.-erAma suffix than and ftifho. the forms from Arat arc Aratki
and Aratka, 3 woman of Arat.

The genesis of the name Arat (that which is situated near) pre-

supposes the existence of another important town in its proximity in

relation to which it was so designated.

Fortunately both the philological and the geographical considera-

tions arc satisfied in the identification of Aral with Ara. Ara is

situated it) the Salt Range at the unner approach of the Nandana pass.

The distance between Tavila and Ara is approximately 72 miles in a

straight line, but necessarily a good deal longer by road. If we look

at a mao of the Punjab in some school atlas we car. find out Khewra
in the Salt Range from which plarp the largest quantity of rock salt

> c quarried. Ara is about 14 miles measured in a straight line to the

north-east of Khewra.
According ro Sir AnreJ Stein* who made a detailed archeologi-

cal and topogranhical survev of this area, this portion of the Salt

Range between Oandot on the west and TWwar in rbe east, is crossed

by a succession of four routes which an invader coming from the north-

west must convenicndv u«e to reach the Ihelum and the open plain

beyond the river. Three four routes in order from east to west arc

those leading oast the villages of BaghSnw3 l3 . ChanuwKla and Kusuk.
and the one descending from Dnndoi. to the salt-mine of Khewra. The
Khewra route connecting l^andot about a mile to its north-west with
Find T>idankhan on the Thelum is the western most route. But we
are chiefly concerned here with rhe rasrem route leading down steeply

from a plateau of the eastern branch of the Salt Ranee to the village
of Baghanwala and the onrn riverine plain of the Thelum bevond it.

Ara lies at the head of this route. From Ara the route leads to

4. Areh<ro!o?iai! Rtioonamnnces in Noilh-Weitern India and South-
Eastern Iran far Sir Aurvl Stein, pp 24-44. 1 ^ indebted to Sir Stein for
the topographical descriptions given here, except the identification.
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Nandana, and from there past B3ghanw3 l5 to Haranpur and Jalalpur

on the Jhelunt. According to Sir Stein’s showing, it was this route

which Alexander followed to reach the Jhelum, journeying across the

Salt Range, and many centuries later it was this route which Mahmud
Ghazni took when he repulsed Bhimapala Shahi and besieged the fort

of Nandana. In view of die geographical and historical importance

of Aral I may quote at some length from Sir Stein's book :

'I may now proceed to give an account of the route leading

down from the Salt Range through the pass of Nandana, and of the

icmains of the ancient stronghold, a true chiusa, which guarded it.

I was able to make a close examination of them, with the help of Dr,

Fabri, between November 28th and December 2nd, after having

gained the upper approach of the pass at the rest house of Ara by a

inarch of about 17 miles from Jalalpur The route starting from
the village of Ara may. in view of the explanations given in the pre-

ceding section well claim our interest as the main one that saw
Alexander's forces descend to the bank of the Hydaspes. About 2

miles to the south of Ara the outer or southern one of the two more
or less ]>arallel chains of hills into which the highest portion of the

Salt Range is here as elsewhere divided, dips down steeply towards the

riverine plain. Between the two chains there extends a series of small

open valleys, fertile at their bottoms and situated at elevations between
2000 and 3000 feet approximately. Approach to these valleys is

easily gained by several roads which traverse the broken, but ali the

same for the most part carefully cultivated plateau stretching tc the

west of the Grand Trunk Road and the railway line between Taxila
and Jhelum. Near the village of Ara there extends an open plateau,

over 2 miles across and well provided with water. Sloping gently

towards the watershed it would have affoidcd a convenient place for

assembling a force before its descent to the river. We must assume
that on this plain, more than thirteen centuries after Alexander’s

passage, there took place that ba-.de between Mahmud of Ghazni and
Bhimapala Shahi, which the Mohammadan chroniclers mention as

having preceded the former’s ‘iegc of the fortress of Nandana in A.D.

1014. From the elevated ground of the Ara plateau, a: a height of

about 2,400 feet a steep winding road leads down over the rocky scrap

of the range for close on 2 miles to where a small dtp, about 200 yards

across, at an average level of 1,300 feet stretches between two sma I

valleys drained by streamlets which farther south unite below the

ruined stronghold of Nandana" {Sir Aurel Stein, op. cit., pp. 37-38).

This detailed topographical account of Arat helps us to visualise the

strategic ini]>ortance of the town of Ar3 t on the military route crossing

the Salt Range in its eastern section by the fort of Nandana.
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SANDAN

A

Ii has been pointed out above that the name Arat presupposes

the existence of another well-known town near it. It should be

clear from the foregoing description that that town must have been Nan-

dana. To quote again Sir Aurel Stein, 'This name Mr. Talbot found still

attaching at the present time to the remarkable hill stronghold which

completely closes a route leading down steeply from a plateau of the

eastern branch of the Salt Range to the village of Baghanwala and the

river plain of the Jhclum beyond it’ (Sir Stein, op. til. p. 25). Mr.

Talbot writes in the Gazetteer of the jhclum District about its impreg-

nable position (p. 46): 'About fourteen miles due cast of C-hoa Saidan

Shah, between die villages of Baghanwala aud Ara above, the outer

Salt Range makes a remarkable dip : the road over the hills winds at

1 he face of a steep rocky hill, with perpendicular precipices at the sides,

so that in former times the holder of this hill had die absolute com-

mand of what was one of the most obvious routes across the range.' 1

Immediately above the dip referred to, there rises very abruptly the

bold rocky ridge of Naunana which was fortified at the top and as

long as the ridge was defended not even men on foot could gain pas-

sage through the gorges oF the pas. According to the Mohnmmadan
historians. Nandana situated on die southern spur of the Salt Range
commanded the main route leaning into the Ganges Doab.

Thus Arat and Nandana commanded what was once the most

important artcrbl route between the Udicya and the Pricya divisions

of India. In the time of Pztanjali in the and. century B.C., earlier

than that in the fourth century B.C. when Alexander came, and pos-

sibly still earlier in the rime of Panini himself, the route of Arat and
Nandana across die Saindhava mountains was a current one both for

commerce and military operations. The commercial products im-

ported by way of Ullarepatha referred to in sutra V. 1. 77 ^yw.qvl-

rrnccT *T were mostly brought through che Nandana route.

It is almost tempting to look for the name Nandana in die Astadhyayl,

We would point :o the gtnia kfubhnddi (VIII. 4. 39), which reads :

•T'TT. ^TStmt SPTlP’qf'fl
|

The ganaparha contains the example Harinandana, which is

also supported by Candra in his Vriti. It is just possible that the name
ending m Nandana was originally called Hari-Nandana, but for the

same no conclusive proof can be adduced. It is at any rate certain

5. Quoted by Sir Aurel Stein, of. til., p. a$.
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that in the fourth century B.C. both Aral and Nandaua* were im-

portant places commanding the gateway through the Sale Range, on
the route from Taksasila to Vitasta.

PATANAPRASTHA AND KAUKKUQIVAHA

Of the remaining Vahika-gramas it is proposed to identify Paiana-
prastha with Pathankot and Kaukkitdivalia with Kahror. The ko(
ending in Pathankot is comparatively of recent origin like that in

Nagarkot. The word has nothing to do with the tribal name Pathan.
General Cunningham identified it as the capital of the Audumbaras.
“The name is also written Paithan and is quite unconnected with
(hat of die Pathans of Roh" (A.S.R., XIV, p. 1 16). He also writes :

“The old fort of Pathankot is, 1 believe, one of the most ancient sices

in the Punjab, as its position is especially favourable as a man for

the interchange of produce between the hills and plains. Situated
in the middle of the narrow neck of land, only 16 miles in width,
which divides die valleys of the Bias and Ravi, at the point where
they leave the hills. Pathankot naturally became the meat emporium
between the two rich valleys of Kangra and Chamba in the hills, and
the great cities of Lahore and Jalandhar in the plains. The name
of the place is said to have no reference to the Pathan Afghans, but
it a genuine Hindu word derived from Pathan -a road -as if it

teas intended to describe the great meeting of the roads which here
takes place” (A.S.R., V. p. 153).

From the advantage which the place possessed as an emporium
of trade of considerable importance I consider its original name to

have been Pattana, a market town, which in course of time was changed
to Patana with the place designation prastha added to it. Kautilya
uses pattana in the sense of a commercial town, often prefixed by the
word par.ya (Arthasastra, text, p. 126). The form of the name in

Patau jali’s time was, however, Patatia-prastha, and the change from
Pattana to Patana appears to have taken place, if at all, before the 2nd
century B.C.

'The identification of Kaukkudlvaha with Kahror is only a

6. Dr. Stein mentions having obtained several Indo-Scythian and later

Kushana and Shahi coins from Ara. For a detailed topographical anil archeo-
logical account of Nandana and Ara:, the two chapter! of Dr. Stein's book quoted
above, headed 'nanadr.a and the Crossing below Jalalpur and The Pass of

Nandana and it Rivers' are a source of considerable original material (Arch.
Reconnaitanccs in North-West India and South Eastern Iran, 1937).
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[

irobablc suggestion, since the latter appears to be the only place

aving pretensions to anti<|uity and also philologically appropriate to

be matched with Kattkkudivaha. Vaha according to Papini, IV. 2. 122,

is an ending to denote a place-name. Kahror, situated on an old bed

of the river, known as the Bhatiari Nala, is about 8 miles from the

present right bank of the Satlej. It is famous as the scene of the

battle of Vikramaditya against the £akas. Its geographical position

also shows it to have been an important town in the region between
the lower courses of the Chenab and the Satlej.
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JAINA IMAGES IN BENGAL

By Kalyan Kumar Gasculi

Jaina images found in Bengal are few in number though Jain-
ism is known to have flourished in this province for a long time.

We ate told in the Ayaratiga Suita that MahavJta, die virtual
founder of Jainism, had travelled in the padiless countries of the Lad-
has (Radhas. Western Bengal), through Vaijabhumi and Subbhabhumi,
before he attained the Kcvala knowledge. 1 A tradition recorded
late in the 91J1 century A. I), says that the Jaina saint Bhadravahu,
the reputed spiritual guide of Chandragupta Maurya, was born at

Dcvikot, synonymous with Koiivarja and identified with modem
Bangarh in the Dinajpur District* Godasa, a disciple of Bhadra-
vahu, is said in die Kalpasulra to have classified the Jainas of Eastern

India into different sects, four of which were known as Kotwarsiya,
Puudravardhamyd, T&mralipliyd, and Kanrafiyo after different place

names of ancient Bengal.* Evidently Bengal, especially these places,

had already earned fame as noted centres of Jainism, so as to lent! their

names to important sects of the followers' of die faith. It appears
that Bengal had come to be influenced by Jainism from as early as

ics inception and we might as well agree with the observations of Dr.
Bhandarkar that “While Bihar and Koiala were taken by Buddha and
his adherents, Bengal was selected by Mahavlra and his followers for

their proselytizing activities.''*

Such was die state of Bengal in the pre-Christian days. From
the references cited it is apparent diat Jainism had already gained a
strong foodiuld in Bengal in die pre-Christian days. There are suffi-

cient data to carry us further onwards and from these one can infer

the prevalence of the faith even as late as the 7th century A.D. A
copper-plate inscription dated in the year 159 of the Gupta era (478-

479 A.D.) discovered ir. the excavations at Paharpur informs us of the

existence of a Jaina establishment at or near die site.* Yuan Chwang in

1. S.B.E., XXVIII. pp. 84-5.

2. Kathakosa.

3. Jacobi. Kalpaiiitra, p. 79.

4. J.A.S.B., (NS.) XXVIII, p. 124.

5. Ep. Itid., XX, p. 39 ff.

18-2
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die 7th century A.D. testifies to the existence of numerous Jaina

Nirgranthas in different parts of Bengal. 4

Unfortunately very few relies relating to Jainism are now extant

of diis early period and no archeological evidence ol any importance

bearing any relation to the history of the faith within Bengal has yet

been brought to light. It is a pity again diat the literary evidences

which constitute the bulk of our information on the point gradually

get more scarce.

From the 8th century A.D. the Palas established their suzerainty

in Bengal and the subsequent period up till 1200 A.D. is generally

known by their name. The l'ala period is remarkable for die two
dominant religious systems that were in vogue at that time, namely,

Buddhism and Brahmanism with their cross-currents and inter-rela-

tions with each other. Jainism apparently had no important place

in the religious history of the period. But among die thousands of

images of this period that have been known from different parts of

the province, there have been found a few ones, though only very few,

pertaining to the religion of Mahavira testifying to the survival of

the faith even under strong pressure of the two great religions men-
tioned above.

The Jaina images present a definite problem. The absence of

images in the earlier periods necessitates us to confront suddenly a well-

advanced iconography and a mature art. The images so far found, are

mostly of Jaina Tirihankaras and do not number more than a dozen
or so. Of diese some have come from Northern Bengal,

7

one or two
have been noticed in the western parts of the province' while the rest

hail from the Sundarbans.®

They represent icons of Rsabhanatha, (Adinatha), Ncminatha,
Santinatha and Parsvanatha. Some of these are very interesting from
the point of their execution and iconographic peculiarities.

Of diese images, a big one coming from Surohor in the district of

Dinajpur deserves immediate notice. The image now in the V.R.S.
Museum, Rajshahi, represents Rjabhanatha, the first of die twenty-four
Tirtliankaras of the Jainas. Seated cross-legged at the centre of the

stela on a simhdsana with hands resting on the soles of the feet, he is

characterised by his Idnchhana or identifying mark, the bull placed at

6. Watters, On Yuan Chwang, II, p. 154.

7. JA.S.B.. (N4.) XXVIII. p. 193.

8. A.S.I., A.R.. 19*1-22. I.C., Vol. HI, p. 524 t
9. V.R.S. Monographs, 3 4 j. Papers on Kha<Ji and Sundajban by Mr.

K. D. Dutta.
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i he lower compartment of die pedestal. Completely nude, he wears

ihc urnd, ufy,isa, and the wheel marks, which are the well-known
mahapuruja lahfaiuu, on his palm and soles of the feet. He is flanked

by two male figures with fly-whisks 011 either side and Gandharva pairs

on either side of the round prabha-maifdala which rests under die

canopy of a chhattra.

What have bestowed special importance on the image are the

figures of twenty-three other Tirtltahkaras, seated in dhyana pose widi-

in niches of miniature temples arranged in relief on the two sides and
top of die main figure. Each Tiriliankara is marked by his distinc-

tive Idnchhana shown on the pedestals, but as lias been pointed out by

Mr. S K. Saraswati, dic-se l&nchhanas do not tally exactly with the list

given by Hemachandra in his Abhidhdna-chmtdmani in cases of

Sumatinatha, Suparivanatha, and Anatanadia. 14 The Idnchhanos as

given by Hemachandra arc Krauhcha (heron,), svastika, and falcon in-

stead of the animal, lotus and boar as shown in the sculpture. Ilie

image is in an excellent state of preservation and shows a nice speci-

men of Pala art.

Another image of Rsabhanatha hails from Mondoil in Rajshahi

district and is now in the Asmosh Museum of the Calcutta University.

The Tina, whose head is unfortunately lost, stands in kdyotsarga pose

on a lotus placed upon a pancharaiha pedestal, oil Which is shown the

bull, his Idnchhanc and a number of devotees. There are two fly-

whisk bearing figures on two sides of the main figure and the nine

gtahas with Ganeia are shown in low relief on either side of the stela.

Behind the lost head is the decorated prahhamandala u|Jon which

is a chhattra and on both sides of these there arc flying gendharuas and

iclcstial hands carrying garlands and other offerings. The extreme

elegance of the figure of die Jina and the sensitiveness of its fingers

cannot escape admiration Several other Rsabhanatha images have

been noticed from other parts of Bengal of which one was described by

Mr. K. D. Dutta in V.R.S. monographs, no 3.' 1 In a much damaged
condition this standing image of die Tlrthaukara was found at

Ghatesvar in the SundaToans.

Besides die specimens just mentioned several other Jaina images

were found in the Sundarbans and were noticed by Mr. Dutta. Of
ihese images of Adinatha, Parivanaiha and Ncminatha, the ParSva-

r.atha image found in Raidighi is worthy of mention. Standing in

Kayotsarga jiose, this image, which is in a nice state of preservation.

10. J.A.S.B., (N.S.) XXV11 I. p. 193.

11. V.R.S. Monographs, 4. pp. 910.
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lias goi twenty-three other TTrihaiikaras shown on the stela seated in

dhyana pose. In ease of the lanchhanas a similar discrepancy is noticed

as in the image of Usnbhanatha hailing from Surohor.

All these images belong to a period when Jainism was already

in a state of decay on the soil of Bengal. It is however strange to find

that no image has yet been found of a period when Jainism was a

predominant factor in the religion of Bengal. It may, however, be
considered that very little exploration has yet been undertaken
to bring to light such antiquities of Bengal as belong to an earlier

period and it may be hoped that alter a scientific exploration of the

numerous ancient sites has hern made, more Jaina images will come
to light and facilitate a systematic study of the subject.



THE ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF TIIE BHATTA
AND PRABHAKARA SCHOOLS IN PDRVAMIMAMSA

By K. S. Ramaswami Sastri

The Vedas consist of two parts : Mantras and Brahmanas.
Mantras, in each Veda, are generally interpreted to give advice with
reference to the deity, substance of offerings, sacrifices that arc
already performed, to be attended to anc arc being performed. Vedic
injunctions, based on these advices, arc known as the Brihmanas
which give details of sacrifices with the support of the different Mantras.
There are several branches or Sikhas in each Veda, and each branch
possesses a Mantra and a Brahmana portion where the same sacrifices

with different procedures are prescribed. To systematize the different

sacrifices as found in the Vedic SakhSs, a vast literature was built up
which was known as the Kalpa Sutras and was recognised early as the

sixth auxiliary to the Vedas. Each branch of the Veda has a Kalpa-
sutra of its own composed by ancient sages. For instance. Apastamba,
Bodhayana. etc. were the first to fix the methods of sacrifices with full

details in the Yajltrveda which were good for the followers of the

Taittirlya branch of that Veda.
lints, the Vedas and the Kalpasutras combined together, form a

literature which seeks to supply full details of the Vedic sacrifices. Not-
withstanding this vast literature, considerable difficulties arise in under-
standing the procedure when one begins to perform the sacrifices.

For instance, the correct interpretation of the Vedic texts and that of

the Kalpasutras. the rules dial govern the performances of the rites,

the authority of the Vedas diat enjoin the sacrifices for conferring

different benefits on humanity and chc removal of discrepancies when
several ceremonies are to be performed simultaneously, arc some of

i he questions which arc not explained cither in the Vedas or in the

K alpasutras.

The necessity for the Mimamsa Sastra, therefore, arises, and this

establishes the Vedas being of the supreme authority in determining
the Dharma or the acts of duty, and helps in correctly interpreting
the Vedic texts and so on. MimamsS decides the exact authorities on
Dharma, nature of the rites obtained from different Sakhas with
different details, principal and subsidiary parts of a sacrifice, and other
allied subjects considered necessary for the sacrifices. Mimamsa or
discussion on these rules of Vedic sacrifices originated in very early
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limes, and there were many sages whose views were recorded only by

tradition. Jaimini, the author of the Purvamimamsa-sutras as

available today, mentions many of these sages as taking part in the

discussions and contributing their views on particular points.' Jai-

mini who is generally believed to be the disciple of Badarayana,* is

the author of the first twelve chapters of the Purvaimmariisa and the

subsequent four chapters constituting the Sankarjakaotfa arc also attri-

buted to him, though this is regarded in some quarters as doubtful.

1

Thus, Jaimini is considered to be the author of the Sutras in sixteen

chapters where he has laid down the rules for the Vcdic sacrifices, and

indicated the method by which Vcdic injunctions may be interpreted

in case of doubt. The portion of the Veda on which Jaimini carried

on discussions in these sixteen diapters is called the Karmakanda

which constitutes the whole of the Veda excepting the Upani$ads of

each Sakha.

Badarayana, who is regarded to be the teacher of Jaimini, had

composed siiiras in four cliapters and interpreted the Upanisad por-

tion of die Vedas so as to reconcile the different philosophical statements

contained therein on the question of the true knowledge of Brahman.

Thus, all the twenty chapters of MimSrhsa represent the investigation in-

to the contents of the Vedas and, therefore, all of them are considered to

be a part and parcel of the same Sastra by the ancient commentators.

Bodhayana, Upavarsa and Acarya Sundarapindya, the early writers on

MiinSmsa, are knon-n to have commented on all the twenty chapters,*

taking for granted that the sole object, of the Mimilmsa Sastra is Vcdar-

thavicara or investigation into the contents of the Vedas, no matter

1. (a) Bidarayana 1.1.5: 5.1.19: 6.1.8: 10.8.44; 11-1-64.

(b) Bidari 5.1.3; 8.5.G
; 9.3.33.

(c) Aitiiayana 3.2.43 ; 6.1.6.

(d) KairoSjini 4.3.17 ;
6.7.35.

(e) Atreya 4.3.18: 5.2.18.

(
1
)

Asmarathya 6.5.16.

(3)
Alekhana 6.5.17.

(h) LAvuk&yana 6.7.37.

(1) Kamuklyana 11.1.57; 11.1.62.

2. See Nyayaparisuddhi of Veftkatanlcha, p. 285.

3. Ibid, p. 299, where Kalakj-tjtja it mentioned as the author of the Saftkarja.

PataQjali also mentions him as die author of the MlmSihsS. See P. V. Kane's

PArvamimlaisfi System, p. 3.

4. See pp. 465-468 of the Proceedings of the 3rd Oriental Conference. Also

see pp. 298-299 of the Nyayapaniuddhi. For Aciryasundara PSijdya see. MM.
S, K- Saiui’s paper in J O.R., Madras vol. I. 1,
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whether ir is for Dharrna, Devata or Brahman. Ii may be said, there-

fore, that both the Karma and Brahma Mlmains&s belonged to the

same Sastra, at least it teas considered to be so in ancient days. Thus,
it is easy to understand why Jaimini and Badarayana frequently quoted
each other's views in their respective works.0 Later on Bhavadasa
and Devasvamin commented upon die first sixteen chapters of Jaimini
and, thus, paved the way lor considering the Brahmamlrnamsa as

something separate from the Karmamlrnamsa.® The object of Jai-

mini’s sums was said to be the investigation on Dharma and that of

Badarayatja on Brahman. Thus one common Sastra of Vedartha-

vicara was divided into two distinct Sasiras. SabarasvSmin, the next
commentator, also favoured die same view, and his commentary for

twelve chanters alone has come down to ns. It appears, however,
doubtful whether Sahara commented on the Sahkar$asmras or not.

The period of Sabarasvamin was the period when the Buddhists

came forward with their own advanced tenets which led them to dis-

cuss and refute the orthodox systems ol philosophy and religion.

Great strides were made by them in establishing their favourite theories

of Kjanikavaria, Sunyavada, Niralambanavada, Nairatmya and Vijni-

navada. Destructive criticisms with rational arguments were freely

made by the Buddhists in order to destroy the social structure of

the community which was based on the Caturvarnya system advo-

cated in the Vcdic texts. Powerful attacks of the Buddhists, on the

traditional faith of the people and on the supreme authority of the

Vedas gradually shook the faith of the people in the Vedas and the

Vcdic sacrifices. Under these threatening circumstances it fell on
the great thinkers of the period like Sabarasvamin, Vatsyayana. Pra-

sastapada. Patanjali, livarakysna and others to re-view and re-

establish the six orthodox systems of philosophy on more rational

arguments and on absolutely sure grounds to counter Lire attacks

of the Buddhists.

Sabarasvamin's part was peculiarly difficult and his efforts were
particularly strenuous, since the Buddhists were specially vehement

in their attacks against the Vedas and Vedic sacrifices. The system of

the PurvaimmaiitsS moreover possessed no independent system of

philosophy to establish the validity of the knowledge derived from
the KarmakSnda of die Vedic texts. The Purvamimamsa was, there-

fore, required to be separated from the Uttaramlmariisa and had to

be given an independent status amongst the orthodox systems of

5. See. p. 8. of the introduction of the Tativabindu (Annamalai University

edition).

6. See Prapaflcahrdaya, p. gg (Trivandrum Sanskrit Scries).
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philosophy with its object co establish Dharma as the chief means

of emancipation. In otder to raise the Purvaiuimaiina to the status

of an independent system, Sabarasvauiio had to go beyond the lange

of the Sutras of Jaiinini in order to state the Mimaiiwa-views on all topics

and tenets. 7 In his work, he was practically forced to adopt entirely

the views stated by Upavarsa in his commentary on the likdarayaiia

Sutras regarding Atman* and Pramanas, and with their help he made
an attempt to refute the different schools of Buddhistic thought. The
object oi (he Miinamsi Sastra was narrowed dosvn by him. From
Vedaitha it was limited to Dharma alone, in die same way as the

knowledge of Brahman was the sole object of the other Mimamsa.

He introduced several new theories on Bhavana, Apurva, Vakyariha-

nirnaya, N ityakamyaviveka and the theory of knowledge and thus

S
ened a r.cw school of thought. While doing so, he attacked the

rorics of the ancient Vrttikaras Bhavadasa and others.

Bhartpnitra, who followed Aabarnsvainin. did not favour the in-

novations introduced by him, and, therefore, made an attempt to

uphold the earlier views of the Vrttikaras in his commentary on the

sutras.*

Kumarilabhatia, who came later in the field of Mimamsa litera-

ture. in his turn upheld the views of Sabarasvamin in his commentaries
on the Sabarabhasya against the views adumbrated by Bhartrmiira.

Kumarila writes in his Slokavartika dial some of the earlier writers had

introduced atheism into Mimamsa in many respects, and his efforts

here are to refute them and to re-establish the Mhnaihsa as one of

7. See Vjnikaragramha of the Sabarabhasya on 1.1.3 where he lias refuted

many Vadas of the Buddhists in his own accord. See also Mapdana's MimSmsSnu-
kramapj on the same topic :

•la **1 *18*1 fee 1

Br*Tn*dm fnffnb serSum r

It is evident from this veise tliat Sahara's VrttikaraRrantha contains his

own views based on die Upavarja's Vrtti on the three sOtras.

8. Srr Sankara’ i Brahmusutru-Bhisya 5.3,33 :

"3 »'**«*« R* wf—5^ftltwl«t<Kft|»«fisn 1 «wgitr ttiwBuU 1 Hfl

tWNntftfcf <t<M% SV3 urcim Wfl HQftmtfnHTCT' ntffWftirn : w mum rvw
w moiraeie v* vrvtfaoflNmviA n;r<a

T^nrr: IRT. i

9 See Slokavlrtiika, pp. 4; 763.
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the aatikadarianoi'* Parthasarathimista informs us funhcr in this

connection that Bhartrmitra and others have propounded tlic views

(hat actions presented or prohibited in the Vedas cannot be capable

of producing benefic or malefic results anti that such extraordinary

doctrines have been refuted by Rumania." From these statements

of Rumania and Parthasarathi ii can be surmised that Bhartrmitra

stood for the old views, and thus came in the way of introducing

reforms by later writers like Sabarasvamin which were necessary in

order to save the Sastra from the attacks of the Buddhists.

The early writers seem to have been thoroughly conservative

and they expected from all absolute obedience to the Vedic injunctions

without expecting any result whatever. Vedic injunctions or Niyo-

£
s are of three kinds : one prescribes duties to be observed throughout

e life-time ; the second relates to the riles for obtaining some

benefits such as Svarga, Pasu. etc.; while the third prohibits wrong

actions. These three kinds arc technically known as Nitya. Kamya and

Pratisiddha. All these Niyogas or commands from the Vedas should be

strictly observed by all and sundry, simply on the ground that the

authority of die Vedas is unquestionable. It is, however, said that in

the first and the third kinds of Niyogas, no result should be expected as

there is hardly any provision for such results in the Vedic sentences.

In this respect, die Mimainsa view is identical with that of the atheists

because in both, the life long performance of Vedic rites is incapable of

conferring any beneficial result. Even so. the actions that arc pro-

hibited in the Vedas cannot be calculated to produce any harm whatso-

ever. The atheists hold the view stated above as they do not believe

in the next birth, nor in the existence of the soul which is supposed to

transmigrate. The reason for die Mimaiiisakas' holding the same views

is that the Vedic Niyogas, being supreme commands, require to be

obeyed no matter whether diey give rise to good or bad results or no

result. Even those Niyogas which seem to have been presented tor

the fulfilment of certain desires such as Svarga or Pasu should be obeyed

since they are Vedic commands, while die desired results arc obtained

automatically. Similarly, there are many other instances where the

early Mimaiiisakas were very strict in preserving the authority of the

Vedas." .

Sabarasvatnin and KumarilabhaUa being of a reformative ten-

10. Ibid- p. i-

u. Ibid*

is. For instance, the NiyogavikyirthavSda, KanapniavAkyavSda, Akhyiti-

vSda, Srutivirudhasir.rtiprflmAn^vada. etc., may 1* cited in this rttpesx

19-3
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dcncy were not in favour of these ancient theories which failed to

satisfy them. On the contrary they sought to establish that there is no
difference between Vcdic and non-Vcdic injunctions.13 None is

likely to undertake an action without knowing Lire result, particularly

in the case of Non-Vcdic injunctions. Even so is the case with the

Vcdic injunctions. There ought to be sonic expectation of results,

otherwise none is likely to obey the Vcdic injunctions or undertake

to perform the rituals.
14 They, thus, formulated that no Vcdic

injunction would be complete without indicating the result to be

expected, and the means 2nd methods to be adopted for its realisa-

tion.
10 Moreover, according to KumSrila, it is the knowledge of Dhar-

ma and not Vedarthavicara which is to be considered as the supreme

goal. 1 ® He, therefore, tried to establish dial each Dharma based on

Vedic injunctions does confer a specific result.
11 Reforms of this

kind were introduced by Kumarilabhatta on the lines of Sahara and

lie adversely criticised the eld method of die Vmikaras and Bliartf-

mitra. No wonder that Kumarilabhatta should be considered as one

of die greatest reformers in die domain of Vcdic thought, especially

as embodied in the Rai-makSuda.’* He may also lie called the saviour

of the Vcdic religion which was almost tottering under die onslaught

of die celebrated Buddhist scholars such as Dinnaga and Dharma-

kirti. He boldly declared that Dharma should be learnt only from the

Vedas and the fourteen Vidyasthanas supported by die Vedas and

not from any other source such as die works of the Buddhists and the

13. See the Bha$ya and Virltika on the fmt ami second rtuas ol Jaimini

where a comparison on the Vcdic and non-Vcdic sentences has been made.

1

4

.
aa'Sh* f* eiaa as-tfr Tft 1 -ft* flmwTa nst* 11

Slokax-drltika, p. 4. i9s imS 1 Ibid. p. 653.

15. See BhSsya on the following Adhikarapaj 6.1.1
:
4-3.5

:
4

-

3
-d '• 7 ->-t •

9.1.1; 2.1.2; 11.14. 5m alto:—

a«P| vmadtft faRwitu bi« •

TOOTirtvfl l 8. V. 7 . 276 .

ttsrewiWflt'siJsiair: i

TO 5«ifcs
-

o«npf«tfcl ft n g. V. 7.265.

16. Ibid. p. 4.

17 .
ntflnjf * wwi mfiifwrift 1

jail amraftretaa' * Ibid. 5. HO.

18. Sc: Tantravarttika, l.g.a and 3
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Jainas which deny die supreme authority of the Vedas.10 He did not

follow the NiyogavakySrthavada or Karyavakyaithavada but established

the Bhavanavakyartliavada as suggested earlier by SabarasvSmin.
Prabhakara. another very celebrated thinker of die period,

appeared after Kum&rila, and it is said that he received direct instruc-

tions from Kuuiarilabha(ta. Nevertheless, he totally differed from his

preceptor and predecessor and was not in favour of his reforms and
deviations from the early writers. He re-established the view of
Bhartrinitra on die Niyogas of Mitya and Nisiddha duties already

referred to, and accepted Vedarthavicara as die sole purpose of Mi-
mfuiisa instead of Dharma as inculcated by the old Vrttikaras like

Bodhayana and others. He upheld the Niyogavakyarthavada, Karya-

parav5kyavada, Anvitabhidhanavada and Akhyativida in consonance

with die orthodox views on Mlmaihsa. He opposed nil the reforms
introduced by Rumania in his five Vantikas on the Sabarabhasya. In

doing so, Prabhakara did not directly quote Rumania's passages for

the purpose of refutation, but, instead, following in the footsteps of

Kumari la he refuted him, while commenting on the Snbarabhajya

itself, often twisting the original sentences so as to suit his own pur-

poses.
10 His followers on the other hand have supplied die necessary

information wherever he meant to refute the views of Rumania.
Prabhakara commanded great respect and prominence in the field of

Mim3tiis3, because of his adopting an indirect method in rejecting the

innovations of Rumania and also because he had contrived to derive

his own views from the Bhasya of Sahara, as if they were the views of

Sahara himself. In the above manner the Bhasya of Sahara was inter-

preted by two eminent scholars, Rumania ana Prabhakara, equally

staunch followers of the new and die old.schoo!s of MimamsL
MandanamiSra who is believed to have been another disciple

of Rumania was, however, true to his preceptor and condemned the

methods of Prabhakara. He established in his works Vidhiviveka,

Bhavanavivcka, Vibhramaviveka and Brahmasiddhi all die reforms

introduced by Rumania with some modifications representing the

results of his own independent thinking. Rumania seems to

19. Ibid 1 .3 .5.

ao. Compare Brhatl of Prabhakara on the following Bhajyas

:

1-1.1 artMWfRWi far '-ttvfh 1 * anti swi svp:

u ft g*rt *)5"^ •
'•"»

1-1-2 firarr-. W* ww*: 1 , or «V vifnw

Tf*t 1 I «l fiRtnif 1 "to: *: turcaio etc.
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have excited a desire for independent thinking on the part of his dis-

riplcs by his own example of reforming the old school of MImams!.

It is for this reason that we find his disciples, Mandana and Umbcka
at times differing from him. Umbcka, otherwise known as Rhava-

bhuti, is said to liavc written a commentary on Ktnnarila’s Slokavarttika

in which he introduced certain deviations from Kumarila.
Siilikauatha is the celebrated follower of Prabhakara’s system

and he appeared after Mandana. He is believed to have been a disciple

of Prabhakara himself. He. in his turn, commented upon the Brhati

and the Laghvi of Prabhakara in which he very ably established the

views of his teacher. lie quoted from all the Varttikas of Kumarila
wherever Prabhakara differed from him and made an able attempt to

show that the Bhasya of Sabarasvamin favoured only the theories of

Prabhakara and not those of Kumarila. He wrote also several inde-

pendent works31 in which he tried to show that the views of Kumarila
were not based on the Rhasya, and thar the views of Prabhakara and
the orthodox methods lie followed, were adopted by Sahara in his

Rhajya. He ably replied to the criticisms of Mandana on Prabhakara’s

Karyavakyarthavada,J and supported the Akhyativada of Prabhakara
against ail other systems of philosophy such as the Nyaya-vaises ika,

Mlmamsa of Bhat(a and the Vedantins.
Thus, in course of time, the ancient system of Mlmamsa,

taking its origin from thinkers like Jaimini, Upavarja and others, was
forgotten, disintegrating itself in the two distinct schools antagonistic

to each other known as the Bha«a and Prabhakara schools of

Mlmamsa, though both relied on tire same source, namely, the Bhajya
of Sabarasvarain.

It may be pointed out that it was during this period that the

great Sahkaracarya flourished and wrote his immortal Bhajyas on
the Uj>ani$ads and the Badarayanasiitras. He was guided mostly by
the views of Kumirila in his statements regarding the Mlmamsa
system. He believed in the separation of the two systems of Piirva

and Utura MlmamsasM as these had different objeecs, namely, the Dhar-
ma and Brahman. He thought that Saharavamm was right in making
the Purvam imams! a separate school of philosophy in order to defend
the Vedic religion against the attacks of the Buddhists. He believed that

it was Sahara and Kumarila who made his way easy in establishing the

Advaitism as the philosophy of the Upanisads against the contending
Buddhists. He was disposed to think that Kumarila was right in his

si. Prakarapapafidka and M!iu&ta&nha»ya-Parui>ta.

as. See Rjuvimati, pp. 20-24 (Madras edition).

23. See 1.1.1 of his Bhasya on the Badarayapasilua.
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interpretation of die Sabarabliasya with reference to Bhavanavakyartha-
vada, Niiyakatnyaviveka, Abhihitanvayavada and the theory of know-
ledge. He was visibly not in favour of the theories of Prabhakara and
his interpretations of Sabarabhasya. He was believed to be in an atti-

tude of compromise between the two conflicting parties, namely, the

Mhpamsakas and the Buddhists. Sankara not only pointed out the

evil arising out of a blind faith in the Vedic sacrifices but also warned
the people against the dangers of following the purely rationalistic

philosophy of the Buddhists.

Vacaspatimisra was the next great writer on all the Brahmanical
systems of philosophy and pleaded for an independent status for every
one of them. He upheld the Bhatta school of Mimamsa on the lines

of Mandanamisra. He answered all die charges brought against

Mandana by Salikanatha, and condemned the view’s of Pnibliiikara

which were really not supported by Sabarasvamin. It was a common
practice of scholars in those days to oppose or support cither of the
two schools of Mimamsa, and thus we come across several works dealing
with die Mimamsa system. Authors such as iMahodadhi, Mahavraia,
etc., are known to have written works in support of either of these

schools- 1 though their works still remain to be' discovered. In the last

C
hase, the two schools were supported by two great figures, namely,
bavanaiha and Partliasaralhimisra. Bhavanatha, in his work Naya*

viveka, written in die concise fonn of Adhikarana without reference to
the sutras of Jaimini. sought to establish the views of Prabhakara, and
actually supplied all instances where Prabhakara deviated from the

path of Kumarila. From &ilikana:ha and Bhavanatha we can easily

understand tliat Prabhakara was later than Kumftrila. It also appears
from their testimony that Prabhakara refuted the views of Kumarila
inculcated in his Brliauika which is now no longer extant, but the

existence of which can he proved by the numerous quotations preserved
in the philosophical literature.

Parthasarathimifra in his four works on Mimamsa followed the
Bliatta school, and vehemently opposed the other system. The object
of writing these works appears to be to show on the one hand that

Prabhakara was not correct in saying that his views were supported by
the text of Sahara's Bhasya. and on the other to prove that Kuinarila
tvas correct in interpreting the Bha$ya and in recording what was meant
by Sabarasvamin. N'ySyarattiamala may be considered as the last

important work written with the object stated above in the literature

of MImariis345sira and its author Parthasarathi therein freely discusses

Vide J.O.R. Madras, Vol. II, pp. 02-64.
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ihe merits of ihe arguments of both the parties, and delivers his own
considered judgment on them. The writers on Mimamsa alter the

11th century A.D., as a matter of fact, have neglected to refute the

theories of Prabhakara school in their works but generally followed

the Bhat?a school of Mimamsa.



ADMINISTRATION IN PREPaLA BENGAL*

By BZNOYCIIAXDRA StN

Lack of positive data stands in way of an attempt being made
towards the reconstruction of a systematic and consistent history of
the administration of Bengal in andent times. It is doubtless true
that some evidence useful for the purpose is available, but it has two
drawbacks. Firstly, it docs not cover the entire range of time Quali-
fied by the word ‘ancient,* which to a student of Indian historv means
a period extending at least from the time of the foundation of the
Maurya dynasty to that of the establishment of Moslem power

;

secondly, even for the circumscribed period to which it applies,
extending foi purposes of this paper from die 4th lo the middle of the
8th century A.D., u is too inadequate to satisfy' one's curiosity regarding
all the varied departments of administration without which no normal
government can function. Regarding those centuries which practically
go unrepresented in this imperfect history of administration, some
inferences arc often drawn from observations embodied in foreign
accounts, from the KaUjillya Ariha&sira, from the inscriptions of ASoka
and sundry other literary and archaeological sources. Against the use
of such materials there may be two principal objections. The first
objection is on the ground of uncertainty involved in the supposition
iliac institutions parallel or analogous lo those obtaining in the Maurva
empire also existed in Bengal, of which it must be presumed to have
formed an integral part. The second objection is based on die well-
known arguments against the ascription of the Arthasastra to the
Maurya Age. Even if these arguments are substantially refutable, how
tan a work which includes a laige speculative element be taken to re-
present conditions actually existing and dealt with specifically from the
stand point of Bengal history, which will make it appear as if it were not
a general treatise on polity partly realise and partly idealistic, what-
ever that description means, but one bearing a settled relation to a
fixed geographical and political area ?

Those who are interested in the Maurya administration will
find a critical account ol it based on the Aiokan inscriptions in the
Corpus Inscriptionum Ir.dicarum (Vol. I), re-edited by Hultzsch, an
account which can be hardly altered or modified materially. Those

• Read at the Indian History Congress, held in Calcutta.
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who hold that the Archaiastra can be well utilised for ihc purpose of

acquainting oneself with administrative conditions in Bengal, may
find some guidance from Monahan’s work on the early history of

Bengal. The point of view, however, which is adhered la in the

following pages is that no evidence is to be considered applicable to

Bengal, which does not connect itself definitely and beyond doubt with
that province.

In the pre-Mauryan period the country of the Gangaridac,

1

which may be located in Bengal, was well defended militarily, and was
ruled by a king commanding 60,000 infantry, 1,000 cavalry and
700 elephants always "ready for action.” A point of military interest

is that in the 4th century A.D. a memorable battle took place in

Vahga, in which several chiefs participated, ending with the victory

of Candra mentioned in the Mcharauli Iron Pillar inscription.® The
rulers defeated by him in this battle were probably those exercising

local authority only in their respective spheres, which would mean
that Bengal was divided at the time into a number of principalities.

Inscriptions of subsequent times also go to show that the military

unity of Bengal was seldom achieved, which is one of the reasons why
the country could be successfully attacked from outside and subordi-

nated. The absence of such unity was also a means of preserving

local independence and a bar to the easy creation of a single state.
4

In the Maurya Age* the city of Pundravardfta na was probably
the administrative seat of a Mahamatra. His functions are not des-

cribed in the Mahasthan inscription, but he seems to have control

over the local granary, from which under instructions from superior

authorities, not actually traceable in the fragmentary record, he could
make loans to people when they fell into a state of economic distress

on account of any unforeseen occurrence.
All the available inscriptions of the subsequent period point 10

only one form of government, viz. monarchy. They refer either to

local dynasties or rulers, or to imperial families ruling over dominions
which included portions of Bengal. As to the position actually occu-

pied by the king himself in the prevalent system of government or

1. M’cT.rindle, Invasion of India, pp. 364-365.

2. Fleet, Carp. Insc. Ind., vol. Ill, p. 141.

3. The Army in later days consisted of three elements—infantry, cavalry and
elephants, and the Navy. cf. The Nidhanpur Plates ol Bhaskaravamian containing

the phrase: niaha-nau-hasty-asva-patty-iatnpatyupaiajaya sfivdanvariha-Skandlia

virat-Karnnastivaroa-vajakdl-li. 2-3. Ep. Ind_ XII. p. 73.

4. Ep. Inch, p. 85. The inscriation bears a an undoubted affinity to the

Sohgauia Copper-plate, sea ibid., p. 89; Ep. Ind. XXII p. if.
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i he specific duties performed by him in connection with the adminis-
tration of his realm, there is no detailed evidence available. There
is no reference to any cabinet of ministers such as is mentioned in the
Kautiilya' and in the Aiokan inscriptions." There were two distinc-
tive epochs when Bengal formed an integral part of an imperial orga-

nization, one under the Gupta dynasty and the other under Saiarika.

It is likely that for some time during Hamvardhana’s reign also por-
tions of this province were ruled from the imperial centre Kanauj.
Regarding the subordination of Bengal to other rulers, more or less

powerful, such as Harsa mentioned in the Katmandu Temple inscrip-
tion <759 A.D.)’ all that can be gathered from inscripiional sources
may be important from the stand-point of political history, but is of

no material use to a student of administration. Among die local

dynasties or rulers mention should be made of the Varmans of the
Susunia inscription (early fourth century), the Khadgas of Samatata
(7th century);* local chiefs widi varying degrees of power and authority
were Dharmaditya, Gopacandra and Sam5caradeva of East Bengal, 11’

Jayanaga of Karnasuvarna” and Vainya-Gupta of Tippcra.”
Early in the 4th century the title of a king was simply Maharaja.

This was the designation enjoyed by Sinhavarman and his son Candra-
vannan of 1’ufkharapa (Pokiiaran in the Bankura district). The
latter was undoubtedly a potentate of some importance as he is men-
tioned as one of the prominent rulers of Aryavarta in the Allahabad
PraSasti of Samudra-Gupta. The titles Maharajadhiraja, Parama-
bhattaraka and Parama-daivata were used by the Gupta sovereigns,
by Kumara-Gupta 1 (l)iimcdarpur copper-plates No. 1, lines 1-2; No. 2,

lines 1-2
; in the Dhaniiidaha grant only "Pannadaivata-para-” can be

traced, EL, XVII, p. 347), by Hudba-Gupta (Damodarpur Nos. 3 and
4) and also the king who issued the DamodaTpur Plate No. 5. Among
hxal rulers the title Maharajadhiraja only was used by Dharmaditya,
Gopacandra and Samacaradeva (fith century), by Jayanaga of
Kan.iasuvarna (fith century). This title was also used by
Sakuika (Ganjam Plates). Even in the imperial Gupta period,
if die ruler's name was not given explicitly, he was simply referred to

5. 1, 15,11 (Sham Shaurl* edition, p. 29). 6. Sec Rock-edicts IV, VI.

7. lnd. Am., IX, p. 178. 8. Ep. lnd., XIII, p. 133.

g. See Asralarpur Plates, Mem AS.B., vol. I. p. 85.

10. Ind. Ant., 1910 pp. 193 II ; Ep. Ind., XVIII, p. 74.

11. Ep. Ind.. XVI11
. p. 60.

is. Ind. Hist. Quart., 1930, p. 45. Political history and Chronology relating

to the rulers or Bengal have been discussed in my work on Bengal to be shortly

out.
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by the tide 'bhattaraka' (cf. bha«araka-padanain sadbliugali-Baigram

Place
;
also Paharpur Plate). The title “Parama-bhattSiaka" was not

always used along with die title Maharajadhiraja. In the Faridpur

copper-plates of Dharmaditya (No. 2) and Gopacandra (No. 3) die

simpler form bhauaraka is used. While in the earlier times the simple,

unostentatious designation ‘Maharaja’ was enough £01 an independent

sovereign like Candravarman, in succeeding centuries this tide was

generally reserved for high officials or feudatories. The only excep-

tion known to us so far as Bengal is concerned is the case of Vainya-

Gupta who in the Tippera copper-plate inscription is styled Maharaja

though under him there were at least two men enjoying the same

tide (padadasa Maharaja Rudradaiu—line 2; Diuaka Maharaja Maiia-

samanta Vijayasena—lines 1
5-1 6). This is again the title adopted along

with the designation Uparikn by the officer in charge of die bluikii of

Pundravardhana who was holding this post in 544 AD., by Sthanudatta

who served under Dharmaditya (Faridpur Plate No. 1) and by Vijaya-

sena as shown by the Mallasarul gram. Probably, as in the Tippera

grant he acts as Duta, Maliasamanta and Mahiipratihara. his capacity

in this grant also is of a twofold character, as a feudatory as well as

an official who actually participated in the government of his suzerain.

The titles Samanta and Maharaja do not always go together : in the

Vappaghoshavata grant, Narayanabhadra who is called a Samanta is

designated neidier a Rajan nor a Maharaja. It is to be noted, however,

that the Samanta in this grant was either a feudatory who adminis-

tered his own territory as a vassal or governed a district or province as

an official of the king (Narayaiubhackasy-Audutu-vaiika-vi$aya sariibho

ga-kalc ca).

The largest unit governed by a deputy of the king was called

bhukti. Sudi a division was Pundravardhana which practically corra-

S
onded to the whole of North Bengal, appearing in Damodarpur
lates, Nos. 1-5. In the Paharpur gram of Budha Gupta this bkuhti

is to be found mentioned by implication, as its chief city which was
called by the same name is clearly noted in it. Another bhttkti is

that of VardhamSna referred to in the Mallasarul grant of Gopacandra
(6th century), which seems to have comprised the southern pan of

ancient Radha. What was tire denomination of the region entrusted

to the government of Maharaja Sthanudatta (Faridpur grant No. 1)

by Dharmaditya, or to Uparika Nagadeva who had his headquarters at

NavSyvakaSika (Faridpur Plates B. C), who served respectively under
Dharmaditya and Gopacandra. or to Jivadatta whose name is found in

another grant of Samaciiradeva. carrying on his administration from
the same centre, is not known definitely, but die position and status of
these officers were apparendy not inferior but corresponded ro those
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of die deputies appointed by flic imperial sovereigns to administer
the bhuftti of Pundravardhana. A bhukti was to compri.se a number
ol Visayas or districts. The inscriptions of the period name only a

lew Vifayas. The vifaya which appears in the Damodarpur Plates

Nos. i, 2. 4 and 5 is called Koiivar$a belonging to the bhukti of

Pundravardhana. The Dhanaidaha copper place of the reign of Ku-
mara-Gupta 1 (113 G.F..} makes mention of another stich administra-

tive division tailed Khatapani or Khadapara which must also have been
comprised in the same bhukti. The Baigram copper plate refers to a

visaya which included Pancanagari as its headquarters
;

it is most likely

that this was the name of the visaya too (etad-visaya—). This is die
third visaya that we know of, as belonging to the Pundravardhana-
blnikti, although the last-named two visayas are not explicitly assigned

to any bhukli. From the Faridpur grams the existence of a visaya

named Varaka-Mandala is proved. This was under the administrative

control exercised from Navvavakasika. The Vappaghosavala giant, as

stated already, refers to the Audumvarika-visaya. whose governor medi-
tated on die feet of Maharajadhiraja Jayanaga of Kan.iasuvania. A sub-

division which is generally found in inscriptions to har e been smaller

than and included in a visaya is known by the name Man'!a/a. There
is no definite reference to such a subdivision in the Besigal inscriptions

of the period, except in the Paharpur inscription which mentions
Nagiratta-Mandala. The Tippera (Gunaighai) copper-plate's reference

to Uttara-Mandala may suggest the existence of au administrative area

comprised within an unnamed visaya or bhukti, corresponding to a

Mandala in the northern pan of the kingdom indicated by the inscrip-

tion and implying a Mandala in the southern part as well. It is

neither improbable dial the term rmin</afa here used bears no such
administrative signification as is attached to it as a technical term. It

may denote an unspecified area of political authority. From the

Faridpur grants (A,B,C)and the Ghugnthafi gram of Sainacaradeva the

name of Varaka-Mar)dala-Vi$aya is available. This may mean cither

a visaya comprised within the Varaka- Mandala, called by the same name
or it may have been die name of die t>i$aya itself. The weakness of the

former interpretation lies in the lact that the inscriptions concerned are

not found to supply any information regarding the place occupied by
ihe Varaka-Mandala in the administrative arrangement followed, apart

Irom the deviation dial it will necessitate from the usual practice of

regarding a visaya as larger than a mandala, which, however, may be

supported by certain known exceptions. There is more probability,

therefore, that die name of ilic visaya itself was Varaka-Mandala, which
will show that the term man (lain as used in these records does not bear
its usual technical sense.
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Several inscriptions refer to another type of administrative area
to which the name Vlthi is given. The reading Suvarpa-Vlthi (2,3)
in die Ghugrahati inscription of Samacaradeva is right, but its inter-

pretation as meaning 'the bullion market' in Navyfivaknsika seems to
be unwarranted, for Vlthi in the sense of an administrative district
is available (cf. the Mallasarul anti Naudapur giants). In die Ghu-
grahati gram the expression Suvarna-Vithi is to be taken as the name
of one such district. This is found to have hern included in the juris-

diction exercised by NavyivakaSika, the governor of which enjoyed
a status higher than that of the ofiiccr-in charge of the Varaka-Mandala-
Visaya(. . .Navyavakasikayam Suvaina-vlthy-adhikrt-amarahga-uparika-
Jivadattas-ud-anumoditaka—). The Mallasarul grant shows that in
(he reign of Gopacandra (6th century) there was a Vithi called
Vakkattaka comprised in die Vardhamana-hfit/M. The relevant
passage in this grant while referring to the situation or a village names
only the bkiihli and the Vithi. The Vlthi here referred to is thus
found affiliated to a bhukti ; being not connected with any vifaya and
belonging to a division wider than that denoted by this term it presents
an undoubted affinity to (he Suvarna-VIdii of the Ghugrahati gram.
The position of the Vithi mentioned in the Nandapur grant
(Gupta year 169) is in this respect different from that of the two
others above referred to. Thus this copper plate furnishing the name
of Nanda-Vlthi refers to it as lying within the jurisdiction of Ambila-
grSm-agrahara, where the headquarters of Vifayapali Chatramaha were
probably situated. The case of the Daksinaiiisaka-Vithi is uncertain.
It appears to have been under die juri'diction of Pun<;lravardhana, as
recorded in the Paharpur grant The adhi\{hnnadhikttrann

,

referred to
in this inscription, may have been the court situated in the headquarters
of the Pupdravardhana-bh uAi f, in which ease this Vlthi must have been
under its jurisdiction. The position of Nagiratta-Mandala as standing
next to Daksicamfaka-Vithi in the geographical portion of the Pih5r-
pur inscription seems to point to die inclusion of die former in the
administrative area of which the latter was the name.

In the system of administration, revealed in our inscriptions,
villages, as will be seen later, played a significant part. The name
used in these records to denote a village Is grime. Perhaps die
village was the smallest administrative unit. Some village-names end
with the term agrahdra. Thus in the Tippcra copper-plate appears
tnc name of the village Gunckagrahara-grama

; in the P&hSrpur grant
that of Ambila-grama-agrahara, the importance of which can be realised
!rom the ract that it was the seat of a district officer’s (visayipaH's)
administration. It may be supposed that an agrahdra considered
lion: the standpoint of administration was often more important and
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better developed than an ordinary grama but there was nothing to

prevent the latcer from being raised to the status of an agrenara
through administrative exigencies. Behind the expression gidmdgra-
h&ra or agrahdra-grama may, therefore, lie a hisrory of internal expan-
sion. a process which some of the more fortunate villages underwent
through pressure of administrative and economic necessities. Grouping
of villages for purposes of administration are well-known (cf. Manu),
but our inscriptions do not make any direct reference to any such com-
bination. The name ‘Palaiavmdaka' occurring in the Damodarpur
copper-plate No. 3 may denote a larger area than usually indicated by
the term grama. It may be noced here that the administrative

machinery that worked at Palasvmdaka does not appear to have been
wholly identical in type and structure with the one operating at Capda-
grStna, both of which are indicated side by side as if for comparison
in die same inscription. Names of some cities arc available, Ko?i-

vara, Pundiavardhana, Karpasuvarana, Pancanagari. The second
was the name of a bhukti also, the first and the fourth those of two
vijaytu and the thud that of a considerably wide area ; these names
are not actually furnished as names of cities, but the presumption that

they were so may be safely made from the context in each case : for

example Pundravardliana is mentioned as an cdhisfhana in the Pahar-
pur inscription

;
the adHiffhana of the Kotivar$a-vi$aya was presumbly

at a city called by the same name
; if the latter had a different name

it should have been given separately. Karnasuvarna. where Bhaskara-

vannan's forces assembled as known in the Nidhanpur grant must
have been a city and r.oi a wide territory merely of which it was a

part. Navvavakaiika (Faridpur Plates), Kripttra (Tippera copper-

plate), Pancanagari (Baigram copper-plate) are probably names of well-

organised cities or towns although these may have been parts of exten-

sive areas also called by these names. Similarly, Vaigrama of the

Baigram copper-plate may base represented a combination of hamlets ;

it is found to have included at least two distiuct localities Trivrta

and SrigobalL

We shall now proceed to a discussion of the material furnished

by our inscriptions regarding the nature of administrative arrangements

connected with the different units mentioned in the foregoing para-

graphs. The extremely limited character oF the information avail-

able on the subject must be admitted at the outset. Most of the

inscriptions deal with transactions relating to sale of lands
; in setting

lorth details about these, they refer only to those parts of the adminis-

trative machinery which had to work in accordance with certain fixed

rules for purposes of a legal conveyance or deed. The very nature of
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these documents did not require them to cover the entire field of

administration.

The bhukti was to be under the government of an officer whose ap-

pointment to this post was either in the gift or subject to the approval of

the Crown. Thus in each of the five Damodarpur copper-plates the

governor of the bhukti of Puridravardhana is described as latpudapan-

grhila in relation to the king under whom he may have served. The
designation of this high official is Uparika (Daniodarpur Plates i ,2.3,4);

to this is added 'Maharaja' in two plates only (Nos. j and 5), dated res-

pectively in 483 (?) and 544 a .u ). Ciratadatta was in charge of the

Puodt-avardhana-6/i ukli at least from 124 to 128 g .e . (t and 2); Uparika

Maharaja Brahmadatta was in this post in 163 (?) Gupta year; in

the reign of Budha-Gupta Maharaja Jaydatta occupied the same

office; in 544 A.t>. the governorship was held by another Uparika-Maha-

raja. In the last named year the officer who was in charge of the province

is further styled as Rajaputra-dcva-bhaipraka, from which ir may be

concluded that a member of the royal household itself, if not himself

a son of the king, had been appointed to the governorship of the

Pundravardhaiia-&/j;i/tfi. Thus in this year this particular governor-

ship was regarded as a son of viceroyalty tn which only a prince could

be appointed. The Uparikas of the preceding years as recorded in

the other Damodarpur inscriptions did not belong to the reigning

family, as the surname Datta in their names shows that they were

different (rout the Guptas. The Faridpur grams while not mention-

ing the term bhukti name certain officers decidedly of a high rank,

serving under the different rulers, Dharmaditya, Gopacandra and

Samacaradeva, who definitely appear to have enjoyed a status higher

than that of those who were placed in charge of the Varaka-Mandala-

viioya. These officers also owed their post co the favour or approval

of the kind (tGd-anumodG/i/i-labdhaaspadasya—Plate B; tat-prasada-

labdh dspade—A, C ; caTanad'.ainaia-yvgaldradhan opdlta—Ghugrahati

Place. The titles adopted by these officers are not, however, wholly

identical with those enjoyed by the Damodarpur governors. Copper-

plate A from Faridpur styles Schamidatta as Maharaja simply : copper

plate B confers the two designations Mahapratihara and Uparika on

Nagadeva (serving successively under Dharmaditya and Gopacandra),

to which some more (including Kuniaramatva ?) appear to be added

(cf. C). The GitugTahati grant calls Jivadatta both as Antaranga and
Uparika. In three out of the four plates from Faridpur, therefore, the

title Uparika is found to be used, which will surely warrant the assump-
tion that the officials to whom this designation attached occupied a

Ewhich was as important in the dominions of Gopacandra, Dharma-
1 and SamacSradeva as that of the Uparika-Maharajas of the
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PiHJ{lravaTdhana-&/mfca in the Cupta empire. The designation Maha-
pratlhSra which Nagadeva enjoyed seems to show dial die region

which he governed was so situated that he had to co-operate in the

defence of the frontiers of his master's territory. It is not unlikely

that these officers were sometimes originally local chiefs who, having
been subjugated by their more powerful neighbours, agreed to serve

under them as provincial governors. The Mzllasanil gTant while
referring to the officials connected with the administration of the

Vardhamana bhukti, mentions amongst these an Uparika, who, judging
Irom the evidence of the Damodarpur plates, must have been employed
as a governor of that province. The Maharaja-Uparikas who were
at different times in charge of the Navyavakaiiki division had then
tenure of office characterised as adhyatanakdla (Faridpur Plate C. also

cf. B, where, however, die tide Uparika is not given). If die reading

Pailcadhikaraiiopanka and Purapalopaiika in the Tippera copper plate

of Vainya-Gupta is correct, it will be seen that die designation Uparika
could stand singly as in the Damodarpur and some of die Faridpur
plates, also as in the Mallasarul inscription, or as an element of a

compound as in the Tippera plate. In the latter case it will be found
to have denoted only a position ol headship, which might be held by
p person not necessarily employed as a provincial governor, that position

ol headship being one connected with die office or offices indicated

by the compound. The designations quoted above on this supposi-

tion will mean respectively the head of five Adhikarat^as or the Adhi-
karana ol five (i.e. consisting of five members) and the head of city-

administrators, both offices having been held by the same person men-
tioned in the Tippera grant. 1‘hcre is no certain indication, it must
be admitted, diat he held the post of a provincial governor. Regarding
the manner in which a provincial governor carried on his administra-

tion there is so little evidence that it is impossible to draw even a

bare outline of the system followed. A Uasarh seal” shows that a

provincial governor had his own Adhikarapa (office or court, probably

the entire establishment through which lie carried out his official

duties), situated at his headquarters or adhiffhdna. It is evident also

that he was directly responsible to the king as he owed his appointment
to die king's choice or approval. It was the provincial governor who
appointed the heads of die districts or visayas which were comprised

in nis own province. The Paharpur inscription of the time of Budha-
Gupta (159 Gupta F.ra)" may be interpreted to mean thac the head of

iS- Annual Rep. Arch. Survy. of India, 1903-04, p. 103.

14 . This interpretation is different from those suggested in Ep. Ind., XX.
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Jne provincial govcrnmcni of Putjtfravardhana was not directly con-
nected with bis Adhikarana at least in so far as it concerned itselF with
transactions of land-sale. This copper plate mentions at the beginn-

ing that certain officials, designated Ayuktakas, and the Adhikarana
of Pundravardhana communicated a proposal (a reference to officials

of this category may perhaps be traced in the Nandapur gram also) of
land-sale, which was originally received by them, to subordinate local

staffs. Here, there is no mention of the Uparika of the bhuhti con-

cerned. The record-keepers who examined the proposal were
Divakara Nandf, Dhrtivisnu, Virocana, Ramadasa, Haridasa and
SaSinandi.

The Mallasarul grant mentions among officials apparently con-

nected with the Vardhamana bhukti, the Karitakftika (officer-in-cliarge

of manufactures ?), the Audrahgika (chief officer of a town), the

Aurtiasthanika (officer-in-charge of wollen articles?) the Hiranya-
samudayika (officer-in-charge of all taxes, both in money and in kind ?),

the Avasathika (officer-in-charge of "dwellings for pupils and ascetics"?)

the Cauroddharanika13 and the Bhogapatika. 10 The mention of the
Kirttakrtika and the Auniasthanika, will show, if our intcq>rctations

of these two derivations are correct, chat the Provincial Government
exercised some son of control over the industrial life of the people.

The district officers were usually designated visayapalis. Vena-
varman was in charge of the Kotivarsa-vimya from 124 to 128 G.E.,

being appointed to this post by the provincial governor Ciratadatta

(famu'yvw 'iifca—Damodarpur, 1 K: ?); the same office was held by
another person, whose name is not clear, owing liis appointment to

Uparika- Maharaja Jayadatta, at an unknown date in the reign of

Budha-Gupta
;
and in ihe year .544 A.D. this visaya was being adminis-

tered by Svyambhudeva who was the nominee of the officer in charge
of Pundravardhana-/*Wifi. The Baigratn copper-plate seems to suggest
that the district officer Kulavrddhi was directly responsible to the

bhaftaraka, who may have been the king himself (Kumara-Gupia 1).

fhc term bhaitaraka is found used in this inscription as definitely

applying to the sovereign himself (bhrUldtaha-paddnam dfuirma-phala-

&abnog-ayaptii-ca- 1,13). From the Faridpur coppcr-placcs names of

four district officers are available
;
Visayapati Jajava appointed by Maha-

raja Sthanudatta (Plate A), Gopalasvami (Plate B), and after him Vatsa-
pala by Nagadcva (Plate C), himself the officer in charge of Navyavaka-
&ika enjoying :he titles of Uparika and MahapratihJlra (reading vyapora-
baiandya is probably wrong, read vyapata-haianhya in Plate B). Pavi-

*5 - Cf. Vogel, Antiquities of Chamba State, p. 129.

16. Ibid., p. 130.
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iruka in the year 14 of Samacaradcva’s reign was holding this post of

Vi$ayapati, his appointment having been approved or confirmed by
Jivadacia, Lhe Uparika in dmge of the ollice of NavyavakaSika at

SuvarpSvIUii. Between die BaigrSra Plate and the Vapnaghosavapi

grant there is one affinity ; in both the officer carrying on the adminis-

tration of a vi$aya pays his respects directly to the sovereign (lat-pcd-

nmidhynld — Samantn-NdrayaiiaOhadra — vifaya — sambhogakale-Vzp-
paghojavata grant). It is not clear, however, whether the duties, func-

tions and status of Narayanabhadra were the same as those assigned to

a Visayapati in ordinary circumstances. In the first place the latter

is usually found to have been a subordinate of a higher officer, viz.

the provincial governor ; here there is no such official referred to.

Narayartabhadra is under direct obligations to the sovereign.

Secondly, he has under him an officer styled Mahapratihara (chief

Warden of the Marches), to whom he issues orders to be carried out

(lad-asy-ajnd — tad-vjai/ahdii —). The title Vi«ayapati or Kuniara-
niatya applied in other inscriptions to the district officer is not

bestowed on Narayanabhadra ; instead he is given the designation of

.Samatita. On these considerations, one may incline to think that the

Audunmrika-Visaya was not a district governed by an officer but a

territory governed by a feudatory.

No detailed information is available regarding district adminis-

tration. The little light that is provided by our inscriptions may be

deemed sufficient for the purpose ol ascertaining the part played by
the administrative machinery in connexion with sale of lands. The
information that can bo gleaned, therefore, touches a very small part

of the authority exercised by the district-officer and his staff. Like

the officcr-in-chargc of a bhukii, the district-officer too had his Adhi-

karana in his headquarters (aiUti'flwuddhihnrannm). From the pic-

ture of an Adhikarana drawn in the Mrcchakatika with its building

(Man/Japa) and stall such as Ad/d/nranikas, . 1dh ikatarta bhojakas, the

Sres(hi and Kdyasthas, it will be quite reasonable to infer dial the

Vijavapoti s Adhikarana referred to in our inscriptions was of a type

similar 10 it. The business of this Adhikarana was not probably

limited to transactions of land-sale, as recorded in these inscriptions,

but for want of evidence its other functions cannot be fully determined.

The direct responsibility lor managing the affairs of the Adhikarana
Jay in die hands of the district officer, the deputy of llie Uparika < frmni-

yuklaka—; cf. adhif{handdhikaravam — jflwt9vTiv?ftav<2't-Damc<larpur
(

1 ,2,3,4,5). But he carried out his duties in the presence ol the

Nigatasreifhi, the Prathama-Kulika, the Prathama-Kayastha and
Sailhainha. From 124 to 128 C.F.. the district officer of Kotivarja

was assisted by Dhrtipala as the Nagarasrcsthi, Bandhumicra as the

21—5
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SSrihavaha, Dhriimitra as the Prathama-Kulika and Sambapala as the

Prathama Kayastha. The district ollicer mentioned in Damodarpur
Flate No. 4, who held liis post in Budha-Gupu’s reign conducted the

business of die Adhikarana with Ribhupala as the Nagarajre$hi,
Vasumitra as the Sarthavaha, Varadatta as the Prathama-Kulika and
Viprapala as the Prathama-Kayastha. Svayambhudeva, the district

officer, in 544 AT), had for his colleagues Sthanudatta the Sarthavaha,

Matidatta the Prathama-Kulika, 17 Skandapala the Prathama-Kayastha
and a Nagaraireftlil whose name unfortunately is lost. There is no
need of raising the question here whether the Nagaraircjthi, the

Sarthavaha and the Prathuma-kulika were elected by their respective

communities or guilds, or appointed by the government to the posts

assigned to them in the Adhikarana, as there is no means of giving a

correct and definite answer to this question. That they were heads of

the different organizations of trade, industry and commerce in die

leading city ol the district can be well imagined
;
perhaps it was pro-

vided dial such heads were to advise the local government in the

Court by virtue of their eminent and responsible position in the eco-

nomic life of the people. Their special knowledge of men and affairs,

particularly the guild-laws, made their services essential to die proper

administration of justice at least iu so far as it related to questions

of transfer ol porperty. The Prathama-Kayastha, however, being

probably the chief secretary to the district government, does not seem
to have held a position similar to that ol his other colleagues.

The constitution of the district court as revealed in the

Faridpur grants is not found drawn with sufficient clarity.

Here, however, the elements present ate not those mentioned
above. In Faridpur plate No A beside the Adhikarana,

where die Visayapati is engaged, there is a considerable assembly of

Vi$aya-Mahattaras (including Ititta, Kulacandra, Garuda, Vrhaccana,

Aluka, Anicara, Bhasaitya {?), Subhadcva, Gho^acandra, Anamitra,

Ounacandra, Kalasakha, Kulasvami, Durlabha, Satyacandra, Arjuna,

Bappa, Kundalipta (or Bappa-Kundalipta), followed by other men of

lesser importance (purogab trrakrlyalca). It is apparent dial the con-

nexion o{ such an indefinitely large body of men with the Adhikarana

could not have been of such an organic character as diat of the three

non-official representatives who used to sit widi die district officer of

Kotfvarsa, as found in the Gupta copper-plates. These Mahattaras or

leading men of the district along with other who attended die Adhikar-

apa of Visayapati Jajiva must have done so in the capacity of witnesses

17. On the meaning of ‘Kulika’, cf. Vogel, Antiquities of Chamba State.

P* ,87 -
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who were not mere idle spectators of its proceedings but had the right of

raising any question or objection, and as far as the particular business,

viz., that of land-sale was concerned, no such transaction could have

taken place without their consent or approval. It appears that in three of

the documents from Faridpur including the Ghugrahati grant, it is

not ilie Visayapaii who controls the affairs of the Adhikarana but one
who is either designated Jycstha Kayastha or jyesrhadhikaranika (cf.

Adhikaranika of the Mrcchakaiika). This is enough to show that the

term Adhikarana as used in these records must mean as in the Mrccha-

katika a court of law. It may be noted here that in three inscriptions

designation Vijayapati is not used, but the functions assigned to the

officer connected with the Varakamandala-vLsaya must have been those

performed by a Visayapaii (cf. saihvyahnrati as in other inscriptions), for

it is distinctly stated that he was appointed for the purpose of adminis-

tering ihc affairs of the district fvisaya-vyap5ra~kara>^&ya-B ; xHfayapali-

Yotasya vyavaharatah—Ghugrahati). the only difference being that he

is not found attached to the Adhikarana. The Adhikarana (plates B.

Rr C) is referred to as presided over by a Jyetfha- Kayastha named
Nayasena who served under both DhannSdiiya and Gopacandra. In

Samacaradcva's Plate the Adhikarana is under the leadership of the

Jyefthadhikaraiiika Damuka (-pyamukhnrn-odhikaranm). Other Adhi-

karanikas who took part in the work of the court are not mentioned,

but it may be presumed that the Jycsthadhikarngika carried on his

work with die assistance of juniors, probably also the NagaraSrcjUii

and a Kayastha. If, as these inscriptions seem to suggest, die functions

of the district officer were separated from those connected with the

court of law. the change must have resulted in a differentiation of the

executive from the judiciary in the field of district-administration. An
annexe of the court was the assembly of a number of Visaya-Mahattaras

(Ghugrahati ; vifayinah, not vuayan&m, as read by Pargitcr—

Plate B), of influential men styled Slahattaras, including one Visaya-

Mahattara and others dcsignted as Pradhiina-Vyaparinah or Pradhana-

Vyavaharinah (business men). As a distinction has been drawn be-

tween a Mahattara and a Visaya-Mahattara, it seems that the latter

belonged to a higher category than the former. Plate B shows that

this assembly which met along with the court consisted of Samogho$a
and other Mahattaras

;
there is no dear reference here to the presence

of one belonging to the rank of a Visaya-Mahattara. In the Ghugrahati

plate it consists of the Visaya-Mahattara Vatsakunda, Mahattaras

Sudpalita. Vihitagho$a, Suradatta and Piiyadatta, Janardana and other

Mahattaras together with many Vyavaharins of high status. Did the

Mahattaras represent the landed gentry and the Vyavaharins the in-

dustrial or commercial interests of the district?
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There was a staff of record-keeper? whose services were available
to die V'ijayadhikaraya. R.idattu, Jayanandi and Vibhudatta were the
recoid-leepeis consulted by the Adhikararja in Dainodarpur Plates

i S: 2: Visnudaua, Vijayanandf and Sthanunandi in Plate 4 and Nani-
nandt, Gojxulatta and Bhaianandl in Place r,. Names of two Pusia-
palas. Durgadatta and Arkkadiisa. who were available for consultation
by the district authorities of Pafitanagari in 448 A.D., arc given in the
Raigram inscription. The Nandapur copper plate also furnishes

names of some record-keepers.

The administration of a Vftlii should next engage our attention.
It was to have its own Adhikarana as shown in the Mallasarul inscrip-

tion. How this Adhikarana was constituted is, however, not known.
So far as the question of sales and gifts of lands were concerned, die
Adhikarana of the Vfthi performed the same functions, as were
assigned to the ilistrict-adhikaiana. As in the Faridpur grants the
Vijaya-adhikarana is found to have been assisted by an assembly of
important personages, the adhikarana, Mahattara Suvarnayasali of
Trivrta-Vata ka—Agrahara

,
Mahattara Dhanasvanii of Kapiv.a-Vacaka-

Agrahara, Bhaua Vamanasvftnn of Koddavira -Agrahara. Mahidatta
and Rajyadatta of Godhagarma-Agrahara, JivasviimI of Sal mali—Vapika,
Khadgi Mari of Vakkattaka, Khadgl Goika of Madhu Vaiaka. Khatfgi
Bhadranandi of Khanda-Jotiks, and Hari, die Vaha-Nayaka of Vindha-
pura, cooperating with the Adhikaiana and issuing orders under a

I
Item of joint authority. Thus among those who’ had to attend to

e business of the Vfthi-adhifcarana there were not only Mahattaraj
hailing from different localities or wards of (lie Y'ithi but also others
in place of the Pradhana-vyavahSrins mentioned in the Faridpur inv
triptions. The occupations of these latter are not definitely ascer-
tainable. At least there were two Brahmins (Bha ita Vamnnasvami
and Jivasvami) in the assembly

; no designations arc attached to the
names of Sridaua. Mahidatta and Rajyadatta

; there were three
Khadgis (swordsmen), and one Vaha-Nayaka (superintendent of con-
vertices or a cavalry leader r).

Prominent persons in villages had some share in the administra-
tion of local affairs, but their activity seems to have been limited to
cooperation with state officers, paralleled by the participation of
Mahattaras and other influential men in the business of the Adhika-
rana of a vijaya or a vichi. From the available material it will be
difficult to assert that at the head of administration in everv village
there was a Cramika. By whom the official side was represented in
villages not administered by Gramikas, it is not at all clear from die
evidence furnished by our inscriptions. The non-official element was
represented by Brahmins, Kutumbins and Mahattaras in one village
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(Paharpur inscription): in the village Candagrama, in Budha-Gupta's
reign (Damodarpur Plate No. .j). those who served in a similar capa-

rity included prominent subjects headed by Brahmins, and also Kutum-
bins (the chief Brahmanas, die pioniincnc subjects and house holders).

It appears, however, that as these arc the only persons to whom orders

are issued for being carried out, they may have constituted the sole

authority in the localities concerned in respect or matters to which
these orders applied. The administration of such villages where
these people were solely responsible differed from that of others, where
powers lay not only in the hands of local Mahattaras and Kutumbins
but also tlie Astatuladhikarana and the Gramika (Damodarpur Plate

No. 4 ; cf. the Dlianaidaha grant mentioning Mahattaras, Kutumbins
and the Affakulidhikarniia).'* In view of the very damaged condition

ol its writing, it is impossible to be certain that the inscription did

refer to a Gramika also. The official side in such villages was repre-

sented by an Adhikarana, which was probably a body of eight persons

(cf. Paftcakula)' 0 and the Gramika. This system reminds one of the

parallel institutions obtaining in a larger sphere of administration,

in the Varakamatjdala-vijiiya, with the Visayapati at the head, and an
adhikarana together with an assembly of prominent men. There
appears to have been an office of record-keepers also attached to such

villages. At Palasavpidaka, as shown in the Damodarpur copper-

plate No. 4, where responsibility was shared between the Gramika,
the Adhikarana, Mahattaras and Kutumbins. there was only one record-

keeper. Patradasa. who was consulted by those authorities.

We may now proceed to see how the different functionaries

operated in response to requirements of a specific character. As we
have already said, the administrative machinery is to be observed in

action mostly in connexion with matters relating to the business of

land-sale. One intending to purchase lands was required to put an
application before the Adhikarana to whose jurisdiction he was attached,

in which he was to state the purpose for which such lands were
needed, their total measurement, whether these were fallow lands to

be brought under cultivation or lands meant for building purposes,

or both
;
mention had to he made also of the price dial was to be

offered for these in conformity with current local rates, and also

t8. 1'or a discussion ol ihc meaning of the term, tee Ind. Cult., vol v. No. l,

PP-
"*>•' '•

19. References to a body called Pailcabula arc to be found in several ins-

criptions, which was concerned with financial matters of various kinds including

tliore connected with land*: see U. N. Ghosal, Hindu Revenue System, pp. 238,

“55. a57’58-
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whether the ownership of such lands was to be of a non-
transfcrable character. In the application presented by Brah-
min Karpaiika to the Adhisthina-Adhikaraga of Kotivarja in

444 A.D. (Plate i), the facts stated (vijfiapitam) were that

for purposes of Agnihotra rices lie required one Kulyavapa
of uncultivated, fallow land, which had not been given to anybody
before, that it was to be given him under the law known as Nividharma
or the law of non transferability of the principal, that it was to be
perpetually enjoyed (i.e. by himself and his successors). The appli-

cation made by another Brahmin to the same authority five years
later (Plate 2) was on similar lines. The land required by him was
to be of the class described as Aprada ; it was to be given in accordance
with ahiaya-m-vi marycda; it was to be acquired in order to enable
the buyer to conduct the five daily sacrifices. The application in the
form in which it is found does not refer to the current rates, but the
price actually paid by him is described as being in accordance with the
usage obtaining in the locality (vaihanuvma). srcsthl Rbliupala
who was a member of the advisory board connected with the district
adhikarana of Kotivarsa in Buha Gupta's reign (Damodarpur, 4)
applied for some vaslu land in the neighbourhood of 1 1 Kulyavapas
of aprada land formerly purchased by him to enable him to build two
temples of Kokaraukhasvami and Sveta Varahasvami with two store-
rooms. The implied undertaking was to pay the price for this land,
as determined by the current rate which was three dinaras for each
kulyavapa of land. A similar application was submitted by Amrta-
deva. the kulaputra from Ayodhya, to the Kotivarsa-Adhikarana in

544 A.D. (Damodarpur. 5), stating his desire to purchase some land
(kjetrastokam) in a forest area (atraranvc) within the district where
ihc rate was also three dinaras for each kulyavapa of land, such land
being required for the purpose of providing himself with the cost of
carrying out necessary repairs in the temple of Sveta Varahasvami, of
haii, cant, sailra, the supply of cow’s milk, intense and flowers, and
the maintenance of raadliuparka, lamp, etc., and also for the purpose
of increasing his mother's merits. The applicant was able to secure
altogether five kulyavapas of hhila land with vaslu in different localities.
In the Fandpur inscriptions the same procedure seems to have been
followed. What teas essential on the part of an intending purchaser
was to make an application to the local authorities. This application
is not always found reproduced in all its details, but there is no lack
of information as to the different items which a complete application
was to touch upon, these being generally dealt with in another part
ot the record describing the final stage of the transaction. Some appli-
cations, as recorded in che Damodarpur Plates, are brief inasmuch’ as
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Ihey do not mcmion che current rates, but these arc referred to when
transactions reach their concluding stages. Similarly, in the Faridpur
Plates, the application, as embodied in Plate No. A, simply states that

the applicant Y'atabhoga wanes some land (kjccra-kliandam) for the

purpose of making a gift ol it to a Brahmin. There is no reference
here to die curient rates, ncidier to the nature of land wanted, nor
to die character of ownership required to be transferred, nor to the
total area of land, etc. These details arc provided in the latter part of

the inscription. Application in Plate B. is fuller than the preceding
one ; the applicant Vasudevasvaml, slating that lie requires some land
(area unspecified) for a gift at certain rates (not mentioned). Iri the
concluding part it is said that the rate was four dinaras for each kulyn-

vapa of fallow land, bin it is not clear how much land was sold co

the applicant. Application in Plate C is ahnosc as brief as the former,
stating only that one kulyavapa was required which after purchase
was to be given to a Brahmin Bhatta Gomidattasvami. The inscrip-

lion being in a fragmentary condition it is impossible to say that

other details were given in ill is portion, but necessary information as

to local rates etc. is to be found only in the concluding part. Applica-

tion D (Ghugrahafi) made by Supraiikasvami for some land required
for the establishment of bali, caru and satra so that it might be
useful to a Brahmin, docs not specify the area of land needed, nor die

price Lo be paid for it, nor does it include an expression of his willing-

ness to pay at the current rates. In the portion that follows there is

no mention of the price paid, but of die total area which was given,

amounting to dircc kuiyai'apas of land. It is doubtful i£ this inscrip-

i ion records a case of laud-sale of the nature above discussed. There
however, may, be some difficulty in regarding it as a free gift to one who
applied for it, since in that case it will be necessary to infer that a

vifayvi-adhikaranc was empowered to make such a gift. Secondly, the

expectation of revenue from this land is implied where the inscription

holds dial if ‘it is capable of being u ied,‘ it will be a source of revenue

to the king. The iiueipreiation of this passage as meaning that a
general improvement in local conditions leading to a conse-

quential increase in revenu would be facilitated by the grant

of this particular piece of land lying fallow and unexploited

is not barred out as improbable. In regard to the question

why applications are sometimes so brief, making no reference to cer-

tain essential items which are found included in other similar state-

ments (cf. DSmodarpur, i & 2), it may be suggested that cenain details

were excluded for the sake of avoiding superfluity and repetition, for

these in any case were to be incorporated in the portion dealing with

ihc concluding stages of the transaction, and also that it was found
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convenient by experience that it was better not to be precise regarding

the measurement of land required, for the authorities alone after pro-

S
er consultation of state-records and suitable enquiries were to decide
ow much land could be spared.

We have so far dealt with cases appearing before a district adlii-

karana. There was the village adhikarapa also which was empowered
to consider similar applications. Hi us Ciamika Kabhaka applied
before the authorities of Palasavmdaka (the Mahattaras, Lite Adhi-
karapn or the Committee of Eight, the (iramika and the Ku(umbins)
with a request that he might purchase some land (not specified in the

application portion) in die village Capdagvama. enabling him to settle

a certain Brahmin on it, the land so required was to be aprada, hhila

(fallow), and free from all taxes (samudayabahya-), for he was ready
to pay in accordance with the rate prevalent in the village (grdmanu-
hrama-vikrayvi-iiuirydda}. As the land required was not situated in

P/iloiawulaka, but in CaixhagTama, the authorities had to be in com-
munication widi the Brahmins, Ku(uuibins and oilier prominent resi-

dents of the latter. It is very likely that Candagrama was under the

jurisdiction of the court at Palaiavrndaka and that its authorities must
have helped the latter in finding out a suitable piece of land for Na-
bhaka and also in other ways locally under the supervision of the

higher staff. The Dhaniadaha inscription also refers to an application

which was received by the astakuladhikarana of a certain village (name
not available) and its leaders of the different categories. The Pahar-

pnr inscription refers to an application which was received by the

Ayuktas and the Adhikarapa of Pundravardhana, where the Nagnra-

sres^hi was present, giving all requisite details but as the land required
was situated outside the adhisthana, prominent Brahmins, K tqumbius
and Mahattaras of the locality where it was available were informed
of it, so diat with their help suitable lands could be selected and steps

taken to demarcate the area to be sold. The village-authorities who
co-operated with the Mmkti-sinfi in the Pihirpur grant belonged to

the same categories as mentioned in the Damodarpur Plate No. 4.

The BaigTam copper plate is the third available record showing how
an application received by a higher authority (in this case the Rutna-
rimatya and the Visayadhikarana of Pahcanagari) was passed on to the
LUlhorities of a village (samvyavahari-pramukhnm), such as Brahmins
Kutumbins, for necessary help in giving effect to it. The Adhikarapa
of die Vakkauaka Vltlii heard an application for purchase of land as

stated in the Mallasarul inscription. The proceedings of the Adhi-
karana which opened with the representation of his case by the appli-
cant reached their next stage when it was referred to the record-keepers
far an expression of their opinion as to whether the land. required
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could be given under the terms mentioned or implied by him. If

the tccord-keeepers who were consulted signified their consent, then
only could the application be granted. As already stated, the appli-

cant docs not always give particulars about rates etc. These are to be
found out by the pustapalas after proper investigation. It appears
that a transaction could not take place immediately after the Pusta-

palas referred to by an Adhikarana had submitted their report in the

event of certain conditions intervening. In the case recorded in the

Damodaipur Plate No. 5, the Vijayapati 06 Kotivaisa seems to have
differed from the opinion gi\en by die Pustapaias that the proposed
transaction would be perfectly valid and proper. The question that

arises here is : when did the difference originate ? The report sub-
mitted by the Pustapalas seems to have attempted to meet a point

raised by the Vijayapati. Their argument was that Amrtadcva, the pro-

spective buyer, intended to make the proposed gift under the impres-

sion (hat he had a legitimate right to do so, while the Vijayapati alone

(not in combination with his advisory committee) perhaps entertained

some suspicion on this point. It the Vjjayapati gave his personal opinion
after the report from die Pustapalas had been received, then it will

have to be inferred that the case had been referred to them twice.

This is however not stated in the inscription. Perhaps when the case

after having been presented to the Adhikarana was on its way to die

Pustapalas the Vijayapau made a note of liis objection. In esae of

disagreement with the Vijayapati, it was for the king himself

to decide the matter. It is to be noted here that the case did not
go up to the provincial governor whose subordinate the Visayapati

was, but straightway to the king for final disposal. Apparandy, there-

fore, in certain reserved matters appeals from a district were to be
heard direedy by die king himself. In regard 10 the disputed point

that was referred to die king as recorded in the above-mentioned
Damodarpur Plate, his decision upheld the findings ol the Pustapalas

(dharmaparat-avapti) it was found by him that Amrtadcva had a right

to the act of piety which he wanted to perform, viz. to make the gift

under conditions mentioned by him. This shows beyond doubt that

the record-keepers were not bound to follow the dicutes of the

highest officer of the discrict, but that it teas required that they should
judge everythine in an unfettered manner.

AU the other casc9 recorded in our inscriptions show that steps

were taken ro complete sale-transactions immediately after record-

keepers had given their verdict in favour of those proposed. I'his

will prove that rarely did differences arise between Pustapalas and
other authorities such ns the district officer in regard to the bona
tides or competence of a person applying for purchase of land.

22—6
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As regards the payment o£ price, the documents arc not dear as

to how it was collected. The measurement and demarcation ol the
land sold took place after the price for tire same had been collected
{ujjaicngrhya dyikrla), following the pustapalas' approval to the pro-
posed transaction. There is probably no set ions reason to doubt
that the price in every ease was paid to Government. So far as the
documents of the Guptas are concerned, the same authority chat

leceived applications, forwarded them to pustapalas for scrutiny and
opinion, directed (as in some cases) local staffs to select and measure the
land that was to be given, arranged for a copper plate to be drawn
embodying the terms of the sale, accompanied sometimes by condi-

tions of the gift made by the third party, must also have been respon-

sible for the collection of the price. Whether this was done directly

by them, or through some other department of Government, is a
question that cannot be answered definitely. It was evidently the
district government of Kouvarja to which prices were paid for transac-

tions recorded in Damodarpur Plates No. i,c. X: j. the government
of Palafcivmdaka (the astakul-adhikarooa. the Grfitnika, the Mahattaras)
to which Nabhaka, the Gramika, submitted the price of the laud
situated in a different locality which was most probably under the
former’s jurisdiction. Similarly, for die transaction recorded in the
Paharpur inscription, it was the government of Plinth avardhana (the
Adhikaiaria in this case was under some Ayuktakas) that received the
application for the purchase of land and arranged for its scrutiny by
Pustapalas and directed die local staff to collect the price from the pur-
'hasers (dinara-irayain-ayikrtyn). The Vi&yfidhikarana of Pancanagari
which directed the authorities at VaigrSma with regard to their duties in

connexion with sale of lands wichin their area to Bhaskara and Bhoyila,
must have taken the price amounting to six dinaras and eight rupakas
(ayikj-tya) from them. The Mallasarul grant shows definitely that die
price of the land purcliased by Vijayasena from the Adhikarana of
the Vakkattaka Vlthi was paid to the same authorities. As there is

no reference to any other authorities entrusted with the task of collect-

ing prices from buyers of land, it may be taken as certain that this

was a matter for local government and that this was one of the sources
cf income to them. According to Pargiter, Faridpur Plate B shows
that Visudevasvam! bought his land from a private individual named
fhoda, a Mahattara

(1
.

1 7). Faridpur Plate A shows dial die land
purchased by the Sadhanika Vatabhoga was the common property of
Mahattaras and common-folk, and Faridpur Plate G records a ease
of purchase of land belonging to certain BhStadvaja Brahmins, or in
other words, to a joint family. The Mahattaras and others from whom
the land was purchased according to Plate A were those who sat in the
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Adhikarana receiving the application from Vatabhoga. They were con*

nected with ihc application for purchase as well as the whole process

of sale itself like the Adhikarana of the Kotivana-visaya. associated

with the Nagaraircjthi, the Kulika, etc. in the Damodarpur Tlates.

As nowhere in these plates it is said that the lands sold were the com-
mon property of villagers as represented by these elements, the assump-
tion tliat they were so will be wholly unwarrantable. Then again in

the same Faridpur Plate there is no indication that the Mahattaras
rnd others referred to by Pargitcr came from any village, i.e. Dhru-
\il3 ll, where the land was situated. In regard to Plates B & C,

Pargiter's conclusions arc based on highly doubtful readings of certain

passages which are damaged beyond recovery. The word mmvaddha
in what Pargiter reads as MahaStaras-Th oda-samvaddha—ii a pure guess

(Plate B, cf. note 95. p. 201 n. 18, p. 202), and the reading Bnaradvdja-
sagotra

•

as referring to bhavanta (bluc ar.tah- 1. 14) is equally doubtful
in Plate C. There is sufficient space lor a single or conjunct letter

between
'

Ira ’ of sagotra and ‘bha of ‘bhavanta’ and this may be referred

to asmal i.e. the purchaser. It is difficult to understand how in a

legal document like this a set of owners could be referred to vaguely

as belonging to the Bkaradvaja geira and not actually named. .'Bhavan-

lali' must be taken as referring to the authorities before whom the

purchaser submitted his application (cf. (cdorholhn matto Ainaram-

vpauittgrikya— Damodarpur Plate r,), 'Hie discovery of the Damodarpur
and other Plates of the Gupta period has rendered a correct intcr-

C
nation of the Faridpur Plates easier, for most of the former are

ttcr preserved and more explicit than the latter.

One of the essential duties of the local administrators in con-

nexion with these land-sales was to take the utmost care in measuring

accurately each piece of land sold. Some of the inscriptions do not

say by whom the measurement was carried out (Damodarpur Plates

1,2,4, & 5; Faridpur. A.B.C; Ghugrahati). In respect of these it may
be safely said that the business of measurement was conducted under
the supervision of the authorities who received the respective applica

lions for purchase of lands. The places where such lands were situated

must have been comprised within the direct sphere of work of the

Adhikaraiia, the Vijayapati and others connected with it. In regard

to lands situated in villages for the administration of which local staffs

were responsible, directions were issued by these higher authorities to

them to the effect that they were free to select such sites as would not

conflict with their own agricultural oDerations, carry out measurements

ns fixed by them in accordance with the current system of measurement
and mark the boundaries with permanent signs of chaff and charcoal.

These directions (cf. Baigram} were issued after the price for the land
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had already been paid and a copper plate engraved. It is co be mentioned
here that some inscription! do not record the result of die steps taken
by the village authorities on the lines ol such communications received

by them from superior administrators. In these inscriptions also

details regarding boundaries etc. ate not be found (cf. Batgram etc),

for the copper-plates which have come down arc originals or copies of

them which were engraved before the finishing stages were concluded,
recording circumstances which end with the payment of the sale-price

lor the land with its measurement and situation fixed, subject to rights

of ownership which are defined, The actual position of the land sold

and its boundary-marks were noted at a later stage when these had
been carefully determined by local staffs in accordance with instructions

received from higher quarters. Damodarpur copper-plate No. 3 seems
to suggest that the land sold to the Gramika Nabhaka had been ins-

pected and measured by the Adhikarana of Palafctvpidaka accom-
panied by Mahattaras, KtHumbins, etc. before the communication
regarding the sale had been issued by them to the local authorities of

Viigrama. lfoui inter pretaiiou is collect, it will mean that nothing
was left to be done by the latter except that they were required to take

note of a completed transaction.

Local administrators are in some rases found to have utilised the

services of a sec of persons appointed by them to carry out some well-

defmed work. In the Nfallasarul grant it is noticed that several persons
were entrusted by the Adhikarana of the Vakkattaka VTthi with the task

of distributing the money paid by Vijayasena as the price of the land
he purchased and already credited to the revenue of the Viihi’ in

accordance with the instructions issued by them (Fp. Ind. XXXII, p.

J55L). These officers are described in the inscription as Kulavarakrta.
In the Ghurahaii inscription Samacaradeva, the Adhikarana of the
Varakamanda 1a-vi$a ya governed by the visayapati Pavitruka, is found
to have appointed Karanikas Nayanaga. Keiava and others as Kula-
idras, with whose assistance three kulyavapas of land were separated
from an area formerly granted by the issue of a copper-plate, and who
efter setting up proper boundaries on four sides gave away what re-

mained in Vyagracoraka to the applicant SupratlkasvSml. Faridpur
Plate Xo C shows that the district Adhikarana chose some persons
(names not given) as Kulavaras who seem to have rendered their servi-
ces at the concluding stage of the transaction recorded in that inscrip*
lion viz. the effecting of the separation of the particular plot of land from
the connected arras and its proper measurement. The specific duties
of the Kulavaras in this inscription have not been detailed as in the
two other inscriptions referred to above. The Kulavaras from these
records appear to have been chosen from among those who were con-
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vcrsant with the business conducted by adhikaranas (adhikaramjndn-

Faridput C) or with matters relating to document (karanikas) which
clearly fell within Lite Adhikaranas cognisance. It may not be wrong
to suppose that there was a panel of such experts formed by local

authorities, from whom the requisite number had to be appointed in

iurn as cases appeared requiring their services. From the non mention
of kulavaras in some inscriptions it may be natural to infer that their

services were not always necessary; where die help o£ village institu-

tions was available, there was no need to appoint kulavaras. It is also

lossible from the evidence available to inlcr dial they were appointed
tarticularly in such cases where it was not possible for various reasons

or the load authorities to be present to inspect measurement etc. at die

site, where they had to act as deputies or representatives.

It may be asserted without hesitation that the law which the

State administered relating to transfer of property was of a definite

character not only in its provisions as regards conditions of owener-

sliip, but also in the matter of proccdme. This law accorded full

recognition to local usage. Prices of lands, for instance, were to be

determined in accordance with rates current locally. The Pkhaipur
and Baigram inscriptions show that in the years 159 and 128 (Gupta
era) the price of one kulyavipa of land in die localities respectively

referred to by them was 2 Dinaras
;
in the Damodatpitr copper plate

inscriptions of the years 124-224 the current rate is given as 3

Dinaras, in the Faridpur Plates as 4 Dinaras (pi&JtpravTUi-majyada—

C; toiak'vik riyamAnakn-marydda—B: prdk satnudra mayradd—A). That
within a comparatively circumscribed area rates varied even in the

same year is shown by the discrepancies between the Damodarpur
coppcr-plate No. 2 and the Baigram copper plate, both belonging to

die same year, 128 G.E. Such variations must have been due primarily

to differences in the economic conditions existing in different localides,

which should also explain the discrepancy between the Damodarpur
and Paliarpur rates, applying to the came bhukti and practically to the

same period (Damodarpur Plate No. 4 and the Paluirpur inscription).

Differences between Damodarpur No. 5, Paliarpur and Baigram on

die one hand and Faridpur rates on the other can be accounted for

by the supposition dial with the advance of time prices of lands rose

higher, but the absence of any record belonging to the same area as indi-

cated in the Faridpur Plares, which might be assigned to the age of the

Damodarpur Plates stands in die way of judging il prices in ihr same lo-

cality had increased, if so by how much. The law regarding transfer of

Buy drew an essential distinction, which is only natural, between

meant for purposes of culuvauon and those for building
(
k->etra

and vdstu). In an applicauon for purchase of land the candidate had
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to note clearly whether he wanted (a) cultivable land or (b) homestead

land or (e) both [ instances of (a) Damodarpur, 1,2,3: instances of (b)

Damodarpur, 4.5,: Paharpur; Baigram]. It was not always necessary

as in the Baigram Plate to specify separately the area of cultivable and
homestead lands, for instance in the Damodarpur Plates 4 & 5 and the

Paharpur Plate the total area of land given away is stated as inculsivc

of vastu. From the Baigram Plate it appears that vastu land could be

used for purposes of drainage and passage (tala-idilka-artbam—l.g); in

Paharpur the lands sold included tala, vataka and vdslu. In the law

relating to transfer of property there was presumably a section dealing

with the sale of lands belonging to the category of those described as

afrrada (not given, i.e. remaining open to occupation), aprahala, and
hhila (uncultivated, fallow) lands (helm, Damodarpur. 1) which could

be disposed of as exempt from payment of all the usual dues and extra

taxes (samudaya buhya and dpra/ifcrra-Paharpur
;
akmcit-pnttikara and

samiulayabdhya—Baigtdvr. samutUiya-bahya-Mallasaru). The right to

enjoy such pieces of land with the above-specified advantages attached

to it, which took effect from the moment of the completion of a sale-

transaction was a both restrictive and perpetual one : it was not allowed

to the transferee to change or modify its owenership by means of sale,

mortgage or otherwise, but to confine its enjoyment to himself and his

line in perpetuity ; if the property was transferred to a religious insti-

tution or establishment, the same principle applied, that is to say it

was to remain non-transferable till eternity (Vardhasvdmine sasvati-kala-

bhogya-dattah—Damodarpur 5; idivadiicandratdrakdblinpyatayd—'Damn-

darpur 1
:
putra paulra Urmena vidhinA pratipaditam—Faridpur C..).

This conditional owenership was provided by the rule termed as Nivi-

dharma (Damodarpur. 1). Lands sold under the provisions of this rule

were described as aksaya-nivi (Paharpur, Baigram). It was thus not

open to a private individual or institution in whose favour a property

had been transferred subject to the operation of this rule to violate

it by effecting a second transfer of its ownership. The grant of this

kind of limited ownership fixed in perpetuity extending over a whole
village in the case of a direct and voluntary gift was within the legal

competence of a Samanta as conditioned by the ahuiya-nhn-dharma
(Vappaghoshavata grant). 'Undistributed wastes' were treated as in-

volving economic loss to the state, or more appropriately, to the king.

The existing law encouraged private enterprise, allowing a suitable

person to secure portions of such lands for valuable consideration, for

his own use or for purposes of a gift to another person or religious

establishment. Usually it was the State’s duty to encourage the cause

of learning or education by attractive gifts of entire villages: the Ghu-
grahati copper-plate recording a gift of land to a Brahmin who applied
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for the same to (lie authorities of the Varaka-Maptfala-Visayn and the

Vappaghosavata copper-plate recording the gilt of a whole village to a

Brahmin named Bhatta Brahmavirasvami, preserve two instances of

such encouragement by the State where no price was paid by the parties

benefited or others seeking to benefit them. Other inscriptions record
purchases of unfilled and undeveloped lands by private individuals

either for themselves or for others. Rights conferred on the trans-

feree in such cases were as sacred and inviolate as those attached to

gifts made by kings. The transferee’s rights were ensured by the issue

of a copper-plate. Even when a particular piece of land was bought
by a certain Brahmin, and the transaction effected in conformity with
the custom of sale, it would still be regarded as a case of land-gift to be
protected by all future administrators (api ca bhumidana-samvaddhd-
limau slokau bhavalah). Every such transaction was profitable to

die State in two ways ; firstly, being treated as a case of gift it would
mean the acquisition of a share of religious merit (dharma-phala-sad-

bhdgam or dharma-fad-bhagam), secondly, as the land could be had
only for consideration, it brought in some revenue (parama-bhatlaraka-

padandm arthopacayali — dharmaiOfl-bhdg-dpydyatiaiica-Pkhirpur).

Prices of lands purdiased were to be paid to local authorities before
whom applications had been submitted. The Mallasarul grant mentions
that payment was made at the Vithi court of Vakkattaka by Vijaya-

sena. Other inscriptions show how applicants had to state that they
were prepared to pay due prices to district or village authorities

approached by them with their respective requests.

The law regulating transfer of porperty took proper care in

respecting other people's rights, particularly those acquired in con-
nexion with those vacant lands which were available for purchase by
outsiders. The protective attitude of the State seems to be indicated

in the terms embodied in communications addressed to village autho-
rities which required them to select sites that would not cause any
interruption to tneir own agricultural work (sva-karmmandvirodhena-
Paharpur). It appears to be evident from this that every step was
taken to avoid transgressing any such right as that of passage or of

the use of a tank, when the question of selecting the land for which
money had been already paid was taken up.

As a means of preventing undesirable elements from securing a
footing in village-life, it was required to state details as to the object
of buying the land for which an application had been made, which
was to be examined by the Adhikarana. The Nividharma which
applied to all these trasactions of land-sale extended to the properly
taken as a whole including instil and khila-kyelra both, when in any
case of sale these two kinds of land were involved. Thus the law.
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provided for die maintenance of the indivisible character of the land,

which might be altered at the option of the transferee or his representa-

tive at any time if one part of the land sold was to be regarded as

transferable and die other non-transferable. This was another means

of pteserving the integrity of village-life and checking competition in

prices of lands.

Every piece of land to be sold had to be measured under a fixed

system which had been devised and was current in those days. What
was the exact measurement of a kulyavapa in terms of the modern

system is not known. Whatever the derivative meaning of this term

might be, there is no doubt that it meant a definite extent of land in

this period. This was adjusted to the system of measurement based

on a unit of S by 9. in which the length was greater than the width by

t (affaka-navaka-nalena or aftaka-ntwaka-naldhhydm),^ the unit being

represented by two nalas, one for measuring the length and the other

lor measuring the breadth of Lite area disposed of. That the figures

8 and 9 stood for the corresponding numbers of cubits representing the

measurements of the two nalas respectively is shown by the cxplict

reference in some inscriptions to the employment of hasla (cubit) in

1 he prevalent system of land-measurement (Damodarpur, 3, astaka-

nabafia-naiabhyom, also fiaigram, Mallasanil ; affaka-navaka-mlena-

Faridpur, A & B; danwikarmma hasteTia-'hiaBasaiiil ; Dhaimmasila-
SivacandTa-hasta—Faxidpur B R: C; SwetOmdra-kastena—Faridpur A ).

Thus two nalas were used in turn for tire measurement of length and
breadth respectively, one mcasurcing nine cubits and ihc other eight.

The element 'astaka' as well as ’navaka' in the compound can well be

taken as representing the she of the Nala employed in each case, and
the custom of measuring by Aosta-standard having hern shown in

some inscriptions to have been current, it is evident that whether the

compound is preceded by hasla or not, the same practice must have
hern followed throughout. Taking the average measurement of a

hasla to be tg inches (Pargitcr, Ind. Ant., 1910, p 215), the

unit represented by the azalea and navaka nalas will correspond to an
oblong area of t9X8X'9X9=,25992 sq. inches. How many times

this area a Kulyavapa contained is not possible to determine.

In measuring one kulyavapa of land either the .same two nalas were
applied as many times as would give the required area lengthwise and
breadthwise respectively or as many numbers of nalas, divided into

two sets of unequal sues as required by the standard system for the

measurement of length and breadth, were employed till die fixed area

was fully covered. If one Kulyavapa corresponded exaedy to an area

*o. ct Ep. Ind., XX, p. 63, n. a.
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measuring 8 reeds by 9 (as suggested by Pargitcr), it would have been
superHuous to mention the two identical expressions separtely. It is

to be added that no word is used to denote this assumed correspondence

between the two. Besides, Pargitcr s calculation does not give a definite

result, for the equivalence of one reed to 16 liastas is a mere suggestion.

One kulyavapa of land was equivalent to 8 dropas as shown by the

Baigrain Plate. This is also borne out by the Paharpur grant according

to which t2 dronavapas -j- h Kulyavapa ol' waste land corresponded to

an area measuring two Kulyavapa*, 40 dronavapas or 5 Kulyavapas

corresponded to one Pataka, as illustrated by tne Tippera plate of

Vainva-Gupta, which should correct Gangamohan Laskar’s" fixation

ol 1 Pataka (1) as being equivalent 1050 dronavapas, which he attempted

on the basis of thr. Asrafpur Plates. The Tippeia Plate gives a definite

basis of calculation mentioning that 1 1 Patakas of land were distri-

buted in one village in five separate plots consisting respectively of

7 Patakas, g Dronavapas, 33 Dronavapas, 30 Dronavapas, 1} Patakas

(thus 90 Dronavapas were equivalent to Patakas, which means that

1 Pataka was equal to 40 Dropavapas). As Pataka and Dronovapa
arc names of measures of capacity, it is quite possible that the system

of land-measurement which was in vogue during the period was based

on an average calculation as to the extent of area on which one Drona
of seeds could be sown. The emergence of such a principle of calcula-

tion adjusted to the hasla-unit of measurement presupposes a detailed

study of agricultural conditions and much experience in survey and
assessment work.

That gold coins were in use in this province is proved

not only by actual specimens which have been recovered but

by references in inscriptions to Dinaras used in payment of

prices of lands. Silver money was also in use; for instance in the

Baigram Plate there is a reference to Rupakas. eight Rupakas being

equivalent to a half-Dinara, which means that one Dinara was worth

16 Rupakas in value. During the reign of Kuraara-Gupta I (Dha-

naidaha and Damodarpur Plates) the weight of a gold coin as judged

from extant specimens varied from 124.7 <0 127-3 (original weight

ai. There is no sure basis of hii calculations. The reading of the Asrafpur

Plates is uncertain In many places. According 10 him 5 Patakas-f60 Dronavapas

= 6 Patakas + 10 Dronavapas; therefore, 5U Diopavflpas = 1 PStaka. He

interprets ‘Drooavfipa’ as meaning land on which one Droca of seeds could be

sown.

23—7
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must have been slightly higher) grains. In the time of Skanda-Gupta

the Dinara coin nearly approximated to the weight of a Suvania i.c.

146 grains (coins weighing about 14a grains have been found). The
weight of gold coins slightly increased later, as shown by Plate XVI,

1 $ (V.A. Smith, Catalogue of coins). The usual weight of a silver coin

was that of a silver Karjapana i.c. 56 grains.



SOME ASPECTS OF MUSLIM POLITY IN EARLY MEDIAEVAL

INDIA (1210-36 A.D.)

By S. K. Banerji

In the last year of his reign, SuliSn Qutbuddin stayed in Lahore
and died there of an accident, early in November, 1210 A.D. Aram
Shah, his reputed son, was present there. The nobles of Lahore felt

that Aram Shah, whether actually Qutbuddin's son or noc, was their

best refuge for the preservation of tranquillity in the kingdom.
They, therefore, proclaimed him king under the title of Sultan Aram
Shall. He maintained order in the districts round Lahore, but the

outlying parts of the kingdom, particularly Bengal and Sindh,

declared tneir independence under Hisatmtddin Iwaz and Nasiruddin
Qabacha respectively. The first few weeks of the reign did not inspire

much confidence and so a move was made to depose him. The lead

was taken by several of the nobles of Delhi who had not liked the

change of capital from Delhi to Lahore ; so at the suggestion of the

most important nobleman of the State, Alt Ismail, who held the double
office of the Couuuander-in-Chief and Lord Chief Justice '/lmir-i-dd<i)>

‘

they invited Ihuunish who hurried from his ficl of Badaiin, reached
Delhi, and ascended the throne as Shamsudduniya-waddin lltutmish

Abul Muzaffar.

But Delhi was not wholly united in Iltutmish’s cause, and some
of those who had not joined his party, gave information to ArJm Sh5h,

who also hurried eastward. The Muni and Qutbi nobles from die

provinces gathered in aid of their la:c master’s son Aram Shah, and
if the actual number of soldiers be counted, probably Aram Shah’s

army was larger than Ihutmish's. A battle took place in the vicinity

of Delhi in which Ihutmish’s ability enabled him to obtain a decisive

victory, Aram Shah was defeated and captured and later on was clone

away with.

lltutmish was a self-made man and rose from the lowest rung
in life. It is true that his father. Ilam Khan, was the chief of the

Ilbari tribe in TurkistSn, but when he was young, owing to his

comeliness and intelligence, became an object of envy to his brethren

and was sold as a slave to a slave-dealer of Bokliarit, who in his turn

l, Farishta mentions Amir Daud Dailmi as the second leader of the party
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sold him co a kinsman of the Sadr JaliJm of the ciiy. While he stayed

with the family 'the most bcncticent of the family used to nourish

him in the hall of his kindness like his own children in infancy.’ We
may presume that the Sadr Jalian and his kinsmen had given Iltutmish

liberal education just as they had given to his own children.3 When
he was finally sold to Sultan Qutbuddin. die latter, 'discerning within
him proofs of rectitude and integrity borii in movements and at rest,

outwardly as well as inwardly, by the light thereof, advanced hitn

from one position co another until he raised him to the office of Amir-
i-Shikar.' Subsequently, he successively held the governorships of

Gwalior, of Baian. and of BadSun.
lltutmish's success against Aram Shah was due to his abilities as

a soldier and administrator. When Muhammad Ghur! had been
defeated by Alauddin Muhammad Khwarazm Shah at Andkliui in

1205 AD., and the Khokhars rose in the Punjab, Qutbuddin, then
the Viceroy of India, hurried to his master's succour and with Qutbud-
din went his slave, Shamsuddin Iltutmish, with his Badaiin contingent.

The conflict may be deset ibed in Mitiluj-i-Siraj's words
"In the height of the conflict Shamsuddin drove his armour-laden

horse into the river Jhelarn where the enemy had taken shelter and
with his arrows was routing the enemy While engaged in

this brave contest, Sultan Muuuddin’s eye fell on these proofs of his

courage and bravery. He made enquiries about him and haring
satisfied himself, sent for Iltutmish, rewarded him with special robe
of honour, and commanded Qutbuddin to treae him well ; for he
observed 'good deeds will come out of him’; so that under his orders
the letter of manumission was written. (Ever afterwards) he was
treated with royal favour, and was allowed to enjoy the felicity of
freedom."

As an administrator also, lltutmish’s record was above reproach.
I o take up the period of his governorship of Badaiin, he was engaged
in satisfying the spiritual needs of his Muslim subjects and material
needs of all classes of his subjects. For the Muslims, he built an
Idgah with a brick wall running to 30*' and for Muslims and non-
Muslims both, he dug a large tank known as the Hauz-i-Shamsi. Both
the works exist to day. These benefactions must have made him
popular with the inhabitants of the province.

Against Iltutmish. Arim Shah's was an unknown name. Even if

it be accepted that he was Qutbuddtn’s son, we know of no other
1 act to his credit. Farishta emphasizes his incapacity and says that
at first even the nobles of Delhi accepted him but because of his

s. Minhij-i-Sirij suppom ihc assumption and maintains lltutmish's ability
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incompetence he could not rule for even a full year. In this period
great misfortune befell the kingdom, e.g., Sind and Bengal became
independent and the various Hindu Rajas raised their heads. The
Delhi nobles regretted their former derision and now acting under the
leadership of Ali Ismail and Amir Daud Dailnti send word to lltut-

mish to come and occupy Delhi.

From Farishta it is evident tltat the nobles found out Aratn
Shah’s incapacity and in the interests of the State proposed a change,
viz., the substitution of Iltutmish for Aram Shah, lltutmish’s pre-
vious record gave a promise of better prospect for the State , and lltut-

mish fulfilled it.

To sum up : in those difficult times, Aram Shah did noc prove
a worthy leader, and so his deposition was determined upon by t lie

same set of people that had raised him to the throne. Their choice
now fell upon Iltuiniish who possessed all the requisite qualifications

of a leader, viz
.
liberal education and long service as soldier and

administrator. He had also been like a son to Qutbuddin and had
actually married his daughter. If the Tabaqcll iNasiri is to be
believed, ‘Qutbuddin had coir. tetn plated Shamsuddin’s acquiring
dominion,' a circumlocutory way of |jrophcsyiug his future kingship.

On his accession to the throne in the latter half of tsii A.D.,
Iltutmish removed the capital of the kingdom from Lahore to Delhi

;

probably rhe idea being to keep himself further away from TSjuddin
Yildiz and Nasiruddin QabScha. who were originally Sultan Muizud-
dln's slaves and hence liis seniors. With the former hr made a treaty,
on account of which Iltutmish accepted from him as suzerain an um-
brella and a royal mace and thus got some recognition of his kingship
from a neighbour. The alliance proved fruitful to the new king

;

for he had to face next the seditious Muizi and Qutbl nobles in his
kingdom. Nasiruddin Qabacha who had been loyal to Qinbinltlln,

now refused to acknowledge Ilttumish's claims to the throne of Delhi
and the result was a long continued struggle between the two. But
even before Iltutmish reckoned with Nasiruddin Qabacha. he had to

deal with the refractory Muizi and Qutbi nobles. Minhaj's words in

this connexion may be quoted
“Iltutmish called himself Sultan Shamsuddln and in 607 A.H.

=)2io i A.D. sat on the throne. Many of the Qutbi maliks and
amirs strove (in his cause), but a few ol the Muizi and Qutbi nobles of

the districts surrounding Delhi had rebelled and collected together :

but as Iltutmish’s lamp of felicity was lit by the heavenly light, the

rebels in trying to pm out the light met with nothing but failure.

All the rebels catne fodder for the sword and the plains of the kingdom
were cleansed of the straws of their existence,”
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The reason of the rebellion of the Muizi and Quito nobles is

clear. The Muizi nobles being the nobles from the time of Muizud-

Hin Muhammad Ghuri considered themselves his seniors and superiors

and the Qucbi nobles at least his equals. With the defeat of these

rebellious nobles. Iliuiuiisli finished the first part of the work viz.,

restoration of peace in the eastern districts of Hindustan. Miuh&j

says":—

"The different parts of the kingdom and the suburbs of Delhi

and the districts of Badaun, Oudh, Benares, and Siwalik came under

his control."

Next occurred his friction wtih Tajuddhi Yildiz. Tajuddin

Yildiz had ruled for a decade or so in Ghazni and had meant to be a

friend to Iltuuuish and his goodwill had enabled the latter to over-

come the opposition of the rebellious nobles. But now misfortune

befell Yildiz. Jalaluddln MangbamI, the ruler of Khwarazm ar.d

a noted warrior, Hying before Chinglilz Khan, had occupied Ghazni

and driven away Yildiz. Yildiz turned to Lahore, held by one

of Qabacha's officers, drove him away and occupied it himself, lltut-

mish decided to intervene in his own interest. He ptotested against

Yildiz’s aggression and when his protests went unheeded, attacked and

defeated him at the battle of TarSorl, January, 1216 A.D. Yildiz was

captured in the battle, paraded in Delhi, and secretly dispatched at

at Badaun.
Let us now analyse lltutmish's action, lie had withdrawn

from Lahore to Delhi in order to avoid coming into a conflict with

his seniors. Yildiz with his eyes fixed on the west where the

unprecedented success of Chinghtz Kh5n boded ill for him. had

allowed Lahore to remain with Qabacha. Ihutmish also was busy in

settling his account with the refractory nobles of Delhi, and so for the

present overlooked the usurpation of Lahore by Qabicha. by no means

a friend of his. Next QabScha's officer was defeated by Yildiz. Iltut-

mish who had by this time, i.e., 1216 A.D., strengthened his position,

knew the superiority of his arm and so when informed of Yildiz’s suc-

cess in occupying Lahore, moved swiftly and crushed him.

After lltutmish’s return to Delhi. Oabacha hoped that the status

quo ante would return. He again occupied Lahore. But Ihutmish

had now realized his strength and would not submit to Qabacha's

usurpation. He drove him away from the city* and recovered the

whole of the upper Punjab. Qabacha remained for sometime in pos-

ession of die lower Punjab. MultSn. and Sind. But the same

3. T.N. p. 171., H. s-3.

4. 7\iV. p. 171 1. 10,
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deluge that had ovcrhelmed Yildiz, viz., Jalaluddln Mangbarni aud
his Khwarazm followers, now submerged him. He was driven away
Irom his territories and Jalaluddln ruled in Sind and Multan in place

of Qabacha for the next three years, 1221*4 A.D. Ic was only when

i

alAl of his own accord, left his Indian kingdom that Qabacha recovered

is lost province. For the next two years lie remained the undisturbed

master of them. I11 1226 A.D. partly due to the unwise provocation

given by his son, AlSuddln BahrAtn Shalt, by attacking Ikutmish’s

kingdom, war was renewed ending with the defeat and death of

Qabacha and the annexation of all his territories up to the very sea-

shore to die Delhi kingdom.
In Bengal too Iltutmish had achieved success. Hisamuddln Iwaz

Husain was ruling from 1211 A.D. and had acknowledged Iltutmish’s

suzerainty till 617 A.H. = 1220 i,‘ assumed independence in 1222
A.D.* or so and stamped many high-sounding titles mostly in imitation

of the Delhi rulers, e.g., he called himself Sultan the great ; Sultan
the honoured

;
aid to the Prince of the faithful and his successor ; the

lamp of God and the faith
;
coparcener with the Prince of the faithful

;

the strengthencr of die world and die faith ; father of victory ; aid of

the world and die faith
;
the king of the kings. But diese high-sound-

ing titles did not signify much
;
for when Iltutmish invaded Bengal

in 1225 A.D., he accepted Iltutmish’s suzerainty and made peace.

"A treaty was signed between diem. Thirty-eight elephants and
eight lacs of treasure were given away and khutbah was read in the

Sultan’s {Iltutmish’s) name.”

But Ghtyasuddln's submission was not sincere ; for as soon as

Iltutmish turned his back on Bengal, Ghiyasuddin attacked Bihar,

now included in die Delhi kingdom and molested some of Iltutmish ’s

Bihar officials. As the Delhi Sultiin was engaged elsewhere, he could

not come himself but his eldest son, N’asiruddin Mahmud, placed in

Oudh, went to Bengal, defeated and killed Ghiyasuddin in 1227 A.D.

Iltutmish now annexed Bengal to the Delhi kingdom and appointed

Nasiniddin Mahmud its goveror. This was probably one ot the ear-

liest occasions when the governors of Bengal were actually nominated

by the ruler of Delhi. Prior to this, the governor of Bengal was usual-

ly nominated by the nobles of Lakhnawti, the capital ol Bengal, and
recognized as governor by the king of Delhi. Nasiruddln had won
the hearts of the ulema and the pius men of Delhi by his munificence

5. As proved by his coins. Sec H. Nelson Wright—the SultOns of Delhi

;

Their coinage and metrology, (S.D.C.M.), p. 16. coins not. 49 H, I. and j.

6. See his coin in the catalogue of the Indian Museum, Calcutta, p. 145

no. L
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and now in Bengal too he became popular with It is nobles on account

of his munificence.

Two years later, in February isai) A.D., an envoy came from the

Abbasid Khalifa of Baghdad bringing a confirmation of regal title and

several kiiilals for lltutmish. The Delhi Sultan who had acted as a

de facto ruler lor the last eighteen years now became a de jure ruler

also. He announced the honour in several ways . for instance, issuing

coins bearing the name of the Khalifa and not his own. One such

coin has been noticed by Thomas

7

and by Nelson Wright.®

Obverse

The halima

reverse

margin

•JiL « T.>*

On the reverse the coin beats the legend : In the time of the

Imam, Almustansir. the Prince of the faithful.

Struck in hundred IIijra.

Almustansir ruled from 623-40 A.H. = 1236-42 A.D. The
only other king that issued similar coins was Muhammad Tughluq.
Again, in honour of this recognition, he completed the Qutb minor
ac Delhi and the Arh&'din-k& jhomf/ra masjid at Ajmer, extended die

Quwwat-ul-Islam at Delhi and dug the Hauz-i-ShamsI at Delhi. The
Qalb miner anti dre Arkai din-ka-jhornpro are not dated buc (he dates

are obtained from internal evidences.® The (luivwat-ul-Isldn is

dated. On the left pillar of die south central arch is inscribed U5L3,

3 .j*'"in ‘be months of the year 627 A.H.= taai-3o

A.D.” The Haui-i-Shamsi is assigned by tradition to the year 627 A.H.

s= laag-so.1 ® All diese works he constructed in honour of the occa-

7. The Chronodet, p. 46.

8. S.D.C.Af. p. 71.

9. See the Epigraphies Inda-Moilcmica for the year* igu-a.

10. See Sir S;ed .Ahmad Khan’s Asir-iu-Sanadid, p. 23.
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siou. And again, he introduced additions or change in his titles as

seen in his inscriptions. One is that he called himself

the king of the east or j.^1 ;rfUL J * king of the kings of the

East, as against Muizuddln's or Ghiyisuddin’s title ^IhJI or

r
BsU|

kl
,Ll.or rWf ^Udailtuttnish wanted to signify that his sphere of

action was confined to the East, and the West belonged to the Khalifa
of the day. The second change is tliat lie substituted as Sulldn for as

as Sultdni. So long he used to call himself the slave of die king,

Qutbuddin. Now he calls himself a king. The third change is that

he substituted the phrase, .fl

^

^^the master of die king
of die Turks and die Persians, for the former titlef*-

^

boast of the kings of Arabia and Persia. The change announced, on
the one hand, his amicable relations with the Khalifa of Arabia, and
on die other, his might and majesty as compared to die insignificance
of the petty kings of Turkistan and Persia.

It is clear from the above that by 1*29 A.D. Diminish had
thoroughly stabilized his dironc. His fame had spread far and wide
and the Muslim world had recognized his greatness. Diminish now
desired to strenghten further his hold on the kingdom by the recogni-
tion 0: his eldest son, N’asirctddin Mahmud as his heir-apparent and
so he sent him one of the khilats sent to him by the Khalifa. The
recognition of Mahmud as heir-apparent is mentioned by Minhaj in
these words

‘All people from the rr.aliks and nobles of Hind downwards
looked upon him as the heir to ihe Shamsi kingdom.' 11 But Mahmud's
death in April 1229 A.D. frustrated Iliutmish's plan of succession and
administration in Bengal. The late Sultan Ghiyasuddin’s son rose

against Iliutmish’s new governor of Bengal. What he desired now
was not an independent kingdom for himself but only the governor-
ship of the province under the Delhi ruler.' This is clear from his

coins. One, issued in fi2g A.H. = 1231-2 A.D. lias the following ins-

cription.

11. It should really ^U—ll ^(kU| the phrases quoted in the text

occur in the inscriptions of the minarets of the Avliai-din-ka-jhompra masjid.

i». 7'aV. p. 18 1

.
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06Verse

•JJ"*

«*>4j rM
^iiy cJM^

Reverse

o*M
JiW JoM

uuM^I ^JlUfl

0A»* oJ

s*<\ j*6

jV/argiri

Ahnnstansir, the Prince of

the faithful by the grace of

God, ihc Sultan the great.

Shanuudduniya waddln Abul

Path Iliutmish the Sultan who

demonstrates (the suzerainty)

of the Prince of the faithful.

The Sultan the just, the Sha*

hinshah the munificent, Allau-

dduniyavvaddin Abul Ghazi

Daulat shah, bin Maudud, the

arm of the Khalifa of God,

supporter of the Prince of the

faithful.

Margin

( in ) the mouths of the year

629 A. H.

it is to be noticed chat the name of the Khalifa is mentioned
z:id he is called the Prince of the faithful : also Iliutmish is called the

SuItan-i-Azam showing that he was superior to Daulat Shah
;

lltut-

mish is also called proof of the Prince of the

faithful. Daulat Shah bin Maudud is relcrred to as Sultan the just

and Shahioshah the munificent.

But Daulat Shall was not granted the governorship and was
punished for his rebellion against the governor appointed by the

Delhi government. Iliutmish went to Bengal in 1231 A.D., defeated
and captured Daulat Shall, and appointed one of his own nobles,
Aliuddln Jani, governor of the province, lliis reconquest of Bengal
as well as the earlier annexation of Sind demonstrated his hold on
the country.

Now that Nisiniddin Mahmud was dead, Iltutmish had to
choose another heir from among his remaining children. Fie had
appointed his second son, Ruknuddin FTriiz, governor of Badaun in
1227-8 A.D. and since the death of Nasiruddin Mahmud, he was
looked upon by the nobles as a likely choice of die Sultan. But their
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expectations were not fulfilled ; lor though after the capture of Gwalior
in December, 1232 A D., FTruz was given the important fief of Lahore,

lltutmish chose as his heir-apparent his eldest daughter, Razia.'*

This was a novel pronouncement and surprised every one including

the obsequious Mushrif-i-mumalik, Taj-ul-tnulk, who was transcribing

the order ; the Sultan justified his choice on the ability of his daughter,

'though veiled from tlic public gaze,' and on the worthlessness of his

sons. In order to give her some administrative experience, he made
her the governor of Gwalior. The absence of protest on the pan of

the nobles shows the hold that he had on his court. Though surprised,

they murmured no words of disapproval against the audacious pro-

nouncement. In the choice of Ram as the hcir-apparcnl, the king

might have been guided by his chief queen Turkan Khatun, Kazia's

mother. lltutmish is also credited with the establishment of the

ShamsI order of the forty nobles. The nobles orginally were purchased

as slaves but by degrees rose to be die most, important personages in

the kingdom,—so important that they superseded in time the ma/iks

and others of noble birth. Ziauddin Barani has described the import-

ance of the order 1*:—

'In his reign, the chief slaves were called of the order of the

forty. They gained ascendancy in the State matters and became
powerful and dignified chiefs and gradually superseded those high

born Maliks and other distinguished persons who prior to lltutmish

bore fame and distinction.' Minhaj-i-Straj has given die description of

twenty-five of his nutliks, most of whom nr had purchased himself.

These slaves were men of exceptional ability 2nd very- often men of

handsome features. At the time of purchase, they were very often

given minor oifices. e.g.. those of Sar-jdn-ddr (chief armour-bearer),15

Chdshnigir (controller of the kitchen),11 Saqi-i-khas (personal cup-

bearer),” Ytiz-b&n (keeper of the hunting leopard), 1 * SharSb-dSr (store-

keeper of the liquors), 10 Tasht-dcr (cwcr-bcarcr), 10 Jdrnc ddr (keeper

of the wardrobe); 01 some others were entrusted with more important

works, e.g., that of Amir-i-majlis (Lord of the assembly)" or of superin

tendent of rivers and vessels,” or granted 'an office before the throne.'”

Later on almost every one of them was made governor of a province,

e.g., of Lahore, Muhin, Nagore, Badaun, Oudh, etc. This creation

13. Abo called Jaiaiuddln.

14. Barani : The Tarikh-i-Firuz Shdhi. Bibliotheca Indica Scries, p. 26.

13. TJS. Translation by Raverty, pp. 728. 729, 750.

16. Ibid. pp. 723, 7G1.

‘7- PP- 756> 746< 779- >8
- P- 7-15- '9- P- 7$- *«• P-75*-

p. 754- 766. 22. p.731. 23. P-757- 24- P- 8o '-
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of a set of administrators was lltutmisli's greatest achievement. The
record of their work may be read in the Tabeujdl-i-Ndsiri where it will

be seen that by ihcir loyal services and administrative experience, they

had made themselves indispensable to the king. They were the pillars

of the State and after lltutmisli's death, continued to serve the kingdom
till tire accession of Ghivasuddln Balban.

I lis court was also visited by many of the exiled princes who had
lost their territories in the Mongol upheaval that took place under
Chinghiz Khan. They lent dignity to his throne, spread his fame, and
made him the most exalted monarch of his age. Ziauddin Barani

says
31:—In Sultan Shamsuddln's reign, owing to the accursed Chinghiz

Khan the Mongol's fear of tyranny .the illustrious Maliks and amirs
who for ages had acted as leaders and also many ministers and other

celebrities had thronged to his court. These Maliks who were the
most excellent of their kind and these ministers and celebrities who in

dignity, frankness, integrity, virtues, skill, and wisdom, had no equal
in -the whole world, had made Shamsuddln's court look like that of
Mahmud or Sanjar, nay, the most perfect example (of sovereignty)."

A word may be said about one or two other measures of the
Sultan. We all know that he had reformed the currency. In fact he
is supposed to be the first Muslim king of India who had issued silver

coins. In Nelson Wright’s words, ‘Iltutmish was a great moneycr. That
he established the silver lankah and tire billion jilel on a firm footing
was in itself a remarkable achievement. The influence of this silver

lankah may be said to have continued down to the present day. Ilis

incorporation of the indigenous 32-rati weight standard into his cur-

rency scheme was a skilful move which made for both popularity and
permanence.’ 3 " But he may also be remembered for the recognition

of the local coinage, only introducing his name as suzerain. For an
illustration see Thomas’s the Chronicles of the Palhan kings of Delhi. 1'

While one coin shows Chahar dev as a paramount soverign, the other
makes him a tributary to Iltutmish. The inscription of the two coins
may be shown here.

No. 1

Ofcversc Reverse

Horseman Bull

& suararl sft to

»5- P- *7- *6. SJ).CM. p. 75. 1 7. p . jo coins Nos. 39 and 40.
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No. 2

Horscman Bull

Ii will be noticed that Iluumish freely used die Hindi characters

and also symbols like bull or horseman. Even the name of Mustansir
billah occurs in Hindi along with the symbol of a bull.” It is a

striking example of his toleration and his efforts to conciliate his

Hindu subjects. The same tendency is seen in the profuse carvings
introduced in his ATltabdin-hd-jltompia masjid aud his extension of

die Quwwainl-Islam niosquc. ?l In spite of the Islamic prohibition of

symbols or figures of any animal and injunction in favour of simplicity,

lltutmish introduced symbols on coins and profuse ornamentation of

the walls of his buildings, as a generous gesture towards his Hindu
subjects. The two Hauzi-Shamsis, one at Badaun and the other at

Delhi must have earned gratitude for him of his Hindu subjects, who
along with the Muslims had profited by them

TO SUM UP OUR CONCLUSIONS.
(1) lliutmish’s kingship was the result of the verdict of the

nobles. He was expecied to stop the disimcgraiion of the kingdom
that had set in in Aram Shah's time. These expectations were fulfdled

by die recovery of Sind and of Bengal. The principle of election as

opposed to that of die Divine right was first illustrated in Muslim
Indian History by lltutmish *s accession.

(2) He cemented the kingdom by disposing of his rivals, Yildiz

and QaMcha. and by crushing die disobedient, whether Hindu or

Muslim. Among the Muslims, he made no distinction between the

Mum or Qutbi nobles and those who possessed no such distinction.

{3) He was a generous as well as stern ruler. In Bengal at

first he had allowed Ghiyasuddiu to escape annihilation by the payment

of a tribute. When he persisted in his opposition, he was destroyed

and his territory was annexed. When Daulac Shah rose again pleading

only for a governorship under lltutmish 's suzerainty, the Delhi Sultan

paid no heed to his pleadings and crushed him. In Sind also lltut-

mish had at first overlooked Qabacha's assumption of independence,

hut when his 01m territory was attacked, lie crushed him and annexed
the whole of Sind.

(4) Towards the Hindus his policy was marked by a mixture of

28. Thornes
, p. 52 coin No. 28b. 39. See Cambridge History of India

VoL III, the chapter on ihe monument 0; Muslim India.
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firmness and conciliation. He subdued many of the Rajas in North
India but allowed them a local existence on condition of his suzerainty

being acknowledged. Similarly he recognized the Hindu practices by
imitating their carvings in his buildings or their symbols on his coins.

(5) His greatest achievement was the establishment of the

Shamsi order of the forty nobles. They formed the cream of his civil

and military services and supplied him with loyal administrators and
commanders.

(6) His kingship was recognized by the Khalifa of Bagdad,
the head of die Muslim Sunni world. Out of deference to the

Khalifa, he called himself the Sultan of the East only. To the petty Per-

sian and Turki princes of his period, he threw a challenge by assuming
the tide, 'Master of the kings of the Turkis and the Persians.’



CANDRA-GL'PTA II. SaHASaMKA ALIAS VIKRAMADITYA
AND THE NINE JEWELS

By S. K. Dikshit

TOfrfiif^d y«h wtrt

,i

-jv.xxn. 10.

According 10 ihc above-quoted verse in the JV.. a work claiming
Kalidasa as its author, the 'Nine Jewels' including Dhanvancari,
Anurasimha, Vetalabhatta, Kalidasa. Varahamihira and Vararuci were
in the court of a certain Vikrama. Another verse (JV. XXII. 9) says :

"There are other astronomers (=kalalantra-kavey<ih) like myself, viz.

Satyacarya, Varahamihira, Srutascna, Badariyana, Manictha or Manin-
tha and Kumarasiuiha.'' A third one adds 'Having destroyed the

Sakas, VikramSditya built numerous' temples throughout the country'

(XVIII. 43).

It is well known that almost all of this is regarded as fictitious,

(hat the work, which contains it. is relegated to the ntli or 1 2tli cent.

A.D. and that the Nine Jewels arc not regarded as contemporaries.

Vet there seems to be real evidence which goes to support the old
iradition.

Thus I claim in this brief article :

(1) that die nine jewels were contemporary with Sakari Vikra-

maditva alias Sahaaamka, who is no other than Candra-
Gupta II

;

(2) that Vararuci was a maternal uncle of Subandhu who was at

first a courtier of Vikramaditya and then of Kumara-Gupta
;

(3) that Vctalabhat^a’s name alone is responsible for the constant

Abbreviations : R.T. : RSja-TaraAgiQi.

KSS. : Kathflsaritsfigara.

BKM. : Brhat-Katha-Martjari.

JV.
:

Jyoiijvidabharaoam.

KK. : KAlakaciiya-Kathlnaka.
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association of Vikramaditya, Sahasamka or Gandra-Gupta II

with the Vctalas or the Goblins, etc. that is observable not

only in literature but also in inscriptions

;

(4) that Khadyapi-pakika Harisena of die Allahabad Inscription

of Samudia-Gupta is perhaps the Dhanvantari Hari of

Vikramas court mentioned in the J V.

;

(5) that there is no reason to reject the traditions about dates

found in the JV. and die Kutuhala-Manjari

;

(6) that the JV. mentioning Satyacarya, Badarayapa, Srutasena

(=Siddasena) and Mapintha as contemporaries of Varaha-

miliira can not be relegated to the 11th of 12th cent. A.D.
since all of these persons find direct references in the Byhat-

samhita of Varaha ;

(7) that the JV. betraying a very close resemblance with other

works of Kalidasa should be attributed to Kalidasa ;

(8) and lastly, that the traditions about the munificence of

Vikramaditya make it perfectly dear that he is identical

with Candra Gupta II.

Without referring to die views of a hou of veteran scholars

like Max Muller. Mahamahopadhyaya Haraprasad Sastri, Roy. Hoernle.

Pathak, Konow, Allan. Banerji-Sistii, Kshetre&handra Chattopadhyaya

etc. 1 briefly state mine about the conquest of Vikramaditya and die

era started by him. Candra-Gupa II Vikramaditya commemorated
his victory over the Sakas with an era in 405 A.D. ; but as this era

was started in Ujjain, the capital of Malava, it came to be confounded

with the Malava Sarnvat, now probably rightly identified with the

Azes Era. Thus what was formerly known as the Azcs Era came to

be known some rime after die 5th century A.D. as the Vikrama
Sarnvat.

The traditions handed down by Brahnianic, Jain and Muslim
writers arc unanimous in saying diat the enemies routed by Vikrama
were cidier Sakas or Mlccchas, but never Hunas or Pusyamitras.

Thus the R.T. says

:

(III. 128)

The KK„ Albcrimi, etc. also aver that Vikramas enemies
were the Sakas, dius corroborating the statement in the JV.
that he 'destroyed the Sakas.

1

(vide the first para of this article).

K$Irasvauri also calls him a Sakantaka and not a Hunantaka. Abhi-
nanda in his Raraacaritam refers to the Sakirati as a contemporary
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and patron of Kalidasa, while die Nalanda inscription of Dcvapaladcva
refers to the Saka-dvit as a great giver of gibs. 1 hope that these many
traditions may suffice for the present.

Tradition is also unanimous on the point that Vikramaditya
commemorated his victory with an era. Thus a famous Subha>ita says :

%i:

STjfa: *£?TT l’

i.c. 'who, having destroyed in battle the Saka confederations . .of all

the quarters in the earth, started an era.’

Albcruni also records a tradition according to whidi "Saka
tyrannised over die country between the river Sindh and the ocean

when Vikramaditya marched against him . .. and killed him in

the region of Karur beween Multan and die castle of Loni.” I should
only reiterate Max Muller’s wise words that ’Albcruni docs noi invent
battles.’

In fact, the greatest argument in favour of regarding Candra-
Cupta II as die founder of an era which was iater on identified with
the Arcs or Krta-Malava era is to be found in the following explicit

statement 1 of Albcruni : "Those who use the era of Vikramaditya

live in the southern and western pans of India In the book
Srudhava by Mahadeva I find as his name Chandrabija'’ (E.C. .Sachau’s

Ed. part ii, pp. 5-6). Who this Mahadeva is, is not very dear ;
but

he is certainly an ancient author, whose book ‘Srudhava’ was known
to Alberunl probably in a comipt state. The name Candrablja most

probably represents a corrupt form of Candra-Gupta who can be

Candra-Gupta II of the Gupta dynascy alone. In fact it is highly

improbable that this Candrablja alias Vikramaditya can be anybody
else except diat famous Sahasarhka

;
since even if the existence of an

earlier Vikramaditya of die first century B.C. l>c granted it is very

improbable that he should also be known as Candra. Besides ‘blja’

is a Prakrit equivalent of ‘dviilya,’ thus Candrablja may peihaps well

stand for "Candra dvitlya’ or ‘dvidyab Candra-Gupcah.’ Or rather

as stated above, Candrablja may simply be a corruption for Candra-

gupta-

It is well known, 1 believe, that Sahasamka is an epithet of

t. See, however, the preface by Sachau (p. xl). where the learned Doctor

completely mmindemands this statement identifying Caudrabija with die author

Mahadeva I (Dr. E. C. Sachau’s cd vol. 11.
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Candra-Gupta II. Thus the Cambay and Sangli plates of Govinda
IV-Rajp-akuta refer to Candra-Gupta II as Sahasathka 1

:

t-rfff ufafridl SFfHl

s^xR:^<iqf5irf’ •n’m: i

7T - 'I* ^?nvun $5i«*ra^a

Ilis adventurous nature as well as his epithet Sahasamka are referred

10 in the Kharepatan and other (Thana-) Silfdiiira Inscriptions which
say

:

’ Kapardi, (the founder and) the ornament of Silara family. was

given to adventures like Sri Sahasamka":

Vbiiriviij pi 7rwitiiiifa5r^f ii’

Now, I believe, die expressions like ‘nirvyftjavikramauraskrta-

Sahasamkah’ i.c. ‘who has out-done Sahasathka in point of undeccitful

valour* occurring in a Sena Inscription' will be amply dear. Jatadhara’

quoted in the Sabda-kalpadruma equates Sahasamka with Sakari-

Vikramaditya, while Ksirasvanti the famous commentator ol the

Amarako$a says :

Rut is there any evidence to connect Sihasaiftka with the Vikrama F.ra,

just as we have got some evidence to show that Vikramaditya can be
connected with Vikrama Eta (though of course only in the manner
stated above)? Is there anything to corroborate the fact mentioned
by Albcruni so that Sahasathka Candra-Gupta can be connected
with .an era ? I think, there is. Thus there are at least two inscrip-

tions in which 'Sahasamka’ Era is used in lieu of ‘Vikrama’ Era f:—

2. E. I.. VII. 40 If., I. A, XII, 251 ft For the prowess of Vikramaditya,
compare die vme

fv-tiW mslftwi' v
1 wt *? qsts’ e-nw»( 1'—

-R.T. II* 343 -

3 - The NaihStt grant of Ballalawna, I. I. XIV, p. 159. Also N. G.

Majumdar’s Inscriptions of Bengal, Vol. III. p. 72.

This expression has earned much confusion and discussion.

4 . «tt ‘im: nrtfr. «tfr**n‘»px wits 1" xft saw: 1”

Sabda-kalpa-drutna. Vol. V. p. 2 (NSgari cd.); Ibid Vol. V. p. 3. (Bengali ed).

5 - Cf. XX. Nos. 402 ar.d 476. Also vide 1C.. Vol. I, No. 2, pp. 286 if.
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(i) Mahobi-Fort-wall fragmentary Inscription :

(2) Rohtisgarh rock inscription of King Pratapa’s time :•

K ielhorn rightly identified this Sahasamka Era with Vikrama Era.

Indeed, with regard to the KK„ Dr. A. Bancrji-Sastri appro-
vingly quotes the following observation of Prof. Sten Konow :

' I can
not sec slightest reason for discarding this account (of the KatliSnaka
regarding Vikramaditya of Malava ttprooting llic Saka dynasty), as

is usually clone, because most scholars are n priori disinclined to believe

in Indian tradition and some times prefer the most marvellous accounts
of foreign authors to Indian lore." The learned Sastrl adds : "The
Kathasaritsagara and the Rajput Chronicles bear witness to the heroic

legends of Mahendraditya’s son. king Vikramaditya of Malava of the

Paramara dynasty, ruling at Ujjain in the first century B.C."°

I regret to say that the historical significance of that semi-

historical tradition in the KK. has been missed by scholars like Prof.

Seen Konow and Dr. A. Banerji-Sastri. They have taken the Katha-

naka at its face value and have overlooked the evidence of the

Puranas, whose authenticity is borne out in many striking cases.

Thus the authenticity of the Puranas, very often unnecessarily called

in question by savants like Dr. Ray Chaudhari, is borne out in the

cases of Saiiunagaktila or Harvnnkakula (Hari=Naga
;

cf. N'aga.

Dasaka)/ of Darsaka (who may not be the author of Ti-lo-tse-kia which
is probably Tilii(,lliaka and not DarSaka as Dr. Ray Chaudhuri. follow-

6. XIII. ii. ill. He cannot belong to the Paromira dynasty; for in

die NavasUiasSihka-Caritani written in praise of a I'aiamar* king SindhurSja.

there is no sudi claim. On the other hand, while VikratnSditya is there aid to

belong 10 Ujjain. Dhiru is definitely represented as the family-seat (Kuiar.ija

dhSni) of the PamniJiui. Vide Navasahasiihka-Caritam I. 17 ;

'vffl -tri-tifs 5ft ptTwet*w«<?T« 1

oer ’f'firwttti?*! iff foihr: 11 1® 1

1

Also I. 90 : ‘fqfkfli w it ar w* *t'«i m^mfc 1

stormfo ra ’ti'tfk ntor swsw'f* i<» u’

7. Vide, however, 4th Ed-, p. 98.
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ing Beal, opines),8 of Kakavarria (who can be idemicnl either with

Kalaioka who had ten sons including Nandivardhana that ruled after

him or with die 'reigning monarch' that was killed by the father of Xan-
drames, but not with both as Dr. Ray Chaudhuri thinks),9 oF Da&iratha

and Salisuka, of Pusyamitra (who retained bis title of ‘Scnani’ even
when he had obtained imperial power and who certainly did not

belong to the Maurva dynasty as the Divyavadana would have it)

etc. In the present case, too, the Purapas rightly and unanimously
sav that the dynasty of the Saka that ruled for more than 30a years

was immediately preceded by the dynasty of Gardhabhilas, and not

by a king named Gardabhilla. as die KK. represents. The Puranas
leave us to infer that ic was this dynasty of the Sakas that was uprooted
by the famous Sakari Vikramaditya and not a 'Sahanusahi' king who
had ousted Vikrama's father. Vide (1) the Matsya-Pur5na :•

siws^rrei^M g 1'

i.e. 'Seven Gardiiabhins (will reign) too, (followed by) only eighteen
Sakas

;

(s) the Vayu-Purina :

OTlfa SfTTCjjtfTT s* SJ^I g II* ;

(3) the Bralimanda-Purapa :

‘SH fkuwfd: 1

i;ih if-i fl'lu^fUct iJtt'iiPri ogvn’ tprt: i’’

Thus it is impossible to connect these successors of the Gardha-
bhilas,-I mean the dynasty of the eighteen Sakas, rightly identified
with the dynasty of Castana,—with a Vikramaditya of the first cen-
tury B.C lor whose existence wc have to depend solely on our own
imagination. Dr. Charpenticr has, on the other hand, rightly concluded
in the Cambridge History of India, VoL I. page 168, that 'the legend
(recorded in the KK.) is to some extent historical in character.’ It

records how the Jain saint Kalaka having been insulted by king Gar-
dhahhilla of Ujjain. who according to various traditions, was the father
of the famous Vikramaditya, went in his desire for revenge to the

8. PHA. I., 4th cd. p. 175. Cunningham’s 'Ancient Geography of India'
(rd. by S. N. Majumdar-Sastn). pp. 571-53. p. 720. Watters. II, 105 it. Beal.
Buddhist Reror.1* of the Western World, ii, io*. Also JASB. 1933-54.

9. Ibid, p. 187.
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land of Lhe Sakas’ whose king was styled 'Sahatjusalii.' Strictly
speaking, the title 'Silianusahi' docs not appear on any of the Saka
coins. Yet Lhere is no douhr ihat Candra-Gupta H’s fadier had come
into contact with certain cltiels holding the title 5iihanusahi. SD The
fame cannot be averred with regard to the Vikramaditya of 58 B.C.
with any amount of certainty. Further, it is highly improbable that
Vikramaditya obtained such a fame only because he had ‘repelled

the invaders and re-established the throne of ancestors’: for, if wc
are to believe in the Kathiinaka. the Sahanusfihi had reigned at Ujjain
only for four years, and as such, this was nothing more than an
incursion by a foreign power and a matter of merely local imiiortancc.
There is little in the KK. to show that Vikrama was an all-India power,
while boch the BK.M. and KSS. represent Vikramasimha or Vikrama-
ditya ruling ac one time at Ujjain, at other time at Papdipmra, thus
connecting him with Candra-Gupta II rather rhan an earlier
Vikramiditya of Malava.

Further, that there were Gatdhabhi'.la kings rather than a king
named Gardabhilla is possibly borne out by Jinascnn, who. misunder-
standing a corrupt form of the name, says that the Riisabha kings
reigned for a hundred years. The JV. also refers to the annihilation
of the 6akas and the establishment of an era by the famous
Vikrama,—a fact partly corroborated by the KK. But it is to be noted
that in spice ol the fact that Vikrama is represented there (i.e ., in the

JV.) as ruling over Malava. he is still an all-India power, and not merely
a ‘Malavendra’ — an epithet which he must however appropriate in
view of its recenc conquest. Thus I sec no reason to connect a presumed
Vikrama of 58 B.C. with the Sams-at current under his name, while
the evidence of the inscriptions, especially the Takht-I-bahl, Kalavan
and Taxila silver scroll inscriptions definitely seem to connect the era

of 58 B.C. with Ar.es I. This is also endorsed by die numismatic
evidence. Here it may be seen that I am unable to agree with Dr. Stcn
Konow, who, like Hoffmann, identifies Azes I, Azilises, and Azcs II,

and who regards Arcs as only symbolically connected with the era.

I have, in fact, seen nothing that goes against Sir John Marshall’s
brilliant con jecture that Azes I is the author of the Sathv.it. while I have
already given, 1 believe, some reasons why Saha&aihka should be
connected with an era (the era of 403 A.D.) that was founded by
him after the annihilation of the Sakas of Ujjain. As this era was
established in that city which was the capital of Malava, it naturally

came to be confounded with the Malava Samvat, an era which was
lormerly known as the Azes era, but which came to be so termed on

to. Fleet's Gupta Inscriptions (CJJ., Ill), No. i.
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account of its being used by the Malavagana. The eta thus seems

to have passed through different stages, bring first known as the Azes

era, then as the Krta era, then as the Krta-Malava era, then as the

MSlava gana era, anti Lastly as the era of the Malavas or the kings of

the Malavas. The JV. calls the Sakari MSlavendra, while according

to Ham-Carita, die Guptas, even before the time of Ilarja, had
assumed the tide Malava-raja. There is little proof that the later

Guptas had conquered the Malavas or Avanti.

The initial date of an era started with the completion of the

defeat of the Sakas of Ujjain must, therefore, lie sometime after the

year- 388 A. 1 V
;
since we know that Svaml Rudraslraha was ruling at

least up to 3 in of the &tka era, beginning from 78 A.D. It must
also lie before A.D. 409 since the silver coins ol Candra-Gupta that

are found in the region round about Ujjain date from gy of the Gupta
era. But it may well be questioned how I was able to arrive at the

definite date, viz., 403 A.D. I may, therefore, point out that a verse ir.

the JV. says in a prophetic tone that an astronomical phenomenon
called 'Ksayamasa

1

(the lapse of a month) will occur in die 103rd year

of the Vikrama Samvat, which the Malavcndra started :

St?5!:

ii*

Now, according to die Indian Chronology of D.B. Svaml Kannu
Pillai, a Ksayarnasa did occur in the year 507 A.D.. Thus if the year

307 corresponds to the 103rd year of chc Vikrama Samvat, the latter

must begin in 405 A.D.
But is there any literary work, etc., that is dated in an era beginning

in 405 A.D. For otherwise, it would be difficult to accept such a

revolting conclusion, even in the face of the connection of Sahasamka
with the Vikrama era and of Candra-Gupta with the Sakas. I may,
therefore, point otic the traditions found in die JV. and Kuiuhala-
manjaii that were rejected probably for the sole reason that while the

former work claims to be elated in the Vikrama Samvat 24. die latter

says that Varahaminira was bom 1 3 years before the beginning of die

Vikrama Samvat. I do not see any reason to set aside the evidence of

the written records, as diere are perhaps some positive grounds to accept

them.
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The JV. thus says

:

’•Elf
: vtfl

irm ffTsnreffW =7 ration 1” (jv. xxii. 21)

i.e., ‘ilit work was begun in the month
called Madliava, in the Kali year 3068.

' Mr. S. B. Dikshit, the astro-

nomer of Maharajira, says that the Kali age 30G8 corresponds to tltc

year 24 of the Vikrama Saihval, since Vikrama Samvat is unanimously
said to begin in 3045 year of die Kali age, or after 3044 years of that
era had elapsed. He, followed by Dr Meet and others, therefore,
rejects this tradition, since it is highly improbable in his opinion that
the work JV. was composed in the 24th year of the Vikrama era. But
I have shown above that the work was probably written in the 24th year
of the Vikrama era lital began in 403, i.e., in 428-29 A.D. This is not
improbable.

There is another tradition, viz., die one found in the Klltuhala-
Manjarf, which seems to put Mr. S. B Dikshit into much difficulty

and which would now be easily slovcd by the readers themselves.

Varaha himself says in the Brhaj-jataka :

tfcifaiV'ra
i

Stifl'd til Sjf'tW'i
i
-'t'irtl'M tTPUT-

gkl’ ^TTfTfrtfen It”

In this verse, he informs tis that he was a son of Adiiyadasa anil

that he was favoured by die sun. This is exactly what he told in a

verse in the Kiituhala-Manjari, which gives Varaha s dale, and which
was therefore rather reluctantly rejected by Mr. S. B- Dikshit. 13 He

i». The strange interpretation about the RAiis (=mituber) of Ravi (=Sun)
suggested by another astronomer, Mr. Daptari of Nagpur, may best be forbidden

Oy so splitting the sandhi. Mr. Daptari would dissolve the sandhi as ‘Raveh

Raiibhih’ instead of 'Raise)) aiibhih: Note that the Bhadrabahu-Variha-pra-

bandha in a Jain work named Prabandhakoia of Sn-R3j>kkhara Suri (cd by

Jina-vijaya, Visvabhaiatl, Santinikctana) pp. a ff. refers to the blessings that

Varahamihiia obtained from the Sun-ged :

•TTwrrrpra tty 1 otto(s)- • •

'*J7?rrt«T 1 fm’ wtfan—‘mi 1- • -HT*
”

Note that Bha^oipala also refers co him as having obtained the biasings of the

Sun-god, as an Avaneika and as a Magadha-dvija

;
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notes this striking corroboration, but adds : "The tradition incor-

porated in the verse cannot l>e an authentic one, since the year men-
tioned in it cannot be brought into conformity with any system of

Mathematics." Is this not perhaps a candid confession on the pan of

that learned mathematician and astronomer, that he did not fully

understand the significance of that verse in the Kutuhala-Maiijari ?

That verse r uns as follows

3H, ?tt$ fg^rw-

^ &&&; SJfl rnjfa'j i
rA i P;Ht •; i t-t i i*J.

zzif fty’Tl fatft T*i 'HTTfrfe: 11*2

The expression dvi-ved-ambara-irai is interpreted by Mr. S. B. Dikshit

to mean $042, but it should rather mean 3032, since the Vedas arc

collectively known as a ’Triad’ or ‘Trayi,’ while verses like

‘fl'ihMUfcj'ii t^TC?P7t ihn^rot jjctt:
1

•rii fa*j eTli.'j fawn: 11"

—Rajaickharakavih >*

show that in ancient times the Vedas were generally known as three

in number. Tims according to die verse in the Kuiuhala-Manjarl,
Varaha-Mihira, a Brahrnatja versed in the Vedas, seas born in the

Y udliistlrlra-Samvat (i e., Kali Age) 303a, of Adityadasa through
the blessing of the sun.’ But we know, Yudhinhira-Sariivat corresponds
to the beginning of the Vikrama Samvat, according to the unanimous
testimony of Utpala and other astronomers. Thus Varahatnihira was
born thirteen years before the beginning of the Vikrama-Sariivat, i.e.,

'l°5~ l 3=392 A.D. according to my calculation, and 57 B. (2.-13=70
(or 60) B.C. according to die calculations of Mr. S. B. Dikshit and
otheis. I may point out that my calculation rather than the other one
is more in conformity with the statement made by Alberuui that

1 c- w n’Bhawotpala-vintti

(commencing stanza). Dvivedi’s edition, p. 1. Al-o tide ibid. y. s :

etc.

13- Sirngadhara paddkati and subhajitaltfiravali.
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Varaha’s Pauca-Siddhantika eta begins from 484 A.D. Mr. S. B. Dikshit
has given very good reasons to doubt ihe tradition that Varaha was
alive in 587 A.D." But while his arguments as to the impossibility of
Varaha living up to 587 A.D. are acceptable, there is perhaps really
little reason to doubt the validity of the original statement, which is

probably only misinterpreted by all the writers on it

i.e.,. In the year 509 Varaha-Mihiracarya went to the heaven'
(PrthusvamT, a commentator on Brhama Gupta). The word "Salta" at

limes stands merely for a year’ or Sam vat and docs not always mean
Saka year. Thus in the two verses (already quoted) that begin with

s.iliw'Jrtt? etc.’, and etc.,

the word ‘Saka’ is used in connection with the Vikrama-Samvat.15

Thus, if the statement of Prthusvami that Varaha died in the year 509
refers to the Malava-Vikrama-Samvat, it means that he died in 451 A.D.
I 5°9

‘58=450 - Thus Varaha lived from 3p2 A.D. to 451 A.D.
last of all. and this is one of the most important arguments, which

I believe cannot profitably be ignored by anybody who writes on the

date of Varahamihira, the very words which according to Mr. S. B.

Dikshit assign conclusive date to Varaha can more probably be inter-

preted in favour of my arguments. This is important, for according
to this interpretation Varahamihira was alive not in 503 A.D. as is

supposed by Mr. S. B. Dikshit, but in 405 A.D., i.e., die year in which
Candra-Gtipta II started his era. According to Mr. S. B. Dikshit and
Pandit Durga Prasad Dvivcdi of Jaipur, "Varaha” gives his date in die

following words : ''saptaSvi-veda-samkhyam Saka kala etc." 1 " Here,
Loth these scholars lake ‘Veda’ as equivalent to "four", dius making

M- ’A peep into the Early History of India
1

,
Sir R. G. Bhandarkar, p. €0.

(Rawlimon’s cd.).

15. Compare the use of the word ‘Sika’ in the verse ‘rMiti-nrpa-s&rya-

sunuja-take l&ie etc.’, quoted above. Also vide saint Ekanatha’s verses in the

MarSthi Bh5gav;it (Nirpaya Sagara ed.) w. 552 and 555 :

®iCo*P ?»rtfn 1 fErcT* b® assu i nr StbItu -'*1 <*t

m n w* 1 «w 1 -ftR'4 «f» 1 f-»i ®ttp' ft nrpnl u’

16 . wenwrat 1

-Pafica-siddhaniiki
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the whole sum equal to 427. But, as shown above. Veda can very easily

and appropriately mean "three",—which would make the sum equal

to 327. The equivalent of 327 Saka era us 405 A.D.. which thus makes

Varaha, a contemporary of Candra-Gupta II."

But Varaha’s date, it may be objected, depends upon the date of

Aryabhata I, that is given by the latter in the Kalakriyapada as circa

3600 years after die end of the third Yugapada. For does not Arya-

bha£a say that he was 23 years old when 3600 years togedier with the

first three Yugapadas had already elapsed ?

3*101-71! 1

SPlfw fi|V:ifcK*7IW^? *UT jftcTT! II

The date of Aryabhata. according to the interpretation of this verse

given by Dr. Fleet," Mr. S. B. Dikshit, etc., is 3600-3044=536 Vikrama

Samvat, i.e., A.D. 499. 1 regret to say that I am unable to follow them

in view of the definite statement of Varaha etc., that there was a long

period of transition chat intervened between the third and fourth

Yuga-padas, viz. Dvapara and Kali, during which took place the famous

Mahabharata war, vide the Mahabharata Adiparva, ch. 2 :

erUTH ’hfos.l'UON.qfti

II \\ |f

This means that the Yudhi^hira Samvat or Kali Era was not started

immediately after the Dvapara yuga was finished, but at the end of

1he interval, (which is reckoned to be not less than 653 years), that

passed between die two Yugas. Thus 3600-653=2947 years of the

1< ali Age or Yudhisthira Samvat had passed when Aryabhata 1 was

23 years of age ;
i.e., he was born in the 2925th year of the Kali age.

But the Vikrama Samvat began when 3044 years of that era had

passed, i.e., about 120 years after the birth of Aryabhata I. It is

impossible to plane Aryabhata 120 years before 58 B.C. Hence the

Vikrama Samvat here must be taken to refer to an era rhat Candra-

Gupta I! Vikramaditya started in 405, as stated above. Thus
Aryabhata was born in circa 285 A.D.

17. May 1 add that the famous astronomer of Ujjain. Mr. SOryanirlyapa

Vyisa agrees with me with regard to the date 1 assign to Varflhamihira, though

he is extremely reluctant to put the famous Vikiauiadttya anywhere except in

58 B.C. ?

»6. J.R.A.S. 1911, pp. iu-12.
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It is impossible for me to endorse the view of those scholars, who

E
t Aryabhata in 499 A.D., for other reasons as well. These scholars

ic to discard no less than two or three uaditions about the date of an
astronomer called Lalla in order to stabilize their view. Lalla definitely

tells us that lie consulted the works not only of Aryabhata I himself but

also of bis pupils, and that he found the works of those pupils of Arya-
bhata I not very satisfactory.

10 This clear statement justifies Mr. S. B.

Dikshii's remark that "Lalla was preceded by Aryabhata by a great

length of time." But it docs not in my opinion justify the rejection

of the three traditions about Ins date, that Mr. S. B. Dikshit has him-

self given. The author of the Gatjaka-Tarangitjl assigns Lalla 10 Saka
year 421, i.e,, <399 A.D., while Dr. Kern on the authority of the internal

evidence afforded by two statements in Lalla's work has sought to

prove that Lalla's date is circa 420 Saka era, i.e., 498 A.D. Mr.

S. B. Dikshit, has rightly shown that it is impossible to reconcile these

(indiiions with the tradition that Aryabhata was 23 years old in the

year 499 A.D. But I have ventured to show that die latter tradition

is misinterpreted :
hence. I am unable to accept the admittedly con-

jectural date, viz., circa 640 A.D. which Mr. S. Jk Dikshit, has tenta-

tively assigned to Lalla, in view of his view about that date of Arya-

bhata. He does not give any reasons why he selected that particular

year and not any other, say’ Goo A.D., or 550 A.D. It is, however,

certain that he was tinder the impression that Lalla lived a long lime

after Aryabhata 1. The statements, that Dr. Kern used in order to

prove his thesis about the date of Lalla, run as follows :

—

(1) ‘fira y^.o 1

tK-rftSWires TZxh II \\ II etc.

(2) vs^o fafsTt forata v. 1

19. 'fains

wfil *>t"fa
I

—Dhl*vrddhi tanira. Madhyaniadhikiira.

20. Compare <1w otT win n’

—Kuraara-Sarhbhava V. 85.
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<oTmrWvrofavm-

Whfle these traditions may outweigh all doubts regarding the
assignment of an earlier date to Aryabhata I, the evidence afforded by
ihc words like Jamitra' corroborates iny conclusion. This word is

used in the Kumarasambhava-*'. in the JV., as also in the Brhatsamhita
;

but it is not found in Aryabhata's work. Thus it would be hazardous
to believe that the composer of the Kumarasambliava knew this word
in the days of Candra-Gupta and Kumara-Gupta, but that it was un-
known to an astronomer like Aryabhata in circa 499 A.D. We find
it freely used in the so-called later works like the Brhatsamhita and the

JV-
1 now proceed to give a short account of the poets at the court of

Candra-Gupta 11, and the nine jewels. But before that, I may draw
attention to an important tradition that is found in a verse which is

attributed to RajaSekhara in the Suktimuktavali of Jalhana and the
Paddhati of Sarhgadhara. This verse seems to mention certain classical

poets in a quasi chronological order :

i:

rroroffi;

vpn?ft % fTWJ % w'

Kalidasa refers in his Malavikignimitra to ‘‘Bhasakavi-Saumilla-Kavipu-
tradtnarii prabandhan", while another uadition regards “Ramila-Somi-
lau”as "^udraka-kathakarau””. Dandin refers to the Sctubandha of Pra-
varasena, to VasvadattS, and to Valabhi“ which would probably place
him after circa 450 A.I). (the probable date of Bhattaraka), while his
reference to Vidarbha as being governed by Bhojavaiiiia or die

*»• Vide Kumira-sambliava, VII, 1.

22. Vide at xa) uffesrff.ml 1

its*’
1

-Suktimuktavali and Subhajita-haravali.

23. »wft «ca i-Dasskuraira Caritam VI. (Kulkarni’s cd.

p. 99). Ib. Ill, p. 64 : m Txrgxsn,
1
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VakSpika family11 puts his date perhaps in or before the middle of the
Cth century A.D. where he is placed by Professor A. B. Keith too,

though on independent grounds. liana and Matanga Divakara were
the courtiers of Sri*Har?aM while RajSiaka Ratnakara (circa 850 A.D.)
wrote his Hara-vijaya in the reign of Cippata Jayapida and flourished

in the days of Avantivarman.30
I admit, however, that the verse is not

strictly chronological : bur here $ri-$ahasamka appears as a poet.
Whatever be the worth of the above given tradition, it is certain

that we cannot altogether set aside the following tradition given in

the Kivyamlmarhsa

'Ll^4+kl<rtW 1

*,1 miRily 4 URVI+KW rt.'i't:
|

srerfsT'nfof fcrrOTim n'

According to this ancient tradition handed down by Raja*
iekhara. Candni-Gupla, if not a contemporary of Kalidasa, Meq-
tha. Amara, Sura (alias AryaSura) and Haricandra, had like them
appeared for the "poets' examination" that was held before a learned
assembly in Ujjain. Reference to such a Parisad is found in the Bilsad

inscription of 96 G. F.., wherein Dhruvasarma !J
is said to have been

34. Kalidasa, who, as shown below, constantly refers to con-

temporary events calls the king of Vid.irbha Bhoja and his sisters as

Bhojyl. The colophon of Setubandha reads :
’ la siri-Pravarasenaviraifi Kalida-

sakaC Dhahamuhavahe raahikawe. . .
." Ramadaaa in his RSntMCUiprabandha

says “Pravaraseno Bhojadeva iti kakit." Matsya-Purina (AnamUkama cd.)

refers 10 the Prativindhya family of the Bhojas’’ (=V’indbyakanam kula) as

having increased four-fold.

‘fasflf nra XTO: 1 Da$. Car. VIII. p. 114 . (Kulakarai's ed.)

25. '*1 «ini3 TO?an «t*Bi<tlf5«iBT: \

f to-U.•<*««: 5*f «*reg|rtl: 1 -Sarngadhara-paddliati, st. 189.

28. ?p*nwr Rmattft
1

srt •- i*» 1si«m wtaf nT^nscrr. 1 —r, T. V. 34,

17. Fleet, G.I., No. to, p. 44 rqfc wf*** 'fnrr'-n ( Btntej»0 1

For a literary assembly associated with Vikramaditya or SShasariika. cf. KSvya*
mlmAriita, pp. 54—55; R.T. Ill, 119 ff. etc Compate also Malavikignimitnim 1,

PjiUavana,
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honoured by die assembly (parfada mdnita). I confess, I see little

reason not to believe in the author of Kavyamtmamsa when he says

'sruyate etc,' and 1 think he is probably truthful to himself and to

the tradition handed down to him by his predecessors, and is not him-
self inventing a new tradition. Thus, that Sahasaiiika was a good poet

known not only from the various quotations that arc found under his

name in die anthologies, but also from the following verse found in the

Avantisundarikatha and Jalhaoa's Suktimuktavali2*

i.e., "That famous king Sahasarhka composed the Gandhamadana
poem, which is wordi being enjoyed by the whole world.”

Out of the above-mentioned poets, who appeared for the Kavya-
l ara-pariksa, Mentha alias Bharirmentha appears in the R.T. as a

contemporary of the hakari Vikramaditya who is there represented as

and elder contemporary of a certain Pravarascna.” Soddhala. the author

of a Campukatha called TJdayasundari40
,
also seems to mention Metjtha

as a contemporary of Kalidasa, while according to Mai’ikha’s Siikantha-

caritam,31 Mepthaa seems to have predeceased Subandhu, BhSravi as

1[S. I owe the reference in the AvamisuudarikaiM to Mr. T. N. Rima-

chandran of the Archxolcgical Department (Dakshio.1 Bharati Series. No. 3.

Intro, p. 8). The Sukiimtiktivali is quoted M. KrishnaniAch&riar's History of

Sanskrit Literature, p. 148, (latest edition),

ag. R. T. III. 1*5 ff.

30. G. O. S. No. XL
31. SrOtantha Caritam, II. 53

a* ^t*ft fa®:

i«arait>8

fkrt: *1 8*4*1to nl etifnerSirfl j

3*. "Mentha has been associated with VikramAditya by certain compilers ol

anthologies, who ascribe a certain verse to their joint authorship"-Sir R. G.
Bhandarkar, ‘A Fecp into Early History of India', p. 61. The verse is:

‘5t=nfr« rttorinfit tMtevi *m: ('This occurs also in Sfldraka's M|xehakatikam I. 3*
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well as Bai?a“ According to Rajaickhara (Balabharau I. is) Meniha
lived much earlier tlian Bhavabhuri

»jfa H'fS'ianq.
I felfl: qfl'lT q<T?T wtrffT rTJTOiST: ||"

Sura, Sura alias Arya-Sura, a Buddhist writer assigned by some
scholars to the 3rd cemury A.D., wrote like all other contemporaries of
Sahasariika in Sanskrit”*, AryaSura’s works were translated according to
Dr. Keith’3 and Winternitz before 434 A.D. It is to be noted that like
Kalidasa he uses the word "dsa" ir. the sense of babhuva independently1*;

such a use is not found in either earlier or much later writers. Language
however can offer no sure proof ; still there is no definite ground for
assigning him to a date earlier than 360 A.D. According to Dr. Wintcr-
nitz,” he probably belongs to the 4th century A.D. Both he and Kali-

dasa imitate Asvagho$a.

33. In a late and extremely unfairtorittl work of SadSiiva-brahmendra called

Jagadgururstnamala (verses 4 9-50), Mentha is regarded as a contemporary of

Miitrgupta, Setu-pravara (._Pravarasena, the author of Sctu-kivya. according

to the commentator) and VisamSdttya. A commentator on the same work quotes

the following itanra from ’Hayagriva-vadha' (a work ascribed to Mentha by the

R T.):—

,|®*: *.*•< f*w

;

TO; Htqfrre’«!a& M^lae mrtpti'i 1

fftm pe.

•rwfB a fhe: n”

Compare S. T. 111. 2«0. stnf’W 1

'tea fhenl ant«i5 >r arr.
1

34. Vide contemporary inscriptions. Also Kavya-mintamsa (C. O. S. I.

p. 50 )
Pto'llt'Jl mu, pa p p’^tTeTOTmr w.gx cs tfn a*nx I

Compare the Sarasvatl-Kapthabharaua, II. 15

35. Vide: History of Sanskrit Literature (1935)1 p- 67 ff.

36. For an interesting discussion on the word ‘asa.’ vide Prof. K. B. Pathak's

introduction to his edition of Mcghaduta, p. xiv.

37. Vide ; History of Sanskrit Literature. Vol. II, p. 276 .
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Bui who is die poet Haricandra who according to the Kavyami-

mamsa passed the poets' examination like Candra-Gupta, Kalidasa,

Mentha, Amara, Sura, etc. ? That he was a great poet is certain from

Bana’s Harjacaritain

II I,'
i.e. "Glowing on account of the construction

of words, attractive to the mind and with the arrangement of well chosen

sounds, the prose composition of Bhattara Haricandra is the king of its

sort.” This reference proves that he had become famous by the time

of Batja and that he was chiefly known as a prose writer. The J V. also

refers to a poet named Hari as adorning the court of Vikrama, while

the Gauda-vaho refers to him along with Bhasa, Kalidasa and

Subandhu in die following words :

'rtrafnr oT-wfil'd a? 5rra i

U » '-n^i u*

Anther Subhasiu9* associates him with Subhandhu, Raghukara Dak$i-

putra (ssPapini ?), Sura, and Rharavi

:

etc." 1 venture to suggest that Haricandra is possibly identical with

Harisena, the author of the Allahabad pillar inscription whose com
position is also 'the king of its sort’ {gadyabandho nrpdyale).

If he was really such a great poet as Batia, Vakpatiraja and other

writers ask us to believe, and if he was really identical with Harisena. he

ought to have been mentioned in the Its: of the nine jewels by the

author of the JV. It is improbable that such a great personage as

Haricandra or Harisena should not find any mention in a verse which
refers to the lesser stars like Sanku, Ghatakharpara, etc.

58. Parab’s edition, p. 4. The double entendre used throughout this verse

can easily be consaued also with reference to the king.

39. Sadhukukarramrta (Auiiccht, ZDMG. xxxvi. 366).
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The following verse reveals that Haricandra was a Vaidyatilaka,

which is but a paraphrase of the designation Dhanvamari

yfrfgfeg TqguM

TTSTT
l

£U'i-d.5^fd<<s ,

Tft 3mTVrl !<rs£y: tflT

Sl^pri W7R:

i.e. "Six only arc the sons of die twice-born Sabarnsvaml, viz., Varahu-
mihita the chief among die astronomers who was born of a Brahtnana
lady ; king Bhartrhari as well as king Vikratna, bom of a Kjatriya lady;

1 laricandra the foremost ol (all) Doctors as well as (diat) blessed Sanku,
bom of a lady of the VaiSya taste ; Amara born of a Stiara woman.*0

None can entertain any doubt as to die unhistorical nature of this

stan/a; nonetheless it contains some important historical details: (i)

Thus Haricandra, a contemporary of Satiku, Amara, Vikrama, Varaha
etc. was a Vaidyatilaka. I should here ask the reader to remember that

Harijena of the Allahabad Pillar Inscription is tailed a Khadyata-
jiakika. That this is a special designation of Ilurisena is apparent from
the facts that it is uot found in connection with anybody else, and that

even in connection with Huiisena it does not seem to be an ordinary
official designation like "Mahadandanayaka” or "Kumaramatya/' since

unlike those designations it is unconnected and finds a separate mention
from his name. The inscription runs : "Khadyata-pakikasya Mahad-
apdanayaka—Dhruvabhutipmrasya Mahadandanayaka—Kumaramatya
—Hari$enasva etc." The word 'Khadyata-pakikasya' is as yet unex-

plained. I take it to be a synonym of Dhanvantari or Vaidyatilaka as

the word pdka seems to connect it with the science of medicine or the

Rasayana Sastra.

In his 'Report on the search for Sanskrit manuscripts 1B83-84,’ Sir

Bhandarkar says: “No. 218 is fragmentary of a commentary entitled

Ayurveda Rasayana by Hcraadri, the minister ol Rama of the Yadava

dynasty of Devagiri, on Vngbhatn's ashtingalndaya/' In the introduction

it is said that "Hemadri the author ol Clianmarga-chintamat.it com-
posed this lucid commentary on the Ayurveda called AslitSugahydaya

in conformity with the views of Charaka, Harita and Suiruta... .In

his commentary he has incorporated the conclusions arrived at by Hari-

40. Pauini VI. 1. 155 : 'Pratkanva-Hariscandxavfji' allows the lorm Hari-

eandra as well as Haiiscandra. Note that there is a famous site still attributed

to Haricandra in Ujjain, just as there are others assigned to Vikrama. Bhartrhari

and otliers.
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chaudra and others in their commentaries on the Charaka and by Jaiyata

and others in their commentaries on llic Susruu. From these words

I should deduce that Haricandra was one of the earliest and the best

known commentators on Caraka. To Dhanvantari is attributed the

authorship of tire Dlianvantariya-nighaniu. which is however wrongly

placed in the ist century B.C. by certain scholars. There is no definite

proof for such a supposition.

{2) The above-given poem also reveals that Haricandra possibly-

belonged to the Vaisya caste. The profession of a Doctor (or Vaidya)

was usually taken up by a Vaisya. Hari$cna, son of Dhruyabhuti, was

also possibly of die Vaiiya caste, since the names ending inbhuti-var-

dhana etc. belonged to the people of the Vaiiya caste, according to the

rules like etc.

(3) Professor P. V. Kaye informs us that the real name of Sabara-

svaral is Adityadeva 11
' and ihai he was given this title as he mixed with

Sahara* freely in the garb of a mendicant. I have already given two
traditions according to which Varaha’s father was a certain Adityadasa,

while the verse under discussion says that Sabarasvami was the name of

Varaha's father. According to Prof. P. V. Kane'* Sabarasvami lived

between 100 and 500 A.D. ; thus there is nothing improbable in the

guess that fcibarasvaml or Adityadasa was Varahamihira’s father, who
may thus be assigned to circa 350 A.D.

{to be continued)

41. Quoted in the 'Collected works of Sir R. C. Bhancarkar’ (Utagikar),

Vol. II, pp. 214 ff.

42. Annals of the Bham!ar!:ar Institute, VoL VI. pc. i. p. 14. Sir R. G.
Bhandarlar's 'A peep into the Early History ol India' (igao), p. 70: "Subandhu
in his Visavadatti tells us that the doctrine of Talh5g-jta or Buddha was destroyed

or attacked by those who followed the system 0: Jaimini :

it gwrnr «vsTc=r.
1

The earliest of these followers whose works arc extant is Sabaiasv&min, the author
of the Mlmaitua-bhishya. Sabarasvflmin established die reality of die ex-

ternal world against the followers of the Yog-ichara school. .The Yogachlra school

was founded by Aryiwpga or Asaftga wlx> was the cider brotlier of Vasubandhu.”
Tliis means that Sabarasvamin can be easily assigned to circa 375 A.D. or is at

any rate later than circa 540 A.D.

43.

ABI. VI. p. 14.



THE CULTURAL HISTORY OF INDIA

An Apology

Subodii Chandra Mukerjee

Study of History in Indian Universities

No subject is perhaps studied in Indian Universities of the present

day with die same assiduity as the history of India. All the universities

have chairs of Indian History, some of diem more than one chair. The
eminent professors who hold these chairs and their pupils have been

giving the results of their researches in a series of valuable publications

the number of which is already considerable. The help of a number of

accessory sciences has been invoked in this research work,—archaeology,
epigraphy, numismatics, iconography, andiropology etc. The ancient

literature of India in all languages as well as tne literature of countries

which have come into contact with India has been explored with

painstaking care and made to yield the smallest grain of historical

evidence they may contain. Traveller’s tales, folk tales and folk songs

have not escaped the yoke. The result has been no less bewildering

than the abundance and variety of materials collected. We have diverse

aspects of history written with erudition and accuracy,—constitutional

histories, diplomatic histories, economic histories, histories of religion,

histories of literature, histories of arts and crafts, histories of town

t
ianning etc. and etc. and etc. The species of history however which

is attracted the greatest attention and commands the largest number
of publications is the political history of the country. The history of

the ruling dynasties in the remotest and smallest corners of the country

is being reconstructed bit by bit, fragment by fragment, grain by grain,

and it may be expected that in course of time there will be no part of

the country and no period of time the authentic political history of

which will not bo available.

The Different Standpoints ok His'torical Study—Political

The vision of the historian has extended beyond the geographical

limits of the country and we are having histories of the colonial ex-

pansion of India and of the spread of Indian civilisation to other coun-

tries. This expansion of India was a peaceful process principally

carried on by religious teachers, scholars, merchants and by

the migration of that most precious possession of ancient
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India, her literal lire, the store house of ancient wisdom. This expan-

sion of the horizon of history Is one of the most welcome signs of

historical research in modern times. It is primarily an expansion of

culture. .

We may here pause and consider from what different standpoints

i he history of our country can be studied. First, there is the standpoint

of the orthodox political historian who is concerned with the story

of the rulers of the country, their governments and fortunes, foreign

invasions and conquests. The story is fascinating and picturesque,

and as it is only a narration of facts and events, requires nothing but

i he piecing together of evidence and powers of narration. Since however

our country lias seldom, if ever, been unified under a strong central

government and diere were at various times various dynasties and rulers

in different parts of the country, the story is disjointed and lacks that

continuity of interest dial die history of countries like England and

France possesses.

Constitutional

Second, there is the standpont of the historian of peoples, as Green

has related the history of the English people. He has narrated how

the English people in their continental home before they came to

England formed certain political institutions which they brought to

England and how these institutions were changed, adapted

and developed into the political institutions of modern England. The
political events and the personages who took part in these events

appear only as instruments who aided in shaping diose institutions

under the stress of various circumstances. The application of this

method in the treatment of the history of India is however very

difficult, one might say, almost impossible. The number of different

peoples who have conic to India and even at die present moment
inhabit the country is very large. Many of thc-ra have preserved no
record of their life or movements and have no literature or even written

language. Even in the case of those who have written languages and
literatures of their own, such records begin only after they have already

absorbed the civilisation of the Aryans and become an integral part of

Aryan society. Tlius it is well nigh impossible to make out what their

original religion or society was and what kind of political machinery
they had set up for the preservation of that society. Neither have we
got any record of their kings (if kingship they had) or iheir achieve-

ments in the olden days before they received the influence of the Aryans.

The only people in whose case such a study is possible is the Indo-

Aryan people.
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Cultural

This brings us to the third standpoint from which it is possible

to study the history of India. The Indo-Aryan people when they settled

in India and made this country their home, had brought with them and
developed in this country such a high degree of civilisation and such a

fine culture that the Pre-Aryan civilisations and cultures all succumbed
to it. This process was accelerated by the wonderful power of absorp-

tion and assimilation which the Aryan culture in India displayed. It

is a sign of growing life and vitality that it gathers nourishment from
whatever it takes, builds up into its living substance whatever it can

assimilate and rejects whatever it cannot- The Indo-Aryan culture in

India has displayed this characteristic in a remarkable degree as no
other culture has done. It made room for the ancient inhabitants

of India in its social structure and assimilated them into an integral

part of Aryan society. We shall realise how wonderful this power was

when we contrast it with the utter inability displayed by the Christian

civilisation of Europe when it met with the primitive though remark-

able civilisation of America, New Zealand and Australia. This assimila-

tion and absorption has given a cultural unity to the whole of this sub-

continent which is astonishing when we remember what a large number
of different peoples of different origin and different intellectual and
spiritual equipment inhabit the country and in what different economic

and political environments they have groixm up. None of these groups

of people have regretted their merging into Aryan society because

instead of their losing anything they felt themselves highly enriched

by the absorption. By admission to rhe cultural heritage of the Indo-

Aryans their life became more refined, their mental horizon was widen-

ed and as their admission did not involve any fetter or compulsion on

their modes of living, they continued to enjoy all the liberty they

had before.

The only intelligible and rational history of our country that can

be really studied is the history of the beginning, development, expan-

sion and evolution of Indo-Aryan culture, and it is a story as full of

interest and fascination as the story of die glittering courts and gorgeous

military pageants of conquerors.

The importance of a study of cultural history has been dimly felt

by historians of all times. Formerly historians who devoted all dicir

energies to the narration of political events satisfied themselves by

devoting a chapter at the end of their books to what they called the

state of the country.” Hallam has appended such a chapter to his

history ol Europe during die Middle Ages and Macaulay began his

famous history of England with a chapter on the state of England.
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Some modem historians vary the method a little and devote a few
paragraphs to the literature and learning, religion;, movements and
inventions taking place in the reign of a monarch whose achievements
they describe. This left-handed homage paid to what they vaguely
consider to be cultural history reveals a want of clear conception of

what the history of culture really is. Political historians arc naturally

baffled by what appears to them as something abstract and intangible,

not susceptible of solid treatment which the positive facts of political

life lend themselves to.

What is Cultural History

It will perhaps help 11s to understand what the history of culture
is, if wc try to settle first what it is not and distinguish it from other
aspects of History with which it is often confounded. The history of

culture is not the history of arts and crafts, or of science and literature,

or of trade and commerce, or of religion and philosophy. The study
of all these aspects of history gains considerably in clearness and illu-

mination by the study of the history of culture, but they are all distinct

from it. Cultural history is like the glorious sun-light and circum-
ambient air which infuse life and colour and beauty to the whole crea-
tion. This is perhaps as difficult of a precise definition as it is difficult

to state in what the influence of light and, air consists. Generally
shaking cultural history is the story of tire unfolding of the life of the
people, of the expression of its personality and of its evolution in

space and time. There are obscure forces, hidden and unknown ele-

ments in the subconscious depths of a people's mind which direct the
genius of a people and which manifest themselves as potent and power-
lul in crises of its lile. Cultural history seeks to trace these elements
in the depth* of the cultural consciousness of a people, these forces and
their manifestation in different walks of a people's life—in politics,

literature, art and the manifold and varied activities of life. Cultural
history treats the story of the life of a people as an organic whole and
not as different ar.d mutually exclusive facets of life like the composite
eye of a butterlly. It seeks to tell us what the contents of the mind of
a people were in the beginning, what accretions it has received in course
of time and how it has reacted to the stimulus of contact with different
cultures and different environments and adapted itself to them. In
the ultimate analysis a cultural history is the history of thought and
ideas clothed in positive achievenraents and perhaps also in failures.
It tells us what ideas filled the minds of a people, into what ideals these
were built up and how the people realised these ideals in practical
life.
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Evolution of Ideas

ll will help us io understand this i£ we try to trace the course
followed by ideas in their evolution in the life of a people. The germ
of ideas can perhaps be traced to tvhac is called ihc genius of a people,
the sum total of inherent tendencies which distinguishes one people
Irom another. When a group of men of the same blood and speaking
the same tongue or tongues of the same stock easily understood by one
another, lives amidst the same physical surroundings, leads the same
economic life under the same political and social organisation, certain

ideas come to be formed in their minds. At first they float vaguely in

the minds of the people, but they gather coherence and shape in course

of time, as the common life develops. They assume coherence and
shape in the minds of the thinkers and philosophers of (he race as

abstract conceptions. When refined and arranged methodically we
meet with them as systems of philosophy, as political theories or as

theories or law. The ideas which constitute the mental equipment of

a people, while they move upward into subtler regions as philosophy,

have also a life downward into a grosser existence. The ideas are

caught up by artists, poets and imaginative authors who impart to

them life and colour and form, bring diem down from the cloud-land

of theory to the solid earth of practical reality. They then travel to

the common people who weave them into songs and sagas and mytho-

logies and all sorts of folk literature. If these ideas have die divine

spark of truth and beauty in them they grip the popular mind and they

saturate the popular mind. They come to |m»scss the mind of die

people so entirely that die people build these up into ideals which diey

want to realise in life. The people begin to dream of a better earth

and a brighter life if these ideals can be realised in life
;
they begin to

lose the taste and savour of the old order in which they have grown
up. the older institutions under which they lived ; an unpleasant sense

of futility distresses diem, while dieir imagination fires up with the

glories of a new order of tilings. Ultimately life appears to them un-

bearable till they can embody into physical life these ideals and live

in a better earth and under a brighter heaven.

Importance of the Study of Ideas

Illustrated—French Revolution

France of the eighteenth century furnishes a ready illustration to

the point. Voltaire. Rousseau, Montesquieu and the encyclopedists

were examining the foundations of religion, society, laws and political

institutions in the light of pure reason and preaching maxims of equa-
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lily and liberty which came to form part of the intellectual slock of

the French people. These ideas floated as it were in the intellectual

atmosphere of the country and were absorbed by dillerent ranks of

society,—according to their capacity. The worse the economic condi-

tion of the people grew, the greater grew the fascination for die new
ideas. The people dreamt ol a world of plenty and freedom mid ease,

while their very bread was being taken away from their mouths by

taxation, and ilicy were being silently conveyed to the loyal prisons by
royal Icttres-dc cackei without even the formality of justice or to the

battle-fields in far off lands to be fodder for cannon. The storm that

was brewing in die horizon burst with die French Revolution. The
first task diat the reptesentatives of the people set diemselvcs to perforin
was the drawing up of a Declaration of the Rights of Man. Every single

article of the Declaration was inspired by and can be traced to the
teachings of the French thinkers and philosophers and was a challenge

to the old order of dungs. The Rood carried away everything in its

onward msh.-the monarchy, die nobility, the clergy', the old privileges

of towns and provinces ; it burst the geographical bounds of France
and shattered die combined opposition of the crowned monarchs of
Europe. A historian who is not familiar with the writings of the
French thinkers of the eighteenth century, who does not understand
the working of the French mind of the period and is not conversant
with the ideas which saturated that mind, will get no insight into the
principles which animated the Revolution or the trend of the political

events of the period. A political history of the revolution, a mere
narrative of the events, however minute and picturesque, will give little

insight indeed.

The Great War of 1914 and 1 ggg

The matter will be furdier elucidated by an examination of the
Great War of 1914 and of its revival in 1939. Only a pan of the dip-
lomatic correspondence which passed before the out break of the
war or of the secret treaties and pacts and understandings, has seen the
light of day, but the memoirs published by some of the principal
actors in the Drama of 1914 and Hitler’s confessions in Mein Kampf
leave no doubt about the ideas which animate them. These ideas can
be traced to the German thinkers and political philosophers of the
later nineteenth century, to Nietzsche (1844-1900) and his followers,
to their cult of strength, of the superman, the heaven-appointed blonde
Nordic brute. This curious Nordic philosophy, which has been taken
up by the ruling classes of Germany is in striking contrast with die
1-acin philosophy of the French Revolution and much of the mendacity.
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atrocity and barbarity that is characteristic of these wars can be account-
ed for by the clash ol these two systems of thought. These wars thus
appear as the concrete realisation of the ideas preached by the German
thinkers and adopted by the German politicians and leaders, echoed
by the literary men and artists and fostered by the men of science. These
ideas saturate the German mind to such a point that the whole uaiiou
is possessed by them and intensely long to realise them in life.

The Russian Revolution

A drama on as large a scale was being played in Russia and it had
the novelty of an attempt to actualise an ideal state of society. The
whole of the Russian Revolution of 1917-19 with its strange mixture
of callousness and tenderness, harshness and generosity will remain
inexplicable unless the key to it is furnished by the ideas preached by
the socialistic and communistic writers ol the nineteenth century and
early twentieth century,—Owen, Fourrier, Karl Marx, Engels and
others. The hatred of the old order of things generated by generations
brought up in extreme misery anti suffering added the drop of venom
to the intellectual dish served up by the political thinkers and the

absolute lack of experience of tire Russian people in the art ol govern-
ment accounts for much ol its agony. The theories of the communists
is undergoing modification in the fiery furnace of practical life and we
have yet to wait to sec the final shape they will assume. In Russia the

political history of the last quarter of a century is but the concrete form
in which the Russian mind sought to incarnate its ideas ol life and
society and government.

It will thus be evident that the study of the evolution of ideas of

the gradual unfolding of the mind of a people is absolutely necessary

for the proj>er understanding even of that limited aspect of history

called political history. How much more important is it for the proper

study of the life of the people in all its aspects in all the activities in

which it seeks to realise itself I

The Historian of Culture

The historian of culture has thus got to possess a deep and svro-

C
Jietic understanding of all the expressions of the mind of a people

in speculative philosophy, religion and literature to the humble
folk-songs and folk-lore. He has got to bring to his task a deep and

extensive knowledge, a liberal and broad sympathy, a penetrating

insight and sensaiive appreciation. The wealth of material through

which a historian of culture has to look for the leading thoughts and
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guiding ideas is immense and there is always die danger of going on
a false (.rack. His rewards in this arduous cask arc also great. While

he feels invigorated by breaching die rarefied atmosphere of pure
reason in dizzy heights of speculative thought and listens to the thun-

ders of dashing opinions, he is beguiled by the iridescent beauty of

literary1 creations and cheered by die manly v igour of popular and folk

literature.

Cultural History of India

The study of cultural history is a particularly fascinating study in

the case of India. Nowhere perhaps in the world have the people left

such varied and abundant materials as the ancient Indo-Aryans have

done. We know what their lives were more intimately than perhaps

we know the lives of our contemporaries. We know what stuffs they

wore, what food they ate, what occupations they followed, what sort of

society they lived in, what religious ceremonies they observed, what

was their ambition in this life and their aspiration in die next. All

these we find not as the mere shells of a dead culture as in Egypt and

Babylon, but palpitating with life as expressions of the vitality of a

highly cultivated and self-reliant people. We touch the very ideas

round which the entire life of the people gathered and flourished, from
which they drew inspiration and which they sought to realise in life.

Cycles in the Evolution of Ideas

It will be evident to a historian or Aryan culture in India that

there arc distinct cycles in the evolution of ideas. For a certain period
certain ideas on religion and society, morality and justice, peace and
purity sacurate the mind of a people; are cherished by them, and the

people embody these ideas in the machinery of government, in the

structure of society, in their social and religious ceremonies, in tlieir

arts and crafts, in their literature and poetry and musk and painting,

in their aspirations in this life and iii the life beyond. These ideas

form as it were a nucleus round which the life of die people develops
and flourishes, a sort of cenlit round which die life-stream of the people
forms an eddy and revolves for a certain period; they animate all the

political and social institutions of the people, dircci all their activities

and give the tone and colour to their artistic and spiritual life.

Periods of Transition Between Cycles

Ideas like all other human things have got a limited life. In
course of time these ideas lose their hold upon the mind of the people,
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ihcir elan vital is spent out,—and the institutions and laws and art

and poetry and music which embodied these ideas lose their vitality,

sicken and die, decay sets in and the life of the people seems to disinte-

grate. At such periods ihe slightest jar,-a foreign invasion or the

rise of a heretical preacher,—suffices to bring down the whole order in

a mass of ruin. For some years the life-stream of the people Hows on
sluggish, in dull, uneventful, monotonous placidity,— till we find again
certain new ideas of society and religion and duty and morality ger-

minate, take shape, gather lorce and captivate the mind of the people,

who set about forming a new system of government, a new structure

of society, a new system of laws, a new code of ethics and religion; a
new art and new poetry and new philosophy spring up and we call this

a Renaissance.

The people have remained the same or nearly the same but their

mind has undergone a stage of evolution. This is why the evolution

of culture is said to proceed in spirals, progressing and seeming to

recede, but always mounting up higher and higher. In the history

of Indo-Aryan culture in India diesc periods of stagnation and decay
followed by renaissance are very clearly visible.

Vntxc Cycle

In the cultural history of India the mighty Vedic Age forms a
distinct cycle. The reproach is levelled at India that she lacks the his-

torical sense, she has neglected authentic history. Ilie reproach, we
much admit, is well merited, if history is taken in the narrow sense of

die political history of the country, the lists of dynasties ar.d kings and
the narration of wars and conquests and invasions. But India has

always regarded political history as the mere frame in which the

picture of the life of the people is set. For the Vedic period this frame-

work is almost wanting. The names of a few kings, die mention of a

few events have l»cen preserved, but we do not know exactly which
part of the picture they enclosed, we do noc know their chronological

setting. But if wc take history in the true sense of the story of the

evolution of the mine! of the people cast in the mould of positive

achievements, a picture of the life of the people, what diey thought and
what they dreamr, what they achieved and where they failed, no country

can furnish such rich, varied and abundant materials as the literature

of the Vedic Age. As wc pursue this literature which was not written

for the gain of money or cheap fame, wc seem to live with them and

sliare their joys and sorrows. Wc may thus say that ancient India did

not lack the historical sense, but possessed historical sense of a higher

Order than modern historians.
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Buddhist Cycle

After the Vcdic Age a period of decadence begins and die old

order crumbles and disintegrates. The Vcdic sacrifices are neglected,

the social order is broken and thoughts on the purpose of life and
the mystery of the universe no longer attract |Kople. But behind the

ruins of the life of the Vcdic Age new ideas gather, coalesce, take shape

and loom into life at the touch of an inspired personality and we have
the Buddhist Age. A new eddy is formed round which the life-stream of

the people revolves few another period, new arts grow, new customs
arc formed, new institutions arise and a new conception of life begins.

IndoAryan culture of the Buddhist Age overflows the geographical

bounds of India, spreads over Central and Western Asia to the borders

of the Greek and Kgyptian world and inundates Insul-India and even
the distant shores of Japan. It assimilated and incorporated what was

best in the pre-Aryan native cultures in the different regions and swept

away the lumber.

PaL’RANTC CYCLE—HINDU RENAISSANCE

Time follows on, the wave recedes, leaving stagnant pools outside

India, some of which are being explored now-a-days in the Central
Asian and colonial researches. In India the Buddhist ideas lose their
grip, the ideals lose their lustre, the society disintegrates till from the
ashes of the old order Phtenix-likc a new Hindu culture a renaissance,
—gorgeous, many-headed, poetic, luxuriant, springs up which is called

the Pauranic culture. Sanskrit poetry flourishes as it never did before;
even emperors record ihcir achievements in high-flown poems. Beauti-

ful temples, long and gorgeous pilgrimages, images of gods and god-

desses bedecked with costly jewels, an elaborate mythology—all these

distinguish this culture. Much that is strange and bewildering in this

culture still awaits explanation. We vaguely feci that foreign blood
had mixed with the blue blood of the Aryan, foreign cultures had
mingled their narrow streams in the broad current of Indo-Aryan
culture ; in the darkness which enshrouds this period we can dimly
descry strange forms of non-Aryan deities slowly creeping into the

Hindu pantheon, enriching and corrupting it at the same time. The
soi! over which the life-stream of the Aryan people in India has flowed
has varied,—the banks have sometimes receded and the stream has
spread out slow-moving over ripening fields of com and green bamboo

E
'oves, sometimes the stream has narrowed into deep ravines with
celling crags frowning on both sides, but it has always flowed on

Strong, continuous, fertilising and abundant. The Age of the Hindu
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Renaissance closes about the eleventh century, a little before the Maha-
madan invasion of India. The Hindu ideas and ideals had gradually
lost their grip on the people, their institutions were decaying, mutual
jealousies and quarrels and treacheries had corrupted the minds of
the people and vitiated their lives, and the pulse of the nation was
throbbing slow and intermittent. At this moment of weakness the
Mahamadan invasion gave die shock which crumbled the fabric.

Long Interregnum— isth century to

I9TH CENTURY

For seven long centuries from the 1 8th to the 19th diere is a period
of decay and disaster. The Aryan mind achieved almost nothing new,
if we except the Nauya Nyaya of Bengal. All its efforts were directed

to the preservation of its integrity and individuality.

CONTEMPORARY CYCLE

The Aryan genius was however not dead, as one might suspect.

The gaint was only asleep. At the magic touch of the virile culture of

Europe, the seals of the opiate slumber of ages are breaking and early

in the 20th century we find her again staking her mighty locks and
filling the world with her deep sonorous voice. The voice of India’s

mighty seers speaking through Vivekananda, in the message of Ram-
krishna is echoing from the farthest corners of the world. The appeal

of earnest Europe has penetrated the soul of India, she is peeling off

the tinsel materialistic culture of Europe, faster than we imagine and
ere long the Aryan mind will resume its accustomed march in the stern

quest of the pure, the true and the absolute.

We are assisting at the dawn a New Age in the history of Aryan
culture in India ; as yet wc can hardly fully realise the forms and shapes

of the ideas which dominate the Indian mind, but every attentive

student of contemporary history who has watched the birth of modern
literature, painting, education, political aspiration etc. must realise that

these ideas arc Fast emerging strong and radiant, with the Promethean

spark of life in them and that the Aryan culture in India is still living

with intense vitality.

Features of Contemporary Renaissance

There is one distinct feature of the present renaissance of the

Aryan culture in India which cannot escape attention. At the first

contact with the West there was a little temporary intoxication and
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imitation of things European with heedless rejection of everything

Indian. But the Aryan mind in India was not long in getting back

its equilibrium and has steadily pursued its age-long path. Even

Michael Madhusudan Dutt who was die European of Europeans in

his life and whose mind was steeped in European learning drew the

subjects of his immortal poems from the Sanskrit epics and Puranas.

Almost all die leaden of the Modern Renaissance are deeply versed in

European culture and have direct acquaintance with European life

and thought. Bui they have invariably gone to the ancient literature

and art of India for their inspiration. Ram Mohan Roy hailed us

back to Upanishnds for philosophy, Dayananda's mission in life was to

lead us back to the Vedas, Lala Munshiram in the Gurvkula and

Rabindranadi in the Viswabharati have sought to take us back to the

erudite and peaceful asminas of the ancient rishis.

.

'I ilak and Arabinda

and Gandhiji have gone to the Bhagavadgita as the gospel of their

political activities, Vivckananda has drawn the mind of India irrespec-

tive of caste or creed to the eternal verities of the Vcdanra and the

voice of Ramkrishm, the apostle of modern India, is preaching the

synthesis of religion and culture, tire eternal uuih ekah sad vipra

bahudha vadanti. Even the Indian National Congress which was

ushered into existence as the focus of the political life of India in imi-

tation of the West has changed its ideology and complexion into a

surging of the mass-mind of India for a free expression of Indian life.

We are perhaps living too near this Renaissance, too much in its

turmoil and bustle to judge it in its proper perspective with the dispas-

sionate detachment that is necessary for a historian. But if we sit

collected we shall feel the strong currents of contemporary thought

and ideals and we shall feel how our positive achievements in all

spheres are but the concrete' realisation of our inner mental life or

rather of that sum total of our inner being which is called personality.

Before ! conclude. 1 should like to guard against one misconcep-

tion. I by no means minimise the value of the work done in resuscitat-

ing the political history of India. Political history and chronology

are the skeletons, as it were, of the entire organism of the history of a

people or of a distinct culture: they serve as the essential frame-work

which holds together the picture of the life of the people. But let

us at the same time guard against attaching any undue or extravagant

value to it. The skeleton is not the man, nor is the frame the picture.

What would one think of a Homer who only gave us the measurements
of Helen’s skeleton or of the sculptor of Venus de Milo if he left us

only the skeleton of Venus ?

It is only a proper study of the history of culture dial can supply

the spark of life, that undcfinablc vitality which animates all the
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different aspects of history, gives them unity and purpose and indicates

the innate tendencies which guide and govern the activities of a people.
]t is cultural history that can tell the story nf the unfolding of the mind
of a people tn external life, the story of the realisation of its cherished
ideals in all its manifestations, in political life, in social laws and
customs, in all forms of music and beauty and harmony. The history
of our country studied as the history of Aryan culture in India is a most
fascinating study, for the Indo-Aryan mind has always thought nobly
and courageously and has expressed itself beautifully in word and
music and form. The history of Aryan culture in India has been a

glorious one and wc can confidently say that it has an even more
glorious future before it.



VE!s’KATADHVAR IN—H IS DATE AND WORKS

E. V. Vira Raghavacharu

Tlic Kiilastha or founder of the Kitfambi family to which our
poet belonged was Kidaiiibari Accan (alias Pranatarti-haracarya) of
the Atreya-gotra, a favourite disciple of the famous Raminuja
[1017— 1 137 A.D.l. The next famous scholar in the line was Kida-
riibi Appillir {=Atrcya Ramanuja or Vadi-hamsajaladacarya), the
uncle and guru of Sri Vedantc-desika [1268—1369 A.D.J, the
famous South Indian Sanskritist. Appayaahvarin (alias Srinivasa-

dhvarin}, a scholar of repute, was the poet's grand-lather
(fq^ rug) .

This Appayadhvnrin was the sister's son of Tituinala Tatacarya
[1509-91 A.D.J, the author of Pancu-matabhailjana, who was the

guru of the king of the Karnata
( ), i.e. Ramaraya

[1541-65 A.D.J. Appayadhvarin's son, Raghunathadhvarin, mar-
ried Sitamba to whom our poet was bom.
Born at Arasanipalem, eight miles off from KancI on the banks

of the river Baha, the poet spent his life at KatlcI or Conjeevarara.
The poet says in his Visva-guiiddaria that his grand-

father was the nephew of Tatarya (=Tatacarya, author of Paiica-

rr.aiabhanjana) and the guru of the king of die Karnata, who is

wrongly identified by the commentator and after him by some
scholars with the famous Krmadevaraya [1509-30], In the Pra-

pann&mrta it is clearly stated that Tatacarya [1509-91 A.D.] was
the guru of Rainaraya (tlie son-in-law of Krsnadcvaraya). Tatacarya
was just born (in 1509 A.D.) when Krsnadcvaraya ascended the

throne, and hence the view that Tatacarya was Krsndevaraya's

guru is quite untenable.

Our poet was the Chief Pantfil at the court of the king of

Pralaya-Kdveri (the modern Pulicat near Sfiliirpet—M. & S.M. Ry.)

and a contemporary and school mate of Nilakantha Dlksica, author

of die Nilakanlha-Vijaya which was composed between 1637-38.

In his Viivagunadaria, die poet describes the Hutjas (‘white

men of the British settlement in Madras'). Since the English got

Madras in 1639 A.D., the poet must have written diat work some
time after that date.

1. Vide Appendix.

29—13
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A.

Now let U5 bring to the notice of scholars a quotation which
has been overlooked by almost all the researchers till now. Pra-

dyumnananda , a drama by our poei. contains the date when it

was completed

:

‘ mt'if

HillCMeft — p. 130.

Dr. M. Krishnamachariar writes :

“Pradyumnarumda was composed in the year Prajolpatti which is

likely equal to 1571 A.D. [his History of Classical Sanskrit

Literature, p. 515.]

But from what Iras been shown already I am inclined to equate the

year Prajotpatti with 1631 A.D. It has been shown elsewhere'' by
the present writer that Pradyumnarumda was the earliest work of

our poet and the Visvagunidarsa, the next.

Venkatadhvarin's Works

Stotras and Kavyas —
1. Acdrya-paiicdsat A Stotra in 54 alohas in praise of Sri

Vedama-desika, one of the last works of the poet. [Edited by
the present writer and published in the Sanskrit-SahUya-Parijat

Patrikd, Vol. XIV, No. 3, July, 1931, Calcutta.]

2. Yddava-Rdghaviya A viloma or gala-pratyagata Kduya in

30 Jlokas treating, in outline, the stories of Krjoa and Rama.
The verses read in the usual order give the story of R5ma, and
read in the reverse order give the story of Kr$na. [Printed in

Telugu characters—VidyStarahginl Press, 1890, with the author’s

own commentary.]

3. Lckfmi-sahasra A stotra in ihc form of a Kavya, in 25
'stabakas,' containing 1022 Slokas. One of the last works of the

poet, the model being Vedantadrsika’s Pdduhdsdhasra. [Printed

in Nagari at Benares, Chowkkdmbd Sanskrit Series with 2 com-
mentaries—Bdlabodhini of Srlnivosa-Pandita, and Aiatarana-Nis-
srenika of Manavalli Trailihga RamaSastrin. 1904-06]. In Telugu
characters, with the Com. Budkimodinl of

, 1890.] In Telugu, with the com.
K. Gopalacarya
Sakala-vidvajjana-

2. Our paper (in Telugu) on Vcnkatstdhvarin in The Vizanagavam
Maharajah; College Magazine, Vol. VII, Nos. 1 ami t for Oct. 1927 and Jan.

192& (pp. 1-15).
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kataksa of Dvivedi Riirnacandra-sastrin of Kakaraparru, in 2 vols.

5 9°7 & » 9°9 -

4. Subk&sitakauslubha A short Subhajka kavya in 5 ‘Pad
dhatis' and 97 stanzas, after Vedantadcsika's Subhasita-Nivi.

[Printed in Nagari, Sudar&wa Press, Conjeevaram, 1909]

5. Srauatjananda A 'stotra' in the form of a Katya in praise of

the cod Sri VehkajeSvara. /Printed partly in the Maharajah's
Sanskrit College Magazine—Mysore, vols. VII & VIII— igsi-'^.].

6. Srinivdsa-sahasra A ’stotra’ in praise of Sri Vchkatcsvara,

attributed to our poet but now not traceable.

B. Campus

:

7. Utiara fRdmacaritra) campit :-A sequel to the famous Rama-
yanacampu of Bhoja. [Printed in Nagari (incomplete)—Copal
Narayan & Co., Bombay. No date. Printed completely in

Tclugu, with the Com. Bh&oabodhini of M.C.P. Tirumalacarya.
Banglore, 1888.J
8. Varaddbhyudaya (or Kari-giri campu or Hasli-giri-campu):—

Somewhat like a ’sthala-purana.’ In 5 'vilasas' it sings of the

glory of God Varadarajasvamin of Kaiicl. [Printed only in

Tclugu, with the Com. Gudharlha-dipikd of D. Chakravarti Ayyati-

gar. Mysore, 1908, 2nd edition.]

9. ViivagunidarSa One of the famous works of the poet. It

contains an aeroplane-view of India, its cities, shrines ana peoples

with their customs and manners. Two Gandharvas, Krsanu and
ViSvavasu, set out on an aerial car and take a bird’s eye view of

India. The former always speaks of the bright side of things, while
the latter being cynical and ever censorious, exposes the dark side.

The poet wrote it in order to applaud the merits and expose the

blemishes of the lands and peoples of India. [Printed in Nagari
with the Com. of Madnura Subbasastrin, Kamatak Press.

Bombay, 1889. Printed in Nagari with the same Com. by the

N irnayasagara Press, Bombay. In Tclugu, with Tclugu notes
and translation, printed at the Ananda Press, Madras, >914.]

10. Srinivasa-viiasa-campir.—In 2 parts with 5 ’Ucchvasas’ in each,

it describes the glory of God Sri-Veiikateivara of Tirupati. [Printed,

in Nagari, with the Com. (later than 1650 A.D.) of King Dhara-
nidhara, K&vya-Mala, 55, 1933 ;

3rd cd., Bombay. Printed, in
Nagari, with short notes in Sanskrit, Gopal Narayan Sc Co.,

Bombay, 1891.]

C. Dramas

:

11. Pradyumndnanda :—A play in 6 Acts treating of the marriage
of Krjpa’s son Pradyumna with Rati bbTH W the daughter of Sam-
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bara.

1

[Printed in Telugu alone, Vidyataraugii.il Press, Mysore,

12. Kafici-bhdna Theme not known. Not yet printed. [Vide
Introduction to Sabhafitakaustubha.]

1 3. Subhadrd-paritutya A play of which only two acts are said to
have been recovered at Araianapalem.
14. Srngara-dipaka-bhana Theme not known. Not yet printed.

Vide, however. Catalogus Calalogoium which says that it was
printed in the Kaitya-Mdld. I could not trace it till now.

D. Mlmamsa:
15. Mimdmsd-maAaranda : "Discusses the authoritative charac-

ter of Artha-vadas." Not yet printed. [Vide Prof. A. B. Keith :

Karma-Mimdyiisd, p. 14, Heritage of India Series; Introduction
to Sub/i&ita-ftiitfhi&Aa.]

16. Vidh i-traya-paritrdna : 'Deals with the threefold classifica-

tion of injunctions.’ It is a criticism on Appaya-dikfita’s Vidhi-
rasayana. (Vide Keith: Karma-miindi/isd, p. 14, and Introduc-
tion to Subr.ajita-kaustubha.}

VEftKATADHVARIN—HIS DATE & WORKS

APPENDIX

I. Prcpanndmrta (eh. ia6; p. 429, Telugu ed.)-regarding Tatacarya,

author of Pahcamala-bhanjana

1
. Jc*: ^PTTHlfflvn

pwww rifcsfavra:
1

2. etT^farr:: srrrrpr

f^aTq fawira' q: narowspn 1

3. firearm: OTwwg ns.icwr

fftafoyn
1

4. gfaua* *rtnmaW rretRmfo
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STTira ri3*l' WPS JjewfklTPT'T:
I

6. s ijqfiro?titaT qyi =5p*f*rc am
55' rrmrqTfcram^T 1

—Select ciations from the works of Vei^katadhvarin.

II. References to the Hupas (Englishmen) in the Viivagiujadaria.

qsm I 3<7Ht: $fkdd«l (p. 150).

2. gnn: 'CT'mghn: ctc.($!oka 362, p. 150. N.S.P. ed. 1923.

Bombay, witli the Com. PaiUtrthacandrika of Bala-kysoa Yogi.)

The Hunas are alluded to in the next two stanzas (51. 263 & 264.)

also.

III. Acdrya-pancaial—

3. That the poet was patronise*! by some king

:

5TK*tt(W5^
I
—si. 4.

4.

Regarding the poets ancestry, etc. :

'ifraif^raraiTmt

5rm: vitjidiy^fyrij.fiiTirfd n: srrfain^

anfrre i *3

isfr?3ri ’xaiixim i

—

51 . 53.

5.

Colophon :

I

I\
r
. Vijvagunadaria [41. 2-3]

:

6 . T<t;3Im"S''0 H | id*^J aftw:
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I

3^: !
^tf I

7. %5TJ?I-rf^r-WTf.f?lf?WPE:

sfz feau«u^M
t
fir^t 1

8. Description of AraSanipalem, the poet’s native place

:

^7: sirfellT^f^rTO: W^TDT$WT£rT:

arra

ironsfiTOWi 1

9. W' ^-T: Hi%**tTKWHL

W*ld T^mnfarfsra: 1-51. S56‘57-

10. Colophon :
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Trom the first Colophon we know that our poet was one of the
disciples of Nrkanrhirnvacarya who was a gem among the learned
and who cannot be identified now. 'Vehka|acala' may mean the
town of that name as well as the mountain VenkatScala at Tirupati.
•Venkata-ksmapala* may be taken lo apply to the god iri VchkateSvara
as well as to Venkata pati-raya I of the Aravltfu dynasty who ruled
from 1585—1614 A.D. If this identification be correcc, then Venkati-
dhavarin might be said to have been a protege of Venkata I and the
poet might have been bom in the last quarter of the 16th century, i.e.

1575—160°.
Names of historical importance referred to in this Gampu :

King of Madura (jrgrrfijq. p. 29); King of the Colas

-pp- 29-30); Viyadbhupala <=Aka4a-bhu-

pala, p. 95), Akasa-bhupila (pp. ns and 167). Vidagdhamukha-
mandana (p. 129), Kavi Xilakantha (pp. 14s, 144), Poet Kalanidhi

(PP- 1 45 - >47): Poet Kahoda (p. 161); Poet Somanailu (pp. 161, 162);
I ondimanani pala (=King of Pudukoca and brother of Aka$a bhu*
pala, pp. 167-72): Kumara (Tondimana's son, pp. 167*72).

VI. Ullara-campii

13 . fag:

n *mr n*ra =j

-(p. 3. Tel. ed.)

14. Colophon (p. 109)

srofi fw-j
t wta^r-

* fsrrfafl: SWWiqu-t-M: eft |

VII. Varaddbhyudaya-Campu (or Karigiri-Campu):—

—si. 4.
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16
.

gvitnt-

spifcai ftafltfyr ^fzra’t i tL 5.

The colophon is almost identical with that of the Uttara-Campu.

VIII. Lakfriti-sakiura :—

17,

y-ji-rirapi 'ir^u'prfa

[

e^c^t yg-ii'T’JT

*TO fTT^rTT farH+<Z(|U|*iHj:
|

—XXV Slal/aka, 18 SI. (Madras ed. Vol. II. 1909}.

Colophon—almost the same as that in die Viiva-gunadaria.

IX. /'rad>t<mndwmda-nd(a&a :—

18 . NtfywhigyRrapr, sjTOST^f : 'rftra'

19.

20.

^n‘ SaRswisfoswayihW gy; mrfcr: 1

zw'vz irmfS ahirra fat

wwnmiqfn'iryT^y^fr: aratfroraifira:

jh fey Hia 1
si?-

msrtH'J-i^CTdq i 'i tE^gfaqH I

'ira'if'iH'iji-n ?ITO f«S_r*MVI

iyfd^I«i4*>«i^rtsgfon?to :

swfy fqW^v|I'4l mg«i

**!T?P7TVT7l TO

!

f’+.*r4 —
21.
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22. w <. j;-

jjRt wrfir f?rj^nrar-

<y-ti*Wiwr 5*4i*i*tiw

23. 4.fik’J

drii^^PwiwMwfy^rnsFi: sfta?r:

X.

XI.

sna^ris fd'A'i

OTTFd*irt< i<4^r«ydgq r: ^rnTTfow?/ firr. i P. 2.

25. 8pg*riforaT fW^'tPhials nwikdl

n?\WI fFH R WTHW^:

yT^'Hr'J HnrifiTRagfl^! p^R.<.fj-i**f*u

nwrd: *m-4m. ir^ra i P-3.

[Ver.katapatih devah=King Venka?apati ic Cod Vciikatcivaia]

Colophon—almost the same as in Visvcgunadcrsz.

Subhafita-Kaustulha :—

26. wr^rreanTCRi

STRTR^ £J*W<4I

jTTRr «»nfd fi*i I 41.2.

Vcnkatadhvarin’s many-sided erudition and literary achieve-

ments :—

27. f^R •w^u-Jdw're fang ?rar

IJTWnJTWft TIWgOIr^'Tftg ^rcnT^TTtlRR!

30-14
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TWt swfag'

^ra: »3 sroft yl^rratvTrrt
i

—Puidyumn&nanda, p. 3.

BTumr irfiRnwc^pfiro*!

*rekwRTI*T§: %T*TSRTt tPftlffSt *lf5dl

J^OFtai ^ frrar’ smK^i wn^ff

»l**fk *T3Djy i4^-I^R! HT?<I I

-Karigiri-Campu, I Vilasa, 6 51.



A DYNAMIC CONCEPTION OF MAN

By Mrs. C. A. F. Rhys Davids

It is an old theory I have held for over forty years, a theory ever
being supported by as many years of research, that Buddhism started as

a gospel of will without a fit term to say so. A more academic phrasing

of this were to say 'started with a dynamic conception of man’—of man
not as an essentially static being, using and partly hindered by, a fleet-

ing apparatus of body and mind (chat is, ways of using body), but as

no less than they, a growing, evolving being, not liable as were they to

periodical decadence, in that the maturity preceding that decadence
has never been reached, but, so far as earth-life shows, is ever yet to be.

If for this theory the agreement I may have hoped for has been
chary and slow, I have ascribed ii less to an error on my pan, and
more to writers about Buddhism failing to discern new influences at

work diverting the youthful gospel, unbuttressed as yet by sanctions

of ‘orthodoxy’, to an adoption of other values, and hence other terms
in its technique of teaching, when these, after the long interval usual

in India, came to be recorded in scripture.

I discerned three influences as mainly effecting this 'side-tracking :

(i) the rising preoccupation with a monastic regime. This in

India, unlike Christian monastic ism. took a pessimistic turn, emphasiz-
ing life as 'ill', and exercise of will as mainly evil desire or craving or
thirst.

(s) the growing analytic attitude towards man’s inner world
(proio-Sankhya), a world where man's interest began in afferent

rather than in efferent phenomena : a 'naming' rather than 'handling'.

(3) the preoccupation of the widening rift between the orthodox
teacliing of Immanence and a certain Protestant feature in ‘Sakya’

concerning ritual and the Brahman tradition, whereby the more opti-

mistic 'forward view' in the former became ever more discredited, its

main teaching coming to be merged in the rift with matters less

essential.

I have come to see, that emphasis on these three points needs,

as fourth, addition of emphasis on that very defect alleged in my
theory' : namely, that the 'side-tracking’ was strengthened and accelerat-

ed by want of a clear strong word like ‘will’ to express the essence of
the New Message. There had been such previously, but from very

indifference perhaps to need of ‘will' in religion, they had been wor-
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sened or dropped. Such words were ltdnui, and kratxi (as used in the

Brhadaranyaka Upanijd,), and karma and tanhd (trfnd). To choose

(
yunoli

)

was evaded rather than used. And words for resolve, deter-

mination [adhitthana, nbhinihara, ajjhasaya) were rather inventions

for a need felt later (with academic growth), than idioms of early

usage. 1

Two courses lay open to the first ‘sons of the Sakyans’ in their

mission. The one. with which I have dc-alc elsewhere, was to adopt

the growing use of forms of the verb bhu. These forms are present in

nearly every page of Buddhist scripture, 'flic incoming especially of

die causative form bhdv- seems to imply the felt want; ‘to make become’
is so palpably an act of will. And I have found reason to suspect chat

the much-emphasized ‘eightfold’ quality of the Marga, the leading

figure of the teaching, was a later insertion, where there had been
elided the prefix bhava which (cf. bhava-cahha) had come to be a
badly worsened word, even compared with tilings held most vile.’ Used
as it had come to be for ‘lives’ and ‘worlds' held by the monk to be

wholly ’ill’, emphasis of appreciation was shifted to the causative, and
to the gerund

(
bhabba). Thus what might have kept Buddhism to its

first teaching became, in this verbal way, no sure buttress.

The other course was to lend new emphasis to terms of effort,

energy and endeavour. These were, it is true, not will-terms
; they

were but modes of using will. They seem to have been little used
before the Sakyan missioners began, yet were thev unworsened. And
no students of Buddhist Pali literature should fail to note, that such
terms are listed as second in number only to the (much longer) list of

terms for prajnd, that word of loftiest import for Brahman as for

Sakyan, till, centuries later, we find it all but eliminated from a leading
manual of philosophy. In one item indeed an all but identification is

made with will itself. This is InriySrambha, or onset of energy. Now
it is work of energy that makes us pick up and throw a stone, but the

’onset’ was inner and an act of will. The same word is used in a
striking but wholly overlooked Sutta of the Fourth Collection (Nikdya),

where Gautama is shown condemning a disbelief in the reality’ of the

self as agent with the words : Wien you shift your movement, is not
that an ’initiative' (or onset : drabbhadhdtu

) of yourself or another’s

self ? Nevertheless, with such rare exceptions, the word ’onset’ is not
found emphasized in the gospel of ‘die Way’.

*• d- too the Abhidhamma invention haUuhamyati ; alio the growth of

the Sakii cull.

i. E.g. Arigullara, i, Vg. i, 18 : clearly an added glow.
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It is in the makeshift terms ofiener used by Buddhism for ‘will*,

that I find need of a fourth point as contributory to its 'side-tracking'

from its original aim, terms, I mean, not of effort, but of mind, words
of intellection, cognition. Such were manas, citta, ceiana, cctas,

sankaipa and sali (smjli). It is a common occurrence to find these

terms used, not as pure work of thought, but as having so to speak a

coefficient of will, such as we allow in the words : purpose, intention,
design.

For instance, where, in the well-known four Divine Abiding*

(
brahma-vihara) the disciple sets himself to 'suffuse' some absent X with
needed amity, pity, etc. the feeble phrase is used: “citta accompanied by-

amity, etc.,” when what is much more needed is the strong tdcvolition
of "wills, a suffusiqn of X with amity". Again, in the Sutta-Nipata, the
aged devoted Pingiya says

Worn out and frail am I.

so diat my body fails to get to him,
but ever I go faring by effort of intent (sankappayattaya)

;

the mind of me is linked with him.

And another loyal soul, Anuruddha :

He when he knew my 'will' (sankappa),

as were his body made of mind,
came unto me.*

Manas too is classified as a species of action (kamina), as if looked
upon not as a relatively static form of life anymore than arc the other
two, to wit, knya {oven action) and v6ea (speech). But the force of

this is weakened by the allerent emphasis laid on manat as the referee

(pati-saratia) of the varied messages of the five senses. Cetane, too is in

one context only called a species of Mamma, and it is, though only in

the later Abhiddhamma exegesis, specially distinguished from citta,

being likened to a master giving orders. Indeed my late colleague
Shwe Z. Aung insisted that modern Burmese culture sees in it 'voli-

tion' and not cognition. Deferring to this, I altered the translation of

it from 'thinking' to 'volition' in reproducing my translation of Book
I., and have borne in mind the implied volition in both this term and
ectas ever since. Nevertheless these words, as compared with our will,

or the older hama and kralu, arc as weak as is today the word 'sentiment'

when used to mean emotion or passion.

5. The verse adds iddhiyd upasankami, and the reader may say: here was a

word at least as strong as 'Kill.' Thai may be, but was ii a fi: tenn for a gospel

for ‘Every man' ?
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Finally, the tern salt came to talc on a new force in early Buddh-
ism. I do not think this has been fully realized. Meaning sarana

:

memory (this is in Abhidliamma given as an equivalent), it is practi-

cally never taken to mean this save with the prelix finu. Actually it is

used in the sense of mindfulness, attention, for which there was in older

Pali no special term. Manasikara : work of mind, came it is true to

have this specialized meaning, but only much later. In the Suttas its

meaning, coupled with the adverbial term yoniso, is as unspecific as are

the intellective terms vitakka, uiedra. But in exegesis its given meaning

is a 'mental expectant moving towards,' similar to avajjana: adverting.

Even where the anu prefix occurs, the meaning is as often a 'dwelling

upon’ as in the category" of the Anussatis, as a recollecting, as in the psy-

chic gift of far-back memory: pubhe-nivis' dnussalt. It may be remem-
bered that when the preparatory process of ‘the four Jhanas' is complet-

ed the jhdyi has a mental tabula rasa save only for bare soli and poise, he
being held then to be ready for experiencing suc h of the five abhinnaj,
of which he may be constitutionally capable. And in general the good
disciple is ever bidden to be sata (or satimant) and .tampajdnoi mindful-
ly alert and intelligent, but with no special injunction herein that he re-

collect this or that in the past, as in memory. Compare too the force

of sali in the four Satipatthanas. In the Ahhidhamma definition of

iati as apildpanaid or absence of superficiality of mind, ibis can hardly
be interpreted as enjoining reminiscence, much less tlic stuff i, ‘tradi-

tion’, of Brahman culture.

In so far as sati for early Buddhism meant 'attention', it was a
term of will as much as of cognition. Our psychology has done justice
to chat. And Jhiina, as 1 have often shown, as preparation lor develop-
ing the abhitinas of clairvoyance and clairaudience, made necessary
this stateof blank attentive alertness. That sail was used to denote this

docs give the will-co-efficicnc that is in attention in a way that we have
too much overlooked.

Now, in that the first Buddhist missioners were compelled, in the
attempt to expand the current Immanence by the quickening force of
a gospel of choice and initiative—in other words of will—to cast about for
fit words, such as would appeal to ‘the general' outside the Academy,
and in that they were, as 1 have shown, compelled to use the relatively
makeshift terms mainly of iniellertual import, I suggest that these re-

lative misfits would, with lapse of time, bring about more quickly a
side-tracking of the original line of teaching. Such makeshifts may
have force and fitness when a speaker is using them, able to clarify and
guard his meaning by figure, by gesture, by what not. But when those
weaker terms are learnt as recorded, when they become weighed in
records by posterity, when eventually they become written records, they
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will tend to be of weight rather in their main, their basic meaning as

intellectual, than in their implied and adapted use as volitional. And
thus the real ideal of the original teaching as a new gospel of will

would tend to fade out, and the subsequent teaching become one of

preponderant introversive thought, anti of 'ideas about’. As a new
message Sakva called on man as seeker after Atman, as reaching out
after (althiko) an Aim (allha), as choosing a Way, as willing to become
actually That Who he was potentially. To realize the peak of the Im-

mortal U'amat' aqge), he needed to be "willing to learn"
(
sihkhakamo).

To get further (
utlarim karaniycmY he needed effort to become. He

was to be ever “for the More" (liana -aham alirckdyd'li). I have here sug-

gested, that herein lie was handicapped by lack of die fit, the clear word,
word sudi as Jesus had ready to hand, and plentifully used. And the

teaching became ever more one of, not a splendid More in life, but

a Less, a Not.
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• RACIAL ELEMENTS IN VEDIC RELIGION AND
PHILOSOPHY

Though scholars have long recognized that some of the

features of the later Vcdic civilization came from the pre-Aryans,

they sometimes committed a blunder in accepting these latter as

aboriginal half-savages. The theory that all the pre-Vedic Indian races

were dark-skinned (krsnd) and broad-nosed (anas) savages is no longer

entertained by scholars.* It is now generally accepted that there were
races of different physical and cultural types amongst the pre-Aryans.

The more primitive section of these races is now sometimes convent-

ently designated Nisddic; the most advanced section was perhaps repre-

sented by the Mediterranean races' who were mainly instrumental in

building up the Indus Civilization (Mohenjo Davo and Harappa). It is

possible that the Aryan conquerors were comparatively less civilized

than the Indus valley people whom they appear to have
conquered.’ By analogy1 with the history1 of the contact of

the Mediterranean races (Mincans and Aegians) and Aryan
Greeks which brought about the renascence of Greek culture ill

which die civilization of the older conquered races played a predomin-
ant part, 4

it is perhaps permissible to conclude that the civilization of

the more cultured elements in pre-Vedic India played an equally im-

portant role in shaping die destinies of the later Vcdic civilization.

The contributions of the pre-Aryans to die religion and philosophy

• This brief note was prepared to raise some discussion in the Anthropology

Section of the Indore Session of the Indian Science Congress. But I could not

attend the Session due to my engagements in the All-India Oriental Conference

held in the Same year (1935) at Mysore.

1. See Ray, Dynastic History of Northern India, Calcutta University Press.

Vol.I, 1931. pp. XXIX ff.

a. Census oj India, 1931, Vol. I, Part III., 1935, p. Ixi.

3. Compare
: Romans : Greeks : Teutons : Romans ; Turks : Arabs, etc.

4. Hall, Ancient History of the Hear East, 8U1 Ed., 1938, pp. 521 ff.

;

See also Keith, Religion and Philosophy of the Ve/ia, 1925, p. 10.

31—15
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of India are now generally recognized. In 1900 Macdoncll admitted
that the Aryan settlers received the first impulse in certain directions
in Vcdic philosophy from the aboriginal inhabitants of India.’ In 1916
Chanda drew our attention to the un-Vcdic character of the Paiicaratra
and certain features of Saktism .* He also suggested that die Yoga sys-

tem of philosophy with its mental asceticism 1 also came from the Indus
Valley civilization into the Aryan system. He based his opinion on the
fact that a bearded head of a priest-king!?) (fig. a) discovered at Mohenjo-
Daro has its eyes concentrated on the tip of the nose (tidsikAgra-djUi)*

in the traditional pose of a Yogin.0 Quite recently Marshall has en-
dorsed this view and has tried to support it by archaeological evidence.
He has specially drawn our attention to a figure on a plaque whom he
regards as the prototype of Siva-Pasupati of later days. The figure
according to him is urdhvamedlna, trimukha, seated in a yoei-like
|iose on a deer-throne surrounded by animals like Pasupati and crowned
with the horns of divinity (trisula) (fig. b). When he considered that this

was associated with the sanctity of' the bull (fig. c) and phallus (ftnga)
worship (Ltinc-devah) (fig. d) he had little doubt that some of the most
important aspects of &aivum were non-Aryan and pre-Vedic. 1 ®

All these conclusions, I fear, require rc-cxaminaiion and criticism
before being accepted as certainties. One of the objects of writing this

note is to receive such criticism and revaluation of c\ idcnce from com-
petent scholars. Take for instance the so-called phallic emblems dis-
covered at Mohcnjo-Daro. Wc have to explain the great gap that
separates them front the earliest lingams in the Brahmanical pan-
cheon. ,: r

My other object in writing this note is to ask a question. It is well
known that there was a great change in the philosophical and socio-

5 - Sanskrit Literature, p. 337.
6. Indo-Aryan Races, chapters III and IV ; see also Coommwamv, Indian

and Indonesian Art, p. 5.

7. Bodily asceticism (lapas) is known to the Vedas. See, Macdoncll. Sanskrit
Literature, p. 397.

8. The nose of the licad” including the tip i, broken.

9 - Marshall. Mohcnjo-Daro and Indus Civilization. Vol. I, p. rl4 .

10. Ibid, Vol TIT. plate. XCVIII.
11. Gudimal’am Lv.ga in N. Arcot dated in the ut or and cent. B.C.; See

Coomarswamy. Indian a „d Indonesian Art, p. 39, Plate XVIII. no. 66. Pix>f.

J. N. Banrrjca has, ! understand, notice a few lingams on certain coins, dis-
C
.

OV"
!?

[axUaand U»ayinI
- ,A abou ' «>* same period. See the next issue of the

Indian Hulorical Quarterly.
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religious outlook of the Vcdic Aryans as they moved from the period
represented by the Rgvcda to that ol die Upani$ads.'* At present 1 heg
to draw attention to the following two features

(i) Theory of transmigration (samsiita) dependent oil retribu-

tion and pessimism.

(ii) Cult ol non-injury (ahimsa).

The early Indo-Aryan outlook on life had been generally one of joy

and optimism. This was replaced by a new note of pessimism. Life was
considered a misery. A feeling of pity for animals and a desire not to

injure life became intensified. The cult of ahimsa also received special

emphasis.
The Rgvcda practically contains very little trace of these beliefs.

But the Upanisadic literature (c. fion B.C. to c. 300 B.C.) reveals a state

of society svhich is almost dominated by these ideas. By the acceptance of

the doctrine of transmigration," "Vcdic optimism, which looked for-

ward to a life of eternal bliss in heaven, was transformed into the

gloomy prospect of an interminable scries of miserable existences lead-

ing from one death to another." The theory of ahimsa first definitely

appearing in tlte Chindogya Upamyxi" became a factor of ever-in-

creasing importance in the religious, social and political life of India.

These ideas and beliefs being fundamentally opposed to the atmosphere

of the Rgvcda, scholars have tried to olfcr some explanations for some
of them. Macdond! for instance suggested that the Aryans received

their first impulse in the direction of the theory of transmigration from
the aboriginal inhabitants of India. He drew our attention to certain

ideas of the 'Sonthals' and some other half-savage tribes among whom
there is a wide-spread belief that the soul passes into trunks of trees

and the bodies of animals. 1 ' Griswold proposed to find the roots of

i». Note in this connection the theory of Hutton on the origin of the Caste

system which from germs in the Rgvcda, took definite shape and wat fully estab-

lished in the later Vcdic period : Census Reports, 1931, Vol. I. Part, I, pp..

13. Macdoncll, Sanskrit Literature, p. $&7- The transition to the developed

theory of •Transmigration' of the Upani/ads is to be found in the Salapatha

Br&hmana.

14. in, 17, 4.

15. Macdoncll, Sanskrit Literature, p. 587. Keith’s (op. dL, p. 497) ?latc-

ment on the point is interesting. "We may," says he, “if v;e so desire, call the

Upanijada* the product* of Aryo-Dravidian thought ;
but If we do so. we must

remember that the effect of the intermixture must be regarded in the light of

chemical fusion, in which both elements arc transformed. He docs not however

find any definite evidence to dearly distinguish the Dravidian element in Indian

thought- See op. fit., pp. 029-34.
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Hindu pessimism in the trying climate of India and in the gradual

fusion ot the Aryans with the aborigines.10 Macdonell unfortunately was
under the impression that the pre-Aryans were half savages and was
therefore not disposed to give them full credit for the elaboration of

some of the above theories. 1
' But with our more correct knowledge

of their high degree of culture is it not possible to suggest chat these

ideas were introduced with minor modifications into the Aryan system

from the philosophy and religion of the conquered? If so. is there now
any definite evidence available beyond mere theory and guess’ Or is it

possible to explain these as perfectly logical developments from Rgvc-
c!ic germs, taking into consideration the Indian physical and climatic

factors ?

H. C. Ray.

16. The Religion of lie Rigueda, 1923, p. 326.

17. Op. ril., pp. 387-88. Keith in 1925 wai alto of the same opinion see

oft. ext., P . i.jp.

A NOTE ON THE OR1CIN OF VIJAYANAGARA

In Volume VI. No. 1 (July 1939) of the Indian Culture, pp. 107-

109. Mr. Chiutaharan Chakravarti has brought to light a Tantric work
called VidyUnjaua Tantra, in which an interesting account of the
foundation of Vijayanagara is given. I saw this Ms. exhibited in the

glery of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal in December last. Mr.
akravarti has given a short account of the foundation of the city

of Vijayanagara as mentioned in the introductory porcion of the work.
The version of the origin of Vijayanagara as given in this work is his-

torically unreliable. This will be evident when we examine a few
details concerning die royal personage and his father mentioned in it.

'Hie name of the latter is given as Praudhadcva. We arc told that on
king Praudhadcva's death, his posthumous son (unnamed) became
king, and that at the latter's request and at that of the learned men, a
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Fig.c.

Fig. d,

( Vide Article Racial Element* in I'eitic Religion anil Philosophy)
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disciple of one Pragalbliacarya (as the Bengal R.A.S. version puis it).

?he

h5C5rya "mSelf (as d,e Kash,niri version avers), composed

Now (he only Praudhadeva known co Vijayanagara history is kina
Deva R5ya II, who ruled from A.D. 1419 till A.D. 1446.' This
monarch had the special binida of Gajr.be,tfekara (Hunter of Elc-
|>hants), in addition to his other name Praudhadeva Raya.

2

He died
on the 24th of May A.l).

1 44C.
:
' The posthumous son of Praudhadeva.

according to the VT, therefore, could have come to the throne only in
A.D. 1446. If we are to believe Lire anonymous author of the VT.
this work was composed by him (or by Pragalbliadirya) on the acces-
sion of the unnamed son of Praudhadeva Raya. That is to say, in no
case can the VT be assigned to a date earlier than A.D. 1446.' It was
written, therefore, about 10G years after die foundation ol the Vijaya-
nagara kingdom (A.D. 1346). and about seventy-eight years after the
construction of the great city of Vijayanagara (A.D. 1368).*

Who was the posthumous son of Praudhadeva. who came to the
throne of Vijayanagara on the latter’s death ? From historical records
we know that king Praudhadeva Raya was followed in A.D. 1446 by
his eldest son by queen PonnaJa Devi, Mallikarjuna Deva. This ruler
reigned from A.D. 1446 till A.D. 1467.' Why the author of the VT
does not mention king Mallikarjuna by name, cannot be made out.
Was it because, as Rice has pointed out, king Mallikarjuna's reign "was
wanting in vigour" Y1

The anonymous author of the VT gives a strange account of the
death of king Praudhadeva Raya. We arc told that that monarch died of

the effects of a curse pronounced by Laksmana, one of the nine lay
disciples of Sankaracarya, for die insult offered co Laksmana in the

matter of his presents. 1 This does not seem to be historical. In the
first place, it cannot be made out who this Sar.karacarya was. If we are

to suppose with the anonymous author of die VT that the reference
here is to the renowned Sankaracarya, it cannot be understood how a

disciple's disciple of that great Teacher (circa eighth century A.D.) could
ever have been a contemporary of Praudhadeva Raya (middle of the

1.

1. Rice, Mysore and Coorg from the Inscriptions, p. 11*.

s. Ibid, p. 116.

3. Ibid, p. 117.

4. Salelore. Soda! and Political Life in the Vijayanagara

pp. 18. 103.

5. Rice, op. cit., p. 117.

6. Ibid.

7. I.C., op. cit., p. 109.

Empire,
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fifteenth century A.D.) ! And, secondly, from the available trust-

worthy sources we know that far from being a petty-minded ruler, as

the anonymous author of the VT would make him, king Praudhadeva

Raya was truly a generous monarch who was held in high esteem by
the people. Witness, for example, the poet Candrakavi (circa A.D.

1430) singing the ten good qualities of that monarch*.

Contemporary epigraphic evidence also confirms the praise

Candrakavi bestows upon king Deva Raya li. In one of the two ins-

criptions dated A.D. 1446, which record that king's death, he is called

“the abode of valour, the matchless Deva-rat."
11

Indeed, from the records

available in the Sriiigeri maf/ia wc may unhesitatingly say that king
Deva Raya II was a magnanimous ruler, and that he was especially

generous to the gurus of the Smarta school. For instance, in the Man-
jugani copper plate dated A.D. 1432, Thursday. July the 10th, register-

ing the gift ol the village of Man jugani to the gum Purusoitamarnnp,

the king is praised thus .a Vikramaditya in valour, a Bhoja'in

enjoyment, and a Kubcra in liberality .... pre-eminent among the

liglueous And in the Kaigai copper plate also found in the

same mafha, ar.d also dated in the same year, but February the 2nd
Saturday, the same ruler is praised thus

'

", . . .By his learning, liber-

ality, and prowess he caused admiration and lessened the fame of Nibh*
aga. N'ahuja, and others”, "a celestial tree to supplicants", and "a

Parijata on earth It cannot be that a monarch who was so generous

to a guru like Puruyottanuitanya, who belonged to the Smarta sampra-
daya of the great SaiikarSkSrya, was parsimonious to another ascetic like

Lak&maga who, according to the VT, also belonged to the school of the

great AcSrya.

Moreover as regards die assertion of the anonymous author of

the same work that he built the beautiful city of Vidvanngara (Vijayana-

gara) resembling the mystic ftlcakra, all dial we may note is that that

city, as related above, was already in existence about seventy-eight years

before his time.

Supposing wc identify the unnamed posthumous son of Praudha-
deva with king Mallikarjuna, can we accept the statement of the

anonymous author of the VT that the latter was die regent of king

8. Salelore. op. eft., 1, p. 3?4.

9. Epigraph!/, Carnalice, H. nos. 32B. 530, pp. 139-140 (rev. ec!.).

10. Mysore Areh<to logical Report for 1933. pp. 158, 159.

11. Ibid, pp. 170-171.
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Mallikarjuna ? This is again highly doubtful. For the great minister
of king Mallikarjuna was the famous Saluva Nfsimha, also called Nara-
singa Raya, who usurped the throne in A.D. 1478.' 3 It is extremely
unlikely that any one could have asserted himself as the regent of king
Mallikarjuna in the presence of the latter's most powerful noble
Narasinga.

B. A. Saleiork.

12. Rice, Op. cil., p. 117.

AN APOCRYPHAL SECTION IN PINGALA’S CHANDAHSCTRA

To the points that I have Taised about the Chandahsutra of Pihgala
in I.C., July, 1939, p. no ff„ I am now inclined to add one other.

There is reason to believe iliac a portion of the present text of the

CS. is apocryphal, and it may be suggested that the work belongs not

to a particular author called Pihgala, but to a school, possibly founded
by Pihgala.

The very nature of die lira part of Ch. VIII. of the CS. appears to

indicate a laier date. This part describes some additional Sanuwrtla
metres, and it is very interesting to note that the metre Gauri (VIII, 5)
is exaedy the same as the metre Cancaldksikd defined earlier iu VI, 27.

A quite different metre called Gauri has moreover been described in

VII. 4. These facts appear to prove that the first part of Ch. VIII (if

not the whole of diis chapter) of the CS. is a later addition. It must
also be noted in this connection that the additional metres described

there are not found in the section on metrics in the Agni Purana (Ban-
gabasi ed., Ch. S 34 )

which largely draws upon the CS.
As regards die chronological relation of die CS. with Bharata's

Natyaiastra, it may be pointed out diat some MSS. of the NS. follow a

recension that utilises, in its section oil metrics, Pihgala 's code of alge-

braical symbols like m, n, bh, etc. This recension of die NS. is therefore

certainly later than the CS. or at least die original text of the CS.

Dines Chandra Sircar.
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TWO VIEWS ABOUT THE BUDDHA

Professor A. B. Keith concluding his recent article on ‘The Buddha

as a mascer mind' says that "we need not hesitate to ascribe to the

Buddha the claim of being a master-mind, but on grounds which are

not those asserted by Sir S. Radhakrishnan”.1 The grounds of Pro-

fessor Keith arc as follows :

He docs not ascribe any specifically new doctrine characteristic of

a master-mind to the Buddha, because he says that such a position leads

us to ‘great difficulty’. Besides it is pointed out that die doctrine of

transmigration which Buddha accepted was essentially Bralunanical and

traditional in its character. Professor Keith holds "that Buddha is

considered to take rank with the great founders of religious communi-

ties, men of practical rather than theoretical insight", because of the

“organisation on sine lines of monastic communities, in which mem-

bers are not asked to engage in asceticism earned to excesses, but were

afforded opportunities for community life and taught to achieve mental

conditions of an essentially attractive character by systematic exercises

destined to die sublimation of the mind."* Besides this. Professor

Keith attributes die success of the Buddha to the fact that "he demanded
faith and affection from his devotees and in return assured them of the

certainty of Paradise and ultimately of Nirvana. It is contended that

SirS. Radhakrishnan. in his British Academy Lecture, has ignored this

vital aspect of faidi in the Buddha as essential to salvation even in early

Buddhism.
Let us grant for a moment diat the great success of the Buddha

was due to die unswerving faith which he commanded from his devotees

and which he preached, as the way to salvation. The Buddha went

about preaching and promised final liberation and the joys of heaven

through belief iti himself and the following out of the moral code.

To preach to the world at large that they should have faith in him,

himself having failed to achieve setded convictions as to the metaphysi-

cal questions, is certainly not the quality of a master-mind, hut at best

the characteristic of a master-crook. And yet diis is all that follows

from Professor Keith’s assertion that Buddha's success was due to the

doctrine of faith in himself, taken together with his statement "the

view that Buddha had failed to achieve settled convictions as to meta-

physical questions and was therefore content to preach a faith which

essentially means the practising of mental states productive in this

i- Indian Culture, Jan. 1939, p. 23B.

a. Ibid, p. 236.
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life of ecstacy appears therefore the only view which is consistent with
the doctrine of indetenninates." 6

The organisation founded on monastic lines was noc an un-

mixed blessing. Professor Keith himself does not wholly commend
this aspect of the Buddha's teachings. He says that ''he (Buddha) drew
the unwise conclusion that the life of meditation would be carried on
without the preliminary experience of studentship and the life of a
householder” (pp. 232-3). The Professor continues : "but it remains

a grave admission that die Buddha failed in the essential duty of a
philosopher to see life whole and not in one aspect only. It is plain

that his doctrine if fully followed out would have condemned to anni-

hilation the whole world of useful activity". Again, the inclusion of

women in the monastic order was not without its evils. The purity of

Buddhism would have lasted longer had they not been included.

Sir S. Radhakrishnan maintains in categorical terms that the

Buddha is a master-mind because he is the continuator of the Upanijha-

dic rradiuon shorn of its unessential*, and not an innovator. As lor the

evidence of the texts, a few of them affirm the view of Sir Radhakrishnan

and die relative importance to be attached to these Is naturally a matter

of opinion. The Buddha's counsel to have the self as the light

(altadipa) or the self as the refuge (atta-sarana) cannot be interpreted,

as Professor Keith urges, in terms of the empirical self. The empirical

self for die Buddha is not an enduring existence, but a changing aggre-

gate. It makes no sense to appeal to such a self as a light or refuge. For

that which seeks the light being the empirical self, what is sought must

be something other than empirical, though not other than the self
;
we

have to interpret it ns the affirmation of the transcendental. Similarly,

Sariputta's statement that the Tathagau is neither the aggregate of the

five nor different from them is not intelligible except as referring to a

transcendental self.

What I seek to make clear in this short note is that the hypothesis

of Sir Radhakrishnan, that Buddha had "the experience of an absolute

and immutable reality as the background against which die emptiness

of the contingent and the mutable is apprehended".
4

is more intelligi-

ble and does better justice to the philosophical stature of the Buddha

dian die one Professor Keith maintains, i.e., that the Buddha, diough

he himself had failed to achieve settled convictions and was an agnostic,

asked the credulous folk of his age to have dogmatic faith in him. Tins

can by no means be construed as the characteristic of a master-mind.

P. Nacaraja Rao.

3. Indian Culture. Jan. 1939. p.

4. Gautama the Buddha : Sir S. Radhakrishnan, p. 46.

82—16
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THE THIRD SESSION OF THE INDIAN HISTORICAL

CONGRESS

History as a branch of Indian literature cannot be said to occupy

the same place as Poetry or Drama, Philosophy or Grammar. Our
country produced in ancient times a Valmiki and a Kalidasa, a Panini

and a SaAkaracirya but no Thucydides or Polybius. Nevertheless

there is evidence that stories of king; and ministers, of armies and
battles, excited the curiosity even of assemblies ol wanderers (patibbu-

jaka-parisa
) in bygone ages. Tales of kings and sages used to be recited

before the great gatheiing of rsis presided over by a Kulpapati in the

Naimisa forest. The Great Epic of India beats testimony to sabhSs

where "they passed their time in describing stirring tales of war and
moil” and genealogies of eminent men. It is to such assemblages that

we owe in pare the survival of those historical fragments that lie em-
bedded in the ItihisaPuriyo literature as well as in che Vedic and the

Pali canons.

It is a happy sign that attempts are being made in recent times

to resuscitate in a modern shape the aforesaid panjads and sab/ias of

antiquity. The earlier endeavours resulted in seeming for History

a place merely as an appendage of some institution the scope of whose
activities embraced outer and more popular branches of knowledge.
Hut it did not take long for independent assemblages of historians to

come into existence. One ol these associations, namely the Bhdiata
Ilihiisc Scritsodhaka Mantjala, Poona, conceived the idea of holding
an All-India Congress of Modem History as a part of its Silver Jubilee
programme. The Congress was actually inaugurated on Iune o, 1935-
In che General Meeting of the institution held on the 10th June, 1935,
it was decided to widen the scope of its activities so as to embrace the
Ancient and the Mediaeval as wdl as the Modern Period of Indian
History. Thus came into existence the Indian History Congress which
got a new constitution at die Second Session at Allahabad.

The scene now shifted from Yuklaveni to die neighbourhood of
Muktavcni. The University of Calcutta invited the Third Session
of die Congress to the city that had been the centre of activities of Jones
and Colebrooke, of Wilson and Prinsep, of Rajendralal Mitra and
Haraprasad Sastri, ol Henry Maine and Sir Asutosh Mookerjce, of
Manomohan Chakravani and R. D. Banerji.

A Reception Committee was organised with the Vice-Chancellor
as Chainnan and Dr. S. P. Mookcrjee, Mr. P. N. Banerji and three local
secretaries as the Working Council. Eleven sub committees were ap-
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pointed ai the same time. Circulars and a bulletin were sent out to all

provincial Governments, major Indian States, Universities, Research
Societies. Record ollkes, Museums, Degree Colleges and teachers of
History all over India as well as to scholars known to have an interest in

any aspect of India's glorious past, inviting them to co-operatc in the task

of making the Congress a success. The response was quick and gratify-

ing. Representatives from the Government of India, several Provincial
governments and Indian Stales including those in the tar South, sixteen
Universities, twenty seven research institutes and other learned bodies

and thirteen colleges graced by their presence the great assembly that

met in the University Premises on December 15, 1939. 'Ilic total

number of delegate.-, was 1 85. The number of papers contributed by
the members of the Congress came up to the total of 143.

The Reception Committee, whose membership readied the figure

of 1I15, did its best to ensure the smooth working of the Congress and
to make the stay oi the delegates in the capita! of Bengal comfortable.
Its task was facilitated by the generosity of public spit ited citizens, not-

ably the great family of Law, the handsome grants from the local gov-

ernment and the University and the unstinted labour of a number of

selfless workers including members of the various University bodies,

teachers and thr office staff of the University, professois of affiliated

colleges, members of the Bar, Boy Scouts and students, particularly

those belonging to die History and Ancient Indian History Unions.

Dr. R. C. Majumdar, M.A., PhD., Vice-Chancellor of the Univer-

sity of Dacca and the first Professor of History in that institution, was
the General President. The Session was inaugurated by His Excellency

Sir John Arthur Herbert, G.C.I.E.. Governor of Bengal and Chancellor
of the University of Calcutta on December 15 at 10 A.M. The cere
raony took place in a spacious and decorated pandal which had been
erected near the Asutosn Building.

The Vice Chancellor, who welcomed the delegates and other mem-
bers of the Congress 10 the city where was laid "the foundation of what
we may term Modern India'', referred to the country's glorious heritage

and spoke alwut the aims and ideals of the true historian. He then invit-

ed His Excellency the Governor to inaugurate the Session. His Excellen-

cy in his speech pointed out that the Congress represented a long and
distinguished tradition of historical scholarship and research. He laid

stress on the problems which faced the worla at the time and added
that events of to-day are not, and never tan be, dissociated from the

past. The historian, said he, can be of help even to people who are

primarily concerned with day to day affairs.

The President of the Session in his address emphasised the neces-

sity of a public forum for the discussion of historical problems. He put
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in a pica for widening the scope of the activities of the Congress and
indicated the lines on which future investigations in History ought to

proceed.

In the same pandal, on the afternoon of the same day, the I-Ion'ble

Chief Minister of Bengal who also holds the portfolio of Education,

opened the Historical Exhibition. The Exhibition which was housed

in the Senate Hall had been organised by a sub committee of the Re-

ception Committee. Its success was due in large measure to the devoted

labour of the Curator of the Asutosh Museum, the teachers, research

fellows and students of the Department of Ancient Indian Studies and
other workers. Many valuable exhibits were displayed and proved to

be a great attraction. The Exhibition was kept open for a few days

after the Congress Session was over in consideration oF its educative

value for research scholars and the public.

The work of the Congress was divided into five sections—Archaic

(including early cultural), Ancient Imperial, Early Mediaeval ^includ-

ing the Age of the Sultanates), Mugltul (including the early Maratha-

Sikh Period) and Modem (including the later Maratha-Sikh history).

The sectional presidents were Dr. A. S. Altekar, of the Benares Hindu
University, Professor K. A. Nilakanta Sastri of the Madras University,

Dr. M. Nazim of the Archaxilogical Department, Dr. Tarachand of the

Kayastha Paihiala of Allahabad and Rao Sahib C. S. Srinivasachari of

the Annamalai University. A panel of secretaries and members of the

Meetings Sub-Committee saw ro the efficient and uninterrupted working

of the sectional meetings under the guidance of the Presidents. The
number of papers read before the sections were ki, 34, 27, 26 and 35
respectively. The meetings were so arranged that all the delegates

could, if they liked, listen to the Presidential addresses in the different

sections by turns. The papers read before die sections dealt with vari-

ous historical and cultural aspect of ancient, mediaeval and modem
Indian history and helped to throw light on many obscure problems.

Dr. -Altekar offered his suggestions regarding the reconstruction of the

pre-Bharata-War History of India. Professor Nilkanta Sastri made
some illuminating observations on the conception of Empire in Ancient
times. Dr. Nazim took stock of the progress made by individual scholars

in elucidating the history of the period of the Sultanates. Dr. Tara-
chand gave a learned discourse on Indian culture under the Mughuls
while Rao Sahib C. S. Srinivasachari delivered an address on the Study
of Modem Indian History. Interesting discussions followed the papers

read by Dr. Aiyangar, Mr. Tridib Ray, Mr. P. Acharyya, Mr. B. V.
Krishna Rao. Mr, D. N. Mukherii, Mr. B. N. Puri, Dr. M. M. Nagar,
Dr. U. N. Ghoshal, Mr. K. P. Chattopadhyiya, Dr. D. C. Sircar, Mr.
N. B. Ray, Dr. B. B. Majumdar, Dr. N, C. Banerji, Dr. H. C. Ray, Mr.
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S. N. Dhar, Dr. Qanungo. Dr. S. K. Bhuyan, Mr. V. D. Rao. Professor
Spear. Professor $. N. Banerji, Prof. R. C. Bancrji. Mr. H. R. Choshal,
Mr. T. Chakravan i ami oilier scholars. Of special interest was Mr.
Deshpande's paper on a copper-plate of Vakataka Vindhyaiakti which
ihrcw welcome light on an obscure period in the history of Berar. Mr.
K. P. Chattopidhyaya’s theory regarding »hc cioss-cousin marriage and
mainlined succession of the Satav5hanas drew from Professor Mirashi
ihc important information tlut in a large find at Akola hundreds of
Satavahana coins have been brought to light and on these the royal

title and the metronymic did not go together. Dr. D. C. Sircar invited
attention to the evidence furnished by Paraiara's Knisamgraha which
suggested that the auspicious symbol at the beginning or Indian inscrip-

tions was pronounced as Om Siddhih. Mr. Dhar assailed the theory
that Buddnists acted treacherously towards king Dahir of Sind. Dr.
Qanungo spoke about the romantic figure of Dewal rank Dr. Bhuyan ’s

paper sought to elucidate an obscure chapter of the History of Assam.
Mr. V. D. Rao's generalisation from Maratha bardic literature evoked
a keen debate and so did Professor Spear’s paper on Ellenborough and
Bentinck.

In addition to the papers read ac the section meetings the academic
activities of the Congress included an interesting illustrated lecture by
Rao Saheb K. N. Dikshit, Director-Genera! of the Archaeological Survey
of India, on Prc-Historic Antiquities of the country, on December 15.

On the 17th, the delegates had the opportunity of attending the Annual
Meeting of the Numismatic Society tor which facilities were provided
by the Reception Committee of the Congress.

The social side of the Congress owes much to the hospitality of

C*

"c-spiritcd citizens of Calcutta. To meet the members of the

rds Commission and the History Congress a pleasant function was
organised by the Indian Research Institute of which Dr. B. C. Law
is a leading spirit. Dr. S. C. Law was At Horae to the members of the

Congress on December iG. in his beautiful Aviary. The next day Dr.

N. N. Law gave a sumptuous dinner to the distinguished guests at his

Residence. The Arts Faculty Club of the University arranged a musi-

cal soiree on the opening day of the Session. This was followed by a

University lunch at 1 2 noon the next day. and a dinner given by the

Vice-Chancellor at his residence at 8 P.M. The next day the Reception
Committee organised a steamer party and the Sanskrit Sillilya Pari-

shad staged two plays, the Balacharitam and the Bhagava dajjukiyam .

The Session was wound up on December 1 8 by an cxcusion to Trivcnt
and its environs, the trip being managed by the University History
Union. The party visited the Belur Math, the Public library at Uttara-

para, the Serampore College, the church at Chandcrnagorc, the Hooghly
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College, the Imambara, and the Church at Bandel on ics way to

Triveni. A reception was given at U tiarapara by the local gentry

led by Mr. D. N. Mukherji, M L. A. At Chandernagore Mr. Harihar

Seth with his usual generosity entertained the party at lunch. The
Mahaiayas at Bansbcria invited the distinguished visitors to tea in the

afternoon.

Papers, discussions, lectures and a trip to historic sites did not ex-

haust the activities of the Congress at its third session. In die

Archaic section a resolution was moved from the chair, and adopted

by the scholars assembled, dial the Government of India be requested

to reconsider its decision about stopping further excavation work by
the Archxological Department on account of the financial stringency

due to war. The Resolution further invited the cooperation of Indian

Universities and odier learned bodies in die matter. At the Plenary
Session of the Congress on December. 16. a special committee was
appointed to explore the financial aspect of the scheme of undertak-

ing a comprehensive history of India. On behalf of the University of

the Punjab Professor J. F. Btuce invited the History Congress to hold

its next Session at Lahore. The offer was accepted with thanks.

H. C. R. C.
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MARWAR KA IT1HAS, PAR T I., by Pandit Bisheswar Nath Rcu. Superinten-

dent, Archaeological Department and Sumer Public Library, Jodhpur.

This is a history ol Marwar written by Pandit Bisheswar Nath Rcu. a

reputed scholar and historian from Jodhpur. It has surpassed, so far as we
know, many publications dealing with the vernacular histories of the different

States in India.

Pandit Rcu has thrown sufficient light or. the repeated help given by Rao
Ganga, Maldcv. Maharaja Ajit Singh, Bijayaiingh, etc- of Marwar to the rulers

of Mewar. which lias either been misunderstood or neglected even by Dr.
Gaurishankar Ojha in his History of Rajputana. He has similarly refuted on
the basis of good arguments a number of statements advanced by previous and
modem scholars about Rao Maidev, Goundrasena. Maharaja jaswantsingh and
Ajit Singh of Marwar and has brought to light numerous Hitherto unknown
facts as the result of his own scholarly researclies.

Mr. Reu has ably criticued Dr. Ojiia's charge of treachery against Rao
Rannial and has proved his own statement regarding the conquest of Mandor
by Rao Jodha, as tnis campaign also has been misrepresented or misunderstood in

Rajpulane-ka-Ilihas.
The author of this Volume has alio given at die beginning of his book a

brief history of Marwar of die pre Rathor period. Pandit Reu s sound judge-

ment and excellent mode of refuting the statements of other scholars is

praiseworthy.

We congratulate the Jodhpur Durbar and the Jodhpur Archeological
Department for bringing out such an authentic and valuable work which will be
helpful to die students of Indian history and will also serve as a model history

for other enlightened Indian States.

D. R. Bhanoakkar.

REVEALING INDIA'S PAST edited by Sir John Gumming, K.C.I.E., G5.L.

M_A.. with a foreword by A. Lonelier. Published by the India Society,

London, 1939. Pages 374 with plates and archaeological sketch map of

India.

The chapter one is devoted u> a compreliensive history of the Archeological
Department of India from i86a to 1938, contributed by Sir John Marshall, an
ex-Director-Gcneral of Arducology in India.

In the second chapter. Rao Bahadur K. N. Dikshit lias written a note as to
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the preservation of the rnonumtnu in India, and in the latter pan of this chapter,

he has furnished us with an interesting account of Hindu and Buddhist monu-
ments. So far as the Islamic monuments are concerned. Mr. Zafor Hasan has

treated them ably with reference to particular places in northern and eastern

India. It is true to say chat muslins monuments are scattered more or less

throughout the country, but their chief centres arc such places as were the capi-

tals ofthe mutism empire or the independent provincial monarchies. Mr. Monoer
has given us a connected account oi Islamic monuments in western India, es-

pecially in Guirat, Bijapur, Ahmadnagar, Sind and Mandu. It hat been pointed
out b> Sanaulfah that the valuable antiquities in Museums in India are subject

to decay and ultimate destruction on account of atmospheric influences or local

conditions. In this connection, lie has pointed out that the numerous monu-
ments in Central India built out of sandstones from the Vindya Range and
the Deccan traprock arc weathering very badly through the agency of meteoric
waters. The famous frescoes at Ajanta and Bash in the Gwalior State have been
very carefully presetted by the application ol certain chemical materials which
do not produce any injurious effects on them.

The chapter III has been ably handled by N. C. Majumdar confining him-
self to excavations and explorations of pre-historic and proto-historic artifacts—
Indian paleolithic implements, etc- Here wc find an account of a discovery
of a large number of cairns ar.d stone circles in the Coimbatore District and
certain burials contained in cairns and circles at Gajjalakonda in the Kurnool
District. He has also referred to the excavations at Mohenjo-Daro and Harappa
which have brought to light numerous objects of household use and fine specimens
of arts and crafts practised by the Indus people. In this chapter he records the
discoveries in the field ol pre historic India made by the Archeological Survey
since 19m. Rai Bahadur Dayn Ram Sahni'a note on Buddhist monuments, eo..
Asokan Pillars, monuments oi BharliUt, Sanchi, Amaravati, Jaggayyapeia. deserve*
credit. He has also mentioned tliat the Archxological Survey of India has well
served the Buddhist community by the identification and cxploiation of eight
great places of Buddlnt pilgrimage. e-g.. (1) Lumbint grove, modem Rummindci
in Nepal, where Buddha was born, (a) Bodh-Gayu or Gaya, tlic place ol hii en-
lightenment. (3) Isipatana (modern Sarnath near Benares), the place of his firstsermon,

(4) Kusmagara (modem Kaiia in the Gorakhpur District of the United

STS* U,e
I
,la« ol hi. death, etc. These eight places id! into ruin about

the twelfth century AD., and rcma.ned buried and forgotten until they were

h.rSrb,y S ’r Cunningham. Thanks arc due to Sir John Mar-
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»«rion of the Indian Museum. Taj Museum of Agra fort. Delhi fort Museum.
Malicnjo Daro Ardueological Museum, Harappa Archeological Museum, Taxila
Museum. Lahore lore Museum. Central Asia Antiquities Museum in New Delhi
and Burmese Museum at Mandalay and Paguc.

Dr. Stcn Konow’s note on Arehrolcgical publications ir. Chapter VI men-
tions the most important publications concerning an, architecture, archxologv
and inscriptions.

In Chapter VII, the woik done by the Archeological Department controlled

S
thc undemoted Indian States lias been recorded Hyderabad by Ytuxlani,

/sore by Krishna, Baroda by Hirananda Sluutri, Jammu and Kashmir by Rain
Chandra Kak. Gwalior by Garde, Travancorc by Poduval, Jaipur by Daya Ram
Sahni, Bhupal. Nagod and Mayurbhanj by Rama Prasad Chanda.

The Chapter VIII treats of the Archeology in Burma which includes Man-
dalay, Pague and Promt by Charles Duroisdlc.

The Chapter IX which is the last chapter contributed by Cordon Hearn on
India and the Tourist contains geographical information as to the different
places of archaeological interest in India and Burma.

The Index it exhaustive. The illustrations given at the end increase die
value oi the book. The book, though popularly written. i» a masterpiece and due
credit should be given to authors who have contributed very interesting and
instructive notes to this book.

B. C. Law.

A GUIDE TO RAJG1R by MtL Hamid Kuraishi, B.A., revised by A. Ghosh,
M.A., published by the Manager of Government Publications, Delhi, 1939.
Pages 40 with plates and a map showing the plin of old and new Rajgir.

About 13 miles south-west of Bihar ShariH, Rajgir (ancient RAiagrlu) which
stands on an unmctallcd District Board road, is a varied place of pilgrimage tor
Hindus, Buddhists and Jain*. Mr. Ghosh has done a great service by bringing out
a revised booklet on RaJgl r dealing with its history, ancient names, hve hills my-
thical kings, activities ot Buddha and Mah&vin supplemented by the evidence of
the travels oi the Chinese pilgrims and Archeological reports. Then he has given
us an account ol new Rajgir-its foundation, rampart and excavations, etc. His
treatment of Venuvana, battaparpi cave. Jain temple, Maniar math, 5onabhaD<lar
caves, etc. deserves mention. Then lie has given us an account of jivaka's mango-
grove. Bimbbira’s road, 6tupas. ancient iortihcations, etc. It is undoubtedly a
ray useful guide and slioulc. be welcomed by scholar and laymen alike. A servi-
ceable index at the end would have been much better.

B. C. Law.

AL1VARD1 AND HIS TIMES—by K. K. DATTA. Published by the University
of Calcutta, 1939.

This is a useful contribution to the history of Bengal in the eighteenth
century. The author lias attempted an exhaustive study ol Ins subject for which
he has had to utilize a very wide variety of sources. In this volume we read

33—17
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in considerable detail the romantic story of Alivardi's rise to power and of the

terrible difficulties which he had to contend with in order to maintain it. An
interesting chapter is that which describes the character ol Alivardi's adminis-

tration. The author is able to establish that the success of Alivardi's government

depended on the jealous services of a band of able Hindu Officers, civil anil

military. He. however, tells us little of the administrative machinery with which

Alivardi governed Bengal,

The author lias collected much information on the economic and social

condition of Bengal of the period which he has embodied in his work on the

History ol the Bengal Sultan, and Chapters VII to IX of the present volume

anpear to be mere selections of the same information published over again.

Otten identical sentences appear in the two books and since both have been publi-

shed by die University oi Calcutta, one can not help admiring the generosity

of that body in publishing the same matter for the author twice.

A. P. D. G.

THE SUPREME COURT IN CONFLICT, by Dr Itidubhusan Bancrjcc, M.A,

Ph.IX, Lecture in History, Calcutta Univmity. BiqA Library, 15, College

Square. Calcutta. 1940, s% pages.

Dr. Bancrjcc, whose Evolution of the K/ialsa has been so widely appreciated

in India as well as in Europe, ts to be congratulated on the publication ol this

interesting and useful volume on British administration under Warren Hastings.

The central theme of the book is the famous conflict between the Supreme Court

and tbe Governor-General in Council which followed the passing ol the Re-

gulating Act. Sic Tames Stephen is generally regarded as die only authoritative

writer on this subject. Dr. Bancrjcc, however, clearly shows that his account is

neither complete nor impartial. It is interesting to learn that, in his unbalanced

cageruesi to justify the proceedings of the Court, Sir James has not hesitated to

misrepresent the views of die Council by suppressing material portions ol die

relevant document!- Dr. Bancrjce has, for the fust time, utilised all available

despatches and letters dealing with his subject. He has wisely allowed the actors

in the drama to speak for themselves, and oHcrcd to the reader the fullest oppor-

tunity of testing hit conclusions. For the first time we get a complete and vivid

account of the famous Dacca and Kasijora cases which marked the culmination

of the conliict. It is gratifying to learn from the 'Preface' that this volume is

merely 'the preliminary clearing of thr ground', and that die author intends to

S
ve us a fuller account of the controversy in the nor future. All readers of

e volume under review will undoubtedly join with us in requeuing the author
to complete his studies as scon as possible.

A. C. BANntjrr.

FOUNDERS OF V1JAYANAGARA by S. Srikantaya. Bangalore, 1938,

pp. 161+lnde*.

This treatise on the foundation of die Vijayanagara Empire is divided into

five chapters, whereof the first two recount the story of the Muliammadan con-
quest oi Northern India, and the condition of South India up till die rise of
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the Vijayanagara Empire. In a section of the second chapter, the author sug-

E
is that Vijayanagara, just before its emergence as the capital of the empire as

tided by Harihara and Bukka. was known as Hosapattana, and was a residen-

tial capital of tht* Hoysala Ballala III. In the thira cha|>tet, the autlior dis-

cusses the various theories regarding the origin of the Vijayanagara Empire and

I
holds the view that Harihara I had been a feudatory (M dt>ian rf/iieieare)

Vira Ballila 111. and had founded the Vijayanagara Empire in or about 1536

A.D. In the next two chapters, die author maintains that Siyana's brother,

Madhava, alias Vidvai-anya Sripada (of Sringeri), rendered considerable aaisc-

ancc, financial and otherwise, to Harihara 1. in the foundation of the empire,

and that Vijayanagara was known as Vidyanagara alter VidySranya. But in view

of the strong epigraphical evidences that the rdjti-gurti of the sons of SaiVgsma

was Kriyaialti, it i» difficult to agree with the author as to Vidyaraoya's part in

building the capital or in die foundation of the empire. And as such, we must
cease to be dogmatic on the correctness of the traditional date of the foundation

of die cinpiie. But nevertheless, die pages of this monograph bear the stamp

of a high degree of scholarship on the pan of the author.

N.

VIJAYANAGARA SEXCENTENARY COMMEMORATION VOLUME,
Dharwar, 1936, pp- 8Bo.

Under die joint auspices of the Vijayanagara Empire Sexcentenary Associa-

tion and the Karnataka Historical Research Society, Dharwar, is pnblislied diis

volume on the solemn occasion of die celebrations at Hampi, in December. 1936,

commemorating tbe sexcentenary of the foundation of the Vijayanagara Empire

in 1336 A.D., according to tradition. "The object of the celebrations”, as we are

told in the Preface, "is to remember with gratitude the rich cultural legacy which

die Vijavanagara Empire has bequeathed and die Volume lias been so devised

as to bring into bold relief the political, literary, artiuic and religious aspects of

the history of that Empire." We base thus in this volume 3s papas on these vari-

ous apeas written by dilferent scholars like Dr. S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar, Rev.

II. Hcras, Dr. R. A. Saletore, Dr. M. H. Kiishna, Dr. V. Raghavan, etc. Mr.

Sripada Rama Jharnu's paper on "Vijayanagara and Jainism" requires a

particular mention in view of the originality and importance of the theme. Prof.

K. K. Basu’s paper, 'llie Battle of Talikota- Before and After” is a highly in-

teresting study. Vijayanagara is no longer a •forgotten empire
-

; on the contrary,

wc now know' much more of this mighty and glorious empire of Karnataka than

ol many other empires of India that rose eidter in Ancic-iu or in Medieval times.

Yet much remains to be known, ami when the writing of a complete history of the

four dynasties of the empire will be undertaken, die Volume under notice is sure

to be taken into account not only for gcrural references but new materials as

well. Mr. D. P. Karmakar (Secretary. Vijayanagara Commemotauon Vo;umc).

Mr. V. B. Halabhavi (Chairman. Managing Committee of the Vijayanagan.

Empire Sexcentenary Association) and the C. S. Press ol Madras deserve congn-

tulations upon bringing out this neatly printed and well got-up volume, enriched

by more than thirty beautiful illustrations. A systematic arrangement of the

paiscrs, and die insertion of one or two maps showing the positions of Vijaya-

nagara and the later capitals of die empire, would have appreciably enhanced

the value of the Volume.
^
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE INDIAN HISTORY CONGRESS, SECOND
SESSION, pp. 625 + Exhibition Souvenir, pp. g8.

This volume contains the Proceedings of the second section of the Indian

History Congress held at Allahabad in the second week of October, 1938, with Dr.

D. R. Bhandarkar as the General President. The lists of the representatives

of the various Universities. Colleges learned Societies and Indian States, and of

other delegates who attended the session, and the large number of papers read

in the various sections of the Congress, evince what enormous success it did

score at Allahabad, thanks to the eEorts ar.d real of Sir Digbv Livingstone

Drake-Brockman, Chairman of the Reception Committee, Dr Sir Shafaat Ahmed
Khan, General-Secretary, Dr. Bananui Prasad Saksena and Dr. Bishcshwar

Prasad, Assistant Secretaries, and other secretaries and members of the Working

Committee. The work of the Congress at Allahabad was divided into eight

sections, vis. Ancient Indian History, Archeology, Early Mediaeval History. Sulta-

nate History, Mughal History, Modern Indian History, Sikh History and Kfarhat-

ta History, presided respectively over by Diwan Bahadur Dr. S. Krishnaswami
Aivcngar, Rao Bahadur K. N- Dikshit, Dr. Surenda Nath Sen, Prof, Mohammed
Habib. Principal R. P. Khosla, Dr. Balkrishna, Principal Sitaram Kohli and
Prof. D. V. Potdar. Besides the learned addresses of the General President and
of seven Sectional Presidents (the Presidential Address of the Marhaua History

Section being not primed herein), we have in this volume, either in full or in sum-

maries, seventeen papers under Section I (Ancient Indian History), thirteen

under II fArchaeology), eighteen under III (Early Mcdiarval and Rajput History),

eight under IV (Sultanair Period), twelve under V (Mughal History), four

under VI (Sikh history), fifteen under VII (Modern Indian history), and six

under VIII (Marhatta history’)- Most of these nioetv three papers, written all

bv eminent scholars, have already been reviewed by Sir Safaat Ahmed Khan in

his Introduction to these Proceedings, and what is expected of me is to review

the Introduction only Apart from its other features, it is, within a reasonable

compass, as able and skilful an analysis, uniformly in a sympathetic intonation,

of the papers included in the Proceedings, as it is a highly fascinating study
so far as it deals with "the basic problems with which students of British Indian

History are constantly faced." 'The Knight-Bachelor of Rohilkhand’ knows
perfectly well where and how to begin, and how and where to end. and sympathy,
therefore, precludes itself from being degenerated into prejudiced compassion in

his discussion of the papers. Sir Safaat, however, has left for me the pleasant task

of drawing more attention than he has done to the most erudite paper of Prof.

H. C. Raychaudhuri, who adduces oigcnt evidence to set forth that "the Imperial

Guptas, particularly Chandra Gupta'II and KumJra Gupta I, had intimate re-

lations, social, commercial and political with the land of the Kuntalas in the

fifth century A.D.," and this nuy well go to constitute quite a new chapter to

the history of the Imperial Guptas.
As to the Exhibition held on (he occasion of the History Congress at Allaha-

bad. Rai Bahadur Braj Mohan Vyas shares with Messrs.' R. C. Tandan and
O. P. Bharaagar, the credit for the great success that attended it. A complete list

of the exhibits, which consisted in a large number oi terracottas, sculptures,

mins inscriptions, records, documents, manuscripts and paintings, together with
eighteen plates of some of the exihibits, has been appended to in this volume,
which is sure of a warm welcome by all students of Indian history.

Nr
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CAN WE RECONSTRUCT PRE-BHARATA WAR HISTORY? 1

By A. S. Altekar

Thanks to the efforts of a number ol scholars of the last three

generations, the political history oF ancient India of the post-Buddhist

>eriod has now been worked up fairly satisfactorily in its broad out-

ines. There are still some gaps in this period which have to be
tiled, but we are more or less sure about the main incidents of the

tistory of this period and their approximate lime. The same how-
ever cannot be said about the history of the pre-Buddhist period.

The further back wc go, the more hazy it becomes, till at last we find it

enveloped in almost impenetrable mist when wc reach the pre-Bharata

war period. I propose to enquire in this article as to whether it is

possible for us to reconstruct die history of the pre-Pandava period
with die help of such evidence as has been handed down to us in the

Vedic and I’auranic tradition. I hope to discuss in the near future
the question of the date of the Bharata war exhaustively and show
how c. 1400 B.C. appears to be die most probable date of that event.

In this article I propose to assume that date for the purpose of the

discussion of die problem under discussion.

The earliest and the most daring attempt made to reconstruct die
political history of the pre-Pandava period is no doubt dial of Pargiter,

who has tried to give us some landmarks in the political history of
northern India during die second millennium B.C. lie was followed

by Dr. S. N. Pradhan, who. in his Chronology of Ancient India, has
done valuable work in discussing die chronology of the post-Dasa-

rajfia war period. Quite recently Prof. V. Rangacharya has, in his

Vedic India, given us an account of early dynasties mentioned in the
Vedic and Pauranic literature. Still, however, there is a general
reluctance to utilise the Pauranic daca for the reconstruction of the
history of the pre-Bharata war period, which is hindering intensive

research work in that field. A careful examination of the available

data will show that dierc is nothing unscientific or unhistorical in

utilising the data of the Pauranic genealogies of the Pre-Pandava

' Thu paper is the main part of the address delivered by the writer as

President of the third session of the Indian History Congress held at Calcutta
on 15-11-1939.

34—1
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period for reconsiniccing ilic contemporary hisiory, oi course after

taking all due precautions necessitated by the nature of our original

sources and the way iu which they have been preserved.

I think that we shall be fully justified in holding, as Pargiter did,

that the various dynasties like the Purus, Yadus, Druhyus, etc., which

the Puranas unanimously declare to have ruled before the Bharata

war, were historic ruling families of the period, holding sway in terri-

tories indicated by them. There are many lacuna: in these genealo-

B
'cs,* and Puranas themselves are in many places conscious of them.*

in we cannot merely on that account pronounce them to be unreal

or fictitious. What motives can there be in preparing fictitious genea-

logies ? They arc sometimes invented at the instance of a reigning

dynasty in order to take its history to a lionry past. But this motive

could not operate in the case of the pre-Bltarata war genealogies, lor

a. Dynamic lists would be a more correct expression to lie used for these

lists, for die I’urSnaa themselves do not always say that each successor in the

list was a son or relative oi hu predecessor. Tn many cases they only say that

so and so came after so and so, without indicating any relationship between them.

It is certain that in many eases the successor merely belonged to the uibc of the

predecessor and not lo his family.

3. One example may be given by way oi Illustration. According to the

Puranas Revati, wile- of Bakrama. was the daughter of king Raitata, who nourish-

ed only about go generation! before hi' son-in-law. Ancient bards were quick to

realise that this was an impossible marriage to iiaiTHte. They have, therefore,

tried to explain this strange wedlock in an interesting and characteristic way.

The f'ipfu Putins (IV. i. at) tells us that king Raivatu went to heaven to

consult Brahmadeva about die selection of a proper bridegroom for his daughter

Rcratl. He, however, soon forgot his mission, being enchanted by the celestial

music in heaven, which he went on listening for ages. Eventually he recollected

the purpose of his visit and began to discuss the relative merits of the bride-

grooms, whom he had tentatively selected when on the earth. Brahmadeva

said to him, ' Bewitched by the heavenly music, you do not seem to have

icaliscd that you have been here for ages. All your bridcgrooms-elect died

centuries ago. After your arrival here, demons attacked and destroyed your

capital Dvlrala. Well, if you want my advice about your rfaughrer’s marriage,

I would ask you to give her to Balaranut, who is now living on the earth.' This

quaint story, historically Interpreted, indicates that the wife of Balarama be-

longed to an old Yadava family, which claimed descent from Revata, a hero of

hoary- antiquity, but which had, owing 10 vicissitudes of fortune, failed to

preserve iu genealogy intact. Purtoas give us the little fragment of the genea-

logy they knew and cloak their ignorance by tlx strange story of Ralvata’s

prolonged detention in heaven and the overthrow of his family in his absence.
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most of them were compiled and included in ihc original Purina
some time after the dynasties concerned had flourished and disappeared.

There were at that time no descendants of theirs who were interested

in claiming a fictitious antiquity for their ancestors.

One may naturally doubt the historicity of characters which
figure as heroes and heroines in purely didactic stories. Satyavan

and Savitrl, Ambarisa and Durvasas, ViSsimitra and HariJcandra. all

belong to this category. They may or may not have been historical

personages. But such is surely not the case with most of the kings

who figure in the Pauranic genealogies of the preBhirata war period.

They are not at all mentioned in connection with any didactic stories

but iu chapters, which profess to deal with die hisioiy of purely human
dynasties. A glance at

t hr names of these rulers will show that it

would have been very diilici.lt lor 3 ny Paurinika to compile these

dynastic lists from pure imagination, cither when the original Purina

was compiled, or when it was transformed into the present versions

early in rhe Christian era. The names of the kings in these genea-

logies had long gone out of vogue even in the age of the Brahmauas
and the UpanLsads. Wc hardly ever come across names like Prthu,

Yuvanasva, IlaryaAva, Tridhanva, Trayyaruna. Sagara. Dilipa. Ahinagu.
Vyusitaiva, Dhruvasandhi, Krtatijaya, Ktirca, SatyaAravas, Marutta.

IJdavasu, etc., among die rulers of die dynasties which have flourished

in India subsequent to c. 600 B.C. How then could they have been
thought of, if die genealogies were 'purely fictitious? Some of the

Rajput genealogies, which seek to establish die connection of the

ruling families with die sun or the moon or some epic hero, betray

their unhistoric character by the simple circumstance that many ol

the names mentioned in diem are such as became popular only in

much later times. Such is not the case with a single prc-Bharata war
genealogy preserved in the Puranas.

The genealogies, it may be argued, may not be fictitious
;
but what

reason is there to warrant the supposition that they were carefully

preserved and transmitted ? Frima facie, they all refer to the second

millennium before die Christian era ; how could they have been
preserved intact for two thousand years before they were incoiporatcd

in the present I’uraiias? This is no doubt a legitimate question, but

we can give a satisfactory answer to it.

Though most of the Puranas were given their present form at

the beginning ol the Gupta period, there is no doubt that die Purana

in its pristine panca-lakiona form existed several centuries earlier.

It is referred to not only in Apailaviba and Gautama Dharma Sutras,

but also in the Chandogya Upattijad (III, .}, 1-2), Suhkhayana Srauta

Sutra (XVI, 2, 27). Aival&yam Srauta Sutra (X. 7) and the Salapalha
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Brdhmana .* Nay, ii is mentioned in the Atharva-vedn itself.5 This

need not surprise us. for the Pauvanic tradition asserts that the original

Purana was expounded by Dvaipayana Vyasa to Romaharsapa at the

same time when he arranged the Vedic materials into four Saiiihitas.®

The Vayujmrdm further enlightens us as to how this Purana was

compiled. It was not by drawing upon fables or imagination, but

by putting together Akhyanas, Updkhymas and Gathas, which were

dealing with the history and achievements of the different dynasties,

that the original Purana was compiled.' It is therefore dear that

historical material in the form of stories and ballads existed in

society from the Vedic period ; the fact that it is mentioned as a Veda

by the Satapalhc Bidhrnana" shows that it must have been as highly

revered as die hymns themselves. It is no wonder that society should

have preserved this literature very carefully. Just as a section of

society, the Brahmanas, had addressed itself to the preservation of

the hymnal literature, another section of it, the siitas, had dedicated

itself to the cultivation and transmission of the Purapa literature.

We would not have been groping in the dark about the history of the

C
re-Bharata war period if this class of sdiolars had continued to

jurish like their confreres, the Brahmanas, throughout the whole

period of our ancient history, and the study of the Puranas had conti-

nued to be regarded as a svddhyaya, as obligatory’ as that of the Vedas.

The IlihasaPurapa literature of the Vedic period, referred to

by the Alhawaveda and the Sdtapaiha Brdhmana, must obviously

4. Kwiy-rai * ai <tsi cypHirfr firor m t

« 5 W frri'ppnc’rmi mw wotowM tNHsfafow

i XI. 5, 6, 8.

5. tt t nmno Emut B-jntiflBf m fira we Mala q ^ aa i XV, 6. 12.

<i sfrail ai«r -mna: atno; i

asp* n

«ia lieu

a

wmit
i

aax* f< i

«t *a riant* mvfnr. sg: j 60, 1

1

3.

7. stiwSqiiJBiWiMiaife: i

snartTaal yniifaim ; i ibid, 21.

B. S*t«i‘ as;, aliaftft t*t*rw siaE-'aB'" i’_ XIII. 4, 3, 13
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have consisrcd of ihe genealogies of the earlier and contemporary royal
houses and stories about the exploits and achievements of the celebri-
ties among them. II the Puranas composed at about the 4di century
A.D. could preserve with sufficient accuracy the names ol the dynasties
and their vulro who had ruled during chc preceding millennium,
why should not the same feat be possible for the custodians of the
Itihasa Puraua literature of the late Vcdic period, especially since it

was then held in as high a veneration as the Vcdic literature itself?

There can therefore be no doubt that in the late Vcdic period
there did exist a popular school of historians, which tvas carefully pre-
serving the skeleton of ancient history. The achievements of famous
heroes were often summed up in short pithy stanzas, which used to be
transmitted from generation to generation. Many of these have been
incorporated in modern PurSnas, but they can be easily detected.
The prr*ent Putinas usually give us merely a string of names with
reference to the pre Blurata war dynasties, but when a Famous perso-
nage comes in, they invariably quote the mr&inmsi-Bathas about him,
which still lived in popular memory. Thus when in the case of the

Iksvaku dynasty, the name of the famous king Mandhata is mentioned,
the I'dyu/iurana stops its prosaic enumeration and says. * Here arc two
verse* about this ruler, which have been preserved by the Paurapika
Brahmanas.' : The same procedure is followed when later on oilier

celebrated persons of the dynasty like Tii4aiiku, Hnrikandra and
Dilipa are mentioned. Similar ndrdiariisi-gafhas about the renowned
rulers of other prc-Bharata war dynasties like Alarka, Jyamegha,
Babhru. Bharata, Arjuiu Kartavirya, etc.. were quite well known in
the bardic circles and have been incorporated in the present Puranas.

There arc also indications to show that some of the custodians of
the pre-Bh.inita war genealogies were fairly careful students of history,

and that the names of kings, which they had preserved, had a real

significance for them. Thus when there is an occasion to mention
the name of king Nala in the Ik?vaku genealogy, the Vayu and Malsya
Purancs stop their prosaic enumeration and add. * There were two Nala
kings famous in the Pm anas. Oue of them was the son of Vtrasena,

9. dltiftwfiron

An ’

•it Rtflvnv •itwnj:
i

whi"!*' j 88, 67,
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and the other was a scion of the Iksvaku family .’ 10 In the Puru
family there were several kings bearing the names Rksa, Bhitna,

Pariksit and Janamejaya ; lest there should he a confusion about dieir

number, the Brahmapurdna obsenres, 'In this Soma family, there were
two Rksas and only two Parik?its ; Bhimasenas were three and
Janamejayas two.’" When, while narrating the TurvaSa genealogy,

the Vayupurana has an occasion to mention the name of king Marutta,

it stops to add, ’The king Marutta, the son of Avikjita who was men-
tioned before, was quite a different personage from this ruler .’18

The above quotations will show that the ancient royal genealogies

were carefully studied, analysed and preserved by their custodians.

We have also seen that they were incorporated in the original Purina

as early as the time of Dvaipayana Vyasa, that is to say, about fifty

years before ihr Bharata war. Are we not then lully justified in
assuming that the royal houses they refer to. were historic ruling

families, holding sway in different parts of northern India during the

second millennium before the Christian era ?

A study of these genealogies makes it further clear that they

cannot be referred to any pre-Aryan Dravidian ruling families. All

the kings mentioned iu them were Aryans and the followers of the

Vedic religion. The Aryans were well known for their horsemanship

and a number of these kings bore names showing their skill in or

liking for that line. B|hadasva, Dp.lhasva, Hitryalva, Yuvanasva arc

only some of the names of this class The incidental references to

contemporary religions conditions and practices make it quite clear

that the Vedic sacrificial religion then ruled supreme in society. That
even among Ksatriyas, proper names like Kurca, Kuia, Suhotra, Vcnu-
hotra, Vitihotra, Somairavas, Sutapii. Midhva, Divodasa, Marutta,

Soinadatta, Devarata, etc., should occur with fair frequency will show
quite dearly chat the Vedic sacrificial religion was then in ascendancy.

It is surprising to learn that Dhumini, 'the smoky one,’ was the unro-

mantic name of one of the beloved queens of king Ajamidha in the

Paurava dynasty. But our surprise vanishes when we learn that

this worthy queen had acquired this proud name because she was
accustomed to perforin a number of sacrifices when she would sleep^

^
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in the sacrificial pandal on the Ivusa grass. This practice of hers had
really made her smoky in colour and given her the curious title, ’the

Suioky One. ” The names of kings and queens thus make it quite

clear that during the time of the ascendancy of the pre-Bharata war
dynasties, the Vedic religion was in vogue. The structure of the caste

system, as disclosed by these genealogies, aho shows that they must be
referring to very ancient days, when the translation of a person of a

lower caste into a higher one caused no surprise whatsoever. Later

orthodox works were very reluctant to record and admit the elevation

of ViSvimicra to the Brahmana caste ; they seek to explain it away by
various possible and impossible ways and theories. The genealogies

of the pte-Bharata war period, however, narrate in n matter of fact

way, without showing the least concern or surprise, how die descendants

of a number of Kwtriya kings like Mandhita, Jatukarnya, Rathitara,

Saunaka, Arsiiscoa. Ajamirlha. Mtidgala, etc., became Brahmaijas and
founded celebrated priestly families." That such elevations of Ksa-

triyas to Brahmana status should have been recorded as ordinary events,

calling forih no comment or explanation whatever, would show that

they really refer to the Hindu society of the Vedic period, when a

priest could confess without feeling any awkwardness that his father

was a physician and maternal grandmother a stone-cutter .’11 That these

facts, so inconsistent with the beliefs of the later age, should have been

Crved in Puranas even after their transformation into the present

would raise a strong presumption in Savour of the hypothesis that

the old genealogies were incorporated in ilic present Purat.ias precisely

13. Tstfij' fsfinnBi 5 ofwi 1

mr t nftSre* 1 Mmsja, 60, 91-20.

14. About Ambarisa, Yuvaniiva and Harita, who were descendants of

Mandhita lrotn one of his younger sons, the Vdyupurana says

—

RR •olltfl: 3«T: wftfclT ftarTTO: I 88, 73.

About the descendants ol king JitCtkartiya. the Bhdgrwaia says

mfi *s»»r urnufoSaipr 17 1 IX, 2, 22.

About the Paurava family, the V&yupui&na, 99. 278, says

smsw ot «| SafSuwn: 1

sro trier’ TOt nrtnf3 * 1

15.

btctt’ HR1 finra rcstoftl'f' 1 Rgct/ia, IX, 112, 3.
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in the form in which they were handed down without any conscious

effort being made to modernise or change them.

The strongest evidence, however, in favour of the view that the

pre-Bharata war dynasties mentioned in the Puranas flourished before

the time of the Kauravas and Pandavas is the circumstance that the

Pauranic data about many of the royal houses, kings and sages is ton-

firmed by the Vedic literature to a surprising extent. The prevailing

impression, largely based upon Paigitcr's oft-repeated emphasis on the

Brahmanical lack of historic sense, is that there are hardly any points

of contact between die Pauranic and Vedic tradition about the ancient

history of our country. But such is not really the case. Many of

die prc-Bharata war Pauranic kings and sages reappear in the Vedic

literature and it is passible to identify them. The number of sudi

kings is fairly large, especially when we remember that the Vedic

literature had really few occasions to refer to contemporary political

events.

Some Pauranic kings like Ainbaiisa, Rtuparna, Preadhra, Brha-

duktha, Purumilha. Devauthi and Vatapi appear in the Vedic litera-

ture also. But they may or may not be the same, as we have no con-

clusive data 10 prove their idcntiiy. There arc, however, auitc a

large number ol cases where there ran be no reasonable doubt that

the Pauranic genealogies are really referring to kings who figure in

the Vedic literal u re also. ’ :!’>I 1 now mention some such typical case:.

S
in the Ik*vaku dynasty, Mandliati YauvanaSva figures as a

awn emperor, famous as a great sacriftcer. Ancient bards had
preserved two traditional seises abunt him which have been included

in a number ol Puiapas (see p. 267. n. 9). The Gopatha Brahmana
refers to a Braluuana named Vicari Kabandha going 10 the sacrifice of

a paramount king named Mandhata Yauvanaiva, and asking him some
questions theie. 10 It is obvious that the Brahmapa work is referring

to the same king who figures as a great emperor and sacriftcer in the

Purapas.

(a) In the same royal family there later flourished a king named
Trayyaruna, son of Tridhanva, who was well known for his strict

regard for justice and fair play. Puranas narrate how he expelled
even his crown prince for abducting a princess, who was being married
to another king (Vayn, 88. 78(F). The Pancauimsa Brahmana tells us
that there was a king named Trayyaruna, son of Tridhatu, belonging to

the Ikjvaku dynasty, who did not mind incurring the wrath of his

16. *t uforgtffwtwjWiftwi
1 c gginpifwa

,T»»IITOW«E1H!?
1 ii, 9.
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Purohita by expelling him for running his chariot over a child in the

street.” It is quite clear that Trayyaruna ol die Puranas is identical

with the king ul ihat name occurring in the Pancavimia Brahmana
as both belonged to the same dynasty and had fathers of the same
name, Traidhi/va of the Vedic texr being a mistake for Traidhanva.

(3) King Hirayyanabha ol the same dynasty is described in the

Puranas as a great yogeSvara and a keen student of Vedic ritual.*'

YajRavalkya is stated 10 have studied Yoga tinder him. Hiranyanabha
Kauialya. mentioned in the Sahkh&yana Srauta Su!ra (XVI. 9. 13) as

the Kota of king Auiata. and in the Putina Upanifdd as the proposer

of some mystic questions to Sukesa Bharadvaja
f

,u would appear to be

the same personage.

(4} In the Vaisali dynasty Maruita, son ol Avikjita, figures as a

powerful emperor and famous sacrificer. Traditional verses have

been preserved aboul him, averring that no one could possibly equal

this ruler in the grandeur of sacrifice or the generosity to priests.

His name is still sung every morning and evening at the time of

mantrapufpa in every ordtodox Hindu family and temple. Puranas
further state that Samvarta was his priest.

1" Now the Aitareya

Brahmana also refers to king Maruita, who was son of Aviksila, whose

priest was Samvarta, and who was very famous as an emperor and

sacrificer.” It is absolutely clear that the Vedic and the Pauranic

traditions arc referring to the same king.

17.

s* i gtiftn '•hh i XII. 3, 12.

As a consequence ol the wrath ot the expelled Purohita, Fire declined 10

ignite. The king managed to get over the difficult situation by inducing the

Purohita to return. The Purohita then recited Rgeeda, V. 2 . 9 and In ! the

Fire ignited once more. Bihaddaivata, V. ij-23 .

18. fsramw aTOrtWi ifaWign: 1
tr.TXwit at***a 1 Viton, IV, 4, >18

19 . xmsi *1*301 WEta 1

*WW«twssW»ai VI. 1.

20. >r* '»anfsl8i^ ci 1

" feV *71: nijTSIt'iTV"'
: n Vayu. 80, 9.

on? trewoi *rt m«»ft 1

ex’ f*TOin’ TO CTiwftrfvx*, 1

eS?<nf*if4 sroni: 1

•nr": tWtit: ire>rra
1 Vi»ou, IV, l, 17.

21. ^ ^ 1 VIII, 21.

38—2
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<5) According to the Mahabharata (XIII, 30, up-30) king Pratar-

daua ol Benares, who had been driven out of his capital by the

Haihayas ol Cedi country, could succeed in regaining his kingdom by
enlisting tlse help of the sage Bharadvaja. The Kdihaka Samhild

states that the Apratiratha ritual enables one 10 conquer his enemies

and adds tliat it enabled Bharadvaja to win back the kingdom for king

Pratardana." It is obvious that the Samhild is referring to the inci-

dent in Benares history, mentioned in the great epic.

<6) There flourished in the Xaii$yanta dynasty just before the

Bharata war a king named Jiuukarnya, who, according to the Puranas,

founded a Brahnwkula .

9
* In the Saiikhdyana Aranyaha (26.5) he

figures as a venerable sage and a great authority on points in dispute

in rituals and philosophy.

{7) In the midst of iis prose narrative, the Vi^nupuidna quotes

a verse about king Babhrtt, son of Dcvavrdha, of the main Yadava
dynasty, cxcolling his greatness and exploits. 2

* King Babhru, son of

Dcvavrdha, who became a great king by virtue of the mysterious

efficacy of a certain ritual described in the A iUireya Brdhmana (VII,

3<j), must be identical with him.

(8-10) The iatapalha Brdhmana supports the Pauranic account
of the birth of king Bharata from Sakuntaln.'

-
' as also the story of the

love affair of Pururavas and UrvaiLas It also confirms the statement

of the Puranas” that Paiicala was a new name given to die country

some generations before the Bharata war. 11

22. 'rfnsuftw® t ««*"*i*: wrosvffli h A 1

Paiic. Br.. XV. 3. 7 also refers to this incident.

23. •nnwfoSnmt' ' BfcBgavoto : IX. 2. 22.

24. cok *r^»l Rntf-vri'i 1

«: «»: . iv. 13 . 4 .

25. «twmrrnnr wa' 1 XIII. 5. 4 . 3.

Like the PurSoas, this Brdhmana also described liim as a great conqueror

ami performer of several ASramcdhas.

*6. XI. 5. 4. There is a remarkable agreement about several details of

this story.

27. About his five sons, one of whom sy»» Krimilasva, king Rk>a say*

'•ll’l "A\ r.

.

B'tv® M vfs frafli: I VSyu, 99. 19S.

2s. Smtft % sn xm. 5. 4. 7.

KnvU seem to be connected with die prince Krimilasva of the Purioas.
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(n) The Matsya Purina0*
cells us that prince Devapi of the

Paurava line could not ascend rhe throne because he was suffering

from some skin disease. He eventually became a priest and sacrificed

for his brother Santanu, who succeeded to the throne, and thereby
secured rain for the country. Rgvcda, X. 98. 5 tells us how Devapi
officiated at Santanu's sacrifice and brought down rain from the sky.

The circumstance that the Rgvcda describes Devapi as Ar$ti$eoa need
not go against this identification, for Rstiscna could well have been an
epithet of Dilfpa, who was Devapi s father according to the Purinas.

This would not be a gratuitous assumption, for the Vcdic tradition, as

recorded in the Byhaddaiwfa (VII. 153. VIII. 5) expressly declares

that Devapi Arstiscna was a brother of Santanu Kauravya.

(12) Dhrtara$rra, son of VicitravTrya, who is mentioned as a king
in the Kurupancila country in the Kafhaka Samhila (X. fi) must
obviously be identical with the father of Duryodhana who was a son of

Vicitravirya.

(13) According to the Puranas, an early king of llenarcs named
Sunahotra had a younger son named Grtsauiada. who became a great

Vcdic sage along with his son &tuiiaka.“ The Vedic tradition con-

firms this Pauranic account, for it assigns the second Mar^lala of the

Rgvcda to Gftsamada, and internal evidence shows unmistakably that

Sunahotra was Iris father or ancestor."

(14) The Brahmapxna^a credits the sage Atri with the feat of

restoring light to the universe by killing the demon Svarbhanu who
had overpowered the sun.-13 This legend, which seems to owe its origin

to Atri's astronomical skill in anticipating the occurrence and duration

of solar eclipse, finds confirmation in the Kaufitaki Biahmana in all

its important particulars.**

{15) The Rgvcdic evidence shows that the Airis were probably

29.

ftandlWORSt 5# a T'TCTan*, t 50, 39 and 41.

30. *i«S: $*1 fr*t»; sfii *^9*1wi* 1

Vt»: rtosft l Bhfigsvata IX, 17. 3.

31. vfft 9 wilas bib m war wnc 1 11,41,14.

32. eubjflt 1% 13 1

^ HMt CTfibr 1 13. 9.

33. wwfora 'sttf^s' 1

24. 3,
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closely connected ivith :lte Kapvas;" 1
this is confirmed by the Pauranic

account about the Paurava genealogy. Atri was a son-in-law of Rccyu,

an early king in the dynasty, and the Kanvas arc represented as des-

cendants of a later king Ajaini^lha through his wile Ke£ini“ It is

interesting to add that die Rgveda, IV. 44, 6. also represents descendants

of Ajainidha as priests and singers.

(16) According to the I'arhsa Brahmana, Vibhafldaka was a

pupil of Rsyairnga. According to the Matsya Purina VibhSndaka

officiated as a priest of king Haryanga of the Anava dynasty, who was

two generations junior to Rsyairiiga (48.98). The two sources thus

confirm each other about the relative chronology of Rsyasrhga, Vibhan-
daka and Haryanga.

(17) It is well known that die Vedic evidence shows that the

Bharatas rose into prominence after the decline of the Purus
and were themselves later eclipsed by the Kurttpaikalas. From the

Puranas wc learn that Purii was the founder of the Paurava family

and kings Bharata and Kuril flourished later about 40 and 70 genera-

tions respectively. The Pahcala dynasty also was founded about 10

generations later than the time of Bharata. It will be thus seen that

the Vedic. and the Pattranic evidence confirm each other.

(18) The Purarus inform us that king janamejava II, son of

Pariksit, had become guilty of Brahmahaiya, his chariot having run
over and killed a son ot the sage Galava His people then abandoned
him and he could regain his position only when the sage Indroia
Daivapa Saunaka agreed to cleanse him of his guilt by performing an
ASvamedha for him 1 " The Satapapia Brahmana ar confirms this

episode in every particular.

34. I

rei»TO 1jf\ ?HJ
1

1. 45. 3.

35. ai*»t w. 1

wwttwi firar: ti Matsya, 49. 16.

36. «n#o ft go »ri w cm wwfiss:
1
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(19) Rohila figures as a son of Harikanclra in the IksvSlu genea-

logy of tlic Puranas and the Bhdgavata also describes the sacrifice of

Sunahkpa (IX. 7. 22-5). 1'hcre is a substantial agreement between

the Pauranic and Vedic tradition about the different functions dis-

charged by different priests on the occasion.*'

(20) King Sudas, who was the hero of the famous Dasarajna

war of the Rgveda, figures in the north Paucala dynasty of the Puranas,

along with other members of his family like Vadhryasva. Sfnjaya, Divo-

dasa. Sahadeva, Somaka, etc. The precise relationship between some of

thesc-persons is not clear both in the Pauranic genealogies and Vedic
hymns. 1 think that we can delect a reference to the DaSarajna war
in the Mahabharata also in the description it gives of the sad lot of

the Paurava family at the time ol king Samvarana. 'When this king
was ruling,’ says the great epic, ‘we hear that there was a great slaughter

of people and the Purus suffered in various ways. 'Ihe whole nation

was shattered. The Bharatas were attacked by their enemies in im-

mense numbers. The Paiicala king invaded the country with a great

force, and the Kuru king had to fly to the west with his ministers,

family and allies.’ Ultimately the Purus found an asylum somewhere
on the bank of the Indus, where they lived for some time. They then
requested sage Vasistha to become their Purohita and bless and help

their effort to regain their dominions. Vasijiha agreed, gave the

Puru king sdmrdjydbhiseka and the Purus eventually became successful

in regaining their kingdom.19

The genealogies show that the Pancala contemporary of king Sarii-

fl8. Cf. S&hkh&yana S>aula Sutra.. 15. 17 with Bhagavata, IX. 7. sa-3 and
liitareya Bruhmana, VII, 16.

S9- See Mbh., I. 101. 23H. (Kumbhakonam edition)
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(Continued on the next paRc)
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varaoa who had shattered his power, was king Sudasa. It is precisely

this ruler who is the hero of the Daiarajfta war. The Vedic data show
that the Purus were among the opponents of Sudisa aud that they were
completely overthrown in the critical battle fought on the bank of

die Parugol. Marching from the cast Sudasa succeeded in shattering

the power of the big confederacy and driving his opponents to the west

across the river. This is confirmed by the Mahdhhdrata when it states

that ihe Purus eventually found a safe asylum on the Indus. The
Vedic tradition makes it quite clear that both Visvaniitra and Vasijtfia

had served Sudasa as his Purohita, and that one of them was later dis-

carded in favour of the other, which led to die long standing enmity

between the two priestly families. The statement of the Ailarcya

Brahmana (VIII. si) that Sudasa was coronated by Vasi$(ha would show
that Vasisiha was the original priest of die family, who was later

superseded in favour of Visvamitra. The epic account supports this

view and indicates how Vasistha wreaked his vengeance. He cham-
pioned the cause of the Purus, who were among his old patron's erst-

while enemies, worked hard for thetn and eventually enabled them to

regain their aiicesnal kingdom from the descendants of Sudasa. It

will be thus seen that there is a remarkable agreement in the accounts

of this war a« they have been preserved in the Rgvcda and the Maha-
bharata.

I have discussed above some twenty typical and clear cases, where
we find the Vedic literature confirming the Pauranic accounts about

the kings, sages and incidents of the pre-Bharata war period. There
are some ocher equally goad cases, but they need not be discussed here.

I feci sure, however, that the cases discussed above will dispel the usual

impression diat the pre-Bharata war genealogies of the Purapas arc

altogether unrelated to the fragments ol contemporary and early

history as preserved in the Vedic literature. This literature deals

with ritualistic, religious and philosophical matters, and we hardly

expect it to refer to secular or political history and events. And yet

its close study shows that it confirms to a surprising degree the infor-

(Continued from the last page).
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motion lo be gathered from the scanty Pauranic accounts of pre-

Bharata war dynasties on several important points. The conclusion

thus becomes irresistible that the various pre-Bhdrata war dynasties

mentioned in the Purdnas are as real and historical as the Nandas,
or the Mauryas or the An/lhras, which are later described by them, and
that we shall be fully justified in reconstructing the political and literary

history of the period with their help.

I shall now proceed 10 do so very briefly, li will be first neces-

sary, however, to determine the date of the Bharata war. In a later

article I propose to show how the most probable date of this war
is c. 1400 B.C. Let me now assume that date and proceed with the
immediate work in hand. On pp. t -14--19 of his valuable book,
Ancient Indian Historical Tradition, Pargiter has given us a very im-

Etant table of the contemporary Pauranic dynasties of the pre-
.rata war period, giving the approximate position of each ruler in

his family. To save time and space, I shall be referring here to this

tabic for determining the position of any particular king or event that

may be under discussion.

Puranas do not supply us with the reign periods of any of the
pre-Bharata war rulers, as they do in the case 01 almost every king of

the posc-Siiunaga period. If they had been inclined to give us a

fictitious history, they could have done so with great ease. This
regard for the truth which they have shown is indeed admirable. It

of course places us under peculiar difficulties in determining the chro-

nology of the period, but we shall bas e to wade our way as best as we
can. We can only determine the chronology of a particular king or
event as being so many generations before the Bharata war. We can

get a more approximate idea of die tune by fixing a probable average

for one reign. We have to deal with very long genealogies, extending
over jo to 90 generations, and so the averages taken from the Maurya
or die Mughal dynasty would not be useful. In die case of the Eastern

Calukya dynasty, wc have a definitely historical genealogy extending
over a very long period and preserved with care and accuracy, which
may well excite the envy of any modern record office. Wc find that

the reigns of 40 kings who belonged to this dynasty, covered 656 years.

This gives us an average of about i6t years per reign. Wc would be
therefore erring on the side of caution if we assume that the average

reign period in the case of the prc-Bharata war genealogies

was 15 years.

It is now possible to date every one of the incidents and kings

mentioned in the so cases that I have discussed above, as being so
many generations, and therefore years, before die Bhirata war, i.e.,

before 1400 B.C. I would here content myself with pointing out that
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some of the synchronisms established by die Pauranic data get sur-

prising confirmation from the Vcdic evidence also. After describing

the miraculous efficacy of the Narasainsa Soma drink, the Aitareya

Bralutiana (VII, 34) informs us that in ancient times it was adminis-
tered by Pravata and Narada to kings Souiaka. son of Saharieva, Saha-

deva, son of Sriijaya, Babhru, son of Dcvavrdlia and Bhinta and
Nagnajit of Vidarbha and Gandhara countries respectively. It is clear

from the above statement that these kings were contemporaries and
the Pauranic evidence supports this conclusion. The north Paiicala

genealogy mentions kings Sriijaya, Sahadeva and Somaka. The Paura-

fiic tradition agrees with the Aitareya BrahmatfO in staling that Somaka
was die son of Sahadeva, but differs in observing that Sriijaya was the

grandfather of Sahadeva. King Babhru. son 01 Dcvavrdha, docs not

figure iii Pargiter’s tables, ilc belonged to a junior Yadava branch
and was a grandson of king Satvata of the main line through his second
son Dcvavrdha. This .Satvata was a contemporary of Synjaya, and so

the contemporaneity presupposed by the Aitareya Brahmana is sup-
ported by the Puranas in this case also. Bhiina of Vidarbha was also

a contemporary of rhese riders, as Pargiter's tables show (p. 143).
Nagnajit of Gandhara does not figure in the Pauranic lists and $0 we
cannot test his contemporaneity. The above discussion shows that

four out of die five kings mentioned as contemporaries by die Vedic
tradition are shown to be so by the Pauranic evidence also. Now die
Pauranic genealogies show that these kings flourished about 30 gene-
rations, i e., 430 years before the Bharau war. We can dien confi-

dently place them somewhere in the 19th century B.C. King Sriijaya.

mentioned above, was four generations junior to king Sudasa, who
was the hero of the Dasarajfu war. This would show that this famous
war took place about 60 years earlier ; c. 1 goo R.C. may then be
tentatively fixed as the time of that event. The lime of other kings
like Mamlhata. Trayyaruna, Harikandra. Pratardana, etc., whom I

have mentioned in this anicle, can also be similarly determined.
It is interesting to note that the Pauranic tradition enables us to

determine the date of many of the Vcdic sages and therefore of die
hymns that were composed in their families. It is now high time that

we should try to tackle the problem of Vedic chronology by this new
method. Vedic scholars are agreed that the so-called family books
of the Rgveda constitute its earliest nucleus and die Pauranic evi-

dence supports this conclusion. Wc have shown above (p. 273, f.-n.

30) that Gp.samada, the founder of the family whose hymns arc in-
cluded in the Ilnd Book of the Rgveda, was a‘ junior member of the
Benares ruling family. He flourished about 85 generations or 1275
years before die Bhiiata war and so his time would be c. 2700 B.C.
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The majority of Che hymns of this Mandala must have been composed
during a700-2500 B.C.

The Pauranic iradition would show that the fifth Mandala would
rank next to the second Mandala in antiquity. We have already shown
above

ty.
273. n. 14) how its traditional author Airi and his apparent

success in predicting a solar eclipse arc referred to both ill the Rgveda
and die Puraiias. According to the latter, Atri was a son-in-law of
king Rccyu of the Paurava dynasty, who flourished about five genera-

tions later than Grtsamada. His time therefore would be about 2600
B.C. and we should place the early hymns of this hook between 2600
B.C. and 2400 B.C.

The fourth Mandala oi the Rgveda informs*0
us diat two Aryan

chiefs, Arna and Citraratha, were overt hrown by Indra on the bank
of the Sarayu in favour of a devotee of his. Some Vedic scholars arc

inclined to think that the Sarayu, referred to here, may be some river

other than dtc well-known one in Oudh. The Pauranic evidence

shows dial this gratuitous assumption is altogether unwarranted.

Among the kings of the Ami dynasty ruling in Angadeia, the Puranas

mention a king named Citraratha. About his father Dharmaratha
we arc told that lie had drunk Soma hi the company of Indra on the

Vijtiupada hill near Gaya and the Kalafijara mountain in Banda
district in the south-eastern U.P." Ii is therefore crystal clear that

Dharmaratha and his son Ciiraratha were holding sway over eastern

U.P. and Bihar, and that the river Sarayu was flowing in their domi-

nion, The Rgveda expressly describes them as Aryans and the Pura-

nas show dm the family of at least one of them was following Vedic

religion and performing Vedic sacrifices. The fourth Maridala of the

Rgveda can therefore well refer to Aryan chiefs ruling in Koiala and

fighting with each other and invoking Indra's help in their wars.

The Sarayu mentioned in it is therefore clearly the well-known river

of that name in Oudh. According to the Puranas, king Ciiraratha

flourished about 40 generations, i.r.. Goo years before the Bharata war.

His time then would be c. 2000 B.C. Rgveda, IV. 31.8, which refers

to his death, cannot be earlier than this date. The fourth Mandala

would tints be later than Mandalas II and V. It continued to receive

40 . «! «« 0K3
:
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further additions for at least two centuries more, for in IV. 15.4 it

describes the generosity of kings Spijava and Sahadeva who flourished

three or four generations after the Daitrajna war. We may therefore

detennine in time as being c. 2000-1800 B.C.

Acccordmg to the Purapas, Viivamiira, the author of the third

Mandala. was the last member oi the Kanyakubja royal house. He
renounced his K$atriya status in order to found a Brahmana family.

He flourished about 60 generations or 900 years before the Bharata
war. His time therefore would be c. 2300 B.C. and the third
Mandate of die Rgvcda would then be not earlier than that time.
Viivamitra’s descendants continued to compose hymns lor several gene-
rations and many of them were admitted into the third Mandate when
the canon was finally closed by Vedavyasa in c. 1500 B.C. Some of
these later hymns like III. 33. for instance, are as late as 1900 B.C.
Tlic hymn above referred to contains a dialogue between a descendant
of Visvamitra and the rivers Vipas and Sutudri, which dramatises a

critical incident in connection with the Dasaiajfia war. So it cannot
be earlier than c. 1900 B.C. We can therefore place (he third Mndala
between 2300 B.C. and 1900 B.C. The Puraija* throw no light on
the probable time oi die Vasistha family ; it is however well-known
that Vasistha and Viivamitra families were contemporaneous and 40
wc can place the seventh Mandate also during the aliove period.

There is a general agreement among Vedic scholars that the eighth
Mandate is on the whole later than the family books. The Pauranic
evidence supports this conclusion. Vedic hymns describe Kanva, the
traditional author ol diis book, as a descendant of Ajamtlha.
Puranas confirm the Vedic evidence, for they state that die Kanva
priestly family was founded by one of the younger sons of king Aja-
mldha of the Paurava dynasty, who flourished about 40 generations
before the BhJraia war. 4

' The Kanva family therefore began to
flourish sometime after sooo B.C., and was thus junior to that of
Grtsaniada, Airi and Visvamiira. It was more or less contemporary
with that of Vamadcva. We mav therefore place the carlv hvmns of
this hook between 2000 B.C. and 1800 B.C. Ic is possible to draw
similar inferences about the time of some of the other groups in die
Rgvcda.

The Pauranic evidence thus shows diat the hymnal activity of
ihe Vedic period started sometime about 2700 B.C. and continued

42. *raait *«j
; fi»i 1
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Matsya, 49
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for more than a thousand years till ihe canon was finally closed by the

compilations ol the Saiiihitaj by Vedavyasa about tour generations
before the Bhaiata war. This event may therefore be placed in c.

1500 B.C. Sonic late hymns composed just about this time like those
referring to Santanu and Devapi were also included in the collection

as the central figures therein belonged to the loyal family with which
Vedavyasa was closely connected. The later theory that the Vedic
hymns ought to be preserved without the change of a single letter

or accent did not exist in this age ; the language and vocabulary of
die archaic hymns were to some extent assimilated to those of the

later times. This linguistic assimilation is suggested by the Pa uranic
tradition when it dcclaics that principal Vedic Sakhas arose primarily
on account of a difference of reading.* J After an exhaustive study of
Vedic repetitions, Bloomfield also has come to the conclusion dial die

Vedic collection of hymns depends upon a long antecedent activity

and that it represents the mixed final precipitate of a later time .**

In Vedic hymns therefore wc do not find tliat amount of linguistic
variety which wc would expect in a collection, consisting of hymns
separated from each other by more than a thousand years. We can
also understand why there should be such a close similarity between
the language of the Veda and that oi the Avtsta. in spite of the late

date of the latter's text. 1 hough the antiquity of the Vedic age goes
back to about 2700 B.C., and some of the hymns in the present collec-

tion go back to that date, still they do not show that amount of archaic-

ncss which we expect them to exhibit, because they were to souie ex-

tent assimilated to the later forms of language and grammar.
The Pauranic tradition shows that the age ol the Ilrahmatuis

would be c. 1600 B.C. to c. tooo B.C. The Satitfxiihtt Brdhmana is

usually regarded as one of the latest, and the joint evidence of Vedic
and Pauranic tradition shows that it belonged to die latter half of this

Ciod. The internal evidence shows that Tura Kuvaseya was the

nder of certain ritualistic practices and doctrines which are dis-

cussed in books VII-X of this work. In the guruparampard list given
ai the end of the loth book, he figures as the first, human teacher and
is folowcd by 12 others. This Brdhmana was dius receiving additions

for about 250 years when its canon was finally closed in the time of

Sanjlvipuira. Now Tura Kavascya who figures as a very ancient sage

43. fltiwr f* I
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in (he above lisi of leathers, was a Purohita of king Janamejaya, the

grandson of Arjuna, according to the joint testimony of the A ilareya

Brahmana,‘ : and the Uhagavata.** His time therefore would be c.

1350 B.C. The time of the composition of the 6atajxilhn Brahmana
would thus be c. 1350 B.C. to c. 1 too B.C. The sage Arupa, the lather

of Uddalaka, was four generations or about too years junior to Tura
Kava^eya. His son Uddalak3 and the latter's pupil Yajhavalkya play

a very prominent parr in the Byhaddratiyaka Upanisad. The philoso-

phical theories of this Upanisad therefore go back to c. 1200 B.C.,

though it was no doubt given its present form about 40 generations

later. What is true ol the Bfhaddranyalui would be true of the

Chdndogya also. The L'panisadic thought activity would therefore

have to be placed between c. 1200 B.C. and Coo B.C. 4 ’ Students of

philosophy will readily concede that the philosophical diversity pre-

supposed by Buddhism and Jainism would require at least five

hundred years to come into existence.

The above outlines of the Vcdic chronology do not cotne into

conflict with any other data. We have seen that 1! we place the Malta-

bharata war in c. 1400 B.C., the beginning of the Vcdic age cannot

be uiken back to earlier than c. 2700 B.C. The relics of the

Indus Valley civilisation show that the Aryans probably came
to India after that civilisation disappeared sometime at about

this very time. The evidence of this civilisation, as far as wc arc able

to understand it at present, thus seems to confirm our Vcdic and poli-

tical chronology, as outlined above on the Patiranic evidence. We
can also understand how the Aryan gods appear in the Mittani inscrip-

tions of the 14th century B.C. As Pargitcr hat already pointed out,

the Aryan emigration to Mesopotamia is suggested by the Pauranic
tradition which states that the Druhyu dynasty disappeared from
India because its members migrated to the north cud became rulers

45. 5*: »1TO: vftfan 1

niWeit; ifMt 'vfw « ft*" tit 1 III. 21
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Compare also VII. 34 & IV. ay.
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47. It is interesting to note that Sir S. Radhakrishnan places ilie beginning

ol the Upanishadic age in c. icoo B.C. (Inchon Philosophy, I. p. 142) and Prof.

Ranade in e. jaoo B.C. (Constructive Survey of Upanishadic Philosophy, p. 13).
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over territories inhabited by the Mlecchas.** This would support

the view that sonic of them went into Mesopotamia with their Aryan
gods and founded their own principalities there.

We shall have to revise very considerably our current ideas about
the time of the Aryanisation of northern India in the light of what we
have seen above. The usual view that the Aryans had not spread

much beyond the Kunipancila country in the Brahmana period will

have to be completely abandoned. It was in the first place based

upon a fundamental misconception. The Kurupancala country was
no doubt the centre of the Vedic and Aryan culture in the Brahmana
period. But that need not show that the Aryans had not spread much
beyond it at that time, flic cultural centre also need not always be
the geographical centre of a people or country. Calcutta and Poona
are no doubt the centres of modern Bengali and Marathi culture, hut
they arc situated in fa. oil southern corners of Bengal and Maliarastra

respectively- Owing to the presence of the traditional holy rivers like

the Sarasvaci, the Drsadvati. the Ganga and the Yamuna, the Kurn-
pancala country remained the centre of the Aryan religion and culture

ior several centuries, even when the Aryans had penetrated to Oudh,
Central India and northern Deccan. This penetration will have now
to be placed even earlier than 2000 B.C.

It has been already shown above that the internecine war among
die Aryans in which king Citraratba lost his life on the bank ol the

Sarayu in Oudh took place at c. snoo B.C. (ante, p. 279). Citraratha's

father had offered several sacrifices to Indra on the hills of Vistjupada

and Kalanjara. It is therefore clear dial the Aryan chiefs who fought on
the bank of the Sarayu, must have penetrated into eastern U.P., Oudh,
and Bihar sometime before 2000 B.C, The Cedi country. Le., die

territory round Jubbulpoie, was colonised about leu generations

earlier, as the Yadava genealogy shows. This event may then be
placed not later than c. 2150 B.C. The generosity of a Caidya king
named Kasu has been praised in the eighth Mandala*’ of the Rgveda,
the nucleus of which was started in c. 2000 B.C. as shown already

(ante, n. sNo). According to the Pauranic tradition, this territory was
first colonised by king Cidi belonging to a junior branch of the Yadava
family about fifty generations or 750 years before the Bharata war.

w$n«: 3m' 0*1*r mat
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We have therefore to place this event in c. 2150 15.C. We can there-

fore well understand how V'edic priests flourishing after 2000 B.C
eulogise the generosity of a later descendant of the founder of the

house.

The genealogy of (lie Benares royal family would show’ that this

famous city was occupied even earlier than c. 2600 B.C. It would

however appear from the legend of the demon Ksemaka devastating

it for a long time soon after the reign of king Divodasa, that the

Aryans lost their hold over this city for a considerable time. We have

seen already (ante p. 278) that according to the Ailareya Brahmaria, king

Bhima of Vidarbha was a contemporary of king Sahadeva who
flourished about four generations after the Dasirajiia war, i.e., in c.

1850 B.C., as shown already (ante, p. 280). The Northern Deccan must

therefore have been occupied by the Aryans sometime before the time

of Bhhna. The Paurantc tradition places this event about 25 gene-

rations earlier, i.e., sometime in the 22nd century B.C.

The joint testimony of the Vedic and Pauranic traditions thus

shows that the whole of the Gangctic plain up to Bihar, Central India

and Nonhem Deccan were already Aryanised at least a century before

c. 2000 B.C. And dtis need not cause any surprise, for vve liave

already seen that the Aryans had penetrated into India sometime be-

fore 2700 B.C
In conclusion, I would very respectfully submit that the unexpect-

ed confirmation of the Pauranic tradition by the Vedic data about

numerous kings, sages and incidents connected with the pre Bharata

war history, to which I have here drawn pointed attention, shows be-

yond the shadow* of any doubt that We can well proceed to reconstruct

the political and literary history of our country with the help 0) pre-

Bharata war genealogies. The dynasties of these genealogies me as

real and historical as the Mauryas, the Colas or the Moghuls. They
Hourished in what is known as the Vedic period end many 0/ the

Vedic sages were their proteges. They had succeeded in occupying

the whole of the Gangetic plain. Central India and the northern

Deccan sometime before 2000 B.C. Some of them had sent colonies

to Mesopotamia. The reconstruction of the history of this period is

a very dilHcuft, hazardous and slippery task
;
but it has got to be

attempted, as it refers to a very important period of our culture. The
details of the above picture nave to be filled, and perhaps even its

outlines to be changed, by further patient research.



DELBRUCK'S INTRODUCTORY REMARKS ON OLD
INDIAN PROSE.

By A. M. Ghatagk

The following is an English translation of Delbriick’s Intro-

duction to his book ’Die altindischc Wortfolgc aus dem Sata-

pathabrahraana' forming the third volume of Syntaktische

Forschungen.'

The observations about the word-order in Indian languages must
be directed, above all, to the oldest prose. It is, therefore, necessary

to prefix a few general remarks on n.

The oldest traditional prose of the Indians that we possess, is, no
doubt, the noii-metrical formula; appearing in sacrifice. They arc

handed down to us in great number in the Samhita of the Yajurveda.
These are, for the most part, so short and fragmentary and the situation

which they describe so little clear that much cannot he gained from
them by way of syntactical investigation. On the other hand, of quite
extraordinary importance in this context is the prose, which is con-

nected and moving in organic sentences, in which arc found the

oldest observations on the origin and value of the different parts of
the sacrifice and the origin of the natural and ethical world order.

A few of them are found in the Alharvaveda, and a great many in the

Taiuirtyasariiliiia and they form the major portion of the so-called

Brahma nas. It is more than probable that the passages occurring in

the Vcdic SariihitSs arc old and that the most, important Brahmnnas
like the Aitareya and the Satapatha closely follow them. These
Brahnianas themselves are prosed, at closer inspection, to be not
fully homogeneous works, but it has been shown that they are put
together out of different pieces, {cp. Weber Ind. Stud. 8.371 If. and
13-365 8-) Also in the present work there will be an occasion

( 20

)

to think of certain discrepancies between different books of the 5ata-

pathabralimaria. And yet the similarity of style is so great that one
can look on not only the Brahmaijas but also the prose portions of the
Samhitas as one big homogeneous mass, for investigations like the one
before me.

The contents of these widely discursive books are as unrefreshing
as possible. The ritual which is partly put forth in them and partly
described or indicated, bears a stamp of limitless trifle and the discus-
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sions of the origin and meaning of individual rites of the sacrifice arc,

for the most part, as much wonderful as wooden. The philosophical

reveries sometimes astonish us by their boldness hue make the impres-

sion more of a play with ideas than earnest conviction. Delightful are,

in fact, only the passage of legendary character, scattered here and

ihcre. of which some arc written in a quite perfectly narrative tone.

All the more valuable for us is the language. An abundance of

instructive material lies rhercin for those who will pick them up.

First of all this prose language is of great interest because it forms the

conclusion of Vedic morphology. We can follow, in case of nouns

and verbs, how those forms which can be called as extempor forma-

tions vanish and those which are preserved arrange themselves under

a regular canon, and in case of verbs we can see how the finely formed

logical necessity produces new formations. So it cannot be doubted

that we can investigate the history of sentence building on no other

monument of Indo-Germanic literature so well as on thus primitive

prose, an assertion for which the present work, as it to be hoped, will

give a part of die proof In the end I may point out that this prose

sometimes teaches us the meanings of certain forms which cannot be

determined with certainty from the old poetry, and which prove to

be old by the comparison oi other Indo-Germanic languages. For

illustrating these assertions for the time being I give such a form with

very old significance (the Imperative in-idl) and as a contrary case a

tense newly formed out of a noun (the future in-tar).

The Tmprrativb In -TAT.

The Imperative in -fa/ is used in the SB. usually in the and

person sing. act. and seldom as the 3rd pers. (11,5,5,10.14,4,1,26.14.

6,11,6.) The modal meaning of the form becomes clear from the

following places :

In the 11th book, where the story of UrvaJl and Pururavas is

told, the Gandharvas give Pururavas die following direction (1 1.5.1.

14): tc hocuh : samvaslardm caUifprasydm odandm paca, id etasyaivA-

Svatfhasya listrd-tisrah samidha ghrtcndnv&jya samtdvalibhir ghrta-

VOllbhir rghhir abhyd dhattat, id yds idto'gnir jam I

A

id evd id bha-

vilitij. 'They said : for one year cook food for four, dien lay on
every time three logs of this aivattha tree, besmearing them with

butter, with utterance of verses in which the words samidh and ghrta

occur : and the fire which will then arise will be the right one ’ It

is illuminating that by paca an action is dictated, which is to stretch

over a year from the motr.cnc of speaking, but by dhattat an action

which will occur only in a future moment. From the same I cite yet
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anotlier sentence. Urvasi says to Puruiavas
:
gandharvd vtti te pratdr

wrath ddtdras, tdrii vpiasti irij 'The Gandharvas will gram you a
boon tomorrow, which you may choose lor you.' Thereupon Puru-
vas answers : tdm vai me tvdmevd vrr.iyvclij Choose it yourself better
for me.' She agrees to it and says

:

yufmdkam evaiko 'sdntti brutad
ttif 'Well, then say tomorrow. I will be one of you/ brutal is here
used in die same manner as dhatidt before. Pointed is the apposition
between bruhi and brutal in the following sentence : ihatva md
tiflhanlam abhyehtli britki, tdm hi tut dgatdih fnatiprd brutad itij

3,8,1,2a- The gods point out to the Yajfla in this sentence, how he is

to win the vak and speak to him so : Say (bruhi) to her ‘come ro me,
while 1 remain standing here, and when she lias come, then inform
(brutal) 115

.
Often -tdt follows on a conditional sentence of the same

kind as those which have fcin in Greek with the conj. c.g. yddi Ivailul
puttor bnivatah sA mam brutal/ ‘when they s]>eak you thus, then answer
them as follows.' 4,1,5,10. Equally dear is the meaning of the form
standing in the address. 1 1.5.1.11. foamvastaraiainlm rdbirh d gaccha-
tal) and so also in 11.5,1,1. where it is said : Unvisi hapsardh puritrd-
vatavi aitfdih cakame, turn ha vmddmditomca Urih sma mdnho vaita-
iina dandena haidt/ Urvail the Apsaras loved P. the son of
11a. When slie took him to be her husband she said to him : (when
we will become husband and wife) so you may three times the day
etc.’

I know only one place in which the form in -tdt appears to have
a difierem meaning, namely 11,6,1,2. sd hovaca pidri putraha vrajald/l
Varuija spoke, wander to the cast my son, an invitation which can
have a reference 10 nothing else than the prcscnt.The cause of devia-
tion becomes immediately clear when one reads further : tatra yat
pdiyes tad dr.flvd dah}>)d vtajatat, tatra yat pdiyes tut drstvd pra-
lyag lirajotat etc. Because vrajatut is justified in the second and the
third instance etc. so it is used also in the hist place as well, for the
sake of harmony of style.

So it is proved that the Imperative in -tdt contains a direction
which is to become a fact only at a future moment.

This form, as the direction pertains to die future, is naturally
particularly suitable to express such desires which we give in the form
of invitation as for example when we call to a departing person when
you have reached all, come back well' and ihc like. So it is to be
understood when Panini 7,1,35. says

;

die form in -tdt stands for
i.e. for a benediction.

Now we compare with diis the situation in Rgveda. First of
all as regards the division into persons, I hold against Sayana and
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Grassxnann, iliai in the refrain in 10,134 gacchatat is 10 be taken as

the third person. In verses 1-3. one could indeed regard that the

departed or the one who is dying is addressed and so recognize lire 2nd
person gacchatat, but versts 4 and 3 show diat the prayer is directed to

Yama. It would be unbearable to take gpcchatdt as the second person

and yet not to connect it with Yama. I‘he annotators take vahatit

10,24,5 as dual, but one can preserve the singular, if 011c regards that

indeed two are meant but only one is addressed, a peculiarity of ex-

pression which really must have been caused by the necessity ol metre,

in all odier cases -tal is certainly second Sing.

As regards the modal significance, agreement with the usage of

the SB. is to be found in a series of eases, e.g., yadi irldth Imuivo jdla-

ved6 'them enath pra hinldi pit[bhyuli
/’ when you have cooked it,

0 J.
then send it to the fathers 10, 16, 1 (cp. 2). Similarly 1,48, 15.

104,5.3,8,1.5,60,6. (which we will offer). 9,86, 41. (when you have

drunk). 10,11,8.10,30,5.

In a second series of places one recognizes die meaning not so

easily, but it becomes clear when one notes that the form in -tdt does

not open the invitation but follows another imperative, e.g. ud agne
tiffha prdly A (anuftsa ny dmilrdh ayital etc. 'raise yourself O Agni,

siring die bow and then burn down die enemies’ 44,4. Similarly

2.30.5-3. 18, 1.23,2-1. 16, 12. The rest is formed by a lew places which
are not dear enough (5,50,2.61,18.10,24,5.) and then a few in which
one must admit in an impartial manner that the imperative in -tdl

is used in no other way but as the usual imperative, namely 8,3,2.

10,154 and 4.54,3. In die first two places indeed the acceptance of

the Brahmana-rncaning of the imperative is not impossible (one is

compelled then to accept that 10,154 deals with a departed person);

1 do not know how to justify this meaning in 4,54.3 as one can scarcely

take that the begged for forgiveness of sins is to follow only in the

nex: life. So it happens that die Brahmana meaning suits in the
majority of eases in ftgveda but not in all. The same should happen
if one follows this form in the liturgical Vedas, only that ihe places
which arc not quite dear are naturally greater.
If one desired to judge die phenomenon represented here simply from
die stand point of Sanskrit one could perhaps come to the hypothesis
that -tdt had not from the beginning a meaning different from that

-lu and -i, and yet in Rgveda is seen a differentiation of forms origi-

nally having the same meaning, and this differentiation is completed
in the SB. Against this interpretation Latin raises a protest. The
Imp. in -to has exactly the same meaning as the form in -tdt in SB.
(cp. Draegcr Hist. Syntax der lat. Spra. 1.298). It would be unnatural
to accept that this agreement is accidental. We must, therefore, ac-
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cepi for die Indo-Germanic an Imp. in -tat with the meaning described

above.

While I reserve lor some other place to draw the consequences of

this fact with reference ro Greek, I will merely point out here, how I

would like to explain the relation of facts in Rgveda. 1 believe, it is

to be explained from the circumstance that the Vedic poets did not

always know to reconcile the demands of die language with the metre
fully. That a poet has not to do violence to language forms and
meaning metri causa will not be doubted by any body today. But

one must also take care, on the other side, in applying the standards

of Greek to other people. Many of the Vcdic poets are in fact so con-

stituted that one can indeed believe in them that they would have
overlooked very minor shades of meaning in the choice of forms when
die metre imperatively demanded one of die forms. Somediing simi-

lar is to be perceived in the use of Active and Medial, which appears

older ill prose than in Veda or even in Epics.

The Future lx -TAR.

(in comparison with the future in -syali).

I now turn to die future in -far. According to my knowledge.

Bollenscn (Or. u. Occ. 2.483) is the first who expressed that this future

docs not exist in l^gveda. That lie is right does not appear to me
doubtful, even when Gtassmami in his Wbrterbuch takes these forms

in -tar which arc construed with Ace. as participles (III) of verbs (cp.

under the roots hr gam ci ji tar dii dha ni pa bhar yam yd van iahs itu

sad tan sah su hati etc.). But the construction with Arc. is not a suffi-

tient reason to reckon a nominal form under a verb, Tor otherwise, for

example, in the verse gun t&yanti uivana haribhydin babhrir vdjram

papih sdmam dadir gdh; RV. 6,23.4. babhrih etc. must be regarded

as participles, and the same holds good in case of many adjectives in

-uka, the frequent appearance of which is a characteristic feature of

TS. c.g. veduko vdso bhavati yu evdm vednj ‘he gets a doth who knows
this’ TS. 5, 1,5,3. grdmyan paitin ddniukab syub

I

’ihcy would bite the

tame animals’ 5,2,9,6. tdsmdil Lpo 'gnimhdruhdhi ‘therefore the waters

consume the fire’ 5,6,4.5. bAmxtha cnam striyo bhavanti yd evdrh veda f

‘him die wives love who knows this' 6.1,6 ,6 . udavartdh praji grdhukah
tyitl 'sickness will catch his progeny' 6,4, 1,1. and many others. It

appears to me also clear that one has not sufficient reason to relate, to

verbs a part of nouns in -Jar, and indeed much less, as no outside

distinction of the noun and the participle (something like accent) can
be carried out, as Grassmann takes as participles both niiar and netdr,

ydnut and yanldr, srdtar and iroldr, hdnlor and hantdr. That the
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nouns in -tar, when construed with Ace. have a future meaning in RV.
is not found by me. (cp. the collection in Kuhn KZ. 18,390). At any
rate no place in RV'. is pointed out in which a noun in -tar joined

with a form of as or standing alone, points out to a future happening
of a definite event. I, therefore, hold Iasi to it (after I have verified

the places considered by Grassnumn to have a participle meaning)
that a future ill -lai is not to be found in RV. A definite* example
of this form I find in TS. 2.6/'.3. heiinam ha darbhydm kesi sdiyakamit
uvaca : sapl&paddm te idkuanth sua yajiic prnyoht&se

/
*K.S. spoke to

K. D. tomorrow in your sacrifice you will use a sakvari of seven lines.'

In this sentence a definite event at a definite time is placed in view
and therefore the future meaning is undoubtful.

Now in SR. we find the same use of the future in -tar. Often
with it there is found a statement of time as in this sentence in TS.
Such eases arc

:
fdsmo/l idiitn adyAhar atiia ritriratha ivd 'liar bha-

vitAj 'therefore to day here is day, then night, then tomorrow there
will be day again’ 4,3,1,11. yatha ycbhya/j pahjydnl sydt Ida brtiyid
ityahr yah jtaklhmUi/ 'as one says to them whom he wishes to enter
tain, with so and so many will I entertain you' 3.3.4.17. gandluiroA mi
te pratar vdram daldralt

/
'the Ganaharvas will grant you tomorrow a

1

1

2. id hovaca samvastaratamhis id trim A gacchalat tan ma
ekem rdtriih Ante iayitdse jatd u te ‘yam ttlrhi pair6 blavildlij'

’Urvasi spoke : this night after a year, you are to come back, dien you
will sleep with me for a night, and then will this your son (with
whom she svas pregnant) be born 11.5,1,11. ‘if-d nMetd/ 'tomorrow it

will not rise' 1,0,4,14. 1 1,14,1. Or when no definite time is given, yet
contrast between the future and the present is clearly emphasised.
etdddha sma mi tad vidvdn aim gauritdtih saktydh /:satram ivdha kiln

3l/ii amiismin loki bhavilAsma itif ‘in litis knowledge says G. $. we
be in the other world like warriors 12,8.3.7.’ eladdha sma vai tad

I'idvdn aha ivetdkelur druneydh

:

Adm svid cvAparisu mahand-
gdm iy&bhisathsdram didrksitdro yd ettdm etad praya;Anam ydso vedi-
tetij 'in this knowledge says S.A.: in future people will stream together
and will look on him as a great serpent who knows the prayajas thus
11,2,7.12. 'sah/eydm cdydpi pratiphA sd evApydid 'dhi bhaviAl 'tliis is

to-day the basis and will be also in future 7, 1,2, 8.' Very similar are
3,9,4,24. 9,4,4,10. In all cases the occurrance of the event in future
is regarded as certain, as it also becomes clear from the following
semcnces

: btbhrhi ma parayisydmi tviti, kdsmdn md pdrayisyasitij
(the fish says to Manu) nourish me and then I will save vou. From
what Will you save me? A Hoed will carry off all creatures, from
n will I save you 1 .8.1.2.' The willing offer is expressed by parayi-
syamt, the definite forecast through the future in -far. So also in
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the 3 and 4 verses of the same story. At the end. two nearly identical

places are 10 be cited, fail cin inr vivakjydti nd vei jitu yitsmdkam
imdtii ftdJcid brahmodyam jelctij 'if he can answer 10 me these two
questions, he will noi be conquered by any body in a dispute' 14,6,8,1.

cp. 1*.

Therefore it is without doubt that the future in -far points out
10 a definite occurrence of an event in the future and indeed objectively

without any appearance of the view or hope of the subject. How
this meaning has arisen, can be easily appreciated, yd vivakfydli

sd je(d means, taken exactly, 'he who guesses is a victor.' The nouns
in -iar express that a subject merges into a definite act. they there-

fore attribute a quality to a subject with a cettain emphasis. Now
it becomes clear of itself that when wc do not want to adjudge an
action with a definite time-sequener, we desire to know it as pertain-

ing to the present and so 1 lie nouns in -Mr come to have the sense
of the present. How the fmure can develop from it, can be fell

from the present in German.
Comparison with the Future m-syaii.

To understand this future in -for in its limitations, it is necessary
to compare it with the future in \tyali. This one is more frequent
in use and varied in meaning than the one in -Mr. Yet on account
of the great evenness of die style of the SB. a comparatively few cases,

which 1 pick from about 500 cases before me, would suffice to deter-

mine the chiei type* of usage. In the representation of the mani-
fold usages of a form a kind of choice is unavoidable. The arrange-
ment will always be iniluenced by the idea which the investigator has

formed of the oldest meaning of the form. In the present case, f

believe, it will be correct to start from the use of the participle of
the future. Now the participle often points out the intention of
the subject, c.g., (dm indro 'bnyil dv/lrava hanifydnf 'Indra ran after
him in order to kill him' 1,6,3,16. Through die union of this parti-

ciple with the indicative bhavaii and che optative yyat thrcrc arises

a tense which is frequent in this prose, which is related to the desidera-

tive nearly in the manner as die conjunctive to the operative in the

field of moods. A few illustrations will make the use clear : In
2,3,4,10 the RV. verse 1,74.1, is explained as follows : sd aha upapra-
ydnlo adhmrdm ilyadhx-ard mi yajrid upapraydnto yajildm ily eitai-

(dd aha man Iram vocemagnriya id man (ram u hy dsma eldd vaksydn
bhaveti i.c. he says upafrrayanto adhvararii, now yajna is as good as

cdhvara, he, therfeore, says by it upaprayanto yajham, he continues
mantram veermagnaye. he has the intention to offer a chant to Agni.
In another place 3.2,2,23. it is said of die sacrificcr diha ydira svplvd
punar ndvadrAyydn bhdrnti 'when he has slept and has no intention
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to slumber any further then he shall say certain incantations. In

3.2,2,20 :i is said of the sacrificcr ydlra meksydn bhdvati ‘when he

has the intention to make water then he shall make a hole etc.’ The
optative with syal one can see in the following (I have not found bhavei).

ydlha yina vthanena sytmtsydnl sydt idl suhitam hartaiai bruydt endm
’this Ls so. as if, one who intends ro drive, causes to bring a chariot in

order' 2, 1,4.4. tasmdd ydrragnim manthisydnl sydl tad divam dnrlavai

bruyat ‘therefore let one cause to bring a horse there, where one
intends to produce fire 2,1,4,19. ‘uhh.or.j/jyan vdryaly evd’ even when
it has not die intention to rain, it rains TS. 2,4,10,3. and so in many
other places.

In quite a similar manner the indicative ol the future is used

so that it expresses the intention of the subject of the action. The
sacrificcr directs to Agni die verse : dgne truth sii jdgrhi vayuth su

tnanditimahi, which is explained in 3,2.2,22. as tvdm fagt/ti vaydm
svapiyatruihli 'you keep awake, wc wish to sleep.’ Some one says

prahjydmi '1 will ask you something' on this is given the answer pyccha
'ask' 11.5,3,8. while in a similar place i.c. Ch. Up. 3,8,3. the conjunc-

tive prcchani stands. An animal is called osaii, did idja ltd paksyate

'come on, the king will consume you 1

5,3,5,4. So die future very often

stands in offerings, for which an example has been already cited in the

future partlyiyyami 1,8,1 ,a. The gods attempt 10 win the Vak through

play and dance and promise her : Ui vat te vaydih easydma iti tvd prd

modayisydmahe 'so wc will sing to you and delight you' 3,2,4,6. ti

hocuh: d vai vaydm agnf dhasydirmhe, diha yuyam him harisyatha ‘we

wish to place both the fires, but what will you do, what do you offer

to do?' 2,2,2,t2. The intention of the subject of die action, to do or

to omit something, can produce in the speaker certain emotions like

expectation, hope, fear and fairli and it is exactly in case of such thoughts

that die future is used, as the following examples show, larvd ha zat

devdta adhvaryum havir grahisyamam itpa tiffhantr mama ndma
grahisyali mama ndma grahisyalUi ‘all gods step to the priest, and when
he is about to take the havis, they think at that time, he will take

their name 1,1,2,18/ (tiddha vai grahdpa/eh piof&sa dgatdd «hAh
Samullrasld iva bhavanti ktm aydm thd vadifydti him va kariyyaliti ‘so

the members of the house are full of fear of the house-lord who had
gone on a journey and who had come back, because they think what
will he now say, what will lie now do? 2,4,1,14/ yo vai brdhrnandm
va Mhsamdno ’nuedrati kfairiyath vaydm me ddsyatitif ‘who turns to

a br. or a ksa. with the faith that he trill give me something' 2,3.4.6.
The essential factor for die formation of die meanings is the imita-

tion of the traditional type, which can be changed a little ar every imita-
tion. So it is not to be wondered when, for example, with d iahs also
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a future of a verb is found used, which denotes an action which is

deprived of the determination of the actor, as in the sentence tdsminn
a sansanld ‘ntiam icchati jhnsydli' (of a sick person who wishes food)

one hopes that he asks for food, he will live 8,5,2, 1. ’While other
sentences were formed after these, there arose the habit to use the

future in such events which from the stand point of the speaker can
occur in a possible or probable manner without one being able to

say that they were present in the intention of the subject of the action,

c.g. mdro ha vd ihfdth cakre multtid vti itd ‘bhvarii janisyata itij ‘Indra
thought, from it will arise a great monster 3,2,1.26.' Here belong
the innumerable futures which speak out the possible effects of a
mistake in the sacrifice, c.g. in 1,6,1,16. when one docs so and so. so

the priest shall say to him : milkkhyam aitim drisyasy and ho va

badhild va bhavisyasily eld vai milkhya Anayas> lathi haivd syat ‘you
will get a great sickness, you will become blind or deaf (then these are

the main sicknesses) so can it happen, (the addition tdtfia haivd syat

which expressly expresses the possibility, runs a little more in the

eleventh, twelfth and fourteenth books : iivard ha tdthaivd syat ‘it

is possible that it may so happen). The imitation can also cause

changes in other directions. II one can use the future with a saris

‘to have faith as in the above sentence 8,5,2,! so oue can now also use

with vid 'to know' c.g. la «i yadi hrsitau syulam auyalard va kronas tdlra

vidyat : varsisyaty, aiuimah parjanyo vrsfiman bhavisyathi 'when in a

ceremony both the bulls arc black or one ol them is black, so can one
conclude from it that it will rain. Unlay Parjanya will be rich in rain

3,3,4,11.’ So the future in -syaii approaches the future in -far, so

in the forecast purblilhyai maiisyasi 'you will die before so and so

many' 11,6,3,11; and also occurs at the same time with it in the sen-

tence tail ccn me vivahsyiiti na vai jAlu yusmdlam imam kdscid brahmo
dyam jeteti, tan cen me navivaksydti mdd hasya vi patisyalUi 14,6,8,1.

It is, however, very noteworthy that die exact dating which we come
across with future in -tar so often, do not conic forch with the future

in -syaii. In the great number of examples which I have gone
through, I have only found a few in which praldr stands with the future

and these arc exactly characteristic of die difference between the two
futures. Above I have cited the sentence which expresses die fore-

cast of Urvasi
:
g/md hands Ic praldr vdram ddtdrah 'die Gandharvas

will grant you a boon tomorrow’ with this one can now compare 1 .1,1,7

auino ha vai devA manutyasyi jananli, td enam elddvratam upaydntam
viduh pratar no yakyyala iti. In this sentence an occurrence which
happens once is not predicted but a natural conclusion happening
always is drawn. It is to be rendered exactly as ‘the gods know the

mind of men, always when he accepts this vow they know of him that
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he will oiler to them tomorrow.' Similarly 8,3,1,13 and also 1 1,2,4,10.

It is not my intention to follow further the development of the

future-idea namely not to point out how the same receives some other

turn appearing in die second person and how it is recognized in

diSent types of sentences. It is sufficient for me to have shown that

ihc SB. possesses ihrcc tenses to which we can give the name future

according to our classical terminology, namely lornied of tie: ddsyvin

bhavaii, with the optative dasy&n syit; dasydmi; data; and that these

three tenses distinguish themselves from each other clearly according

to use. It is widiout doubt that only one of them, d&syimi, is an

Indo-Gcrmanic formation, the other two formations arc younger than

ihan Rgvcda.
1 hope these illustrations will suffice to show that the syntactical

research can win a great deal from the Btahmayas.



SOME ASPECTS OF MUSLIM POLITY IN EARLY

MEDIAEVAL INDIA {123G-46 A.D.).

By S. K. Banbrji

llcuimish died on April, 29, 1236 A.D. after a reign of twenty-
five years. Though he had nominated his eldest daughter, Razia
Sultana, as his heir-apparent, the nobles disregarded his wishes and
raised to the throne his eldest surviving son, Ruknuddin Firuz. They
probably diought that while Razia being a woman was not acceptable

to the Muslims, Ruknuddin Flruz on account of his experience as

governor successively of Badaun and of Lahore would be. In fact

according to Minhaj. The people had their eyes upon him since

after (the late) Malik Nasituddin Mahmud, he was the eldest of die

Sultan s sons.'

So they raised Ruknuddin to the thvonc. But within a short

time they had to regret their choice for more than one reason ;

Firstly, as Minhaj says,

'As soon as the Maliks returned from the court to their head-
quarters. Sultan Ruknuddin opened the doors of the treasuries and
plunged himself in pleasure ; and in the distribution of the wealth of

the treasuries showed improper excess
;
owing to his too much greed

for enjoyment and amusement, disorder crept in the affairs, che

policies, and die administration of the kingdom.’
Secondly, Ruknuddin's mother was alienating the people by her

tyranny. In Iltutmish's reign, she was the head of the female establish-

ment of the palace and bore the titles or Khudawanda-i-jahan. Shah i-

Turkan.' Now, as the Sultan’s mother she began to control the affairs

of die State. In Minhaj’s words, 'His (the Sultan’s) mother, Shah-
i-Turkan. began to control the loosening and trying (of the affairs)

of the kingdom and issue the /armdns.'
The nobles who had refused to make Razia their sovereign now

found an equally impossible situation, viz. the dictation of a woman.
Things might have been allowed to drift for some time more, if Shah-
i- 1 urkan had been content with the mere issue of the farmtins.

Thirdly, the Muslims in general and the nobles in particular

1. 7*. .V. p. 181.

33-5
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held Iltutmish’s memory in good esteem, and lienee it was their desire

iliac all those who had any relation with him should be allowed to

enjoy peace and security. But it appears that Shith-i-Turkan did not

subscribe to this policy. She bore grudge against those women who
in Iltutmish's life time had looked down upon her in hauteur and
disdain. Her treatment of them may be described in Minhaj’s

words, ‘(She) caused injury to the women inmates of the palace and by
her tyranny caused the death of several of them In
addition to these actions, she ordered the blinding of the late Sultan’s

son, Qutbuddln, who was wholly unobjectionable (in his bchavour)
and the orders were carried out.’

The result was that the Mali !..t rose in arms all ovei the kingdom,
c.g., the prince C.hiyasuddln in Oudli, Malik Izzuddln Muhammad
Salari in Badaun, Malik Izzuddin Kabir Khan in Multan. Malik
Saifuddin Koji in Hansi, Malik Alauddin Jam in Lahore. Even the
minister. Nizamulmulk Muhammad Junaidi. left the king and went
over to the rebels

:

Fourthly, Shah-i-Turkan did not stop even here, but proceeded
to destroy Razia. Probably there was some reason for her action ;

lor, according to Minhaj, ’Sultana Raida began abusing Ruknuddln’s
mother.’ When ihe unpopular Sh5h-i-Tmkan took steps to capture
and kill her. the city reuse en masse and captured the queen mother. A
little later, Ruknuddln also who had retired to Kilu-garhl, one of the
suburbs of Delhi, was captured and put to death on November 9. 1236
A.D. after a reign of six months and seven days.

I he populace and a few nobles of the city already alter the queen
mother's capture and in Ruknuddin’s life-time had gathered round
Razia, swore allegiance, and raised her to the throne. An unprece-
dented wave of sympathy for Razia’s distresses during the last six
months had inclined the mass towards her and the few nobles who
joined her also consoled themselves with the thought that after all they
were correcting their mistake and respecting Iltutmish’s choice.

Sultani Razia had several regal qualifications according to the
Medieval standard. One was that she was the daughter of the chief
queen. Turkan Khaiuii, who resided in the chief royal palace.
Kushk-i-FiruzI. Secondly, she was a highly accomplished lady. Accord-
ing to Minhaj, she was Sagacious, just, benevolent, patron of learning,
••••. cherisher of the subjects, and slayer of the armies
During her father’s lifetime, she had exercised authority. Thirdly
she had already acted as the governor of Gwalior and was conversant
wuh Iltutmish’s principles of government, and after Nasiruddln
Mahmud s death had been declared heir-apparent.
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But she had die serious disqualification of being an unmarried
woman. It is true thai she was probably the oldest among Iltut-

inish's surviving children and had reached the age of majority ; but
still she was looked upon as a helpless woman who was as yet unpro-
vided with the protection of a husband and certainly as one veiled

from the public gaze, unfit to rule a kingdom.
A serious difficulty arose at the very commencement of her

reign. The chief minister, Ni/amulmulk Muhammad Junaidt
deserted her cause and joined the nobles who had lately combined
against Ruknuddln Hr it/. All of them together made a demount-
tion against the new ruler. The reason of their dissatisfaction may
have been altruistic ; for they had never seen a woman actually

ruling a kingdom and they might have based their objections on the

Quranic verses, ^ c,^3 Stay in your houses; 3 ^ jU*H ^
they (the women) cast down their looks; 11

r Jk jU ’the men
are a degree above them (the women)’ 4 JU^ a the

men ate die maintainors of the women’* Similarly they probably
objected to her remaining single to the adult age. basing their objec-

tion on another Quranic: verse ^ HI I _**£>! ‘marry those among
you who are single’.' Probably they were unaware that in Central
Asia the l'urki Muslim women led a freer life and lltuunish acting

on die Centra! Asian practice, had brought up his daughter in equa-
lity with his sons. So by relying too much on the Quranic verses, the
minister and the chief nobles opposed the Queen.

At first Re/ia proved equal to the occasion. She obtained help
from the ocher quarters e.g„ Qanauj and Oudh, next won over
two of the hostile nobles, and with their help destroyed the remaining
opposing nobles and minister, NizStnulmulk Muhammad Junaidi
For some time afterwards she had no other trouble. In MinhSj’s
words, ‘from die territory oi Lakhnawti to I)iwal* and Damrilah all

the maliks and amirs manifested dieir obedience and submission.’

Thus, she was able to get over the earlier prejudices of the Muslims
against her rule.

*. Sec the QurAn 33 : 33. g. *4 : 31. 4. 2 : 228.

5. 4 : 34. 6. The modern commentators give oilier interpreta-

tions to these restrictions. See Amir Alt
:

The Spirit of Islam. Part II. Chapter

V on 'the status of women in Islam.'

7- *4 : 3 ®- 8. Situated in Sindh,
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When, after some time, the people had grown used to a woman’s
rule, Sultan Razia took the next step she considered essential for the

efficiency of her government. Let us quote Minhai
"Sultan Razia discarded the woman's dress and the purdah, put

on a long gown and a head-gear, and appeared in public, and when
she rode on an elephant, all i>coplc could sec her openly.”

Faiishta adds one or two other details about her, viz,, that she
lcvivcd Shamsi regulations of her father's time, and used to adminis-
ter justice in person. Ram's audacity brought about a success. In
putting on a long gown and a head-gear she was partly obeying the

Quranic injunctions ^ “(let

women) not display their ornaments and let them wear their head-
coverings over their bosoms.9

Everything went on smoothly for sometime, and the grumbling
nobles held their peace. It was only when the Queen bestowed some
extra favour on her Lord of the Stable, Jamaluddln Yaqut, by plac-
ing him near the throne, that the pent-up feeling of the grumblers
found expression in rebellion. If they had been more patient in

their criticisms, they would have noticed that the favour to the dark-
complexioned Abyssinian might not have been prompted by any
strong emotion of love. If she had so desired, she might have
favoured him less openly or might have chosen a person of hand-
somer features and might have pursued her criminal desires in her
palace, far away from the public gaze. But the prejudiced nobles
were blind and their prejudices were so deep that unfounded calum-
nies were handed down from one generation to another until the
historians of the sixteenth century repeated them. BadaunI and
Nizamuddm Ahmad make an Ainir-ul-Umara (the premier noble-
man) of the Abyssinian and make him lend a hand to her at the time
of her mounting her horse or elephant. Minhij. the contemporary
historian, relates nothing of the kind.

The prejudices against the Queen were wide-spread and she held
her head high for a time by defeating Malik Izzuddln Khani-Ayaz
of Lahore. But she could not cope with the other rebels. *rhc
nobles had mustered strong under the lead of Ikhtiyaruddin Altu-
niyah. the governor of Bhatinda, and even some of the Delhi officials

had joined the rebels, the most prominent of the officials being Malik-
yKabir Ikhtiyaruddin AicigTn. Such a wide-spread opposition boded
ill for the Queen. She was defeated and captured at Bhatinda, and her

9. See die Quian *4 : 31.
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henchman, Y3qut, was put to death, Yaqut’s death and her own im-
prisonment did not finally dose her political career; for now having
tasted of power, she thirsted for it, converted her jailor into a husband,
and with his support made another bid for the throne. The attempt
failed leading to her and her husband's death.

It will be seen from the above narration based mainly on the
contemporary authoriiies of the period ihat the gravamen of the

charges against her was based on her being a woman. It would have
been prudence if she had realized the strength of the prejudices and
had refused to occupy the throne at all. But her own confidence and
administrative experience and the reflection that the sagacious Iltut-

inish’s nomination of her as the heir apparent could not be wrongly
<oncei\ed led her to die hope of securing a revision of opinion in her
favour. If she had been a mediocrity, after Iter accession to the throne,

she might have been content to rule by a deputy, herself choosing to

remain in seclusion and throwing all responsibility on the deputy.
But her enthusiasm, superior intellect, anti higher sense of duty, for-

bade her to adopt a course which would have meant so far as she was
concerned resignation of the administration into the hands of the less

capable minister. 1 fence she had chosen to govern in person and had
hoped that the same set of the nobles, i.e. belonging to ihc Shams!
order, who had deposed Ruknuddin for incompetence and tyranny,
would approve of her assiduousness and personal supervision of the

administration.

The Queen had not lessened her iniercsi in her people. Bui the

ignorant nobles fretted under the rule of a woman considering it to be

uncanonical and so getting hold of the flimsiest excuse of her favour

to Yaqut deposed her. The unkind fate was against the conscientious

Razia and for her only natural defect, viz., of being a woman, merci-

lessly punished her. Probably not for a day had she found ease and
comfort as ruler, and slander must have dogged her incessantly, Ilcm-

mish is to be held partly responsible for his daughter’s misfortunes

;

for lie should have realized that India was not Central Asia and so an
unmarried woman ruler would meet with insurmountable difficulties.

She might have been more chaste than the more successful women
rulers of Europe, Queen Elizabeth of England, Mary. Queen of Scot-

land, or Empress Catharine of Russia, but her rule was considerably

shorter, because the east tolerated less a woman ruler than the west
Muizuddin Bahrain had been proclaimed ruler on April 22, 1240

A.D. On the day of his aceession, there were three prominent nobles

Ikhtiyaruddfn Aitigtn, the Lord Chamberlain. Ikhtiyaruddin Altu-

niya, die leader of the rebel nobles who had deposed Razia and raised

Bahrain to die throne, and Nizamulmulk Muhzabuddin Muhammad
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Iwaz, ihe minister. From ihc start Bahrain failed to act as mler and
allowed the ihree chiefs to quarrel among themselves £01 power. Soon
after Bahrain's accession. Aitigln married the king’s full sister obtained
the depuiyship of the king, and 'assumed control over the disposal of
ihe state-affairs' in conjunction with Nizamulmulk. Altuniya, who
had taken the largest share in dethroning Ra/ia and had obtained no
reward, now realized that he had been made a cat's paw by ihe other
two. He sullenly retired to his fiigtr, meditated revenge, married
R.via, and set her up again at a claimant for the ihronc of Delhi.
But his scheme <lid not fructify, and both he and Razia disappeared
from the scene.

Bahrain was an unworthy successor of lltutmish. Instead of
evolving a sound administrative system, he set himself up as an oppo-
nent of his own officials. On the flimsy pretext of Aitigin's assuming
royal airs"' and Nizamulmulk's sharing power with Aitigln, he seni
assassins to kill both of them Aitigin was killed but the minister
escaped with a wound. 01 course, henceforward Nizamulmulk was
at heart bitterly hostile ro the king and patiently waited for his oppor-
tunity to do away with him.

Bahrain was living in a fool's paradise and was never aware of
Ihe full depth of the minister’s hostility. He appointed Badruddln
Sunqar as his new Lord Chamberlain. Sunqar was an arrogant noble-
man who created trouble as soon as he was elevated to the high office.
'Hie minister, in his own interest, chose for ihe moment io oppose
Sunqar in the latter’s struggle with the king with the result that the
Cord Chamberlain was destroyed. The trouble did not end here.
Sunqar had belonged to the privileged Shams! order, and his death
excited the other Shams! nobles. They loudly protested against the
kings policy of destroying his own nobles and insisted on his playing
a more magnanimous role and on his concentration on administration.
An opportunity soon arose to find out whether any change in the
kings attitude had taken place. The Mongols had invaded the
Punjab and besieged Lahore then governed by the valiant Qarfikush.
C^araxush continued to hope for some time for succour reaching himIrom Delhi and when none readied him, at last was forced to surren-

V
,S4 ‘ AD ' Af,er ,hc faU of Lahore, die king par-

Jv,V k
and SlJ

-
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,

n atmy ,,nder che minister and some prominent
^minuted the blunder of not accompanying i, himself.Lhc result was the failure of die expedition. Without their king.
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neither the commanders nor the soldiers had any interest in die com-
paign. They regarded their king as a coward who evaded the res-
ponsibilities of a leader. But their annoyance knew no bound when
they learnt that the king from Delhi had given orders to Nizamulmulk
for the death of a number of the nobles and others. T his was Nizamul-
mulk’s doing. He had patiently waited so long and now made a
move in order to accomplish the kings death. He had artfully and
falsely mentioned the unrulincss ol several of the nobles and others
and had obtained a free permission to destroy them. The list of the
i ondemned nelsons lie now published in the camp. The indignant
nobles now found their king to be not only a coward but also a pros-
pective murderer on a huge scale ; so leaving the Punjab in the hands
of the Mongols, die* retraced their steps to Delhi in order to reckon
with their king.

The Sultan even now did not realize his danger. lie continued
co pin his faith on a local daiwesk and his miracles and concentrated
bis affection on two of his slates but neglected die discontented nobles.
They had already made two unsuccessful experiments in kingship in
raising Ruknuddin and Razia to the throne. They did not want ii

it could be helped to make another experiment. So they were in a
conciliatory’ mood and were prepared to guarantee liahrani his throne
il he would not molest ihein ar.d if he would listen to their reasonable
suggestions for the improvement of the administration. Bain am, who
had been placed on die throne, because he was Iltutmish’s son, should
have respected his fadier’s Shamsi order and agreed at once to the
requests of the nobles. But he delayed too long in making up his
mind, and events followed in quick succession. The city and fort-

ress of Delhi were captured by the rebels, the king was deposed on
May to. 1242 A.D., and five days later he was put to death.

TO SUM UP OUR CONCLUSIONS :

(1) Bahram's accession was an expression of die people's un-
willingness to accept a woman’s rule.

{2) His measures were unworthy of a king. He acted as a
partisan and conspirator and the murder of Aitigin was the result of
one of his conspiracies. He was also craven-hearted and did not dare
go to the Punjab to lead a rompaign against die Mongols. He thus
lowered himself in the estimation of his subjects in comparison with
his late sister, Razia, who at least was not afraid of war.
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($) Ballram never realized his true relations with ihc nobles of

ihc Shainsi order. Insecad of misting those who had raised him to

the throne and utilizing their talents in the interest of the kingdom,
he behaved as an enemy to them. The nobles in fact all along had
desired for his continuation on the throne. He had only to respect

the Shamsi order and they would in return leave him alone. There
is much truth in the statement dial, 'their (the nobles') compact with
Bahrain at the time of his accession clearly indicated their determina-

tion to retain all authority for themselves and the king by destroying

one of their number, sealed his fatc.'
u

(4) The king was blind to the frontier problems and foreign

invasions and was absorbed in trivial matters of die capital. Hence
the demand that he should either mend his ways or vacate the throne
for some one more capable. A more promising ruler was the need
of the hour.

At Bahrain's deadi. the succession question again came to the fore-

front. The deposition of the Sultan had been achieved by the nobles
without the aid of any prince and some of them desired to revise the
law of succession mating it open to a wider circle titan lltutniish’s

lamily. The Shamsi order had supplied the chief administrators ol

the kingdom and hence the\ were called aJjj „.lsJ ‘the pillars

of the kingdom.' Those who were dissatisfied with the failure ol Iltui-

mish’s children as rulers naturally thought of one of these administra-
tors as a candidate for die throne. The chief of them

, lzzuddin
Balban Kishlu Khan, Iltutimsh'i son-in-law, who had taken lead
against Ruknuddtn and BahrSm proclaimed himself king and for a

brief moment he was recognised as such by others. But then the tide
turned against him and the people did not approve of his kingship.
Their fear was that Izzuddin's kingship would set up some other pro-
minent noble against him and thus a state of civil war would continue
for sometime. So the nobles in a body gathered at lltutmish's tomb,
put their heads together, and repudiated die proclamation of Izzuddin's
sovereignly. Then they- deliberated who should be the successor and
in this deliberation Izzuddln, finding himself rejected, also joined.
Out of respect to lltutmish's memory’ they had gathered at his tomb
and now because ol a similar respect determined to place one of
lltutmish's descendants on the throne- They released the princes,
Alauddtn Masttd, Nasiruddin Mahmud and Jalaluddfn Masud, the
first a grandson and the two latter, the sons of Iltutmish and chose the
first as their new Sultan, probably because he was the oldest of die
three. Nasiruddin and Jalaluddin were appointed governors of

11. The Cambridge History of India. Vol. Ill, p. 6 a.
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Bahraich and Qanauj respectively. 'Hie nobles were in a conciliatory

mood and rewarded Izzuddin for his support of their measures bv a

grant of three provinces, Ajmer, Nagore, and Mandawar.u for
some time, matters went on smooihly. The king commanded in per-

son his army against the Mongols and Izzuddin Kishlu Khan brought
his contigent to his master’s aid and the expedition was a success, the
Mongols retreating to their territoxy.

Later on troubles arose. The king neglected the administration
and took to the dangerous practice of killing his mcliks. To quote
Minhaj

" (1 he worthies persons) used to influence him in die committal
of unworthy acts and habits so much so that (the practice of) seizing

and killing his maliks was gaining a place in his nature and he was
steadfastly following the resolve. All his good qualities turned away
from the laudable path and inclined towards sensuality, pleasures, and
the chase, to such a degree of excess tint disaffection began to spread
through the country and the affairs of the kingdom to be neglected.”

Secondly, the Mongols attacked Multan and now Izzuddin joined

them against his master. So the nobles again gathered together,

decided to rcpalcc Alauddin Masud by his uncle, N’asiruddln, who had
made a name as governor of Bahraich. 'Rebellions which he lacked

the strength or the energy to suppress, rendered him apprehensive

and suspicious of all around him (Alauddin)’; so great secrecy teas

observed in bringing Nasiruddin to Delhi. Once within the city, his

enthronement was easily accomplished.

TO SUM UP THE MAIN FEATURES OF ALAUDDIN MASUD’S REIGN .‘

(1) The nobles declined to admit ihc claims of any and every

nobleman, be he ever so great so long as Iltutmish’s descendants were
alive.

(2) Izzuddin Balban was a noted warrior, member of the

>*. Situated eight milev north of Bijnor. Izzuddin was governing a large

territory extending in patches Irom Ajmir to Bijnor.

13. To quote only one passage flora Raveny, 'He undertook many expedi-

tions against the infidds in that territory and the (adjacent) mountains; and the

province of Bahraich, through his auspicious arrival there, assumed a most

flourishing condition.’ See p. 676.
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Shams! order, and Iltutnmh’s son-in-law. At first there was a procla-
mation of his accession to the throne but il was almost immediately
after repudiated. Izzuddin did not resent the repudiation

; instead, he
joined the other nobles in the deliberations for the selection of
Baliram’s successor.

(3) Alauddin Masud was chosen king because he was the oldest
of the princes. Nasiruddin bom iu 626 A H. = 1229 A.D. was only
a boy of thirteen and Jalaluddin Masud was still younger.

(4) So long as Alauddin Masud ruled wisely, he was su poorted
by the nobles including Izzuddin. When he turned to evil ways and
took to killing the rrvtliks, the nobles turned against him and replaced
him by Nasiruddin.

(5) Nasiruddin, a youth in his teens, was chosen, firstly, because
he had proved successful as governor in Bahraich

; and, secondly, be
cause the nobles still held to the policy of selecting a member of lltut-
mish’s family as their king and thus they obviated the chances of any
struggle among themselves.



ECONOMIC WEALTH AND PROSPERITY AS DEPICTED

BY KALIDASA.

1

By Bhagwat Saran Upadhyaya

The reader of ihe works of Kalidasa is struck by the prosperous
condition of the people which is most lavishly attested by innumerable
allusions of economic nature. It must be noted, however, that since

he refers only to the rich section of the society his description cannot

always be accepted as depicting the state of the common people.
Yet from what one reads in his works one is over-

General Prosperity whelmed with the evidence of opulence and plenty.

Big mansions with their many-storeyed roofs, raised

attic rooms, balconies and terraces were a common sight along both
sides of streets. To many of these houses and for the general use of

S
coplc outside (bahintpaomia) were attached luxuriously laid out
ns where flowers and olams of every season were grown in abun-
: in the lovely beds ot the rich Indian soil. The wealth of pre-

cious stones was not only a source of income to the state but in most
cases also satisfied the tastes of the luxury-loving rich who put them
to different uses in life. Food was rich and wine was much in use.

Trade flourished and the caravans of merchants by land and Sartka-

vahas by sea poured Forth immense wealth got in trade (Vtinijya).

Trade routes were much frequented. Cities, numerous in the land,
were noisy and thickly thronged by people. Shops lined both sides

of the highway and rich customers moved to and fro making their

£

urchases in tne crowded bazars where articles, big and small, were
capcd in piles from all lands with which India carried on her brisk

trade. We shall now survey below the economic state of the people
under specific heads.

The following were the sources of the national wealth. Agri-
culture1 was the main source of the sustenance of

National Wealth, people as also of the land revenue for the state.

Pastures" yielded grass for crorcs* of cows and other
cattle. Ferries* paid were considerable

; trade and commerce brought

i. This paper forms a chapter of the author’s forthcoming book : Indin as

Depicted in H’orij o/ KMidisa. 2. Meghadtita, PCtrva, 16.

3 . rtrt Raghwamia, XVI. t. 4. n. Ibid.. II. 49.

5. Kumdrasambhava, VIII. 34; Raghu., XVI. »,
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in much riches, and forests yielded elephants for warfare and ivory.

Exhaustively worked mines* yielded precious stones and metals, dia-

monds, marbles and gold. Seasr were the source of pearls, couches,

various shells (Sukli) and corals, and so v/ere certain rivers’ the source

of pearls and their sands that of gold-dust" (kanakasi/tata).

The wide expanse of the land which brought enormous revenue

to the coffers of the state and fed the swelling masses of the country,

teached the shores of the seas. Many crops10 (iasya) were cultivated

and grown. The following is a record of the vari-

Agriculturc. ous grains referred to by Kalidasa as sown and har-

vested in the Indian soil Wheat, barley.” another

kind of small sprouts of barley, 11
' paddy 11 of various sorts, sugar-canes'*

and saffron.
1® The above were extensively sown and harvested in

soil fitted to their cultivation. Thus the Punjab and uplands of the

U.P. grew wheat and barley, while Bihar, the low-lying plains of

Bengal and the southern plateau, paddy. We read ol many kinds of

paddy sown, namely tali," Kalavia," and Brlfti. A particular area of

land in Kashmir produced the precious saffron.
,s Sugar-canes yielded

various processes (vili&ra) of sugar1* (gutfavikara). We read of die

pleasant aroma rising from the recently tilled fields of the province

of Mala. 80

There were other auxiliaries of agriculture. Oxen were utilized

to till the soil; and bulls/ 1 mules8 - and camels 13 were
beasts of burden. Pastures8

* particularly on the

low-lying hills, yielded rough grass for the sheep

Auxiliaries of

Agriculture

6. Raghu., III. iB, XVII. 66. XVIII. 22; Malimkapiimitra, V. 18.

7. Raghu., III. 9. IV. 50, X. 30, 85, XIII. 13, 17; Rtusariiharo, III. 4;

MSI., I. G.

8. Raghu., IV. 50. 9. Stcgbaiuta, Uttara, 4.

to. Raghu., X. 59. XVII. 66.

11. ( o*-<ommcntator) Raghu., VII. 27.

12. inrs xlbid.. X. 43, XIII. 49: Ku., VII. 17.

13. Raghu., IV. ao, 37 Rtv., 111., i, 10,16, IV. 1,7,18. V. 1.16.

14. Raghu., IV. ao; Rfti., V. i,iS; Sahuniala, p. 224.

15. Raghu., IV. 67; Blti., IV. 2. V. g, VI. 4,12.

16. Raghu., IV. 20; Riu., III. 1.10.16, IV. 1.7, i3
.
V. 1.16.

17. Raghu., IV. 37. 18. Ibid., IV. G7.

19 . Rtu„ V. 16. *o. Af .P., 16.

21. IV. 22. 22. ->1* Ibid., V. 32.

23
. '-slbid, 2i. Ibid.. XVI. 2.
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which supplied the nation with warm wool2
’ (palrovtia). Catile were

fed in these pastures. SeiuM has been used both by Kalidasa21 and
Kautilya** in two senses, firstly, in the sense of irrigation, and secondly,
in that of building bridges suggesting a yield in ferries. While con-
veying the latter sense, however, both use the term Setubmdha**

Varta* was the rearing of the cattle. The pas-

Pasture. tures yielded excellent fodder for the bulls, oxen
and the cows. Wc read of crores" of cows forming

the national weal ill. Also the meadows furnished fodder for the
horses, catile, mules and the camels.

The chief occupations of the people were the following

:

agriculture (dealt with above): metal-working, done by goldsmiths
and other artisans ;* weaving, which produced cotton ami silk fine

enough to be blown away by die breath3’ as also canvas-like cloth
thick and strong enough to serve for tents

i

3
' trade,"3 arms :

M
fish-catch-

ing." sailors' work3* and other ways of living by the net,’
0 government

service,*“ teaching of line arts,
41 die priesthood,' 2 music and dancing,

”

gardening, 44 fowler's work," masons' work 4 " and the like.

25. nar’ Mtil, V. ty. ibid., p. 105 ; gufsW Ka., VII. 25.

*6. Itaghu., XVI. 3 .

37. Ibid., cf. ibid., IV. 38; Am.. VIII. 34-

28. Arthaiaitn. Book III. Cl>. 8; and'Book VII. Cb. 14.

»g. A'u., viii. 34; Rpghu., xvL 33; AvthalStifti, Book III. Ch. 3.

30. Rngh ir., xvi. ». 31. Ibid., ii. 49.

32. fbfaj MdL, p. 4.

3S- Ibid., v. .11.49.63.73. vii. 9. \i. «i-. xiii. 79, xvi. 55, 73; Vik
, p. 1* 1.

34. nft* Mai, I. 17. 35. si'qcflT: linghtr., xvii. 6a.

36. $Ak., p. 183. 87. 'far Ibid.

3B. wMAlUd.
39. The army, minister' and other employees of die Government.

40. Mai., p. 17.

41 . <rs»i«<nS*r«ci Sdk., p. 183.

42. Courtezans.

43. M.P., 26.

44 . Mv p- 56 -

43. Raghu., xvi. 38.

46. Ibid., iii. 18, xvii. 66, xviii. 22; M&L, V. 18.
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From frequent allusions to mines4 ’ and their yields ivc learn that

ij. . i they were exhaustively worked and produced pre-

Minerals
cious stones and metals and other minerals.

The following are the precious stones" (mani)
named by the poet : uijra'* (diamond), padmar&ga,'* pusparaga,' 1

mahanila” or iudranila

,

3J inarakata“ (emerald), vaidurya,1* sphalikau
(crystals), manaSil#’ (marbles), sitryakanta‘ > (sun glass) and candra-

kanta" (moon-glass). The two last named were respectively sun and
moon gems resembling crystals. The latter was supposed to ooze out
water in drops at the touch of the beams of die moon*" whereas the
former received, like a sunglass, from die sun the flame that fell

upon and destroyed wood.'01 This refers to the well-known fact that

the rays of the sun received and transmitted by the sun glass to a
piece of wood beneath it burnt it. This disc of crystal was not a
fabulous stone with fabulous properties, as some" 1 imagine, but was
a kind of glass lens and it shows that Indians were not ignorant of
the properties of this glass or crystal when Kalidasa wrote his
A bijndua Sakuntala." The following metals were drawn from the
mines

:
gold" (stiver# . heme, hoanya, kanaka, kancata and drauida)

sand or dust of gold 1' 1 (kmtahaaihalS), which yielded most of die orna-
mems, silver'

0
(mjata), copper*’ (lamia) and iron ore” (ayas). from

which the necessaries ol war and other requirements produced by
cast-iron-like hammer* (ayogham) were cast and fashioned. We read
or a certain other metal, perhaps mica, manganese or glass from which
looking glasses’" were manufactured Other products of the mines
and mountains have also bccen mentioned : sindura 11 (ted lead).

47 - RcrIiu.. iii. 18. xvii. 53. 59, xviii. 43, xix. 45; Kit., viii. 75: M.V., 4.16;
MdL, V. 18.

48. Reghu., vL 19. 49. Ibid., xviii. 33. 59.
50. Ibid., xviii. 32. 51. ibid. 4a.

5a. Ibid., xiii. 54, xvi. 69; M.P., 46, M.U., 14. 33. M.U., 13.

54. An., L 24. vii. 10; M.U.. 13; Rtu., ii. 5.

55. Raghu., xiii. fig: An., vi. 4a; 16.

5fi. An., vl. 38. 57 .
Raghu., xi. at; SaA., II. 7.

58. M.U., 7. 59. ibid.. 60. Sak., II. 7.
6i. Wilson, in his edition of the work. 6a. II. 7.

63. An., vii. 50; Raghu.. i. 10,30. ii. 36. iv. 70, v. a,a9. vi. 79; M.V., 4.16.
64. Af.P., 4. (perhaps also from sand, of a river). 65. Rtu., ii. 13.
66- An., i. 44 ,

vi. 51. 67. Raghu.. xiv. 33. 68. Ibid.
69. Ilnd.. xiv. 37. xvii. 26, xix. 28.30; Au., vii. 22.36, viii. 11; Sak.. VII. 32.

7
w-

1

''
' ** 7 >- Raghu., vi. 53. vii. fl; Au., vi 51; £iu.. iv.

17; Mdl.
t IIL 5.
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marutbJUd’* (realgar) used in various cosmetic preparations, gairika"
(dhaluraga, dhdturasa, dkaturenu), a kind of red stone yielding colour,

and laileya,
1 * a stone secretion (fluid) containing strong medicinal

properties, much used in the preparation of Ayurvedic tonics, mostly
used in metabolic diseases. We have no comprehensive mention of

specific rocks, yet stray allusions furnish the following kinds of them,
namely, sild

"

meaning all simple rocks of granite and sandstone, crystal-

line rocks.’
0 perhaps also including marble (mwiisila) and a kind of

red stone. 7’—gem (adrigairika).

The river Tamraparrii of the Pandya country ol the south and
the Indian ocean have been noted by the poet for

Yields of the their precious and useful yields. Seas ’4 have been
Marine sources. considered the womb which yielded precious gems’*

(ralna). They yielded, besides, pearls8* (mukta),
conch-shells41 (lanftha-yutham) discovered in lots and so commonly
used in peace and war, shells

91
(.iiikti— vernacular sipij and corals"

(vidruma). The river Tamrapanu has been referred to as a prolific

source of pearls.
1

' It may be noted that this source continues to

yield pearls even now.
The wild extensively growing forests yielded, besides building

timber and fuel, the sacred skin of the rum,*1 k\jnasara deer, and
other valuable skins40

(ajtnaral’ia. perhaps of die tiger and the lcopord),

musk*’ (mrganabhi) obtained from the navel of the roaming deer,

lac4 " (lakfd), furnishing women with their various dyes, and the yak
tail

9
* (camari) so commonly used as a symbol of royalty and serving

p as a fly-wliisk. I'he elephants were caught as a state
forests. monopoly70 from the forests of Kaliriga01 and
Kamarup.*, They have been associated also with Anga." The

7*. Raghu., xii. Bo; Ku., i. 55.

73. Raghu., Jv. 71, v. 44,7a; Ku., I. 7. vi. 51: M.U., 4*.

74. Raghu., vi. 51; Ku., i. 55. 75. M.U., 4a.

76. Rtf'* Raghu., xiii. 69; Ku., vi. 4*; M.U., 16.

77. M.U., 42, Raghu., v. 72. 78. Raghu., iii. 9, x. 30,85.

79. ibid., vi. 14,79; M.V., 5,

80. Raghu.. xiii. 17, xix. 45: Ku., vii. 10; Mai., 1 . 6.

81. Raghu., xiii. 13: R(u„ iii. 4. 8*. Raghu., xiii. 17; Mai, I. 6.

83. Raghu., vi. 16,31. 84. Ibid., iv. 50. 85. Ibid., iii. 31.

86. Ibid, iv. 65. 87. ibid., 74; Rtu., vi. 12. S8. Rtu., vi. 13.

89. Ku., i. 13. 90. Raghu., xvi. 2.

91. Ibid., iv. 40. 9»- Ibid., 83.

93. fww qvrv-.Ibid.. vi 27.
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stale monopoly of catching elephants also suggests that perhaps these

forests which yielded elephants were preserved. It may be noted

that Kautilya refers to preserved forests of elephants.*1 It may also be

noted that Kalidasa makes elephants exempt from being shot at on
the spout.’0 These elephants were utilized in times of war and they

formed one of the four rraditional columns of an Indian army.**

When they were dead tiieir tusks1' 1 fetched high prices in the market
of ivory. The forests also yielded building material for the river-

canoes* and die coastal rowing boats’" and the inland 1** and sea-

going'01 vessels for war 1®* and trade. 11” The Himalayan mountains,
besides yielding mineral dusts'*’ of various kinds, grew the

Sdla'"' and deuadarum which produced raisin (niryasa, ksira), the

source of important oil. Further the wildly growing trees of the

Malaya produced spices like cardamom 1** (eld), cloves1" (lavanga), and
black pepper110 (mat lea), as also betel leaves110 (l&mbulavalli). Then
there were the yields of fruit-trees in forests and orchards. The
coastal countries produced cocoanuis and other palms and nuts des-

cribed elsewhere. 111 Sandal was also obtained from the sandal

forests' 11 of the Malaya valley.

Trade and commerce (vanijam)*'* flourished briskly as may be
t j gathered from references to busy trade carried on•r I j garnered trom reterences to busy trade carried on

r
" L " by princely merchants who flooded the country with

a flow of wealth”* (dharisaral}) and who were ad-
dressed by the kind with considerable deference.” 1 There were two
trade routes,110 those of die land and the sea. Raghu prefers the land-

•94 - A’thalistra, Book VII. Ch. 14.

95- Raghu., ix. 74 N>wn Ibid., v. 50.

§6. Ibid.. Iv. 30,40; vi. 54-

97 . •pn Ibid., v. 72, 'r.’i’n 'pt Ibid., xvii. 21.

98 .
Tore Ibid., ij. gg. Ibid., iv. 31. xiv. 30, xvi. 57, 63 , xvii. 81.

too. Ibid., xiv. 30. ioi. Raghu iv. 71.

103. Sck.. p. jig. 104. Raghu.
,
iv. 71. 105. Ibid.. L 33.

106. M.V., 44. 107. Rcghu., iv. 47.
108. Ku., viii. 25; Raghu., vi. 57. log. Rafihu- iv, 46.
110. Ibid- iv. 42, vi. ^ 1 'J‘ 49-

111. Ibi<L. iv. 42. way* 57. tlt. 112. Ibid., 48, 51.

113. Mil., I. 17. 114. Vih., IV. 13.

“5- &*•. p. 219. 116. «tr* Raghu., v. 41.
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1

route, 11 T (sthalavartmana) to sca-rouie. This shows chat there was a
sea-route, besides, to reach the Persians which he forsook from some
consideration, may be religious as the commentator suggests. 1 ’*

For a conqueror who had overrun the entire country proceeding by
the land, reference afresh to taking journey by land in the middle of
his conquest would mean nothing unless we suppose 'hat there was a
sea-route also on the shove leading from Trikuta. It was here that
the two routes bifurcated. Probably from here people embarked on
sea voyages for Persia, and other places by ship, it may be further
noted that Bharukacca was a flourishing sea-port in tire vicinity.

The great land-route which ran from one end of the country' to the
other was variously known as rnahapatha/” r&iapatha,m and narendra-
marge'" (great highway or royal highway). The inland trade was very
brisk as is attested by the Mfilavikdgnim itra

1 ’"-

although the highways
at certain danger zones were not altogether free from danger of
robbers'” and we read of occasional cases of plunder of the caravans’21

being reported to the king. The inland trade-route of India may
have been otic indicated by die southward march of Raghu in course
of his conquest.’ 3 * Aja's march to the country of the Bhojas (Berar)
was perhaps another route leading to south-mid-lndia.’2" A third
was perhaps one taken by the cloud-messenger in the Meghaduta,"’
but litis route can be accepted only with some modification. UjjayinI
must have, for example, lain on the highway to the north although in

one which the cloud-messenger takes it lies oft the way and the mes-
senger has to bend his course 1” in order to reach die poet's pleasant
resort. The cloud naturally should have taken a direct course to the

north, die dense forests or high mountains having been no barriers to
its flight overhead. But for a tradesman or a pedlar these would have

C
roved unsurmountable barriers. The route, therefore, probably
ad UjjayinI also lying on it.

The existence of the seaborne trade is attested by ample evidence.
We have already shown that there was a sailing route to Pets ia by
sea which Raghu preferred to leave perhaps because of religious consi-

derations. The people of the Vahga country arc said to have possessed

117. Ibid., iv. 60. 118. Ibid. gqg«iTg frenwWa m:
ng. Ku., vii. 3. 120. Raghu., xiv. 30.

121 . Ibid., 67 .

122. *3 ftftrl u«mt Mil., p. g8, I. 17.

1*3. Ibid., V. 10. 124 . miwt hf'*!: Ibid. P. 98 .

125. Raghu., iv. 126. Ibid. v. 127. Meghaduta.

128. W: c*i e?fii ««?: Tfiatmetmnti Ibid., p. 27 .
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warships. 11 * Of course, this reference is to ferrying in the inland

waterways. From other records we gather that India kept a commer-
cial intercourse with Ceylon and the neighbouring islands ol Burma
and China, especially the islands of Java and Bali. Kalidasa men-

tions canoes, ,tu rowing coastal boats’" of various kinds, one of them

having a structure like a canopy"-' (vimana) worthy of the state of a

king. There were sea-going vessels which occasionally even sustained

a wreckage.'*1
Ill an important passage Kalidasa refers to merchants

making sea voyages for the purposes of commerce."* The first

seventeen verses of die thirteenth canto of the Raghuvamia are no

doubt descriptive of a sea voyage. In his phrase a dvifmnlara occuring

in the Raghuvamsa, VI, 57, the poet directly refers to the spice

islands.
131 The China-silk13* imported in India might have more pro-

bably come by the sea-route.

The trade of India may be described under the headings imports

and exports, I he articles mentioned below were those received from

I

other countries. A kind of silk came from China
mpo and was known as Clnaihsuha'” The westerners'”

(bdicdi)dh), both Persians'”' and Greeks,"' have been mentioned by

t lie poet as cavaliers (ttsvasddhandh). Ii is natural that fine horses

were imported from the west. Kalidasa mentions an excellent breed

ol Vaniytc"* steeds in use in India. Kau|ilya" : also mentions Vanayu
as celebrated for its horses. Van&yii has been identified by Nundo
Lai Dey with Arabia." 3 Arabia is noted for its breed of horses.

Horses also came Irom Kamboja,"* eastern Afghanistan Cloves also

came from oilier islands"1 as to-day.

We arc not sure as to which were the articles of export. But
it may be surmised that the surplus of the grain

Export. market, precious products of the mines and pearls,

India always having been famous for her fisheries

129
,

•ffalW^raiTT'l Raghu., iv. 36. 130. Ibid., i. 2.

•S«. Ibid., iv. 3G, xiv. 30. 132. •flffln.* Ibid., xvi. 68.

133. p 219. 13* Ibid.

135
.

ibirasr^iwxi^D
;
Raghu., vL 57.

136. Ku., vii. 3: Salt., I. 30. 137. Ibid.

138. Raghu., iv. 6a.. 139. ibid., 60-65.

M°- Mai, p. 101. 141. Raghu., v. 75.

142. Arthaidstra, Book II. ch. 30.

143. The Geographical Dictionary 0/ Ancient and Medieval India

,

p. 22.

144. Raghu., iv. 69.70. , 45 , Jbid., vi. 57.
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and ivory,14" were exported to foreign lands. The famous spices" 7

of India, besides, must have been a coveted delicacy in those countries
which did not produce them and with which India carried on trade.
Since clothes Of all seasons were extensively used which were woven
with the finest fibres capable of being blown away by breath, wc may
infer that cloth was also exported. It may be noted that Pliny refers

to such import of cloth into Rome from India.
We have referred to briskness of inland trade. Kalidasa refers

to mineral resources of Kamarupa"* (the hilly tracts

Inland Trade of Assam) which yielded gems in a large quantity.
lie has also mentioned mines"’ existing at several

places. Then he refers also to the the pearl-fisheries in the Tamra-
parnPw and the Indian Ocean. These gems, pearls and other
yields of the sea like the couch-shells, other shells (iukla) and corals

must have been carried and sold in distant markets of India where
there was a demand for them. Elephants in die same manner might
have reached other corners of India from Kaliiiga, 141 Anga 14 * and
Kaniarupa.’5* It may he interesting to note that Kalihgn has also
been mentioned by Kautilya' 4 * as the source ol elephants. In the
town die market place’

4 '
(vij/ani) was crowded with people who came

for making purdiases. Ni/ifkraya Ls the word used for purchasing.'*'

Big shops line both sides of die highway,1* As far other shops,

wc read of those of liquor. 14* Upon the road people passed to and
fro selling their articles and making their purchases, while down on
the river boats plied and ferries ran.16’ 1 lie market road was called
npc.namarga. 16 ' Thus the inland as well as foreign trade was a busy
concern of the Indian merchants. And although to the ordinary citi-

zen crossing of the sea waves might have been forbidden as Mallinatha's

gloss on a phrase"' would prove, tradesmen always made sea voyages 14 ’

and braved all the dangers of the ocean. We read of a great commer-

H 6. Ibid, vi. 57.

147. Ibid., iv. 46.47; Ku., viii. *5. 148. Raghu., iv. 84.

149. Ibid., iii. 18, xvii. 66. xviii. aa; Mol-, V. 18. 150. /fng/iu., iv. 50.

151. Ibid., iv. 40, vi. 54. 15a. Ibid., vi. 27.

153. Ibid, iv. 83. 154. Arthaiastva, Book II. Ch. 2.

* 55 - Raghu., xvi. 41; Mai., pp. 33,80. 156. RaRhu., iL 55. v. aa.

•57 - Ibid, xiv. 30. 158. rnffjirj'w Sak., p. 188.

'59- Wt* Raghu., xiv. 30. 160. Ku.. vii. 55.

1G1. Raghu., iv. 60. *r<] irsar*!
1
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162. Sah.j p. 219.
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rial magnate of Hastinapura suffering a great shipwreck in the

Abhijdana Sakuntala.' 91 The trade routes had been ordinarily made
so secure on land from robbers and on sea from pirates that the poet
applauds : "Caravans wandered at case over mountains as if their

own houses, over rivers as il wells, and over forests as though
gardens." 1 " Titus the inland trade as well as the shipping and mari-

time activities added a fair harvest of wealth to the national income.
Such a high state of trade presupposes the existence of money

transactions. Coins in this regard become indispensable and we knots1

that they were received and counted. 105 In their absence die count-

Cn'n Vci h-'
'n8 wealth to the extent of fourteen crores could

- . j \ (

c 8 ’

1,01 have possibly conveyed any sense. It is in

their light and terms that wealtlt to the extent of
fourteen crores 10* were carried on hundreds of mules and camels.1”
Suvarna"8 and Nifka 119

(dimia=tluuirius of die Roman Emperors)
were the current coins of the country and wc have reference to a
hundred gold coins111 called najatnas. There must have been other
lesser coins of silver and alloy copper current in the country to which,
however, Kalidasa docs not make a specific reference. He mentions
weighing balances' 11 (hdd) at several places. A measuring rod'11

(rnanadanflah) has also been alluded to. Thus prices in a market
were paid in terms of money and sale-goods, linuid or otherwise, were
sold in weighed quantity and articles like cloth with raeasureable
length were measured out with a measuring rod when sold.

1'seful arts and crafts were pursued and skilful artisans followed
their respective specialized callings. Metals were

Ar Crates worked and articles of the finest designs finished by
master goldsmiths. Gold was tested in fire.

!Ta

Ornaments were worn in abundance and so their making also must
necessarily have occupied artisans'14 (iilpin). The use of ornaments

163. Ibid., p. a 19.

164 . owlftR 1

« <wM* Wfffga ifts n Raghu., xvii. 64.

165 .
wiwra rq»n .foA., p. sig.

166 .
qffa'iBfli Raghu., v. *i.
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171 . flw Raghu., viiL 15, xix. 8.50: Ku., v. 34.
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as decorative embellishments have been extensively made in contem-
poraneous and earlier sculptures or Muttra and other places and
paintings of Ajama. Ornaments of gold and precious stones of vari-

ous designs, as warranted elsewhere,1,4 are a conclusive proof of the

fact that much fine work of jewellery was successfully executed. Of
ornaments requiring uncommon skill were the girdle (mekhald)/71

of which an endless variety in designs is mentioned by Kalidasa and of

which scores ol excellent patterns we sec exhibited in the Muttra
Museum, and the armlets' 5

' (luyura, ahgada) of which again the |x>et

has mentioned several varieties the likes of which are exhibited in

sculpture at Muttra." 6 Ear-ornaments for earlobes were sometimes
designed after lotuses."" Varnished gold"" was hammered out into

the shape of several beautiful jewels. Rings of various designs were
made of which one bore the impression of a serpent. 1 * 1 Sometimes the

same had the name of its owner engraved191 on it. Then there was
the setting of jewels in ornaments of gold. 1 '" The long handle of a

flywhist was set with jewels."' There were those skilled artisans who
worked in precious stones, made holes in diamonds, 14 *' cut191 and gave
them and other gems' 6

' new lustre.
164

It seems that in order to

render the gems more shining new deep lines were drawn 180 (ullikhila)

on them which work was that of actual engraving or cutting. When
precious stones like diamond were first dug out ol mines they were

175. Social India as Depicted by K5iid.ua (by the auditor), vol. II-

8- PP- 489 f-

176. Mil., p. 59. etc.

177. Vide author s Social India as Depicted by Kalidasa in J.B.H.U., vol. II.

3. PP . 489 H.

178. Muttra Museum. 179. M.U. 9.

180 . t«r»rn>TTHr«-. Pi*., 1. 15.

181 . nfati«( Mil., pp. 4.69.

182. &nh., p. i8e.

183. Mil, V. 18.

184 .
AI.P., S5.TiF*st*i "^r: Mai., V. 18.

185. Rag/iu., vi. 19: *wf Ibid., i. 4, nngfir^lbid., vi. 14; enfir'
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4 Sa*., II. 10.

186 . Sak., vi. 6; Rag/iu., iii. 18.

188. Rag/iu., iii. 18, Sak., vi. C,

189. Rag/iu., xvL 38.
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cleaned and cut, which was endowing them with a samskira and
making diem samskxta. There were masons or workeis in scone. 51' 1

There were, besides, black-smiths working in iron, healing102 and
melting it and turning it into steel

10* with the help of a steel hammer1**

(ayoghana) There again, were weavers who prepared cloth fine

enough to be blown away with die breath.'01 Sculptors carving

images'00 and potters making terracotta toys1*1 were excellent masters

of their art. Besides there were those artisans who made instruments

oE music which was a commonly cultivated art. The guild system

seems to have prevailed in the field of various trades

Guild of Artisans, (filpisahghuh). The guild was a corporation of

artisans practising the same trade. We read of a

guild of architects in die Raghvvamia ,a, and of die chief of a guild in

the Abhijndna Sokuntala.*' We also read of the NaigamasSM and the

Srcs|hl
f

,w technical terms used to denote respectively representatives

of various trade guilds and the chief of the guild of city merchants.

'I'he guild was called a .viiighn and its chief a Jrefthin.

We hate a reference to die banking and deposit in the works of

an mg an
is wlial is deposited with another in trust, and

CP°SU ' with die object of taking it back. Nxvi is what
remains after deducting all the expenditure already incurred and ex-

cluding all revenue to be realized. It is thus the net balance. Wc
learn from inscriptions that guilds served in ancient India as banks
leceiving deposits and advancing loans of money.10*

The population of India was mainly composed of the Aryan des-

cendants living peacefully and pursuing their res-

Population. pcctivc callings. Foreigners like Persians10* and
Greeks101

also lived on die north-west frontiers.
808

Kalidasa. He speaks of and ttivi. i\'ilt-

fepa is what is deposited with another in trust, and

190. Ibid. xiv. jj.

191 .
(etymology) ibid.

192. Ibid. 19$. fii:W**rft*«^Ibid., xvf. 43.

194. Ibid., xvi. 39, xvii. 36; MJ, 33,34.

199. Sak., p. 247. 196. frfant’wrxvi. 38.

197 .
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Hunas**’ and Kambojas*01 were also residents oF the same quarters.

Then there were the mountaineer tribes of the Pulindas iv* and the

semi-civilized Kirdta.i,,t and Utsavasai\ketas : “
of the Himalayan forests.

Besides these there were other foresters*1* also. It was mainly a class

of this forest population that lived on free booting and waylaying the
travellers. Such an instance of robbery is furnished by the Malayikagni -

mitra'" The Hindu population lived in the provinces or kingdoms
named in lire 4th and the Gih cantos of the Unghuvamia. They may
be mentioned below : the eastern provinces*11 (bcunutyan jatiapaddn)
inhabited by the Sulnnas.11 ' Vangas,314 Utkalas!lT and Kalifigas;s,, the

southern dwellers of the Malava valley*11 and the Papayas: 1™ the west-

erners of the Aparanta*’ 1 and the Kcrabs ; and die inhabitants of

Magadha,881 Ahga.~‘ Avanti,*13 Anupa.:!D Surasena,*2’ Vidarbha.-’
Kosala71' and Lanka-’" (Ceylon ?). (The above provinces and peoples

have already been identified.131
)

Besides the above, Kalidasa refers to

the imaginary dwellers of the heights of the Himalayas tailed the

Yak?asJ"or Guhyakas,31* Kinnaras,-* 1
or Kirhpuru$as

1

“a* A4vanni-

khyasMI and the Gandharvas.201 These were the reHections in litera-

ture of the popular belief and naturally physically non-existent. Sur-

plus population was settled in newly formed villages
23' to which

people migrated from over-populated areas.

We have thus seen above diat die age of the poet was one of

I

, , affluence, plenty and luxury. The economic pros-

perity may be well instanced in the description

given of Ayodhya and kimdinapura in the Raghu-
Vftthia

1" and ol Alaka in the Meghadula,’ 1' In Ayodhya there were
streets lined with rich shops and the Sarayu was filled with rowing
boats.
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We have already spoken of the household elsewhere.3* 1
It

will be worth while to rccapitualate Lite same here

Tire Househould below. Places o£ kings were enormous establish-

ments thronged 2 ' 1 with people coming in and going
out. They were richly built, highly decorated with auspicious and
beautiful paintings and were fitted with several inner and outer apart-

ments. Houses of the rich were many-storeyed buildings to which
were attached pleasure gardens and tanks. 1 hese houses, particularly

the tanks, had beautiful, and sometimes even crystalline, flights of
steps. ’Hie courtyards of palaces and rich mansions were paved with
crystalline slabs of stone. Mansions had also attic rooms, balconies

and terraces. Luxury-loving kings had summer-houses to shelter from
the summer heat called iamttdrag[ha. Houses were further furnished
with water-fountains and pipes and in the hot weather rich people
passed the hours of heat in cool rooms fitted widi benches of costly

stones. They used the sandal paste in summer in profusion which
gave them a cooling effect.

Within the house there moved to and fro people wearing loose

flying garments of the most artistic patterns, sometimes having the

forms of flamingoes woven in their texture. The fine-fibred clothes

capable of being blown away with the breath were those naturally

used in summer and the heavy warm woollen ones during the winter
season. People had dresses suitable for both day and night. Several

oils
1 * 8 were used. The oil of Ingudi was used both for head 2 *' as

well as lor die purposes of burning lamps.**

The utensils of the household of kings and nobles were made of

gold2 '" and precious stones. We have already given a complete list

elsewhere'* 2 of the items of furniture used in an Indian house.
The domestic cattle were well looked after. The cow was vene-

rated. She yielded the nourishing milk, curds, butter and clarified

butter. The items of food have already been dicussed at length
elsewhere. 8**

Thus wc find that Kalidasa gives a vivid picture of the wealdi and
prosperity of Lhc people of India of the time when he lived and wrote,

and when wealth reckoned in hundreds of millions coins and sterling
was borne on hundreds of mules and camels.
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A NOTE ON SANTHATA

By I. B. Horner

There arc several words in ihc Vinaya ilie exact meaning of which
is hard to determine, but, because they refer to things or practices allow-

able or not allowable to monks, they merit some discussion. For, any
approach to precision in translating Pali words is an approach to a
better understanding of the daily life of the monks, and thus to a

greater comprehension of the significance of the rules which were
designed or evolved to control dieir behaviour in daily life. Such a

word is santhata.

As the past participle of santharati (=s<mr-|-.5T), which is usually

taken to mean to spread, to strew." santhata occurs at c.g. D. ii. 160,

of flowers, and Sn. 401, (368, of a bed
;
and also in the stock phrase,

dhamani-santhata-gatla, having the limbs strewn with veins (e.g. Vin.

iii. 8R, 147), said of an emaciated person who has the veins showing
all over the body.

But as a noun (neuter), santhata appears, with the exception of

a passage at Vv. 63. 5, the commentary on which describes it as a tim-
santharaka, mat or couch, made of grass, to be peculiar not only to the

Vinaya, but to a particular portion of it, namely, to Nissaggivas XI—XV.
The Nissaggiya rules are those which have as the penalty for infringe-

ment, confession or expiation of the offence, picittiya, and forfei-

ture, nissaggiya, of the article in respect of which the offence was com-
mitted. In Nissaggiyas XI - XV the forfeiture required was that of

a santhata.

The word, as used in the Vinaya, means a rug or a mat or a sheet.

The P.E.D., which gives ‘rug or mat,” says (hat Kern considers the

spelling to be santata. So does B. C. Law, History of Pali Literature,

i. 53, n., where he says that it means "a rug or mat.” E. J. Thomas,
History of Buddhist Thoueht, p. 19 has “rug." Vinaya Texts l *4

translates the one word as though it stood for a choice of two, "rug or

mat," and also as “rug." Huber translates the satiu'ara of the Pati-

mokklia of the Sarvastivadins (/. As. 1913, p. 497) as "couverture."

Satis Chandra Vidyabhustna translates by ' mat'’ (So-sor-thar pa, p.

30). Childers only gives santhata as the past participle of santharati.

I11 view of the fact that there arc othei words for rug. mat, sheet,

carpet and so on, the problem before us is to find some differentiating

feature peculiar to the kind of nig or mat called santhata, the paru-

41—8
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t ular characteristic in virtue of which it was so named. It will be
necessary, in trying to solve this problem, to discover die true implica-

tion of the verb santhnrati, especially as this is used in the Suttavi-

bhahga's Old Commentary on the Patimofckha rules in defining the

noun sanlhala.

Let us first, however, look at Nissaggivas XI — XV themselves and
see what t!ie internal evidence suggests. In Nissaggiya XI, it is an
offence for a monk to have a sanlhala made mixed with silk. A sheet,

rug or mat could all be made mixed with silk. Offences of expiation

involving forfeiture are also committed by a monk if he has a sanlhala

made of nothing but black sheep's wool (Nissag. XII), which suggests

a rug rather than a sheet, and was a practice apparently indulged in

by the laity ; if he has a sanlhala made of colours not in the right andK'bed pioponions (Nissag. XIII), which again supports the "rug"
esis : or if he does not make a sanlhala last for six years at least

(Nissag. XIV), after having asked, as staled in the story, for sheep’s

wool for making it. Although the material of which a sanlhala was
made is not mentioned in the rule of Nissag. XIV, ii may be deduced
irom the story that the reference here is to one made of wool. And
this points to "vug" rather than to "sheet.” In any case, it would be
hazardous to predict whether a sheet or a tug were the more likely

to last for six years in the tropics.

The evidence from these Nissaggivas appears to l»c on the side

of nig or mat. The sanlhalas were made of wool (XII - XIV), of a

mixture oi colours and were to last for six years. Only from Nissag-

giya XI do we learn that the monks had the idea of making sanlhalas

mixed with silk ; and a sheet made mixed with silk is as possible as a

rug or mat made mixed with silk. Yet it is not said that the laity

made iheir sanlhalas of this material. Had they been said to have
done so, the evidence for sheet would have been stronger, for many
of them were wealthy and luxurious, and would doubtless have had
sheets of the finest materials. What is said is that the laity had their

sanlhalas made of pure black sheen's wool (Vin. iii. 1125), and they

claim to have made them last for hve or six years. Besides, there is

the word paccatthara<ia=pali, < pace/ on. against, with the sense of pro-
tecting against 1 -\-aliliarana, a covering, sheet or bed-clothing. And
there is also ultarattharatya (e.g. Vin. iii. 212) which the Vinaya Com-

1. At Vin. i. 295 die use of a nisldana is allowed to protect the body,
robe* and lodging! against being soiled. But it turned nut to be too small to

protect the whole lodging, and .1 paceaUbatana was allowed, and might be
made ai laige as required.
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mcniarv (VA. 665
, 776) describes as a peccattharana and as a thing

that may be spread, altharitabbaka, upon a couch or chair. Had
"sheet" been intended, one or other oi these two words would have
been used instead of santhala, for they were at hand and occur in the
Vinaya itself and not merely in Buddhaghosa’s commentary. Thus,
such evidence as the Vinaya provides in the santhala Nissaggiyas, and
elsewhere, )x>int.s in the direction of "rug' rather than of sheet. But
as yet we are not in a position to ascribe any characteristic leature

to santhala.

Nissaggiya XV introduces a fun her complication. Its “rule"
states that il a monk is having a new nisidanu-sanlhala made, lie must
take a piece From all round an old santhala in order to disfigure the

new nisidanasanthala. Nisldana is a piece of cloth for sitting on, and
il is so called if it has a border (i'in. iii. 232, iv. 123, 171). The exact

purport of the compound uishlanasanthattt cannot be so well gauged
from speculations as to the nature ol Lite compound : whether it is

Dvanda, Tatpuvusa, KarmadhSraya or Bahuvrihi, as from a consi-

deration of the story of Nissaggiya XV which leads up to the formula-

tion of litis intricate rule.

It is possible that the point, in the rule of NUsag. XV, of speak-
ing of a rdstdanautnlhala, was to show that here the nisidana teas of

a special nature, not what is merely and ordinarily called a nisldana,

but a variety of this, dependent on the addition to it of a santhala, or
pare of one. The story tells that monks had discarded their santhalas.

not because these were more than six years old, but because the monks
wanted to profit by the privilege, granted by the lord to bis more
ascetic followers :

jungle-dwellers, almsmen, wearers of rag-robes, of

seeing him while he was in retreat for meditation. But then when
the lord was tout ing die lodgings, so it is said, he saw the rugi discarded

here and there, and asked how this had come about.

Not a word is said in the story about nisidana it appears lor

the first time in the compound word of the "rule.” And here appa-
rently the penally for having discarded their sentluUos was that, when
monks were having a new article, a nisidanasanlhaia. made, they had
to use for this a span’s breadth of material taken from all round an

2 I think that Miss D. V Bhagvat is in error when she state*. Early

Buddhist ]uvispvv/ience, p. 48, that "the episode conucctcd with Nissaggiya

XV has no hewing upon the rule." Monks, not of the ascetic t>pe who could

manage without something to sit upon, had discarded their southerns before

these weic six years old ; they therefore could not have now ones made, but

allowed to use part of the old ones combined with a 1itldana.
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old santhaia. In future, for this is the force of the rule, all nisidana-

santhatas were to be made in this style. A nisidanasanlhala thus

appears to be a nisidaua tiiai is partly santhaia, hence a piece of cloth

to sii upon made with die addition of part of a sanlhata. In this

way will nisidanasanlhala be distinguished from a nisidaua, that ob-

ject which, probably because it was in greater use ihan a nisidanasan-

lhaia, is more frequently mentioned in the texts.

I think that Satis Chandra Vidyabhusana gets nearer the essence

of what it is intended that nisidanasanlhala should convey by translat-

ing it as 'piece of cat pet made into a scat'' (Sa-sar-thm-pa, p. 21), than

dors Vinaya Texts, i. 25, 2(i which translates it as "rug to sit upon”

and "seal-rug,” or Huber, J./ls. 1913, p. 497, who gives no more than

"tapis." The santhaia, it may be remarked, was not expected to fur-

nish the border prescribed lor a nisidaua. The reason why a border

came to be allowed, together with its correct measurements, is given

at Kin. iv 170 f., and has nothing to do with the need for adding part

of a sanlhata to a nisidaua.

Now we know that tiuidalut is something to sit upon, probably

a piece of cloth. It is not the act of sitting, as Vinaya Texts, i. 2

9

suggests in translating nisidanasanlhala as "rug to sit upon." Thai
nisidaua is an article tor use and not a bodily act is clear from various

Vinaya passages, c.g. from Vin. i. 295 where the use of a nisidaua is

allowed to protect the body, robes and lodgings from being soiled
;

from Vin, iv. 41 where it occurs in the definition of seyya, sleeping-

place ; and from Fin. i. 296. 297 where it is opposed to paccailharana

thus, nisidtma va paccalthcTasja va,J a piece of cloth to sit upon or a

sheet.

We cannot, therefore, relying on Nissaggiya XV alone, since in it

santhaia is closely combined with a word meaning something to sit

on, rule out the possibility that it means a sheet. For this can be
lain on, sat on, as much as can a rug. All that can be said is that

other contexts provide more reason for translating santhaia by "rug"
than by "sheet. '

Part of the difficulty in translating the noun santha-

ia is that hitherto no precise significance has been ascribed to die

verb sanlharali. II we could determine more closely what this verb
means, we should be the better able, bearing its implications in mind,
to translate the past participle, although I think that the meaning of

this, used as a noun, must be deduced, to a large extent, from the con-

texts in which it occurs, and which I have briefly recapitulated.

3. At Vin. i. 47, ii. *09. aiS the compound nisidana-paccatlharana is

found.
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Nevertheless, something of the nature ol the article called santhata can
be learnt from an investigation ul the verb santharali ami its various
parts.

From Childers definition of umthin as “layer, stratum" there
emerges a valuable clue pointing to santharali (=sa,h+sh) as pos
sibly meaning to spread, to strew in layers. The cognate verb all hit-

rati (=&+str) would then denote the simpler act of sorcading, cover-
ing. spreading out, stretching out, laying out, but not in layers, anil
at is were only once, or only one thing, as at Vin. i. 25411., cloth, and
Ja. i. 199. a bridge. At the same time, the gerunds, santharitvd and
sanlharapetvd arc also used in reference to having spread and having
got others to spread, in the open air, a couch or chair or mattress or
stool (Vin. iv. 39).

Vet it is possible that santharali, used in such connections, does
not so much mean the act of putting out the bed or chair unfurnished,
but rather, lor example, spreading on it and under it the sheet, fiaccal-
tharana, and the ground-covering, bhummatlluirana,' thus spreading it

out with layers of different things, converting it from a mere bed or
chair into something that has coverings, attharaiia, and so is fit to lie on
or sit on. 1 he Vinaya Commentary, VA. 776, speaks of sheet and
ground covering, as things that may be spread out, altharilabba

,

although that is. if our hypothesis is correct, not in layers, it being
possible to spread out cither without spreading others or anything
else. The point is that when there are two distinct, even though con-
nected words in Pali, two discernible meanings must be intended and
should be capable of translation. For the compilers of Pali "texts”
did not use words loosely.

There arc, moreover, passages both in the Vinaya and the Suuas
where santharali must mean to spread or to strew, and in layers, by a
spreading method of layering. For example, Vin. i. 227—D. ii. 84,
D. iii. 20ft=Ud. VIII. G and M. i. 354 all speak of making ready a

council hall by “spreading" it (santharali). From the commentaries
on the (Jddna and Majjhima (UdA. 409. iii. 18) it appears that the

method of "spreading" dial the commentator had in mind was one
of layering, of spreading out different things in layers, in stratum s,

one on top of the others. For they say, "covering the ground with
tow-dung . . . smearing that with four kinds of scents, above that

4. That bhummalthoraoa is regarded as distinct from umlhata is made
clear by die anijxtlli (no olience) clause of Nissag. XI-XY’, where it is suit! that

there is no oBcncc if a monk makes a bhummaUharana (i.e. of materials and
in Ways not allowed in making a sentfata).
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having spread (sanlharitva) various coloured mats, above these using

a fleecy rug, they got the whole place "spread in layers” (santhardpe-

su>h), determined that it should he "spread in layers,” with coverings

(attharaka) of various colours : with skins (attharaka, hi. coverings)

of elephants, horses, lions, tigeis, and so on." As is sometimes die

way with the commentary, the word to be defined is defined partly

by itself. But here there is also a tiese ripuon, as well as a mere defini-

tion, which is of inestimable help in getting at a fuller understanding
of what sanlhaiali implies.

At A. iii. 293 we get ghardvasam saiitharilum, with the v. 11 . sanfh*
sandhar/sant

,
9 while AA. reads nicchuuiam kalum soiuiiapetum Pavai-

letun ti altbo, “the meaning is to make it nicchidda (perhaps
without holes or delects,' word not in P.E.D.), to establish it, to keep
it going ' F_ VI. Hare renders santhorilum as "to keep
tire household together" (G.S. iii. 2 is). Likewise, in concction with
making suttlhala, the verb saniharati undoubtedly indicates some
process of manufacture, in which the material used in making the

article is kept together, although diis is not done by weaving the

material. Thus santhata would be a finished product made, not by
weaving, but by thus other method called saniharali.

For the Old Commentary on the Patiinokkha always defines saii-

thaia as sanlharitva kaiam holi avayimam, what comes to be made
having spread, not woven. Thus “having spread" is deliberately and
purposefully put in opposition to "not woven." Both verbs refer, not
so much to the finished article, as to the method of making it. Thus
sanlharitva, in this definition, needs some word to be supplied as its

object, such as one representing the material used in making the article

by diis process known as saniharati. The Vinaya Commentary, at

VA. 684. describes the technique of what is called sanlharitva, by say-

ing that "it is made, having spread, sanlharitva, silk
5 filaments one

upon anodicr on a level piece of ground, having poured boiled rice

(or corn), etc. over die silk filaments."

This then is the kind of process meant by sanlhala, and it is die

only one described. It seems dm things, here silk filicides, arc spread
out in layers, and not cross-wise so as to be woven. Here I think the
notion that santhata might mean a sheet, gained from Nissaggiya XI,
must be abandoned. For sheets are not usually made by laying out
filiculcs or threads on the ground. So if we follow the commentator,
we should have to say “rug" or "mat."

On the other hand, the Old Commentary on Nissaggiya XV ( Vin .

5. "Silk" is not necessary to the aqounent. Bu. is here commenting on
Nissag. XI.
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iii. 23a) again raises the donbi as to whether sheet or rug is meant.
For it defines pura>ia-sat)thatn, an old (soiled or used) santhatn in
exactly the same terras as it defines puraiiacivara, an old, soiled or
used robe, at Nissaggiya IV. thus : "dressed in it once, put on once,"
as though it were referring to something that could be worn. For
the words "dressed in," nwattha (past participle of nivaseti) and “put
on." pantla (past participle of pantpati) usually refer to dressing in
the inner robe and to putting on the upper robe and the outer cloak,
which together constitute the three robes of a monk. A rug. equally
a sheet, but hardly a mat, could be put on over the body.

Buddltaghosa only apparently, 1 think, gets away from the tradi-
tional meaning of these two words, nivaseti and pSrupati, when, in

the Vinaya Commentary on Nissaggiya XV (VA. G87), he defines
nivattha, dressed in, and paruta, put on, by nisinna, sat on, and
nipanna, lain on, respectively, although in this context he does not
appear to consider the possibility that santhatn might mean a sheet
or covering cloth. Vet haul 011 the heels of this explanation, he speaks
of a santhata ‘ counting as a fourth robe" (['A 687). an explanation
not impossible however to reconcile with that which makes of santhatn,

in a definition of a definition, something that can be sat on, lain on.
For in his exegesis on Nissaggiya IV (VA. G60). Buddltaghosa says

that a robe is called old, that is, "dressed in it once, put on once,” if

a monk comes to lie on it, using it as a pillow, and he implies that it

may also be used under a person as a paccattharanc (sheet). Thus
a thing, like a robe .that teas meant to be worn might also on occasion
be lain on or sat 011.

With santhala we appear to have a word the meaning of which was
flexible or which was undergoing a change or evolution, and this be-

cause the article denoted by the word, could be used for different pur-

poses as need arose. For evidently santhala, by the time that the
commentary was compiled, had come to mean something that might
be sat upon as well as something that might be worn.

Without more definite evidence that it means a sheet, a thing that

can appropriately be made of silk (text), something that can be put
oil (Old Commentary), something that can be counted as a fourth robe
(Bu.’s commentary); or that it means a rug, a thing that can appro-
priately be made of wool, of a mixture of colours, and that must last

at least six years (text), something that can be put on (Old Commen-
tary). something that can be sat on or lain on (Bu.'s Commentary),
it is better to choose "nig” as the most suitable translation for santhatn.

While a sheet could either be worn, wrapped round the body or sat

on, and wc must remember that there arc the words paccattharann
and uttarattharana, tire very fact that a santhatn seems ordinarily to
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have been made of wool, to my mind disposes of the claims of "sheet,”

establishing those of "rug." And this, too, is something that could

either be worn, wrapped round the body or used to sit on.

To whatever use a santhala was put, or for whatever purpose it

was intended, it was not an article made by weaving, but one made by
the method called santharati. This seems to have been a kind of

welding together of the basic materials needed for the making of the

article, having spread them out in layers, one on top of the other, in

strata all running the same way, and having poured boiling ricc-gruel

or conjey over them. The result of this operation was a santhata, a

thing made by this process.



THE LITERATURE OF THE AGE OF DHARMAPALA

By Naum Nath Das Gupta

The greatness and stability of the Paid dynasty of Bengal was in

main due to the efforts of Dharmapala, with whom a fitting comparison
may, in this respect, be instituted with Sanmdragupu, also the second
representative of the dynasty he belonged to. The Gupta potentate
wielded suzerain power over a much greater territory, but unlike him,
Dharmapala had to face the rivalry and hostilities ol two formidable
powers, viz., the Rastrakutas and the Gurjara-Pratiharas. Neverthe-
less, Dharmapala enabled himself not only to get over the difficulties

but to cosoliuaie his monarchy. Great indeed a king he was. The in-

ternal peace and tranquility that lie gave his subjects to enjoy, who
were only a generation ago plagued with the scourge of MilsyanySya,
bore fruitful results. A new, but vigorious school of art, with which are

traditionally associated the names of Dhiman and Vltapala, had its

genesis either in Varendra or in Nalandi in his time. Further we know
that for the edification of the Buddhists of Ins time lie founded no
fewer than three great Viharas, viz. VikraxnaSUa, Somapuri and Vikra-

mapuri, in three different parts of his kingdom,

1

and these continued
along with sonic other Viharas to sene as prominent seats of Buddhist
learning and culture for a long time to come. The cause of literature

also did not lag behind. It is, however, not known if Dharmapala be-

took himself to any sort of literary enterprise ; in the Saduktikarnd-

myffl of Srklharadasa. we have \erses of one Dharmapala 1 who, if a

king, seems to be the Dharmapala of Kautarupa rather than die Dhanna-
>ala of Bengal. 3 But he must have had die distinction of being a

»atron of the literati, which is fully borne out by the literary wealth
irought into being in his age, of which have scattered evidences here
and there.

Probably the most outstanding work composed under his patron-

age is the A bhisamayalamkardvoioka of Havibhadra, which is a com-
mentary on the Aftasdhasrikd-Prajndpdramitd, embodying the ideas of

both N'agarjuna and Maitrcyanatha, with a view 10 put a stop to the

1. Ind. Cult., I, pp. 228-30; Bfidraiavar/a, 1541 B.S., pp. 967-69.

2. Saduktikaniamita, published by the Punjab Sanskrit Book Depot.,

Lahore, 1935, Introduction, p. 63.

3. lour. Assam Res. Soc., Vol. IV. pp. 56-57.

42-9
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contention raging between the Madhyamaka and Yogacara schools of

Buddhism.' Haribhadra wrote his commentary in the Triku(aka

Vihara, 1 the location of which has not yet been determined. A copy

of the commentary has been recovered from Nepal. It was trans-

lated into Tibetan by Subhasita of India and Ratnabhadra of Tibet

(958-10115 A O
;
), and the translation was executed by the order of

the Tibetan king, Khri-bkra-iis-hod-ldc-btsan* Bu-ston in the 13th

century, while referring to some legendary traditions about Hari-

bhadra, gives a list of his works, viz. a summary of the PancavimSati

Sahastikd in 8 chapters, die Great Commentary on the Asfasdhasrikd

(Abhisamaydlamkdrdloka), the Commentary called Sphufdrtha, the

Commentary on the Samcaya called Subodhinl, the Piajnaparam itd-

bhavand, etc.
1 He borrowed, we arc told, the material for his works

from four great Commentaries, and especially has based upon the

treatises of the two Saints (i.c. Asanna and Vimuktasena)."

The evidence of the Tangyur shows that the Abhidharnuuamuc-
caya-vyakhyd of Jinaputra teas translated by Jinamitra and the Tibetan
Jiianasena (Ye-fes-sde) under the auspices of Dhannapala-nareivara.0

Jinamitra, again, translated in collaboration with Danailla and Sllen-

drabodhi of India the I’ralUyasamujpddah rdaya-hdnkd of Nagar-

juna. 1® Still again we find that a SanskrioTibetan vocabulary was

prepared under the order of Khri-lde-sron-bstan by Jinamitra, Dana-
sila and Silcndrabodhi amongst others." These evidences not only

prove that Jinamitra, Dinaiila and Sllendrabodhi were reputed authors

of the age of Dharmapala, but also the contemporaneity of Dharma-
pala and Kiiri-ldle-sron-btsan, a fac: recorded also by Taranatha. In

the present state of our knowledge, Dharmapala’s reign has to be placed

4 - Catalogue Du fonds Tibdtaiu de la Bibliothiqve National?, par P.

Cordicr, Pan III, pp. f 76-77; Mem. As. Soc. Bengal, III, Introduction, p. 5,

J.B.O.RS., V, pp, 176-77.

5. Tasnin iarvagu;akare TtHufakainmad viltSre tubhc\ dettdlabdha-

mahodayasya Kaiyid devasya dhamMmanah Srl-Dhamiapdlatya

xm
||

6. Cordicr, op. eil, 111, 876-77.

7. History of Buddhism, Pan II, tr. by E. ObcrmiUei, lyja, pp. 156-59.

8- Ibid, p. 159.

9. Cordicr, op. cit.. Ill, p. 384.

10. Ibid, p. 194. This Danailla must not be confounded with Danailla of
the JagaddaUlfa/iA/i/i&ra, built by Ramapala : Cl. Ind. Cult., Vol. I, pp. 232-33;

VicitrS, 1345 B.S., p. 294.

»»- Coxdier, op. cit, III, p. 487.
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between 760 and 8 1 o A.D. Of all dates preserved to us for his contem-
porary Tibetan monarch, that in the Chronicles oj Ladakh (Ladings
rGyalrabs) according to Schhigintwete's MS., is the nearest approximate

date, ascribing as it docs Khri-ldcsron bisan to 755-797 A.D. 12

Another author ol the age oF Dharmapala was the Mahdsiddhd-

edrya Tatikadasa (01 Dathgadasa), who wrote a commentary, entitled

Suvidasampufa, on the Hevajra -tanlra, and also a sub-commentary on
it.

1
* He is styled Vjddha'k&vastha, which means a senior writer, and

probably he was in the employ of DharmapSla. 14

Writing as late as in 1493 A.D., Caturbhuja, the poet of the Hari-

ctirila Kavya, speaks of his forefather, Svarnarekha, that he was as

qualified at Prajapati, and that he had received the excellent village

of Karaiija in Varcndra as a gram from King Dhannapila. 18 Several

villages bearing the name of Kaianja dial are in die various districts

of North Bengal render the identification of this particular Karabja

extremely difficult, but the Sciduktikarridmfta (IV. 8.5) and the

Kavindravuetmasamttccaya (No. 164) indeed quote two verses of one

Suvarnarckha. who may not unlikely be the Svarnarekha of Catur-

bhuja's description. We have a verse of the poet of the Lopdmi/dra
(Lopdmudrd-kavi) in the Sadvklikaindmpta (IV. y. 5), but U. I .. Mitra

gives out, on the basis of a MS. of that anthology dated in Saka 1500,

that die author of the Lopdmudra is Suvarnarekha. 12
It is difficult

to corroborate the piece of information, but die Lopimudra might

have been a poem or a drama based on the Paurinic story of Lopa-

mtidra, die wife of the sage, Agastya, who being asked by her of

riches, slew the demon llvala and brought her a vast treasure.

Ujjvaladatta in his Unadisutftt quotes Suvarnarekha, who might also

have been, as Prof. F. W. Thomas suggests, a lexicographer.
17

The next author we may pass to is Abhinanda, 1 " alias Arya

12. Antiquities of Indian Tibet, A. H. FuucLc, VoL IT, p. 86.

13. Cordicr, op. cit. II, p. 67 and p. 69.

14. Cf. on lids point alio Pog-Sam-Jon-Zang, Index, p. v.

15. Catalogue of Palm-leaf and Selected Paper MSS. belonging to the I)ur-

bar Lib,my, Nepal, by II. 1*. Sisui. VoL 1, p. 134. Several Kula-panjikas of

Bengal record that DhannapSla granted Dhama«ra. a village on the bank of

the Ganges, to Adjg4.fi Ojha. son of Bhaua-Nirayuna I See Vauger Jdtlya It 1-

kasa, by N. Vasu, RtjanynMmfa, p. 136. footnote 41.

16. R. L. Mitra’s Notices of Sanskrit MSS., Vol. III. p. 139.

17. Kavlndravacamtnmuceaya, fntroduction, p. 164.

18. Cf. Mr. S. K. Saraswati's learned paper on Gaudekavi Abhirtanda in

Bhdratttvarfa, 1342 B.S., Jyaifiha, pp. 397-96-
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Vilasa, who wrote the RamacarUa, which is the earliest extant Maha-
kavya |irodueecl in Bengal. It contains, as preserved, forty cantos,

whereof the last four are suspected to be interpolations. 19 In a ‘simple,

charming and bold style,' it recounts the story of Rama, but unlike
the Raghuvcmsa ol Kalidasa, it confines itself only to a part of the

later career of Rama following the rape of Sita by Ravana. With a

description at the outset of the rainy season, when Rama had been
on the Mount Malyavana bewailing the enticement of his spouse, it

brings the narrative to a close with the death of the two demons,
Kumbha and Nikumbha.

Abhinanda's patron was Yuvaraja Haravar$a, who is distinctly

called Yikramaiila-nandana and Viktania»ila-jamna.- e We can have
no doubt about the identification of Vikramasila with Dharmapala.
the real founder of die Vikraniaffla-AfafidznAi7(i.J ' Since Hara
varja, die son of VikraniaSila {-Dharmapala) is given the epithet

Yuvaraja {heir-apparent), Abhinanda must have composed his poem
before Dharmapala had ceased to rule. Dharmapala nad, however, a

pretty long reign, and in order to explain such terms as Kfpa, Nrpati,

Lokapati etc, as arc applied to the Yuvaraja Haravarsa by Abhi-
r.anda,” we have got to presume that Haravarsa used, before he was
crowned, to discharge the kingly duties on behalf of his old father.

Even as late as in the thirty-second regnal year of Dharmapala, the

date of his Khalirapur inscription, Tribhuvanapala was the Yuvaraja,

and normally he has to be taken as the Haravarsa of Abhinanda.”
But the question is, if he is self-same with Devapala, who figures in

history as the actual successor of Dharmapala. If not, Tribhuvana-
pala must have predeceased his father, and must be supposed, in view
of his appellation ending with varsa (i.c. Haravarsa), to have been
born, like Devapala. of a Rajtrakuta mother, viz. Rannadcvi. But of

these we have no direct testimony. Nevertheless, the whole problem
admits of an easy and simple solution if Devapala is regarded as identi-

cal with Tribhuvanapala, which is not at all running the risk of a

gross misrepresentation.

Abhinanda is referred to by many later writers of different pans

19. Ramacariu, cd. K. S. RAmaswami SAstri, Gaekwads Oriental Series,

No. XLVI, 1930, Introduction, p. xxviiL

20. Romacarita, pp. 39. 63, So, 26a and Intro, p. xxii.

21. M. Cull., Vo!. I. pp. *28-89; nha'atavarw. 1341 B.S., p. 967-68; Rdma-
taiila

, Introduction, p. xxii.

82. Ri.matn'iut, Introduction, p. xix; BhirataiaifJ, 1341 B.S., p. 9G8.

23. B/.tiralaiwfa, 1341 B.S., p. 968.
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of India. "By these references in later works it is obvious that Abhi-

nanda commanded wide popularity in the five centuries from the 1 ah,

to the 15th, during which the Raviacanta was regarded as a repository

of excellent sayings which were quoted profusely by later writers." 1 *

He rose so high in popular esteem that according to an anonymous

verse, reproduced in the Sdrngadharapaddhati as well as in the Sukli-

muktiwali, Abhinanda shares with only three other oocts, viz. Acala,

Amara and Kalidasa, the credit of being real poets.''' A few antho-

logies cite such verses of Abhinanda as arc not detectable in the

Rdmecorita, and hence die supposition is that he composed some other

works.M
Abhinanda was the son of Satiiianda, and we have a number of

verses of a Satananda not only in the Sadtiktikcrrtdmria but also in

the Subhdfitdwli and the Kavindravacowt-’amuceaya.^ If this Sata-

nanda was the father of Abhinanda, he also must have been more or

less a contemporary of Dharmapala.

Abhinanda informs us in several passages of the Rdmaeanta that

Ilaravarsa compiled, after Hala, the author of the Gathakosa (Septa-

sati), an anthology.5* "Praise to the illustrious Haravarsa. ’ says Abhi-

nanda, "who after Hala collected his own Kosa in order to make known

the treasures of poets."-* Haravnrsas anthology seems to have been

last, but were it preserved, it would be ranked as one of the earliest

collections made in 1'rakiia,

We have still another name to add to the list of the literati ol

the age of Dharmapala. Tarnnatha. the Tibetan chronicler, gives us

to understand that “after Dharmapala his son-in law, Ba-uraksita. be-

came king; but eight years later Vanapala, Dharmapala'* son, was

24. R&mccariia, Introduction, p. X.

ay Ibid.

»6. Ibid, |>. viiL

ay. Saduhtikarn&mita, Introduction, p. 123-34.

28. Rdmacarila, pp. 39, 81, 111

:

h'amnh Sri-Hdrevnrfdya yena HAlad^anantaradi !

nahojah kaidko}dnim=doirbhdvdj<t sambhxta
|)

29. Indian Antiquary. Vol. II, p. toj. Buhler.

It may be added here that Hala is popularly identified with SStavShana of

Pratijlhana, and in the Bhagalpur copperplate inscription of Nirfiyaijap&la

(Ind. Ant., ififtfi. p. 305. V. « 2 ). we are told of him that, “By fine sentences

which won the hearts of good men he confirmed (the tradition of) SfltivAhana

(Svikxtasujanamanobhib satySpita Sdtkahanah iuklaih). This implies that

NirSyaoapila, too, practised, at whiles, composing verses.
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raised to the throne.”50 The Pag-Sam-Jon-Zang

'

also records that

Masuraksiia (or Masurakji), a son-in-law ol' King Dharmapala, was

regent oi the kingdom of Magadha for eight years during his son’s

minority, and was a master of Political Economy and Ethics (Rajamti).

The details are, of course, unhistorical, but both the sources of infor-

mation knew a Masurak$ita to have been the son-in-law of Dharmapala,

and it is not at all unlikely that one Masurakji was at any rate a con-

temporary of Dharmapala. II so. with him we may identify the

Masurakji. who compused a Niti-Jdstra in seven parivGYlas (chapters),

preserved in translation in the Tangyur.u

A more careful and searching study may, let it be hoped, reveal

the names of some other authors belonging to the age of the Maha-
rajadhiraja Dhartnapaladcva.

30. Ind. Ant., IV, p. 366.

31. Index, p. Ixxxiii.

32. Cordier, op. at. III, p. 485



TIIE CONCEPT OF DEFINITION IN MADHVA VEDANTA
BV P. Nacaraja Rao

According to Jayaththa Definition "is what is invariably present
ni .lie defined objects and absent in object* other than the defined.'' 1

The term invariably brmjp out that .he distinguishing trait should befound m all the objects belonging 10 die same class as the defined.

• rlr °ne
c

0f d ‘C ,wo £ac,or$ to constitute a definition, it lands
u
,\
“ ,a

!

lacy of
,

oycrpervation
: (i) A cow is a "homed animal."

Tim definition includes all o.Iur 'horned animals' such as buffaloes,
slags, ct^ fs; Dewlap is what is no. found in animals oilier than
cows. This definition of dewlap namely 'wliat is no. found in animals
other than cows is found in .awny colour.’ Tawny colour' is no.
found in annuals other than cows. Hence the definition is overperva-

So both the factors (.) invariable presence of die distinguishing
.ran in all .he objects belonging to the same class and (a) its non-
existence in objects od.er dian die defined, consti.u.c together the
dennmon. °

The fits, purpose of a definition is to facilitate our understanding
of objects in i heir distinctive individuality and independence. The
second is to mark off one class from another, each retaining its indepen-
dence. ro differentiate one individual from another within the limits
of the given class is the third use of a definition. It is immaterial
whedier diese purposes are stated separately or otherwise. Some hold
that the one purpose of definition is individualisation of material
entities. A definition synthesises the features belonging to a general
Class, and the distinctive characteristics of the individuals commit under
that class.

°

In Western Logic, Definition proceeds per genus el differentia™.'A definition should state the proximate genus. This fact points out
dial the defined is a species coming under the genus stated. The
differentia consists of quality or qualities which distinguish the defined
from the species that arc co-ordinate with it. The purpose of a defi-
nition according to the Indian logicians also is to differentiate the
defined object from other members of its own class, and from the
members of other classes. Definition helps us to denote the import
of words. 1

i. Sakala-lakjya-vjt titve sati lakjyetara-avjtiitvam'

I’ramana-paddhaii, Section 3, p. 10.
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According to the NySya school. definition proceeds on the basis of

the presence of the generic attribute in all the objects belonging to

the same class as the defined. There are two jatis according to the

Nyaya school. The one is satta' that is the highest universal or 'sum-

mum genus’ (para jati). This brings all existents together and em-
phasises their community of nature. The other is called apara-jati.

It is many in number, fhe 'potness' jati is different from the cloth-

ncss jati. The 'universals' are not ubiquitous like space and soul.

They exist in particular individuals. Jati is defined as ‘one. eternal,

and inheres in many things.' It is found in substance, quality, and
action only. It is this common element which is founcl in objects

belonging to the same class as the defined.

If jati is assumed as one and eternal, what happens exactly to die

K
**ti 'potness' when the pot is broken ? The jati does not get destroyed,

cause it is eternal. Nor can it be said that a part of it is lost, for it

is impartite. The resourceful logician tells us that it abides in

‘Time. The question now arises whether it was not in Time when
the pot was existent. Madhva is not the first to criticise the Nvaya
view of 'samanya' in the above manner* The jati of the Nyaya
school is only a riharma. There is no pramapa for the conception oi

such a common attribute. 3 1 he manness in each man is different.

On the cremation of an individual the 'manness' in him is destroyed,

so the manness in each individual is different. Madhva repudiates

the Nyaya conception of jati. and admits a number of dhnrraas in its

place. So potness and dothneu’ are dharmas and not jati.

Madhva holds that there arc two types of relations between an
attribute and a substrate.* Some dharmas exist in the dharmi till the

*. Sec Mdnamejodaye pp. sag, 250, and Indian Culture Vol. I. article

on Buddhist Estimate of the Umvcisati pp. 339-374.

3. Ekatvc nasti manam.
Naratvidikam apy cvaifa tatiaddharniaiayeyate.

Na sarvadharma eko sti.

Kuto bhaimatvsir. aptaj.ya naratvam punar byate.
Madhya's Anuvydkhydnc.

4. Guna-kriyi-jaii pum-clharmib sarvepi vauunah
j

RQpanieva. dvidhi tac ca vivad vastu ca khanditani
||

Khani.liie bhtda aikyam ca jflvad vauu na bbedavai
|

Kluindiiaih rupain eva'ua vikiro'pi vikarinah
||

Kirya-kiuapayokaiva taihaiva guou-udvatob
|

Kriva kriyivatoh tadvat tatlii jiii-vocsayob '|

Madhva's Tattvavi-jcka, p. 5.
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destruction of the dharmi. For example 'pot ness,’ the *jatiness.' exists
in pot till die destruction ot the pot. Qualities, action, and jati are
of d-.c very nature of die dharmi itself in the above case. They
arc technically called ’yavaddravya-bliavL' The relation of above-
mentioned objects to dieir attribute is identity. The second tvpe of
relation that exists between a substance and its attribute is called
aySvad-riravya-bhivT or 'khanditam,' e.g. the relation between the
(i) vikara and the vikarin, (a) cause and effect, and {5) movement and
its object. The dharmas in the above example get destroyed prior
to the destruction of the dharmis. The relation between such dhar-
mas and their dharmis is a relation of identity and difference. It is

not identity in difference. The relation exists only when the cloth
is existent. Supposing wc take away the threads which go to make
up a cloth, what exactly would be the relation of the thread and cloth.
The relation now is not identity because we see the threads, but not
the cloth. The cloth 'belongs to the past (atita) and threads are seen
in die present (vidyamana). So their relation is not identity but dif-

ference. Madliva is of opinion that at one particular time die relation

of the cloth to die threads was identity but now it is difference. When
the cloth and the threads were one, the relation was identitv, when
rhe threads are taken away the relation is difference. In two different

moments the substrate and the attribute are related in two different

ways. (1) identity and (a) difference. Madhva never says that at

die same moment an attribute and a substrate are in a relation of iden-

tity and difference.

The objects of die world are entirely different from one another
and their attributes are also different.

8 A further question crops up
at this stage as to how to distinguish the various attributes which
are identical with the objeets. It is 10 explain this fact that Madhva
brings in his 'vise$as.' They are many in number. They exist in

every object unlike the visc$a' of the Nyaya school which is present only
in the eternal substances. The visejas arc 'svato-vyavartaka.' It is a
dhamia of every padartha. Though there is no difference between

5. 'BhhinSi ca bhinna-dharmflS ca padSithS nlkhilflpi’

Madhva quotes this Sruti in Anuvy&khytna p. 1

This is an untraceable iruti.

6. Bhcdahinc tv aparySye iabddntaraniyAmakah
j

viiejo nSira kathitab so’sti vaitusva&fatab
||

viscsastc'py ananifts ca paraipara-viscsatah

Madhva’s dnuvy&khyAna.

43—10
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the dharinl and die attribute, it is this visesa that helps us to cognise

the attributes which though in relation of identity arc yet different.

What exactly is die need lor the assumption of viie$a ? Why
not say that the substance itself does the function of vi&$a ?

A substance is an object of cognition (jiianavi-aya). Let us take,

for example, a pot. Wc cognise it as a pot. In this cognition ‘'I bis

is a pot’ (ayam ghatah), there are direc factors
: (1) this aspect (idaril-

padartha), (2) ghatatva. i.e., the prakara and (3) the relation between
them, i.c., 'sariisarga.' If our cognition can give us an apprehension of

all tliese objects, where is then the need for visesa ? Our cognition

or perception of a pot can only tell us the fact chat the pot has colour.

The perception cannot tell us anything about the substrate being
either different or otherwise front the attribute. Perception gives tis

the cognition ‘rupavan ghatah.
1

It never gives us the cognition of

‘ghatat rupam bhinuam.’ So perception can never give us the know-
ledge of the exact nature of the relation fixing one relation as the

substrate and the other as the attribute. When we say that perception
cognises the relation between the substrate and the attribute it may
be diought that the two relata arc different. Relation obtains not

only between the two diffcreiiLs but between two identities also.
1

For example, take the question ‘Does time exist now ? The answer
is that it exists. The relations of ‘Time as existent now and ‘Time’
eternal is identity. Perception docs not help us in cognisiug the

nature of the relation. That can be cognised on the basis of eterna-

lity and non-etcmality. Certain substraies are eiernal and their attri-

butes are also eternal. Substrate and attribute are identical. In
such cases wc do not have any bias of distinction to call one die subs-

trate, and another the attribute. We cannot here say that the subs-

tance itself gives us the cognition. To say so would be to beg the

Ejstion, because wc do not know which is the substrate and which
attribute. In order to explain such facts, Madhva posits a .special

potency called viicsa which helps us to cognise the substrate and the
attribute."

7. The term ‘relation’ involved difference of some kind or degree. Without
such difference the concept is unintelligible. Madhva's argument to establish

a relation between two identicals appears to be qjecious. If it be true that

our perception it of the form 'rupavan ghatah' the cognition of difference is

already involved in what leads to the use of the possessive suffix.

8. The potency which Madhva ascribe.' to visesa can be ascribed to the
'thing' itself though we may not know which the thing is. The policy does not
depend on our cognition of itself or lu possessor for its efficacy. The charge,
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Madhva is of opinion iliac definition proceeds on ilic basis of

similarity (sadjiya). When wc define a cow as an animal which lias

a dewlap, ihe definition through this distinguishing quality, namely,
possession of a dewlap, helps m to coguise all the cows. 'I his cogni-

tion based on the perception of the similarity is an independent
category. It is defined ’cka-nirupita-apara-vjtti,’ i.e., while being
determined by one, it is present in many ; though its determinant is

one. it is not one and the same in all. Its main (unction is indication

of difference. It always expresses itself in a relational form. It is

always expressed in the form of a quality. There is no bate similarity.

Madhva holds that though it is prolix to admit a plurality of similari-

ties, yet the concept ol similarity is unintelligible otherwise.

11 A and B are similar, A's similarity to B is different from B's

similarity to A. Those who argue that it is one ami the same simi-

larity that abides in both are not in the right. Let us illustrate it

:

'The face is similar to the moon.’ Here face is qualified by the simi-

larity determined by the moon. The moon is the determinant.’ The
locus is the face. Now lei us reverse the position in che analogy : ‘the

moon is similar to the lace.' Hie face is now the ’mrupaka.’ Owing co

the difference in the determinants and tlieir respective loci wc have

to grant that the two similarities are different.

Let us now examine the axiom 'things which ate equal to the

same thing arc equal to one another.’ Similarity and equality arc not

different. They arc one and the same A is equal to C, B is equal to

C, so A is equal to B. When we speak of similarity wc speak of it only

with reference to some quality (abhivyafijaka dharma). The similarity

may be with reference to wealth or power. When A is said to be

similar to C with reference to wealth or power. B is similar to C with

reference to same. It is this property indicating similar similarity

that gives us the cognition that A and B are similar. Thus can be

put in the form of an inference :

A is similar to B
Because A and B are both similar to C

Like another instance.’

therefore, that in the case of eternal substances, wc r.o not know beforehand

Which the substrate is. Is ineffective. The subuance possessed of potency is said

to be effective though itwif uncognised. The ascription ol potency to substance,

which is concrete, is more intelligible than the ascription oi it to an asiumptive

visc«a.

9 This argument which i* in the form of an inference would appear

to involve the fallacy of petilio prmdpii, because the hern assumed is the thing

to be proved.
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The function of similarity is the differentiation of the defined
object from other members of its own class and from the members of

other classics. This can be put in the form of an inference :

The cow is different from oilier members of its own
class and from the members ol ocher classes,

Because it has a quality similar to the dewlap like

another cow.
The relation of 'word' and 'word-sense' too is known only through

similarity. The 'world-sense' of jati and vyakti cannot be explained
through the help of the generic attributes.

11
’ According to the Nyaya

school there is no jati in jfiti. and no particularity in particularity.
Further definition on the basis of the generic attribute is possible

only for the first three padarthas according to the Nyaya school. The
padarthas ilm have no jati cannot be defined in the same manner.
This -leads the Nyaya school to adopt two separate methods to explain

definition. In doing so they fall a victim to the delect of prolixity.

10. Vyutpattir api hi aSdpfyenaiva gamyaic.

Sarvesu yvgapac chabdah sadr*«u pravaitate
|

Jatita‘ cet kaihaiii i5\u taira ccd anavasthitlh

Madhva’t 4nutydkhyAna, pp. 166 and 187.
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VATSABHATTI’S prasasti

In his short noic on Vatsabhatji’s Pralasti, published in the Vol. VI.
N6. i. of the Indian Culture, Mr. Sharrna says that our dating of
this record can be easily rejected on the basis of the paleographies 1

peculiarities, cited by Mr. Fleer
; and, therefore, concludes that the Sun

temple must have been renovated in nag M.E., presuming also that it

must have been destroyed most probably by the Huns. We must,
however, confess that when ir comes to a question of choice, we would
rather put our faith in the words of the record itself than in the specu-
lations of historians and epigraphies, distinguished though they arc

;

and, therefore, refuse to accept the date, which is based upon the
palxographical peculiarities furnished by Mr. Fleet and the assump-
tions advanced by Mr. Sharrna.

We have discussed in full our basis for ascribing the record to

493 Plus 529- i c
-
1022 M.E., in the paper contributed to the Dr. S.K.A.

Commemoration Volume. And since Mr. Sharrna docs not seem to
be convinced even after reading through our paper on the subject —
we sent him a copy of the paper — we wish to advert once again, as
briefly as wc can, to the main crux of our argument. What led to the
renovation of the temple is the first question that has to be asked. Mr.
Sharrna believes that the temple must have been destroyed most pro-
bably by the Huns This is a gratuitous assumption, not warranted
by the text of the record : and it appears to us to be strange that Vatsa-
bhatti should not have mentioned it, if it was so. .As a matter of
fact, Vauabhatfi himself has given an answer to this question in his
text : compare for instance the following verse :

bahuna sametUena halenanyaiS ca pdrihiuaihf

vyasiryataikadeso’sya bhavanasya tato'dhunaf

Through a long period of time and in the hands of many kings,
a pan of the temple fell into disrepair. The idea is very clear

:

seasonal repairs were not attended to at the proper time, and the
kings of the place continued to neglect the temple through a long
period, with Lhe result that the temple fell into disrepair. The term
vyajiryata cannot and does not mean destruction at the hands of human
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enemy ; nor could the period of time expressed by the phrase bahuna
samatitena hdlena, interpreted in terms of thirty-iix years. One
would, therefore, naturally conclude that if the temple stood in need

of repair, it was die result of natural decay aided by human neglect,

extending through a long period oj time. This is the explicit idea

ihat the text of the record yields us, and in the face of this, specula-

tion regarding die causes of the temple falling into disrepair is

certainly out of place. On this subject Vatsabhatti’s statement is

necessarily more authoritative than our own speculations. Wc have,

therefore, to conclude that it is not destruction by the Hnns or any-

body else, buc neglect by many kings through a long period of time,

which necessitated die renovation of the temple.

The next question diat we may ask is this
:
when did the reno-

vation take place ? Following the view of cpigraphists, Mr. Shamia

believes that it was renovated thirty-six years after it was originally

built. If neglect by many kings through a long period of time is

what led to the temple falling into disrepair, then this view is certainly

wrong. For, thirty-six years do not constitute a long period in the

usual sente of the term, and during this period, there could not

have been many kings and such a stately structure could not have

fallen into disrepair. Thus, the textual statement, regarding the

cause of the temple falling into disrepair, is againsc the dating ad-

vanced by Mr. Shanna. Now let tu see what the texr itself says on
the subject; compare what Vatsabhani says

:

samskaritam idaih bhuyah

•jalsaraiate$u paftcasu viritiatyadh ikesu cabde$it

yatefu

This text would have it that the temple was renovated after the lapse

of five hundred and twenty-nine years. The question now arises

:

since what ? Is it after the original construction or after the origin

of the Malava Era? Mr. Shanna takes it as the latter, and in so doing
he is completely ignoring the significance of the term ydiesu. The
idea that he would read into the text could be got even in the absence
of the term yatefu, and the same idea would be there, if the text ran

as follows : vimsatyadhikefu cdbdefu ydtefu. So far then as his inter-

rtaiion of the text is concerned, it musi certainly be conceded to

not normal. And, for this distortion of the textual sense, his only
basis is his preconceived correctness of the speculations of Mr. Fleet,

regarding the pahrogranhieal peculiarities of the record. Wc refuse

to be inveigled into a date lor the sake of a theory, even when it is

propounded by a distinguished savant. Regarding paleography, it
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is conceded by all writers iliac ic is by itself neither the first nor the last

word, so far as the dating of a record is concerned. Mr. Sharma would
have done better if he had shown that the renovation of the temple

was something impossible in 1022 M.E. and this he has not done.

We arc, therefore, constrained to characterise Mr. Sharma's dating

of the record as unacceptable And it is particularly so, when tex-

tual evidence controverts this dating.

We conclude, therefore, by stating that while Messrs, fleet and
Shamta are perfectly entitled to have their opinion regarding the

date of the record, we refuse to believe that our dating is easily rejected

on die basis of the palxographical peculiarities, noticed by Mr.
Fleet, even when it is supported by the speculations of Mr. Sharma.

We, therefore, stick to our own dating of the record, as set forth in

our paper contributed to the l)r. S.K.A. Commemoration I'olume,

namely 493 plus 529. i.e. 1022 m.e., a date which is based, 1101 on specu-

lations, but upon such textual expressions as bahund satnalilena

halern, anyais ca parthivaih iryoStyata and abdesu yaiegti.

K. R. PisHAROn.

( 2 )

THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE KAMARCtPA KINGS

It is a pity that the history of Pragjyotisa still lies enshrouded in

Cimmerian darkness. To late mm. Viayavinode goes the honour of

being a pioneer. Hut as to die chronological tables

1

he has given dates

in centuries. Those given by Rai Bahadur K. I,. Barua 5 are also tenta-

tive. So Mr. D. N. Mukerji’s article in the Indian Culture (April

’39) has been a welcome one. Unfortunately. I am afraid, some conclu-

sions hastily arrived at have made the confusion worse confounded.

1. Kamarupa RSjibali, pp. 13, 20-21, 24.

s. Early History of KSmatUpa. pp. 53-}. 133-4. 149.
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Mr. Mukerji has first of all cried 10 identify Kainarupaurpaii

Jayapala of Silimpur Inscription 1 with Prince Jayapala of Gauda of

Bhagalpur Inscription.' His three arguments are

(a) The name in the Silipur Inscription is given as Jayapala-

deva and not Jayapalavarniadcva as the l’alas of Kamarupa
are mentioned in their inscriptions.

(b) 'The name of the Gauda Prince agrees with the name of the

Kamarupanppati and the first is definitely mentioned to

have conquered Kamarupa ; so they must be identical.

(c) “As Bhaskara to Vallabhadeva were ruling in Kamarupa in

the twelfth century Jayapala lias no place in Kamarupa even

then. Jayapala is thus evidently die brother of Maharaja-

dhiraja Dcvapaladeva of Gauda and Kamarupa and flourished

in c. a.d. 830-65”

As to the first contention it may be pointed out that the Silimpur

Inscription is not an official grant of the Pahs. Further down the

article Mr. Mukerji has tried to identify Har$apalavarniadcva of the

same dynasty with the king mentioned in die Pasupacinath Temple
Inscription." But there the name given is simply Harjadeva. Even
if it be admitted that Kamariipanrpati Jayapala did not belong to the

house of Bhagariatia. that does not mean that he was none but Jaya-

pala of Bhagalpur Inscription. The second contention might have
necn quite tenable but for the paleographic evidence against it.

Jayapala of Gauda belonged to early ninth century. But the Silira-

pur Inscription has been dated in the eleventh century." Mr. Mukerji

has not taken this into consideration. I am afraid, that has been a

dangerous omission. Now to the third argument. The learned author

evidently forgets that it is not quite strange in Ancient Indian history

dm of two kings ruling in different parts of the country at the

same time each claimed the honour of being the lord of the land.

Let us cite a similar case from Mr. Mukerji's own writings. As he

lias shown on the strength of Assam plates of Vallabhadeva, his family

was ruling over a par. of the country in the twelfth century. But

Vaidyadeva of Kamauli Inscription’ donated lands in Kamarupa
Mandala during that period. If dial be so, it is not at all unreasonable

to hold that while a part (perhaps, the western part) of Kamarupa was

3. E.I. Vol. XIII, pp. *83-95.

4. Gauda Lckha Mali.

5. I.A. Vol. IX. p. 181.

6. E.I. Vol. XIII. p. *84.

7 Gauda Lckha Mill.
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under Jayapala. the kings of die House of Bhagadaita ruled over the
other (perhaps llie eastern). So vve do not stand on a very secure

Cid when we contend “As Jayapala. king of KSmarupa, has no place
on Fleet's epoch between A.D. 829 (G.E. 510) and A.D. 1185

(Saka 1107) it shows as clearly as possible that the same is in error
by more than three centuries and a half.”

Mr. Mukerji's next important theory is rhai all the kings n!

Pujyavarman, Salastambha and Pala dynasties reigned before the
ninth century, that is. before the invasion of Jayapala. brother of

Devapaladeva of Gautfa. In doing this, he has placed all the kings
of £31astambha line before Bhaskaravarman. Here his main stay is

a quotation in Acarya Sai’ikaia's Sarlraka Bhasya of the Vedanta
DarSana containing the names of Balavarman. Jayasiinha and Kj*pa-
gupu. He has identified Balavarman with Maliarajadhiraja Balavar-

man, great-grandson of Hurjara. "as Balavarman of the Pusyavarman
dynasty flourished long before Acarya Sankara." But Jayasiriiha (Jaya-
sirhha I) flourished in c. a.d. 500 and IC^nagupta in c. a.d. 430. and
Balavarman (of Pusyavarman dynasty) has been assigned to c. 420-
440 A.D.® So the verse in the Bhasya might have as well referred

to this Balavarman.
The learned author again treads into uncertainty when he says :

'Bhaskaravarman and Hat jaravarman belonged to two collateral dynas-

ties At one time Vajradatta’s descendants (Salastambha etc.)

usurped the throne of Pragjyotiya and thus Bhagadatta’s descendants

became subordinate to them and at another Bhagadatta's descendants

altered Eastern and Northern Assam and made Salastambha’s des*

mts subordinate to them. This explains why no mention of

Salascambha and his descendants is to be found in Bhaskaravartnan's

inscription or vice versa.” According to the suggested chronology,

Tyagasimha reigned long before Bhaskaravarman. The latter was a

mighty conquerer." If we are to accept Mr. Mukerji's theory, he
or his father must have usurped the power from that Salastambha
prince. But how is it that there is no mention of it in the copper
plate? We have three inscriptions of Sahstambha kings (Harjara,

Vanamala and Balavarman III). According to Nidhanpur Inscription,

Bhaskara's ancestors were reigning at that time. Even if we accept

Mr. Mukerji’s suggestion and hold that they were subordinate to the

fiHastambha kings, how is it that no copper plate pays any eulogy to

one of these three kings or to any of their ancestors for subjugating

8. Eaxlv History ol KSniarUpa, p. 54.

9. El. VoL XIX. pp. 1 16-22.

44-11
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ihe Bhagadatta family and extending his sway over Eastern and Nonh-
em Assam ? Arc we to believe that these kings were all subordinate
or were afraid to speak of a victory over their formidable kinsmen?
This is surely untenable.

The Salastambha kings were always designed ‘Mlecchadhi-
nalha.” in Tejpur I nscrijuion " of VanamSla an attempt has been
made to link die family with Bhagadatta. But it should be remem-
bered that, it was two centuries after the usurpation of the throne by
.Salastambha. fhe lame and honour assigned by tradition to the
dynasty ol Naraka might have prompted this prince 10 heighten the
prestige of his family by connecting it with the Naraka legend.

Both Bhagadatta and Vajradatta were descendants of Naraka.
Ratnapalavarinadcva has made glorious reference of Vajradatta. But
verse 9 of his Badgaon inscription 11 records : evath vatiisakranieoa
kjitim atha nikhilam bhunjaiath narakanam rajdam mlccchadhi-
ttadiD vidhicalanavasad eva jagraha rajyani." Nowgaon Inscription
of Balavarman III (a Salastambha king) records: "astamgatesu
rajasu Salastambho'bhavau nrpatih."5* T hese perhaps definitely prove
that the Salastambha kings gained power after the Puyyavarman
aynasty.

Paleographic evidence also goes against Mr. Mukerjis theory. A
comparison of the scripts in Nidhanpnr, Maiyungthal and Nowgaon
plates will show that the first is the oldest. Even a cursory glance' will
reveal the truth.'4

Let us now turn our attention to another dicory of Mr. Mukerji.
He has identified Ilanadeva of PaiupatinSih Inscription with Harja-
italayannadeva, father of Dharmapalavarmadeva of Kamarupa. He
has ignored the fact that the iawriptions of his son do not credit him
with :hc sovereignty over a vase empire. It is to be noted that if we
include Kamarupa in the list of kingdoms mentioned in Pasupatinath
Inscription. Harsadeva had the unique distinction of ruling over the
widest empire ever governed by a king of Pragjyotija. Why then
are the PraSastikaras, waxing eloquent on his wisdom and bravery,
quite silent about this glorious event ? This should have attracted
uc attention of the learned author. His two chief arguments are

(a) Samangad Inscription of Dantidurga 14 mentions the defeat
of Karnataka army which had defeated Sri Har$a.

— — —
10. KSmarOpi Siwnavali, pp. 54.70.

u. Ibid. p. 94.

i2. Ibid. p. 74.

«3 h will be fully discuaicd in a forthcoming ankle.
M- IA. Vol. XI.
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(b) "From I Iarsapala's predecessor Maharajadhiraja Ratnapala's
Inscription ,r

' we learn thai the kings of Gurjara, Gauda,
Kerala cur. and ihc Tayikas or Tajiks {the Arabs) were in

constant dread of him 'Ibis shows that the date of

Ratnapala was towards die end of ihc seventh century A.D.
when the Tajiks or the Arabs appeared in India.”

As to the fust point it may be said that Harsadeva of Pasupati-

nath Inscription had never attained such a fame. There is nothing

to negative Fleet’s suggestion” diat the king referred to was Sri

Harsavardhana of Kanyakubja. In this connection mention may lie

made of an humble article of the present writer published elsewhere.’ 7

In reference to ihc second argument we would like to point out that the

verse refers to the wall of the newly established capital Durjaya.

All admit dial the supremacy of Kamarupa was then on the decline and
the verses seem to have been only false eulogies. Similar cases may
be cited from Bengal history.

18 Even if it be admitted that the

Tajiks (Arabs) were in dread of his anny, that does not prove that

Ratnapala reigned at a time when they first came to this country.

We do no: also see why Mr. Mukerji cannot accept hue mm. Vidya-

Vinode’s suggestion. 1*

From a consideration of the above, it will be seen that Mr.
Mukerji’s theory that "Feet's epoch is in error by more than three

centuries and a half" fails to get any unquestionable support from
Assam history, nor arc his suggestions about die chronology of the

Kimarupa kings quite convincing.

BlSWESWAR Chakravarti.

15. KSmarupa SitanSvali, pp. 88-115.

16. I.A. Vo!. XI.

17. I.H.Q. Vol. XIV, pp. 841.3.

18. Ibid. Vol. XI, pp. 769-70.

19. KSmarupa Rajavali.
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( 3 )

A VOTIVE INSCRIPTION FROM GHAN'TASALA

While visiting the Exhibition Hall of the truth All-India Oriental

Conference held last March at Tirupati, my attention was drawn to

an estampage of a very short inscription. The label read :

“Owner — V. Prabhakara S.isiri.

No. 3. Brahml Inscription.

Ghantasala Stupa, Kistna District."

The record was apparently undeciphered. I had barely three

minutes’ time to study the inscription and to prepare a transcript. I

publish here niy reading of the record which may palaMgraphically be

assigned to the first century B.C.

Text

( or, rrosronpt
)

sref-Ttfprrqi toej *

^ «Tit

Translation

The flight of steps, the gift of Vagaya and Mahadeva, female pu-

pils of the Thera Satayaiiayaga (or, Tayahayaga).

The word pa/e evidently stands for pajja which according to

Hetnacandra’s Defindmumaiu (VI, 1) means the same thing as adhi-

rohini, "a ladder. Right of steps." The word appears to be connected

with Pali pajjo and Sanskrit padya, "a foot-path, wty."

Dines Chandra Sircar.
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( 4 )

NAGNAJIT AND THE ANTIQUITY OF THE
INDIAN ART AND ARCHITECTURE

Nagnajit seems to have been an outstanding figure of his time.

His name occurs in the Vedic, Epic, Pauntnic and Pali literature.

In connection with the firc-altar-building. the Satapatha Brah-

tuana (VIII. 1.4.10) quotes the view of Nagnajit of Candhara, but

only to leject it, on the ground that he belonged to the kingly class.

In die Aitarcya Brahmana (VII. 34.9), the sages Parvata and
Narada are said co have instructed, regarding the substitute for the

soma-juice, the kings Soil)aka Sahadcvya, Sahadcva Sarnjaya, Babhru
Daivavpdha, Bhlma Vaidarbha and Nagnajit Candhara.

1

From the Mahabharata, Adiparva, we learn that Nagnajic-Suvala,

the king of Candhara and disciple of Prahlada, had a son named
£akuni, and a daughter named GandhSri, the motlier of Duryodhana
(clt. 63), and that the powerful Anna Ijupa or Istipad was born as

king Nagnajit (ch. 67).

The HarivathJa says that Suvala- Nagnajit joined Jarasandha

against Kjsna (Viynuparva, ch. 31). Ki$na married Satya-Nagnajiti

IIbid. ch. 60).

According to the Matsya-Ptua\ui (ch. 235, vs. 2-4). Nagnajit was

one of the eighteen instructors of the VastuSailra (Architecture).

1 lie others were Bhrgu. Atri, Vaii?tha, Visvakarma. Maya, Narada.

ViSalakja, Purandara, Brahma, Kumara, Nandlia, Saunaka, Garga,

Vasudeva, Aniruddha, Sukra and ttyhaspati. 1

In connection with Iconometry, Varihamihira, in his Brhat-

Sarhhita, ch, 58, vs. 4 & 15, refers to Nagnajit, as an authority.

Bhattoipala. in commenting on the verse 4, referred to above, quotes
die following verse from the work of Nagnajit

:

1. There ii sonic misconception about the meaning of this passage. Some
lake the view that ail these princes were the pupils of Parvata and NArad a.

while others, following SAvapa, take them to be a succession of teachers. We
have taken the Hist interpretation. The second view docs not seem to be plau-

sible. Firstly these arc Kjatriya princes and not Rsis
;
secondly Itow ran

Somaka. son ol Sahadeva, be a teacher to his father Sahadcva. who is named
immediately after him ? Again Babhru can not be the teacher of his grand-

father Bhimu. According 10 the Pauranic chronology, the names ap|>ear to

have been given here in inverse order fAriel . Ind. Hiit. Traditions by Pargitar,

pp. 105-148).

7. Our thanks arc due to Mr. Jitendranath Banerji, of the Calcutta

Universicy, for bringing this rcierence to our notire.
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“Vistirtynh dvadaia-mukham aairghena ca coturdasa
|

Angulani lalfui kdryam tan-numam Drdvidcm smjtam
|

j”

The Jaina Uttaradhy&vanaSutra says that the king** Dvimuklia of

Pancala, Nami of Vidcha, Naggati (Nagnaiit) of GandhSra and Kara-

kapdu of Kalihga were contemporaries. Each of them after making
over the kingdom to his son, adopted the Jaina faith and became a

Pratyeka-Buadha (S.B.E. XLV. 87).

The Kvmbhakara Jataha says the same of these princes,* but
asserts that they became Uanddiias. It gives the further information
that Nagnaiit was also the king of Kashmir, with his capital at
TakjaiiU.

D. Laufer of the field Museum, Chicago has, in his Das
Cittalakfana, published the Tibetan versions ol the Citrdakyn\as of

Nagnajit. Visvakarma and Pralilada, with German translations. 4

From the evidence of the Satajmtha Bvdhmana it is clear that

Nagnajit, the king of Gandliara, was an authority on Architecture.
This is supported by the Malsya Purtina also. From the BjhalSam-
hiId, we learn that a Nagnajit was the author of a treatise on Icono-
metry. Again the Citraia/mna informs us that an author of the
same name also wrote a treatise on Painting. As the names of these

authors of three works, on kindred arts, arc the same, and as the
name Nagnajit is not of verycommon occurrence, we hope, we shall not
be wrong, if we take them to be identical. Kern appears to have taken
the same view, when he. in his introduction to his edition of the
B[hal-Samhildr says that Nagnajit composed a work on Architecture,
Sculpture, Painting and allied arts. Unfortunately he has not quoted
any authority for his statement.

We liavc seen that in the Alahdbhdraia Nagnajit has been des-

cribed as the disciple of Piahlada. We find also that both PrahlSda and
Nagnajit were authorities on Painting

;
so diis Piahlada might be die

preceptor of Nagnajit. Laufer identifies this Pralilada with die well-

known Pralilada, son of Hiianyakasipu. but we are sceptical about it.

This Prahlada's great-grandson Vana was vanquished by Kysna, so

they were contemporaries. Kysna married Satya, the daughter of
Nagnajit

; so both Kftna and Vana were junior contemporaries of
Nagnajiu How can diis Nagnajit be a disciple of Pralilada? In

3. This Jdlaka read. Dummukha, Nirni, Karapdu and Naggaji for Dvi-

inukha, Nami. Karandu and Naggau respectively, and adds Bhiina of Vidaibha
10 the list.

•1- Wc are indebted to die late Dr. Panchanan Mitra for translating pas-

sages from the German.
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the same chapter of the Mahiibhnraia, where Nagnajit has been called

the incarnation of the Astita I?upa, Prahlada, the king of Bahlika,

has been described as the incarnation ol the Asura Salabha. We
think this neighbouring king tvas his preceptor.

We have hitherto seen that Nagnajit, the king of Gandhara, was
an ancient authority on Art and Architecture. If we can find out his

time, we shall be in a position to form an approximate idea of the

antiquity of the Indian An and Architecture. It has been shown
that the sages Parvata and Narada were the instructors of Nagnajit.

These sages, we find, are the seers of die ligvedic hymns VIII. is £:

13. Again king Sontaka. who was also a student of Parvata and
Narada, and thus a contemporary of Nagnajit, finds mention in the

Rgveda (IV. 15). As it is, we have no hesitation in taking Nagnajit
10 be a Rgvedic king. And thus Indian Art £: Architecture were in

exigence in the Rgvedic period, or earlier.

The verse quoted by Bhattotpala as that of Nagnajit docs not

appear to be as old as the Rgveda. It is, in all probability, like many
other ancient works, a recension or recension of recensions. So it is

no test of the antiquity of Nagnajit. As Varahamihira has referred

to it, it is earlier than the sixth century. The Sanskrit original of

the Tibetan translation of Nagnajit s Cilralaksana is lost ; so we are

not in a position to say anything about its age.

Now the question is, if the Indian Art and Architecture are so

old as the Rgveda, there must be some mention of diem in the Vedic

literature. This is not wanting. This point has already been dis-

cussed by several scholars (Jour. Orient. Res. Madras, Vol. VIII. pp.
991 IT.), so we shall content ourselves with giving a Few instances only.

The mention of the building of the king Mitravnruna. with thousand

pillars (Rgveda, II., 41.5), hundred puna huilt of stone (Ibid. IV. 30.

so), and fire-altar etc. surely indicate the knowledge of Architecture.

The sage Vamadeva wanted to sell his Indra, in exchange for ten

kine, on condition dm Indra should be returned to him, when he
(Indra) shall have slain the purchaser's enemies (Ibid, IV. 24. 10).

This Indra cannot but be the image of Indra. It appears from this

that die image of Indra was considered as an auspicious object, by
keeping which in one’s own house, one was immune from all sorts of

dangers. From this it does not necessarily follow that die image of

Indra was worshipped in the sense we do no%v. Again Indra, men-
tioned in Ibid, VIII. 1.5. which the owner was not willing to sell even

for immense wealth, has to be taken in the sense of an icon Indra.

The word fnatimd in the sense of ‘image’ occurs in Ibid, X. 130,3.

Pratirupa in the sense of ‘picture’ is described as Silpa i.c. art, in die

Satajmtha Brdhnam, III. 2. 1.3. Besides Ivatfd in the sense of giver
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of form,' i.e. sculptor, occurs in the Rgueda, X. 185. i., & I. 188. g.

Artizans. such as peiitn (painter, engraver) and praharita (sculptor)

were bound to the fourth yupa, in the Purusamedha sacrifice (Sukh
Yajurveda, eh. 35, KandikS 5-22).

We have seen above that the opinion of Nagnajit, the king of

Gandhara, relating to the fire-altar-building, has been treated with

contempt in the Satapatha Brahmana, on the ground that he belonged

to die Kdjanya class. The reason for this seems to be that the writers

of the Satapatha Brahmana were Brahmanas and belonged to Madhya-
deSa. where the Biahmana supremacy was fully established. So they

naturally resented this as an intrusion, by a king, into their special pro-

vince. But how could Nagnajit, a king, come to be an authority on
ritualistic architecture ? A reply to this question, as well as the

estimation, in which the people of North-western India were held

by the people of Madhyadcia, will be found in the Mahabharata,
Karoaparva, ehs. 44 and .15. In Gandhara the king was also the

Rfvij, i.e. a priest.

Not only worst invectives have been hurled on the character,

mode of life, and rites and customs of the North-westerners, but their

kings have all been described as incarnations of Asuras (Mahd-
bhdrata, Adipaiva, cl*. 67). This leads us to think that the people of

the North-west were largely influenced by the Asura mode of life and
culture,* although they were Vedic sacrifices.

There appears to have been, in tht-Flguedic period three schools

of culture, viz... (1) the Gandhara school, (a) the Madhyadeia school,

and (3) the Dravida school. The reference to the last named has

been made by Varahamihira in his chapter on the Praiimd-taksana

(Bjhat-Samhitd, ch. 58). We have scon that among the eighteen ins-

tructors of the Vastu-iuslra, some arc Asuras, such as Maya, some
Asuric, a» Nagnajit, and others are Rjis. We think that the Gandhara
school, with its centre at Tak$asila, which became a great seat of

5. Tin, Satapatha Brihmann, XIII. 8.1.5. & says that the godly peo-

ple make their burial-place* four-cornered, whilst those who are ol the Asura

nature, the Easterner* and other*, make them round. This shows that they

followed different styles ol Architecture. Again it says that both the gods and

the Anuai sprang from Prajapati ; 10 they were not necessarily different cthno-

logically i.e. Aryan* and non-Aryans. The Easterners and others have been

called as of Asura nature (Asurya). Here ‘othm’ includes the North-westerners,

for we find that in die Mahabharata, Adipwva, ch. 67, both the Eastern and
North-western kin^. have been described as incarnations of Asuras.
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learning, represented the Asura school. Its exponents were Maya,
Prahiada and his disciple Nagnaiit. 'Hie Madhyadesa school represen-

led the Sura or Brahmanic school, with Vistakarma, Bhtgu, Alri,

Va4istha etc. as its exponents.

It thus appears that the Gaudhara school of Art fc Architecture
existed long before there was any communication between the Indians

and the Greeks we hitherto know of. The time lias come to revise

the old theory that the Gaudhara school is the creation ol, or influenced

by, the Greeks. In fact the finds of the Indus valley excavations have
given a rude shock to this theory. In rhis connection, it is well

worth mentioning what has been said by Sir John Marshall about the

icdstone statuette (plate X) found at Harappa. The 'refined and
wonderfully truthful modelling of the tlrshy parts,’ and ‘the subtle flat-

tening of i he buttocks and the clever little dimples of the posterior

superior spines of the ilium' have been so exquisitely done, that ‘a

Greek of the fourth century B.C. might well have been proud' of it.

(Mahenjo-Daro and the Indus Civilisation, Vol. I. p. 46).

Again, speaking about the all important matter of anatomical
faithfulness of the two statuettes (plates x & xi), Sir John wonders
whether 'Greek artistry could |>osibly have been anticipated by
fculptots of a lar off age on the banks of the Indus.' He further

says. ‘We know definitely (hat the Indus engraver could anticipate

the Greek in the delineation of animal forms
;
and ii we compare

the statuette of pi. x with, for example, seal 337, we must admit that

there is a certain kinship between the two. both in the "monumental”
treatment of die figures as a whole and in die perfection of their anato-

mical details' (Ibid. p. 47).

Wc Lhink that Narnia jit was die founder of the Gaudhara school

of Arc. The name of his capital Taksasila (city of stone-cutters) also

goes to support our view. The Indian Art & Architecture were as old

as Rgveda, if not earlier.

(Late) Jogendra Chandra Ghosh.
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< 5 )

ON BUDHA-YOGA’ IN MLDKARAKSASA 1. 6.

Stanza 6 in the first Act ot the Mtidraraksasa runs as follow

^t^rnifOTOre^iHIH
I

— g gvrfln: n

In explaining this stanza, almost all scholars have taken the term’
‘budhayoga to mean' the conjunction oi Budha' with Candra or some
other planet. The figure in the stanza is regarded as Sleja as there
are two meanings throughout one with reference to the moon
(lunar eclipse) and the other with reference to Candragupta. As

E means here sambandha oi conjunction as stated above, in die
r case budha-yoga means Cdnakya-sambandha1 with Chandragupca.

On die basis of this meaning, natural Iv, in the former ease too, budha-
yoga is taken to mean conjunction of Budha with Candra.

There is a difficulty in accepting this view. It is a well-known
fact that a lunar eclipse can take place only on a full moon day. On
such a day the conjunction of Budha with Candra is an impossibility.1

Hence one lias to reject one or the other oi these two hypotheses namely,
i'i) that it was a lull moon day and (a) that die conjunction of Budha
was with Candra.

Some scholars prefer to reject the former and read the first line

of the stanza as 3Tqnpmq3«H, Prof. Ray. Taranatha

Tarakavacaspati* and others belong to this class. Another class which
uidudcs Dhundiiaja/ Kale," Dhruva7 and others, holds that it was a

i. - Ray: Telang; Vidyabhusana and Majumdar’s

’cries cd. Gf. Sahityadarpma (Nirnayasagar press cd. 1902) p. *6<j. See also Piol.
K. H. Dhiuva’.s notes in this connection in his edition oi the Mudrt. (and ed.

•9*S)-

s. According to some it i» C&takya-upuya.
3- It is an astronomical fan that the planets Mercury and Venus an

never be at a distance of more than 90® from the sun. O11 a full-inoon day
the sun and moor, will be at 180" from each other. Hence on such a day, the
conjunction of moon with mercury is au impossibility.

4- Edition of Mudra. in Majumdar’t series.

5. Dhundiraja’s commentary is printed in both Kale’s and Telane’s edi-
tions of the drama.

G-7- For the views of Kale and Dhruva. see their notes in their editions
ot che drama.
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full-moon day and rejects the above-said meaning or budha-yoea.
According to them, the term means the conjunction of Budha wuh
(oilier) planets

;
they base their view on the following statement of

Vyddhagarga/'—

a® zziagm

It

meanings

to tliis word

is worthwhile however, to consider if Yoga has some oilier

{s in this context. The following arc the meanings assigned

- Monier-Williatns.

WTO
An expedient, artifice, plan, device

;

application of effort, endeavour, diligence,

assiduity, zeal, attention.

Strenuousness, exertion, endeavour, zeal,

assiduity. — MacdonelL

Of these, the meaning seems to suit well in the

above context. Then budha-yoga means ‘budhasya sannaha,' the stre-

nuous effort of budha. 11 This gives us scope to explain that it is this

effort of Budha that is regarded as averting an eclipse. It becomes
clear if we refer to the following stanzas of Amaracandra's Balabha-

rata."—

qfimvns ^ fasgfisfa ratf rpegufermro: u ^ n

«c?r*cmit^P.qR«ft^: q^T-rf g?rj fsrssri f^tfTr a ? n

Here, Budha ’s constant attendance on Ravi is spoken of as the means
for him to secure the averting of moon's eclipse through Ravi. It

is noteworthy that Amaracandia (1250 A.D.) refers in his work to

8. This is quoted as the f'fddAa-Garga-/'«c«n<t in the Jtpala-vyakhya on
Bfhanaitihiia of Varahamihira. In the same plate the following also i% pointed

out as the statement of another Garga

ETt

w' 3 «?** ••

9. gi «T *f' vtfa—Tc!ann's edition.

10. According to the Bunions, Budha is the son o| Candra,

1 1. Kavyamala 45. I. 1.8,
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this idea, though the great Astronomer Varnhamihira (c. 550 AD.)
has declared in his Brhatsamhita (ell. 5, st. 17) that these yogas have

nothing to do with eclipses.

In the light of the above, the following commentary is offered

fwg: igspKi: sfa 5T q^T'nCTrWn'vr^t

*15: Tfi’miwi T3H5R aifrTvrfijg*

•rcrofeg 33' wfagw fir giro. rorffr 1 fe^g supotisct sta:

fhTcTfl' «KTt?: 3*13 if* 3133. ;
TOT *73^:— -ih 1wtriInm^TTTTOjjfrf

jfeg’ tfa 1 ywffwig foro ^TT Bpwwraww «w* ^3.n?‘

WWf^TTOH. I fa?3 T^T^t t-i''iir^fvrH ,li!l><IH—tfa I TOT =3 ijamti —

3g3?*PTtn' 57J 3 3=^ 1

gf? 3 CTTgg'XFTO a' g'BT os^t 3*?q. 11

qy ^tvivny-Mi'd^g—

*

e
T7T: tMjfirafwn, ufo

iMifilHpg qro: h; ^rsigt nsra: 1
jcq^rorrcqriM'iFi rtsra-

•tt5t: ftinrwnfq 53:3^ l e^gtTTO^g^fer^TO. sf?r 3T i 3^’

ggfgrr' F’U$jr*Jsy’ gfr^Uisg-Mi' gR^yt&HiwijijfiTfd gr 1 3

***$: stgfoqfel &ft V****? ( ni. 99 )
p»rar qftraflt *r«535R-

&wro Biwrotefta 1 qrrerfgg' wgfircro:, 1

5 fe»g, grotn; ftrw >Wfn yr«i»ww gfn; 33T3: wTgftrfsr

wi»i<m-roy»ig;T«?jT3i ggorf usigys-^'wtwMig: w^t'^ti-

flTOrfijc’T ( 39pft )
fpT -W.^W t5JPT ?ffT ||

The stanza is to be translated thus :—
The cruel seiner Rihu (Rakjasa) with Kctu (MalayaketuV now

seeks to vanquish Candra (Candragupta) having the full orb

(Mandate); but the effort of Bttdha (Canakya) saves him by means

of his power (force).

Canakya had collected for his assistance four men namely Jiva-

siddhi, Siddharthaka, Bhaguravana and Nipunaka and this compares

well with the four other planets with Budha in a panca graha-yoga to

avert an eclipse. Amaracandra’s stanzas referred to above, give us a

clue to think that Bttdha’s effort in securing the assistance of the

other planets was believed to lead to the averting of an eclipse. So

'bal/H' means svasamsddliita fmitra) sahdyabalam asrilyn.

R ANCACHAR.
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(
6 )

YUVARAJA DIVAKARA

Tlie Sadnktikarndmrta of Sridharadasa, 1205 A.D., quotes two

verses (II. 146. 1; III. 45. 2) of a Yuvaraja, i.e., a crown-prince. It

has been suggested, in the form of a query, ihat he might have been

Yuvaraja Prahiadana, the author of the Parthaparakrama-vycyoga, and

and brother of the Paramara King, Dharavar?a (1163-1229 A.D.) of

Candravati.* But no conceivable reason is found for Sridharadasa

of Bengal to refer to Prahiadana of Candravati in West India as simply

Yuvaraja .
On the contrary his Yuvaraja is, to all appearance, and

can, in all probability, be the heir-apparent to the throne of Lakjmana-

sena, his royal master. It has to be observed in this connection that

while Sridharadasa is careful to quote not only Lak$manasena- but his

lather, Ballalascna,* as also Kesavasena,* a younger son of Lakjtnana-

sena, the name of ViSvarupasena, the immediate successor of Laksmana-

sena, is conspicuous by its absence in the anthology, and the conclu-

sion is irresistible, unless we become hypercritical, that it is the crown-

prince, ViSvarupasena, who is quoted as Yuvaraja by SridharadSsa.

There is again a Yuvaraja Divakara, a verse of whose occurs in the

Saduktikarnimjia (II. 31.4)- It » impossible to divine if Sridhara-

disa’s Yuvaraja is the same with Yuvaraja Divakara, but there is no

intrinsic incolierency in their being identical. This, however, puzzles

one all the more, but was Viivarujxiscna. who figures in the inscrip-

tions as a devout worshipper of the Sun (Divakara), popularly known

as Divakara before his accession ? Is this, again, his original name

that has been scratched off, as is well known, in the copper-plate

grants of his, as also of his brother. Kesavasena ? And if want of space

to accommodate a name of more than three letters was the reason

for the appearance of the comparatively smaller form of the lour letters

of the name Vi-sva-ru pa in the copper plates in question, what could

then possibly have been the original name that gave place to Visvarupa

n the inscription of ViivarQpasena, who, we must remember, preceded

Ke-ia-va('-sena)? „
Nalini Nath Das Gupta.

1. Saduktikarn&mrta, publiihcd by the Punjab Sanskrit Book Depot,

Lahore, Introduciion. p. 96.

s. Ibid, p. 114.

i nu
, pp. 47-48.

3. Ibid, p. 110.
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A NOTE ON ILTUTMISH

Dr. S. K. Bancrji contributed an interesting paper on Some

Aspects of Muslim Polity in Early Medieval India' to the Octobci

(1039) i«ue of this journal. As a student of the same subject. I may

perhaps be allowed to say a lew words about some of his conclusions.

Dr Banerji says, "The principle of election as opposed to that of

the Divine Right was first illustrated in Muslim Indian History by

Iltutmish's accession.'' Undoubtedly lltutmish owed his elevation to

the throne to baronial election but did his predecessors rule by

Divine Right? Mu'izzud-din Muhammed ibn Sim became the

master of Northern India by the right of conquest. Qmb-ud-dtn

could claim on his behalf no Divine Right ol succession, no popular

or baronial election- and no title based on military conquest. He took

advantage of his viceregal position and assumed the title of 'Sultan'

at his master’s death. Mu'ta-ttd-dTn’s successor in Ghazna. his nephew,

gave his formal sanction to an arrangement which he was neither in-

clined nor able to disturb. It is clear, therefore, that no Question of

Divine Right arises in these cases. • As a matter of fact, during the

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries there was no recognised law of

succession, no recognised procedure to which recourse might be had

in case of dispute. Broadly speaking, the choice was limited, as a

matter of convenience, to tire members of the deceased Sultan's

family. Tire priority of birth, the question of efficiency, the nomina-

tion of the dead king,-these factors sometimes received some arten-

tion ; but die decisive voice scents to have been that of die nobles

who usually preferred personal convenience to the interest of the

State.
,

.

Dr. Banerji tells us that the creation of 'the order of the forty

was Iltutmish's greatest achievement,' and refers us to die Tabaqat- 1-

Nasiri for the sendees tendered to the Sultans by these 'pillars of the

State’ till the accession of Ghiyas-ud-din Balban. He seems to take

this famous 'order' as a service' (like the Indian Civil Service) in the

modern sense, i.c., a bureaucratic organization. Such a view is alto-

i. See the present writer’s articles in Indian Historical Quarterly, June.

1935. and Journal of Indian History, August, 1936.

», After his accenton all noble., except Taj-ud-din. accepted an accom-

plished fact as the logical conclusion ot the previous course of events.
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geiher inconsistent widi the fares at our disposal. Barani says.

"The Forty obtained power in the government of the country, and
grew in strength and dignity." He says about Balban, a member of

this ‘order,’ that “even while he was only a Khan, he used many of

die insignia of royalty .’’4 We read in die Tabaqat-i-Akbari • that

every one of these slaves 'attained to the rank of an Amir.’ Sir

Wolsely Haig says dial this "college of forty . . . divided among its

members all the great fiefs of the empire and all the highest offices

in the State .’’ 4 This is precisely the reason that led Balban, whose
success as an administrator is certainly not inferior to that of Iliuunish,

to crush the pretensions of these ‘pillars of the State.’ As a matter

fact, the forty Shantsi slaves were neither belter nor worse tlian the

MuizzI or Qutbf slaves. These three groups of nobles belonged to the

same category and played a similar part in the political history of those

unsettled times. With his previous experience of the pretensions of

'over mighty subjects,' lllutmish should have refrained from creating

another ’order.’

Dr. Banerji seems to attach ail exaggerated importance to vain-

glorious titles claimed by Iltuiraish in his inscriptions. lie described

himself as the ‘master of the king of the Turks and the Persians.' Dr.

Banerji lakes this as an announcement of ' his might and majesty as

compared to the itisignifiranrc of the petty kings of Turkistan and
Persia.” This announcement was as meaningless as the claim of the

English successors of Henry V upon the throne of France and the

claim of the Burmese kings to be the ‘sovereigns of the universe .’ 4

Anil Chandra Bankrjke.

S- Elliot, Vol. Ill, pp. 97-98

4- B. Dc’s translation, Vol. I. p. 93.

5 Cambridge History of India, Vol. Ill, p. 62.

6. Wilson, Documents Illustrative of the Burmese Wot, p. 5.
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THE SOCIOLOGY OF RACES. CULTURES AND HUMAN PROGRESS, by

Dr. Bcnoy Kumar Saikar. Published by Chucl.em.-my, Chattetjee & Co.

Lid., igjg. Pages
figg.

Price Rupee* Seven.

Formerly known as 'The Futurism ©I Young Alia,' the book is, in the word*

of the author hinuelf, a 'volume of essays, disconnected and scrappy although

they be, is like everything that Avia has done since 3905 in any field but another

term in the scries which ic destined to bring about the great consummation.

It will perhaps be regarded by the colleague! and comrade* in the Western

world as furnishing to a certain extent the logic or methodology which must

have to operate in every process ol Aufkt&mng before the final synthesis or

reconstruction is reached.' The hook i> divided into five groups. The first

essay, "The Futurism of Young Asia" which forms a group by itself, embodies

the Leitmotif ol this volume, viz. war against colonialism in politics and

against "oiientalisrne" in science. The other four groups captioned as ‘Asia

and Eur-America.' 'Revolutions in China, Tendencies in Hindu Culture,' and

‘Young India (19*3-1921)' consist of thought-pnn oking ways dwelling on the

diverse courses of culture acquired by certain countries in the fields of Anthro-

pology. Psychology, Sociology, Politics, etc. The Appendix entitled, "Young
India in Exact Science (19*5-1921)“ gives a than account ol India’s new contri-

bution to the various branches of science. "The entire volume is in its ideo-

logical a filiations organically oriented to the author's cx|>crienc« and invesri-

gations which form the subject-matter of eight volumes in Bengali under the

general title ol ‘Vartanian Jag* 1
' (Contemporary World). This series of bools,

based as it is on travel, has for its theme the sun-cy of tendencies in history,

education, literature, science, art and social development, and comprises Egypt,

Great Britain, Ireland, the United States, Japan, China, France and Germany."

If the reader, after a careful perusal of the entire book which preserves

permanently the essays foimcvly published in the ephemeral pages of periodicals,

fails to find pleasure and profit and to get himself aquainted with the world

movements in matters, economic and political in particular, he will have no
one but himself to blame, for Dr. Sarkar, a scholar of international repute,

has, with his characteristic ability, admirably accomplished the task which he

set out to perform.

Mohammed Abi’jl Karim.

46—13
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WHERE THEOSOPHY AND SCIENCE MEET, Part*. II, III & IV, railed oy

D. D. Kangi, 1.E& (Reul.). Published by die Adyar Library Association,

Madras. 1938.

The product of erudite specialists ol the E*m and die West, die book i*

divided min four pan* - (I> Nature - from Mucrocoun to Microcosm, (II)

Mail from Atom to Mail, (111) God - from Humanity to Divinity, and (IV)

Some Practical Applications. By 11s lie the Ian three para. Pari II contains

self-contained essay* on (i) ‘Matter and the Atom' dealt with from the throw-

phictl and scientific point* of view, (ii) Chemistry — to shots' where and how
far Theosophy and Chemistry meet, (iii) Physics (light, sound, etc.), to show

hosv far the New Physics is approaching Theosophy in its exposition of the

laws governing the physical universe, (iv) Relativity, (v) Modem Mathematical

Thought, (vi) Evolutionary Biology, and (vii) From Mineral to Man. It aims

at giving deeper knowledge and undemanding ol the constitution ot man and

the universe, both outer and inner, visible and invisible, and at shoving: the

relationship between the two. Pan III gives at die ouicsi an indication as to

how far modem science comes towards Theosophy in the domain o: physiology,

i.e. f of function. Then follow the interesting essays entitled "Western Scientific

Research ami die E literic Double" which gives a scientific explanation of

pvavM or vitality, "Mythology.” "Anthropology," "Philosophy and Theosophy,”

“Psychology/
1 and "Yuga." Pail IV opens with a critical examination of the

different "Methods of Rcscaich" followed by suggestive essays on "Psychical

Repeat eh," "Medicine.” "The Mystery of Magnetic Variation" "Astrology"

"Law." "The Piactlcal Application of Theosophy to Politics and Government,"

"Education," "And What of Am" and "Whither Scicncc?"

The appropriate illustrations and the bibliography at the end of each essay

go a long way to enhance the importance of the book as a whole. Readers

will surely find it a profitable reading.

THE Cri*A : V CRITIQUE, by P. Naradinlwui. M.A.. L.T.. Professor of Philo-

sophy. Madras Educational Service (Retired).

This is an original and thought-provoking book from the pen of a writer

who lias already made his mark by his solid contributions to the field of philo*

sophic aitifUm. One may not agree with all his conclusions, but one cannot

help admirhtK the boldness, the profundity and the analytical acumen displayed
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by the author in these page*. Here is an attempt to offer a critical estimate of

the Gita in detail in a truly scientific spirit, although the author i» carried too

far b> his spirit of finding inconsistency and interpolations. The author often

forgets that the Gita is not a modem textbook meant for academicians but it was

a synthesis of the philosophic thought of India meant for religious devotees as well

as students of philosophy in the days of old. His exposition of die second chapter

is able but not sympathetic, his exposition of the thirteenth chapter

is the ablest and the best in the whole bool as here he attempts to emphasize the

contributions of the Gita as the synthesis of the Vedanta and the Samkhya in a

profoundly philosophical spirit. His exposition of the tenth chapter is insuffi-

cient. It is common knowledge that herr the pantheism of the GltS is graphi-

cally expressed, notably iu the concluding seise of the chapter which gives us in

2 nutshell the whole ol the Hegelian philosophy. The authors characterisation

of the famous eleventh chapter a» something meant for “VaUhnav.i enthusiasts"

in order to glorify their favourite deity is not very charitable either to the

Vaishnava or to the inspired author ol die bonk.

In die very first paragraph of the first page of the foreword we are told

dial. "The value uf the Glia lies entirely in the Upanishadic quotadons it

contains.," i.e. it has no original value at nil 1 And again, in the tenth page of

the second Chapter we are told that 'llic GItfl scans to aim at such a eo-ordi-

nadon ol the two schools of thought, the Sankhya and the Vedanta ; and this

is the great merit of the work : for neither of the schools as they now exist is

ca|iahle of achieving this synthesis.’ He chat acidises the idea of immortality

expounded in the second book as something 'strange' and he finds no "reasons"

why die I’urasa in Sfiilikhya is apt to confuse himself with die evcrchanging

Prakpti. Not to undmtand this means not to understand the whole of the

SSihkhya philosophy. In spite of tliee and odicr inconsistencies and shortcom-

ings of the book, we may confidently recommend it to the thoughtful

perusal of all sincere losers of philosophy and religion.

R. C. Adhikary.

HINDU SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS : by Pandharinath H. Valavalkar, PhD..

LL.B.; with a Foreword by Prof. Sir S. Radhakrishnan. Kt.; Longmans.

Green and Co. Ltd., 1939, pp. 345—Tlibliogtaphy+Indcx.

This work which was accepted as a thesis for the Doctorate Degree, embodies

the results of the author's studies in the Hindu Social Institutions and their

Socio psychological significations. After setting forth in the Prologue the bare

The Isrfiqi Revival of Al-Suhrawardi by E. J. Jurji,
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outlines of the scope of the work, and the various sources of information, which

mainly consist in the Vedic literature, the Sfllra literature, the Dharmattstra

including the Epics, the Puranic literature, tbe Arthaiistja and the Kiiinaiastra.

the author deals iu the fust chapter with the basis of human relations and tlie

problem ol Existence and iu implications. The second and third chapters treat

respectively of the social psychedogy of the System of the Four Airamas and the

psychology of Education. A discussion of ihc Hindu marriage (vivAhaa) forms

the topic of die font tii chapter, while the subsequent two chapters arc concerned

with die Hindu Family, and the Woman in the Hindu Society. The Four

t'arnas constitutes the subject-matter of the icvendi and last chapter, which is

followed by an Epilogue, a Bibliography and an Index.

Although r.ot adequately comprehensive in nature, the treatise is, neverthe-

less, an excellent contribution to Indian Sociology, and a highly entertaining

study. These well-documented pages one may unhesitatingly say, dearly

testily to the author's erudition, skilfulnca in interpretation and spirit of

judicious caution. In trying to comprehend thoroughly and on a scientific

line "the material, moral and spiritual background of the drama of social life

and institutions as conceived by the Hindu,” and “the fundamental ideology

and spirit around which social order, institutions and purposes have been

sought to be formulated and reared, ' at this time of day when the conflict be-

tween the two extremes of the Hindu Society, viz. the 'conservatives' and the

'progressives,' has really become sharp, die author has earned the gratitude of

all sections of Hindus, who care to take pride in professing Hinduism. As
Dr. Thoothi in his Nole prefixed to these pages appropriately observes, "Perhaps

the greatest single contribution of Hindu social thought to civilisation consists

in die conscious recognition and acceptance of the fact that the highest indi-

vidual development can and must be achieved in and through society, or to

use the more comprehensive Hindu term through 'SamsSra.' Stalling from

this discovery, the Hindu seers proceeded from time to time to mould and

perfect die apptopriate social insnnuiims." Dr. Valavalkar in his thesis further

develops the idea and tells US that the Atramo and Parma schemes were devised

by die Hindu seers of old "as instruments of life, as the best means towards

the fulfilment of what was conceived to be the fullest and most efficient manage-

ment of the individual, and of the social and economic orders as a whole,”

and that ‘'these two schemes arc the unique gifts of Hinduism to the world.”

The chapter on the "Woman in Hindu Society" may profitably be studied

by anybody, Hindu or non-Hindu. The book is sure of a warm welcome by

those whom it may concern.

N. N*. Das Gupta.
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AftKIA NATA : Edited by B. K. Bania, MA, B.L., Honorary Assistant Director

of Historical and Antiquarian Studies, Assam
;
published by the Government

of Assam in the Department ol Historical and Antiquarian Studies; 1940.

With the nco Vaixnavitc movement that set on foot in Assam in the fifteenth

century came a strong impetus that was responsible for a remarkable development

of art and literature in that province. Of the body of literature, drama Became

the most important component part, for dramatical performances were considered

to 1 yr the most powerful instrument lor propagating and popularising the new

creed. Dramas of Assam liad thus an origin which is primarily and expressly

religious in character, and episodes of the Life of Kj*na, as depicted in the

Bhagavala Pur&tya, became naturally the subject of representation on stage.

We have in the volume under notice a collection, made from old manus-

cripts, of fifteen Assamese dramas, composed not by ordinary playwrights but

by the famous Vaiftava teacher of tire province, Sa^kuadeva, and his chief

disciple Madhavadeva as well as by GopAladcva, who succeeded Madhavadeva

as the pontiff of the Assamese Vai$p*va church. As the very name Arikiyn Note

implies, these dramas arc one-act play*, and a preponderance of lyrical elements

is characteristic of them. The language employed in the dramas is, however,

neither Sanskrit, nor Assamese, but a curious mixed language, the mixture of

Assamese and Maithili, but which must not be confounded with what is

Frajabuli,

Congratulations are due to Mr. B. K. Barua, Honorary Assistant Director

of Historical and Antiquarian Studies, Assam, upon his successfully editing this

volume. He has, a* h evident, taken great pains to insert in the Introduction

all relevant and necessary information tegarding these dramas within the com-

pavi of twenty-one pages, and the \olume should be in the hands of everybody

interested in the Assamese dramatical literature.

Nauni Naim Das Gupta.
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Oriental scholars regret the passing o£ three women colleagues whose share

in the advancement of Eastern studies was by no means .small. These are

:

i Mabel R. Rickmers, wife of die distinguished geographer and explorer,

Willy R. Rickmers. Mrs. Rickmers died in Munich on Dee. 24th, 1939. Under
her maiden name, Mabel, C. Duff, she was the author of the standard work on

Indian Chronology, viz. "The Chronology of India" (1899). Not only a first-

rate Sanskrit scholar and philosopher (diiciple of P. Deussen}, she was also effi-

cient in the field of Pali Buddhism, and with W. Ceigrr translated the Cu|a-

variisa for the Pali Text Society (2 vols. 1929-30). As ,1 personality she wa 9 the

soul of genius, kindliness and humour.

2

Miss Mary E. Lit.ley, an enthusistk worker In die field of Pali Buddhism,

passed away on March 14th, 1940. Owing to a natural reticence she was not

as well-known among Orientalists as she deserved to be. She was one of the

founding members of die first "Buddhist Society of Great Britain and Ireland"

(1507, President Rhys Das ids), and she had occasion to prove her scholarly

ability in the domain of Pali by the edition of the Apadina for die Pali Text
Society (a voU. 1923), a task on which she spent endless labour, handicapped
by a corrupt text in insufficient MSS.

3

CiiRtsTiNF. ScatfRMAN, wife of Prof. Lucian Scherman, formerly Director

of the Munich Ethnographical Museum. Mn, Scherman died at Hanson.
Ma'c.achusctts, US.A., on March tyth, 1940. She was a woman of great literary

ability and wide learning, who assisted her distinguished husband in many
departments of his studies. She was well-known as an authority on Burmese
tapestry, and wrote many articles on weaving problems of Shan and Karen.
Together with Prof. Scherman, she wrote the Burmese Travel Diary "

1m Stroro-

gebict dcs Irrawaddy" {Munich 1922). a delightful cultural sketch of the Burmese
aixl die mountain tribes of Burma. She combined her wide and sound learn-

ing with a iruc sense of family interests and devoted companionship.

W, Sttjix
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THE ATHARVAVEDA AND THE NYAYAMA
51JARI OF

JAYANTABHATTA

By H. G. Narahari

While the supreme authority ol the Vedas has seldom been ques-
tioned. at least in orthodox circles, attempts have very often been made
to make a gradation even among the four Vedas from the standpoint
of their importance. Though the fust plate is generally accorded to

the Rg-Veda, it is not impossible to see. now and then, effor ts to raise

the three odier Vedas ro the highest pedestal. In his introduction to

his commentary on the Rg-Veda, Sayana says that he commented on
the Yajurvcda first because it. in his opinion, deserves the first place
among the Vedas. It may be, Sayana observes, that on occasions like

Vedadhyayana (study of the Vedas), Pqraxana (recitation), Brahma-
yajha, and fapa (meditation), the Rg-vcda occupies the foremost place,

but in sacrifices it is the Yajurveda that is most prominent. 1 While
ihc contribution of the Rg-veda and the Samaveda ends with supplying
Stolras and &is<rvu to be recited at the sacrifice, it is 'he Veda of the

Adhvaryu priest (i.c. the Yajurvcda) that really gives the shape

(
mdlra

)
to the sacrifice. The Rg-veda and the Samaveda supply only

limbs to the body of the sacrifice in the preparation of which it is the

Yajurvcda that is solely instrumental.’ Sayaria would hence conclude
that the Yajurveda is the foremost among the Vedas.

The statement "Vedanam Samadevo' smi" in the Bhagavad-gitu

!
X. 22 .) is sometimes taken as an evidence to show that the

urnaveda is the premier among the Vedas.*

Whichever of diesc three Vedas be the foremost, all these con-

troversialists agTcc

is distinctly inferior

in

in

holding that, as a Vcdic text rhe Aiharvavcda
status to the other Vedas. The three other

Vedas are grouped together under the name Trayi, and the Atharva-
veda is discarded from the group. Defining the Trayi, Amarasimha

i. Siyana'j introduction to his commentary on the Rg-Veda, p. 2.-

D'aidik-Stuhsodhanamanylal Edn).

8. Ibid. p. 3.

3. Cp. RV. v. 54. 14b. where the seer says that the Maruts protect the
leer versed in the Sdnon (Yuyam rjim avatlia samaviprnm).

47—1
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says: "Striyara yk samayajusi iti vcdas irayas tray?,"

4

meaning thereby
that the group of the three Veda* Rg-veda. Yajurveda, and Samaveda
is called Trayi. Commenting on dm line, Ksirasvamin remarks that

the Acharvavcda is outside the pale ol the Trayi (atliarvanah trayyud-

dharah}

6

Speaking of the genesis of the Vedas from the Primeval
Sacrifice, the Puruja sukta (Rv. X. go) mentions only three Vedas and
omits the Atharvaveda.* The Taittiriya-Brauhmana (III. 12. 9. 1)

seems to ignore the Atharvavcda when it mentions only the three

other Vedas ; “Rgbhih purvahne divi deva iyatc, yajurvedena tifthati

madliye’hnah, samavedena astam cti vedaifi asunyah tribih eti suryab*"
The Salaf>atha-Bid!imana (X. 5. 8. 1-3) also speaks of three vcdas only
omitting the Atharvaveda

; “tacha prajapatih akamayau balm syam
prajayeya iti, sa tapo’ tapyata irayo veda ajayanta, agnch ygvedal.i vayoli
yajurveda adityat samaveda iti,” The Siahanardyannpanisat (XII. 2.)

speaks of the Tray? thus ; “saisa irayyeva vidya tapati." Speak-
ing of the brahmins to be invited for iraddha, Manu mentions 1 only
chose brahmins who are versed in the Rg-vc<la, the Yajurveda and the
Samaveda, not those versed in the Atharvaveda also.

The reason that is usually advanced for meting out such a treat-

ment to the Atharvaveda is that, while the three other vcdas contain
in them prayers and sacrificial formula? used in sacrifices, the Atharva-
veda contains in it hymns which are devoid of all sacrificial utility.

Madhusudana Sarasvati only echoes the stereotyped orthodox view
when he observes in his Praslhana-bheda as follows

: “tatra hautra-
prayogah Rgvcdcna adhvaryavaprayogo yajurvedena audgatraprayo-
gah samavedena, brahma yajanianaprayogau atraiva antarbhutau

;

atharvavedas tu yajnanupayuktah Santipnustikabliicaradi-kamiaptati-

padakatvena atyantavilaksana eva.'’ In short, so strong is the wave of
popular aversion against the Atharvaveda that it is sometimes allegori-

cally represented as ’a lean black man, sharp, irascible, amorous, and
fond of little tilings, possessing power to assume any shape it likes.”

9

4. Kama] iftgSnuiSsana, v. 3.

5. “Amarakoia" with Kslrasvamin's commentary-Ed. V. G. Oka, p. 28.

6. Muir, however, thinks that ilie seer means the “Adiarvaveda” when,
in RV. X. 90. 9c., he says that ''Chandiimi'' wctc bom out of the primeval
saaifice.-Original Sanskrit Texts. Vol. II, p. 189.

7. Manusmrti, III, 145.

8. Weber. "Indischc Studien,
1
’ I. 16.

g- Rajcndra Lai Miua in his introduction to "Gopatha Brihinapa." p. 4.
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Its claims as a Veda arc very often discarded by some of the orthodox
who sometimes even go to the extent of denying its very existence. 19

Santa feels that all this aversion towards the Atharvaveda is un-
that it is not justifiable on reasonable grounds. It is his sincere

conviction that, as a Vedit text, the Atharvaveda can be in no way
inferior to the other Vedas, and that it deserves to be ranked as im-
portant as any one of them. I Ic would consider it a partial appreciation
of the full value of the Atharvaveda, if it should be accepted that,

chough the Atharvaveda is of no service in so far as sacrifices are con-
cerned, it is really valuable when it gives us hymns which are useful

when we arc ‘to appease, to bless, and to curse.'
11 He can brook no com-

promise which would make him fall shore of his own position, and
hence is his attempt to prove that the Atharvaveda is as authoritative
and valuable as any other Veda.

To those who profess to accept the authority of the Vedas but
yet feel diffident to accept ihr authority of the Atharvaveda also,

jayanta would point out that their attitude is improper; when Jaimini, 1 *

the author of the MlmariUd-sutras propounded the infallibility of the
Vedas or when both Kanada 13 and Ak$apadaM made a similar declara-

tion, they meant all the four Vedas: the Mimamsakas cannot say that

the Atharvaveda is not authoritative because it is of known authorship,

and the Naiyayikas cannot hold in a similar way that only the

three vedas are the pronouncements of an Apia, not the Atharvaveda
also.

None of the philosophers are seen to make any distinction among
the Vedas in so far as their authority is concerned.’®

Also, the entire activity of the residents of the Aryavarta is based on
the authority of either Sruti or Smjli, and the term Smli includes the

Atharvaveda also.
1®

Further, a good number of statements occur in Vedic literature

itself where the Atharvaveda is also taken into account. The Satcpatha

10, Cp. A. C. Burnell in his preface to "Vainia Brahnuna,” p. si.

it. Madhusiidhana Saiaivati, op. ciL

la. Mimaihsa-daiAanarn. 1. i. 5.

13. Vaiiepka-darianam. I. 1. 3.

14. Nylya-daifcmam. II. 1, 67.

15. ‘‘Nyiya-manjari" of Jayantabha(ta, p. 954. (Vizianagaram Sanskrit Series.)

16. Ibid.
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Brahmana'1 contains the statement "soVim atharvano vedah." The
Chdrdogya Upanifad (VII. 7) says that the Atharvan is the fourth
Veda and that Ilihasa and Puriuia combine to form the fifth. In the

Satadhyayana there occurs the passage “atharvano vai brahmanab
samanah" thereby mentioning the Atharvaveda by its name. There
are besides a good number of passages where the Atharvaveda is

mentioned by one or other of its apDclIations.'* The Chandogya
Upanifad (III. 4) mentions it by one of its common appellations, the
Alharvdngiras when it says “yo’ svodanco raimayali ta eva asya udi-

cyah madhunadyo’ tharvarigiiasa eva madhukjta iti.” In the Taittiriya

(i t - 3-) Atharvaveda is mentioned by the same appellation: "Tasmad
va ctasmat prar.amayad anyali antaratma manomayab. .tasya yajureva
sirah, fg daksinah paksh. alharvangirasah puccham pralistha.” The
Atharvaveda is referred to in the Taittiriya Brahmana (III. 12. 9, 1.)

also, which says "ream praci mahati dig ucyate, daksinam ihuh yaju-
satn. atharvanam angirasam pratici dig ucyate". So also the Satapatha
Brahmana (XI. 3. 8. 7) when it says ; meda ahutayo va eta devanSm
yad atharvihgirasab sma ya evam vidvan adiarvahgirasah . . tjptah
tarpayanti". A reference to the Atharvaveda is not wanting even in
the Samhitas. 'Hie Taittiriya Samhita (III. 5. n. ja) refers to the Athar-
vaveda as follows : "tv5m agne pu>karad adhy atharvS nir amanthata.”'0

Javanta next proceeds to cite passages from the Smyth where the

Atharvaveda is mentioned by name or where its name is implied. The
Manvsmrti (XI. 33) gives the Atharvaveda the same status as the three
other Vedas in calling it also a Smti

:

"srutih atharvahgiraslh kuryad
iti abhicarayan." When the Yajnayalkya Smfti (I. 3) mentions the
fourteen branches of knowledge (I'idydfthandni). it takes into account
four Vedas, not merely three. The Vififupurdna (III. 6. 28) is more
explicit when it mentions the four Vedas (vedah catvdrah) in the course
of its enumeration of the varieties ol knowledge (Vidya).

Satalapa recognises the importance of the Atharvaveda when he
says "Rk-sama-yajurahganam atharvangirasam api anor apy asya vij-

nan5d yo nficanah sa no mahan iti."
w The memlsers of a Parijat are

17. Ibid.
; there are besides a good number o£ passages where the term

"atliarvanalj" occurs in the same Brahmana ; see for instance Satapatha Brih-
mar,o t IV. 1. 5. 18; VI. 4. a. 3; XIV. 1. 1. 18, etc.

>8. For a full account o( the various appellations of the Athatva veda, see

Bloomfield "The Atharvaveda and the Gopatha Brahmana,” pp. 7-10.

19- This verse occurs in the other Samhitas also ; see R.V., VI. 16. 13a
;
SV. I.

9a
;
VS. XI. 32a

;
Maitrayaplya Sathhiil (II. 7. 5a).

20. Cited by JajanWbhana in his "Nya\a-Maftjari.” p. 255. (Vimnavaram
Sanskrit Series.)
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always expected to be conversant with the Aiharvaveda. According

to some, four people well-versed in ihc four Vedas, and knowing the

nature of Dharma constitute a Paiijat.
11 iankha and Likkila** specify

that the ten people constituting a Parisat should possess a knowledge
of the Atharvaveda also. So also one of the qualifications of the five

people constituting a Pari$at is according to Pracelas,'1 a knowledge of

the four Vedas- Also when the Pank ti-pdua itas arc recounted, one
knowing the Atharvangiras is also taken into account. 3 '

So much for passages from the Siuli and Smrti which recognise

the importance of the Atharvaveda. But Jayantabhatta docs not stop

there. He next proceeds to quote passages from other writers of

eminence like Paianjali and Jaimini who also step aside from tire gene-

ral group which looks upon the Atharvaveda with disfavour. In citing

samples from the four Vedas, Pataiijali rites'* first from the Atharva-

veda Sahara also cites in many places '*' from the Maudaka:Saklld and the

Paippaludaka Sdkha of the Atharvaveda besides the Yajurveda.

The next objection against the Atharvaveda taken up by Jayanta

for answering is that the Aiharvaveda teaches not the sacrificial cult

that is the main theme of the three other Vedas and that it consequently

deserves its divorce from the pale of the Trayi. Jayantabhatta would

consider such an argument unsound for, in the performance of sattoras

like I>ti, Paiu, the Ekalia, and the Ahina, the teachings of the Athar-

vaveda have seldom been neglected .
17 There is no sacrificial rite that

si. Sec. for instance. YijflavalkyfrSmfli, I. a. 9.

2». Nyflya—tnanjari, loc. tit.

G3- Ib«d-

24. Cp. Sahkha-sinpi, XIV. 7. p. 586 (Anandasrama Sanskrit Senes).

25. MahS-bliisya." p. 5. (Benans F.dn); Pataiijali'* partiality to the

Atharvaveda is further evidenced by the fact that he diet almost exclusively

from the Aiharvaveda and the ancillary texts belonging to this Veda. It is a

fact that is familiar to Sanskrit grammarians that Paoini favours the Rgveda,

Katyayana, the Yajurveda and Pataiijali, the Atharvaveda. Pataiijali's leaning

towards the Aiharvaveda ii sometimes taken to signify that he is an Atharva-

vedln; if this masoning be acceptable, there is greater reason to consider

Jayantabhatta as an Atharvavodin. especially when his favour towards that

Veda is quite explicit, as the present paper shows.

26. See, for instance his bhS-sya on *'MImami4-sutra!." I. 1. 27, II. 4. 8.

27. NySya-mafijari, p. 256. (Viuanagaram Sanskrit Senes): cp. RV. VIII.

9. 7 cd. where mendon is made of the Ailurvan fire in sacrifice!. {1 somatn

madhumattamaro gharmaiii sincid acharvaiii).
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can proceed unless ihe different shades of opinion found in the different

Sakhas arc laken into consideration.

It may, however, be argued that the Atharvavcda need not be
consulted as the Hot* is expected to be proficient in ihc Rgveda, the
Adhvaryu in the Yajurvcda, the IJdgatr in the Samaveda, when rites

like tlie Soma-sacrifiec arc performed. Jayanta would then point out
that the Brahma-priest must consult the Atharvavcda so that he may
be able to perlorm his duties. In support of his statement, he refers

to the Gopalha Brahman (I. 2. 24) wherein it is stated that Prajapati

employed four priests—the Hotr, knowing the Rg-veda, the Adhvaryu,
knowing the Yajurveda, the Udgaij-, knowing the Samaveda, and the
Brahman, knowing the Atharvavcda—when lie performed the Soma-
sacrifice. and that, if any one of these four priests is omitted the sacri-

fice will be faulty.’*1

It is also stated there that if, in a sacrifice, anything
should go wrong, ihat can be remedied by the Atharvavcda (yajne

yad unari ca viri$tam vatayamarii ca karoti tad atharvanim tejasii

apyayati*0). That the Bhjgvahgiras should drink the Soma is also men-
tioned in the same context.

To this it may be objected that all this refers to the practice of

the followers of the Atharvavcda, and that, in the opinion of the
followers of the Trayl it is enough if the Brahman knows the three-

fold Vidya (truyi vidya). Jayanta would reply saying that the Trayi-
vidyd is nothing more than the Rg-veda, the Yajurvcda, and the Sama-
veda put together, and since the Atharvaveda contains passages from
all these three Vedas, it has a right to be the text of the Brahman in

a sacrifice. Should it, however, be retorted that there is no necessity
for a whole, the parts of which can subsist separately, Jayanta would re-

ply saying that the Atharvaveda is not a mere compilation of the other
Vedas, buc contains in it the essence of all of them (Irayydh iukram
bhavali),’0 and a* such cannot be replaced

; it is for this reason that
it is often called the Biahma-Veda, the Veda of the Brahma-priest.Tlie
Gopalha Brdhmana (I. 2. 16.) enumerates the four Vedas as follows;
"catvaro ime vedali, rg-vedo vajurvedah samavedo brahmaveda iti".

1 he Kii
f
haka-iclddhycyana- B rah mava endorses this appellation when

it says : "Atharvano vai brahmapafi samkno’tharvanam eva ctaj justham
nirvapati."81 This is further corroborated by another passage in the
Gopalha Brdhmana (11. 2. 5.) which says that the sacrificer must seek

»3. Gopatha Bralimana. pp. 4r>4j-Bibliotlicca Indica Edition.

*9. NySya-manjatl, p. *57 (Vizianagarain Sanskrit Seiiei).

30. Ibid.

31. Cited in die Nyaya-manjari, p. 258.

3a. Gopaiha Biilunaiu, pp, ioG-107-Bibliotheca Indica Edition.
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the aid of die Brahma-priest who, by dim of his knowledge of ilie

Bhtgoahgiras (i. e. ihc Atharvaveda) can remedy anything that goes

wrong in the course ol the sacrifice.8*

As for the claims of the Atharvaveda for the name 'Veda', Jayatita

points out that there is enough evidence even in ordinary parlance ;

J*

when one classifies the Vedic Literature into Samhita and Brahmana,
he understands the Atharvaveda also by the first division : also, if a

man says that he has studied the Atharvaveda among rhe Vedas, none
of his hearers blame him for giving the appellative Veda to rhe Athar-

vaveda. The term “Veda" is a common title for all the four collections.

It may be that, like the Atharvaveda. Ayurveda is also called a Veda.

But the two do not belong to the same class. The subject-matter of the

Atharvaveda is akin to that contained in the other Snmhitas, and like

any one of them it also treats of Brahma-yajna and oilier Srauta rites.
3 *

Yajiiavalkya, for instance, says tha: the Brahmin who studies the Aihar-

vangiras satisfies the gods with fat (medas), and the manes with honey
and clarified-butter.8'

It is thus evident, Jayantabhatva concludes, that, as a work the

authority of which is to be acknowledged, as a vedic text which is useful

for self-study (svadhyaya), and finally, as an instrument to secure the

summum bonum of life, the Atharvaveda is on a par with any other text

in the Vedic canon (tena prainanatayaih vedasvadhyayaJabdayacyatve

purusarthasadhanavidhav api catvarah sama vedah).*0 If it is neces-

sary to make any distinction among the Vedas, the first place must
belong to the Atharvaveda, for it contains, according to the Gopatka
Brahmana (I. i. 5.), die great mantra with which Brahman performed

his primeval frranava. Also, while those initiated according to the

Atharvaveda are at liberty to study any one of the ether vedas, others

who have not gone through Atharvavedic initiation, have no tight to

study the Atharvaveda-*’

In conclusion, Jayantabluma would say that there is nothing like

a private or an exclusive rite of a single Veda, for each single rite is

based on die audioiity of all the branches of the Vedic canon, and that

only those who are not afraid of the consequence of scoffing at a Vedic

33. Nyiya-manjarl, p. *59.

34. Ibid.

35. Yajfiavalkya Smfti, I. 1. 44.

36. NySya-mafijarl, loc. cit.

37. Ibid., pp. 259 f
;

Jayania cites this context a statement which says

that while those knowing die Bh(gv4Agira.\ tan study ihp oilier Vedas, the

revene cannot hold good.
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text would think of making distinctions therein.® To him, however,

there arc four branches of the Vcdic tree, each one having a number of

off -shoots, replete with innumerable flowers and fruits, whose glory

is all the more enhanced on their sweet-juice being tasted by the mouth
of the priestly-singer.

10

In thus arguing in defence of the Atltarvaveda in the teeth of

opposition from the orthodox, Jayantabhatta seems to have long anti-

cipted Whitney who, in i Sjg,' remarked : “It is well known to all

who are in any degree conversant with the Sanskrit literature, that

Rk. Sama. and Vajus are often named as the three Vedas, to the entire

exclusion of die Atharvan ; it never, indeed, attained to the high

consideration enjoyed by the other collections, nor so far as is known,
found a native commentator.40

It would be highly unjust, however,

that the Indian example should in this respect be followed by us: for

to us the Atharva is. next after the Rk. die most valuable of the four

Vedas, as being itself also an historical collection, and in much the

greater part of independent contents.

”

41

38. Nyaya-mnnjari, p. a6t.

39. 'ryavm: 1

rra fs >: 1 1 —Ibid.

40. Whitney was then unaware of Sayaw’s commentary on die Atharva-

vcda.

41. J.A.OS., Vol. Ill, p. 306.



CANDRA-6UPTA II, SAI IASAN1KA ALIAS VIKRAMADITYA
AND THE NINE JEWELS

B) S. K. Dikshit

(Continued from p. 210 of I.C. VoL VI. No. 2.)

\\ c now come to VaraTuci and Subandhu. In a stanza already
quoted, Subandhu is associated with Raghuk.ira, Haricandra, etc. Dr.
Keith" says, "He (sSubandhn) appears fim in Bana, who mentions
in the introduction to the Har$acaritam,s the Vasavadatta as quelling
tile pride of the poets, and in the Kadambarl 40

in celebrating his own
work he uses the epithet atidvayi, surpasing two, which is believed to
refer to the Vasayadatca and die Bjhatkatha of Gunadhya. That
Stibandhu's work is meant is not now seriously questioned. Peterson
himself having long .since withdrawn his suggestion to that effect."
Subandhu’s priority to Batja is confirmed also by a reference in the
Raghavapandavlya.41 which says that "there have been (onlv) three
experts hi Vakrokti, viz., Subandhu, Banabhatta and Kaviraja

; a fourth
one may or may not exist." Another stanza found in the Sri-kantha-
carita (II. 53) seems to refer to his priority to Bliaravi and Bana,' and
posteriority to Mentha.

A commentary’ on Subandhu's Vasavadatta says that he was a
court-poet of Vikramaditya and that lie composed this work after that

41 - History of Sanskrit Literature, p. 307 (1928).

45.
1

<n«jgsiet nwr stiRr r
-H.C. p. 4. (Paiab’s ed.)

46.

47 .

swwfl waft-si

Brar «nr n
»'

—Kadambarl, Inuo St. (Kane's cd. p. 2).

«iwn ahum rfa n>r. 1

•WtBorilfitsr!: -aqtsf f«n» ««(’
-Kaviraja's Raghava-P4pdavi>a. 1, 41.
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king had expired.'" Vamana’s Suiralahkara has (as first shown by
Prufessor Pathak) die following under the Sutra defining Ojas

"Sabhiprayatvam yathi — ‘so’yarn sariiprati Candraguptatanayas

CaiulraprakSio yuva, jato bhiipatirairayah krtadhiyaih distya krtartha-

iramah." ASrayah kriadhiyam ity asya ca Siibandhu-siicivyopakyepapa-

rataya sabhiprayatvam.

”

Professor Pathak corrected "ca Subandhu" to “Vasubandhu," but

the latter reading was challenged by MM. H. P. Sistri on the evidence

of the manuscripts. Later Mr. R. Narasiriihadtarya, the (former)

Director of Archeological Researches, Mysore, referring to the

same passage said that his examination ol various manuscripts ol

Vamana's sutras shows that the reading of the disputed por-

tion of the passage was "ca Subandhu" and not “Vasubandhu"*0 This

is, therefore, taken by R. Narasiiiihacharya to refer to Kumara Gupta,

the son of Candra-Gupta 11. 1 think I should agree with him.

Dr. Keith in his History of die Sanskrit Literature refers to a tradi-

lion which “makes him (Subandhu) a contemporary of the legendary

Vikramaditya and a nephew of Vararuci." The colophon of an old

manuscript of Vasavadatta10 reads : "iti Vararuci-bhagineya-Mahakavi-

Subandhu-viiacita Vasavadatca samapta," i.c., "Here ends the Vasava-

riatta composed by the great poet Subandhu, a sister's son to Vararuci."

Subandhu mourns the demise of Vikramaditya in the loch verse

of Vasavadatta" which runs as follows

WHy-rat •wt «ft shfr: i

utTt-4 wfasta’ n

We may or may not take 'tuiveba vilasmti' as referring to the

nine jewels, as suggested by some scholars. But what is there to stand

against such a suggestion, especially when the commentator says :

48. ^fsiiiiha-nStha Vaidya (Hall's ed. Intro, p. 6.)

49. Proceedings ami Transactions of the Second Oriental Conference, p,

204. JASB. 1905. *53; 1A. One does not know how far to believe in the

Avantisundarl-katlilL

50. Hall's manuscript D. Cf. Hall’s ed. pp. 6-7 ; Gray's ed. p. 6. where he
makes a very aposite remark.

51. No interpreter can adore to forget that this stanra is full of double
meaning words. See also J.R.A-S. 1907. p. 406 Q. In his introduction to Vasava-
datta, Gray denies the reference to 'Karika.' and offers another interpretation

(p. 8). Sec JJLA.S. 191460. tf.
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(Hall, Intro. p. 6)? Subandhu refers to Durvasas' curse ou Sakuntala,

"an incident invented by Kalidasa" (II IQ. I. p. 310),
There is little difficulty in his reference 10 Lddyocakara.'" Dr. S.

C. Vidyabhujana regards L'ddyotakara as a contemporary of Dliarma-
kirti. as he refers 10 a work called Vadavidhi wliicli "is only another
name for the Vadanyaya by Dharmakirii." But Dr. Benoyiosh
Bhattacharya, in his foreword to the TattvasarigrahaM has rightly

pointed out chat “Uddyotakani's Vadavidhi may very well represent

die Vadavidhi (Ron ki) of Vasubandhu, and not Vadanyaya of Dharma-
fclrti." In Dr. Bhauacharya's opinion "L’ddyotakara flourished con-
siderably before the time of Dharmakirii." Moreover, S. L£vi denied
the suspected allusion to the Bauddha-samgacyalnmkara of Dharmakirii
in Vasavadatta. 1 would therefore assign Uddyotakara to circa 410
A.D.; he criticised Dignaga, the disciple of Vasubandhu. I need not

go, I think, into the details regarding Vasubandhu's date which is

already adequately treated by scholars like Prof. M. P6ri, Mr.
BhaHacharya, Prof. H. Ui, etc. whose conclusions with slight changes
I liave not much hesitation in accepting. According to Prof. M.
F£ri, “ Vasubandhu was born about 350 A.D., according to Dr. S. C.
Viclybhusana, Vasubandhu was a contemporary of Lha-tlio-ri, king of

Tibet who lived upto 371 A.D.," and therefore "lived in the middle
of the 4th century A.D." (J. &: l’s. A.S.B. *505. p. 227). while accord-

ing to Mr. B. Bhattacharya. he lived from 320 to 400 A.D. I therefore

respectfully dilfer front Drs. Takakusu,“ T. Kimura, G. Ono, U. Wogi*
hara, Prof. Hikata, B. Liebich“etc., regarding Vasubandhu's date ; I

may add that the date which Prof. M. Peri assigns to Vasubandhu has
liccn followed by l*rofessors Keith, Winternitz, Sir V. Smith, etc. In

my humble opinion Vasubandhu was alive up to 415 A.D., i.e. up to

the reign of ‘Baladitya’ (Kumara-Gupta ;
Bala=Kunuira), son of Vikra-

maditya (vide Real).*1*

Vararuci’s contemporaneity with Vikramaditya is confirmed by

Hall, 235; IRAS. 1914. 601,

53. G.OS. No. XXX. pp. LXXIV H. Cf. Uvi, ’La date de Chandragomin.'

54. Apropos de la date de Vasubandhu, B-E.l'.E.O. XI. 1911. Nos. 3-4.

55. J.RA^. 1905. pp. 33H. Indian Studies, pp. 89IE. 93II. etc.

56. B. Licbich (KnratarattginT, appendix). I am obliged to the Editors for

this reference, a* also for various oilier suggestions.

56a. JASB. 1905. 255 , JDL. I. 341 IC. 1939 April.
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his own Patrakauinudi, which says (hat that work was composed by
ilie intelligent Vararuci a( the behest of king Vikraraadilya.67 Prof.
SailendranSth Mitra in his article on 'The long lost Sanskrit Vidya-
sundara" 1® informs us of another work written by the same author

:

“Accident has however brought to light a Sanskrit manuscript called
Vidyasundara-Upakhyanani (which came to my hand in 1920), written
in a Strange admixture of Bengali and Devanagarl alphabets. The
author of the work is mentioned as Vararuehi, of the court of Vikrama-
ditya, as is to be found from the following colophon which reads

:

The story is introduced under the following circumstances. There was
a delightful converse of scholars going on in the court of king Saha-
sarnka. and in the conversation on the works of new poeis the king
asked them to relate in verse the story of the poet Chaura and Vidya
of perfect learning ; whereupon Vararuehi commenced the story of
Vidvasundara there is a mention of a poet Kalidasa aione
with a Sahkarasiva."

6

I have taken the liberty of quoting Mr. Mitra at length, for this
clarifies certain important points regarding Vararuci’s date. Here
Vikramaditya the patron of Vararuci is also called Sahasariika, a name
which can be legitimately referred to Candra-Gupta II. He had
other poets besides Vararuci in his court, who used to discuss about
ihe respective merits and demerits of new works. — as wc already
know from Rajafokhara's KavyamlmSima. It is also worth remem-
bering that Ujjayini is chosen by Vararuci "for his heroine."08

I he JV. (XXII. g) refers to Srutasena. The commentator Bhava-
racna says :

,,

$ruta>cna is put here instead of Siddhascna only to avoid
the metrical defect, chamloOhanga." The well-known collections of
Jama traditions, known as PrabandhakoSa,' 0 Kharataragaccha-patta-
vaufll

etc. refer in several places to his famous achievement in the

67. f***ir%*j58 1

*i’ *i 1 -c i*t*i
i
4h'i r« 1

58. Proc and Trans, of the Second Oriental Conference, pp. aiG-218.

59. Ibid. p. 2)8.

60. Piabandhakoia pp. 16-18

61. Kliarataragachchba-pa^vali-samgraha (compiled by Jinavijaya) p. 18,

Also pp, 3 , a? etc.
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MahakaJa temple at L’jjain, by which he converted Vikramaditya to

C
iiiusm. His father according to Jain tradition was a Purohita of

ing Vikramaditya of Ujjain. This led Dr. S. C. VidyabhOsliana to
identify him with Ksapannka, one of the nine jewels' of Vikrama's
court. After he met Vrddha Vidiguru, he became his disciple and
assumed the name Kumudacandra. When later he determined to
turn the whole sacred lore of Jainism from Prakrta into Sanskrit he
is in some traditions said to have been ordained to expiate .for that sin
by his preceptor. According to other accounts lie determined to
expiate for it of his own accord. His resolve to write in Sanskrit seems
to be in conformity with an equally insignificant tradition refered to
by the Sarasvatikan(hal»haraiia that all the authors of Sahasiiihka’s
lime wrote in Sanskrit" satruiijayamShaunya and other Jain texts
also unanimously aver tliac Divakara-Siddhasena was a contemporary
of Vikramaditya. Lastly, we ought to remember that Varahamihira
in his Horaiastra has referred to Siddliasena at least once by name."

Amarasimha is already correctly assigned by certain scholars to

circa 400 A.D.°* I would here like to draw attention of the scholars
to an interesting reference to king VikraVnasimha of Ujjain and his
minister Amara in the KSS. and the BKM., where the latter discusses
with the former the merits of hunting. He pleads for hunting as an
exercise, — an idea exactly similar to one put in the mouth of the
commander-in-chief of Dusyanta. Thus rhe KSS (Chapter XXVII)

has: y-R^r-TTSSWLsl P.M*1 JTt ||... ?TFJT

1 .... am oriKJjtSw
1 trorwit: tra^ sr trftgpm

yv iu*wt ^r4tewf*r a rrow ifrgfr ii’ ( st. 135-146 ).

Now we come to Vctdlabhatla. I have already remarked that Vikra-
maditya is constantly associated with Vetala. I should here only quote
some significant passages that connect Candragupca-Sahasimka with
Vetala.

(
1 ) Natyadarnana of Ratnacandra and Gutiacandra lias the

following : "Yathd Devicandragupte Sakapatina param kfcchram-
apddiUah Rdmagupta-skandhdvaraman\ijighrk}\tiupdydnlc.rdgocare

62. ‘Snpraisnwa fl*T trtmwifcn: 1

Jt'5t?T?a*5 *i a •sntwft’r, b

63. rswu-ft mb' »'

I—Hor'^Sstra VII 7.

(Trivandrum Sanskrit Scriei. No. XCI. p. 137).

64. LA. 191a, p. 316: Caimichad Lectures, 1921, p. S3; pp. i8itf.
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pialih&re wifi Vetdlasddhr.namndhyavasyun Kumaracatuiragupta Aire-

yena Vidit^akenoklalj etc. Thus according to Devicandragupta,

Candragupta retired with his friend Atrcya at the dead of night to a

solitary place with the object of propitiating Vetala. This means, in

my opinion, that Candragupta had two friends. Atrcya and Vetala-

bhatta, both of whom helped hint in his secret undertakings. Vciala-

bhatta was accordingly a friend of Vikrama even when he was a

Kuir.ara, i.c. when he had not yet usurped the throne of Ramagupta.

(2 )
The reference in the Cambay and the Sangli plates of Govinda

IV of the Imperial Rastrakuta dynasty to the Paisacya may, I suppose,

be now clearer.

Vecalabhatta was almost certainly the author of the prototype of

the present Vetalapahcavimsacika, winch we find incorporated both in

the KSS. and the BKM. Here Vctiila is represented as a semi-divine

being to whom arc attributed not only human actions but human
form and seniments also.“ He is associated with the Mahikala-
fmaiana of Ujjain and remembeis Vikraiuiditya after his death with

grief, saying chat Vikramaditya annihilated die Asuras or demons who
had assumed die fot in of Mlccchas." 1 The stories in the KSS. and the

BKM. are narrated to Trivikrama (son of Vikrama) instead of

Vikrama himself. According to KSS.,07 Vikramaditya has a very signi-

ficant epithet, viz. Vbamasila
; he holds a certain power over the Vetala.

I guess that the name Visamafila is possibly given to Vikrama in view
of his usurpation of the throne and the consort of his elder brother,

if not in view of his association with Vetala (who is obviously the same
as Veialabhatta). 1"

Just as in the KSS. and the BKM., Vetala is represented in the R.T.
too as a contemporary of the son of Vikrama The sa:nc Vikrama is

represented in the R.T. as an elder contemporary of Pravarasena ; he
1< contemporaneous with the poet Mentha as already shown. We are

told of "siitratii Vetalapacitam" and “Vetalaveditam lagnam."* 1 Tints
in die R.T. too Vetala is represented as a semi-divine being who is

65. Cf, and 'ftfrn vnfhWH 1—Kss. ch. 78 st.-2 etc.

£6- '""W TOsy; etn.il not 1

« nr.’ra V—Kss, ch. B9. at. 33.

67. Kss. mamr. (Ch. 119. at. 27-39).

G8. Kss. ch. 1 22. st. 1 03-4 i tnflum i: •

—Kss. ch. 123. st. 330 ftroftwiw* 1

69. '
R. T. III. 349-51
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capable not only of human actions but of sentiments as well ; he re-

members Vikrama in the presence of his son and praises him.
Now we come to the question of the contemporaneity of Candra-

gupta Vikramaditya and the Kalidasa. Abhinanda in liis Ramaearica

says that Kalidasa’s composition was given an unsurpassed aniount of

encomium by the Saltan.’® The whole stanza reveals that Kalidasa

!

>robably received from him a vast amount o£ gifts. This reference to

iis munificence is very appropriate in the case of Candra-Gupta as

will be shown below.

Words of Greek origin like Jamitra etc. arc unknown to Arya-

bhata but are freely used by Kalidasa and Varahamihira. T he com-
mentators Dakjipavartanalha and Mallinatlu find an allusion to

Dignaga and Nicilla in Lhe 14th stanza of Meghaduta.’ 1 Dr. Kshetresa-

chandra CbattopadhyayaT: has adduced some grounds for proving that

these commentators are at times wide of the mark in explaining

certain terms, phrases etc. But this happens practically with every

commentator, and opinions may differ as to which of the conflicting

explanations is correct. But here I see no such conflict, for no other

tommentators, except perhaps the modern ones, have stated that the

stanza does not contain any allusion to Nicilla and Dignaga. At any

70 .

71 .

•Trtf Pontic towto *nr*i atoms'

to: i*

—Uaomcaritaiu XXII 100.

‘«nf: nr tifitm WwPffljB wto-

fcywmmt oft «twwr««ot* b’

—MegbadO-.a, st. 14 (Pfirmncuha)

7*. I confess, 1 cannot convince myself ol Dr. K. Cliattopadhvaya’s propou-

lion that “DakiliinivarianStha it (here) more anxious :o explain the veiled

teferencc to Nichula and Dignaga than to give the direct meaning of the verse.”

The reference is not at all far-fetched ; at any rate, there b no need ot charging

that commentator of any ’originality in the matter’ (The Kuppusvrami Sa»trt

Commemoration Volume, p. 18). Mr. K. C. Saftkara informs us: ‘The

Sabdlrpava gives Nidiula as a poet’s name" (I,A. 19**. p. 19s)- For Dignaga,

vide J St Pi. A.S.B. 1905 217: 25-|ff.
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rate, it would be dangerous, I believe, to charge the commentators

with inventing lies, or even with creating fictitious tales, especially

when one of them (i.c. Mallinatha) defines and circumscribes liis acti-

vities as a commentator in the famous lines : "namulam likJiyale

kincit," (i.e. nothing is written without authority). According to Dr.

S. Vidyabhiisapa and B. Bhal(i»cliiu ya, Dignaga 'was known as the

Fighting Bull or a Bull in Discussion (Tarkapuhgava)." And it can

be easily admitted that if Kalidasa lived in circa 400 A.D. he certainly

borrowed from 411d improved upon his predecessors. I see no reason

why Dignaga should not charge Kalidasa with plagiarism, as is stated

by the commentators. Nor do I know why Kalidasa, like Uddyoca-

kara,” should not refer to Dignaga, when all of them practically

belonged to the same period. Haribhadra, a Jain author who died

in 479 A.D., ‘quotes from Dignaga and adopts his view as universally

accepted by the Buddhists’ (J.A.S.B. 1905. 254).

It may. however, be objected that such veiled allusions to contem-

jxsrary events are not in keeping with Kalidasa's style. But is the

Indian Shakespeare really above such allusions We know that

Candragupta’s son Kumaragupta was known also as Mahendra. The
Vikramorvaiiyam is already taken by some scholars to be enacted at

the ‘Yauvarajya’ ceremony of Kumaragupta as the Kumara of Pururavas

is coronated at the end of the play. The name of the play itself as well as

the sentences like: "anulsehah khalu Vikram&lank&raft

"

are already

taken to refer to the king Vikramaditya. The theory regarding Kuinara-

gupta’s coronation is further confirmed by my conjecture that die

sentence "Muhendr-opakfiTaparytipter.a Vihrama-mahimna vardhatc

bhav&n” has a direct reference to that event. 1 should only draw

attention to the constant play on die words Mahendra and Kumara
(both of them epithets of Kumaragupta) in die Vikramorvaiiyam.

We know that the gotra of the Guptas was Dharana ; I therefore

guess that the sentence : "Be you the lord of Dharini and die earth”

73. The reference is only an indued one. VflcaspaiimiAra (V.S. 949) in

bis Tatparyaliki (p. 1). says

:

TOift «tra c*nr-

' Cf. vav g^r«I ms* snifr suits jwfTentptfatffl-

<5*. «fc<3* fiew: —Uddyotakuri. Uddyotakara “mentions Dignaga

under the name of BhadanuT according 10 Dr. S. C. VidyabhO$ana. (JASB.

1905- ”3)-

73a. In this connection, I refer the reader to Prof. K. ChaUOpadhyiya’s

anidc on 'the Date of Kalidasa,’ (Allahabad Univ. Studies. VoL II. pp. ii4 ff. and

135a.). Also, JRAS 1909 pp. 733®.
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X WTTt 'JHJ&r\n " has a significant allusion that could

be better appreciated by a man in the street in Kalidasa’s days than
even by a most learned scholar of to-day. I had drawn Dr. Raychau-
dhuri's attention to litis passage in the Malavikagnimitra (I. 15) and
suggested to him this conjecture. But he seems to favour quite a
difierenc conclusion that the Guptas were in some way related to
Dharioi, the first consort of Agntmitra. But one should remember
that the Sungas or the Kiisyapas, according to all traditions, were
Brahmanas, while the Guptas were not.

It will be permissible, I hope, to argue that ihe Cantos 3 to 7 of the
Raghuvama were composed while Kumaragupu was reigning, as the
word KumSra is of very frequent occurtencc in those Cantos.’ 1

K umarasambluva is. in my opinion, rightly supposed to be written to
hail Kumara’s accession to die throne. I may point out however that
the fourth canto of Raghuvamsa does not refer to Kumara after the
soch verse, in which he refers to "aitumarak/itkodghatam thereafter
it refers to Vikrama instead, no less than five times.’* This only means
that the conquest of the four quarters (Digvijaya), depicted in that
Canto is referable to Vikrama rather than to Kumaragupta. There is
little reason to suppose that it refers to Samudragupca or to Skanda-
gupta. At any rate the JV. (XXII. 14) avers that Vikramaditya did
undertake a digvijaya-yatra in which he conquered Dravida. Lata,
Vahga, Gauda, Gurjara, Kamboja etc. As to his southern conquest
we should remember the connection of the Paiali-pura-varadhttvara
and the Ujjayinl pura-var5dhisvam Candragupta 01 Vikramaditya with
rhe Gutus of Guttal or Guttavol.al,’* as well as the Kaumalcsvara-
dautya. A tradition recorded in the Prabandhakosa etc. refers to
his conquest of the Pandya king.™ Nor can wc forget the hoard of
Kumaragupta’s coins found in the Saura District of the Bombay

74,

Ruehu III. 12, 16. 40. 48, 55 :

IV. 20
;
V. 36, 37, 39. 50, 52, 75,

VI. 3, 78 80: VII 16, 28, 36,61,63.

74a. Raghu IV. 22; 52: 59; 68; 83.

75. Bombay Gaz. I. ii. pp. 578-84. Their family deity was Mahakila of

Ujjayinf, and one of tbeir crests Garuda-dhvaja. Note the Gaiuija-dhvaja on
the Gupta coins. Also vide the Allahabad Inter, of Samudra : Giraflr Rod Inc
of Skanda-Gupta. St. 2. etc.

76. Op. cit. p. 15 entrant ft**ttfi*il rrar etc.

Compare 'Vikratnas adventures' (F. Edgerion, ll.OS. XXVI. 231).

40-3
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Presidency.” The (ide Maharajadhiraja attached to Candragupta, as

against the title Maharaja attached to Rudrasena etc. in plates of Pia-

bhivatl, wife of Rudrasena. are, to say the least, significant. About the

conquest of Assam we get information from Prof. S. K. Bhuyan of the

Cotton College, Cauhati. who in his article on ihc Assamese Histori-

cal Literature informs us as follows "Lakslimipala's son Subahu,
Savanga in some chronicles, detained the horse let loose by the Raja
Vikramaditya in connection with his Ajvamcdha. Vikramadilp invad-

ed Prasjyotishapui a and rescued his sacrificial horse after vanquishing

Subahu.’”3

The R.T. also speaks of Vikramaditya — a contemporary of

Meoiha, Vetala, Pravarasena etc. and a conqueror of Sakas as holding
sway over Kaimlra even when he properly belongs to Ujjain. Ncpa-,

lese chronicles also admit Vikramiditya's hegemony over Nepala.
I therefore think it probable that Candra of the Meherauli

Pillar Inscription” is identical with Candragupta II of die Gupu
dynasty, though I cannot definitely say that all diesc claims found in

die JV., the Meherauli inscription, the Raglutvatiiia etc. arc correct.

Indeed, we cannot ignore the striking similarity that is observable
between the inscription and the Gupta coins. The Meherauli inscrip-

tion contains the following two lines, which, in view of the light that

the coin legends and the Raghuvamia throw over them, must be
regarded as referring to the demise of Vikramaditya

jtt

TinfsaniNT nTOcf: i'

i.e. "of him who being as it were tired of one world has resorted to the
other; who has bodily reached the world that was conquered by (his own)
deeds, (but) has remained in this world by (or in die form of) fame."
The Gupta coins contain almost identical words and expressions, which

77- Allan, Cat. of Indian Coins. Gupta dynasties., p. CXXX.
78. Calcutta Ori. Prcst Publication, 1929. p. 3. Compare K. L. Barua’s

Early History of Ktlmarupa, pp. 43-44.

79. Fleet’s Gupta Insets. No. 3*. The conquest of the four quarters is

briefly and beautifully described there. Ihe Bahlikas in that inscription should
naturally represent Bactria in the north. The Bahlikas to "the west of the
seven months of Indus” are a figment of imagination.

80.

Compare : miqiTt-x. mKRGVlhlffat HrWttmfir l * 11
(

Ragliu
XVIII). Is this not a reference to the inscriptions on the Gupta coins ? Cf.
also Raghu XVIII. at.
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forbids the interpretation that the Meherauli Iron pillar inscription is

not a posthumous one.* 1 Thus we see that Vikrama was probably a

great conqueror, as is averred by the JV.. the BKM and the
KSS.'* According to the JV. hr was also a patron of poets and was
known for his munificence. The Cambay and Sangli plates of
Govinda IV refer to Candragupta's 'Tyaga';*0 while the following stanza

from the Sanjan inscription of Amoghavarsa (A.D. 871) throws a flood

of light on his munificence saying that he gave by lacs and crores :
w

'

877T ^

Jjdi'tJlfji cT^:

** ?pn«ni: l

'WWI

The Nalanda inscription of Devapahdeva has a pertinent reference
to "the Tyagapatha, dial was destroyed by Kali, when the enemy of

81. Some of die Gupta coin-legends run H3 follows:—

'<* .^1 misfir*. ft* 1*

‘mfaoii ftftntr ft*
* & s«tr.<ci fafitw sraft i*

’Mm&iti & 'irs-ra; ufaa: f*raif«« wwSlat «ft

'ftfttmftmftyfJt vunrat ft*' -ruffl* & <r traftfc ft* »«ft •’

8a. Here the KSS. (Ch. CXX. 76-78) says that Vikramadiiya of Ujjain con-

quered "the entire confederations of Mlecchas after conquering all the countries

Madhydefa. Saurlytra, Vaiiga, Align ar.d the (countries of the) eastern quarter,

Kaimira. and (the countries of) the northern quarter and making them pay
tribute (Vide KSS. Ch. 1 ig. St. 17-39 quoted supra

;
Ch. 12a. St. 1-7 and 103-104).

The Bfihlika-country mentioned in the Meherauli Inscription seems to be refer-

red to by Kalidasa in the conquest of Raghu. Canto IV. sc 67. For, "the north-

ern country on the banks of the VaiiV.su river where sadron is cultivated" and
where the HQna kings were vanquished, "is identified by Kslrasvaml.. . .with

VShlftadda or Baaria in his gloss on the word Vahlika meaning "saffron"

"here he says

“*( *•
{ *i*«f ), tnratouftfevS— Wnw*wv'

(P4[hak‘r Meglmlut,’, Introduction, p. viii). Vide in this connection Mr. Oak's

edition ol AmarakoSa. p. no.

83 . € 11 r

8j. EJ., XVIII. 235-57.
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the Saka had passed to the other world."81 Hiuenesang speaking of

Vikramaditya, says that he “was of wide renown" adding immediately
‘ He ordered his Ministers to distribute daily throughout India five

lakhs of gold coins : he largely supplied the wants of the poor, the

orphans and the bereaved. His treasurer fearing that the resources

of the kingdom would be exhausted represented the ease to the king.

.

The king answered "But of my own surplus I (wish to)

relieve the poor. 1 would on no account, for my own advantage,

thoughtlessly burthen (grind down) the country." Accordingly he

added five lakhs for the good of the poor."86

Pantmarika* 7 refers to Vikramaditya of Ayodhya as having given

both Vindhyavasiti and Vasubandhu "a reward of three lacs of gold"

each. The Nepalese tradition avers that Vikramaditya paid off all the

debts of all persons before lie started an era. Hala's Gatlia-sapta-satl

says —

I Pa3i*tis«

wdRifawsj fiw.TT ii ( Mwnatjt't-irfa?!* ^rr rR <?si' i ^rroi-r

i.e. "Her foot has imitated the deeds of Vikramaditya in rendering a

Lakja (a lac of gold coins; a mark) to your hand, being pleased with the

pleasant massage of her limb.” Jain traditions unanimously narrate

how Siddhasena received a crore of gold coins etc. from Vikrama-
ditya :

'vrnwm sft nra? | sfi -ftfz

“ftntn5=agd

'jVmrr «iiy*ll< li” (Prabhandhakoki, pp. 17 & 20).

The Prabandhakofa records many other traditions regarding die

munificence of Vikramaditya. According to that workM he gave more

than a million grants ‘'fvtift stt 7TO*nft ‘H^’TST l’
The same

work40 seems to quote from an earlier authority a story relating to

85. *ftrt MfiS it* «Sn
nrnrrs: 5 fi «’ (V. R. S. Mon. No. pp. 19)

80. Beal. I. 10G-7 . Note tliai die father of Kuniira (Kumiragupta accoiding

lo my interpretation) Aja i.e. Raghu is described as

31 nn'i>!«rai*ra«'fT*]frT>i 11
' Raghu VI. 76.

87 . B. Bhattfeharya, op. cit., p. LXi; LXIL
??• P- *9- 89 . p. 15 .
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bis baid who received from him a magnificent gift. This story is

also known to Sarhgadharapaddhau, JU which adds an interesting com-
ment in this connection

,

*fn7ra!HT gwi: «Jjai3FJT'grTrvjg5
I4n^qT:

| 'rni^rnn' skt «tp53

5'iif^'f.i'ii'J'i n Vs ii fefttOTTfq «ra‘ ft«n<wdl wr'^unfif,-

*gr%s
i

=7 ^r^rroi fe^rn fferer

n?gfe: i"

Sarngadiiara-paddhati31 contains another verse which says that the king
Vikramaditya gave what nobody else could :—

i

7T^p?r‘ *w fenfir f^ri *ra 1 acuifatuwrca srfiwwr-

qgar 11 ^ 11

Udayasundarikatha of Soddhala refers to the king Sri-Vikrama as a
great patron of poets, who bestowed on the deserving ones even
troops of elephants

'sftftfawt g’lflrr* qf?r: fmmiwitilw sitawgsi: ^fqfjRrmn 1

qt 5ramag%: ?%rr’ *z?»i ^ror *pgk n’

Even RajaSckhara in his KavyaMiniamsa” advices the princes
to imitate the ‘Sabhapatis’ like Sahasamka etc. in point of liberality’ or
dtiriG. To VikramSditya is ascribed die following verse in the Sukti-
muktavali, where he declares himself prepared for anything that be
in score lor him, now that he has bestowed heaps of gold, that he lias

destroyed the pride of the best of logicians, that he has sported with
kings as with dice, etc

ftwiPWi ngqt gr^RtgrfaraT gfogn i 3TT73T%-

ngf fnr:
1

agts i<uPki 'rfafii: vn^Rtj *.<W fgnftar gf?

fg^raifqt^cngg^ii ^5 11’ (sukd. G.O.S. CXXXJI. p. 455). Vikra-

rna's Adventtircs' (H.O.S. XXVI) is full of tales regarding his libcra-

90. Sartgadharapaddhati, Ch. 35; st. 565. Compare the variant reading of

die same verse lound in PrabandhakoSa, quoted above.

91. Ibid. Ch. 73. st. 1249 (Vi44|a-rija variunam, st. 3).

92.

G. O. S. L p. 55 :
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lily etc. It is by no means necessary to believe in all the details given by
these divers traditions; still it cannot be said that these traditions

are all worthless. Nor can they be regarded as very late, especially if

we remember that the person to whom they refer belongs to the early

part of the fifth century A.D. At any race these traditions, as also those

about Vetala, make it amply clear that the famous Vikramaditya ts

almost certainly identical with Candra-Gupta II Sahasamka.

The authenticity of the JV. is also confirmed by the fact that

many of the astronomers referred to in that work find mention also

in Varaha's works. The TV. (XXII. 9) thus refers to the astronomers

Srutascna, Satyacarva, Mdarayana, Manittha or Manimha, Varalia-

mihira, Kumarasimha and Kalidasa. Varahampiira in his Horaiastra

has ouoted Satya or Satyacarva no less than eight times, Siddhasena

and ManinthaM once; while his commentator Srirudra quotes Rada*

rayana eleven times, Matiintha or Manittha thrice and Satya once.

Varahamihira has quoted Radarayatja in his Brhatsamhita, while

Badarayaria himself in his Muhurtadipika mentions the Jyotirvida-

bharana written by Kalidasa. Kumarasimha may or may not be

identical with Kumaradasa the author of the Janakiharana,®' as is sug-

gested by Prof. K. K. Lele and S. K. Oak. Mr. S. B. Dikshit informs

us about Satyacarya’s work saying that "ol all the five Nadl-gramhas

the one by SatyScarya known as the Dhruvanatfi is the best.” I do not

think that the JV. could have mentioned many of these persons at

all, had it been written in the 10th or nth cent. A.D. as is believed

by some. Before finishing this brief article I should give only a few
of ilte many points of similarity noted by Prof. K. K. Lele and S. K.

Oak. to whose article” on Vikramaditya I am also indebted for certain

references in this article

(I) Raghnllf. 13:—rifoai

93. Sir R. G. Bhindaikar mentions a Maniitha-tajika. saying Lhat "the wotJ;

is ascribed to Maqitthlrhflrya ; Manittha.. is identified by Prof. Weber with

Manctho. author of Apotolesmaia.w(Coll<«ied Works of Sir R. G. Bhandarkar,

Vol. II, p. 39).

94. i*.n' eg
1

1

si nsOI *r els T*r. r

95 . 'The Date of Kalidasa and Vikramlditya’
(
sn&eig s foniftrt. trim siai-

flwft fipn ) ; Vividha-jfiina-vistara, 1922, March, April and May. (In Marithi).
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Compare JV.—

q

gfacwfW?-
(2)

Raghu IX. stan/as 2.11,12,14,15 and 54 respectively.

*H**itk‘ T

'W'.tjl 1'

‘swum stot iw«i»w i r

'^d
Compare JV (.Ch. XI ) l’

(Ch. XII) tp^i st f

(Ch. XII. 5 )
qor tn:’ ^rr ^ r

(3} Kumarasambhava I. 3 fe qwt Qorafan ??

ferSrf^rai^: i'

Compare JV (IV. 85
) 'pd *prt jtarpf rj&r77 etc.'

(IV. 86) ?prafinT^ etc.'

There are numerous astrological and astronomical similarities

between the JV. on the one hand and Kalidasa’s works on the other.
The similarity between the ideas found in the Bfliatsarahita and
Kalidasa cannot be overlooked

( 1 ) Kumarasambhava (IV) 'wot: sjftfaw snrot etc. I’

Compare JV. XI. 40 TO^JTcitfaMewjpj^ f

(2) Raghu IV. 21. STqqr^wi^ui : 1

’

Compare Brhatsamhita 3^ « sfrftTHywrg: etc.

(3) Raghu XVI 1. 35 : ‘VKrUy^Jtrfprfilfwura^n H
o'OT>

|’

Compare Brhatsamhita (Saptar$ivicara)
: mrfe etc.

(4) &ak. I
: |5»: fagfo ynfiiwftl WT |

Brhatsamhita : ftnjfolTOlffT |*
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Iii die end I take the liberty 10 quote one of the stanzas in the

Scsadhyaya of the JV. which gives us the name of still another work
of Kalidasa, called Srutikaimavada, but which perhaps, together with

seven more stanzas, may be a later addition, as we find seven or eight

stanzas more diau the number of stanzas of that work given in one”
of its verses

3TRt <fitt •T'l I

n’ (JV. XXII. 20)

9G. J.V, XXII. 6. gives 14*4 verses only, but the text contains more.



SIVAJI'S SURAT EXPEDITION OF 16G4 :

Some of its historical aspects.

By J. C. Dr

Faruqi' and oiher scholars have of late ably pleaded lhac the

events of Aurangzfb's notable reign be viewed in a proper historical

perspective. While admitting the justice of such a view-point, one
must realise that during the early years of that rule, when one could
reasonably expect reforms being introduced by a strong, young and
efficient ruler, little had been done to reorganise the military forces,

infuse new vigour into the war-offices, and undertake other measures
of defence and offence which could successfully cope with the Mahd-
rishmya menace of irregular warfare. It is no palliation to argue that

even Akbar's army would not have been able to get the better of those
intrepid horsemen and the genius of their leader. The fact remains
that Akbar had not been faced with such a problem. Whether he
would or would not have been able to solve it, had it confronted him,
is a question which lies in the realm of possibilities and probabilities.

Nor must it be supposed that Surat was a part of the Empire which
could be neglected with impunity by the Mughul administration. We
shall have occasion to speak of the opulence and commercial import-
ance of the city later on. It will be sufficient for us to mention here
that (according 10 an English record of 4th April. 1664)’ "the King
(had) taken very heavily the plundering and burning of this towne
and port of Surratt, and hath vowed revenge upon the rebcll.” “The
Governor of Surat, Rcaitc (sic) Chaun was turned out of that govern-
ment.”*

It cannot be denied that the old military methods could not be
altered to the tune of changed circumstances by the Mughul Emperor ;

that the artillery in particular could not be brought up to that

standard of discipline and efficiency which the Europeans of those days
attained in India itself

;
that a navy could not be built up which could

guard the ports, and transport an army into the Mahdrdshtj-lya
country (if necessary)! that nothing in short could be done to avert

1. In "AurangKb and hii Times.”

a. Factory Records Suiat, Vol. 86. 7c.

3. Eng. Fac. 1661-64, p. 3
>4 -

50—4
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the lightning-like blow of the Marailia chief, and prevent the success

which crowned it.

To quote from just one of ihe sources of information. Sivijf's

troops according to Careri* were "much better soldiers than the Moguls;

for they livc(d) a day upon a piece of dry bread, and the Moguls
(would) march at their ease, carrying their women, abundance o! pro-

visions and tents, so that their army looks like moving city."

The Governor of Surat is given credit to by a Dutch documents

5

for “placing scouis round the city, breaking down bridges (though the

water channels were mostly dry) and placing cannon in various places."

Rut wc find later on in the same document that "the Governor though

(he was) che commander of 1000 horse and charged with the duty of

defending the city, took refuge in the castle with his suite and 100

horsemen (all that he hail ol the aforesaid number) as che principal

inhabitants had already done." When Sivijf's men

8

‘ had the boldness

..to come close up to the castle." the guns "did them no harm
while infliciing considerable damage on the city itself.” “Some of the

robber's troopc," says the same record, "made their way, quite unop-

posed to (he custom house and there found plenty of booty. flic

King’s custom house” says the Dutch Register, "was the first to be attack-

ed. The Governor with hundred cavalry and his retinue, shut himself

up in the fort, abandoning the town to the brigands, who moved right

up to the fort.“
T

There were no "500 men trayned and in a rcadyncss, as by order

from the king there ever should."* There seems to be no doubt that

the Governor had converted to his own use the money that he used to

draw from the Exchequer for the ostensible purpose of maintaining a

guard of soldiers, for at the time ol the raid, it was found that this force

existed mainly on paper. "It was mid-day," says Valent yn,°" fierce fire

was seen raging in the city while Seva-gt's men gradually entered it

and first turned their attention to the Customs Mouse (Tolhuis) which
they sacked. The terrified governor of the city immediately fled with
all the servants of the Mogol to die fortress."

Sivdjf “now finding no opposition did nothing till deep into the night,

4. "A voyage round the world" "of lndoslan" in Churchill, IV.

5. The Surat Factory Diary in Hague Transcript, scr. I. VoL XXVII,
No. 719. 1 have followed the translation in I.A., LI.

6- Sloanc Mss. no. 1861.

7. The Dutch Register says that "8 to 10 diousand cavalry and infantry"

accompanied Sivaji.

8- "Dagh Register gchouden in Cancel Batavia Anno 1664" (1893 edition).

9. Valrntyn : Oud cn Nicuw Oost-Indlen (book IV, part ii).
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but pillaging and burning, and also encouraging themselves to ap-

E
roach (near) the fortress. It is true that the "Mughals shot (at the

larithis) throughout" the whole night
;
but "they" "did more

damage to the city than to the enemy.” "The two governors," says

Girrt, "could not but be pensive in their despair, their only care being

how to hide themselves and the more valuable things they possessed.

They were swayed by interest and avarice which made them override

the dictates of duty. At last the governor of the castle opened artil-

lery fire upon the town. He shot at random and if (it) was to a certain

extent fraught with dangers in regard to Scva-gy’s soldiers, it rendered

die destruction of the people of Surat most certain."10 "This sud-

den surprize," says the English President and Council, 11 "scruckc such

a terror to all, both men, women, and children, that the Governor and
die rest of the Kings ministers and eminent merchants betooke them-

selves to the Castle." Naturally, "the townes folke pcrccivcing. left

theire houses and whatever belonging to them, and fled with theire

wives and children." "The Mootes," says die newly arrived chaplain,

"L'Escaliot,"11 "through die unworthy covetousness of the Governour
. . . .had noe body to head them nor none unto whom to joyne them-
selves, and so fled away.” Even before Sivijf had actually reached

Surat, "die cowardly and unfaithfull Governour," according to the

same authority "sen(t) a servant to Sevagee to treat of some conditions

of ransome." This man is probably identical with the "Cotoual qui

cst comme le grand Prcvost" "de la campagnc."
Their inefficiency was so palpable even to themselves that some

of the Mughul officers did not consider it derogatory to their dignity

to beg for assistance from the European factors. "Tire king’s wAkiah-

navfs who had taker, refuge in the castle,” say the Dutch (for example),

“wrote to the Directeur asking that certain chests in his house (hard

by ours) might be fetched into our factory for safety." To his humilia-

tion the request was not granted hy the Dutch. Again the Kotwil's

brother is said to have come "out of the casdc with 40 soldiers, and a
trumpeter (was) sent from the Captain to the Directeur, proposing

that (the Dutch) should send out some of (their) men” to drive away
the raiders. "Reply was made," say the Dutch, "that we had no men
to spare."

Referring to this matter, the Regsiter says, “De govemeur Zond
cen troup van 40 Moorsc ruyters hy den directeur, versockcndc, dac

hy daer cnige Hollanders wildc by deen on de rovers te gaen ops-

in, L’histoirc de Sevagy in Calcutta Review, Feb. 19*8.

11. O.C. Vol. s8, 3019; Fac. Rec. Sur. vol. 86, (.

ut. Sloane Mas. No. 1861.
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charpcn, dewyl ay hacr nu stil hidden cn den brand incest gebluscht

was." “Hiu the Director declined, deeming that this inaction of the

enemy meant further mischief brewing and would only result in a

resumption of the atiack in a day or two with greater vigour-.”

No doubt exists regarding the opulence of tl»e city and its import-

ance in the Empire. But nothing had been done to make its defences
adequately strong.

As early as the beginning of the seventeenth century foreign

travellers had seen in Surat an important centre of trade. Its inland
and coastal commercial activities gradually extended from Delhi, Agra
and Lahore in the north to Golconda, Konkan and the Malabar in

the South. ‘'Surat,” says Hawkins, “was now one of the diicf ports
of India, and the centre of trade with che Red Sea." “It trades,” says

another traveller, 1 * "to the Red Sea, to Achin, and to divers other
places.” “The citie,” says Finch, “is of good quantitic with many
faire merchants houses therein, standing twentie miles within the land
up a faire river.” 14 ‘‘The eitty of Surat,’’ says “L'Escaliot," “(is) built
of a large extent, and very popelus, rich in merchandise, as being the
mart for the great empire of the MogoL”

“Within a league of die Road,” says Mandelslo, "we entered in-

to the river upon which Surat is seated, and which hath on both sides

a very fertile soil, and many fair gardens, with pleasant country
houses." 18

"The city of Surattcc," points otic “Baldaeus," "is a place of great
traffick, both the English and Dutch having factories there." 10 He
adds that since the early seventeenth century the trade of Surat in-

creased. "many rich merchants and artisans haveing been drawn chi-

thcr since that time.”

"Carcri" by the end of the century found that "in the port of
Souratc there is a trade not only for all sorts of spice — but of very
rich gold and silk stuffs, of very fine cottons and odier commodities
brought thither from remote parts. There are such rich merchants,
that they can load any great ship out of one of their warehouses.”
‘‘Surattcc is the prime mart of India, all nations in the world trading
thither."”

6

The general idea that we glean from the apparently exaggerated

13. Tory.

14. Foster; Early travels in India; Purchas etc.

15. Travels of J. Albert dc Mandelilo, in 1638 and 1659.

16. "Baldaeus: An exact Description of the Coasts Malabar and Coromandel
in F.ast Indict."

17. John F. Ge nielli Carcri: A voyage round the world (in Churchill).
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accounts of the plunder which the Mahdrdshlrfya king carried away
from Surat is that of the extraordinary economic prosperity of that
town. “Il is believed," says Thevenot, for example, "that ihis prince
tarried away in jewels gold and silver to the value of above thirty
French millions.' "He .... carrycd," records Gary, “a vast treasure
away with him. It is credibly reported necre unto tenn millions of

E
.” "Hec hath carryed away,” says die English President, "in
•carle, pretious stones and other rich goods to’ the value of money
:d thousand pounds, and burnt of other g<x>ds and houses to

the amount of as much more." The loss to the merchants according
to the Dutch Diary was an "immense" one. The account of the
Loyal Merchant says that "by report" Sivdji took away "with him
above a million and halfc of mony (Surat t not baveing been soe rich,

not in many ycarcs before." Another almost contemporary English
record points out that "jewels gold, silver, horses" and “other goods"
used to come from other ports to Surat. Bernier tells us that Sivdjf

teiumed . . . laden with gold and silver to the amount of several mil-

lions ; with pearls, silken stuffs, fine clothes and a variety of other
costly merchandise."’* Sivdjf, according to Valcntvn. left "Surattcc"
with an "incalculable booty " {"onnocmclykcn buit"). "He and his

followers took only the most costly things with them." The damage
in general was fully reckoned at 30 millions.

Referring to Sivajl’s exploit, a Marathi account sums up thus

"Tadanaihtara Suratee mdrdvi asa viedra karun sar kirkuna va sar-

ddra va mdvale ddikarun jamiyat kardvt to karun Surata mdrilo : va-

hut maud hdutsa Idgalo
;

sone, rupc, moti, daulat va naktdkherija

dusrd evuj dhetld ndlif."”

But no care had been taken to fortify’ this rich and important
depository of merchandise, and the port of call for vessels proceeding

to the holy towns of Arabia. "Sivaji." as an earlier historian ably re

marks, "led his famous expedition . . . without any opposition against

Surat which was then the emporium of Indian commerce with foreign

countries."*0 As regards defences, "its situation" says "L'Eacaliot" "is

upon a large plainc of many miles extent and their care hath beetle so

little to secure it by art that they have only made against the cheef

avenues of the townc some wcakc and ill built gates, and for the rest

in some parts a dry ditch casicly passable by a footman, wanting a

18. Travels of M. dc Thevenot; Public Record Office, C. O. 77, vol. IX, folio

38A, No. 24: Orrae Ms. no. 263; Eng. Fac. 1661-64 p. 314: Constable and

Smith, Travels in the Mogul Empire, page iS3 etc

19. In Vakskar
:
Qaiml Bakhar.

*0. Ranadc : Rise of the Mardthi Power.
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wall or other defence on the inner side ; the rest left soc open that

scarce any single ot a ditch is perceivable." "Surate.” says Carre,* 1 was

without any defence that could arrest (the attack of) an army."

Tavernier says dial at the time ol Murad Raksh's siege "die city,

which was without protection, made no resistance, for it has only had

walls, which arc open in many places."**

The walls of Surat were probably built of mud, and were not

certainly strong during Sivdjl’j siege.

"Baldacus'’ points out that “Suratte — lies open to the water-side,

except that the casdc is well provided with cannon" borrowed from

"the ship Midelleburgh." "But on the landsidc it is fortified by a

wall of stone, die old fortifications being only of cardi."*® But Careri

says that Surat was “inclos’d by a weak wall, built after it was plundered

by Savagi or Kacagi.”8*

An English letter to Ahniadabad of ist November, 1664 says,

"Wee take nouce of the arrival of your new Governor, and the present

you made him
;
which was too much for our business there, what ever

hcc expected." The "new Govcrnour" was Malidbat Khdn. The way

in which die new Viceroy of Gujarat moved to die relief of Surat shows

that the present was not certainly deserved. The Dutch records tell

us that he arrived there about two weeks after Sivdjl had left. "A
letter from Signor Wagemvelt at Brotsdiia (Broach) dated the 8th.

instant, apprised us,” says die Surat Factory Diary, “dial die Duke
Subcrdescham" (Subaddr Khdn ?) "with a large force, was marching

to the relief of Surat
;
and that Mirfetta (Mfr Fateh) was to follow."

Ably commenting on these reported military movements, the

Dutch chronicler says, "Had they started earlier, they might have pre-

vented much of the destruction that lias taken place." "(Here) is

arrived from Amadabad Mohobutt Ckawne . . . who wee heare is much
troubled at the ruinc of this citty, as the choicest flower in his garden.

Hee made what expedidon posibic after hec heard of Sevagcs approach.

His army hath been here these three dayes.’ hee himself hath not reaclit

further than Broach, and tis thought will come no further, now diis

second fright is over.” Whatever may have been die marching speed

of the cavalry under Mah.ibat Khdn, the huge forces collected at

Aurangabad did not raise their little fingers to make the Marathi sur-

render his loot. “Mahibat Kh^n,” says Manned, "in spite of having

a large army, could not restrain the fury of diis robber.”*’

si. .L’historie de Sc,.i-gy Cal. Review Feb. 19*6, p. 232.

22. Ball, I, 328.

23. Churchill’* Voyages vol. III. 24. Vol IV.

a*. Storia II, 1*0,
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One must therefore conclude that the general inefficiency of the

Mughul administration relative to this rich port of the Empire and
the cowardice of the officers responsible for the welfare of the

citizens and security of their property were demonstrated by the ease

with which the Mahaiashtriya raid was conducted, and the objective

of his enterprise gained by Sivlijf.

The exploits of Sivaji in 1074 A.If. are thus summed up in the
Muntakhabul Lubab'1:—"Despatches arrived from Prince Mu’az-
zam to the effect that "Sivaji was growing more and more daring, and
every day was stacking and plundering the Imperial territories, and
caravans. He had seized the ports of Jfwal Pdbal and others near

Surat, and attacked the vessels of pilgrimage bound to Makkah. He
had built several forts by the sea-shore and had entirely interrupted

maritime commerce." So far as this information is historically accu-

rate, it forms an adverse commentary on die then prevailing methods
of Mughul administration.

Regarding the citizens themselves, it is apparent from the above
quotations that the desertion of their posts by the officers disheartened

them and impaired their morale. But Mughul incompetence was not

the only cause of the collapse of all resistance on the pan of the towns-

people. The Hindu, the Jaina and the Farsi were as much to blame
as the Mahammadan.

"The courage of its inhabitants," says Carrt, “certainly did not

serve as ramparts" of the city. The mcrchants-chss bent on making
money did neither have the boldness to fight for their property nor
the prudence to hire others for a few thousand rupees to fight for

them. Religious scruples again stood in the way of sonic. The Jaina

and probably some of the Hindus would not care to shed blood under

any condition, while the Parsi is said to be during those days such a

votary of Fire, that he would not quench flames consuming life and
property. "The Banian is one,” says "L Escaliot." "who thinks it the

greatest wickedness to kill any creature whatsoever that hath life

and the Persee doth supperstitiously adore the fire as his god, and
thinks it an unpardonable sin to throw water upon it.’ “The mer-

chants who abounded in the place," adds Carre, "had little experience

of war and intent on the preservation of their private interest. Besides

many Indians in Surat had .... so great a horror for bloodshed that

they would not kill the meanest animal, far less massacre men, a very

good sentiment if everbody shared it.” The fact that two brass guns

could be spared by a merchant for the defence of the English factory

shows that not. armament but the spirit to use it was lacking.

*6. By KMfi Khan.
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At ihc same time success of the expedition must not blind us to

the cruel methods that Siviji employed to extort his spoil. He, accord-

ing to Bernier, remained nearly three days (in Souratc), torturing the

population to compel a discovery of their concealed riches. Burn-

ing what he could not take away, Seva gi returned widiout the least

oposicion, laden with gold and silver." Some of the prisoners had

heads and hands cut off. Swords were flourished over the heads of

others. He threatened to "race our (the English) house to the ground

and bcc our destruction." "His party continued a peat deale

of tyranny and cruelty to the townsmen, ruling of the hands of some
and the heads of others. day and night robbing and burning downe the

city.” According to "L'Escaliot" "he spares no barbar(ou)s cruelty to

extort concessions from his prisoners
;
whips diem most cruely threa-

tens death, and often cxecutcch it, if they doe not produce soc much
as hcc thinks they may or disircs they should

;
at least cuts off one hand,

somctyines both. Ihere was no form of cruelty that they did not

practise upon women and old people," says Carrd, "who liad been

detained in their lodgings through weakness or age. They wanted

thereby 10 make them disclose where the rest of their treasures were
concealed." “The rogue,” adds the English President, "was very

cruell. Who ever hcc was that was taken and brought before him,

who could not redeme himselfe, lost either his hands or his head."

"The dwelling ol die famous merchant Wiergewora," says the Sunt
Diary, "was in ashes and the same fate had befallen that of Suwadrae
and innumerable others, few of die great houses having escaped spo-

liation.” "The whole time,” (i.e. on the first night), says Valcntyn,

"miserable crying of women and children on account of the loss of their

husbands, houses and goods was heard," and "no one as the fire in-

creased, knew where to turn.”

But one must remember firstly, that we must judge this Mahdrash-
ijiya captain according to the standards of his age. Both in the East

and West, torture was at this time the handmaiden of Law, and the

sack of Surat compares favourably for Sivdji with that of Magdeburg,
for example, in Europe. "Croats were seen to throw men, women and
children

‘

alive" into “the flames,” "while Pappcnheim's Walloons
transfixed infants at the breasts of their mothers.” “Six thousand
bodies had to be thrown into the Elbe before the streets could be
cleared and some estimate made of the material damage.” "The most
reliable figure for the victims of the massacre, not one in fifty of whom
war armed, is 25,000." "400 rich merchants" were held to ransom” by

a?. The President's letter of 83th fanuiry
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Tilly.” Wc must not forget that these arc events of the seventeenth

century’.

Moreover the fact that Siviji spared Anthony Smith, Father Am-
bruise, “a deceased Delale's" family, a Jew and others speaks highly ol

his nobility of character. One should not, considering the times,

shudder so much at the cruelties, as rejoice at the exceptions.

To consider a few details "It comes to Mr. Smith(s) turne," says

the chaplain, "and his right hand being comanded to bee cun of ; hee
crycd oui in Indostan to Sevagee rather to cut off his head ; unto wich
end his hatt was taken of, hut Sevagee stopi execution.”

The letter of 16th February to St. Geoige says that Siviji llirea-

tend Smith with death and cused him "to be bound with his armes
beliindc him ainoungst the rest of the prisoners, demanding 500,000

rupees for his ransome.” Bur when an Armenian "that was of his

acquaintance" informed the Mardthd king of "his quality and condi-

tion," and “assured him that” Smith "was a common man, the next

day" Sivdji "tookc 300 rupees and sen him free, sending him to us

upon his peroul."” "Smith,” says the Dutch Diary, "had been captured

by the marauders but (was)
.

. . taken for a menjal servant (being

badly dressed) and so released for a ransom." “L’Escaliot" says defi-

nitely that Smith was well treated at the outest. Then he was "seised up-

on by a cupplc of black rogues and pinioned
'

"in that cxtermccy hath

brought away thee marks in his armes with him." Smith, we must
remember, was not a decent type of Englishman. He had taken part

in many dubious proceedings, and once wanted to bribe Oxenden with
a diamond valued at ft. iooo/'.w A letter of 3 ist March, 1GG5” from
the Company's servants calls him “a more atheistical! wretch never

was suffered to live on the earth,” and accuses him of placing with the

Maharashtriya to "betray your house, estate and servants up to him.”

One may venture to suggest that the opportunist in him made him
guilty of indiscretions which SivijI sought to punish in the rough and
ready manner of those days.

(To be continued)

28. Watson : : Wallenstein (pubd. 1038.)

29. F. R. Surat, 66, 52. 30. Eng. Fac, 1661-64. P- *07 etc

31. Fac. Ret Surat, vol. 86; O. C. vol. XXIX.



POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY OF THE MUGHAL EMPIRE

IN INDIA

( I )

Ey Makhanlal Roy Chowohury Shastri

Islam means ‘Peace.’ Peace presupposes War. Arabia, where
Muhammad appeared, was a land ol War. Muhammad in spite of

himself, found himself in a political organisation after the

Battle of Badr. 1 Ir had to protect those who had 'surrendered to God'
and desired peace ; Revelations were sought and they came. Muham-
mad, the orthodox held, had no individual initative. Everything

round about him was inspired. Muhammad gave orders and decisions

to suit local conditions and needs which die orthodox interpreted as

indications of what should be done in such matters for all times and
desired to apply them as universal propositions. In trying to do sendee

to the cause of Islam, the orthodox people killed social and political

initiative and thereby impeded its natural growth. The tragedy was

that the Mnllas, in interpreting the decisions of the Prophet laid

more stress on the form rather than on his spirit thus standing as an
eternal barrier to the free and continuous progress of Islam.

But in spite of the Mulla banier Islam out of necessity could not

avoid the unconscious forces of assimilations of social psychology and
could not outgrow the pressure of political environments. The struc-

ture of a political state which Muhammad foreshadowed, incorporated

some prc-lslamic elements from the Western Asiatic States, and from

peoples that lived in and near Mecca. The control of the rituals of

religion formed a part of the ancient Semitic states with whom the pre-

Muslim Arabs had acquaintance.

Commerce of Mecca brought her in direct touch with the different

peoples of the age, we mean the Christian State of Najran, the autono-

mous Jewish Colony of Yathreb, and with the Natbean Traditions and
Imperialism of Himyar. Arabs were a military-minded people, they were

conscious of their superior tongue and were proud of their "ennobled

blood," and lovers of their tribal instincts. Behind the spirit of re-

ligious proselytisation, the national Arab movement turned onward

to an ever broadening zone of political influence conquering, Islands*

ing and Arabicising new peoples, incorporating fresh factors in her

complex achievements.

The Islamic state grew unconsciously round the personality of
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ihc Prophet. The State evolved out of the actions of the Prophet guid-

ed by ‘the inner will' expressed in terms of revelations. Here
"in his life and actions one finds wars, truce, pacts, conventions

and various other matters of a purely temporal nature intermingled

with fasts, prayers, privations, austerities"—reconciling the most irre-

conciliablcs. God revealed to him the advent of a Khalifa or Com-
mander of the faithful. Prophet was after all a Ptophet and not a secular

prince. Naturally in the state, which he ruled at Medina, there were

many ‘links lost.' After his death his immediate disciples assumed

the rule of Islam 'inheriting faith and the Government of the new
state.' This period may be called the formative period of the Islamic

State organisation, consolidating the floating links and supplying the

missing ones. During this period, called the Apostolic period

(632-661), the Quran was oilicially published and the secular state was
organised

;
the revelations of the Quran, the precepts of the Faith

and examples of Muhammad were applied to the problems of the

rising Islamic Empire. At the same time it was during this period that

new dieories were sought to be formulated regarding the succession to

the Khelalat as a political institution. Though apparently the different

contesting sides based their contentions and claims on the Quran, their

quarrels were principally due to recurrence of the tribal spirit of the

Arabs which was kept dormant only by the personality of the Prophet
for about half a century. This struggle led to a schism both in religion

and politics and ultimately it "ranged the forces of Islam into narrow
sectional groups swayed by conflicting alliances.” Possibly the rule

of Omar is the only instance when the ideal preached by Muhammad
both in matter and form was more or less realised. His was the rule

"'hen the precepts of die Quran were emphasised by his personal

rule and example, and "the democratic nature of die Islamic state as a

trust to be administered in public interest as a national institution

which fitted every man into a proper place widiin the frame-work of

a political order," was more or less realised.

The real regal period begins with the Ommyads when the Re-
public was destroyed and forever ; and it was then substituted by a

dynastic monarchy. 1 The tragedy of Political Islam has been tnat

except Abu Bakr, father-in-law of the Prophet who ruled only for two

1. Historian Maqrizi slates that Muhammad prophesied. 'Khelalat alter

me will endure for 30 yean
; after that will come the rule of Kings.' Ibn Khal-

dun says that after the death of Harun-al-Rashid there was nothing of the

Khelafat. Qutubuddin say* that Khclafa: ended in 1256 when the Mongols con-

quered Bagdad. Arnold, Caliphate, Chap. V.
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years, almost all the descendants and many of the important disciples

of the Prophet were killed by the followers of the faith who had received
inspiration from the Prophet himself. During the dynastic periods of

the Khelafat, many new problems arose in course of political organisa-

tion and administration. The problems of Iraraat, nature of Govern-
ment, rights and obligations of the rulers and the ruled were sought to

be defined. The influence of the Roman Empire was most noticeable in

the development of Governmental departments ; die Roman institu-

tions were Arabicised by giving them Arabic names and personnel
especially in provinces which were conquered from Rome. The Persian

ethics of royalty and rituals of the court could be very- well traced in the

institutions relating to the kings and courts of this period.

Hie Abbasid period was the most important so far as the growth

of Islamic polity was concerned. The contacts which ihc Ommyads
had established with the lands beyond Arabia now began to bear

fruits. The study of the philosophy of the Greeks, their art and medi-
cine widened the Arab mind, supplying one of ihe strata for the growth
of Sufism. The political structure of (he conquerred Roman provinces

created rich political traditions; and contact with Indian notions of

suite craft opened new holds of experiments and adoptions. And there

was no dearth of Arabic scholars and jurists to give them Arabic colour

and touch, and ultimately Arabicise them. The intellectual horizon

of die Arabs was distinctly widened by die encouragement which

Khalifas like Maraun and Harnn gave to these scholars.

Though the political activity of Islam began with die question of

the appointment of Abu Bakr to the Khelafat and particularly with the

succession of Ali, yet the real political philosophy of Islam began with

the split of the Arabs into a number of independent kingdoms or princi-

palities with or without formal tic with the central institution of Islam,

known as the Khelafat. During the last phase of Abbasid rule the

forces of Islam were divided into two cultural groups, Arabian and

Persian—Arabian group represented by the Abbasids who by the 9th

and 10th centuries of die Christian Era had distinctly developed Semitic

ideology, and the Persian group representing the ancient Aryan culture

now supported by the Eastern Asiatic and Muslim states like Khurasan,

Jarjan, Fasr and Azar Baijan. The distinctive features of the Aryan

culture were maintained by the Iranians by supporting die doctrine

of incarnation through Shiaism supporting Ali almost as an incarnation.

During the Sammanid period, the Persians threw off their cultural rela-

tions with Arabia and supplanted the Arabic culture in the eastern

and western‘countries by Persian culture.

The Persian contributions to Islamic politics are prominent in (1)
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rituals of royalty, (2) in polish and dignity, (3) in political theories.

Indeed llic Persians supplied (he deficiencies of Arab culture.

The Turks by accepting Islam gave a new tone to the forces of

Islam which were being fossilised into evil contests and intellectual

controversies

The Turks infused new vigour which characterised die early ex-

pansion movement of Islam and of the Arabs. In fact even in the intel-

lectual realm the Turks kept die balance between the Arabs and die

Persians. During die Turki period of Islam the greater part of the

traditions, Hebrew, Greek and Persian, which were collected by the

Abbasids were systematised. They were more conscious of the political

needs of their empire, its administration and culture. A distinct kind
of literature railed Political was the product of the age. No doubt
during the Arab ride it had been begun, and Iranians continued it; but
during the Turki period it. readied its completion. Writers of ibis

period looked upon political philosophy as a part of Ethics, and its

study was looked upon as necessary, if not compulsory.
The most important writers on the poliiical philosophy ol Islam

may be mentioned

(1) Ahkam-i-Sultaniah. on ihe art of Government by A1
MaWardL

S
M uqadiama-i-Tarikhd by Ibn Khaldun.
Zakhiral-ul-muluk. by Ali Shahab Hamdani (5th & 6th
chapters deal with the conception of Khelafat, duty of a

Khalifa and rights of the subjects.)

(4)

Suluk-ul-Saltanat, on the art of Government by Ghazali.

(5)

Suluk-i-Muluk by Faz! bin Rouzbahan Ispahani. He was
a Hanafi Scholar ; the author has used Ahkami-i-Sultania.

(6)

Siyasat nama—
I

by
Nizam ul-mulk, the famous vizier ol Alp

Arslan and Muluk Shah.

(7)

Maqrizi—though an historian, his work incidenatlly has

given comments on historical events which have been
treated as political deductions.

Besides these writers on political philosophy, rulers by their actions
created examples and precedents which had almost the force of law,
such as the decrees of Khalifa Mutawakkil concerning the position of

non-Muslims.’

Again, the codifiers of Laws were in a sense political philosophers
too. Abu Hanifa, Imam Malik, Imam Shaft and Ahmed bin Hanbal

Akbamama, Beveridge. Vol. II, 4*1; Ain-i Akbari, Blochmann, *37; Ain-
i Akbari 1, 65. Dr. Tripathi has made some observations on this point. Some
Aspects of Muslim Administration, pp. 61-61.
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in course of their codification of the Laws and Traditions discussed

points which concerned Government purely, though their angle

of vision was religious. Thus in awarding punishment to an infidel

who has reviled the Prophet they incidentally discussed the status of

the non-believers in the land of Islam, or in assignment of punishment

these jurists propounded principles which touched politics more than

religion.
. -

way that they

liy the time the Mughals came to India, the political structure of

the Slate had been more or less defiined. The l urks found Hindu

ethics of royally and institutional life of India already accepted by their

predecessors and they incorporated them into the administrative thcoiy

of their Government. The accession of Rcria Begum demonstrated con-

clusively the Turki spirit of being unfettered by any dogma. Formally

accepting the orthodox structure, they made use of their native instincts

to suit die need of the hour. The slave Hash, the Khilji experiment,

the Tughluq inconsistencies, die Lodi tribalism and Sur's practical

sense had contributed to thr development of a political theory in Mu-

ghal India in which the Hindu ideal had its place loo.

Abul Fad introduced new conceptions into his Khclafat (ol

course die Khalifa being his own Master) which were not certainly

strictly Islamic. In the Quran die Khclafat was a democratic institu-

tion while Abul Fad’s Khalifa is a despot, though benevolent. The

S

uranic Khalifa existed on the IJMA' (the consensus of the peo-

ie); the King of Abul Fad owed his position to die Divine will and

is greatness was intrinsic ; he ruled because he was gTeat.

The Quranic Khalifa spread the Faith, Abul Fail’s Khalifa was

neutral and maintained religious balance.' The Quranic society was

more or less a missionary one, the Khalifa being die chief mis-

sionary ; but Abul Fad's society was a political society of which the

king was the balance holder. He is die centre of all desires (Qiblai-

muraddat). The orthodox held that the Khalifa must maintain a dif-

ference between the Muslim and non-Muslim subjects ; but Abul Fail

insisted on his king holding die balance between the two. Shaikh Muba-
Tak while drafting the Mahzar in 1597 laid emphasis ou die two attri-

butes of the king, namely, 'sense uf justice' (»ultani-adil) and ’perfection

as a man' (insani-i-kamil), The abolition ol Jezia and other disabilities

on the non-Muslims, their appointment in the important department of

3. Uadnunl. Muntakbabu-t Twarikh. II. p. >79-80.
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rhc distribution of lands, endowments and waqfs and preference for

Persian to chc exclusion of die sacred Arabic languages, permission

granted to Christians for making converts to Christianity,* however

logical they may be to a modern mind, were highly objected to by the

orthodox class. It is no wonder that die orthodox class regarded the

Mughal state as non religious if not 'profane.'

4. Akbar wrote a Book of Advice for King Abbas Safavi (penned by Abul

Fail) in which he gives his ideas about Kingly duties Dabiuaii, Shea and Troycr,

HI.W-
5. According to Abul Qasim, Jurist, attempt to convert a Muslim is a

major oftencs which deprives a Zimmi ol his political privileges.



OBSERVATIONS ON CERTAIN POST-MAURYAN
DYNASTIES

By H. C. RaYCHAUDHURI

The i>oliiical history of the centuries immediately following the
disintegration of the Maurya Empire is still somewhat obscure.
Scraps of information may no doubt be gleaned from literature, ins-

criptions and coins, but it is no easy cask to weave them into a
coherent narrative. The literary tradition embodied in die Puranas
is not always confirmed or elucidated by epigraphic or numismatic
testimony, and stray names furnished by inscriptions and coins arc

not, in several cases, capable of presentation in the shape of a connected
story.

The Bhavifydnuklrtana section of the Puranas, which deals with
‘ future'' kings and is regarded by some as the most systematic record of

Indian historical tradition, ignores many ruling families and tribes

whose existence is vouched for by contemporary archaeological evi-

dence. Moreover, the designations applied by tiic ruranic texts to

a number of royal lines, for example the families of Simuka and
‘‘Nakhapana”, arc not confirmed by epigraphs. The order of succes-

sion, too, does not in a II cases accord with archeological testimony.

For instance, the only Apilaka known to the Puranic passages that
deal with the so-called Andhra kings is placed very early in the list.

Numismatic evidence, on the other hand, suggests that fiiva-Sri-Api-

laka should be classed with later rulers of the family like Sri-Yajna-

Satakartii.' There are also some important omissions in the Puranic
lists. ThecascsofSaku-SrlandofSri-Kuinbha Satakarni5 may be men-
tioned in this connection. These facts should be borne in mind in

utilising the testimony of the Puranas for the reconstruction of the

history not only of the Satavalianas but of other lines as well.

According to Puianic evidence the immediate successors of the

Mauryas were the Suhgas, a line that is taken to commence with
Scnani Pusyaraitra. There arc two well known epigraphs found at

1. Journal o) the Andhra Historical Research Society, X„ 1-4 1956-37. p.

2. Of the Akola hoard, referred to by Mr. Mirashi at the meeting of the

Numismatic Society held on 17th December, 1939.

52—6
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Bharlnu in Central India which refer to the sovereignty of the

Sutigas

3

, and Pusyamitra himself is mentioned in an Ayodhya Inscrip-

tion*. But the last mentioned record does not style Pusyamitra as a

Suiiga and the Sunga records at Bharhui have no reference to that

king, his son or giatidson. According to die most recent view1 the

Bharhut Inscription of Dhanabhutr mentioning " the reign of the

Suras" fSungu) is to be classed with the epigraphs of Indragnimitra
and Brafunamitraand assigned to the earlier part of the first, century b.c.,

and not to the age of Pusyainitra and Agnimitra who nourished in the

second century b.c. It may be remembered in this connection that

the dynastic designation Sunga is applied to Pusyamitra and his pro-

geny only in the Puranas. It is not used in reference to die great

Senanl and his son in the Divyav/iddna, the Malavikagnimilram or

even in the Harraccritam 4 which mentions the dynastic revolution in-

volving the overthrow of ihe last of the imperial Mauryas by Pu*ya-
mitra. The name Suriga is no doubt known to die last mentioned
text, but Bana, the author, applies it not to the commander who
overthrew Brhadratha Maurya but to the ruler killed by the emissaries
of Vasudeva (Kanvayanaf. Tlie dynastic connection of this prince
(Devabhuti) with Pusyamitra rests entirely on Puranir evidence and
receives no confirmation from independent sources. It is well known
how the Puranas mix up dynasties or collateral lines of rulers claim-

ing descent from the same legendary hero. The Sakyas of Kapilavastu,
for instance, are represented as ancestors of Prasenajit of Kosala, a

prince described as a son of Rahula and a grandson of Siddhartha

Suddhodanasya bhavita SiddhSrtho Rdhulah sutah

Prasenajit tato bhavyah Ksudrako bhavita talah

Sisuniiga who, according lo the Puranas, rose to power having
taken away the glory of the Pradyotas (halva lef&m yalah fertsnam)

is represented by those lexis as belonging to the same family as Bimbi-
sara and Dariaka and is actually described as their ancestor. This

3 - Ludcrs, List of Br&hml Inscriptions Nos. G87. G88.

4 - X (19*4). p. *03 etc.

5. Marshall, Foucher and Majumdar, Monuments of Sa'ichi, I„ p. 271.

6. 1‘rajiiodur'jaiamca btladarkinavyipodrii darlillUefaseinyah Seninlr-
andiyo Maurjam Hrhadialharh pipesa Pufjomitrah svaminam,

7. AtUinsangarctam anaitgaparavaiam SuAgam amatyo Pasudmo Deva-
bhQtidasiduhitrS devl-vy&ftjanaya ritajltitamaharayat.

Horfoearilom, Ucdivba VI (p. 199),

Paiab's edition (1918).
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goes not only against the testimony of Buddhist literature which dear-
ly distinguishes between the line of Bimbisara and the later family of

sttunaga, but also against the evidence of two plays attributed to Bhasa
(the Svapna-VdsavadaUatn and the PmtijildYaugondhardyana) and a

verse ascribed to Kalidasa* which makes Pradyota, Udayana (Vatsa-

raja) and Dariaka contemporaries. As in die case of die so-called

"Saiiunagas” so also in the case of the socalled Suugas the possibility is,

therefore, not precluded that the Puranas may have included under
the name Sunga two distinct groups of kings, vi*., the line of Pusya-
mitra which is styled Baimbika by Kalidasa, and die real Surigas who
succeeded dtis line and arc referred to by Bima and the Bharhut Ins-

cription of Dhanabhuti.
To the Suhgas succeeded, according to die PurSnas. the dynasty

named Kanva or Kanvayana. The Bhavisydnuhirtana sLyles them
servants of the Sungas (Sungabhjtya) and dvija (twice-born) and re-

K
cscnts the founder of the line as an amdtya (minister or some other

»h ofhcial) of the last Sunga in the Purayic list. The Kanva family

is an old one. It is meniioued in Vedic literature

9

. The Puranas re-

present it as an offshoot from the Paurava line
50

, and bring it into

special relationship with the kings of Hastinapura and Paiicala. It

may be remembered in this connection diat die name of the second
Kanvayana king of the I’uranic list is Bhumiuiiira, and an identical

name is actually found on certain coins attributed by Cunningham to

a dynasty exercising sway in Pancala”. Ruleis of this group include

an Agnimitra as well. In the PurSnas the line of kings to which
Bhumimitra belongs succeeds the group headed by Agnimitra and his

father. It may be noted here that rulers issuing the same or similar

types of coins in a given locality need not all belong to the same family.

Succeeding dynasties are known to have continued the coin-types of

their predecessors* with or without modifications.

The Bkavifydnukirtana does not afford any definite information

as to the location of the capital city or the metropolitan province of

the Kanvayana*. In speaking of the territory over which they exer-

cised sway it uses vague terms like Mahi, Vasundhard and Bhumi, and

does not* name well-defined localities like. Girivtaja, Kusumahvaya,
Magadha, Siketa, Prayaga etc. It is, however, to be noted that the

founder of the line is said to have become king among the Sungas

8. Pradyatesya priyaduhitaraih Vatsardjo'tra jahre (MeghadQte).

9. Vedic Index, I. 147.

to. Matsya, 4g, 47; Vdyu, 99. 170: AJJi.T. (Pargitcr), p. 2*5.

11. Allan, C.I.C., AJ., pp. cxvii. 198,
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(Suhgefu bhavita nrpa).
11 Now die Suiiga line in extremis is in the

Puranas definitely associated with the Vaidisa territory, that is to say,

the region round Vidiia or Ilcsnagar in Eastern Mahva.

Njpdn Vaidisakdmi c dpi bhavisydrhs tu nibodhata

Bhulinandos talas c dpi Vaidiie tu bhavisyali

Sungdndm tu kulasyanlc Siiunandir bhavijyati"

This fact along with the Bharhut Inscription of Dhanabhuli un-

doubtedly points to Eastern Malwa and chat neighbourhood as the

locality with which the Suhgas of the first century B.C. are to be con-

nected'. So far as die Puranic evidence goes, there is no reason to

doubt that die Kanvayana Mayor of the Palace, who ousted the Sunga

roi faineant, ruled in the same region.
’

If the Malavikagnimitram is to be believed, the southern frontier

of the “Vaidiia" territory had been pushed as far as the valley of the

Varada or Wardha as early as die days of Agnimitra. That the

Kapvas extended thrir jiyay over certain neighbouring regions is sug-

gested by the epithet prartata-suman/u' > applied to them in die Purapas.

The word samanta, it may be remembered, is equated with sdmipa by
the draftsmen of the Aiokan Rock Edict II. One direction in which

the Kanva sovereignty may have extended, is the north where coins

bearing the name of Bhumimitra have been found. Another direc-

tion is clearly indicated by the expression bhftya (or servant of the

last Kanva) used in reference to Raja Simuka and his fellow tribesmen.

As the early cpigraphic records of Simuka's line have been discovered

in the Nanaghaj and the Nasik regions it is not improbable that the

later Kapvas succeeded in extending their frontier to the Godavari and
even further to the south. The term bhftya in ths passage

Kanvayandms tato hhftydh Susarnidnam prasahya lam

“

is paralleled by the expression pariedraka used in reference to the Ata-

vika rajas who felt the irresitiblc might of Samudra Gupta.

No inscription definitely assignable to the Kanvayana dynasty has

been discovered so far. A Maharaja Viivamitrasvamin is mentioned

in a Besnagar (East Malwa) Seal Inscription1 *. It is not clear as to

whether Viivamitra is to be taken here as a personal name or a family

designation. As is well known die figure of Visvainitra appears on

u. Paxgiier. D.K.A.

,

p. $4. 13. Ibid, p. 4g.

14. Ele pTanala sdmanta bhavifja dhdmitiica ye — Pargitcr, D.K.A., p. 35.

15. D.KA., p. 38.

16. P.RA.SJ., W.C., 1915, p. 64,
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Audumbara coins” and the Vayu Purina points to the intimate con-

nection ol the sage with the tribe in question’'. But there is nothing

to connect Maharaja V&vamitrasvimin of Bcsnagar or VidiSa (in East

Malwa) with the Kangra district where Audumbara coins have been

found in large numbers. Epic and Pnranic genealogies connect die

sage ViSvamitra with the royal line of Ajaniidha and queen KcSini 1*—die
same personages from whom the Kanvayana dvijas are supposed to

derive their origin. It may be recalled in this connection that an ins-

cription of Paramabhatlnrikd Mahirdjadhiraja-Parameivari Dandi
Mahadevi refers to a person belonging to the ViSvamitra goira as a

student of the Kanin Sdkhd.’° The evidence cited may not be suffi-

cient to establish a dynastic connection between MaharSja Visvamitra-

svamin and the Kanviyana line of the Purapas. But the matter is

worth further study.

The Brahma Purina adds the interesting information that the

royal grandfather of ViSvamitra grew up among the Pahlava or Par-

thian forest folk

Pahlavaih saha samvjddho raja vanacaraih saha01

Contact between Vidisa and die Yavana realm in the north-west

is referred to in a record of Bhagabliadia. Did the Parthian succes-

sors of the Indo-Grccks maintain this contact when the line of Bhaga-

bhadra was supplanted by a family bearing the famous name of ViSva-

mitra. and have we an echo of ihis in the Purauic legend about the

association of ViSvamitra *8 family with the Parthians? Further dis-

coveries alone may show if such a surmise is warranted.

According to Puriipic chronology Kanva rule came to an end

137+112+43=294 years21 after the fall of the Nandas and the acces-

sion of Candragupta Maurya, that is, not earlier than 31 B.c. Classical

writers refer to Indian embassies which reached Augustus in 27, 26

and 20 B.C. The king who sent the ambassadors is named by some

authorities as ‘Pandion’ and by others Torus.’ As Katyayana derives

the name Panrlya from Pandu, king ‘Pandion’ might doubtless lay

claim to Paurava ancestry. But it should be remembered that die

17 Allan, C.I.C., A. I., p. Ixxxiv.

18. Viyu, 9 '-9^-
19. Mbh. I. 9.). 31-33; Brahma Purina, XIII, 83-91; SlaUya, 49. -i&47 -

so. Ep. lad., VI., pp. 136. 139. 8i- Brahma Purdna, XIII. 89.

ss. This agrees with cpigraphic evidence. According to the Ilithigumpha

inscription, the interval between the Nandas and Khflravela. a contemporary of

Satakaijil, who is usually identified with the son of the destroyer of Kapva power,

i3 300 (ti-vasa-iata) years.
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Kanvayanas, too, according to Puranic tradition, were of Paurava ex-
traction. The presents sent by the Indian monarch to lus Roman
contemporary included a boy without arms, snakes, a river tortoise

and a big partridge. A deity holding a snake figures prominently on
Bhuinimitra’s coins and the tortoise is specially associated in art with
tire Jumna, though it is also found elsewhere. These arc interesting

coincidences which, however, do not amount to proof of the identity

of die Indian monarch in question with any of the Kanvayanas of Mid
India. According to Nicolaus of Damascus the Indian ruler in ques-
tion (styled Poms) is described as sovereign of six hundred kings. This
description suits the imperial successors of the Mauryas and the Sungas,
who were prar.atasamanla, better than the ruler of Madura, Tinnevelly
and one or two adjoining districts of .Southern India. It is not impos-
sible that records of embassies of two distinct rulers, one from the Far
South and other from Central India, both meeting at the city of Bary-
gara and pursuing the rest of the journey together, have got mixed
up in the Classical accounts/'*

25. Strafco. XV. 1. 4, and yj; Strabo refer* to Otic king. Bui Don Cx«iu*
*pcaks of "any emt/assies coming to Augustus (M’Crindlc, Ancient India as

described in Cluneal Literature, p. f is). See also J.R.AS., t&6o, pp. jog if.



THE HARAPPA HOARD OF JEWELLERY,

By Kvlyan Kumar Ganguli

The jewellery board found at Harappa is an amazing discovery. 1

It has not only freshened our knowledge about the chalcolithic jewel-
lers art in India but has also added to it much about the standard they
had actually attained. Previous finds of jewellery from other chal-
colithic sites in India were not, however, poor. In fact the zealously
treasured wealth found in the silver jar or the rich variety of gold,
silver and scone ornaments found in two other hoards at Mohenjo-daro
would, by themselves be sufficient to bespeak a high quality of the
chalcolithic jewellery of India. 1 In comparison with die varied sorts
of ornaments found from Mohenjo-daro, the Harappa hoard contained
a mere handful of objects. The antiquities, again. were poorly report-
ed and inadequately described in the official report. But the posi-
tion of this hoard in the world of jewellery cannot be ignored nor
can we be satisfied with such an inadequate treatment of the lot. In
their own sphere these ornaments hold a position of no lesser import-
ance than is held by the famous stone statuettes of Harappa which
have evoked much heated discussion.

Hie jewellery* in the hoard has not only revealed several new
aspects of the technical knowledge of the Indus-valley jeweller but it

has raised the staius of the jeweller to a grcaL height. The hoard
is a small one but it contained a commendable variety of ornaments.
But the ultimate praise of the hoard lies in the fac; that here at last

we have found some such jewellery in India which can compare
favourably with what was best among the Babylonians or even die

dwellers of die valley of the Nile.

In the year 1988-89, the hoard was discovered at a depth of

about 8' feet below the surface, where it lay on a bed of hard earth

along with several pieces of charcoal. The association evokes inter-

est. Sister trenches, very near the above find spot, are known to have
yielded a number of antiquities such as beacls, bracelets etc, winch
are remains of personal ornaments. A few feet above die jewellery

was found a bracelet made of copper and at a little distance off from die

1. ASA, A.R., 1928-89. p. 76, pi. XXX, d.

a. Moltenjo-darn anil die Indus Civilisation, pp. 519 If.
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hoard were found numerous fragments, of metal objects and stone

beads.1 The charcoal pieces read with the other associates cannot

help giving rise to the idea that the spot under survey marked a

place situated within a gold-smith's workshop which was live with

activity, five milleniums ago.

The antiquities are all objects of gold and stone, the absence of

copper is worthy of notice. The people, we know, had made a total

use of copper ami it is difficult to find such a spot in any of the chalco-

lithic sites, where a number of antiquities hoarded at a place, has no

sprinkle of copper in it. Gold and silver were not rare. In fact we

have even utensils made of silver from various sites of Mohenjodaro.*

Yet a comparative scarcity of precious metals prove that they were not

too cheap to be available for the average people. It has been sug-

gested by Sir John Marshal! that the rich indulged in jewellery made

of gold and silver while the poor had to remain content with objects

made of copper and earth.
1' ‘The statement however requires serious

investigation. The learned scholar has made a detailed study of the

chalcolithic culture of Mohenjo daro and Harappa and it may not

be unreasonable to see. with the observations made by the scholar

himself, if some other plausible suggestions can be brought forth to

meet the problem.

The difference between the. rich and the poor in the Indus

valley does not appear to have been so sharply demarcated as it had

been among the people ol Egypt and Babylonia. In both these latter

places people were dominated by privileged classes headed by kings,

the creams of luxury being earmarked for them. In those countries,

the bulk of personal ornaments containing the best specimens of jewel-

lers' art were discovered from the burial deposits of those personages.

It is quite evident that the luxury of wearing such rich jewellery re-

mained confined to a limited circle and the jeweller, who were pro-

bably nothing better than slaves, toiled to meet the choice of their

masters. In India however, the perspective is entirely different. The
architectual remains led Marshall ro remark that the amenities of life

enjoyed by the average citizen at Mohenjo-daro were far in advance

of anything to be found at llut time in Babylonia or on the banks of

the Kile.0 The political organisation of the 'Indus Valley’ people

remains unknown. Copper was the metal par excellence of the civili-

zation and copper ornaments have been found from almost all possible

sites and comers, in big buildings and small streets and near human

3 - A5.I. A.R., 1918-29. p. 76-77.

5. A.S.I.. A.R.. 191627, p. 52 f.

6. AS. I., A.R., 192627, P. 52.

4- p. 5>9 f-
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remains of all possible characters. Ii is extremely difficult to find
out who the actual wearers of the gold ornaments could be. It may-
be suggested that there was a small moneyed class who could enjoy
the riches of brilliant jewellery-. But some other suggessions may also
be given.

We had a gold fillet in Mohenjo-daro which had two peculiar
embossed designs on it at the two ends. It is extremely interesting
to note the resemblance of a like fillet round the head of a dignified
looking limestone statuette found at Mohenjodaro

.

5 The statuette
presents a yog it glance and wears a shwal having trefoil motifs, in the
Indian way. The statuette has been supposed to be either the image
of a deity or the figure of a priest.

Representations of heavy loads of jewellery may also be seen on
various other human figurines found irom these two places. These
figurines, which arc mostly representations of females, might have
been the images of some popular deities.* The ornaments seen on
them consist of fore head fillets, neck-collars, necklaces composed of
beads and pendants, armlets, bracelets and anklets resembling tubular
rings of metal, A number of well preserved or dilapidated metal
tubes, fillet ribbons, and a number of beads and pendants were found
both in Mohenjo daro and Ilarappa.* It is however interesting to note
that all these elements were objects of gold, silver or semiprecious
stones while the numerous other personal ornaments discovered from
all over the excavated sites were mostly objects of copper and ter-

racotta, exceedingly fine specimens of which, showing high standard
of technical skill arc however not at all rare. It is however cxcremcly
difficult to find who the wearer of these precious ornamnets svcrc. As
there was probably no centrifugal power in any of these places, which
could wield a tyrranical influence, we cannot attribute these orna-
ments to the work of any slave technician working under the penalty
of persecution, to produce works of high grade. It may not be unreason-
able here to stress upon the association of the precious ornaments
with the above mentioned human figures having religious fervour.
Even now in India valuable ornaments arc bequethed by ordinary
people to the use of deities and priests .

It appears probable that among a people having a somewhat uni-

form social organisation, who could not rise ordinarily higher above
the standard of copper, there flourished a specially privileged class who
could indulge in ornaments of gold and silver without being grudged

M.I.C., pi. XCVII. 1-4.

9- Ibid, pp. 509 ff.

8. Ibid, p. 339,
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by the rest. If it was a merchant class, it would have surely towered
up above the others, thus destroying the social equilibrium. The
absence of such evidence leads us to seek for such a class elsewhere

and who else could it be excepting a theocratic hierarchy, in whose
hands might have accumulated die ecclesiastical, as well as, probably,

some sort of political power, too.

The hoard consisted of the following things:—

A hollow armlet and a bangle of gold
;
a small gold object of the

shape of a cone ; 240 gold beads in four strings
;
a heart-shaped pendant

iulaid with blue faience; a flat object shaped like the numeral 8; a

broken silver bangle; two bracelets, each made of 27 coincal bosses:

two small sitings o£ tiny beads and terminals 3iid a number of pendants
and beads made of gokl, steatite, agate, jade, blood stone faience, camc-
lian and shell, representing almost all the semiprecious stones used by
the 'Indus Valley' jeweller. Unfortunately, however, the description

of the hoard given in the official report is a very poor one. It docs

not give any detail of the objects, nor describe anything about how the

beads and the pendants were recomposed into complete strings, identi-

fied by Mr. Vats as bracelets, necklaces etc.

The types of the beads and the pendants do not afford any novelty.

Almost all the types have been found in abundance from the excavated

sites of Harappa and Mohcnjo-daro. The terminals and the spacers

used in some of the strings, though smaller than usual, are of the com-
mon types, which have been traced as far as Egypt. 16 A siring made
of 240 globular gold beads with two spacers and terminals reminds
one of an excellent string found at Molienjo-daro and described as a

bracelet.” This might also be used as a neck collar, as is noticed in

some of the terracotta figunines. 1® Two similar strings, made up
of very tiny beads and terminals were probably used as bracelets of

children.’*

The most extraordinary objects in this hoard consist of the heart-

shaped pendant, die S-shaped brooch and the bracelets made up of

the conical bosses.

The heart is a very famous symbolic design and it came to be
associated with jewellery as nccklccc pendants. It is common in

Byzantine ornaments and till very recently heart-shaped necklace pen-
dants were extensively used in Bengal. The surface of this particular

10. Calcutta Review. Sept. 1939, pp. *36 if.

11. M.I.C., p. 52a, pi. CXLIX, no. 3, top.

n. A.S.I.. A.R.. iga&ag. PI.'XXX d. top. middle.

13. Ibid, left. 3rd & *th from top, left-
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specimen was inlaid with blue faience, the colour effect of which on a
yellow background of gold can well be imagined. This piece is pro-
bably the earliest example of the symbol's association with jewellery.

The Sshaped object is a very interesting bit of gold inlaid with
rows of liny cylindrical steatite beads having gold ends. Some of

the inlaid beads are however lost but the effort shows a very high
standard of efficiency and skill. IIow the object was used is difficult

to sunuise, Mr. Vats has suggested that the object was a brooch. I

remember of noticing such objects as girdle buckles in some Greek
jewellery.

The last yet die prettiest of the lot arc the two ornaments made
of conical bosses soldered together. The freshness of the polish, the

exquisite finish of the bosses, and the whole effect of a convex-shaped
prism stand quite unique in the whole range of Indian jewellery.

The pair of objects most probably was used as bracelets or armlets,

silver armlets liaving some similarity with these may be traced among
the u|x:ounlry women even at the present age.

Harappa has yielded enormous wealth of antiquites. Unfortu-
nately, a systematic and detailed report of these has not yet been made
available to the public. It is expected that a long felt want will be
removed by the authorities by bringing out the promised volume on
Harappa without any further delay.



ECONOMIC GUILDS IN THE KUSANA ‘PERIOD

By Baijnath Puri

Despite the paucity of evidence, the Kusana cpigraphic records

bear testimony to a highly developed and flourishing economic life

in that period. The existence of trade guilds served to stimulate
spiritual benefactions and pious gifts in the community. Besides the

commercial and industrial ends in view, their religious uses were also

universally appreciated and taken advantage of. Permanent endow-
ments were made in these trade and craft guilds under proper deeds
of agreement reciting the condition under which they held. In this

capacity, they served as modern banks. Before going into the consti-

tution and working of diese trade and craft guilds, better it is first to

enumerate them along with their functions.

In the Taxila casket inscription of the year i, of

King Kaniska, there is a mention of a religious gift by dasa Agiiala, a

l
Similarly the Hida inscription records the deposit of a

relic by Samgbamitra, a I An older Kharojthi record 1 men-

tions the construction and establishment of a Scrnghdiarna, and a
relic of the Lord Sakyamuni respectively under the supervision of

Rohiniinitra, a •FPsfqg; |

Now according to Sir M. Williams/ means 'the superin-

tendent of the construction of an edifice’. Whether he was a state

official or a member of an ordinary craft guild, can very well be in-

ferred from the fact that three diflerent records mention three differ-

ent |
Moreover, in the first record the Agiiala

styles himself a d&ia, which is hardly possible in case of a state official.

Therefore it Is apparent, nay certain, that there was a craft guild of

the Namkarmikas, who constructed Viharas, temples etc. The head
of this class, personally directed and supervised die construction

work. We may, therefore, call him an architect who combined in him-
self the functions of an overseer also.

i. Taxila copper Plate Inscription of Patiks.

y. Sanskrit-English Dictionary, p. 530.
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The existence of the guild of architects ( m.ffi’M : ) is as old as

the lime of Manu, who has mentioned architects in the class on which
rested a social trtigma.* They belonged to the Sudra class of Hindu
society. The same is testified to by the texts of Gautama,4 Vasi$tha,#

Kara{la
4 and Vijnu.r

It is thus not surprising if we find an architect

( stwffit*
)

styling himself as a dusa.

The Mankiala inscription mentions the name Burita as the re-

pairing architect (Vihiraharavhaeifa
) equivalent to

Sanskrit (Vihara karapakeiici fegiTTrtTl&H ) | Whether this class of

architects was different from the Navakarmihos, cannot be said with
certainty. It is just possible that they were not so excelled and quali-
fied as the Navaharmikas. They may have been doing repairing and
patch work.

The guild of (Skt. 3(5*.IT, modern

Hindi Pngll.) is mentioned in two Brahini Ku*5na inscriptions

from Mathuta. The one* records the gift of Mittra, first wife of Hag-
gudeva (Plialgudeva), the daughter-in-law of Vahara and the daughter
of Jayabha«i, the Manikura of Khoitamitta. The other* refers to the
dedication of a statue of the goddess Sarasvatl by the smith, Gova,
the son of Siha. There is yet a third1' dedication by a member of

this guild, Gottika by name the Sura, the son of Srama-

naka. The Lohakar, as in modem times, had his work exclusively
confined to the metal, iron. Their guild was a very old one, and was
also mentioned in the list enumerated in the Jatakas." They were
considered as men skilled in arts and crafts and were regarded on a

footing of equality with carpenters, masons and painters.

jnrfareiw: Jeweller. Manikdra in Sanskrit means a

jeweller, and according to Sir Monier Williams,1* the adulterous off-

spring of Vaiiya parents whose mother’s husband is still alive, is styled

as a I At first sight, it seems puzzling how a jeweller’s

10.

12 .

XXI- 5060. 4. XVII. 17.

I. 178. 7. XXXVII. *2.

Ep. Ind., VoL I, No. IV. p. 583. 9.

Ibid, Vol. II, No. XVIII. p. 103.
'

j

Ep. ltd., Vol. I. No. IV, p. 383.
Sanskrit'Engiuh Dictionary

,

p. 774,

5. HI. 3; XIV, 2, 3.

Ibid, No. XXI, p. 391.

1. VI. 427.
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daughter, who certainly carried a higher status, could marry a black-

smith's son who was on a fooling of equality with carpencers, masons
and painters. Reserving this topic for a discussion under the head
‘ Social Life," here it is sufficing to say that caste did not interfere in

the selection of a craft. Instances of even royal craftsmen are fur-

nished by Pali texts." A king is described as a ’skilful’ carver and
painter who wrought a beautiful image of the Bodhisattva.

From contemporary Greek records, ,n
it is evident that Indian

gems and diamonds were famous in the west and as such tire Marii-

ka/as must have had a very good business at that time. But though

the Mnnikaras possibly had a flourishing business, there is hardly any

record of their dedication of religious gifts or establishment of relirs.

The name of Jayabha?ti, the Manikiira of Koftainitta, is mentioned in

the record 1 " of his daughter, Miura.

(Ski. yiyqTBJi )
:— The word rtwpi means the

‘leader of a caravan’ 11 There is only one record’* which mentions the

gift of Dharmmauiitra. the wife of a caravan lcadn. The name of

this Sarthavahana is not mentioned in this cpigraphic record. Per-

haps lie was coo well known and hence there was hardly any necessity

of his name being mentioned. It cannot be said with certainty

whether his office was a hereditary one, or the caravan traders elected

somebody as their vahana or leader. The travelling in company may

well have been undertaken for greater safety. There were dens of

robbers, and individual trading was insecure. Thcir leadcr was well

acquainted with the trade routes and was particularly conscious of the

dangers that might befall in the way. The J&lahas" also mention

the organisation of caravan traders under a Jefhaka (alderman) who

was their leader. There is also an allusion in the same

Jdlako, to Buddha coming to life as the leader of a caravan when

Brahniadaita was reigning in Benares. In the Kudna period, the neces-

sity of SdrtkavS/iauas was greatly realized because of the national and

international commerce, particularly the silk trade between China and

Rome via India. The traders looked to the leader for directions as

to halts, watering, precautions against robbers etc.

14. MalidwthM of XXX anil XXXIV.

15. Pliny: Book XXXVII.

16. F.p. lnd.. Vol. L NO- IV p. 583-

17. Sir M. Williams’ Dictionary p. itog

18. Ep. lnd., Vol. I. Xo. XXIX p. 395.

19 Jit. I. 368; II, B95 -
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rifsre; Perfumers. There are no less than three inscrip-

tions recording dedications made by members or the Candhika guild.

Kumarabhati, the mother of a dealer in perfumes (gandhiha) dedi-

cated an image of Vardhamana .

10 A four-fold image of the Arlxat

was dedicated by Jitamitra, daughter of Rtunandi wife of Budhi and

mother of the perfumer whose name is not mentioned .*1 The third

inscription ,*'4 running in two lines on rim over front relief of tire

image of a Jaina in meditation, records the pious gift of linadasi, the

daughter of Sena, the daughicr-in-law of Dana, and the wile of the per-

fumer whose name is mutilated. The gift was made in the year 83 ,

of Maharaja Vasudeva.

The guild of perfumers was an old one, and according to the

Jatakas“ was localised iu certain quarters. The perfumers supplied

toilet requisites like sandal wood, camphor oil, rose water etc. It can

not be said whether they were dealing in pharmaceutical products and
indigenous herbs also. They may have been doing this allied trade

also, but there is no account of it anywhere.

|<<nh; (Skt. fitroTTpic )
;— There is only one Kujapa

inscription’ 1 which records the dedication of an image of divine

Vardhamana by the daughter of the gold smith, Deva. The name of the

donor unfortunately is mutilated. In view of the ornamentation of

the body, the Hirapyakara or the gold-smith was a necessity in the

economic life of that time. From an ordinary ring to a girdle or
necklace, involving very mir.utc work, were all made by them with
elegance, beauty and efficiency. They had certainly achieved a high
degree of efficiency both in the design and make up of the ornaments.
It is not certain whether the Htrapyakaras exclusively confined them-
selves to gold, or they prepared silver ornaments also. This much is

of course certain that they were different and distinct from tire Maui*
haras and as such did not prepare ornaments of jewels and diamonds.

<uHiPto ’The Sanskrit word infa?T means a barber while

would mean die ' chief of the barbers.' It can also

mean the King's barber,' but better it is to lake it in die sense of

•nfftlW* TT3TT i.e. the chief amongst the barbers. The solitary ins-

20. Ep. Ind., VoL I, No. 7, p. 585.

21. Ep. Ind., Vol. II, No. XVI, p. 199.

22. Vogel. Catalogue of Muttra. No. B2 p. 62.

23. L 58o; II. 197. 24. Ep Ind.. Vol. U, No. XXII, p. 205.
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criptioir8 in very bold letters b"X 3" «n size is engraved on a slab
which may have served the purpose of a sign board marking some
place or building belonging to the chief of the barbers, Jara by
name. It may probably be his shop or house. There is unfortu-
nately no reference to the locality from which the slab came from.
The function of these barbers must have been dressing the hairs,
shaving and massaging. The barbers belonged to the fourth class of
Hindu society and as such in a Pali work, S\ilta-Vibhahga,u they arc
called hinasippa. The guild of barbers was also mentioned in the
J&lakas along with shampooers.-'

An inscription from Mathura34 brings to our

notice not only the existence of another trade guild (Samitikar Sreni)
which according to Sir Monier Williams9* means ‘wheat flour guild,’
but it also establishes for the first time that the trade guilds performed
the functions of a bank where deposits were made for religious and
pious purposes. Reserving this subject for discussion a little later

in this paper, here it is sufficient to say that there existed a guild of

Hour-makers who grinded wheat and supplied flour. Wheat was not
grinded ai home, but was sent to this guild, which must have charged
something for ir. It was not considered as a ‘hinasippa’ but was cer-

tainly a noble profession. They carried respect and confidence, which
can be inferred from the fact that permanent deposits were made with
this guild. Ilie donor was perhaps die foreigner Kanasarukmana who
deposited 500 putanas with this guild under certain stipulations which
were to be fulfilled.

An inscription from Mathura” records a dedica-

tion by Rayagini. Bidder while first editing the inscription thought

it to be a proper name of the donor. But according to Luders,*1

Rayagini ( )
has not the appearance of being a proper name,

but it should be taken as an appellative in the sense of ‘the wife of a

rayaga' in analogy to such terms as 'Viharsvamini,*3 die wife of a

*5. Journal of the U.P. Historical Society, July, 1937, No 111.

s6. M. II. 15a. »7- Buddhist India, p. 94.

18. Ep. Ind., Vo!. XXI No. 10. p. 59.

a$. Samkrit-F.nglisk Dictionary, p. 1 164.

30. Ep. Ind., Vol. I. No. V, p. 384

Ji. Ind. Ant., Vol. XXXIII, p. 37.

3 *. Corpus, Vol- III. p- vfij.

S3 A.S.IV. Ind., Vol. IV p. 114. No. 16.
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Viharasvaini, MahasinSpatinI, die wife of a MaliasenSpad,*1 and Sartlia-

vahini, the wife of a Sanhavahana.'* Rayoga would be ihc irue Prakrit

equivalent of Sanskrit Rajaka
( ore; )

meaning a washerman or

dyer. If Prof. Lfiders is right, then this record bears testimony to

the existence of another trade guild of washermen or dyers.

The guilds of washermen and dyers were pretty old guilds.

They were mentioned by Narada" and the existence of the guild of

dyers in Buddhist India is also testified to by the Jdtakas’* Accord-

ing to a Jataka even die locality of dyers was in Savathi.” Though
the two guilds were different, the one confining its function to waffl-

ing the clothes, and the other to colouring diem, but it is just possible

that the washerman ( T3W ) may have also taken over the function

of a dyer. There is of course no concrete evidence to establish diis.

-ifare •— The fact that the traders formed a class themselves

quite distinct and different from the artisan class or die caravan

traders, is apparent from an epigraph'’ inscribed on the pedestal of a

Bodliisattva image, which records the establishment of an image by
Puiikanagapriya, wife of the trader Dharmakasa. These Vanikas or

what we call today Vyaparis, may have been different from the caravan

traders. They must have bad their shops in certain localised quarters,

and as the modern shop-keepers do, they went in die morning to their

shops and returned in the evening.

Constitution and Functions of the Guilds .-—There is not much
reference in the epigraphic records regarding the constitution of the

guilds. The trade guild known as Steal.10 The head of the gudd
was called the Srejyiin (alderman).*" It is not known what powers
he exercised over the individual members of the guild. It is possible

that his interference was invoked to settle differences between its mem-
bers and dieir wives." This is certain that their chief function was
confined to looking after die welfare of the individual members of

the guild. It is not known how the disputes between different guilds

were setded. It is just possible that there may have been a common
chief to settle the quarrels between the foreman of the subordinate

34. Ep. Ind., Vol. I. No. ug. p. 395.

35. I— 178. i8». 3O. Buddhist India, p. 93.

37. lit , III. 48. 38. £p. Jnd., Vol. I, No. XIV, p. 55.

39. Ibid, Vol. XXL No. 10, p. 55.

40. Ibid, Vol. 1
,
No. I. p. 381. E. No. a. 41. Vinaya, IV, aa6.
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e. In earlier times there was such centralisation as is evident

i Jataha,“ and the same state of affairs may have continued in

die Kusina period also.

Guilds in their capacity as Banks :-The guilds in their capacity

as banks stimulated religious and pious gifts. Permanent religious

endowments were made with these guilds under certain stipulations

which were to be fulfilled. There is only one inscription*3 unfortu-

nately, which records the deposit of 500 purdnas each with die Saraiti-

kar guild and Raka guild. The permanent endowment was made
widi these stipulations that the capital could not be touched, and out

of the interest realized from month to month (mdidnumdsam) the ex-

penses were to be covered ior serving hundred Brahmanas in the hall

(punyus&lS), and for daily keeping some provisions at the door for

the benefit of hungry diirsty 2nd indigent people and distributing to

diem on die same day. The two guilds were tnus entrusted with the

management of the punyaidti. It is doubtful whether these guilds

charged anything for the management; for the entire interest dial

accrued was to be spent from month to month on feeding the indig-

ent and thirsty. Being a pious and religious purpose, the guilds

encouraged such endowments and possibly they did not charge any-

thing for the management. It is not known what rate of interest drey

had to pay for such permanent endowments (Ahsayanlvi)

Mobility of /about'..-—There is no apparent Kusana record which
may show that it was possible for a member of a certain guild to

change his guild and take to certain other profession. But this one

is clear that caste did not interfere in the selection of a craft, as we
find a Manikara or a jeweller giving his daughter to a black-smith. Pos-

sibly he may have been a black smith when he gave his daughter in

marriage. He made his fortune as a jeweller which profession

may have attracted him. Unfortunately the Kula and Gana of both
families are not mentioned. Probably dicy belonged to die same caste,

but had different crafts.

Thus from the epigraphic records, it is obvious dial the Ku»na

Kiod exhibited a highly developed, and nourishing economic life.

;re were trade and craft guilds which looked after the interest of

their individual members, and at the same time encouraged pious

and religious deeds. There was no financial bankruptcy and even
an ordinary trade guild had a stable and firm status. This attracted

even foreigners who wanted to make any endowment lor acquiring

•I*. Jit., II, 18 . 52, 43 Ep. Ind., Vol. XXI, No. to, p. 55.
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religious benefit, and for that they deposited their sums permanently
with these guilds under certain stipulations regarding the distribution

o£ money that might accrue, without touching die capital. There
were numerous craftsmen guilds. Though the entire list of craft guilds

is unavailable because of the paucity of evidence, yet much can be said

about these craft guilds. National as well as international commerce
was carried on by caravan traders not in a spirit of isolation but in a

spirit of co-operation under the leadership of a Sarthavahana who di-

rected them in the way. In view of whatever information that is

available, it would not be going too far to say it was an age of pros-

perity, happiness and contentment.



NOLAMBA POLALCORA II

By G. N. Salutore

The Avani stone inscriptions styled Nfnjbagal (Mb) 38 and 50
contain certain chronological and genealogical peculiarities. Although

they have been assigned by Rice to about the end of the 9th century

A.D., an examination of their contents shows that they have to be

referred to the end of the tenth century and the early years of the

11th century A.D. This date can be determined by an identification

of three Nojamba rulers mentioned in them, viz. Pojalcora, Mahendra
and Ipva-Nojambn.

The inscription Mb. 38 supplies interesting details about Po]al-

cora and hi? queen Divalabbarasi who was a Kartaniba princess.1 It

gives her description in the following words : "The goddess of For-

tune and the Earth, with Polalcora’s senior queen, the equal of Bhuva-

nambike and the Speech Goddess, Djvalabbarasi may compare, but do
they surpass her ?* Queen of a king who was Manoja (die god of

of love) among kings—otherwise, of the king Raja Manoja, she was

bom famous, pure, praised and with the quality of devotion to her

husband. .
.* Having done fully sufficient in her own name, she made

as an indestructible gram, a famous agrahiira in her husband's name
while her son was acting worthily in the kingdom. 4 After the

death of the Walker according to Manu (i-e. a follower of Manusmrti)

the king Mahendra, that great one’s mother made in the name _ol

Mahendra a pond, in her own name also a tank, with the temples of iia

and Mukunda, and promoting Dhatma was looking forward to the

rime when her younger son should come to the kingdom. 1 The

1. £• C., X. Mb. $3, pp. text. pp. 91-91.

*. Ibid : Sri vad/iu Dhart Polalcoidoanipang agramahifi Bhuvandmbike

Figdevi)C’(i dvrtya enisida Divalabbaraiiyatn doreg r(dar pejar Ojare.

3. Ibid : Srimad Raja Manoja Bhupamahisl DhimbikS viirulS .
.
put*

Mila pativrati slutuaguni didlpya manajoni.

4. Ibid : atuyamage tainma pesarol neir. lal-palinimedim yalorjjitarh

enipp-agraharar’n avinSti namasyame md(U rdjyaddl lularh anukidanagi baekeyye.

5. E. C„ op. cit Manucaritam Mahendra n\paninde patdkfadul d

mahatmena janaui MahendrarAmade Suijarh riijamdmathdim latikam ItSnabhn-

lenam Mukunda bhavanangalen imbine mOdi dharmavardhanade kaniya nanda-

nana rijyanum Ikfisug ava-k&lamurii.
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Kadambavamk beiug die house in which she was direedy born, the
PalJavcndra Ifiva Nojamba being die son born to her, the great-

ness of Divalabbarasi extended to the skies."" The record then registers

two grants : first she made a temple and devoted it to Maheivara and
then gave a sin-destroying bell to that No|aihba N5iayaneivara.
Secondly, on die death of her son Sri Vira Mahendra Nolambadhiraja
she caused to be built in Po]alcoranunga|a the Divabbesamudia and
had a Vijr.u temple made there and (further) having Nojamba
Narayanesvara made in Avani for these gods granted Yelanagara, irec oi

all imposts.

The second Avani inscription, Mb. 50, confirms these details by say-
ing that Divalabbarasi caused to be made the Nojamba NSrayanivara
and granted for it Yelanagara.’ It says that she was the queen of

Raja Mandja Bhupa and that she was born in the virtuous Kadamba
lineage. The following facts may be inferred from this account of

Divalabbarasi

:

1. That shr was a Kadamba princes.

2. That her husband was the Nojamba Pojalcora, with the second
name of Raja Manoja Bhtipa.

3. 1 hat her sons were named Mahendra and Ifiva Nojamba.
4. That Mahendra appears to have reigned for a short time be-

fore his death. At this time his younger brother being still a child
his mother looked forward to the day when Ipva Nojamba would as-

sume the mantle of government.
'< The birdi of Iriva Nojamba, it is said, increased the greatness

of his mother.

Rice assigns both these undated records to circa A.D. 890. His
opinion on them may be reduced to the following statements : In the
first place he suggests that Divalabbarasi was the queen of Nojamba
Mahendra. He observes. "His mother fthe Catiga princess) on his
death, had a pond made in his name. She seems to have survived
both her son and grandson, for it says that by the erection of temple*
to Sira and Visnu she was promoting Dliarma and looking forward to
the time when her younger son (probably her grandson) should coine

6. E. C., Ibid: netfane KadambavaAlmh pu/fidamava Pallavendran Irha
Nofam&fltfi Mtidemafpn ene mugilani putfipuduih pedifnt Dimlabbaresiyon.
Cf. mufi trirxad anfka dhyagun^aundarydiayOsCyalabhulokdjrya Kadamba
vemia ttlaka tr.dbhuiadiwnditd. Ibid text p. 91.

'

7* E.C., X, Mb. 50, p. B8, text, p. 103.
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to the kingdom. Mahendra’s wife was a Kadatr.ba princess, named
Divalabbarasi.’’8

Secondly he identifies Ifiva Nojamba with Ijiva Nojamba I in

ihe following words : Her greamess was increased, it says, on the
birth of a son. Iyiva Nojamba. But this must have been her grand-

son. For according to the Hcmavati pillar inscription, Mahendra’s son
was Napniga or Ayyapa, whose sons were Anniga (Bira Nojamba) and
Dilipa or Iriva Nojamba.® Mr. H. Krishna Sastri in this connection
observes that Iriva Kolamba of Mb. 38 was a brother of Mahendra
"bom of a different mother" named Divalabbarasi. This step-brother

of Mahendra appears to have succeeded him under the name of

No|amb5dhiraja Nojipayya. 10

If wc accept these arguments we have to place Divalabbarasi

during the reign of Nohmiba Mahendra—circa A.D. 878-95. This
Mahendra may be styled Mahendra 1 and his distinctive birudas were
Tribhuvanadhira" and Mahabalikulavidhvamsanc rii . The content-

Eniety of Divalabbarasi, Mahendra 1 and Ijava Nojamba is, however,

: with a few yet serious inconsistencies which make this identifica-

tion impossible.

The following are the difficulties. Three records of Mahendra I

enumerate his ancestry in identical terms. These arc the Baraguru
pillar inscription dated A.D. 878,“ the Hcmavati pillar inscription

dated c. A.D. 900.” and the undated Dharmapnri record-15 All these

state that the Gangs emperor Racamalla Satyavakva Kongunivarma
Dliarma Maharaja’s daughter, the younger sister of Nltimarga named
Jayabbe was married to Nojambadhir.ip whose son was Mahcndradlri-

raja.’® But from Mb. 38 and 50 it is clear that Mahendra’s mother

8. E.C., X. Intr. p. 19. Cl- ibid, p. 21.

9 Ibid, p. ig.

ro. Ep. Ind., X, No. 14, pp. 61. 6*.

11. E.C., X. Intr. p. 19.; Rice, Mysore and Coorg from the Inscriptions, pp.

*7. 57 -

i*. gi of 19.3: S.I.I., IX. Pt. I. No. 18, p. 8.; E.I., Ibid, pp. Go, 65, G8.

13 E.C., XII, Si. 38, pp. 94-95* le«- P- *79

14. Ibid, Si. 24, p. 91, text, p. 2-9.

15. E.I

,

op. etc.

16. Sri Nolambadhi idjardtange svasli SatyarAkyo Kongunivarma dharma

mahirijidhirija Kova[i!c puravardvara Nandigirindlha irimet Rdptmalla Per

mddiga/a StnhCdtvryara magal Nitimirga Perm&diya lahgt JAyvbbeyew.bd
J
maha

deviyikeya magam . . hi Mahendrddhiripm, Mr. Krishna Sastri rightly points

out that Rice connect' the (voids Jijabbeyemboi mnhadevt with Nolambddhi-
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was a Kadamba princess. They moreover incniion that her husband

was l’ojalcora or Rajamauoja Bhripa. The words in Mb. 38 chai "after

the death of the walker according 10 Manusmrti, (Le. a follower of) that

great one's mother made a pond etc.," (Manucariiam Mahendra njpa-

ninde pardksadol a mah&tmyana janani) imply that Divalabbarasi was

lire mother of Mahendra. Again the phrase "while her son was acting

worthily in the kingdom" (rajyadol sulan anukulanagi besekkeyeye)

refets to Mahendra showing thereby that he was ruling. There is

nothing in the Avani records to indicate that Divalabbarasi was the

mother of Mahendra I. f inally Mr. Krishna Sasui's view that Divalab-

barasi was a quite different mother of Mahendra I and that Ipiva

Nojamba was his step-brother cannot be supported by any evidence-

It is also not possible to maintain that Divalabbarasi was the queen

of Mahendra I for his queen was named Gaoiflbbc Mahadcvi. VVc

prove this by the Dharmnpuri stone inscription dated A.D. 9119. It

affirms that Racamalla I married Mahadevi. Their daughter called

Jayabbe was given in marriage 10 Nojambadhiraja, to whom was born

Mahendradhiraja. Mahendra obtained tor his queen the Gahga em-

peror's daughter named Gitnabbe Mahadcvi. To them was born

Ayyapadeva who married the Gahga emperor’s daughter Bollabbarasi.

The queen of Ayyapa's son, Anniga, was Attiyabbe whose father was a

Cajuki (Calukya) king and their son Irulacora made a grant in A.D.

929.” This record therefore proves that Mahendra’s queen was a

Gahga princess named Gimabbe-mahadcvi and since Ayyapadeva was

their son, Iriva Nojamba, the grand-son of Mahendra. could have

claimed only a Ganga descent on his mother’s side. Consequently

/dysrdfangc in Si. 24 and 38 ar.d arrives at the conclusion that the sister (tange)

of NoJambSdhirfja was married to Rflcamalla 1. He suggests that Rice's inter-

pretation is grammatically wrong awl that tbc words should be divided into

Nolambadhhajar and Stonge. This suggestion is correct as it Is in accordance

with the details given in the records enumerated above that Mahendra was

born to Nojambadhiraja and to jayabbe. (E.I., X. p. 59. n. a). Therefore the

statement that Caruponnera's grand-daughter, the daughter of Simhapota and

younger sister of Nolambadhirija (Pojalcora) married Racamalla I is to be recii-

fied (EC., XII., Intr. p. 6; Ibid, X., Intr. p. 19. Rice, Mysore and Coorg,

PP- 40. 55-)

17. 198 of 1910; S.I.I, IX. No. 23, p. 12: Racamalla Permanddigala Mahi-

dexnyargath put Iidol akhila bhucana tola ratna (bhfi) teyar apjxi (Taya) bbarasi-

yarggarti puftidath hi Mahendrddhir&jarh Mahcndridhirdrggarh Gangagara mogul

G&mabbe mahadevigaih pullidon Ayypadmn Ayyifmdeuangarh Gangara magaf

Bollabarasigam puttidon Annigan AnnigaSgarh Calukiyara mogul Atliyabbara

•

sigarn pufliAott ... itiiuad /nijucorn ni)hanlakam.
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Divalabbarasi was not die queen ol Mahendra I and neither was Ipiva

Nojainba I her grandson.

If these arguments are tenable, we may attempt an identification

of the rulers mentioned in Mb. 3ft and 50. These arc Pojalcora,

Mahendra and Ijiva NoJamba all of whom may be styled as the II of

these names- The date of Polalcora II can be settled on the basis of

the Kambaduru record of Nojambadhiraja dated A.D. 965. This
inscription registers a grant of Polalcoradeva, the grandson of Nojam-
badhiraja. It docs not give the name of the eldest son of N'ojamba-
dhiraja, but merely gives his biruda as Chaladankakara, and affirms

that he was Nolambadhiraja's feudatory. Pojalcoradeva was the eldest

son of Chaladankak&fo (tatpada padmdpaj=agraputram Chala-
dankahdrnm dtanagralanujam) and he is given the following high-sound-
ing birudtu : samadhigata paftca mahasabda Pallavanvaya Sri prthiii

vailabha Pa/lava Rdmacarana hamala yugalamoda vikroma Ramam
turaga vidyddhara dhtirii dankakaram Rajamanojam drohacarakkam
kdmdra vildsath tirdddnemalla No[am bara Phimam ptisigeyvom Raja
rdjdirayam srimal Po{alcoradcvam The principal hiilt as to the iden-

tity of Polalcora mentioned in Mb. 38 in contained in this inscription.

In Mb. 38 Pojalcora is called Raja Manoja Bbupa. In the Kamba-
dura record one of die birudas of Polalcora is Raja Manoja . This
satisfactorily identifies him with the Raja Manoja Bhupa of Mb. 38
and r,o. It follows that these inscriptions have to dated to c. A.D. 965
or much later. This, to some extent, minimises the difficulty of making
Divalabbarasi the queen of Pojalcora II, and mother of Mahendra II.

Mb. 38 and 50 give three steps in later Nolamba genealogy which

can be set forth as under

:

Pojalcora (Rajamnnoja Bhhpa) m. Divalabbarasi.

Mahendra Ipva Nojainba.

18. This Chalaiiankaklra may be identified with Nanni Nolamba on the

following ground*. Mb. 59 sayi that ChaladankakSia was a “bee at the lottr.

feet of Pallava Rama." E.C., X. Mb. r,9 .
p- 9 - The tide Pahova Rfima as will

be diown presently was borne nnly by I[iva No]amba Diliparasa. This evidence

together with that of the Kainbadum record of A.D. 965 shows that Chakadanka-

kira was Nanni Nolamba. The Bcdakttru record also mentions Cha'.adailka-

kfua (E.C. XII Mi iob. p. 114.) Here the words appear to be ChaladankaruB

Cofiga Mojav Efeyirma. the latter being a different name altogether. This

was a title al>o of Indra IV (E.C., II.. SB. 13} (57). p. 61. Res'. Edn.)

19. 93 of 1913: op- cit.. No. 30, p 17.
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The Kambaduru record mentions the predecessors of Pojalcora

Rdjc Mandja as follows

:

Nojambadhiraja

I

Son (utmatncd)=Chated<infia//a{‘a

I

Poialcora.

It now remains to be seen if this genealogy can be verified from
other sources. Here also our views are different from those of Rice
who maintains that Ipva Nojamba of Mb. 38 is to be identified with
the great-grandson of Mahendra I. Such an identification is not neces-

sary as there is evidence to show that there was another Mahendra and
lus younger brother Ipva Nojamba whom we shall style as Mahendra
II and Ijiva Nojamba II. Their genealogical descent is established

by two inscriptions. An undated record at Karslianapalll, Punganur
Zamindari, Chitcoor district, gives the following No(amba names

:

Ipva Nojamba

Nanni Nojamba (son)

I

Pojalcora (son)

Mahendra (son’ 0

A second record at Nclapalli, Punganur Zamindari, Chittoor dis-

trict. confirms this descent. It lays down the ancestry of Mahendra
as below :

Ipva Nojamba

Nanni Nojamba

I

Pojalcora deva.

Mahendra (son) Ipva Nolamba
Ghateyankakara Pallavaditya31

ao. 335 ol 1918! oft. eit, no. 39.

*>• a-ta of 1913: ibid, no. 41.
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The Nelapalli record ihus gives ihe name of Mahendra s younger
brother as Iriva Nojamba Gha»cyankakapi. Iriva No(amba Ghafe-
yankakara Po/alcora devarix atana magath Viva Mahendra dtan
atndgamvukya devan dtam lamman fftva No[amba Ghateyanhakdra
Palhvddilyam. Here the words dtan amdgamvdkyadevan do not give
any meaning. It is however possible that they arc the scribe's error for
the expression : dtan Amdghavdkyadevan. The cognomen of Amogha-
vakya was borne by Mahendra II” It must be noted that Amogha-
vakya is also a hiruda of Mahcndradhiraja of Mb. 38”

Who is the Nojambadhiraia of die Kambadiiru record dated A.D.
365 ? He may be identified with Iriva Nojamba Diliparasa, the son of

Ayyapadeva. whose dates range from A.D. 943 to 96G. 3 '

The birudas of Iriva Nolamba Diliparasa were Poltava Rama,
Pahrode gandan, Eknvakya Ahitara Java, Pallavolganda, Pallavaditya
etc.’' Iriva Nojamba of the Karshanapalli and the Nelapalli records
is no other than Iyiva Nojamba Diliparasa himself. 'Hie former epi-

graph gives him the title of Ekamkya Satya Dilippa and Paitat.<a

Rama,'" while the latter calls him Ekcwdkya.** The son of Iriva

Nojamba, according to the Karshanapalli and Nelapalli records was
Nanai Nojamba. From oilier sources, too, we know that Nanni
Nojamba was the son of Iriva Nojamba Diliparasara-' and his records

arc daied A.D. 943 to 969,“ 975,*° c. 980- 1 and 981.” Ilis queen was
named Rcvaladevi” and he assumed the btruda of C.hahdanhakara.

According to the Karshanapalli and the Nelapalli records, Nanni
Nolamba's son was Pojalcora II. He is plainly to be identified with

Pojalcora Raja Manoja of Mb. 38 and 50 and his namesake mentioned
in the Kanibadura inscription. His son is Mahendra II who is called

Amoghavdkya and Pdlavdbharana in the Karshanapalji rcocord, and

2*. 325 of 1912: SJJ., ibid. no. 59; 242 of 1913, S.U., ibid.. No. 41.

23. E.C., X, Mb. 38, p. text, p. 9a.

24. Rice, Mysore and Coorg, p. 57. He married according to a record

dated AJJ. 966^7 Piriyabbaras! and had a son named Ayyapadeva. : 17 of 1919:

S.U., ibid. No. 31.

25. 728 of 1916; SJ.I., op. fit.. No. 25, p. 13; 726 of 1916; SJJ., Ibid. No.

a6 p. 14; E.C., Ct. 49. p. 251, text. p. 318; 735 of 1917: S.I.I., ibid. No. 34. p.

20; 735 of 1916; SJ.I., ibid. no. 37, p. 21; 731 of >917: SJJ., ibod. no. a8.

2G. 325 of 19121 SJJ., ibid, no. 39. 27. 242 of 1913: SJJ., ibid, no. 41.

88. Rice, op. cit, p. 57. 29- Ib ‘d

30. E.C., IX. Hr. 1, p. 104. text, p. 288.

31. Ibid, Hi. 47.

32. ar.d S3 - 7 10 ol S IJ j
lbid> no> V4- P- 46-
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merely Amoghavakya. in die Nelapalli record.'* Mb. 38 as we liave

already seen, gives him the titles oi Pallairabharana and Amoghavakya."

This confirms our supposition dial the Mahcndra of Mb. 38 and 50

is Mahendra 11.

It can tints be maintained that Ipva Nolamba of Mb. 38. who is

called the younger soil (hanlya nandtma

)

of Divalabbarasi and the

younger brother of Mahendra, was no other than Ipva Nolamba
Ghateyankakara Pallaviditya, who was, on the testimony of the Ncla-

palli inscription, a younger brother (lemma

)

of Mahendra II.

The Nojamba records do not throw any light on the duration of

the reigns of Polalcora II. and Mahendra II. Rice opined dial Nanni
Nolamba of Mb. 1*2 dated A.D. 969 was perhaps the same as the

Nolambadhiriija Corayya of Mb. 84 dated A.D. 974 and Cb. 45 dated

A.D. 977 and Ct. 118 of A.D. 1010."° Though Nanni Nojamba was

not identical with Nojambftdhiraja Corayya, but only his father, the

other facts may be accepted as correct. It is not at present possible

to arrive at any correct date regarding die death of Polalcora II. His

earliest date is A.D. 965. That he was sufficiently old at this time is

revealed by his birudas. Supposing that he was twenty years old in

A.D. 965, lie may be placed during the years c. A.D. 945 to 1010. His

actual reign may have commenced in A.D. 981, which is die last date

for Nanni Nojamba.
As regards Mahendra II. an inscription dated A.D. 977 refers to

him as ruling when Ayyapadeva, son of Kamaraditya, made a gift of

Kalnadit .
JT In addition to diis we must take the evidence of of an un-

dated record which speaks of him as journeying from Cojnadu to

Nojambavadi. and while staying at Kojala, he is said to liave installed

Kirti Gamunda's son and made a gift,” Then again Mb. 38 says that

he was "acting worthily in the kingdom.’’” These references imply that

he was ruling in some capacity, but whether it was as a Yuvardja under
Polalcora II. or independently, it cannot be made out at present. This

34. 3J5 of 1911.

35. 34a of 1913.

38. E.C., X, Intr. p. 20. p. 17. A NoJ*nibadhirija appears also in AJ).

977- (PlwU Dynasties of the Kanatetc districts, p. 332). He is again mentioned
under Rajar&ja the Great in A.I1. 1000 (E.C., X. Mb. 208. p. 1*3). Another
record refers to Coiayyadeva'ti war (E.C., Ibid, Sp. 14. p. 274.) See also

igs», p. 10 for details regarding this ruler.

37. 442 of 1923; S.U., op. cit, no. 40.

38. 325 of 1912; S.U., ibid, no. 39.

39. C.C., X. Mb. j8.
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is a point which can be solved only when the first regnal year of Ifiva

Nojamba 11. is determined.

No details are available regarding the first regnal year of Iriva

Nojamba II. The earliest epigraph which mentions him is the Alur
inscription of Vikramaditya V, dated A.D. 1010, which says tliat under
him Iyiva Nojambadhiraja was ruling over Nojambavadi 32,000 and
other districts.*

1’ In A.D. 1014 he is mentioned again in a record which
preserves the mutilated name of his queen as. . . vabbarasi.41 lie had

the titles of Ekamkya, Kaiidpureivara, Rdjavidyadham, Kandnkacdrya

and Ijivabetfahga.'' It is not improbable that the death ol Pojalcora

II took place in about A.D. 1010. In all likelihood this was soon fol-

lowed by that of his son, Mahcndra II. It was on this occasion that

his mother Dlvalabbarasi made the gifts as recorded in Mb. 38 and 50.

These records must, therefore, be assigned to c. A.D. 10 to.
4' The

relation between I'ojalcora II and Iyiva Nojamba Ghatcyankakara is as

set forth below

:

Iriva Nolatnba I (Ehavakya Dilipa etc.)

I

Nanni Nojamba (Ginladankakaya.)

I

Pojalcora II Rdjamandja m. Divalabbatasi.

I

Mahcndra II Ifiva Nojamba II

(Amdghavdkya) (Gkoleyanhakdra Pallavdditya)

40. EJ., XVI, pp. 28. 29-30.

41. 72* of 192*; op. cit, no. 79.

42. 443 of 1914; SJ.I., ibid, no. 101, p. 7.

43. It is to be regreued that Rice did not give a facsimile of these inscrip-

tions. But palzography akme is imuflicicnt to prove a case in spite of the dif-

ference of a century.



ALASJKARASUDHANIDHI

By M. P. L. Sastry

AlankarasudhSnidhi is a work on poetics written by Sayanacarya
who stands out pre-eminent as a great commentator and exegetisc.
A copy of the manuscript is found in the Oriental Library. Mysore.
The work deals with the forms of poetry with its various subdivisions
and figures of speech.

Historical Importance

This important work on poetics throw incidentally some light on
certain historical facts ; especially on Kamparaja who was ruling at

Nellore as the Viceroy, and his son Immadi Saugania, who succeeded
him there and also Ikikkarija and Immadi Havihara who were kings
of die Vijayanagar empire ruling over the kingdom between the years

1340 and 1404 A.D. From the work wc understand dial Kamparaja
had died while his elder brother Harihara I was alive. Otherwise tlie

kingdom would not have passed on to Bukka who was younger to

Kampana. The second information we get, is that Saiigama II was

still a child when his father Kampana died. We can infer diis from
the following stanza found in die Alankarasudhanidhi

rinif? rjujpvi 1

fsTOWI '47 j
1 1 11131' OT 7T»j‘

||

Sayaita, the author of this work, must have been entrusted with

the work of teaching and training the young prince, meanwhile looking

after die administration of the province. Sayapa was not merely a

tutor to the prince but a Regent 111 whose hands the reigns of adminis-

tration had fallen. We find at the end of each Colophon of die Alah-

karasudhanidhi the following statement.

^ etc.

SayapScarya was a great commander and he had won a number
of battles. He had conquered the king Campa of the Cola dynasty.
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It is further supposed dial this Campa who lias been spoken of in the

stanza ‘‘fiflnxT $ w< i <-im

H

lsi
,*t'?d

I

" was the grandson of VIracampa of die Cola

line ruling at Tiruvallain in the North Arcot District of die Madras
Presidency. 1 The other king that had suffered defeat at the hands of

Sayana was the king of Garudanagara.

The stanra that refers to this battle is as follows :

—

i*f«i« ita-Tl
|

Tlie poem as well as the explanatory note on it are incomplete. There-
fore it has not been possible to locate this Grautfanagara. Both
Sangama and Sayana seem to have taken part in this battle.

The Peculiarity of the Work

Generally we find in Sanskrit thar the works dealing with Alahkara
or poetics contain quotations from other authors taken as illustrations

for die various definitions and explanations that die author proposes to

give. Even in such works where ffr^T and ?r<fqt?i5T^T are being

written by the same man, the history of either his patron or deity is

given. In diis work, Alahkaiasudlianidhi, not only we have the

and die from die same hands, but the examples

cited deal with the life-history ol the author himself. I his seems to be

the fiist of its kind found so far in die Alahkara literature.

Date of the Work

About eight works have been attributed to the authorship of

Sayanacarya. These works were written at variuos periods of his life.

Sayana seems to have written four works namely 'Wfls^'TTftrf'J

ttraftfa’agvnfiTfa, yt^qPd and when he was

in active sendee under Sangama the son of Kamparaja. Dhatuvjui
and Prayaiciuasudhanidhi must have been written while Sangama had
taken up the reigns of Government in his hands. Perhaps Sayapa was
merely a minister dien under him. The following introductory

i. Late Mr. R. Naiaumhacharva in the Indian Antiquary for February

1916, Vol. XLV, Pages 13-24.
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stanzas found in ihe Dhatuvpti and Prayaidttasudhanidhi may be

taken to support this view

nwumwou

( riutre* ) nfjwfDiikwfer «wumwui:
i

nrooigtni tiraoRt n

(Dhatuvvtti)

(Priyakittasudhanidhi)

In the other work Yajnatantrasudhanidlii, it is said that Sayana-

carya was mcaely a family preceptor. The word minister does not at

all occur in it

ffPTTJf^ppi! II

This must have been written when Sayana had ceased to be the

minister of Sahgatna or while he was still a tutor to the young prince.

Alankaiasudhanidhi must have been written by Sayanacarya

while Saiigama was still a child. The stanza that is referred to above

?M5. II
leads us to the

inference that this work was written just after the death of Kamparaja.

We know that Kampana died about the year 1354 A.D. It is also

certain that Sayana after the death oi Kampana was appointed as the

Regent. Sayana mentions it *flawwoil«*>5Wl3n:g*v7TFT I

Therefore we can easily suppose that this work was written about the

year 1358 A.D.

The Text

'llie work that we have at present has only three chapters in it.

The late Mahimahopadhyaya Rao Bahadur R. Narasimhachar opined

that it must have been a work of ten chapters. Each chapter is called

an Unmcja. Wc find the following at the end of the first chapter.
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is dedicated to the Alankara. First he takes up the iT^yr^'i.K and

brings jpprfo, aigmr-i, to?:, fet, 'pt*^ra^r*rra under it.

Savapacarya in this work discusses the various theories regarding

the definition of poetry and at the end agrees with that ol Ananda-
vardhana.

Critics from the time of Bharata have given their definitions of

poetry. Bharata no doubt recognised the importance of Rasa for

literature, but we must teiucmbcr that in his work Natyaiastra, the

discussion of Rasa is carried on with reference to dramatic composi-

tions only. Bhamaha, the author of Kavyalanksira, gave a subordinate

place to Rasa and laid stress on the importance ol the figure of speech.

Dandin and lldbhaia belong to the same Alankara school. Though
Rudrata treats of Rasa in sixteen long chapters of his work KSvySlankara
he is dubbed as a iollower of the Alankara school. The first man that

pro|>ounded the theory of Kavyarasa was Rudraia and it was he who
said that Bliavas in an intensified form developed into Rasa.

However, it was Anandavardhana who took a new and striking

path differing from all his predecessors. It was he who projHiundcd

lor the first time the theory of Dhvani or suggestion as constituting the

essence and charm of literature. Abhinavagupta, the famous com-
mentator on the Dhvanyaloka expressed that tr.e first place is to be
given to Rasa and this is derived by means of Dhvani.

Pratiharendui-aja, who appeared aftet Anandavardhana, did not
subscribe to this view of Anandavardhana, and he refused to believe

that Rasa is suggested. He said tliat all die three varieties of Dhvani

3^3, eM+R and TO could be easily brought under figures

of speech. Mahimabhatta, another later writer, agreeing with die view
that Rasa is the soul of poetry, refuted the idea held by Anandavardhana
that the enjoyment of Rasa is through Dhvani or suggestion. This
thocry of Dhvani had become well known by the time of Dhananjaya
who wrote the Dasarupa, or Dhanika who wrote the commentary on
it. But it is a matter worthy of note that the doctrine of Dhvani is

rejected in this work.
Even after the lapse of four or five centuries, Anandavardhana's

theories did not find universal support and a number of important
writers rejected his view.

It is at this time that the Alahkarasudhanidhi of Sayanacarya ap-
peared, upholding Anandavardhana and supporting a theory that was
perhaps not widely favoured. The author of the Dhvanyaloka finds
a great supporter in Sayana. The following definition of poetry is

laid down by Sayana in his work
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^Pff^TT ?%' pnfTm wrfsr:

nTO^TTfTT

sw(«t*jui*ucii*<ri

«ktc& sqfojttfaggfafagffo 3& ii

rt*^l <h t-XIMl-5 'nimfiMff!
I

fe^HJl'jfq't'W'TO
II

*7fa3 'Ti^n'Tinipj tmjjiq a^wgwr-:?if*rftf?r g strof^pift i

tj% gqra^rt gT?ii^€TOsrfUigf=i d-iv<n‘ jpfh^a^ftrRr i

tra 3 sd^HFro^zw* f’i®f7T*p''iRrMR¥ii:amwmfmiwitrOTTt
i

^WT 5°n SOTTTOlfft |

TO! «WT!?RIWIt7a f» qfp ||

q?»!pn?5 i

g?qfa3«7gq^<M&45VJ: ||

The suggestion is (he very soul of pociry. The greatness of poetry

depends upon the degree of the suggested sense it contains. On this

basis, poetry coidd be brought under three classes : 3tTO, JTvaw and

araq | In the 3rW4^ we find Dhvani or the suggested

sense more than the expressed one ( trr^7 ) l In the qvy«-fti5q the sug-

gested sense is not more striking than the expressed one. The sug-

gested sense here helps the qi^TPa I In the it is the figure

of speech that is important. Dhvani plays here a minimum part.

Rasa is the soul of poetry. Posa. Guna and figure of speech

depend upon Rasa and therefore they can be considered as the essential

qualities of Rasa.
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and STfTT^, —these three arc the essential quali-

ties. Maminala however recognised these three after discussing and
criticising the views of others. 3

The soul ( <44>-c|f*< ) Rasadhvani living in the body of poetry

takes manifold forms with the help of these qualities and shines

forth with all fame.

Sayana further speaks of the greatness of a poet, after narrating
the necessary requirements to create poetry’, in the following terms

i T.fV jmmih i”—sc*n^ n

OT?i<irl «fiid<*f£ini STtfrat srfalrHcj' 11

? «Tira qtPT*

!IR7!Tfa,ir

rfiT-w srrerroif tt.i*4i-imfq yf^di i

srf?wnn7.srRfT t.i5s*w( g ) n

These ideas about the qualifications of a poet are in accordance

with both the eastern and the western conception ou the point.

The Auto-biographical element in the Work

As has been said already, the work contains a number of examples
which give us glimpses of the life that was led by die author. Sayana
was not merely a teacher or a minister or a Regent. lie had to lead an
extensive army, conquer the enemies and extend the empire. The
cxtraordinaiy power diat Sayana possessed is described in the following

stanza which also speaks of the vastness of the army he had to lead.

Sayana describes his victorious march thus :
—

ETpTEnrf^ |

rrKfaefT^n ||

v*lit til.in i-i w i
-

All the eight quarters used to tremble, die neighing of the horses

2, TOFsnsn: vA
i
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would completely submerge the sound of the whole world
;
the dust

raised by the hoofs of the horses and the infantry covered the whole
sky, when Sayana marched out on a conquest.

That Sayana was a man of charming personality could be inferred

from the stan/a

fll II

anr-Twq rrraor

‘oi-iH

i

momIhh II

The following were the claily duties of our author

HMHt-ts mdM-M<jt«i flte'tuifiM’twr
i

?n?f rfrfa II

wV & jywqm rwmr^ tjiiNT i

s^icrMMril^ar nr OTWI n

Sayana had three sons, Kampana. Mayana and Sihganna. One was
a musician, the other was a poet and the third was a scholar. Sayana used

to give all encouragement to his sons and spend a happy time in their

company.

trwvifltr fTW I

mfg:' jtpth il

i

?JR. ^rl'IdW W^d OFFflt II

His charity was equal to that of ParaSurama

ernritarf Round,!

sflTTnrtTT’njr q n

He made gifts of lands to a large number of Brahmins. He was

always die protector of the oppressed and the orphans ^frrRTO-

jT’Trfori n srctf.
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That his house was always filled witli scholars, poets and musicians

is seen in die following stanza

finr?T: 5?pt <4<*dwi faeftw u

wj* trrai tjfwfafa
1

vra^t" Hrqorfqwt: u

In short the following verses would sum up the character of

Sayapa

55g5T FtRUiJifj^oti I

TI 5’ifqttrarr »IT«K pi % li

qrau-a Hit: egrj: sifsral i

a»3T rrgtfa ^TR'Jira rpftPm; it

*4N“ii'RWt 5?T#i *TTWRT s’^plt II

His was a great and a charming personality. Keeping with it were his

conduct and fame. People compared his brilliance to that of the fire-

god and the moon-light. There was no equal to Sayanacarya either in

charity or self-enjoyment, or in coduct or in fighting or in perform-

ing sacrifices.

However, we have to bear in mind that most of the references to

his private life come from Sayana himself and that these had to be

woven into a pattern to illustrate certain definite points in Alahkara.

Still, they give us insight into his character and show glimpses of his

Enuily-lile. and, as we see it, there were both charm and happiness.

References to earlier writers

Sayatjacaiva in his Alankarasudhanidhi mentions llie following

writers
Ablunavagupta BhattanSyaka

Anandavarrihann Bhamnlia

Udbhata Bhasa

Kavyapralftfakflxa Bhoganadia

Kumaka Bhoja

Gopalaivamt Mahima
Bhalfa MAdhava
Bharqhari

Rudiaia VidySdhara

Sri SaAkuka Saufiliasrikjl
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The following is the lisi of the works that lie lias mentioned in
his book —

Gaurinathajtakam
Milatlmadhava
Locana
Vyaktiviveka

VSkyapadlya
Srngaraprakiiia

Udaharanamala
Maliininastotia

Tripuravijaya

Brliatkatha

Maluiganapatisiotra

Mahavlracarita

Sriigaramafijari

The works of Viivapatikavi, Gopalasvami and Satsahasrikp" have
not come down to us. Nor have the works from which he has quoted,
such as Camatkarajyotsna. Udaharanamala, Tripuravijaya and Srrigara-
manjarL

That these works had attracted the attention of such a great poet
and critic as Sayana is a proof positive that they were important works
indeed. We shall look to the day when they will be unearthed and put
into the hands of Sanskrit scholars.

3, Satsifaasrlki't is more a tide than a proper name. lib original name is

not mentioned in the work.



HARSA'S WAR WITH PL LAKESIN II.

By Nalini Nath Das Gupta

Har$avardhana assumed, al about sixteen,' the royal office at

Kanauj, with the title Rajaputra and die style Siladitya, in October,
606 A.D., while the rajyabhiieha 01 coronation of PulakeSin II took
place in October, fiio A.D.*

With reference to Harsa, Hiuen Tseng says, “Proceeding east-

wards. he invaded the slates that had refused allegiance and waged
incessant warfare until in six years he had fought the Five Indias."'

Whatever might be the precise import of the pilgrim’s ’Five Indias,'

die very clause dial ‘he had fought the Five Indias’ renders the theory

ineffective that “these six years were spent by Harsa in fighting with
his opponents exclusively in Eastern India. Hiuen Tsang, how-
ever, it will be observed, does not disclose the lact of Ilarsa's ill-iated

campaign against Pulakcsin until he comes to record the account of

Mahatastra. “At the present lime.” relates he, “Siladitya Maharaja

has conquered the nations from east to west, and carried his anns to

remote districts, but the people of this country JMaharastra) alone

have not submitted to him. He ha3 gathered troops from the five

Indies, and summoned the best leaders from all countries, and him-

self gone at the head of his army to punish and subdue these people,

but lie lias not yet conquered their troops.“ n What really induced

Haifa to content! with Pulakch’n remains unknown. Hiuen Tsang's

testimony tends to indicate that it was but his yearn for further con-

I
uests, generated by previous successes in battle-fields. The Life 0/

liutn Tfiang also tells us that, "Siladityaraja, boasting of his skill and

invariable successes of his general, filled with confidence himseff

marched at the head of his troojw to contend with this prince (i.e.

PulakeSin)—but he was unable to prevail or subjugate him.’’ 8 It is

important to note that Harsa had to proceed in person, and make

1. JJi.AS., 1903, |x 556.

s. Ep. /nd.. XVlir. p. B61.

3. Watters. On Yuan Chwang, i. p. $43 -

4. An. Bh. Or. Res Soc., 1931-31, Vo!. XTTI, p. 302

5. Beal, Records, ii. p. 256; also Watters, ii. p. 239.

G. Beal. I-ifr, p. 147.

57—11
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elaborate preparations, to fight the Maharastra king. But both the

Life and Records of Hiuen Tsang leave us in the dark as to when,

even approximately, Ham measured swords with Pulakciin II, and
if it was within the six years of his so-called dig-vijaya.

Hiuen Tsang's reference to Haifa's Ganjam expedition, which

dates from G42-43 A.D., points to another period of Harm's military

activity during about this time. This is doubtless in keeping with

1he pilgrim's own statement that having fought in six years die Five

Indias, liana "reigned in peace for thirty years without raising a wea-

pon",7 although the statement cannot be seriously taken in view of

the cpigraphical evidence that we have of his expedition against

Dhruvasena 11 of Valabhi. which was led, as will be seen below, some-

time between circa 629 A.D. and 639 A.D. Again, we have against

that statement also the evidence of Ma-iwan-lin\ which demonstrates

yet another period of Harja's military activity between G18 and G27

A.D. "In the Wu te period (in the reign of Kaotsu) of the Thang
dynasty (618-627),'' I,ie account of Ma-twan-lin lias it, "serious distur-

bances broke out in India. King Shi-lo-y-to (Siladitya) raised a great

army and fought with irresistible valour. The men neither took off

their own armour nor the elephants their housings. He punished

the kings of four parts of India, so that :hcy all with their faces turned

towards the north acknowledged his superiority."

Of ihcsc three periods under review, the last one, which fell on

this side of 640 A.D., is out of question for the Harsa-Pulakeiin war,

as die Ailiole inscription of Pulakciin II. dated in 634 A.D., refers in

eloquent terms to ihc defeat of the mighty Harsa by Pulakeiin (v. 23)."

It is curious that this verse should have escaped the notice of both M.
Dubreuil10 and Mr. Panikkar, 11 who labouring under the impression

that no such reference to the event occurs in that inscription attributes

it to a period after 634 A.D.
The geographical positions ol Valabhi and Mahara?tra seem

mainly to be responsible for that almost a common belief has deve-

loped amongst scholars that the Northern emperor met the kings of

7. Waiter*, i. p. 8+3 -

8. T am graiefu! to Professor II. C. Rayduiudhuri for his having kindly

drawn my attention to ihis valuable piece of information. I have derived

much benefit from the savant by a lengthy ditcuwion over die subject of thii

paper.

9. Ep. I rid., VI. pp. 6 and 10.

10. Ancient Hitlory of the Deccan
, p. 113

11. Sri-Hanha of Kanauj, 1 922, pp. 23-24.
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these two lands during one and the same expedition, and ihc
Valablu incident was followed by the i larja-PulakeSin war. Buc die
difficulty of proving this has sometimes resulted in keeping clear of
die question of dates altogether. There has even been offered an in-
genious explanation, on the basis of two stray historical analogies, as to
why the Valablu expedition of Harya, too, should have taken place
first”.

Our knowledge of the protection given by Dadda II, alias
Pra4antaraga, the Gurjara king of Bharoach, to Dhruvabhafa or
Dhruvasena II of Valabhl, when die latter was "defeated by the great
lord or Paramefvara, the illustrious I-Iarsadeva", is derived from the
Nausari grant of Jayabha(a III of the year 70G A.D.1 * The earliest

known dates of Dadda II are furnished by his two Kaira (Kheda)
grants of 629 and 634 A.D.’ 4 When, circa 640-41 A.D., Hiuen Tsang
visited Valabhl, Dhravabhaia was reigning there, and he is described
as the son-in-law of Siladitya (-Harsa)" If we may count upon the
evidence of che Nausari grant of 706 A.D,, Hiuen Tsang's testimony
would mean, and can only mean, that despite the protection given to

him by Dadda for sometime, Dhruvasena eventually came into terms
with Harja, married his daughter and continued to rule in Valabhl,
either as a vassal of liis father-in law or as an independent king14

.

In consideration of that the two Kaira grants of Dadda, referred

to above, arc silent about the protection given by him to Dhruvasena,
Ettinghausen assigns the date of Haifa's expedition against Valabhl
to a period between 633-4 and 640 A.D. (which is the approximate
date of Hiuen Tsang's visit to Valabhl)”, and Vindent Smith accepts

it”. Some others prefer a more precise date, viz. circa 636 A.D.

But since no grant, genuine or otherwise, of Dadda II alludes to his

help rendered to the Valabhl king, attempts at precision only involves

great risks of error, and as such, Har$a's expedition against Valabhl and
Dhruvasena’s consequent Right to the territory of Dadda, should, as

the safest course, be placed between circa 629 A.D. and 639 A.D.,

until a positive evidence to this effect is forthcoming.

As regards Harsa ’s conflict with Pulakeiin, it has been suggested

on the ground of the silence about the defeat ol Harsa of the I.ohancra

plates of PulakeSin II, supposed perhaps rightly to have been issued

12. An. ah. Or. Res. Sot., XIII, pp. 304.305.

13. Ind. Ant., XIII, p. 77. 14. Ibid, pp. 82-9'

15. Waiter?, ii, pp. 246-47.

16. Cf. on this point N. R Ray, 7.H.Q.. Ill, pp. 77677.

17. Haifa Vardhana, Empercur ei Poite, 190G. p. 49 and footnote.

>8. Early History ol India, 4th cd., p. 354.
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in 630 A.D.. that, “Har$a must have planned his offensive against

Pulakeiin sometime between 650 and 634 A.D.”10
,

all hough in spite

of the absence of any reference whatever to Dhruvascna in die grants

of Dadda 11, the Gurjara-CaJukya alliance has been assigned right to

circa 628 or G29 A.D. !

c> Silence about Harja’s defeat in one parti-

cular grant of Pulakeiin must not be viewed with any grave concern,

for all genuine official records, hitherto discovered, of Pulakeiin, except
the piaiasli of Ravikirtti. 1 beg to point out. do not recount any of his

exploits or victories, but arc only characterised by a delineation o£ his

valour and manifold qualities in general terms of poetry* 1

. But in

the Kamul District plates of the very third year ol Vikramaditya I,

the son and immediate successor of Pulakeiin II, occurs, in relation

to the vanquisher of Har$a, the expression, samara-sar'nsakta

sakal=aUardtiath=ehara-in-Harsavardhana-par&ja,jopdtla-ParameivaTa-
Sabd/u-tasya ,

J " which means that Pulakeiin II obtained die tide of

Paramcivara by defeating the glorious Harsavardhana, the warlike
lord of the Ullardpalha. The recurrence of this expression is a com-
monplace feature of the inscriptions of the successors of Pulakeiin 11“

If we doubt its veracity by reason of the late character of evidence,

the so-called ValabhJ expedition of Harja, too, is all but a moonshine,
as the single charter upon which our knowledge of it is based is also

late in time. In a rather defective language, the expression in ques-

tion is to be found in the Kandalgim coppcr-platc grant which pur-

ports to have been issued in the fifth year of PulakeSin's reign, but
on account of "the very irregular formation of the characters, and die
great inaccuracy of the language of the inscription", the gram has

been declared spurious. 14 Another inscription, alleged to have been
issued by Pulukesin II, describes him as Hor^avardhana-jita. 'the

conqucreor of Harsavardhana', and this is also a forged grant." But
in the HaidarSbSd grant of the thud year of Pulakciin’s reign (August,
612 A.D.), we have that significant clause which reads that he "acquired
the second name of Pr.ramdvara (Supreme Lord) by victory over

19. An. Bh. Or. Res. See., XIII, p. 305. so. Ibid.

si. C{. F.p. hid.. III. p. 51: V, pp. 7-8; XVIII, pp. 858-60; Ind. Ant., VIII,

pp. -13-44. It U only the HaidaribSd grant of the year 3 that specifically refers

to “the hostile kings ol Vanavfisi and other countries”, Ind. Ant.. VI, pp. 73-74.

**• Jour. Bo. Dr Roy. As. Soe., XVI. p. 234.

eg. Cf., for instance, ibid, pp. *34, *38; Ind. Am., VI, p. B6: VII, p. 163;

VUI, p. 46; IX. p. 127: Ep. /ml., V, p. 102; XXV, p. *2.

24. Ind. Ant.. XIV. pp. 330-31. If the arguments advanced are not up to

the mark, the evidence of this grant alone conclusively proves the point at issue,

23. Ibid. VIII, pp. 96.^7.
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hostile kings who applied themselves to the contest of a hundred

battles" (samata-Jaln-sumghr.ffa-sai'nsaklajma-nrpati-paTdjay—opalcbdha

ParamesyarapaTa-namadlieyafy)." As Dr. Fleet has observed, That

all the earlier events recorded in it (the Ailiole inscription) took place

before August, A.D. fiis, is established by the Hauhuiibad grant, which

shews dial Pulakcsin II was then in possession of Badami, and though

it docs not mention Harsavardhana by name, implies, by the title

which was acquired by the victory over him, that that victory had

then already been achieved,"5’ Dr. Altekar in his effort to propound

a theory’ based on negative evidence has essayed to explain away

Fleet’s date’* but the two points of the Haidarabad grant, viz. the

E
ssession of Badami and the use of the title of Paiamelvara by Pula-

fin do not deserve to he ignored or rejected so easily. Negative evi-

dence can, at best, have corroborative value, but cannot serve as an

instrument to be set up against even an iota of a proof positive. The
clause, as it is, nevertheless, brings home that the title Paramesivtra was

adopted by Pulakeiiu not by his victory over one king (Harsa). as the

later dynastic records of die Western CSlukyas claim to be, but by

victories over some oihcrs, too. There is, on the surface of things, no
inherent improbability in Pulakciin’s successfully warding off, early in

6is A.D. or sometime in 6n A.D., an invasion of Harsa. of whom
Hiucn Tsiang expressly states that “the king's conquests were com-

pleted within six years."

Fleet, however, added that the early achievement? of Pulakeiin,

including the defeat of Harsa. “are probably to be placed in A.D.

GoS-Gog."5’ Vincent Smith holds, "Fleet’s date 609 or 610 is impos-

sible. llarsha being then engaged in the subjugation of Northern

India." 1 " He, therefore, suggests dial, "This campaign (against Pula-

kesin) may be dated about die year A.D. 620.", which accidentally

coincides with the second period of Harja's military activity, as is

evinced by the account of Ma-twan-lin. From the point of view of

the general political situation of India, die dace G) 8-627 A.D. for the

Harja Pulakcsin war does not militate against anything, save Hiucn
Tsang's report, and this may be, if we do not suffer ourselves to go

beyond evidence, adopted as the alternative date for the event, in case

Fleet’s conclusion really fails to hold out. In any case, however,

Harja’s war will Pulakeiin II had nothing to do with his expedition

iS. Ibid, XI, pp. 78
*
74 -

47. Dynasties 0/ the Kanate.se Districts, 1806, p. 351.

28. An. Bh. Or. Her. I >11., XIII, pp. 300-302.

*9. Op. Cit. 3a Op. Cit., p. 353, footnote
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against Dhruvasena,—the two incidents being separated from each

other by a length of a good many years, if not by two decades or

more. There is also no quesion of die formation of a confederacy of

in and round the Gujrat peninsula against Harp, as is proposed." 1

In this connection, one cannot help reproducing a remark of Dr.

R. K. Mookerji here : "It is thus reasonable to conclude with Fleet,

and against Vincent Smith (Early History, p. 340, n.), that Hop's
wars with Valabh! and PuIakeSin took place witlun A.l). 6ia/'n

Apart from that Fleet is misrepresented here so far as the war with

Valabhi is concerned, the statement does not give a thought to the

probable regnal years of Dliruvaser.a II and Dadda II, and, what is

worse, presupposes a daughter of Harsa, who became king at about

sixteen in 606 A.D.*8, to be married with Dhruvasena 11 within 612

A.D. It is not of course true to say, as a writer wants us to believe,

that Har?a did not marry till 606 A.D., and his rdjyabhifeha cere-

mony, which required die presence of a Mahifi, had to be deferred

on that account, till six 01 seven years later his position was regularised

by his marriage8
'; there dees occur in the sixth ttcchvasa of die Harsa-

carita a reference to Haifa's wife (kalalram raksalviti Sris=te

nmimsehdh ivasali)." Rut Hai?a could not have a son-in-law in die

king of Valabhi when he himself was only ?i 01 so.

3.. C/. J.B.O.RS., IX. p. 319. 32. Henha, p. 36. footnote.

33. CJ. also 1bid, p. 69. 34- XII
< P- MS-

35. Harie-carita, ed. Gzjer.dragadtar, Poona, p. 118; cd. A. A. Fiihrer,

Bombay, p. 255: a - Cowell and Thomas. p. 175.
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A NOTE ON THE JAGAT INSCRIPTION OF V. S. , 3oS

AND THE IDENTITY OF PRINCES MENTIONED
THEREIN

The inscription as published by Pandit G. II. Ojha runs thus:—

Om Sarhvat 1306 varse Faguna (Fdlguna) sudi j Ravidine Revati
(li) tuikjaire Minathfle Cariidre devi Amviha \yai

]
suvana (suvartia)

rlam/dam) da(dam)pratititt(jthi)la(tam) Guhilavamse (se) It’d
0
* (Ravala)

Jayalasi (siiii) haput raS ihadafa u tta Vi(Vi
)
jayasya’hglut (Siriiha) devena

kdrapitath *.

I'andit Oiha takes Vijayasiriiha 10 be a son and immediate suc-

cessor of Sihada and regards the name as a variant of Jayasimba

1

. In
view of the explicit reference to Vijjayasitiiha as a paulra (grandson) of

Sihada in the original record the relationsliip stated by Panditji is dif-

ficult to accept. Nor can the identity of Vijayasiriiha with Jayasimba
be regarded as certain in the absence of clear and unambiguous evi-

dence on the point. Besides the difference of names, it is to be noted
that fayasimlta occurs as the name of a ruling chief or king (Maharaja-
hula

)

in an inscription of litis period.8 On the other hand Vijayasiriiha

is not mentioned as an actual ruler in any record hitherto discovered

and he may have lived and died as a mete prince. It is well known
that Mahardjddhirija-Sri-Sihadadeva ruled in Vagada in V.S. 1291.*

Seventeen years later we find the throne of Vagada occupied by
MahdT&jakula-Sri-Jayasimhadeva .

1 As already stated there is no real

ground for supposing that this Jayasiriiha is identical with Vijapsirnha
who bears a different name. It is not altogether improbable that

1. History of Rajputana, Vol. Ill, pt. 1, p. 3611.

a. Apane phi Slhadadevake piehc MahSrixrala Vijayasimhadeva, jisako

Jayasirhhadeva bhi liihS milati hai, Vagada ki sviml hu&J Ibid., 5&.

3. Jharole (Udayapura) Inscription of the time of Mahirijakula Jaya-

sirhhadeva. V.S.. 1308.. Ibid., p. 36.

4. Sarhvat 1291 vane pauia sudi f ravaufj Vaga/px Vajapadxakc Maharaja-

dhiraja Sikadadevafvofvijayodayil, Ibid., p. 36.

5. Om Sarhvat >308 bra>e (vane) kitl(rtli)ka sudi 15 somadine adyeha

. . ..Ibid., p. 36 n.
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Afaharajahula-Sri-Ja.yasiihhadcva is the individual whom we have to

identify with the son and immediate successor of Sihada and the father

of Vijaynsimha, who is referred to in our inscription as the grandson

of Sihada, provided the reading paulra given by Pandit Ojha is cor-

rect. The fact that Sihada’s fadier has the name Jayaiasimha (variant

Jayasitiiha) adds strength to our suggestion. Tor it is well known
that among Hindu rulers, the grandson was not unoften named after

die grandfather.

Jayaiasimha, father ol Sihada, referred lo in our inscription, is

perhaps to be identified with the famous Jaitrasimha (variants

Jayaiasimha, Jayasirhha, Jayatala' ol Mcwar, who ruled from circa

V.S. 1270 to circa V.S. 1309 (r), and who is described as "decorated by a

row of kings” (samasta-rajava/i-samalanhyUj) in a manuscript of Ogha-

niryuktisulra, dated V.S. 1284.’ The earlier date of Jaitrasimha

thus falls seven years before the earliest known date of $ihada(V.S.

1277). That Jaitrasimha was actually in possession of Vagada is

proved by the Kumbluilgadh inscription of V.S. 1517.® Apparently

Sihada and after him Jayasitiiha governed Vagada as co-otdinate rulers

or sub-kings during the lifetime of Jaitrasimha, the reigning sovereign.

The genealogy according to our view would stand thus

Maharajadhiraia Ravala Jayaiasimha, V.S. 1270-1309?

(albs jaitrasimha, Jayasitiiha, Jayatala)

I

MaharSjadhiraja Sihadadcva, V.S. 1277-121(1

I

MahSrajakula Jayasimhadeva (son ?), V.S. 1308

I

(Prince) Vijayasiriiha (son ?), V.S. 1306

(grandson ot Sihada)

G. C- Raychaudhuri

6 Cf. Kumbhalgadh Inscription of 1517 (Ep. Ind., XXIV. p. 325); Ilistorj

of Rajputom, Vol. I, 470 n, 463.

7. History of Rajpuiana, Vol. I. p. 471 n.

8 .
Dvrgttth $rl-CiIrakClam samr.po \nmoparath bhUanarh bhtma durgerh]

Coghcfam Medapdlorh varath I'dgadarh

Srimanndgahradr'sau vitasati vijadorddaytfo sd(ma)rththato yah

Khyitah so'yam [jagaljd chira]miha jer/atd Jai(]jai)irasirhho

nara(re)dra(ndra/f)
j|

Ep. Ind., XXIV, p. 325.
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A UNIQUE IMAGE

Happening to go to the Jogisahi causeway on die 2 1 St April

1940, on my way back I was attracted by the statue of Mahisasuratnar-

dinl on a raised platform about 15 miles to the south of Cuttack on
the Cuuack-Puri road. The statue is of black chlorite, six handed
with a weapon in each hand, and striding across the Mahijasura

(buffalo-faccd demon).

It was while I was trying to take a snap of this statue that a villager

drew my attention to the much more beautiful image of Sri Kfsna
which is the subject of this paper. The Kysna image is about two
furlongs from the Mahisasuraniardini on die bank of Ku&bhadra river.

I have never seen a more beautifully and lavishly sculptured idol, any-

where in India. It has been chiselled out of a solid block of hlack

chlorite and measures 6JXSX>£ his. The main image is Srikrsna

but he is surrounded by eight milk-maids four on each side. Krsna

stands in I ribhanga pose with a tiara on liis head with the mohana-

zamii (flute) in his hands and sandals in his feet. The milkmaids are

waving cameras, playing on Jhanjas and in other ways expressing their

joy. Under the feet of Srikrsna is a full blown lotus and a dozen

cows, calves and oxen. In between the kine are Bharms carry ing loads.

Above the image are two Gandharvas with garlands in their hands

and deities on their back. Two figures arc blowing on conches and

two more arc beating Mj-dangas. There arc also images of four handed

Vijnu, five-faced Brahma and a couple of lions. The blanches of

Kadamba tree with two monkeys on them arc also to be distinctly seen.

The unique thing about the statue is the delicacy and beauty of

the ornamentation and the exquisite expression on the face of Krsna

and the Gopis. The similarity between die faces and breasts of the

Gopis and those of the female devotees sculptured on the Simhasana of

the black pagoda at Konarka is so striking that I am inclined to think

that the same sculptor might have been responsible for both the set of

figures.

The image seems to have been brought to its present place by a

few fishermen trying to catch fish in the Tankapani river. That
was ten yeais back. Soon after the image was brought ashore from die

river it was declared Government property and auctioned. A sad/tu

of the locality seems to have bought it for a few rupees with the inten-

tion perhaps of building a suitable temple for it. The image is now in

a small thatched building, though near by stands a pucca construction,

where, one gathers, the sadhu meant to lodge the image. But he died

before he could do this.

58—12
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1 1 is curious that the image of Radha should not figure anywhere

in this group of Kijna and the Gopis. Could this be because the

image was sculptured before the cult of Radha worship was brought

into Orissa ? Or could it be ihai a separate image of Radha was sculp,

tured by the same artist or by another but has been lost in the river

bed? ll will be a very hard exercise of faith to endorse the above

opinion, as all the figures from the eight female attendants to the

menials like Bhdrias arc very carefully preserved with die only excep-

tion of Radha who is never represented in any of the known sculptures

or carving as physically separated from her Lord Srikysna. There
must be some motive behind this unique way of representing Srikrsna

and the company of his eight Sakhis or female attendants or the artist

must be an exponent of a kind of Vaijnava doctrine which was all

his own and did not find favour with the majority of Vaijtjavas.

Such a fine statue must have been made for worship in a temple.

About twenty miles from Cuttack in the river of Tankanani, traces

Of an ancient temple are to be found near its bed. ll will be worth
while of some museum authorities to acquire this image for their Pro-

vincial Museum, where the great beauty and uniqueness of the image
will be much better appreciated than it can be iti its present out of

the way location.

G. S. Das.

CHRONOLOGY OF THE KAMAROPA KINGS

In the Indian Culture, Vol. V, No. April, 1939, Mr. Dhircndra

Nath Mukherjce has evolved a new chronological table of the Kama-
rupa kings mainly with a view to support his dieory ol the epoch of

the Gupta era being identical with the Vikratna era of 58 B.C.

In this, Mr. Mukhcrjec has dwelt at length on the identity of

Vajradatta and his relation with Bhagadatta. While the Mah&bhSrata
(ASvamedha Parra, 76-4), the Nidhanpur plate of Bhaskara Varman
(7th century A.D.) and the Gauhaji plate ol Indra Pala (11th century

A.D.) dearly mention Vajradatta as the son of Bhagadatta, the Tezpur
plate of Vanamala (8th century A.D.), the Nowgong plate of Bala-

Varman (9th century A.D.) and the Bargaon plate of Ratnapala (11th
century A.D.) mention him as the brother of Bhagadatta.
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Advantage has been taken of this anomaly, and the word vinaya-

bharo in the 5th Sloka of the Vanamala plate has been taken by

Mr. Mukherjee to refer to Vajradatca, and according to him the mean-

ing of the slokai 4-6 would be that when Narakasura was killed by

Sri-K{$na, on the prayer of his wife, Bhagadatta was restored to the

throne of Pragjyotisapura, and Vinayabharo also prayed to Sri-Kf5pa,

and being pleased with his prayer, the lord made him the ruler of

Uparipattana—‘evidnetly the upper valley of the Brahmaputra or the

high hilly tracts north and east of Pragjyotisa,' and reserved for future

the lordship of Pragjyotisa also for his dcsccndcnts.’ Mr. Mukherjee
believes that two lines of kings belonging to the same stock ruled con-

temporaneously in two different parts of the country : Bhagadatta's

family consisting of Mahabhuti Varman, Bhaskara Varman etc. was

ruling in western Assam, while Vajradaita's family consisting of Sala-

stambha, Harjara etc. was riding in Eastern Assam consisting of a scries

of hills inhabited by numerous aboriginals or Mleccha tribes, where-

fore, this line of kings was also known as the Mlecchadhinatha kings.

When, as Mr. Mukherjee continues to hold, Bhiskara Varman of

Bhagadatta's line died without any issue, and so was also the case with

Tyagasimha of Vajradaita's line, both the dynasties coalesced, and
Brahmapala became the king of both the territories.

Here, however, the interpretation of Mr. Mukherjee regarding

the assurance of Sri Ki>'»a 10 Vinayabharo docs not appear to have
matured, as the Barguoii plate of Ratnapala, the son of Brahmapala,

clearly states that when Tyagasimha died without any issue, his subjects

thought it necessary to have again a king from the Bliauma family

fPunaraka Bhaumo hi no yujyaie svamiti) as the family of the

Mlccchadhi-natha, Salasuunbha, who by a stroke of luckfPidA*

calana xiasadevo) got the kingdom, was now cxtir.ct. Ratnapala,

evidently did not himself claim to have belonged to the same family

as Salastambha.

The Kdlikhpurana, chapters 3S and 40, gives a detailed descrip-

tion of Naraka and his battle with Sri-Kryna. Naraka was the king of

the whole territory from the Karatoya in the west to the place where

the goddesses Lalita and Kama, were located to the east, i.e. upto

modem Sadiya, and this country was known as Pragjyotisapura.

When Naraka was killed by Sri Krsna, the latter was approached

by Naraka ’s mother. Earth, wife of Viynu, to safeguard the interest of

Naraka's descendants, and Sri Kysna assured her that he would instal

his grandson (itapl&rath), Bhagadatta, on the throne of Pragjyotisapura ;

but fie entered the royal treasury and began to plunder all the valuable

jewels and weapons including the Vaijnava weapon which was para-
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tnraha. After finishing his plunder which he scut to Dvaraka along

with 14,000 elephants, Sri-Kj?na installed Bhagadatta on the throne

of Pragjyotijapura. After the formal installation, Naraka's mother

again prayed to the Lord to kindly part with the Vaijrjava weapon lor

the grandson, which Sri Krsna did, being pleased with the prayer.

The last line of the 5th lloha of Vanamila's plate, therefore, seem

to refer to this giant of the Vaisnava weapon which is also known as

the weapon of Siva (vide Lingo purana, chs. 97, 98), Vinayabharo,

therefore, as Mm. Padmanath Vidyavinode originally interpreted, is

not a name, but a mere adjective.

There was no such country as Uparipaitana, and arguing on die

same line as Mr. Mukherjee does, one may ask that when Bhagadatta

was installed as the lord of Pragjyoti‘a, how could this kingdom, which

extended from the Karatoya to Dikkarovasini, lie divided again and

a portion given to another mail, and how could Vajradatta, if he was

a faithful brother, approach Srlkftna, in the presence of his grandmother

to apportion his paternal kingdom ?

When Pu$ya Vamian, the forefather of Bhaskara Varman was on
the throne of Kamarupa, there appears to have been another indepen-

dent king in a portion of the ancient Fr&gjyotisapura. This was

Davaka. K5mrtipa and Davaka appear to have formed two indepen-

dent pratyania (frontier) kingdoms of Samudra Gupta. In the later

period, during the reign oi KumaraGupta, ihc king of Davaka, whose
name was Yue-Ai (Moon-loved), very likely Candra Vallabha, sent an
embassy to the emperor of China in 428 A.D. This was perhaps due
to some quarrel or bad feelings with die king of Kamarupa. From
various archaxdogical finds, Davaka has been identified with the place

now known as Davaka in the Kapili valley in the Nowgong District in

Assam, about 90 miles to the north cast of Gauhati in the border of

the Mikir Hills. The Davaka king could not withstand the prowess

of the Kamarupa king, and his kingdom appears to have been annexed
to the Kamarupa empire, so that in the seventh century Yuan Chwang
found the Kapili valley included in the Kamarupa empire.

The discovery of a rock inscription at Badaganga, near Davaka,
made by the present writer, throws furdier light on the subject.

The inscription has been deciphered recently by the joint efforts

of Dr. N. K. Bhatuisali and Dr. R. C. Majumdar (a short note pub-
lished in die A mrita Bazar Paltika, December, 6, 1939), and the pur-

port is that Mahai ajadhiraja Paramabhagavata Mahabhud Varman
established an dirarna at the place on the 20th of Magha in the vear

234 Gupta era.
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This Mahabhuti Varman is fifih generation upwards of Bhaskara
Varman, and according to Fleet's epoch he is placed in 553 A.D. Mr.
Mukhcr jee also would place him near about this date, but if his theory

of the Gupta era is to be followed, then MahabhQti Varman is to be
placed in 176 A. D., which is on the face of it absurd.

Further, Mahabhuti Varman brought the NSgara Brahmins men-
tioned in the Nidhanpur plate. The tutelar deity of these Brahmins
is said to have been Ilatakcivara Siva, and the huge temple of this

god which had been ra/cd to the ground due to decay (Patitam
PManlaradatayam sandham xx hafnka—sulina

)

was reconstructed
by Vanamala. fourtli generation downwards of Salastmbha. Even to

this day, this huge lihgam, about 12ft in height and about 6ft in dia-

meter, with five faces of Siva carved on the top (which were originally

gold plated), is lying in the village Kecakibaii, about a mile to the
wesr of the place where the famous Harjara Varman inscription is lying

on the bank of the Brahmaputra near Tezptir. It thus appears that

this areil Where the Salastambha line of kings had their domination
was also included in the kingdom of Bhiiti Varman. and the temple
constructed by one of the kings of that line was reconstructed by
Vanamala Varman.

R. M. Nath.

CHAND RAI OF NADIA

Many arc familiar with Chand Rai of Sreepur, but Chand Rai
of Nadia is an obscure personage. This is a humble attempt at bring-
ing him out of the limbo of oblivion and establishing his identity.

Chand Rai had a temple of Siva erected at Bagancharc, a village
to the west of Santipur in the district of Nadia. This svas the biggest
of the four temples that he built. It stands even to this day as an
enduring monument to his piety. The temple is set with ornamental
bricks and bears an inscription which we quote below1

.

1TJI fpITTT ifRtqw II
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RMfini gri^iT^T Wf«3k»s! |

»T^rr<fcr art aft fan' yi-ii^idi ^ li

Freely rendered, this says - Chand Rai, engaged in the worship

of Sankara and having a complacent mind, in his eagerness having

placed the milk-white image of Sankara, gladly dedicated this temple,

shoocing its spire into die sky in 1
5S7 of the Saha eia.

Three or four dieorics are advanced about die identity of Chand
Rai. The first one is that he was a relation of Maharaja Krishna

Chandra Rai of Krishnagar. The second is that he was Dewan of

Raja Rudra Rai of whom Krishna Chandra was the fifth in descent,

and the third is that he was one of the twelve Bhuiyas viz., Chand
Rai of Sreepnr. The fourth view is that Chand was the head of a

gang of bandits. Let us examine the views.

Bharat Chandra, the court poet of Krishna Chandra, mentions,

in his "Ananda-mangal," Chand Rai as a relation of the Maharaja

Cfs’Wifa iftrara na ‘ir? rnj’j Krishna Chandra lived from 1710 A.D. to

1783 A.D. and die poet finished his book eighty-seven years after the

temple had been built (1674 Saka era). Chand Rai could not pos-

sibly live up to that time and, for the matter of that, to the time of

Krishna Chandra. The poet might have referred to some other

Chand Rai, living at Chandsarak. a part of Krishnagar, the

very name Chandsarak being indicative of that. A negative proof is

that there is no mention of Chand Rai in "Kshitisbansabali-charit," an
authoritative l>ook which discusses everything of imporlance about the

family of Krishna Chandra.
About the second view, we find that Rudra Rai obtained a firman

from Alamgir in 1G76 A.D. It is likely that Chand Rai who dedicated

his temple in 1665 A.D. was a contemporary of Rudra Rai. Ii is said

dim Chand Rai established a village named Brahmnsasan near Bagan-

chara, but the local historians do not give any credit to Chand in found-

ing the village. Hedges in his diary, 1682, says that he came to Rewee
(modern Krishnanagar). die capital of Uday Rai—evidently Rudra Rai
— by country-boat along the river "Dc Galgatc fe Spruyt" (shown in

Vendcnbroolcc's map).* This river flowed past Chand Rai s temple.
T\\cKdlikdp\iittna, chapters 38 and 40, give a detailed descrip-

i’Thc river having left its former bed. it is at present known as Gopea's
Bccl or Ragdevi Beel). Hedges is supposed to have passed by this

route seventeen years after the temple had been built. Ilad he
followed this route he must have mentioned Chand Rai. Dewan to

Rudra Rai to whom he was going. Hedges is silent about Chand.
-.e natural inference is that cither Hedges did not go by this way or
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this Chanel Rai was not Dewan 10 Rudra Rai. If he had been Dewatl
to Rudra Rai, he would have, according to the prevailing usage, men-
tioned his chief in the inscription. Again. Hedges did pass along this

route as the very word “Spruyi" establishes the identity of the water-

course.

If the third view be corrccc, then Chand Rai must have fought
with Man Singlia in his youth and after his humiliation settled at

Baganchara and dedicated the temple to Siva at the fag-end of his life.

If die story of his humiliation at the hands of lsha Khan be a myth,
on his way back from Puri, Chand might have erected t his temple. Wc
know from his life-story that he built many temples dedicied to Siva.

That he was in a hurry perhaps owing to advancing years to build the

temple is evident from the word “3TT5]” in the inscription. He

might have selected this place for his final abode of peace after the

dust and heat ol life had been over, because of its proximity to the

Bhagirathi and the seat of the goddess Bagdcvi, a place of sanctity.

Tradition has it that he used to drive to the Ganges for a holy bath
every day; and people still point to die path used by him. The fact

is also significant that only the four temples existed till recently, and
little trace of Chand’s residence was to be seen Chand found eternal

rest here at the feet of die god Sankara, when his life had run its course.

As Babu Anandanatlt Ray in his “Bara Bhuiva” says, “Tradition tells

us that a crore of rupees was pm under the altar over which Stvalinga

was placed," The local people believe that under the temple built

by Chand Rai there is a hoard of coins guarded by "Jaksas' of popular
superstition. These nnbody ventures to take for fear of extinction.

About the end of Chand, it is said that he once tried to disgrace an
ascetic. Thereupon the ascetic got cross and brought about Chand’s
ruin. But wc should be careful in giving credence to such legends,

especially in view of the facts that ascetics who were spiritually

advanced could not act in the manner indicated and that a man of

C land’s temperament could not put a sage to sliame. The ornamcn-
ta work at the temple at Baganchara is, to some extent, similar to that

at the temple (now extinct) at Rajbari. This shows that both the

temples were erected by the same person.

Some, again, have confused Chand Rai of Baganchara with Chand
Rai of Rajmahal. Both cannot be identical, as the latter was a power-
ful zemindar who lived on plunder and latterly turned out to be a

Vaisnava. The former, wc should remember, was a Saiva.

We should consider another fact which may have some bearing on
Chand's residence in Nadia. The goddess Bhubatiesvari bearing the

name of "Kedar Rai" is still to be found at the house of the Rai
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Choudhuries at Lakhuria, a village on the Bhaeirathi in the district

of Nadia. The question is how the image could come to Nadia, of

all places in Bengal.

It is hazardous to come to any definite conclusion about the

identity of Char.d Rai ; but I am inclined to identify him with the

histoiic figure, Chand Rai of Srccpur.

Bhupexdranath Sarxar

•Taken from Dr. N. K. Bhittasali’s Account.

SOURCES OF TWO KRSN-A LEGENDS

In this paper, we propose to deal with the sources of two Kj>iia-

legcnds, references to which have been traced in ancient literature.

t. The Syamantaka legend

Yaska, in his Niruhta (11. s) explains the derivation of the word

dmyfal as :—"Dan4o dadotet-dhUrayad-kavnianah", i.c. the word dan da

is derived from the verb to da((iad) in die sense of holding or causing

to hold. In illustration of this obsolete meaning of the verb, he

writes
"
Akriiro dadale manim-ily-cbhibhd}an!e i.e. “It is said

that ‘Akrura holds or causes to hold the jewell.' ” This illustration

seems to be a quotation of a foot of some anujiubh verse, referring,

no doubt, to the svell-known Syamamaka story of the Puranas. But
wherefrom ? With our limited knowledge of the Sanskrit literature,

we have not been able to trace the exact passage. The Mahabharata

docs not give the story, but just incidentally refers to it, in the Mausala-

parva (ch. 3. 7g). Some Purana liave related die story in extenso,

but die passage in question is not found in them. The Vi}t)u-purdna

(IV, ch. 13) has "Akiuras-tcn-inannalnarii jagrdha." While tlic Ilari-

vamia says

"Yat-tat Satrajite Kysna mnmralnnm Syamantakarh
|

Addl-tal-dharayamdsa Babhrui-vai Satadhunvand
|

(Harivarhsr.-parva, ch. 40, v. 1).

It is interesting to note although Kj-$na said to have played an im-

portant part in the episode, it is not to be found among the many ex-
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ploits of his as arc related specially. Everywhere it has been told in

connection with Satrajit in ihe genealogical account of the Vy$nis.

This leads us to think that die quoted passage might have formed a

part of the family ballad 01 the g&thd of the Vjsnis, which used to be
sung on ceremonial occasions. This gdthd lias been rendered into clas-

sical Sanskrit and incorporated in the Puriiiias. In the Pauripic
period, the verb dadate lost its sense of holding', so in place of this

verb, we have jagriha in die Visnu-purana, and dharayamasa in the
Harivamia. It is doubtful if the story existed in the recorded form
before the Put anas. The verb abhibh&fante (it is said) used by
Yaska shows dial he did not quote it from any work, but from some
oral gdthd, which was in a floating state in his time.

But how old is this gdthd? Gdthds seem co be older than the

Rgveda itself. It is said therein that Soma, at the time of purifying,

was praised gathay'd puranya, i.c. by ancient gdthds or songs (IX. gg.

4). The Satapatha Brdhmana (XIII. 3. 4 & c) has given some gdthds,

which arc but ddnastutis or eulogies for gift. Several ddnastutis arc

also found in the Rgveda (I. ti5. 15), which might have been origin-

ally gdthds, but being incorporated in the Rgveda, have come to be
known as Rks. The sources of many stories related in the Rgveda
might have been these oral gdthds. Yaska (Nirukta, IV. 6), speaks of

the svkta referring to the incident of Trita's falling into a ditch

I. 105) as "BrahmetihasamiSram Rk-miiiam gitM-mUram"

,

i.e. “it is”

a mixture of Brahmetihiisa.Rk and gdthd." It appears that these

stories came to be recorded in the name of 'gdthus' from die time of

the Brahmatfas till the Puranas. The gdthd, from which Yaska has

made the quotation, might, not be a very ancient one, but dial it is

pretty early is evident from the fact of its use of dadate in its ohsoletc

sense! The verb must have lost this meaning from before the time

of Yaska. Otherwise he would not have taken care co explain this by
illustration. The use of die verb in its obsolete sense is found in the

Rgveda (I. 24. 7). It appears that it ceased to have this meaning at a

period earlier than Yaska and probably later than the Rgveda.

Below is given a short account of die story as told in the Viftiupurana

(IV. ch. 13). Satrajit of the Vfsnis was a friend of the Sun-god, from

whom he obtained an effulgent gem named Syamantaka. It produced

everyday eight bharas of gold and possessed many other virtues. Kysna

coveted this gem. but Satrajit gave it away to Prasena, his younger

brother. One day Prasena went out hunting, putting on this jcwell.

He was killed by a lion for the gem. The lion again was killed by

Jambuvan, who took away the Syamantaka. As Prasena did not return,

people began to suspect Kr?1a of having committed some foul play

lor the gem. When Kjjna came to know ol it, he at once set out to

63-13
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trace Prascna. By following ihc hoofs of Prasena’s horse, the lion and
Jambuvan, he reached the cave where Jambuvan lived. A fight ensued
between KfS0a and Jambuvan, in which the latter was vanquished after

twenty-one days. Jambuvan then gave away his daughter, Jambuvatl,
in marriage with Kpna and returned the gem. Kjsoa went back to

Dvaraka and restored ihe Syamautaka to its rightful owner, Satrajit,

who being much pleased at it rewarded Kj§na by giving his own
daughter. Satyabh&mii. in marriage.

Now Akrura, Kpavanna, SatadhanvS and some other Yadavas,

who also sued for the hands of Satyabhiina. took this marriage of hers

with Kjspa as an insult to them. Incited by Akriira, Satadhanva
murdered Satrajit while he lias asleep, and stole the S\amaniaka.
Hearing of this, Valadeva and K{?na made war on Satadhanva.

Akrura, although at first promised help to Satadhaiiva, backed out in

time for fear of Valadeva and Kpna. Satadhanva thereupon resolved

to By, but before doing this, he dejxmted the gem with Akrura, who
received this on condition that Satadliauva would not disclose his

name, even on |>oint of death. Satadhanva then fled on a swift horse,

but was overtaken and killed, but the gem was not found with him.

Some action of Akrura aroused the suspicion of Kjsna that the

Syamantaka might have been with him. He then convened a meeting
of the Yadavas, in which Akrura was also present. Akrura then out

of fear placed die gem before die Yadavas, with some false excuses.

Krsna, however, returned it to Akrura, who thenceforward used to

put it on publicly.

'i. The Kaliyu Naga legend.

The Satapatha Brahmana (XI. 5. 5-8) refers to a gatha relating

to a story of a great snake driven Ironi its place, a lake. This reminds

us of the legend of Kallya Naga, who was subjugated and ultimately
driven by child Ky$na, from the lake bearing the name of the Naga.

In the Mahabharata
( 1 . 1551; V. 103. 3625), we find the name of the

Kallya Naga among the names of the important Nagas, but there is

no mention of the incident. The story is, however, recounted in

detail in the Harwamia 'Hariuctiiia'patva
, chs. 68-69), and lhe Kijnu-

purina (Vifijtu-parva, ch. 7).

The story runs that one day Kf$na went to Vpidavana without
being accompanied by his elder brother Valadeva. While roaming about
on die Yamuna, in company with his dear cow-herd boys, he came to a
big lake, infested by a great serpent, named Kallya. and his family.

He found that owing to the poison of these serpents, the lake-water

was quite undrinkable to men and beasts alike. To remove the in-

convenience of the inhabitants of Vpidavana, one day he leapt into
the lake, with the. object of dislodging the snakes, and forthwith he
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was surrounded by the serpen is from all sides. They began to bite

him and coil round him, but he disen tagled himself and got on to the

hood of .Kaliya and began to dance on il so violently, that the serpent

was vomitting blood and was on the verge of death. The oilier ser-

pents begged for mercy to save his life. Ki>na granted this on condi-

tion that the serpents must at once leave die lake and go to live in die

seas. Me further told Kaliya that on showing his foot-prints on die

Naga’s hood, Garuda will not molett him any longer.

This legend, like the previous one, seems to be old. With die

materials before us, wc arc not in a position to say that they were
associated with Kfsna from che beginning. It may be that they were
in existence from before Kfsoa, but at a later period they have been
tagged on to the Kr$na legends to add to his importance and thus catch

the popular imagination.

Jogendra Chandra Giiosh.

THE VARMANS OF EASTERN BENGAL.

It is a good sign of the times that the attention of our scholars has

been drawn to the almost neglected history of south-east Bengal. Prof.

Paul’s article under the above heading (I.C., Vol. VL, 1 .) will thus

be of interest to many. But unfortunately. 1 am afraid, il contains

some suggestions which may not be acceptable and some arguments

which go wide. .

Prof. Paul wishes us to believe dial Jaiavartnan ruled at first in

Ahga and this country being under die suzerainty of the Haihayas, the

Varman king came in the train of the invasions by his licgc-lord.

From this he arrives at two important conclusions: As Rajendra

Cola 1 could claim no sovereignty over Aiiga, Jatavarman certainly did

not come with him and as Jata was the first to occupy Ahga, lie (and

not his father Vajravarma) was the founder of the dynasty. The

Velava plate' only tells ns (in verse 8) that Jau spread his para-

mount sovereignty by extending his domination over the Ahgas —

. Inscriptions of Bengal, III, p. 17
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“Yo’ngesu prathayaftchnyam." There is nothing from which we may
assume that Jata ruled over Ahga before Rajcndra Cola 1 or Karna-
dcva of Dahal He might have occupied Ahga afccr the downfall of

Karnadeva. We, of course, agree with Prof. Paul when he suggests

that the Varnians came in the train of Kalacuri invasions but on a

different ground. 'Hie VelSva plate refers to Vajravarma as “Yadcrui-

ndm camunam samantvifaya jatra mangold’’* and the Kalacuris

were descended from Sahairajit, a son of Jadu, whereas the Colas were
in the line of the sunj So to the evident that Vajravarma led die victo-

rious army of die Haihayas. As to the second conclusion, it may be

pointed out that Laksmi Karnadeva invaded Bengal once sometime
about C 1042 A.D. and again about C 1055-59 A.D.

The reference to Divyoka4 shows that Jala’s reign cxtcntlcd up-

to 1081 A.D. when the Kaivartta rebel rose into power. C 1042 A.D.
—C 1081 A.D. is a period long enough to accommodate both Vajra-

varma and Jatavarma. So there is nothing to support Jata's claim

of being the founder of the dynasty against that of Vajravarma though
the latter claimed no status higher than that of a General.

As to the place of HarivarJftan in the genealogical table, the pro-

blem which Prof. Paul has laboured so much to solve, has already

been solved beyond doubt by tire corrected reading of the Vejnisar-

grant.

5

Hnrivarma was certainly “Jatavarminapidanudhyita."
We do not understand why Udavin will be called a younger

brother of Bhoja. The panegyrists refered to younger brothers when
notable victories or conquests could be assigned to them, as in the case

of Jayapala." The eulogistic verse in the Velava grant is very vague’.

Most probably UdSyin was the elder son of Samala but prede-
ceased him and so the Crown came down on Bhoja’s head.

Whether Trailokya Sundari was the daughter or the wife of Samala
is a knotty problem. Thanks are due to Prof. Paul for tying to

solve it in the light of Ceylon history. But let us see how it stands the

test of reasoning.

If we assume that Trailokyasundari was the daughter of Samala.
then Malavyadcvl was the name of SHmala’s wife. Such a name is

strange or at least not very common.
Trailokyasundari, the queen of King Vijayavahu I, was a princess of

2. Ibid, verse 6. 3. Nilakaiuha Sauii—The Colat, p. *5.

4. VelSva Plate, vme 8.

5. Bharaiavarja tj,* B.S. The editor of the plate Dr. N. K. Bhattawli,

has renamed it at ’’SSmamasAr Piste.”

6. Bhigalpur Inscription of NSriyana Pfiladeva-l.A., Vol. XV., p. 303.

7. Inscriptions of Bengal, op. cit.
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Kaliiiga.
6 Several oiher kings of Ceylon (Nisankamalla, Sahasa-

malla, etc.) came from Sinihapura in Kaliiiga.
1 This, of course,

S
ms ioa close political relation of Simahapura in Kaliiiga with Ceylon.
lat city may be identical with Siinhapura of the Veliva plate. Dr.

H. C. Ray may be right in suggesting'* that this important city

supplied two enterprising royal families. But all these lend no strong

support to the presumption for the identification of Tilokasundari
of the Mahavamsa with Trailokyasundari of the Vclava plate. More-
over there are some strong points that militate against this theory.

The Varmans were Yadavas while Nisankamalla etc. claimed des-

cent from the royal line of Iksvaku (Okkakakulasambhavo). They
never called themselves princes of Kaliiiga. The name is not even
mentioned in any Varman grant. No Ceylonese tradition or inscrip-

tion refers to Colas as "raksasas.”

The verse in the Veliva giant mentioning L.ahkadhipa is certainly

“an obscure one.”" Late Mr. N. N. Vasu read the words in the

inscription as "Aatikasvalahkadhipa” 1’ and gave an interpretation

which makes a good sense. The reading given in the Epigraphia
hidica and in the Inscriptions of Bengal, Vol. Ill, is, however. "Sahka-

su." The ‘U‘ and 'Va* written beneath 'Sa' were so similar in appearance
in the then script that a mistake in reading might have crept in. This
may he too presumptuous a suggestion. But if the Epigraphia Indica

reading is correct, die occurence of the passage cannot be properly

explained as Prof. Paul has said. The identification suggested by him.

of course, comes to no help in interpreting or explaining it and there

is no strong reason to discard Hr. Bh andarkar's suggestion that Malavya-

devi Trailokya-sutidari was the wife of Samalavarman.13

The Varman king who made submission to (Ramapala) was, Prof.

Paul writes, “Harivartnan or Samalavarman." A consideration of

the relevant facts makes 11s differ from him to a certain extent. Jatavar-

man was a contemporary of Vigrahapala III (C -055-1081 A.D.). As
we have showed earlier, his reign extended up to the end of the reign of

that Pala king. Harivartnan then reigned for forty years," i.c., at least

8. Mahlvaiiisa, Ch. 59. g. J.R.A.S.. 1913. p. 518.

10. Dynastic History of N. India. I. p. 394.

1 1. Ins. Rc-iig.. III. p. so In.

is. VaAger Jsdya Icihasa. Rajanya K3n<ia. p. 295 f".

13. Inss. Bengal 111—Appendix, p. 191.

14. The MS. of "Lagliu KaUcatraflLV' is daicd in the 39th regnal year of

Harivarmadeva, Sastri’s Catalogue of MSS. in the Library of the Asiatic Society

of Bengal, page 79 (Vo). I.). As the MS. is with Prof. Tucci for a long time

the date could not be verified-
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up io C 1121 A.D. (1081-40). RainapSla's reign did not extend long

beyond C 1126 A.1V\ and his conquests are assigned 10 ihe earlier

pan of his reign (C 1084-1126 A.D.). So in all probability it was

Hari or his unnamed son (and never Simala) who propitiated Rama-

paladeva. 1 ®

Prol. Paul's theory that “The Varmans were twice compelled to

acknowledge the suzerainty of ihe Falas” is not backed by any definite

evidence. The Kamauli plate" records a naval victory in 'ar.uttara-

Vafiga" won by Vaidyadeva during die short reign ol Kumarapala (C

1126-30 A.D.). Attention should be paid to the word “Vanga." In

those days certainly it did not designate the whole of the province.

'The battle was fought somewhere in the south of ancient Vanga and
not on the Ganges. Let us also consider the possibility of tho-Pala king

sending an expedition against the Varmans. Kumarapala had no

peaceful reign. In Kimarupavijaya Timgyadcva was gaining

strengdi 1 " and Vijayascna. a former ally ol the Pains, was concluding

an alliance with Anantavarma Cotfitgaiiga’" who had already subju-

gated the territory extending up to the Ganges. 10 With so many ene-

mies within ar.d beyond the frontier Kumarapala could scarcely have

found time enough to invade the Varman territory. Nor was an attack

from the other side possible. Better we should accept the late Mr. R. D.

Bancrjcc's suggestion that this naval engagement was between Vaidya-

deva and Anantavarma Codaganga. 11

On the strength of the ‘ Samzxmdha latlv&nfova" Prof.- Paul wishes

us to believe dun the date 1001 $.£*=1079 a.d. "cannot be far removed

from the time of Simalavarman."" Jata being a contemporary of

Vigrahapala III (C '.055-80 his reign cannot be pushed back earlier

than C 1055 A.D. and so Mari’s reign could not have ended before C
1095 A.D. There is no room for Sainalavamia before this date. The
book, again, can claim no antiquity.

Bs$wnsw.\R CHASRABABn.

15. Ray-D.H.N.I., Vol. I. p. 347.

16. kamacariu, Ch. HI, v. 44 . 17. E.I., Vol. II, pp. 349 IT.

18. Ibid.

19. According to the "Vail ala carita" Vijayasena was calledCodagaiigasakha.

20. Kendupatna plates of Narasiiiiha II-J A.S.B., 1B96. V. 1. p. £39.

ai. The PSlas of Bengal~M.A.S.B., V. (3) page 101.

22. Dr. N. K. Bhaitawli, who first made this suggestion (Sihitya Pdri*at

PatriVi, Vol. XXXIX.) tells me that he has revised his opinion.
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THE CHANDOMAKHaNTA BY PU R.U$OTTAMA BHATTA
Mr. Dhircs Chandra Arharya published an intercuing account of

a work on prosody, called Chondomakhdnta by Bhatta Purusottama

in Memoir of the Varendra Research Society, Rajshahi, No. 5. His

account is based on a fragmentary MS. of the work in the Society’s

Library. Mr. Acharya has tried to establish the following facts

(1) Purusottama was the teacher of Gangadasa, author of the

Chandotnahjari

;

(2) Gangadasa was probably a contemporary of Jayadeva and was

not later than the 14th century
;

(3) Pumsottama’s work belongs to a school of metricians, the

chief of whom teas Svetamandavya.

A careful consideration of his arguments would, however, show
that all his conclusions are untenable.

I. Mr. Acharya quotes the following verse from the Chatido-

mahjari in order to prove that Purusottama was the teacher of Ganga
dasa :

S”TT? W?: raff'd JJ5H JTOIJt: U (I, 21).

He has evidently overlooked the fact that the \’crsc is preceded by the

following sentence

:

wd rt HR I

This sentence shows beyond doubt that U\c verse in question was not

composed by Gangadisa, author of die Chatidomahjari, but was quoted

from the Chandogovinda by his gum whose name was also Gangadasa.

It is interesting to note that Gangadasa's Chandogovinda is found

quoted in the I'rttaratndkaradarla (Cat. Cat., VoL I, s.v.) composed

by Divakara, son of Mahadeva, in 1684 A.D. This teacher Ganga-
dasa was, according to the verse, the pupil of Purusottama Bhatta. Furu-

sottama therefore flourished about half a century earlier than Ganga-

dasa. the author of the Chandomahjari.
II. According to Mr. Acharya, the well-known stanra

STT II

(Chatidomahjari, I. 8)

was originally composed by Gangadasa, author of the Chandomahjari,
and since it is found quoted in the l’{tlaratnukural>ahjt>ic by Rama
candra-Kavibharatl written at the beginning of the 15th Century’ A.D..

the Chtuidomahjati cannot be placed later than the 14th century. It
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sliould, however, be pointed out that the same verse has been quoted

by Bliaita Utpala in his commentary on die Bfhalsamhili (eh. 104),

anti Utpala, we know, wrote his commentary on the ll’hajjalaka. in

Saka 888=A.D. 966. The verse certainly belongs 10 an author who
lived before the middle ol the 10th century A.D.

Mr. Acharya also says, "Again, die Chandomanjari quotes a

stanza from Jayadeva as not observing metrical pause. This stanza

is quoted in such a way that, it seems. Jayadeva was his contemporary."

The suggestion is absolutely without any ground. After quoting the

verse from the Chandogovinda of Gangadasa, the Chandomafijan says

and quotes a verse from the Anargharaghava ; then it says

and quotes a verse of Jayadeva (author of the Candrdloka);

next it concludes u.qn.Jisftj and quotes a fourth verse. It is evident

that Gangadasa. the author ol the Chandomaiijari, lived after Jayadeva.

dial is to say, certainly after the beginning of the 131I1 century.

III. Mr. Acharya points out dial, although the Chandemakhanta

has a section on gilavytla or songs, I'urusottama does not quote any

verse from |ayadeva (author of die Gilagovindal He tries to explain

the situation by offering two alternate suggestions: (1) either, Puru-

sottamu was eatlier than Jayadeva, (2) or. lie, too, was a contemporary

of Jayadeva, but did not like to quote from a rival poet.

The section on gita.x/[ttA, however, itself shows that Ptnusouama

was later than the author of the Gilagovinda who popularised that

particular form of Sanskrit poetry. The illustrations ‘in the section in

praise of Siva and Parvatl composed by Purusottama himself, also

exhibit obvious influence of Jayadeva (cml of 12th century).

"k-kIuH. II y II

*Z°l 1
ngrfr k. 11 ^ 11

Puruyottama whose own verses prove him to have been a staunch

Saivitc here represents Siva as worshipped by Vidhi and Hari. His

devotion for Siva evidently prevented him from quoting any verse

from Jayadeva who wrote only in praise of K|>Q.t.

IV. 1 am inclined to believe that there was no single metrician

ol the name of Svetamandavya. In the Byhalunhhila (104, 3), Varaha-

mihira mentions Mandavya as the greatest authority on metres, and
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Utpala Bhatta quotes in his commentary two verses in the Sragdham

metre composed by Mandavya. According to the sutra wwra TTB-

HlujWld'JlR (7, 35) of the Chandahsiitra ascribed to Pihgala. the

Caniiavjffiprapdta variety of the Dancfaka metres which has 27 syl-

lables in a quarter was known by a different name to Rata and Manga-
vya who had given the name CGndavjstiprapata to an altogether dif-

ferent metre. This point which is not quite clear in the Chandah -

jufrs, has fortunately been explained by Bliaita Utpala in his com-
mentary on the Bjhalsamhita, ch. 104. Utpala says that Pihgala and

other metricians call the metre Can^av-vftiprapata, but Kaja[n] and

M*odavya call it Suvarna. Of. WHfy&lwiW.qisr

«^f?T rnttTnrTOt qiPteu
I *W

|
?rara di’4^3:

|

a 1

ftwra mii'ocHJ

Wcrfofg: diy-its*! I

^r: II

It is dear that Rajafn] of Utpala is the same as Rata of the Chandah-

sutra. The facts that tneir names have been jointly mentioned in the

works of Pihgala and Utpala and that there is die passage

i.e. "they bodt say" before the verse, suggest that the verse has been

quoted from the joint work of the two metricians. I am inclined to

suggest that Svctamandavya of the verse quoted in the Cimndomavjari

is a compound of two names and that Sveta is the same as Rata of Pih-

gala and Raja[nj of Utpala. The fact that ra as the first syllable of the

name is common both in the works of Pihgala and k’tpa’a and that ta

as the second syllable is common in the Chandahsutra and die Chando-
mahjari, appears to me to suggest that the Chandahsutra which reads

Rita gives the correct name of the metrician. Scholars generally place

the Chandomahjari of Gahgadasa in die 15th or 16th century A.D.
(Krishnamachariar H.C.S.L.. p. 909). A Tanjove MS. of this work
belongs to the last quarter of the 171I1 century (loc. cit.). Purusottama’s

Chandomahh&nla may therefore be roughly assigned to the i 4di or 151I1

century A.D.
Dines Chandra Sircar.
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"KRAMADISVARA AND HIS SCHOOL OF GRAMMAR"

(Criiitism)

The last April number of the Indian Culture opens with a short

paper (pp. 357-3fii) on KramadiSvara. In a subject dealt with by a

number of scholars front Colebrooke (1805) to H.P., Sastri (1931), the

writer has ventured to indulge in some speculations on insufficient

knowledge of facts. We briefly refer to a few glaring errors.

(1) The eloquent note on die epithet 'Purvagrami' meant as an
ungenerous fling at Dr. Belvalkar,

1

lacks fullness and logic. Purva-

grama is one of the 56 ‘Glfiis’ of die Rddhiya BrShmanas of Bengal, as

any treatise on genealogy will show.* Like 'Vandyaghatiya' ‘Kan ji-

vilvlya’ and other similar terms used by old authors of Bengal 3 to

indicate their family origin, it cannot refer to the birth-place of Karma-
dKvara, Umapati or Nyayapancanana. Scions of this family, as of

other well-known families of Bengal, arc found scattered in the whole
province and they continue to call themselves 'Ptirvagrami' up till now.

(2) The chronology1 of the whole paper rests on the date 1243
Saka) of a Ms. of Vamilvadana’s sub-commentary on Goyicandra,

which is entirely wrong. It escaped the writer's notice that the appear-

ance of the Ms. in question is definitely stated to be ‘fresh’. Apparently
the Sakiibda is the scribe's error, as is sometimes the case, for the Bengali

San. Variisivadana's date, however, is not a matter of much speculation.

His title was 'Kavicandra'* and as such he was the teacher of the cele-

brated scholiast Gopala GikravartI who also wrote a Sariiksipatasarar-

thadipika. The latter wrote his gloss on Jayadeva in 1678 A.D. (1599

(1) Dr. Belvalkar apparently followed R. L. Mitra and others who dti-

cribed Kiamadlsvara as 'of unknown parentage and nativity'—Dcsc Cat. of

Sans- Mss., A. S. B.. pi. I. 1877, p. 135 ; Itac. Cat. of Sans. Mss., Cal. Sans. ColL,
Vol. VIII, p. 117. The late U. C. Gupta in his Bengali work ‘Jatitattvavaridhi’

pt. I (1309 B.S.), pp. *37-8 noticed the term ,
PurvagiSini' used by Kramadisvara

wliorn he claimed as a Vaidya of Bengal in spite of it.

(a) N. N. Vasu: danger Jdtiya ItHidsa, Vol. I, pt. I, pp. 117-13. Lal-

tnohan Vidyanidlii : Sambandhemniaya (jid ed.) pp. 337.9.

(3)

SarvSnanda. author of the Tlkisarvasva on Amara, calls himtdf Vandya-
gliatiya

;
N4r4yai>a. author of the Pariilsia-prakiia, was a KSfljivilvIya. In a Ms.

of the Karaka-pSda of NyayapaiMnana in possession of die present writer the
colophon gives the similar form 'POrvagiamiya.'

<4> Siroiauia's ed. of Vamiivadatia (Subama), p. 55, cf. I.O.. p. 121.
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$aka) and composed an astrological work Jyotiratna in 1672 A.D.

(*594 $aka) where he named his teacher :

—

'Sabdagamarii sunipunam Kirvicandrapddat, yo'dhitya etc.. So

Vamiivadana flourished about 1650 A.D. His work ends with the

following pun
'Vacafisampattidayittvarh munch paiicananasya ca j

nividSjnanato muktir na VamSivadanad vina
j
/*

It is believed with good reason that VamSivadana was referring

here to his distinguished predecessor Nyjyapafkanana who was not,

however, his teacher as was wrongly stated by H.P. £astrl. VaniSi-

vadana’s commentary on Subanta-pada was printed in 1318 B.S. He
frequently quotes and often criticises the views of a ‘famous’ previous

commentator under the epithet ‘prasiddhah’. Wc have been able to

trace almost all these quotations in the Ms. commentary of Ny&ya-

paiicanana who undoubtedly preceded him. Nyavapaiicanana quotes

in the Karaka-pada from the Manorama, 1 the standard book on verbal

roots belonging to the Kalapa school, which was written in 1546 A.D.

(1468 Saka) and a Ms. copy of his commentary on the Samasa-piida is

is dated 161 1 A.D. (1533 saka) His date is, therefore, definitely fixed

in the !asl quarter of the iGth cent. A.D. In his commentary on the

Sandhi-pada VariiiEvadana cites his own teacher
(
gurucaraoastu'*)

separtcly from prasiddhah’ (Le. Xyayapancanana) in the same

passage. Oblivious of all these facts, some of which were known to

scholars for a long time, die writer of the paper attempted to draw up
a scheme ol chronology’ without realising the hopeless muddle he has

made of it. Jumara is stated almost in the same breath to be a con-

temporary of both Kramadlivara and Goylcandra and to have revised

both their works. The only relevant facts known so far are briefly

as follows. Kramadt^vara composed the Sutras as well as their vjttis

(5) L. 12*9 for comm, on Jayadcva ; H. P. Sdstri-N'oiices of Sans. Mss. (and

*«ie») II. p. 61 for Jyotiratna.

<6) Desr. Cat. of Sara. Mss.. Cal Sans. Col., Vol. VIII (Grammar), p. 80.

(7)
Cal. Sans. Coll. Ml No. 112. fol. 19b. The date of the Manoramu is

1458 Sika in the I.O. Ms. (No. 775). also in a Ms. in possession of the present

writer. But a much earlier Ms. copy of 1585 A.D. gives the date as 1468 Saka-

H. P. Siitri; Darbar Library Cil, VoL If., p. 314.

(8) Ms. preserved In die Vafigiva Sihiiya Parijad library. No. 424 of

Cittaranjan collection.

(9) Ms. No. 543 of the Vaigiya SShitya Pariyad fol. 7b. H. V. SSsirl des-

cribed Kavieandra as a pupil of Nyayapificinana in Dcsc. Cat. of Sam. Mss.,

A^-B.. Vol. VI. Introd. p. Ixix.
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both of which were thoroughly revised by Jumara. The original work
of Kramadtsvara is now entirely lost and we have absolutely no data

about him preserved. The only historical facts recorded in Goylcan-

dra about Jumaranandi arc contained in two epithets viz. 'Vyasallla-

diparisilana-vimnlamatih’ and 'adhikftomapatidatta-prabhrtisabha-

jana-sabhajanaparah’. From these we gather that Jumara probably
came in contact with a distinguished Pamlita named Vyasailla 1 * and
the scholars in his own court were headed by one Cmapatidatta.
Kramadisvara was certainly not in his court. Fragments of the latter's

original work which came to be known as the Purvavxtti' survived for

a long time, as references co it are found not only in Goyicandra but
in the later commentaries as well." That a long period of time elapsed

between Jumara and Goyicandra is proved by the latter’s statement

that his commentary attempts to restore die text of the former which
suffered in course of time. Moreover, Goyicandra sometimes criti-

ciscs former commentators of the system." We believe Jumara cannot

be placed before the igth cent. A.D. at the preseni state of our know-
ledge ; he seems to have borrowed some striking examples from Purii-

jottatna’s Bha$avjui (circa 1150 A.D.)." As a consequence Goyi-
candra cannot be placed before the 14th cent. A.D.

(3) The correct name of the author in question was Narayaya
and not Narar.arayana and it was certainly the name not of Nyaya-
paneanana bur of his father Vidyivinoda. The latter wrote at least

three works : (i) a commentary called Bhapibodhinl on the Bhauikavya
;

in verse s ar the beginning the author describes himself as follows"—

(10) Abhirftma, however, rejects the interpretation that Vyasaslla was a proper

name—Sandhi-tippani. Siroratna's ed, p. g,

(it) Goyicandra, Sutra 379 of Subantapada and SQlra 181 of SamisapSda.

Abhirflma, Sandhi, pp. 11 & 45: Samisa, pp. 23. 43 & 71. NySyapafidnana

:

Tiftan ta. p. 84; Kjdanu, p. n. Two of the quotations are metrical. These
rare references show that Jumara's revision was quite thorough and drastic.

(is) 'tasyUca kvapi kvapi samayavaiavyakula-pnlha-samuddharayaya ca‘

(I. 1). 'Pandia immanvah' (I. 1) 'bhrtntena kenapi' (VII, 234. also 469).

1 (13) “Prayamya <5stre sugatSya tSyine’ (under V. 19); 'pr4sadlyati yah
kutySm’ (II. 503) vide BhdtAvxlii on I. 4. 32 & III. 1. 10. The former one is a
Buddhist quotation (from PramSnasamuccaya of Dlftnlga) peculiar to the

Buddhist author Punifottama.

(14) L 1637: the first 5 cantos ol the commentary was published in a
Calcutta cd. of the Bha«ikivya (by S. P. Miua); also I.O., p. 260. I.O., p. 273
for the Amaraiiki. L. 1594 for the PrSkpapada,
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'Purvagrami-kule kaliinidhinibhaS chair! sumcnih sthito

bhraia lasya ja(adharo dvijavaio vancSvaras tatsutah j

caipuirah prathito' bhavat kavivaro narSyapo namatah

$o‘ bhud abhyasanena Sastranicayc vidyivinodarthatah //

Sumciu was the name apparently of die author’s most distinguished

ancestor who was like the moon (an ornament) of the Purvagrami

family; he had the privilege of using an umbrella (chatrl).
1 ® His

brother Jatadhara must not be confused with the author of the Abhi-

dhanatantra which was written at Chittagong by a scion of the 'Diodi'

family, (ii) Vidyavinoda’s commentary on die Amarakosa also gives

the same verse except die last line which runs as follows

'teneyam kriyate hitaya sudhiyarh Sabdarthasandlpika'. This com-

mentary lias been cited by Nyayapancanana in the Samasapada (fol.

11b & 48a)— 'tatha ca matpituh Sabdarthasandlpikayam', (iii) VidyS-

vinoda wrote also the only commentary in existence on the Prakrtapada

of Kramadisvara
;
there also the same verse is found with the last line

changed as 'tenedam kriyate sukhaya vidu^lh yat prakftarh lak?apam.

Nyayapancanana, who never forgets to mention his father in the

colophons to his works, nowhere gives his own name which was lost

under the glory of his tide', as correctly stated by R. L. Mitra.14 Two
parts of his work were printed by a Pap(lita in Calcutta (in 1913 &

1920) arid the learned editor failed to discover his original name.

Eggcling through oversight mistook the father and rhe son as identical

and almost all the writers of Bengal including Mr. DasGupta inadvert-

ently perpetuated the error ever since, dtough a distinguished scholar

from far off Madras correctly states the name of the author of the

Amarakosa-tika as Narayaoa Vidyavinoda."

(4) Tiic most defective statement in the whole paper is to be

found in the following sentence (p. 360):-

'It often takes its illustrative examples from the Bhau-.kavya, in

which respect it resembles Bhartjhari’s Dipika on Fatahfall's Maha-

bh&sya.’ Bhartrhari’s long-lost commentary on the Mahabhasya exists

(15) •Ch.itri’ was undoubtedly a title of privilege ; it was borne, for ime-

ance, by a distinguished Vaidya, SartkaradSsa (vide Bharata Mallika’s Candra-

prabhi. p. 378).

(16) Dcsc. Cat. of Sans. Mss.. A.S.B
.

pt. I. (Grammar), p. 185.

(17) I.O., p. **t. But see Journal of Indian History, Madras, Vol. XII.

pp. 6-16. The learned Doctor, however, confused the two JatSdharas and arrived

at the date of the author on wrong grounds. The present Jatadhara was not a
contemporary of Riyanwkuta.
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in a single fragmentary Ms. preserved in Germany and there is a photo-
graphic reproduction ai Madras. All our knowledge about this ex-

tremely rare book is derived from Kielhorn, who has given us a list of

the authorities cited therein. 1* It is curious that the enormous absurdity

of the very supposition that the Bha((ikavya could be cited by a giant

scholar like Bnartjhari does noc strike the writer. Kramadisvara s in-

debtedness to Bhartyhari has been explained by H. P. Sastri—the dif-

ferent Padas of the former's grammar follow the order of die Kandas
of Bhartyhari's Vakyapadiya.

Dinesh Chandra Bhattacharyya

(18) I net. Ant., Vol. Ill, pp. 226-27.

(19) Desc. Cat. of Sans. Mss., A-SB.. Vol. VI. (Grammar). Inir. p. !xi.

YUVARAJA DIVaKARA

In the Indian Culture, January, 1940, p. 355, Mr. N. N. Das Gupta
refers to a Yuvaraia Divakara. a verse of whose occurs in the Saduhii-

karnamjta of Sridnaradasa (1205 A.D.), and says, "... was Viivarupa-
sena (son of Laksmanasena of Bengal), who figuies in die inscriptions

as a devout worshipper of die Sun (Div&kara), popularly known as

Divakara before his accession?" In this connection, however, atten-

tion of the learned scholar may be drawn to the Yuvaraja Divakara-
sena of the Vakataka dynasty. This prince was the son of king
Rudrasena II from PrabliSvatlgupta, daughter of Candragupta II

(c - 375-414 A.D.). Rudrasena II died when Yuvaraja Divakara was
a minor, and Prabhavatl ruled the kingdom in her son's name. The
seal of the Poona gram (Ep. Ind., XV, p. 41 f

)
records,

wturH-TTftrr: i

'j'ts.uiw <ii«n ||
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Yuvaraja Divakarascna is known to have been succeeded by his

younger brothers, Dainodarascna and Pravarascna II. Wc know noth-

ing about the literary activity of Divakarascna
;
but his brother Pra-

varascna II is credited by many scholars with the authorship of the

Setubandha. In my opinion, it is better to identify Yuvaraja Diva-

kara of the Saduktiharrjdmrta with the Vakaiaka prince of that name.
All authors quoted by Sridharadasa were not Bengalis, nor were all of

them contemporaries of the anthologist.

Dines Chandra Sircar

THE BENGAL DRAMATIST RAMACANDRA GUIIA

Our thanks are due to Mr. N. N. Das Gupta for bringing into
prominent notice of scholars the name of the above dramatist of
Bengal, noticed in the Descriptive Catalogue of the Sanskrit Manus

-

cripts in the Tunjore Maharaja Serloji's Sarasvati Mahal Library,
I'anjore.* (pp. 3354-7) Prof. P. P. S. $5stri, the editor of the Cata-
logue, says that the author was a native of Bengal.' He has, ap-
parently, arrived at this conclusion from the fact that the poets father,
Srihar$a, was the prime minister of the lord of Gauda. But his
family surname of Guha' has escaped the notice of Doctors Burnell,
Aufrecht and Sastri, but not of Mr. Das Gupta. He has rightly

S
)inted out that the author's surname shows that he belonged to the
ulin Kayasiha family of Bengal.' We shall give here some further

information about the poet, i.e. his family, his time, his patron, and
his ocher works.

The author in the prologue to his drama has given the following
account of himself and of his patron

i- Indian Culture, Vol. II., pp. 77G-7.

2. Da. Cat. ot Sans. Mss. ot S. Mahal of Tanjore, Vol. VIII., p. XXXI.
3. Op. cit.
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‘•rnvpfh »?3t' faforfir wirm^ng-

f?^nfiTc?rra ^rrf tjqpni ipn;
i

graT ft fd^^fxr. fo/7 ftfTT 'tffU q^

Wi'ii'ir ^ "71 %?* »wf«n’ far vuFrfa n \ h”

fiCT wifW ^wiii-i-^i'i nnq»P4i«qwa>jrtfT

^-4ii^.7«'^4.n"'H-'Tl§if!JitriJiicq^:fq -qioiff-inTTrasarasi^rT^qi 'iflRq • Tnrfii-

vWRTMIcH^CT 1 OT^RFTttfqT^Hr w)<lfr4qM*<4lll ITFTO

fircraft
i fra fa^sg h<ht i”

(Drs. Cat. of Sans. Mss. in Tan/ore S. Mahdl Library, Vol. VII. p. 3355).

"0 mother Kamala (the goddess of Wealth) be not afraid of that

the Lord Sri-Ramacandra is scattering you so lavishly, for there arc

numbers of tributary kings, who will replenish you. Your brother,

the Moon, your father, the Ocean, both were quaffed but were made
full again. lie is not the deceitful Krsna, (but Ramacandra), who
holds you to his breast for ever.

For the complete delectation of this cnineror, it is our desire to

stage the new drama called the Aindavmanaa, based on the story of

Yayati, as related by the adorable Vyasa and composed by poet R5uia-

candra, the son of Srlharsa, the only swan or sun of the firmament of

the Cuba family, the prime minister of the lord of Gauda, the poet,

the scholar, who obtained the title of ’ViSvasa Kltim'; and Padma. It

is for your consideration."

A genealogy of the author is recorded in die hulaji of the Vangaja
section of dte Bengal Kayasthas/’ from which it appears that our author
was two generations earlier than Maharaja Pratapaditya (1584-1611

A.D,) a His approximate time thus comes to 1534-1561 A.D.
From the account given, it appears that the name of the patron

of Ramacandra was also RSmacandra, who was a Cakrauarlin king,

laving several rulers under him, and dial lie was a prodigal person.

4. The original text has ‘prapm-Visvia-sthana-padavika-Sribanapadabhi-

dheyanam aimajasya’. Slhana is no doubt a urribe's mistake (or kham, as the

genealogy shows. Similarly Padmnka is a mistake for padaui. The correct read-

ing of pada is path, or Padmi. Wc think Padma was the name of the mother
of the poet.

5. Kayastha Jdtir Itihasa ^’angaja-Samaj), Vasu-Vamia. Pi. I. pp. 1. a & 4.

6. Yaiolmt’Khulnilr ItihSsa, Appendix A.
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Who could liavc been this king Ramacandra ? We know of a king
Ramacandra of Bakla-Candradvipa. But he was a great-grand-son of

king Paramananda, the poet's contemporary, and son-in-law of Maha-

raja PratapSditya, who was two generations later than the poet. So
this Ramacandra of Bakli canot be the patron of the poet. We, how-
ever, find that at about tliis time there were two kings of the name
Ramacandra in Orissa. One was die elder son of Mukundadcva Hari-

candana, the last independent Hindu king of Orissa. He was known
as the Telifiga king. The other Ramacandra was of the Bhoi dynasty

and a rival of the first Ramacandra.’ Our poet’s patron might have

been either of these two Ramacandras, more probably the first.

The political condition of Bengal at this time lends support to our
surmise. The Sur dynasty ruled in Bengal from 1552 to 1563 A.D.

Poet's father Sriharsa Viivasa Kli5n, and probably also the poet him-

self, as his designation Majumdar indicates, served under this Sur

dynasty. The year 1562 A. I)., saw the fall of the Sur dynasty

and die rise of the Kararani dynasty in Gaufc. R. D. Bancrji says that

Mukunda Haricandana of Orissa (1559-68 A.D.) by his “defeat of the

Musalman army in the campaign for the restoration of Raghu Bhahja

Choia Raya and the succour to Ibrahim Khan Sur made Sulaiman

Kararani of Bengal an inveterate enemy" of himself.* Our poet was

partisan of the Sur dynasty, and naturally enough did not find favour

with the Kararanis. So he went over to the side of Mukundadeva,
the enemy of the Kararanis. We arc tempted to think that not only

our poet, but king ParamSnanda also might have fled for a lime to

Orissa. We find that one Paramananda Raya was sent by Mukunda-
deva as his envoy to ifie court of Akbar. This Paramananda virtually

became independent, for he hud entered into a treaty with a foreign

E
wer, and was, therefore, anticipating some attack from his overlord.

e might have gone to Orissa to seek tnc help of Mukundadeva. against

Sulaiman Kararani of Gautfa, and in undertaking this mission to

Delhi, he might have had the intention of pushing his own interests,

too. Whatever that might be. our poet probably took service under

Mukundadeva, and after his demise in 1568 A.D., he served under

his son Ramacandra. He must have, therefore, composed his work in

Orissa some lime after 1568 A.D. This might be one of the reasons

why no copy of this work lias up till now been discovered in Bengal.

Mr. Chintaharan Chakravarti, in his Descriptive Catalogue of

7. History of Orissa, by R. D. Banerjl Vol. I.. p. 348,

8. Ibid. p. 343.

61—15
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Sanskrit Manuscripts of the Vaiiglya Sahitya Pari$ad, has noticed a

medical work named Rasendra-cintiimani by one Ramacandra Guha.

Tlie name of Ramacandra is very common, but there may not be

many scholars of the name of Ramacandra Guha. But at present we

have no evidence beyond this similarity of names to connect the two.

Jocendra Chandra Ghosii



REVIEWS

MEGHADOTA (Lc Nuagc Monger), dKgiaque de Kalidasa
;
Traduit

ct AnnoM par R. H. Assicr dc Pompignan. En Appcndice :
Rtusamhira

(Les Saisoro), poctnc descripiif attribuf i Kalidiia. Collection Emile

Scnart; Paris 1938.

This is the h!th volume of the Collection Emile Senart published by the

hulitiu de Civilisation Indierme de iUniversiU de Paris, the chief purpose of

which, to judge by the hitherto published volumes, is 10 provide the French

public with the text (and translation) of some of the roost important and

representative but short works of the Sanskrit literature. That the MeghadOta
should be included in such a collection is obvious. Mr Pompignan has wisely

refrained ftoto indulging in fruitless speculations on the familiar problems

attaching to the Meghadflta which will perhaps never be satisfactorily solved.

But lie has rightly mentioned the chief problems in his short Introduction.

There are some typographical mistakes in the tramtribed text, and the transla-

tion, though correct, sounds rather flat. Surely a translation of the Meghadflta

in the infinitely subtle French language should have been mote poetic.

Batawushna Ghosh.

VARAKGACARITAM oi Jati-Simhanandin, edited for the first time by Prof.

A. N. Upadhye, MA, MSriikyacandra Digambara Jaina GranthamfilA No.

40; Bombay, 1938.

It is not everyday that a reviewer has the opportunity to comment on a

work of this kind—a work whtfte place in the history ol Sanskrit literature is

atsured the very day it s«s the light of day. The erudite editor is to be
congratulated on die successful termination of his arduous task. The Varartga-

carita is a didactic MahSlavya in diirty-onc cantos by the Jaina Juisimha-
nandin who should have lived in die eighth century A.D. at the latest as the

learned editor has conclusively proved. Following—consciously or uncons-

ciously ?—in die foot teps of Afvaghoja, Simhunandin has tried to present in a

popular form the abstruse doctrines of the Jaina philosophy with the story of a
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popular hero as the background. Bui the hero is thrust so far backlchat whole

Cantos do no: even mention him : it is quite evident that Simhanandin seas

interested more in Jaina dogmatics tlun in Kivya. But the philosophical

discussions arc carried on in the true Jaina spirit of AnckAntavftda : everything

is criticised, but nothing i3 condemned downright, for to the Jaina untruth

is but misconception. From a purely literary point of view too the Varahga-

carita can hold its own against many well known Sanskrit Kivyas. though the

whole plan of the work is unmistakably like that of a Purina. Thus we have

in the Varartgacarita a didactic MahAkivya by a Jaina erudite written after

Putlnic models. As to be expected, the language of Simhanandin is often

unorthodox, showing Prakritic learnings.

Batakmshna Ghosh.

RGVEDAVYAKHYA MadhavakpA. edited by Prof. G Kuniian Raja, M.A.,

D.Phil. (Oxon.); Adyar Library, 1939.

The editor says at die end of his short preface : ’’Until some more manus-

cripts of the work become available, it is not possible to give a goed edition

of the work." This shows that Dr. Kunhan Raja considers this to be a bad

edition. But can the sendee print of a hopelessly corrupt manuscript claim

to be any edition at all ? One ran hardly find two consecutive coherent sen-

tences in any pan of this corrupt commentary primed with extreme unction.

It is difficult to believe one's own eyes when one reads, for instance

1 wfx wt f»«iiA«iMi
1 gfasti'ft 1 wvtrrasiraipBt etc. ( p. 13 ),

This stuff we have for 47? page* ! Surely an editor has every right to rush to

print if publishers are willing to pay. but in cares like this he should at least

be more liberal with Dr. Raja’s abnegatory confession : "the entire passage is

unintelligible.’’

Batarhuhna Ghosh.
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DIE LGGENDEN DES NA. RO. PA von Albert Grflnwedcl ; Otto Hamssowitz

;

Izdpxig, 1933.

Tlii' is a strange Tibetan text on necromancy edited with the thoroughness
of scholarship guaranteed by the name of Grtinwcdd. the highest authority on
Lamaism. Only a Tibetologist can appreciate and fittingly review this book,
the importance of which will be understood from the fart that the author's chief

thesis is to show that northern Buddhism was influenced by doctrines of Mani-
chaean mysteries. To judge by the parallel German translation, however, the

Legends of Na. ro. pa seems to be a weird tale of extravagant fancy, penetrated
by the sordid mysticism of VajraySna. The whole Tibetan text is given in

transcription, and there is a valuable glossary.

Batarshina Ghosh.

LE CADUCEE ET LA SYMBOLIQUE DRAVIDIEN'NE INDO MED 1TER-
RANEENNE, de larbrc, de la pierre, du serpent et de la ddeue mdre, par

J. Houlnois, avee preface de G. Jouveau-Dubrcuil ; Adricn-Maisonneuve

;

Paris, 1939.

The Courageous author of this little book of 171 pages has tried to esta-

blish on ethnological grounds the prehistoric existence of a Dravido-Mcditer-
ranean Culture. Androgynic symbolism of every sort, as well the cult of the

mother goddess in relation to tree and serpent worship, is traced by die author
back to this hypothetical culture, the elements of which arc found in identical

combiniUittru in his opinion in all the countries from India to the Mediterranean
including Iran, Mesopotamia, Egypt and even interior Africa. But the author,

who is an amateur ethnologist, wisely admits that these similarities might after

all indicate nothing more than the same stage of primitive culture at a certain

time in all these countries, though totaled relics of it have survived to the pre-

sent day in each of them.

BA7AKR131INA GHOSH.
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EARLY BUDDHIST JURISPRUDENCE, by Durga N. Bhagvat. MA, pub-

fishers : Oriental Bosk Agency, Poona; Introduction-fpp. 190-f Biblio-

gtaphy-i-Indcx.

A word of welcome mine be offered on the appearance o £ this little book

by Miss Durga N. Bhagvat, quite a new coiner to the field Buddhistic studio,

yet whose writing brings to bear ample prool of her turning to be an excellent

Pali scholar, if placed under agreeable circumstances.

The pages, well documented, deal with the body of the Vinaya injunctions

and prohibitions meant for the guidance of the members of the Samgha, and

are divided into nine chapters of which the first is a discourse on Early Monachism

and the last treats of Woman under the Vinaya, the other chapters mostly apper-

taining to a critical study of the Vinaya laws from various points of view, such

as their origin, nature, evolution, promulgation, etc. The legal aspects of the

religion of the Buddha have indeed a groat value of their own, and we must

agree with the authoress when she says, "it is the laws diat chiefly regulated

the life of the initiates of the fraternity. And unless the laws are properly under-

stood the study of Buddhist monachism will remain incomplete.” Miss Bhagvat.

however, modestly denies all claim for her book to be a comprehensive one.

But the very efforts towards condensing facts by eliminating unnecessary and

tedious details have rendered the perusal of the book, almost a pioneer of its kind,

all the more interesting. Most entertaining is die last chapter which contains

much that is informative regarding the Bhik}unis.

It is Dr. E- J. Thomas who has written the Foieaard of the work, which

deserves to be in the hands nf all lovers of the history of Buddhism.

N. N. Das Gupta.
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Nalanda Plate of Samudragupta : the year 5 by A. Ghosh.

A Copperplate Giant of Muramuniraja : Saka 971 by S. C, Upadhaya.
Tiruppuvanam Plates of Jatavarman Kuiasckiiara 1 by K. V. Subrahmanya

Aiycr.

Indian Art and Letters, Vol. XIV, No. /, First Issue for 1940.

Cneco Buddhist Art in die Swat Valley by P. R. T. Wright.
An Artist's Impressions of the Cases and Temples of Badami by M. Milward.
Aioka, Heir of "die Way" by Mrs. C. A. F. Rhys Davids.
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Jaina Antiquary, Vol. VI, No. I, June, 1940.

Jaina Literature in T amil by A. Chakravaitl.

AAoka and Jainism by K. P. Jain.

Bohubali Commatesvara by K P. Mina.

Journal 0/ Indian History, Vol. XIX, Pt. I, April

,

1940.

The Intervening Age between Parikjii and Narnia by I). S. Trivcda.

Beginning of Chandragupta MauryaT reign by H. C. Seth.

Chandragupta die Great by P. S. Telang.

The Eran Inscription of Samudragupu by Jagannath.

The Identification of King Kaniihka of the Arn Inscription of the year 41

by B. N. Puri.

Journal of Oriental Research, Madras, Vol. XIII, Pt. IV, Octobcr-December, 1939.

Kajyapadiiannaiastia by T. R. Chintamani.

Notes on the Ancient Political Geography of South India by Vcnkaiara-

nsanayya.

Priority of the Yogavairttha to Sankara by Svanii Bhumanand.

Journal of the Annarnalai University, Vol. IX, No. 3. June, 1940.

Nathamuni : His Life and Times by R. Ramanujachari.

Journal of the Polynesian Society, Vol. 49- No. >• March, 1940.

Tuamotnan Concepts of Creation by K. P. Emory.

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Bengal, Vol. V, No. 1, 1939.

Reconstruction of Andhra Chronology by G. S. Bose.

Conquest of SholSpur by Burh9n Ni*am Shah I (914-961 A.H., 1508-1553

A.l).) as described by Shah Tahir by M. H. Hcaain.

The Nagas in the srd-jtli. Centuries A.D. by A. Bancr,i-Sastri.

Journal of the University of Bombay
•,

Vol, IX. (New Series), Pt. 1. July, 1940.

Imperial Mughal Farmans in Gujarat by M. & Commissariat.

The Influence of Heredity and Social Environment on Binct I. Q. S. of

Indian Children by V. V. Kamat.

Man in India, VoL,XX. Nos. 1 b 1, March & June, 1940.

An Enquiry into the Racial Elements in Rduchistan, Afghanistan & the

Neighbouring Areas of the Hindukush by B. N. Datta.

New Indian Antiquary, Vol. II, No. 12, March, 1940.

Two Sanskrit Chinese Lexicons of the yth.-ihli. Centuries and Some Aspects

of Indo-Aryan Linguistic! by S. K. Chatterji.

Quarterly Journal of the Mythic Society, Vol. XXXI, No. 1, New Scries,

July, 1940.

The History of the Vi^ukundins by K. S. Vaidyanathan.

A Note on the B9ga and Pallava Relationships in C. A-D. taot>-i»8o by K.

S. Vaidyanathan.

Published by Satis Chandra Seal. M-A.. BL, 170, Maniktala Street. Calcutta . Bid

Printed by G. C. Sen. B. Com. The Sreo BhuatM Ttt*K 170. KanikuU Street. Calcutta.
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By the death of Professor Paoio Stohr the Italian Brandi of the Indian

Research. Institute has suffered a grave loss. Though aged only 33 . .... he had

made active advances in the study of Sanskrit and Comparative Philology- Pos-

sessed of an unusual capacity for obstruction and of a fine scholarly instinct,

he would doubtless have contributed ably to the Indian studies he loved, llis

charming personality and transparent honesty of purpose claimed the admiration

of all who knew him. His activities on behalf of the Italian Branch of the

Indian Research Institute were endless ;
he was a Member of the Institute, and

wrote many papers for publication in the Rwisla di Indalogia. Personally be

was the kindest of men. and no trouble was too gicat for him to take in helping

those who appealed to his wide knowledge of classical languages.

His MSS. will be published in the Rioista di Indologia. Our deep sympathy

rocs to his mother and brother.

E. C. Carpani

LATF. RAI KANAK LAL BARUA BAHADUR, C.I.E.

Rai Kanak Lai Barua Bahadur came down to Calcutta to attend the Third

Session of the History Congress, never to go back to Assam, his native province.

With his death, which occurcd at his residence at Calcutta, North-eastern India

has lost a profound scholar, who in spite of the burden of his official and ocher

duties managed to devote much of his time 10 study and research work with

passionate real. His valuable contributions to his Journal, and to the Journal

0/ the Assam Research Society (of which he was the editor) and other periodicals,

together with his monumental work. Early History of Kamarupa, had won for

him a high praise which he fully deserved, and amongst scholars of Assam

there are few whose names shine in brighter splendour than his. May his soul

rat in peace in Heaven 1

Naum Nath Das Gupta
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LATE PANDIT AMULYA CHARAN V IDYABHOSA.\A.

By iIk parsing away of I’andii Amulya Charon VidyabhOsana, the scholar!,

world of Bengal has sustained an iirepatrable loss. A man of varied

attainments and great capacity, he was known to be a prodigy of learn-

ing even when lie was comparatively young in age, and he retained to the crod

his real for work and thirst ior knowledge. He led a quiet and peaceful life

of a true scholar and of a true Vaisnava, and whenever his numerous

friends and students approached him for help, guidance and advice, he never

hesitated to place at their disposal his rich and plenty store of knowledge. If

Providence would have spared his life a few years more, he wouldJuve dkd

with the satisfaction that he had achieved to some extent the gcul

ol his life, via. the completion of a most comprehensive and up-tadate encyclo-

pedia in Bengali.

Peace be with his soul I

Nalini Natii Das Gotta



LAGHUMANASAM

MUKJALACARYY.

A

With English Translation
,
Notes and Illustration

By N. K. Majumder, M.A.

In India ihc Science which is based on die luminous celestial

objects (stars, planets, etc.) is called the Joytisidslra. This is broadly

divided into two parts—G<mtta (or mathematical, which, in modern

language, is Astronomy) and Phalita (dealing with the effects on
human destinies of the stars, planets, etc. and their movements, termed

Astrology in modern nomenclature). Their common name is Jyoti}a.

Ganita Jyotifa (Astronomy) is divided into (i) Siddhdnta, (ii)

Tantra, and (iii) Karana. In the Siddhanta the calculations start from
ihc beginning of the "creation” (KalpSdi); the Tantra reckons time

from the beginning of the Kaliyuga (Kalyddi) or 3,102 B.C. ; and the

Karana from any subsequent specified Epoch.* According to another

view, the Siddhanta deals with the theory on which the astronomical

calculations are based, together widi their rationale ; while the Karana

gives practical, brief and convenient methods of calculation, without

any rationale or theory on which such calculations are based. The
Tantra, according to this view, is another name for Ganita Jyolisa.

•See P. C. Sen Gupta, Khandakhadyaka, Chapter I, p. 1, Compare also

SiddhSnta-Siroir.ani, Madhyatnidhikdra.V. 6

:

htcitj a f&vn ^ nfhRi" wremt *Jirro:
1

ijRr.iraur'y mmi 'wuf?

Also Sripail s Sidh&nta*Sekhara, Sddhanddhy'dya, V. g :
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The Siddhanta is again divided into two parts

(a) Grahaganita, dealing with theoretical rules of calculation,

and (b) Golaganila, dealing with their rationale.

The Phalilc Jyotisa is divided into two parts (i) Hard and (ii)

Samkitd.. The Horn deals with the determination of good and evil

effects of celestial objects on the destinies of individuals, while the

Sarhhila deals with such effects on the destinies of a society or a country.

The subjects treated of in Vardha’s ByhatSamhila gives an idea of the

comprehensiveness of the Sarkhild.

The lAghumanasa is a Karana (giving methods of practical as-

tronomical calculations), ascribed to Munjaldcdryya. As its name
implies, it gives methods by which mental calculations can be made
briefly and quickly.

The treatise consists of 60 Globas (Verses), but there is no mention

of the name of the author in any of these Globas. The name is gathered

from the colophon of some of the Manuscripts :

sfa gat

(Here ends the Section called Siingonnali in the Karana named
Lahumdnasa compiled by MuHjdlabhatta). Aedryya is a common title

of Astronomers and Astrologers in India. One of the commentators,

Vallaya, who seems to belong to ilie 15th Century A.D., gives the name

as Maiijuldcdryya ; his reasons are that die Sun is called Maiijula in the

locality where Ma/ijuldcdryya lived, and, as Manjulacaryya was as

famous as the Sun, he was called MaHjMldrdryya. We have used the

first name as it is more frequently met with in the writings of other

authors.

The treatise is divided into 8 Sections

I. Madhyamddhikaxa,
II. Spandddhikera,

III. Tithyadhikara,

IV. Triprainddhikdxa,

V. Grahayutyadh ikora,

VI. Suryyagrahanddhikera,

VII. Cnndragrahanddhihdra, and
VIII. Sringonnatyadkikdra.

From certain passages (See Notes under Verse 2) quoted by the

commentator, Prasaslidhaxa, from another treatise of Munjdla, said_ to

be Brhanmdnasa, it seems that Munjala flourished abouc 854 Gdka

(932 A.D.).

A number of Manuscripts ol Loghumdnasa were procured in 1920
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by the late Sir Asutosh Mookerjee for the Calcutta University from
Cochin. Travancorc and Madras. Hie present Text has been collated
from tlic^e Manuscripts with the help ol Pundit Babua Misra, Jyoiifd-

caryya, of the Calcutta University.

Section l—Madhyamadhik&ra

(Dealing with Mean Motions of Planets)

Introduction—

wurt fcrfcrq: i

^spi^tr^; mil

prakdiMityavat xhyatn bhdradvdjo dvijollamah
|

laghvapurvasphulopdyarh vaksye'nyallaghumdnasam
j|

i
||

i. I, belonging to the B.hdradwdja Kula, the best amongst Brdh-

manas, famous as the Sun in (the pattana of) Prakdia, state another

(treatise), Laghumdnasa, giving brief and unprecedented methods of

determining the true places (of the planets).

Notes.—The author, as already mentioned, does not state his name.
The name is gathered from the colophon and from the commentators.

The word "anyat” means another. This treatise is thus “another"
treatise, indicating that Munjala was the author of another and previous
treatise on the subject, which, by comparison with this brief treatise

suitable for light mental calculations, is designated by one of the com-
mentators, Praiastidhara, as Brhanmdncsam.

The methods given in the Treatise arc brief no doubt, and on that
account naturally lead to very rough results, but they serve practical
purposes for short periods (not exceeding one hundred years according
to another commentator, Yallaya).

PiaSaslidhaia states in his Introduction to the Commentary of
Laghumdnasa—

•W> 3^tt arajn nt’ tmrw n-swui i
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which shows his estimate of the Treatise. It is brici in

contents
(
alpa ), but great in impoit (tmalpam): the calculations arc

made without elEort (praydsa-rahitam); it is quite lucid and comprehen-
sive; and the positions calculated according to the Rules given in the
Treatise coincide with the observed positions.

The knowledge of dements at the Epoch, which are essential for
subsequent calculations—

|| R ||

Caitradau v&rasamkraniitithyarrhetiduccakadhruvan
|

jndtvSnyarhScaTkauarf&davdjanma gariayettatah
||

s ||

2. Having known (a) die day of the week, (b)
the tithi of the

(next) Samkranti (the sun's passing from one sign into another), and

(c) the Dhruvas (correct positions) of the sun, the moon and their

uccas (Apoges). at the commencement of the (lunar) month Caitra,

and (d) the other elements at the commencement of the (next) solar

year, one makes calculations for ever from that date (or from those

elements).

Notes.— (a) From die following passages Quoted by Prasastidhara,
possibly from the Brhanmdntua of Muhjdla, the following elements
seem to have been taken by Muhjdla in 854 Sdka (932 A.D.):—

vwnwsft?! ( ^tfanroanf' i

( U w
1 IV 1 (\vct l iew')n

( 3^’
)
traerreg ^raa’srr: ( a° 1 ^0'

) 1

) fl^TTtfiT
( )

SSTtfd ( do’ ) <f3.fw-W ( WS* ) ||

BJI/U-fawif* ( H TT I |
0’

)
(atlRVI ttV )

( 0 T7 I <S* I 5 "

)
l (

\on
I V I ) I

( « Kt 1 1 at'

)

gTWmon??t
11

5to ( »y ) qg«w<«vil ( 4. n 1 v\^ ) Tift!
1

W ( y ) ^ )
fig

( 4 ) t
)
37TET (

{o
) vjisdi JNmaiyi: 11
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If in: 'UlrirfefrTTT
( V |

^o'
)
RT$&Fr: |

agnfsut ctt^ii

('flcjjtb ffT^ 'HJl fa* I

yd(if«l5
( tl ) H’R g «>wfdf*7: II

(i) Chaitridi-

(i) Saturday, Noon

;

fl) (Next) Samkranti Tithi 14

5)

Sun (Longitude): 11

4) Moon
(
Do.

)
11

5) Mandocca of Sun : 78°= 2

6) Mandocca of Moon : o

7) Mars (Mandocca) : 127°= 4
8) Mercury (Do.) : 220°= 7

,'9) JupiteT (Do.) : 172°= 5
(10) Venus (Do.) : 8o°= 2

(11) Saturq, (Do.): 247°= 8

(ii) yarsddi—

(12)

Mars (Longitude)
'13) Mercury ($ig.) (Do.)

14) Jupiter

15) Venus (%.)
Saturn

Node of the Moon
Do. Mars
Do. Mercury
Do. Jupiter

Do. Venus
Do. Saturn

(23) Ayana-calanamla
Rate of Precession per solar year

2

4
o

10

9
8

o
o

o

o

o

O

o

signs 16 deg

99 18 99

»9 18 99

99 7 99

99 7 •9

99 10 99

99 22 99

99 20 99

99 7 99

99 26
99 26

99 8

99 8
99 28

99 9
99 40
99 20

99 80
99 60
99 too

99 G

99 0

12 min.
22 99

0 99

20 99

0 99

0 99

O 99

O 99

O 99

0
9

42 9

9 9

S3 9

49 9

56 *

0
>

0 9

0 9

0
9

0
9

50 9

1
9

From these illustrations from Muffjila's Brhanmdnasa, we gather

the nature of the elements implied in the Sloka.

'Hie following elements given by Prasaslidhara for 880 Sdka and
by Yallaya (another commentator) lor 1404 Sdka may also be com-
pared
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Pratns.'idhara Yallava

for 880 Sdka lor 1404 <jdha

CAa/fradi—
m m

(i) Day of Week
anH 'Fimp

Tuesday, Noon Wednesday, Noon

(b) Sariibdnli Tithi 2 1 1

signs. deg. min. signs. deg. min. sec.

(3) Sun 1

1

28 18 1

1

»9 3 l ao

(4) Moon 0 22 17 11 •4 0
sr

O

(5) Mandocca of

Sun 2 18 0 78

(6) Mandocca of
Moon 1

1

16 18 6 6 33 3°

(7) Mars
(Afandoeca) 4 7 0 128

(8) Mercury
(Mandocca) 7 10 0 220

(9 )
Jupiter

(Mandocca)

(10) Venus
5 22 0 172

(Mandocca) 2 20 0 80
(11) Saturn

(Mandocca)
Varsddi—

8 7 0 240

(12) Mars 0 22 33
* 0 2fi 0 28

(13) Mercury
(Sighra) 4 1

1

3 1 4 5 * 11

(14) Jupiter 2 '7 *3 4 20 8 0

* The following Slokas arc given by Proiaslidhata-

( o
| ^ l « ) jjnflSRiw ( U l U H )

( * U« I \\ ) i

( < i ^ ( <s i i ^

n

Rwir^fdH-raq^l
( * )

fa-riif^ji ( ^ i ^ i ^ ) jtj; i

<pr(«i)*ra(*)*3(*)TO(0 ( ? o ) ^n^TT: vmrmi: \\

*w,l'"s ni«mi»n *pit
l a I W ) i
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15) Venus

(Sighra) 0 8 22 10 22 26 0

(16) Saturn 8 t6 26 6 7 8 2

(17) Node of

Moon 3 16 37 8 4 44 IO

(.8) Node of

Mars 40 40

(19) Node of

Mercury 20 20

(20) Node of

Jupiter 80 80

(21) Node of

Venus 60 60

(22) Node of

Saturn too 100

(23) Ayanacalandmia 0 7 16 '4 48 36

Kate of Precession per

solar year 0 0 1 0 0 0 54

78” for the position o£ the Mandoeca of the Sun is peculiar to

Aryyabhata only. No other writer gives this value.

1 ay® for the position of the Mandoeca of the Mars is the same as

given in the Uttara-Khanda Khadyaka of Brahmagupta.

)
72® for the position of the Moidocca of Jupiter agrees very closely

with 170® given in the Uttaia-Khanda-Kh&dyaka.

220® and 8o° for the positions of the Mandoccas of Mercury and

Venus exactly agree with what arc given in the Khanda-Khddyaka and

in Vardha's Suryya-Siddhanta.

247° given by Praiattidhara (or Munjala
)
for the position of the

Maudocca of Saturn may be compared to 240® given in the Khanda-

Khddyaka and in Vardha's Suryya-Siddhanta, which latter figure agrees

with 240° given by Yallaya (commentator of Langhumanasa) in 1404

Saha.

The following Table compares the positions given by different

writers
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. Apogee-

Sun If
deg.

So

deg.

77

dC
8*o

dcg
«78

deg

78

Mars 118 1 10 127 1X0 127 128

Mercury ($ig.) 210 220 220 220 220

Jupiter 180 >6o 170 160 172 172

Venus ($ig.) 90 80 80 80 80

Saturn 236 240 240 247 240

. Nodes (Retrograde)—

Mars

deg.

40

deg.

40 C

deg.

4°

deg.

40

Mercury 20 so
IS

20 20

Jupiter 80 80 80 80

Venus 60 60
5 - iyo 60

Saturn 100 100 z 100 100

As Khanda-Kha&yoka is generally based on Aryyabhafa’s elemems,

there arc strong reasons for assuming that die calculations of Munjala

were based on the same elements.

The positions have been calculated according to Aryyabhafa and

may be compared with the position given by Munjala as follows

854 Saha Muiijala Aryyabhafa
with Iuilla's corrections

Chaitrddi Sukla—
signs deg. min. signs deg. min. sec.

Sun 11 16 12 1

1

16 «> 34
Moon 1

1

18 22 11 18 22

Candrocca 0 7
20 0 7 3

>

Varsddi—
Mars 2 26 0 2 26 4
Mercury' ($ig.) 4 26 42 4 25 35
TupitCT 0 8 9 0 8 16

Venus (sig.) 10 3 33 10 3 8

Saturn 9 28 49 9 28 >7

Node of the Moon 8 9 56 8 ‘5 *9
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By die term "Aiyyabha[a“ in the last column of the preceding page

is meant "Calculated according to Aryyabhafa."

To calculate Dvyugarya —

1

dhruvddabdagano dig-ghnah svakiyas(dmiasamyutah
|

samkr&nlitilhiyuklo’ dhah sva}<t}(yamlavivarjUah
| >3 j f

trimSacchinnavaScfona icaUrdditiChivir yutah
|

trigunibda-galartuna dvyugaiio dhruvaoasardi |'4 ||

3-4. Take the number of solar years (elapsed) from the

Epoch; multiply the number by 10; add i/8th of the product to

itself ; add die number of the Samkrdnti Tilki {at the Epoch); place

die result (say. A) below
;
deduct from ibis lower figure its 6oth part,

and divide the difference by 30 ; the remainder left is to be deducted

from die result (A) placed above
; add the number of lithis from

the commencement of the lunar month Caitra (of die current year);

deduct, three times die number of (solar sidereal) years (elapsed

from the Epoch), and also die number of seasons elapsed (from the

commencement of die current Caiiradi year); the (final) result is

(technically called) Dvyugana.

Notes.—(1) The terms A hmgana and Dvyugana literally

mean the number of days (ahoralras) and have been used synony-
mously by odicr writers (e.g. Bhaskardearyya). Bhaskardearyya seems

to have used the latter term (Dvyugana) in a wider sense (as in c
froh ), namely, the number of times that a planet comes in con-

junction with the observer within a specified period ; and, in this
sense, chargana is only Sun's dvyugana. ButMunjoin here uses the term
dvyugpna in a special technical sense ; dvyugana. according to him, is

ahargana less 357 days multiplied by the number of years elapsed from
die Epoch.
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(2) Illustration To find the Dvyugana on 880 Saka, Cailra-

di, from 854 S/ika, Caitradi.

Here die number of (solar sidereal) years is 26.

The working is as follows :
—

Number of Years multiplied by 10 =26x10 =260
Add i/8th of the product =260/8 +32
Add Samkranti Tithi (at Epoch) +14

Result

Place result (A) below
Deduct 60th |jart

= 306 (A)

306

- 5
301

Dividing by 30, Remainder = 1

Deduct this Remainder from result (A) placed above — 1

305

Add number of Tithis from Caitriuli,

880 Saha 4- o

3°5

Deduct the number of years multiplied

by 3 =26 x 3 — 78

227

Deduct number of seasons elapsed from
Caitradi 880 Saka — o

Final result = Dvyu-gam = 227

Dividing by 7, the Remainder is $. which gives the day of the Week.

As the CaitrSdi of 8-, 4 Saka was Saturday, the Caitradi of 880

Saka is therefore Tuesday.

All this agrees with die figures given by Ptaiaslidhara.

(3). The Formula is

Dvyugana = 10 y -f-

l

g* + t« -R
+ ta -3 y-S,

where y = number of years elapsed from Epoch,

t 4 = SamkriinlUUhi of Epoch,

ta = desired tithi, i.e., number of tithis elapsed from

Caitradi of current year,

S = number of seasons elapsed from Caitradi of current year,

and
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R = Adhiieja given by

(10 y+ + ts ) (l - ir)- 30k+R.

(4) Raiionalc The calculations arc based on a lunar year of

354 days and a solar sidcral year of days,

In 354 days there are therefore 12 x 30 or 360 titliis. In each

solar sidereal year of 365I days, there are (365^—354) or

it$ (or, lo+ig
)
additional tiihis.

This is multiplied by the number of years elapsed to get the total

number of such additional lithis (i.e,, omitting complete lunar years)

from Varjadi of Epoch to Varyi/H of current year. The number of Sam-
hranti Tiihis ai Varsddi of Epoch added to the total number of lithis

calculated above gives the toral number of additional lithis from
Caitvddi of Epoch to VnrsatU of current year. The total number
thus found is reduced to sdvana days by deducting its Goth part from
itself

; this is based on the assumption that 354 days are equal to 360
tiihis. If the number of sdvena days thus obtained is divided by 30,

the quotient (which is not used in die calculations) gives the number
of adhimasas (intercalary months) for the years elapsed from the Epoch,
and die remainder gives the Adhiieja or lunar tiihis from Caitrddi to

Varsddi of current year.

Deducting this number of Adhilesas from die additional lunar

lithis found before, the number of additional days (i.e. omitting 354
days for each year) from Cailradi of Epoch to Caitjddi (instead of
Varseds) of Current Year is obtained.

From this number of additional days arc deducted 3 days for each
year, to make the group of omitted days per year equal to 357, a multi-

ple of 7.

The number of tidiis elapsed from the Caitrddi of the current

year is added, and this is converted to sdvana days by deducting the
number of seasons, i.e. by deducting 1 day lor every 2 months or 6a
lithis.

The result is named Duyngana, to distinguish it from Aiiargarw.

Ahargana is thus equal to Diyugana plus 357 days multiplied by the

number of years elapsed from the Epoch.
The difiercncc between Ahargana and D-yugana being a multi-

ple of 7 (because 357 is a multiple of 7), Ahargana and Dvy.tearia will

leave the same remainder when divided by 7. As this remainder deter-

mines the day of the week (Sunday, Monday, etc.), calculation by
Dvyugana will give the saute day of the week as that by Ahargana.

I11 the Illustration given above, the Ahargana (Khandakhadyaka)
from Cailradi 854 Saha to Caitrddi 880 Siika is 0509, which is die

sum of 227 (Dvyugana) and 357 x sti (i.e. 357 days for each of 26 years
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elapsed from Epoch). 9509 and 227 boih leave the same remainder 3
when divided by 7 ; as the begining of the Epoch was on a Saturday,
the remainder 3 indicates Tuesday for CailTddi 880 Saka byborffthe
calculations.

(r,) The object of Indian Astronomy is 10 calculate and predict

irue places and motions of the celcsiial objects, particularly of the

Sun, 1 he Moon and the other Planets, at any desired instant of time,

so dial the calculated or predicted position may coincide with the

observed position at che instant.

The usual method is to determine the mean motions or displace-

ments of the Planets from a certain Epoch, and then to apply to such
mean positions one or more corrections, called Equations ; the mean
positions corrected by the Equations are expected to give the true

positions as observed.

The corrections are based upon the eccentric and epicydic theo-

ries of planetary motion, and will be discussed in the next Section.

The object of this Section is to determine the mean motions from the

Epoch.
If the Epoch be such that the longitude of every Planet at the

Epoch is o, the mean motions calculated for the period from ihc Epoch
to the desired time will give the mean positions or mean longitudes
of the Planets at the time.

The beginning of the astronomical Mahay uga or of Kalpa is

considered to be such an Epoch, namely, where the mean longitude of

every planet is assumed to be o. According to Aryyabhata, at the

beginning of the Kaliyuga (6 A.M., 18 February, 3102 B.C.) the mean
longitude of Candrocca (Apogee of the Moon) is 9 signs and that of the
Moon’s Node 6 signs, while the mean longitudes of all other planets

are o.

If, however, any later date (i.c. later than the beginning of die

astronomical Kaliyuga, 3102 B.C.) be adopted as the Epoch, die assump-
tion that die longitude of every or any Planet would be o at any such
Epoch would not be justified, and it therefore becomes necessary to

calculate and state the longitudes of the Planets (called Miriam or
Constants) at such an Epoch as the basis of subsequent calculations.

The mean motions are then calculated from the Epoch up to the
desired time, and added to the fixed longitudes calculated or stated for

the Epoch, to give the mean longitudes of die Planets at the desired
time.

The number of revolutions of C2ch Planet for a number of sidereal

years (equivalent to the revolutions of the Sun) in a Yuga or a XIahd-

>uga (4 times or 10 times the Kali Yuga) or a Kalpa f1,000 times a
MahSyuga) arc given by every Author of a Siddhanta

,

c.g. Aryyabhata,
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4,32,000 43,20,000 43,20,000,000

Brahmagupta, Sripati, B'ndshardcdryya
,

etc. The number of natural

or savana days {called Ahordlras) in such a Yuga, a Maiiayuga or a

Kalpa are also given.

The method of determining the mean motions of the Planets

from the Enoch selected then reduces itself to determining the number
of savana days (Ahoratras) elapsed from the Epoch, called Ahargana,
multiplying the revolutions of each Planet in a Euga or Mahay uga or

Kalpa by the Ahargana so calculated, and dividing the product by the

number of savana days (Ahordlras) in the Yuga or Mohayuga or
Kalpa as the case may be. The following illustration for the mean
motion of the Sun will explain the working

Ir. the Katiyuga In a Mahayuga In a Kalpa

According to Bhashara —
Revolutions of the

Sun
Number of Days or

Ahoratras > 5 .77-9>»&45 >,57,79,16.450 15,77,91.64,50,000

If the Aharganas <alculated from the beginning of Yuga, a Mahd-

yuga, or a Kalpa be respectively A1.A2.Aj, the mean motion of the

Sun during the period of the Ahargana is given by

At x 4,32,000 A 2 x 43,20.000 As x 43,20,000,000

15,77,91,615
or

1,57,79,16,450
r

13,77,91,64,50000.

The calcidations are simplified by calculating the Ahargana from

a more recent Epoch than the beginning of the Yuga or Mahdyuga
or Kalpa, and replacing Ai

,
A2 or A3 by such Ahargana.

This is done by every Author of a Karana to simplify the calcula-
tions. The Epoch selected by MufijSla, from the Example quoted by
Prasastidhara, seems to be 854 Saka, although this date is nowheic
mentioned in the Laghumdnasa. probably due to the intention that
the Epoch may be varied by a future calculator, who may yet apply
the same methods of calculation as given in the Treatise.

A further simplification has been introduced by Muflj&la by
splitting up the Ahargana into two parts, namely, ( i ) a group of 357
savana days (Ahoratras) per Year elapsed from the Epoch, and (ii)
the balance of Ahargana, railed Dvyugana. The mean motion of a
Planet lor each of these parts is separately calculated and the two
added to give the total mean motion of the Planet from the
Epoch to the desired time. This method has been followed in Verses
5, 6 and 7 for the determination of the mean motions of the Sun, the
Moon and the Mandocca of the Moon.
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To determine the mean motion of the Stin from the Epoch —
syrotert wir Oso) jpfsta:

i

dvyugano' dho daiaghnabdayutah khagaptavarjitah
j

offaghnabdonito' rkdmso' bddftamdmiakaldnvitah
|[ 5 J|

5. Place the Dvyugam in two places ; add to the one placed

below 10 times the number of years and divide the sum by 70 : deduct

the quotient from the Dvyugatta (placed above); deduct from the

difference 8 times the number of years ; add 1/81I1 of the number of

years as Kolas (minutes); (the result gives the mean displacement or

motion of) the Sun in avisos (degrees) (from the commencement of

the Epoch).

Notes.— (1) Illustration To find the Sun’s mean longitude at

880 Saha Caitrddi.

Add 10 times the number of years

signs, deg.

to Dvyugma,
min. sec.

10 x 96+227^=487
Divide by 70, Quotient is n r.7 0

Deduct this quotient from

227 taken as degrees 227 O 0

— 6 57 0

220 5 0

Also deduct 8 x afi degrees — 208 0 0

12 3 0

Add 26/8 knlds (minutes) + ° s >5

Sum = Displacement from Epoch = 12 6 ] 5
Add Longitude of Sun at Epoch + t l 16 22 0

longitude of mean Sun at 880 Sdka.

Caitrddi =11 28 18 nearly

as given by Prasaslidhara.

(2) Rationale of the Rule :-If x=dtyugan<i and y=abdas, the
displacement or motion may be expressed by the following formula —

(x-^-Sy /+($)'

= * 0-jo )*“y-(8f)’
+(}-)'
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Now, mean displacement of the Sun

during i day =59 min. 8 scc.= (1 - ) nearly

This is multiplied by the Di/yugana to give die displacement in

the period of the Dvyugana.
Again, die displacement ol the Sun

during 357 days =11" 21* 5 l' 36
'"

= (-) O' 8’ 8' 24*'

which is equal to (— ) nearly.

Ill determining the Dvyugana, a period of 357 days pet year was
omitted, and the Ahargr.na is Dvyugana plus 357 days multiplied by
the number of years.

The displacement due to Ahargana (i.c. the number of days from
the Epoch to the desired date) is split up into two parts — ( i ) one for

Dvyugana, which is obtained by multiplying die displacement for a
day by the Dvyugana, and ( ii

)

the other for 337 days of each year
elapsed from Epoch, which is obtained by multiplying the displacement
for 357 days by the number of years. The sum of these two parts gives

the total displacement.

By the use of this artifice, Munjala has been able to introduce a

simplicity in the calculations which is not possible in calculating only
with the help of Ahargatfa (which is necessarily a very much larger

number).

(3) Compare the mean daily motions of the Sun as given by —

Siiryyasiddhdnla

in in.

59

sec.

8.17

Siddhania Sirotnani 59 8.17

Modern Value 59 8.2

These and subsequent values have been taken from Mr. P. C.

Sen Gupta’s ‘’Planetary Motion in Hindu Astronomy”.

To determine the mean motion of the moon from the Epoch—

ftN (*$) sit <IJ

mfiM -mfc?.: 515ft u 5 u

viivagh.no dvyugano dvistha strighndbdadvyuganonilah
\

affdiigdplajinnghnabdayuio bhigddihah iaJi j|6||

6. Multiply Dvyugana by 13 (visva) and place the product in two

places; deduct Dvyugana and three times Abdas (years) from the

product (placed below); divide the difference by 68; add to the pro-
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duct (placed above) this quotient, as also 24 times the Abdas (number

o£ years); (the sum gives the mean displacement or motion of the)

Moon in degrees etc. (from the Epoch).

Moles.— ( 1 )
Priuaslidhara's Illustration.— To find the mean

Moon, when the Dvyugana is 492 and Abdas 26.

sign. deg. min.

Multiply Dvyugmui by 13: 492 x 13 =
Place it below 6,396

Deduct Dvyugana 492,

and 3 times Abdas, 3x26 570

6,396

5-8*6

Add 5,826/68 or 85“ 41'to Product +
Also add 24 limes Abdas, 24X26 +

85
624

4*
0

Displacement or motion of Moon =
or, omitting complete revolutions, 8

Add Longitude at CaUradi, 854 Saha 1

1

7.105

=5
18

4*

V
22

Thus, Longitude of mean Moon on the date

desired, omitting complete revolutions S «4 8

(2) Rationale of the Rule The formula for the displacement

of the mean Moon, if x he Dvyugana and y Abdas, if -given by

(xX 13+,XI,-^+ 24 y )"

= x( ]3+ %L-y+y{24-ly
deg. min. see.

The mean displacement of the Moon
during 1 day, as expressed

by the Rule, is (i 3 -|-J^!) tt = 13 10 35

which is multiplied by Dvyugana to give the displacement dining

Dvyugana.
Again, the mean displacement of the

Moon during a period of

357 days is = 23 57 28

or, =4°— (° 2 32 )

or, (24—3/ 68)° nearly.
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Tliis is multiplied by die number of Abdas (years) to give the
displacement during die (number of years x 357) days, in res-

pect of 357 days omitted each year from the A hntgana to arrive

at the Dvyugana.
I'his displacement, added to die displacement for the Dvyugana
found above, gives die total displacement from the Epoch of
the mean Moon.

(3) Compare die mean daily motions of the Moon as given by—
deg. min. sec.

Suryyasiddhanla

SiddnSnta Siromani
'3

>3

10

1

0

3480
34.88

Modern Value >3 1

1

27.6

To determine the mean motion ol the Candrocca from the Epoch—

TTtT fTT: ||

Sft? (»«») II V9 II

dvyugano dvigunabdona scandtoccamid navoddhrtdh
|

khavedaghndbdasamyuktdii sdfturissdbdakaloni/ih ||7
|

7. Deduct twice the A bda> (years) lrom Dvyugana ; divide by 9 ;

add to the quotient die number of Abdas (years) multiplied by 40

;

deduct from die sum taken as degrees the Abdas and the 8th part of

die Abdas as Kalas (Minutes); (the result gives the mean displacement

or motion of the) Candrocca (from die commencement, of the Epoch).

Notes.— (1) P’aiastidhara's Illustration To find the displace-

ment of the mean Candrocca, when Dvyugana is 227 and Abdas 26.

Dvyugana (taken as degress)

Deduct twice the A bdas, 2 x 26

Difference

Dividing by 9, the quotient is

Add to the quotient 40 x 26

Deduct 26 kalis and 26/8 kalis —

or, omitting complete revolutions.

Add Longitude at Epoch

. deg. min. see.

227 0 0
—

5 - 0 0

— *75 0 0
‘9 26 40

+ 1,040 0 0

1,059 26 40
— 0 29 >5

— 1.058 27 *5
8 27 25

+ 7 20 0

B
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Whence, mean 1-ongitude at

Cailrddi, 880 Saha 11 16 17 25

Praiaslidhara gives ihe result as 11 16 18

(2) Praiaslidhara gives another illustration, with Dvyugana 492
and Abdas 26. These are the results

Displacement ... o 8 24
Mean Longitude ... o 15 44

(3) Formula : If x be Dvyugana, and y die Abdas, the formula

may be tints expressed —

(^)*+< 40 >-)•-( y+ >r

="(rHM y ( 40-8 )*-y ( i)')

(4) Rationale.— The following seems to be the rationale of lire

Rule—
Displacement of the Candtocca deg. min. set.

during one day ... — o 6 40.88

= (1/9) degree nearly.

Displacement during the period of die Dvyugana is obtained by
multiplying the daily displacement by Duyugaua, which gives

the first part of the formula.

Displacement during 357 days = 39 45 33

- <40- § )*—(9/8)' nearly.

Multiplying this by the number ol Abdas, we get the Displacement
for (357 x Abdas) days omitted from the A/taigana in obtain-

ing the Dvyugana. This is the second part of the formula.

Adding the two parts, \vc get. the total Displacement or motion
from the Epoch.

(4) Compare the mean daily motions of the Candrocca as given

Sxiryyasiddhanla
mm.

6 38

8Siddhanta Siromani 6
Modem Value 6 34.26

In Verses 8-10 Mitnjala gives formulas lor finding the mean dis-

placements or motions of Mats, Mercury. Jupiter, Venus, Saturn, and
the Node of die Moon, from that of die Sun. Exactly the same methods
are used (as alternative methods), and the same formulas given, by
Dalla sn ka-Sisya-dhi-vrddhida, Madhyamddhikdra, Vents 50, 51 and
52 (the printed text of which is faulty and should be corrected).
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To determine Lhe mean motion of Man —

wt W (*S) (W fr ;
l 1

dhruvadyarkat hujo dvdbhydm nypoghnnccefukhesubhih |7§|

7^. Divide by s the displacement of the (mean) Sun from the

Epoch: to this add the same displacement multiplied by 16 and

divided by 505 ;
(the sum gives the mean displacement or motion of)

Mars (from the Epoch).

Notes.— (1) This half-verse gives a relation between the displace-

ments of the mean Sun and Mars for any period front the Epoch. If

the interval be taken as only one day from the Epoch, it gives a rela-

tion between die daily mean motions of the Sun and Mars, on which

relation die formula is based.

(2) In the following Verses, the same method is applied to all

die remaining planets (Mercury, Jupiter, Venus and Saturn), and to

die Node of the Moon.

(3) Verse 5 has given the method for calculating the mean dis-

placement of the Sun,

(4) Verses G and 7 have given formulas for calculating the mean

displacements of the Moon and the Mandocca of die Moon directly,

and not from that of die Sun, because these displacements are large

compared to that of the Sun and a direct calculation gives a better

(5) But, according to Munjala, the displacements of Mars, Mer-

cury, Jupiter, Venus, Saturn, and the Node ol the Moon, are compar-

?blc with that of the Sun. and they are veiy easily deduced from the

It is to be noted here that, l>y Mercury and Venus (the inferior

planets), their Sigliroccai are meant (See Verse 16, second half), and,

although their displacements or motions are greater than that of the

Sun. these arc much less than those of the Moon and the Mandocca of

the Moon.

(6) Illustration.—If a, the displacement of die Sun for one day,

be 59 min. 8 see., find the displacement of Mars for one day.

16 a /505
Adding, (i

The usual values are —
Suryya SiddhanUt
SiddhSnla Siromani
Modem Value

27.29
26.46

26.5
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(7) The formula is, if a and jj be the displacements of the Sun
and Mars during the same interval of time from the Epoch,

6 = a/2 +16.3/505.

To determine the mean motion of Mercury (fiighrocca)—

<V6) fT: II i II

saptaghnid rtuvedair ji\a icatwghnaravina yutah ,|8||

8. Multiply the displacement of the Sun by 7 and divide the

product by 46; add the quotient to 4 times the displacement of the

Sun ; (this gives die mean displacement or motion of) Mercury (i.e.

its Sighrocca, as explained in Verse iG).

Notes.— (1) If 7. and (1 are die displacements of the Sun and Mer-

cury (Sighrocea), the formula is —

P = 4 *+ 7-a/46 -

(2) a, the displacement of the Sun
during one day,

T*
7.0/46

Adding, (1

The usual values arc —
Suryya SiddhSnla
Siddhanta Sirotnatji

Modern Value

deg.

or 4

4

4

4

To determine the mean motion of Jupiter —

rupaghnad bhaskarair jivo bhvgknacca radakhendubhih |8|

nun. sec.

59 8

23G 32

9 0

215 32

5 32

5 33-37

5 3*3
5 3*-4

VO ft*. 14 '

8£. Multiply the displacement of the Sun by 1 and divide by

12 ;
again multiply the displacement of the Sun by 1 and divide by

1032; (the sum of the two quotients gives the mean displacement or

or motion of) Jupiter.

Notes.—

{

1) Formula : If * and Q arc the displacements of the

Sun and Jupiter, ^l.a/iB+ i.a/ioss.'

(2) Rationale.— This is the relationship between the daily

motions of the Sun and Jupiter, and thus it will De true for any period
elapsed from the Epoch.
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(g)
Illustration.—

a, the displacement of die Sun
during one day

d/m
a/1032

Adding, 0

The usual values are —
Suryya Siddhanta

Siddhanta Siromoni
Modem Value

min. sec.

= :9 8

= 4 55-6

= 0 3.4

= 4 59

4 59- «4

4 59- «5

4 59 '

To determine the mean motion of Venus (Sighrocca)—

mi 'reft: fcir :$o) gr^ (^) II ^ II

digghnat sadbhih sito digglindt trijinstitSena varjilah
||<)j]

9. Mulciply the displacement of the Sun by 10 and divide the

product by 6: again multiply the displacement of the sun by 10 and

divide the product by 243; and deduct the latter quotient from the

former; (the difference gives the mean displacement or motion of)

Venus (i.e. its Sighrocca, as indicated by Verse 16).

Notes.— (1) Formula : If a and 0 he the displacements of the
Sun and Venus (Sigrocca), 0=io.a/6— to.a/243.

(2) Rationale.—This is the relation between the daily motions
of the Sun and Venus (Sighrocca).

(3) Illustration.—

a, the displacement of the Sun
deg. min. see

during one day = 59 8

1 0.0/6 = 98 33
Deducting 10.5/243 23

9 = 96 lO

The usual values are —
or 1 36 IO

Suryya Siddhanta
1 36 7-73

Siddhanta Siromanl
' 36 7-73

Modern Value
' 36 7-7
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To determine die mean motion of Saturn

3R (5°) fo I

jadgunod ayutenarki scandraghnacca hhavahnibhih |9]|

9J. Multiply the displacement of the Sun by 6 and divide the

product by 10,000; again multiply the displacement of the Sun by i

and divide by 30; (the sum of the two quotients gives the mean dis-

placement or motion of) Saturn.

.Votes.— (1) If a and 0 be the displacements of the Sun and
Saturn during any period, the formula says that —

0=6.o/io.ooo + i.a/30.

(2) Rationale.—This is die relation between the daily motions
of the Sun and Saturn.

(3) Illustration.—

o. die displacement of die Sun
during one clay

®/s°
6.a/ 1 o.ooo

Adding. 0

=

Mini.

50
t

o

sec.

8

58.27

2.11

= 2 0.38

The usual values arc —
Suryya Siddhanla
Siddhdnia Siromani
Modern Value

2 0.39

2" o. 38
a 0.5

To determine the mean motion of the Node of the Moon —

: (V) 'JsjTJfMf RVv fwrw. u u

iiakhaih pancd'iganetraisca camirapdlo vilomagah
|

io||

10. Divide the displacement of the Sun by 20; again divide the

displacement by 265; (the sum of the two quotients gives die mean

displacement or motion of the) Node of the Moon, which (displace-

ment) is retrograde.

Here ends the section dealing with mean motions.
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Notes.— (i) Formula : If a and are ihe displacement of the

Sun and the Node of the Moon respectively, then 8L=a/*o-f- a/265

(2) Rationale.—This is the relation between their daily motions.

(3)

' Illustration.—

a, the displacement of the Sun
during one day

a/20
a/265

Adding. Q

— 5
s— o

= 3

The usual Values arc —
Suryya Siddhanta 3 10.75

Siddhanta Siromani 3 10.8

Modern Value 3 10.64

{4) The Verses 5-10 may be thus summarised :—

(A) If x be the Dvyngana calculated for the desired date and y
• lie number of years elapsed from the Epoch, the following Displace-

ments are vers1 quickly calculated in terms of these two variables :—

(a) Displacement of (mean) Siui

Y-yAMHQ'
(b) Displacement of (mean) Moon

-x( i3 + iJ5A)** y ( 2l-A)*

(e) Displacement of (mean) Mandocco of the Moon

-( J)°+y( 40 -*)"-y( 8 )•

(B) If a be the Displacement of the Sun, and (1 the Displacement

of the Planet (Mats, Mercury, Jupiter, Venus, Saturn) or the Node ol

the Moon from the Epoch, the latter Displacements arc thus expressed

in terms of the Displacement of the Sun from the Epoch —

Displacements of—

(a) Mais

(b) Mercury (Sighrocca) . .

.

6=2 + !£9
2 505

4- ^ S

(c) Jupiter I — “ *
“

"
12 1032
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(d) Venus (Sighrocca) 0- 10a _ 10«
1

6 243

(e) Saturn roa*i
(0 Node oE the Moon (rctrogmde) - *«&

which may be compared with Verses 30, 51 and 52 (as corrected)

ihe Madhyam&dhikara of Sisya-dhi-vrddhida of Lalla

<fafa (R) *TWJ tffRiiifll (\^)

vKi'tMitf (Re'*, ) I

(«) («*) («)'

*f II <\o II

rfgfw (\R) g<ftnft-

Wfl«»$ ( l«W )
fervrrfw

1

<3rriWI ( \° ) ( *, ) I’aT^few

yrvrat TurftnrisT ( rw^ )
trf?ra:

11 11

\ ) SJ<T ( lo.ooo ) wifswt iW-

tRis Wlf^ifa
(
\0 )

^Esnssrar
I

(rc) jttwt ( rva )-

II RR II



Section 1 1—SPASTA1JH IKARA

(Dealing with die True Places of the Planets)

By N. K. Majumdcx

In the last Section the mean motions o( the planets have been dealt

with. But die position of a planet so calculated docs not generally

coincide with the position of the planet as observed, 'rhe difference

of the longitudes (i.e., die angle of difference) of the two positions (mean,

and true according to observation) is called the Equation of Centre

(Equation of Position, according to Burgess); when the whole of this

angle of difference is calculated and applied to the mean position,

positively or ncgauvely as the case may be, the corrected position of

the planet must coincide with the u uc position as observed. The object

of litis Section is to determine this correction.

In Indian Astronomy, the calculation of this correction, or of the

angle of difference called the Equation of Centre, is based on die fol-

lowing theory.

A Mandocca* (apex of slowest motion) is assumed for each planet,

and this Mandocca attracts the planet towards itself according to a

certain law to be explained later. A Mg/irocca* (apex of quickest mo-

tion) is also assumed For every planet except the Sun and the Moon,

and it also attracts die planet towards itself. The deviation of the

true planet from the mean position is due to these attractions. For

the Sun and the Moon diere is, according to Indian .Astronomy, gener-

ally only one correction (Manda correction), but we shall see later on

that MuRjala introduces a second correction for the Moon and he

seems to have been the first of the Indian astronomers to do so. The

complete correction for the other planets is a combination of the

two (Manda and tfig/tra) corrections indicated above.

The planets and their Mandaccas and tigltroccas all move from

west to east among the stars (which are fixed) in the heavens. Their

positions or longitudes arc measured eastwards from some fixed point

•For an identification o£ Mondo-m and Slghtocta wiih the terms (Apsis

and Conjunction respectively) of modern Astronomy and a comparison o[ thii

theory of planetary motion with die modern theory, 1 would refer the reader

to the excellent exposition given by Burgess in his translation of Suryyaiiddhttnta

and by Sen Gupta in his Kbe^akhMyaka, Appendix 111.

A
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or star in the heavens. The mean planet moves faster than the
Mandocca, and the Sightocia moves faster than the mean planet. Be-
cause each Ucca (Mandocca or Sightocca) draws the mean planet to-

wards itself, the etfeci of such ainaction is to reduce the angle between
the Ucca and die planet in every case

;
but, since the planet is ahead

of Mandocca, the effect of the Afandocca is to diminish or increase
the mean logitude of the planet according as the mean planet has
moved less than or more than six signs from the Mandocca {see Dia-
gram I); while, because ihc fUg/nocca is ahead of the mean planet, the
effect of the Stghrocca is to increase or diminish such longitude accord-
ing as die Sightocca has moved less than or more than six signs from
the mean plancc (sec Diagram II).

This general theory must be further amplified by the enuncia-
tion of two theories, alternative to one another, on which is based the
actual calculation of the amount of correction or the Equation of

Centre. These theories are called die Eccentric Theory and the Epi-
cyclic Theory, and both lead to die same results.

According to die Eccentric Theory, the mean planet is supposed
to move in a geo-centric circular orbit (i.c. in a circle with the Earth
or the Observer in the centre) with mean moiion, and the true planet
to move with the same mean moiion in the same direction along an
equal circle, called the Eccentric <Parimat}dala or Pralivrila), whose
centre is, however, away and at a distance from the centre’ of the geo-
centric circle (called Concentric or Kaksydvtlla in relation to die Ec-
centric), the Ucca lying in a straight line joining the two centres (Dia-
grams I and II). The distance between the two centres (of rhe Con-
centric and the Eccentric) varies for different planets and for different
positions of the same planet, and arc defined for the planets and the ir

different positions.

Diagram I.-Explain-

ing the Eccentric

Theory for the effect

of ihe Mandocca.
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In Diagram I, MPiPiPaP. is the Concentric (i.e. geocentric
Orbit, with the Earth or the Observer O at the centre) in which the
mean planet is supposed to move with chc mean motion in the counter-
clockwise direction (eastwards). OM is ilic direction of the Mandocca,
ami M may be considered to be the Mandocca lying on this circle (Con-
centric). MTiT.'P.TV is die Eccentric, with the same radius as the
Concentric and with centre at O’, in which the true planet is sup-
posed to move from M', the position of Mandocca in this circle, in
the same (counter-clockwise) direction with the same mean motion,
and, therefore, for different positions (four such positions are shown,
one in each quadrant) Pi, P,, P«, P, of the mean planet on the Concen-
tric and the corresponding positions Ft. P':. Fa. F, of the true planet
on the Eccentric,

angle MOP. = angle MOP,',

angle MOP, = angle M'OTi',

angle MOP* = angle M'OT/,

angle MOP. = angle M'O’P.'.

Since OP and OT' are equal and parallel, P:Pi' is equal and
parallel to OO', and similarly PiPi', P*P»', P.P.' are equal and parallel

to OO'. When the mean planet is at Pi in the Concentric, tne true

planet is at Pi' in the Eccentric, and thus appears to the Observer at

O in the direction OPi" P:'; die angle between the Mandocca M and the

mean planet Pi (i.e., the longitude ol Pi measured eastwards from a

fixed point less the longitude of ,W/tndocca) is called the Manda
Kendra (anomaly). As the mean planet is at Pi and the true planet

is seen in the direction OP/', to get the direction of the true planet

it is necessary to calculate the angle MOP/' from the Kendra MOP,.
Now. angle MOP. — angle MOP," = angle P.OP," and, therefore, if

the angle P1OP1" can be determined, we can determine the direction

in which die true planet lies. This angle P,OP," is called the Equa-

tion of Centre. Similarly, for the positions P», Pi. P., the Equations

of Centre are respectively the angles PiOP ", PiOP/', P.OP/'.

It will also be seen from this Diagram that the positions P/', Pi",

Pa", P." of the true planet in the Concentric are nearer to th^ Mandocca
than the mean positions P,. Pi, P«, i\, respectively in the same circle.

This is why it teas .said that the Mandocca attracts the mean planet

towards itself.
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In Diagram II, the same eccentric theory is explained in rela-

tion to the Siehrocca (instead of die Mandocca). The Sighrocca

moves (eastwards) faster than the planet and, therefore, with the rela-

tive velocity in a counterclockwise direction if the planet is consi-

dered stationary ; if, on the other hand, the Sighrocca is considered

stationary, the planec will move backwards (i.e., in die clockwise

direction) with the relative motion. For similarity with Diagram I.

die Sighrocca lias been considered stationary in Diagram II, OO'SS'

being the direction of the Sighrocca from the Observer at O and the

Sighrocca lying in the straight line joining O and O', the centres of

the Concentric and the Eccentric. Pi, P2, Pi, Pi arc the positions of

the mean planet (moving in the clockwise direction relatively to the

Sighrocca) in the first, second, third and fourth quadrants respectively

from the Sighrocca, and Pi’, P:’. Pi', P.' are the corresponding posi-

tions of the true planet in the Eccentric, the true planet being seen

by the Observer at O in the directions OP.’T,’, OP/'P/, OPa"P s',

OP."P/ respectively.

It is evident from the Diagram that the mean planet is in every

case attracted by and towards the Sighrocca.

In eidier case (i.e., whether determining the Manda or the Sighra

Equation of Centre). Munjala defines Kendra to be the longitude of

the mean planet less the longitude of the Ucca (Mandocca or Sighrocca,

as the case may be). Now, for the positions Pi and Ps in Diagram I,

ant! P« and P, ir. Diagram II, the Kendra as defined above is less than

six signs, and in all these cases the longitude of the mean planet has

to be reduced by the Equaution of Centre as determined ; while for

the positions Pi and P* in Diagram I and Pi and Pa in Diagram II,
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ihe Kendra as defined above is more than six signs, ar.d in these cases,

as we have seen, the longitude of the mean planet lias to be increased

by the Equation of Centre.

Thus, Munjoin has been able to state the definitions and the
results in a very general way. According to him,

(i) A>mira=longitude of mean planet less longitude of Ucca,

and

(ii) Equation of Centre is positive or negative, according as

Kendra is greater or less than six signs.

In Diagrams III and IV, the Epicyclic Theory is explained. Ac-

cording to this dteorv, the mean planet moves in a geo-centric circular

orbit, with the Earth or the Observer in the centre; this geocentric

circle (the Concentric in the Eccentric Theory) is called Deferent in

this dteory. The true planet moves in a circle (called die Epicycle

or Nicoccavrtta) with the mean planet as centre. The circumference

of litis circle, in relation to die Deferent, is defined for each planet

and for different positions of the same planet. As a matter of fact,

the radius of this Epicycle is equal to the distance between O and O',

chc centres of the Concentric and die Eccentric in the other theory.

In Diagram III, M is the position of the Mandocca in the

Deferent. The mean planet moves (eastwards) faster than the

Mandocca, and Pi, Pj. Ph, P* are the positions of the mean planet

in the first, second, ihird and fouidi quadrants respectively. As the

mean planet moves away (counter-clockwise) from the Mandocca to

Pi, describing the angle MOPi, the true planet moves in the Epicycle
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(Nicocca-vjtta) from the Ucca point U, to P«' in the opposite (clock-

wise) direction with the same motion, describing thtc angle U.P.P.'

which is exactly equal to the angle MOP. described by the mean

planet in the Deferent during the same time ; and die true planet is

seen by the Observer at O in the direction OPi" Pi'. At P*. the mean

planet has moved from M (counter-clockwise) through the angle

MOP*, and the true planet has moved from Ua in the clockwise

direction through the equal angle UjP Pa'. At P», the mean pla-

net has moved counter-clockwise in the Deferent through the

the centre O by the arc MPiPsPa, and die trueangle subtended at

planet has moved clockwise from Un in the Epicycle through

equal angle subtended at the centre Ps by die arc UaB. N»P.\ Sis
. * . — . i «... .1 . .L. .1 .. . 1. ...... .1

Diagram IV.-

Explaining the Epics1-

die Theory for the

effect of the iighrocca.

Diagram IV deals with the same eyicydic theory, but with the

Equation of Centre due to Sighrocca. S is the position of the Sigftrocca

in the Deferent. As Sighrocca moves Easter than the mean planet, the

mean planet is supposed to have a relative motion backwards (i.e.

clockwise), taking different positions Pi, P s , P 3 , and P., in the four
quadrants

; die true planet simultaneously moves in the Epicycle from
the Ucca point U' in the opposiic (counter clockwise) direction with
the same motion, and the true positions are observed in the directions
QP.'TY, OPa'T OPj'Tn' and OP/?.' respectively.
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Diagram V illustrates a comparison ol the two theories, by show
ing die Concentric, the Eccentric and the Epicycle together, and show
ing how the two theories lead to the same results.

Diagram VI.—Showing the method oi numerical calcula-
tion of the Equation ol Centre.

ol numerical calcula-

(b) When the Mean Planet is

in the third quadrant eastwards

Irom the Urea.

(a) When the Mean Planet is

in the firstquadzant eastwards
from Ucea.

Diagram VI shows how the Equation of Centre is to be actually

calculated under either theory. Let A and A' be the positions of
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the Urea in the Concentric and the Eccentric, P the position of the

mean planet in the Concentric (or Deferent) and P' the position of

the true planet in the Eccentric (or the Epicycle); then OP"P' is

the direction in which the true planet is observed by the Observer at

O. and the angle POP" is the Equation of Centre (let us call, E).

Let R be the radius of die Concentric or the Eccentric, and let 00'

be p, which is also equal to the radius of die Epicycle. Let OM be a

diameter of the Concentric perpendicular to OA; draw perpendi-

culars PM (which passes through P') on OM, P'N on OP, and ON'
on P'O'. The angles AOP, A'O'P' (measured counterclockwise from

A and A') and UPP' (measured clockwise from U) are equal. Then,

angle AOP being Kendra (K),

R Sin E = R Sint POP"

NP' _ R. p Sin K
R

‘ OP' Jojp+WF*

,-P-^nK .

s'(o i- P Ni’+tc P'
f

_ p. R Sin K ___
'7(R±P Cos K) : + (p Sin K»*

^ p. R Siu K _
7r’±2 P R Cos K + p'

[ The * Sign is far Diagram VI (a) and the - Sign for Diagram VI (6)
*

Then E is to be calculated from the Table of Jyas (i.e. of R Sin <5

constructed for different \alucs of i ) and bv interpolation, if

necessary.

This is the basis of the statements and the calculations of this

Section, to which we now' proceed.

On the Kendra, Bhtija and Koti —

0 .

II II

graha svocconiiah kendram $adurdhadho’ rdhajo bhujah
|

dhanarnam padaiah kali dhanarnarnadhanalmiki ,1 it
||

it. The (position or longitude of the) Planet less (that of) its

Ucca (Apogee) is the Kendra (Anomaly) (from which is derived the

Bhuja); the Bhujas derived from the half circle above and the half
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circle below six signs are respectively positive and negative ; while the

Koti is positive, negative, negative, positive in the successive (first,

second, third and fourth) quadrants.

Notes.—(1) In Laghumdnasa there is a common definition of

Kendra for both Manila and Sighra operations : In either case, the

Kendra or Anomaly is obtained by deducting the Longitude of the

Ucca (Mandocca or Sighrocca) from the Longitude ot the Planet.

This has enabled the author to state the nature of the correction in

such general leans as to be applicable in both the eases : such correc-

tion is to be added to or deducted from tire Kendra

,

and therefore

added to or deducted from the longitude of the mean Planet, accord-

ing as the Kendra as defined docs or does not exceed six signs.

Compare the modern Suryya-Siddhanta, Spaff&dhikara, verses 29
and .15 :

wi G3JTC1 ^ I

OT II R? II

'33 nTTvit ^ n n

Here also a common definition is given for the Kendra, obtained

by deducting the Longitude of the Planet from that of the Ucca,

instead of deducting the Longitude of the Ucca front that of the Planet

as in I^ighumdnasa

;

and this common definition of the Kendra has

enabled the author to give one common rule for the application of

the correction for both Manda and Sighra operations, as in I.aghu-

manasa, but, on account of the difference in definition of the Kendra
from that of Laghumdnasa, the correction will be positive or negative

according as the Kendra does not or does exceed six signs.

Compare, on die other hand, the following

Brdhrnasphutasiddhdnta, Spasladhikaia, v. 12 :

nvjif&Jtw rr^’ 1

Sisya-dhi-vfddhido, Spasfddhikara, v. 10

wnn 355' fTTTS’TH, I

firfwfef*!: 'trS.'it: 33TT-

yn'tiifi s 11
\o 11
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Siddhanta-Sckhara, Sphujidhyaya, v. 1 2 :

Lf3?0I g rJfTlmljfftttll,
I

**<3 TS fafuftyf*?: II ^ ll

SiddhantaSiromani, Spaftadhikdra, v. 18 :

•ari^i Hift

fi'f wAitei

*J5 fo«u ?! ^n^H. 11 \d 11

In all these cases, on account of ihc different definitions of die
Kendra lor Manda and Slghra operations, the authors have 10 give

different rules for the application of the Manda and Sighra coirections

to the corresponding Kendras and to die corresponding longitudes of

the mean planets.

(2) A circle is divided by two perpendicular diameters into four
ouadrants (padas). As a circle is also divided into 12 signs or 360
degrees, each quadrant is equal to 3 signs or go degrees. We have seen
diat Laghumdndsa adopts the convention of negative and positive signs
for the "sine" funciton in die first and second halves respeciviely of a
circle, which is contrary to the modern convention, but SuryyG*
Siddhanta adopts the modem convention with regard to the sign of

the "sine” function : in these cases, a particular necessity dictates the

assumption of one convention or the other. For die "cosine" func-

tion, however, Laghumanasa adopts the modern convention, the signs
being positive, negative, negative and positive for die first, second,
Uiird and fourth quadrants respectively.

(3) Whatever be the magnitude of an angle, whether it is less

than or greater than a right angle or two or three right angles, die
trigonometrical functions aie determined from some corresponding
acute angle. The term bhuja in Indian Mathematics approximates to
the idea of this corresponding acute angle. In Indian Mathemaucs.
the "sine” of any angle is the “sine” of the corresponding bhuja, and
the “cosine ’

is the “sine" of the complement of the bhuja (i.e., 90
0—

bhuja). This is more fully defined in the next verse. If the angle
is an acute angle, the bhuja is the angle itself ; if the angle is greater
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than a right angle, the bhuja is the supplement of the angle (i.e., i8o°

-angle); if the angle lies between two and three right angles, the bhuja

is the excess of the angle over two right angles (i.e., angle— i8o°); and,

if the angle lies between three and four right angles, the bhuja is the

difference between four right angles and iTie angle (i.e., 3G0*—angle).
The Jyd (“sine") of an angle in Indian Mathematics is defined to be

the Radius of the circle in which the angle is measured multiplied

by the trigonometrical Sine of the angle. The terms Bhuja-jyd and

Kolijyd therefore imply the Sine of the Bhuja and the Sine of die

Koli, multiplied by the Radius. The terms Bhujajyd and Kolijyd

arc also shortly termed Bhuja (or Bdhu) and Koli icspectively.

On the Bhuja jyd and Koli-jyd —

37% wIsptot i i

oje fade gaiaiiydbhydm bdhukoli same'nyathu
|

n£
|

11$. In odd quadrants, the Bdhu (i.e. Bhujajyd) and the Koli

(i.e. Kolijyd) arc defined by (or derived from, i.e. arc Jyd of, or Radius

multiplied by Sine of) the angle passed over (gata) and the angle to

be parsed over (aisya) respectively. In even quadrants, it is die reverse.

Moles.—(1) Bdhu is Jyd of Bhuja, and Koti is Jyd of Koli. The
methods indicated here for determining the Bhujajyd and Koti-

jyd agree with the modem methods for the determination of trigono-

metrical sines and cosines, llius, in Diagram VII, if L AOPi,

L AOP-, L AOP 3 ,
and L AOP., be four angles lying respectively in

the four quadrants, die angles being formed by OP moving from OA
iu die counterclockwise direction,

Second Quadrant

( Even —*l»t

)

First QnadTaut

(Odd-**)

Third Quadiaut

<Odd-S«)

Diagram VII

F011Tth Quadrant

( Even-»Pt )
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for L AOPi (<1 rt.L \ Bhuja= lAOPi, Koti= L BOPi;

for L AOPa (>1 rt.L ),
Bhuja= L A'OPi, Koti= ABOPa;

for LAOPt (>2 rt. L s), Bhuja=zl A’OP*. Koti=. L B'OPj:

and for £.AOP« ( >3 rt. Ls ), Bhuja= L AOP. (< 1 rt. Z. ),

Koti= L B'OP,.

If the angle be called e, then —

if 6 lies in the 15*<7•
r—

1 2nd. quadrant 3rd. quadrant 4th. quadrant

Jya Q - R sin 6 R sin (180—0) R sin (0—180) R sin (380—0)

KotijI 6 - R sin (90-0) R sin (0 DO) R sin (270-0) R sin(0—270

(2) In Indian Malhemaiics. the other trigonometrical elements

arc thus defined

:

(a) Jya of 3 signs or of 90 degrees or of a quadrant is the Radius.

It is called Tri-jya.

(b) Trijya — Bhujajyd = Utkramajya of Koti,

Trijya — Kotijyd = Utkmmajyd of Bhuja,

R x Bhujajyd/Kotijyd = Length of Tangent at Bhuja-end.

R x Kotijyd/Bhujajyd = Length of Tangent at A'oli-cnd.

These are all expressed as Lengths, which divided by the Radius
give the usual trigonometrical ratios.

A Rule for the approximate determination of Baku and Koti

numerically —

: 11 ^ 11

Catustryehaghnardsyaikyam bahukotyoh kalathiakdh
|j 12

|

12. In determining the Bdhu and the Koti, (i.e. the Bhujajyd

and the Kotijyd), multiply the signs (first, second and third signs) of

the angle (Bhuja or Koti) respectively by 4, 3 and 1, and add ; take the

sum as degrees and add as many kaids.

Notes.—(1) The formula is dius expressed,

for Jya of 1 sign, take 4°4';

for Jyi of 2 signs, add 3Y:
for Jya of 3 signs, also add iV.
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The result is

Angle being

I. sign or go degrees

2 signs or 60 degrees

3 signs or 90 degrees

Jya is

4°4’ or 244'

7V or 427'

8°8' or 488'

The Jya of 3 signs or the Radius is thus taken to be 488’, and the

Jya of go degrees is half of this and therefore 244’.

(2) The Jya of any other angle is to be obtained presumably by
interpolation, and will necessarily be very rough.

(3) The three Jyas given above may be compared with analogous

values given by other writers —

Jya 30 Jya 60 Jya go or Radius

Aryyabhata

Brahmagupta

Paulisa

Modern Suryya Siddhanta

Munjala

Sripati

Bhaskarararyya

It may be observed that Munjula's value of Jya of 3 signs is one-

seventh of Sripati's value.

(4) Illustration.—To find Jya (is. s8° 19').

For 1 sign, take 4° o' o"

For 28° of the second sign, take 2° 48' o"

For 19' of the second sign, take t' 54"

«7«9' 2978' 3438'

'635' 2832' 3270'

60' ios'56" 120'

>7>9' 2978’ 3438'

244' 427' 488'

1708' 2958' 34 >5'

>7>9' 297/ 3438'

Adding,

Add the same as Kalas

,

etc.

Jya (1 s. 28
0

1o')

6° 49' 54'

6' 49" 54

6* 56' 44"

W

Also Kotijya (t s. 28
0

(1 s. i° 4i')=4° >4
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To deicrminc the Manda correction to be applied to the position

of the mean planet —

QClTfsRTfN^ ( )STTT3T: (^ )

( V* ) (v ) I

OT*. <^ ( ft )

5^i: II ft II

TO I ft J I

suryydjjinaivino' gankdh iaraveddh khahhendavah
|

d-jyankuh khadanla striresa khedeh ko\yardhosamskrtah
||

13
||

bhujo liptikfta ichsdabhakto gnthaphalamiakah
|
13I

|

13. (In determining the Manda eorrection to be applied to the

mean longitude and the mean motion of a planet), the "Divisor" is

224 for the Sun. 07 for the Moon, 45 for Mars. 100 for Mercury, 92 for

Jupiter, 320 for Venus, and 63 for Saturn, each corrected by half Koti-

jya.

t$4 . The Bhujajyd turned into lipids and divided by the "Divi-

sor” (defined in the last verse) gives the Giaha-mandaphala (the Manda

correction to be applied to the mean longitude of the planet) in

amsas (degrees).

Notes—(1) The "Divisor" (cheda) = q+i Kotijya, where q has

different values for the different planets, as given below

For the Sun q=22.i

„ the Moon q= 97

„ Mars q= <15

„ Mercury q=ioo

„ Jupiter >1= 9 ^

„ Venus q=32 <*

,, Saturn q= 63
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(2) Bhujajya converted into liptas/Cheda—Manda Equation of

Centre in degrees, which, as stated before, is positive or negative accord-

ing as the Kendra does or docs not exceed six signs.

(g) *We have seen that, if F. be the Equation of Centre, R the

radius of the Concentric, p the radius of the Epicycle, and K the

Kendra (Anomaly),

R sin H-R. ^ ( See Diagram Vf )

.

R . P sin K
s/(R±peos Ky + (p siu Kf

.

p- R si° *L .

JF+Tp R cos K + p'

p. R sin K .

’R7l±2icosK U( ceglecting^iBS small)

P. R sia K
" R ( l±!i cos K)

R

p. R sin K
"Rip cos K

which could also be derived by considering OP' equal to ON approxi-
mately.

In dealing with Manda operation, the term p cos K in die deno-
minator is neglected as small compared with R by some teachers of
Indian Mathematics <Cf. Modern Siiyrya-siddhdnla, Spafladkikdra, v.

dhyaya, vv. 36-37) also tries to explain why, instead of the hypotenuse

y r cos p-f p*

the radius of the Concentric is taken in the denominator.

The Equation ol Centre will, in such cases, be given by the fol-

lowing formula

:

R Sin E = p Sin k= R Sin KxE-=R Sin Kx|-

R SinK
R
P
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where 3611" is die circumference of (he Concencric or Deferent, P the
circumference and p the radius of i he mattda Epicycle.

According to (his formula, the Equation of Centre has the maxi-
mum value when K. is 90 degrees ; whereas, according to the formula.

R sin E
R p sin K
R-f-p cos K

the maximum value is given when-
d E
d K

i.c. when
Rjijcos K (R-fp cos K) — sin K (—p sin

(R-l-p cos K)'
J

i.e. when Cos K

1‘ R expressed in minutes (3 1$8'). with the corresponding value of

sin K
73TK ex-

prcsscs R sin E in minutes. Then, Munjata makes another approxi-
mation ; according to him, E— R sin E. and E is expressed in minutes
01 degrees according as R sin E is expressed in minutes or degrees.
1 hen the formula 13 further simplified lor facilitating numerical cal-
culations.

also expressed in minutes, the formula R Sin
K+P

Thus, E=R sin E
p. R sin K

-
CQS K niinutc5 (il R and p be expressed in minutes)

sin K
1

nunutes

|
88

'

P

R
483

' sin K
488' cos K.

R

minutes

(to be continued )
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